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PREFACE

The following Memoir, like all such labours, is something

of a mosaic ; and many of the clearer and happier colours

in the pattern are due to York Powell's friends. For the

adding and inlaying, as well as for the choice of all

materials, the editor has to answer. Various reasons

have led me to include more of the handiwork of others

than is common in biographies. I have come on few

letters written by Powell before his twenty-eighth year,

though in recompense there are some lively pictures of

his youth and boyhood. He kept no diary. Hardly any

of the letters he received, except those from Dr. Gudbrand

Vigfusson, are in existence. I did not know him till he

was thirty-five, and we were neighbours for only a few

years, though we regularly met and corresponded. Another

reason for quoting freely is that there were many sides,

and thus many readings, of Powell. There is but one voice

as to the strength and beauty of his affections. But his

mind was so hospitable that he touched many persons

and circles far apart from one another :
* different packs

of cards ' (as one of his oldest friends writes) * which were

never dealt out together.' Hence he is best shown by many

witnesses speaking independently. And as he spent him-

self so freely on his friends, that his letters are much taken

up with their affairs or their writings, I have urged upon

them to permit, wherever it was possible, such letters to

be printed, without always erasing his generosities of praise

and admiration, or his criticisms ; and have done the like in
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my own case, not expecting to be misunderstood. Thus the

reader has both Powell's own words and the judgement of

many who knew him, some of them being his older friends,

whilst other and younger observers have borne noticeable

witness too.

The debt to those who have thus made common cause in

behalf of Powell's memory is too great to specify fully.

The Memoir is itself a record by name of nearly all those

who have furnished letters, facts, memories, or impressions.

Yet some call for special note. The work has been furthered

in every way by his mother and his daughter. The passages

from his correspondence have been approved for publication

by his executors. Professor J. A. Stewart, of Oxford, and

Mr. J. Ashton Cross, of Lincoln's Inn. Two well-known

Icelandic scholars, the Rev. John Sephton, of Liverpool

University, and Professor W. P. Ker, of University College,

London, have seen and strengthened what I was able to say

of Powell's Northern studies and of his ties with Vigfiisson
;

and Mr. Sephton, as a labour of love, has put in order

a mass of Vigfiisson's papers, which are to be stored in the

Bodleian (see Appendix A to vol. i). Mr. R. L. Poole,

the editor of the English Historical Review, has written

with authority on Powell's services to that journal. Mr.

Herbert Fisher and Mr. Robert S. Rait, both of New
College, have read and enriched from their own experi-

ence the pages upon his work as an historian and teacher

of history. I am also glad to have their general concur-

rence in the choice of the historical articles and reviews.

Mr. Owen Edwards, of Lincoln College, and several other

writers, have chronicled their memories of Powell as a

teacher either of history or of letters. Professor C. H. Firth

has also given valuable help and information as to Powell's

Oxford career and other matters.

The Memoir will show something of what is due to
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Powell's colleagues at Christ Church. Dr. Kitchin, Dean

of Durham ; Dr. Paget, Bishop of Oxford ; his successor

in the deanery of Christ Church, Dr. T. B. Strong ; Mr.

S. J. Owen, the Rev. W. Warner, and Mr. H. W. Blunt,

have all recorded their recollections. Mr. A. Hassall has

furnished further particulars ; and Professor Stewart's

counsel, throughout this attempt to do honour to our

common friend, has been of signal service.

In another and younger foundation than Wolsey's, the

University of Liverpool, there are several of Powell's

friends, my obligations to whom it is not easy to recount.

Such are Dr. Kuno Meyer, who was closely associated with

Powell in his Celtic studies and interests ; Professor J. M.

Mackay, who has given assistance in the selection of his-

torical passages ; and Mr. John Sampson, the University

Librarian, who has spared no skill and pains, often as

I have consulted him on literary and other questions

To Mr. Sampson the Catalogue of Writings owes its plan,

and it was first drafted (upon material sent by Mr. Rait)

by Miss Dora Yates, a member of Mr. Sampson's Biblio-

graphical class, and Tutor in English Literature. Miss

Yates is also entirely responsible for the Index, a work

of labour.

I have to thank another colleague, Professor Charles

Bonnier, for permission to print his Ex-Voto at the end of

vol. i ; it is a memorial of importance for the right appre-

ciation of Powell, and the same is to be said of the pages

contributed to chap, ix by Mr. J. B. Yeats, of the Royal

Hibernian Academy. Gratitude is also due to Mrs. J. R.

Green and to Mr. W. L. Mellersh for their accounts.

Others, whose names do not all appear in the book, but to

whom it is indebted in various ways, are : Mrs. R. A. M.

Stevenson ; Mrs. L. C. Osborne ; Mrs. James Sime

;

Miss M. Pope, and other members of Somerville College,
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especially Miss C^ile Hugon ; Mr. Arthur Sidgwick

;

the President of Magdalen ; Mr. Andrew Lang ; Dr. J.

Todhunter ; Mr. Percy Addleshaw ; Mr. G. E. Morrison

;

Sir Charles Eliot (for notes on the Finnish and Esthonian

articles) ; Mr. Thomas Bateson (for notes on Defoe) ; Mr.

Thomas Graham, of the Liverpool University Library (for

many verifications) ; Mr. P. C. Yorke, as well as Mr. Ivor

James and other Welsh gentlemen (for genealogical re-

searches).

The contents of vol. ii supplement Powell's published

volumes of Icelandic scholarship and those on English

history, as well as his more technical reviews and articles
;

the latter are safe and signed in the pages of the Academy
(under Mr. J. S. Cotton's editorship), of the English His-

torical Review, and of Folklore, The most important of

those reviews are noted in the Catalogue of Writings, and

it was not part of our plan to reprint them here. But

Powell also wrote much in a freer style, more usually

without his name, in the daily and weekly press. Part of

this material he saved in a scrap-book, adding corrections

as if for the press, though there is nothing else to show

whether or not he thought of reprinting any of it. No one

knows better than a reviewer the objections to reviving

work of this kind. But I am led to the conviction (and

have argued for it more fully in vol. i. pp. 137-8) that in

Powell's case they do not apply, and that it would do him

wrong not to save some of these pages from that strange

form of oblivion, or life-in-death, peculiar to the modern

world, the files of a journal . Such fragments, even when not

additions to positive knowledge, are full of glimpses into

unfrequented lore, and of life and illumination. We seem

to turn over the portfolios of some diffident artist, who has

left nothing that fully represents his power, but a mass of

studies, sketches, beginnings, full of ^ the play, the insight,
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and the stretch ' that we seek : by no means, therefore, to

be sacrificed, but worthy of sifting and mounting. These

press notices often have the same sort of attraction as

Powell's letters, and complete our view of his mind. The

longer articles and prefaces have a diflPerent interest.

They are carefully finished, and often came out in books

and magazines that are now very rare. The text of all

these writings has been scanned for errors of detaiL

Powell seldom saw a proof-sheet of his notices for daily

papers, and his handwriting though beautiful was some-

times mysterious. His spelling of foreign or Old Germanic

proper names was not always orthodox or consistent, and

has mostly been left as he chose it to be. In some articles,

and in his verses, his old-fashioned habit (shared by Fitz-

Gerald) of sprinkling capital initials has been kept to show

his idiosyncrasy. Omissions are signified by dots, editorial

matter by square brackets. A few connecting notes have

been inserted between the sections or extracts in vol. ii

;

a list of the items now first printed from MS. is given

in the Catalogue of Writings ; and there also are set out

the particular debts to the many authors, editors, pro-

prietors, and publishers who have courteously granted the

use of copyright matter, or assisted in tracing Powell's

contributions, often of distant date and unsigned. The

chief newspaper for which he wrote was the Man-
chester Guardian, whose editor, Mr. C. P. Scott, and his

colleagues, have given every encouragement and facilities

for consulting records. The circumstances under which

the Survey of the late Queen's reign was published

are explained in vol. i. pp. 243-6. All prose articles in

vol. ii, unless otherwise specified, are from the pages of

the Manchester Guardian. The Academy, the Morning
Post, the Pall Mall Gazette, and the Speaher, are also

represented.
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Amongst magazines, the main creditors are the Quarterly

Review, the English Historical Review (see vol. i. pp. 84-

5), Folklore, the North American Review, the English

Illustrated Magazine, the Quarto, the Pageant, Saint

George, and the G^^een Sheaf.

Mr. Elkin Mathews, of Vigo Street, the present holder

of the copyright and the separate copies of the Omar (both

Quatrains and Note), has generously allowed republica-

tion ; and Messrs. Swan Sonnenschein & Co. have done

the same in the case of Teutonic Heathendom, which

appears in Religiofis of the World, and of Thoughts

on Democra^j/, which first came out as a preface to Mr.

Charles Beard's Industrial Revolution and afterwards

under the auspices of Saint George. The * Sette of Odd
Volumes' issued the paper Some Words on English

Allegory among their private publications, and have been

good enough to allow its inclusion here. The same per-

mission is accorded by Mrs. Barmby and Messrs. Archibald

Constable & Co. for the preface to the late Miss Barmby's

Gisli Sursson; by Mr. Jack B. Yeats and Mr. Elkin

Mathews, for poems from the Broad Sheet ; by Mrs.

Gleeson White and Mrs. Richard Shute, for the papei's on

the late Mr. Gleeson White and the late Mr. Shute ; by

Mr. Alfred Nutt, for extracts from The Tale of Thrond of

Gate ; by Mr. Grant Richards, for the preface to the late

Grant Allen's County and Town in England ; by Mr.

Edward Clodd, for the passage by Powell in his memoir of

Grant Allen (also published by Mr. Grant Richards) ; by

Mr. John Murray, for the preface to M. Nazarbek's Through

the Storm ; by the Society for Promoting Christian Know-

ledge, for a passage from Powell's unpublished fragment

on Scandinavian Britain ; by Messrs. Duckworth & Co.,

for quotations from the translation of the work of MM.
Langlois and Seignobos on the Study of History ; by
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Mr. Joseph Clayton, for passages from his story Grace

Marloiv, wherein Powell is depicted ; by the Horace Club

at Oxford, in which he took much interest, and to whose

good offices is due the text of two poems, one hitherto

unprinted ; by Dr. Douglas Hyde and the Gaelic League,

for the use of two letters printed in the pamphlets of the

League ; and by Mr. W. Rothenstein and Messrs. Hacon

and Ricketts, for a passage on Verlaine.

The portraits of Vigfiisson and of Powell by Mr. H. M.

Paget, and the pencil drawing of Powell by Mr. J. B. Yeats,

are specially welcome. Acknowledgement is also due to

Mr. Frederick HoUyer, of Pembroke Place, and to Messrs.

Window and Grove, of Baker Street, for liberty to repro-

duce photographs ; and to Mr. E. Strange and Messrs. G.

Bell & Sons for the use of Powell's designs (founded on

an old legal script) from Mr. Strange's work on Alphabets,

The best thanks of the editor are offered to all these

ladies and gentlemen for their services and concessions.

0. E.

Liverpool, Oct, 1906.

Since the paragraphs relating to Sergius Stepniak (vol.

i. pp. 224-5) were in print I have come on another testi-

mony by Powell to his friend. Mr. G. H. Perris (and his

publishers, Messrs. Chapman & Hall) has allowed me to

reprint a letter from his work, Russia in Revolution (1905),

pp. 250-1, which should not be lost, and I insert it here.

It was as a charming companion and a most appreciative

student and critic of literature that Sergius Stepniak was
known to me. He was absolutely sincere, sound in his

judgement, and anxious to get at the fairest point of view.

In these characteristics and in his wide reading in many
tongues (he could read, I believe, every European language
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save Bask), he reminded me of my master, Gudbrand Vig-
fiisson. He was quick, too, in seizing the ideas of others

and understanding their aspects. He was either silent, or

he spoke frankly and directly, never hesitating to speak the
whole truth as he understood it and felt it, but with a noble
kind of courtesy that could not but appease the most sen-

sitive. He was so hard-working, so earnest, so stern to

himself, so sympathetic, that I think he had it in him to

have done good work in literature later on. A truthful,

unselfish, upright, warm-hearted, and determined man,
reasonable in all his thoughts and ways, as free from vanity

and every base taint as any being I have known.
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CHAPTER I

EARLY YEARS AND MARRIAGE : 1850-1874

Race and birth. Childhood: the Sandgate fishers. The Manor
House, and first schoohng. Letters reminiscent. Eugby: Temple

and Moberly. Bonchurch : early lore. Oxford : Unattached Student.

Migrates to Christ Church. Powell as imdergraduate : temper, tastes,

and friends. First Class. Law Lecturer. Early Marriage: settles

in Clapton ; decorates room. Powell's youth imagined.

Frederick York Powell was born on Jan. 14, 1850,

at 43 Woburn Place, Bloomsbury. He was of Welsh and

English blood. We may share his wise distrust of race-

theorizing, and yet feel that traits of both the peoples

mingled in his nature. He had the quick prophetic wit

often called Celtic, that sees in flashes and leaps to the

end of an argument ; he also craved like an Englishman

for facts and proofs. He was a man of emotions and

intuitions, holding to the faith and methods of positive

science. He was proud of being a son of Wales,^ and also

understood the temper of South Irishmen and High-

^ In 1890 he wrote with ardour of ' Welsh statesmen like Cromwell

and Thomas, Welsh poets like Vaughan and Herbert, Welsh merchants

and sailors, pamphleteers and divines by dozens, bringing among the

English people their own peculiar qualities of logical thought and
harmonious expression and persistency of action. . . . Wales in the

Middle Ages had revolutionized all European literature at a single

stroke, and our present poet laureate owts much of his fame (justly

or unjustly we will not question here) to a poetical paraphrase of the

story first set down in Latin by a Welsh clerk some seven and a half

centuries ago. . . . [The share of Wales in moulding England] is

a subject for a Welshman knowing English history, or an Englishman
knowing Welsh literature, and both are unfortunately to seek. But
must Wales always wait?

'

5 T. p. I B
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landers, amongst whom he had many friends. His father,

Frederick Powell, who came of a South Welsh family, was

a commissariat merchant, settled early in London, and

shared in the work of provisioning Paris after 1870 : his

office was in Mincing Lane. Like his son, he was in

middle life a handsome, ruddy, dark-eyed man : there was

also a marked likeness in the line and carnage of the head

and the modelling ofthe face. Frederick was the eldest child

and only son in a family of six. His mother. Miss Mary
York, was the daughter of Dr. James York, ' a very clever

and good physician, and a pretty Spanish scholar, and

a handsome man, and I have always been glad to bear his

name.' Family tradition and an inherited chart, which

inquiry has neither confirmed nor disproved, trace the

line of the Yorks to a brother of Philip Yorke, the first

Earl Hardwicke, the Lord Chancellor. Powell never

investigated the tree himself, though he wrote in the last

year of his life :

—

I have found I am related (by marriage, not by blood
unluckily) to Claverhouse, 'Bonnie Dundee.' I am de-

lighted even with this slight bond. This is on my mother's
side, but I fancy I am really related by blood on the
father's side, but ' on the wrong side of the blanket', as

folks say in Essex.

I am also descended from the mistress of Richard the

Third : so my mother told me the other day, so scandalous
are the revelations that await the poor genealogist. What
further light ladies and murderous gentlemen I shall come
across I don't know. What fun to be Viscount Dundee,
for a socialist (the title is attainted at present)

!

Powell's childhood was happy ; he always spoke with

pleasure of his life with his parents and his five young

sisters, though one of these 'was snatched from us to

our lasting grief, whom I remember with much regret'.

He would tell how his father, 'with his gentle Welsh

generosity of soul,' would show no temper when he made
boyish mistakes, but would reason with him and point
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them out kindly. He kept this example in mind, and

with young men was never a harsh elder or dominie. He
was markedly precocious ; many of his lifelong tastes and

gifts appeared early, perhaps because his health was poor

and broken for a long while, and his mind, as sometimes

happens, was thus stimulated. When he was four years

old his life was despaired of. He was therefore often

taken from Walthamstow, which was the home of his

family till he was fourteen, to Sandgate, where he stayed

in charge, either of one of his parents, or of his old nurse,

to whom he was much attached, and who had a face 'just

like that of Bellini's Doge'. In 1902 he wrote : 'I always

keep a photograph of that picture as her portrait.' His

early affection for the little fishing-village of Sandgate

never ended. There he learned to love the sea and its

folk, and it will be seen that some of the Sandgate fishermen

were among his first friends, and he esteemed them as

having taught him something of the best of life. In 1885

he wrote:

—

To G. Vigfusson, July 15, 1885.

My old fishermen friends live there, and I want to see

them before they die. My mother was there lately, and
she told me unless I went soon they would all be
dead. They are fine fellows, the best friends a boy could

have had, gentle, honest, true, and upright in all their

ways. They are the men I respect most of all I knew as

a boy.

Other letters wijl show his affection for Henry Stone

the boatman, and for Stone's brothers. It was a good

training for the historian of the Northern sea-rovers and

of the poets who sang them. Powell always had an inti-

mate knowledge of the parts of a ship, and some of his

most eloquent sallies are on the sixteenth-century sailors.

^ He liked sailors' dress, and to the last favoured the suit of

R^blue serge and peaked cap, which made him look at first

^Bview like a dark-bearded skipper wondering at the sights

I
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of the land after a long voyage. In this as in all ways

his exceptional tenacity to his boyish bent and impressions

is clearly to be traced. He had a memory on which

shapes, objects, colours, traits, and details were at once

and ineffaceably engraved, and with them his passions,

affections, and antipathies. When he came to read, what

he read remained with him in the same way. Such a

memory sometimes cumbered his power of exposition,

but never his thinking ; it never became mechanical, for

his vitality of mind kept pace with it. Force of memory
is almost required, though it is not enough, for a strong

talent, and it may act as a cement to the whole nature.

In Powell it was developed soon, as his teachers at once

noticed when he was able to repeat the mechanical or

mnemonic sentences, hundreds in number, of the work

called 'Slater's Chronology'. He was at times irritable

through bad health, but cheerful and companionable. He
was also duly independent. In his ninth year he rebelled

against his governess, saying to his mother, * the truth is,

mother, I am too old to be under petticoat government.'

Accordingly in the autumn of 1859 he was put to a

preparatory school, where he stayed until July, 1862.

The Manor House, Hastings, left good recollections ; it

was in no wise one of the dismal, insufficient * academies

'

that are even now to be found in corners. Mr. Alexander

Murray, the head master, was clearly impressed on Powell's

memory as *a very remarkable as well as a very good

man', as a letter to Mr. Murray's son and successor

testifies.

I was made an honorary LL.D. of Glasgow last year
[1901]. I wish your father could have known of it, and
mine. It would have pleased them. Your father was
very patient with me, and he let me read his books,
which was a kindness and a benefit I shall never forget.

I have not disgraced the old Manor House teaching,

though I should be the first to confess that I have not
profited by it, and by your father's noble example, as I

might.
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During the last weeks of his life, Powell hung his old

master's photograph in a spot where he could see it, on

his bedroom wall. This is good testimony, when we think

how most men's memory of those who have taught them at

ten years of age is faint, where it is not cold. To others of

the family he did not cease to own his debt. Of the Miss

Murrays he says, 'I have never forgotten what they

taught me so carefully and minutely'. For the school

was conducted not only by Mr. and Mrs. Murray, but by

their three daughters ; and Miss Charlotte Murray tells

that 'in those days it was more like a big family than

anything else, as you will judge by the boys calling us by

our Christian names : and we were all young together '.

In a letter written long after, Powell pays his tribute to

Miss Emily and Miss Elsie Murray.

To Miss Charlotte Murray. July 1, 1903.

Many thanks for your poems and the little tract ^ and
your letter. My mother is staying with us, and is reading

them with pleasure.

Emily was very brave and sincere, one of the most just

women I have ever known. (Justice is a rare quality in

women according to my experience ; women are merciful

and forgiving, and even generous, but rarely just.) I

respected her as we all did, and loved and admired her.

She was a fine teacher too, to any one that wished to be
taught. Her summary of the 'Scheme of Redemption'
is excellent, and concise, and clear like herself. Her
bravery and assurance in the face of death has the heroic

in it, to my mind.

In the Midst is a pretty anecdote ; the naivete of chil-

dren reminds one of the best mediaeval thought. There
is something really pathetic in it.

You and I may explain things differently, but I don't

think we are so far apart in the essentials as would seem.

I

When I get the inner sense of your thought, I find I can

wholly sympathize with very much of it.

The portrait is very good.

I

* A memoir by Miss Charlotte Murray of her sister.
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Is there any account of Elsie's last days? Elsie was
very good, and we all trusted her. She was jiist, like

Emily, though she had not, at first, the intellectual

attraction Emily had, and the enthusiasm that carried

you along with it. She was like a firm rock of character,

and a very fearless, dauntless person—would risk friend-

ship, even, for right's sake, and that is hard to do. Her
example has helped me several times in my youth to

speak when I would rather not have spoken, and I was
glad afterwards.

I think all the old boys who were with you in my time
thought as I do about Emily and Elsie, and probably they
would have told you so, but still I put it down as my
persistent impression.

There is a poetess of a rather difierent school of thought
to yours whom I admire greatly, Christina Rossetti ; and
one more in sympathy, Jean Ingelow (whose Two Brother's

and A Sermon I think much of and feel). I expect you
like them both.

I am yours very faithfully and gratefully.

At the Manor House Powell was remembered for his

usually immaculate clothes, sometimes of shepherd's plaid

;

for his good bearing, his somewhat sudden though not

brooding temper, and for his love of fighting. This

pastime was forbidden; but he was once reported by

the matron for using his fists as an expression of opinion

on the question whether black was a colour or not. She

described the combatants, in a phrase that struck root,

as 'like Cain and Abel in the death-struggle'. It does

not appear which of the two was Powell ; he had forgotten

the incident, but when reminded of it he

first indulged in one of his heartiest peals of laughter

and then remarked that 'many a war in the history of

nations had arisen on quite as trivial a question as that'.

Before he went to Rugby his mother let him have

lessons from Harrison, a well-known instructor, lest he

should be too much battered in a big school. His

pugnacity only dwindled as he learnt the art and fancy
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of boxing. Of this he became and remained a connois-

seur, knowing well the histories, successes, and burial-

places of the great English pugilists. With his temper

he had from the first to reckon. He expressed its

character long afterwards when he wrote, in answer to

some one who had praised his tolerance, * I am tolerant,

and I have a childlike ferocity.' All his life both these

qualities appeared in his judgements, as many of his

letters will show.

He was already fond of history, and pored over books.

His school Bible is preserved, with the preface to King
James crossed out, which he did not consider should find

a place in the Scriptures. No doubt he objected on

grounds of style and seemliness : and many have felt the

same thing, though seldom at so tender an age. He read

his Bible, as a story shows :
* One Sunday afternoon,' writes

his schoolfellow Mr. John D. Murray, 'when the boys were

saying the catechism, after repeating the tenth command-
ment, Powell somewhat startled the class by volunteering

an "eleventh", and then quoted our Lord's words, "A new
commandment I give unto you that ye love one another."

'

To his memory of this little school he held fast. He went

down with his wife to visit it, he had a picture-frame

made of his old mahogany desk ; he asked for a half-

holiday when he became professor ; he contributed to the

boys' magazine, St. Clare, in 1895 (the school had moved
meanwhile to Walmer and taken this name), the pleasing

paper on historical study (see vol. ii. pp. 95-8
; and he

tried as late as 1903 to unite the old boys of the school

into a club.

To Alexander Murray. Jan. 6, 1903.

So let 's make an Old Boys' Club and have a dinner in the

winter once a year, and a meeting at St. Clare in the sum-
mer. We should rally round these dates, I am sure. There
are lots of Old Boys I should be very glad to see ... I am
very keen about the Club. I think it will do good in many
ways. Your pupils are a picked lot, very wholesome
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Englishmen and Scots, people it is good should be knit

together for good.

Powell was already judged to be a clever boy ; but the

sharpness of all these early feelings shows a precocity of

heart and enthusiasm rather than of pure brain. Large,

retentive affections and venerations, as well as firm

dislikes, hidden under high spirits, evidently marked

his boyhood. From the Manor House he passed for the

better part of two years to a preparatory school outside

Rugby, kept by the late Mr. Furness. Of this time little

is remembered save his weak health. He had a sunstroke,

and travelled with his mother for several months, visiting

Spain and the Pyrenees in the summer of 1863. He also

had a serious attack of lung inflammation which called his

mother to Rugby. She had friends in common with

Mr. Jex Blake, afterwards head master of Rugby, and now
Dean of Wells ; and Powell entered his house in the autumn
of 1864. He was at Rugby two years.

The workings of original talent, which no school can

perfectly hinder, were left in comparative freedom at

Rugby, a place less ridden than others by the clas-

sical monopoly. Latin and Greek scholarship, such as

is called in England 'pure', and exacts a curious skill

in mimicking the prose and verse of the best classical age,

is still the nearest road to collegiate honour and lucre.

It was then almost the only road except mathematics.

The studies of the ancient life and mind, or of history

or science, were barely introduced. But in 1864 such

reforms had advanced further in Rugby than in other

schools. Arnold had shown some of the realities of

politics and history to his pupils. Temple had promoted,

or reformed, the courses in modern languages and natural

science, and above all had established regular lessons in

English. The Commission of 1862 had reported that

Rugby led in this and other imperative changes. Powell,

while not strong, and of desultory habit, seized some of

his opportunities. Though he cared little for the classical
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routine, in time he read Greek and Latin freely. Virgil,

in particular, penetrated and remained with him. But he

won no special distinction at school. He was ever un-

ambitious, content to be second or third. He was also

vowed in heart to history and modern literature, and

seems to have begun Icelandic while at Rugby. He read

and ransacked English poetry. In many ways he was

visibly far better equipped than most of his companions.

In his form he had a name for uncanny stores and
remote species of knowledge, and one of his schoolfellows,

the Rev. W. Warner, writes that

To boys whose work was mainly confined to Latin and
Greek, it was astonishing to listen to a boy who knew
about so many other things. The form-master would
sometimes almost forget the subject of the lesson in an
interesting conversation with * old Powell '. Probably we
rather resented this.

In the house he was regarded with w^onder, amounting
almost to a superstitious terror. His tastes and amuse-
ments were not like ours. His study was furnished on
a diiferent plan, and contained strange and dangerous
weapons, which he was believed capable of using on
provocation. And provocation of course there was : such
an abnormal schoolboy was inevitably exposed to * pin-

pricks '.

Powell was awhile in the form of a man who w^as

a teacher of genius, who had the passion for letters, and

who, though not altogether cast for a disciplinarian, must

have impressed a sensitive pupil with his rarity and

integrity of character. This was the Rev. C. E. Moberly,

an enthusiast for literature, especially for poetry, who
opened new horizons up to any that would attend. Powell

must have seen at once through any practical deficiencies

and inadvertences to the spirit shining within. Late in

life, Mr. Moberly, after leaving Rugby, resigned his orders

and sacrificed a living because he could not in conscience

any longer accept the doctrines of the English church.

Powell liked simple and single characters, and his regard
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for his old teacher remained. But the growth of a school-

boy's mind can only be guessed and groped for. Of

Powell's look and nature at this time we have, as it were,

one of those black old scissored silhouettes in expressive

line that are better than any touched-up glaring photo-

graph. One of the masters then at Rugby just recalls

him as a * rather slim, silent, dark-eyed youth, almost

incredibly unlike the mature man ', and different from his

fellows. Dr. Jex Blake remarks on his quick and re-

sponsive intelligence, warmth of nature, and modesty, on

his taste for English poetry, and further on his frequent

ailments. The Midland winters were too cold, and cold

was one of the few things that always hindered and

depressed him. He was low in the school (in the Lower
Fifth) considering his parts. He did not thrive sufficiently,

and in July, 1866, he left. One thing he took away from

Rugby : a comprehension of the English boy, into whom
he always saw with good-tempered clearness and light-

handed sympathy, and whose foibles and superstitions,

whose childishness and hard manfulness intertwisted, were

evident to him. Part of Powell's personal influence came
from his keen memory for what the ordinary man half-

forgets, his own youth, and this was a good qualification

for one who was to teach and befriend so many boys at

the university. Perhaps the main use of an English

public school is to give this knowledge, so that a man of

alien bent and idea may yet make his account with English

society and move about in it. Powell kept his affection

for Rugby, and his respect for Temple and for the best

of Temple's shepherds. When Temple passed from the

see of Exeter to London, Powell was one of the most

enthusiastic of Old Rugbeians in congratulation. He had
another spell of self-education,between sixteenand eighteen,

and it seems to have done him good. Again he went
south for the sun, and was with his mother and one of his

sisters for some time at Biarritz. We are safe in thinking

that his zest for Proven9al and Peninsular things, and his

I
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knowledge of the Spanish and Portuguese tongues, date

from these wanderings. In his articles written thirty years

later on Portugal and on the Cid, in his sonnet to Camoens,

in his concern for the technique and skill of the bull-fight, as

well as in a partly theoretic disrespect, Latin and not merely

humorous, for the value of human life as such, we trace the

play of the South in his many-stranded nature. He also

afterwards travelled with his mother in Sweden, and soon

began to use the language. He was to finish a somewhat

broken schooling under fortunate conditions. He went to

Bonchurch, in the Isle of Wight, into the care of Mr. Henry

Tull Rhoades, whose description of Powell at eighteen must

be quoted :

—

He came to Bonchurch as my pupil in 1868 from Rugby,
which he had left, partly on account of health, partly

because he was low down in the school for his age. His
house-master, the present Dean of Wells, had told me that

he Avas full of information about early editions and rare

books, but I was not prepared to find him so remarkably
mature in mind and character, and with so many and such
varied interests. ... He had no great difficulty in getting

up his Latin and Greek books for Matriculation, but I never
heard him, either then or afterwards, express much
appreciation of classical literature. What really in-

terested him were the subjects in which he afterwards

became known. At an age when boys are given to

decorating their schoolbooks with more or less libellous

portraits of their masters, he had covered his with early

alphabets, or Runic scrolls, and he was beginning to work
at Old French and German, and at Icelandic. One of his

favourite books at this time was Dasent's Burnt Njal,

and long afterwards he told me that he seldom passed
a year without re-reading it.

He had ripened early, and had both read and thought
for himself. When he came to me he already held strong

agnostic and socialistic opinions, but he was neither

irreverent nor intolerant. One of his great aversions in

history was the First Napoleon, and I can remember that

soon after he came, a bust of him as First Consul, which
stood on my drawing-room mantelpiece, called forth his

serio-comic indignation. His quarrel with him was for
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his having prematurely stopped the Revolution, so that it

would have to be repeated with as much, or even greater,

bloodshed.

Every one who knew him will recall his hearty laugh,

his buoyant spirits, and his wide range of sympathy. He
was a great favourite with my children, and would enter

with as keen an interest into the dressing of a girl's doll,

or the rigging of a boy's boat, as he did into such

questions as the early migrations, or the primitive forms

of society.

The picture I retain of him in those days, borne out by
his photograph, is of a boy of a genial sunny disposition,

of keen intelligence, and with a mind so active, so many-
sided, and so vigorous, as to give every promise of future

distinction.

A boyish scrapbook of this date tells us something of

the persistent interests of Powell's eye and fancy. It

shows a sufficient power of drawing and no small delicacy

in copying. He repeats amongst other things some of the

writhen or soaring figures of William Blake, an artist

whom he loved all his life, and of whose poetry he inspired

one of his latest friends to make a monumental edition.

There are copies also of Leech and of Gavarni, and

grotesques of his own. Weapons and their forms attracted

him early, and the book is full of carefully traced helmets,

axes, and swords. The taste would hardly be worth

naming, but that we see the poetical side of it in a review

of 1890 :—

There are, of course, lacunae in the history of the sword
which are not filled up therein, but on the whole the
story is clearly made out ; and a curious chapter in the

development of human culture it is. And then the art

of it ! No jewels ever wrought by man can rival in

perfection and beauty of work the clove-scented swords
of Japan ; no work in steel can rival for stern and superb
use of a single material a fine Malay hris or a true Toledo
or Damascus blade ; there never was such imaginative art

put into a small space as is lavished on the guard, grip-

studs, and pommel of the Daimio's weapon ; never was
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the beauty of line more truly observed than in the yellow

blades of the bronze age, with their exquisite leaf-curves.

Again, no weapon has ever so thoroughly expressed the

feelings of its wearer as the sword : the dress-sword of

the beau of the ancien regime, the cross-hilted ball-

pommelled broadsword of his Crusading ancestor, the

sharp-curved scimitar of the Turk, the heavy keen hulcri

of the Goorkha, the long murderous Italian rapier, the

bluff English back-sword (weapon beloved of Captain
Godfrey and Hogarth), the huge two-handled flamherge
of the Swiss footman, the long sword of the bold dragoon
at Waterloo and in the Peninsula, the short broad-bladed
thrusting sword of the Roman centurion ; each one is in

some sort the very epitome of the times and civilization

to which it belongs.

Such a boy might apparently have turned into a mere

jolly professor, learned, domestic, and humane. Some
afterwards thought that Powell was little else. But

others quickly perceived a chemic difference between him

and the admirable tribe of such men. He was something

of a foreigner amid the English life, where he moved so

easily, laughing so hard. One of his deepest qualities was

his intelligence for different races and their mental habits

;

and this quality was already being formed by his own
mixture of blood and the variety of his travel, as well as

by his quick, vital, endless, and even shoreless reading.

There is no clue to the influences that thus early had

decided his opinions. He had never been dragooned into

orthodoxy : he was not a heretic by revulsion
;
probably

he was aloof by nature. His stay at Bonchurch can only

have strengthened the natural freedom of his judgement.

He had stimulating companions. He often spoke of the

gifted and delightful Walter Ferrier, cut off too young,

with whom he consorted much. Ferrier was the brother-

in-law of Mr. Rhoades, and other members of the same

family were Powell's friends for life. They confirm the re-

port of his radiant gaiety, good spirits, and responsiveness

at this period. Bonchurch also restored his health, which

remained good almost without interruption till his latter
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years. A photograph of that date has an air that is

set and grave for a boy of eighteen ; and gives some

inkling of the good looks soon to be noticed by his college

friends. As to his interests, it may have been doubtful

whether history or letters would win. He loved them
equally, as it proved, but he was not equally gifted for

them in his youth. For while in historic lore and percep-

tion he developed early, his style was slower in formation :

and, when it came, he long applied it more to the matter

of history than to pure letters or criticism. But he could

never be classed among those savants in whom a poet is

smothered ; for one mark of his learning was a nicely-

picturing imagination. The special lines of his historical

work were not to be decided by his student days at

Oxford ; not till he began to labour with Vigfiisson
;

though Oxford, whither he was now to go, showed him

that to history of some kind he would cleave.

His entrance to the University, and the circumstance

that led to his life-long connexion with Christ Church,

may best be told in the words of the present Dean of

Durham, Dr. Kitchin, who at that time was the Censor of

the * unattached ' students.

I had a good deal to do with his Oxford career, for

though he was well off, he fell into my hands quite at the

beginning of the Oxford Non-Collegiate students. It was
in this way. His name was down for Univ. Coll. for entry.

He came up for the Matriculation Examination, and in his

Divinity papers, I don't know how, scared the tender
susceptibilities of the Master. In fact, he showed some
originality even then : and the college showed him the

door. He came on to me, forthwith ; and I told him that

we held no inquisition on a man's religious opinions, and
would willingly take him. So he entered.

Then after a year or so, I discerned that he had fine

gold in him ; and, in a selfish kind of way, went off to

Dean Liddell, and begged him to take him in at Christ

Church, because I knew he would do well by the * House '.

And Liddell liked him and took him, with capital results

to our College and to him.
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Dean Liddell, one of the best types of Anglican dignitary,

erect in his own convictions, and generous to merit and

promise, trusted to the insight of Mr. Kitchin, and won
the lasting respect and liking of Powell. To his memory,

and to that of Henry Stone the Sandgate fisherman, Powell

was long after to dedicate his translation of the saga of

the Faroe Islanders, which he had drafted as a boy.

Liddell's reception and recognition were only an earnest

of those always accorded to Powell by Christ Church, the

most aristocratic and wealthy, as well as the most orthodox

of the colleges ; identified more with well-born, well-bred,

well-to-do English society than any other foundation. But

such a place, curiously, is in some ways as tolerant as any

in the world. For one thing, it is itself impregnable in its

social and doctrinal ideas, and far beyond compromise ; it

has none of the uneasiness of the half-believer. Also it

looks first of all at personal qualities, not at opinions. It

meets tact with tact, and assumes that gentlemen do not

say anything to jar on one another's convictions. It was

easy to see tact in Powell, to see that he was a gentleman.

He himself loved those qualities ; had, indeed, the prac-

tical weakness of never being able to act long with any

one whom he did not think a gentleman, in the better

English or French sense of the term. He felt that a

college, in self-preservation, must admit only such persons,

and no mere brains or power could compensate in his

opinion for want of breeding. Here, then, was harmony.

It is to the credit of Christ Church that it sheltered and

loved for thirty years a man who probably never set foot

in its cathedral during service. At present, however, we
are merely speaking of an undergraduate, whose per-

tinacity in his heresies there was no means of estimating.

Powell had matriculated in the autumn of 1868, as one

of the first set of students who availed themselves

of the new non-collegiate system. He went into Christ

Church at the end of his first year, duly passing Modera-

tions.
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History was visibly his calling. But the Modern History

School, with its ruck of students, most of whom will never

be historians, and its regiment of tutors who equip them
for degrees, did not yet exist. Law and History were

conjoined in one school ; a noble alliance, which, if it

made a training in special method the less available,

enriched the resource of a born inquirer like Powell, who
was never in danger of second-hand knowledge. His

training in the elements of law served him well, not only

by finding him a livelihood for many years, but in his Ice-

landic scholarship. The sagas are steeped in law, which

in old Scandinavia was profoundly organized, and which

filled much of the Northern life. Powell, too, sped to

conclusions, and disliked formal philosophic trains of

thought ; law, though he never became a pundit in it,

helped to drill him in rigid and consequent reasoning.

He came at once under the instruction of a tutor who saw

his power and treated him as an exception. Mr. Sidney

Owen, of Christ Church, who taught both law and history,

did not trouble Powell much with lectures, but set him

difficult subjects for his essays, and helped him with

method and guidance. Mr. Owen was struck above all

with his early development ; and these essays, he writes,

showed so much originality, maturity of judgement,
and fertility of illustration from wide reading, as seemed
quite beyond his years ; and this was the more remarkable
because of his unassuming simplicity, and apparent un-
consciousness that he was doing anything out of the
common way, and (so to speak), almost unnatural at his

age. I used to tell him that he was sailing under false

colours, and that I half believed that he was an old and
practised hand re-embodied.

Powell's undergraduate record, on the official side, is

soon told. He worked with concentration and easily won
that honour, a first class, which doubtless gives more satis-

faction to an educated English youth than any other

thinkable. So highly does our custom rate the average
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worth of fifty short and hasty essays, done under cruel

pressure of time, by a young man just of age, as the fruit

of a few years' training. It is indeed not strictly a training

for any occupation except journalism, where the conditions

of the Schools are nightly more or less reproduced. How-
ever enlightened the tutor, of the Schools he has to think.

The real discipline in the craft of research comes later, if

at all, and its first step is to unlearn undergraduate method.

It has to be said that a true student, if he has good health

and a rapid pen, is unlikely to escape recognition in the

Schools. Powell evidently did well ; but he was only to

understand and attain the full discipline and therefore the

full freedom of the scholar five or six years later, when he

found Vigfiisson. He had sat with profit under Stubbs

and Creighton, both of whom he much respected. The

deep accuracy and grasp of the one, the candid, detached

mental play of the other, and his lucid unprejudiced inter-

pretations of character and motive in other ages, were not

lost upon Powell. But, as the system then went, he could

only see the results that these men attained ; he could not

go into their workshop and learn his trade by handling and

spoiling their spare clay. But this would have been just

the training for him : to be set down, under one or other

of such masters, to struggle towards method with their

guidance, by toiling at some fragment of inquiry. But

a small thesis as an element in the graduation test was

derided till the other day, save in the newer or ^pro-

vincial ' universities. The loss mattered less in the end,

for Powell did find Vigfiisson, and in any case he would

have redeemed it somehow : but he must have lost time.

There was one excellent fruit of his experience. He
became one of the firmest preachers in Oxford or in

England of a better way of historical training. His views

are lucidly given in the address The Study of History in

Universities, spoken at Bangor in 1902.^

We are able to discover too little about Powell at twenty
1 See vol. ii. pp. 80-95.

T. p. X C
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years of age. No letters are left ; nothing is directly told

of his inner life ; there is no record, like Creighton's, of

strenuous curious self-exploring and a clear call ; and

though Powell's lively brilliancy must have covered a

sharp and tender conscience, both as to his dealing with

others and his private service of truth, this can only be

divined. We lack any pictures of him, such as those which

he drew, tenderly accurate by consent of those who know,

of his comrades Shute and Grant Allen. Still these accounts^

are a reflex of their common life, gay inquisitive discussions

and generous friendliness ; and some outward features of

Powell and touches of his habits and character can be

saved from the accounts of other companions. He was

handsome, he dressed well ; he was sometimes seen in

a velvet coat ; he used a pince-iiez ; he wore as yet no

beard. We get an impression of an ardent, apparently

communicative nature, full of sympathy, intensely com-

panionable. In bewildering variety of learning he pro-

bably had and kept the start of his associates. His

feeling (the rarer part of him) for the exotic, the primitive

and the reckless in history and letters must have been

there, but is unreported. When he won his first class, * his

sympathy,' it is said, for those who ^were only seconds

can never be forgotten '. One of his friends. Dr. Punchard,

now Canon of Ely, gives the following reminiscences :

My first recollection of Powell dates from a dinner at

New Inn Hall, to which he had been brought by a Rugby
schoolfellow in 1870. Tall, slim, somewhat shy and
awkward : with a charm of face and manner which cap-

tured us at once. Silent for a while, and greatly worried
with his pince-nez, he all at once took the lead in talk,

and closed in Homeric laughter. From that night he was
a constant visitor, and we all loved him : racing men, or
followers of hounds ; foilers, boxers, or boating men

;

fastidious or untidy, scholars or smugs, busy or idle
;

saints and sinners.

In the years that followed, some of us were with him

1 See voL ii. pp. 350-61 and 68-79.
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daily ; almost always on the river in the afternoon. He
quickly learned to row, though he never ceased to hug his

oar; and bore all abuse with smiles. Increasing in weight,

we made him ' three ' in our favourite boat ; and there he
was when the Frenchmen came for refuge. Out of the
wrack of Paris these Communards appeared, mostly un-
kempt and woebegone : but very gentle ruffians indeed,

wonderful beyond words.

Canon Punchard mentions M. Besnard, the well-known

painter, as one of the set, and adds some interesting notes

on Powell's views and tastes, as they appeared to himself,

who was of quite another camp of opinion. Powell's ties

of friendship with churchmen and others with whom he

differed in belief were always remarkable ; and to this

quality and its origin I shall return. Dr. Punchard

continues

:

His politics were ardent and enthusiastic ; he loved the
past too greatly to become destructive, though his generous
nature throbbed in sympathy with all efforts for liberty.

The oddest mixture of old and new, he walked like Ralph
the Ganger, and talked like a modern Parisian. The
Northman in him—and it was large—softened into Norman
French ; he loved St. Louis ; Villehardouin and Froissart

moved him almost to tears. History was of course his

great field ; and, being of the school of Freeman, he, like

his master, abhorred metaphysics. The philosophy of

Herbert Spencer dominated Oxford in the seventies ; but
Powell's keen intelligence saw the rifts in the system, and
was never clouded by it : in spite of his affection for

Richard Shute, its ablest exponent. And he liked the
new Hegelianism even less.

Whatever his religious faith may have been, he was
always reverent himself, and tolerant of others. And
ever, it seemed to me, of the same school as his favourite

heroes. Reading our English Chronicles, the Heimshringla,
or the Nihelungenlied (as a small diversion he once urged
the writer of these notes to translate it afresh !), quoting
Victor Hugo, Heine, or Villon, he impersonated whoever
was the speaker. Poetry lived in him ; and his prose was
full of cadence and beauty. Harsh criticism worried him :

and I never saw him angry, except at affected knowledge.

c 2
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Powell's talk remained always swift and opulent, and

his transitions equally quick, so that it was hard, except

for definite business, to get him to thresh anything out at

one sitting. His ideas ran with shuttle-speed, by paths of

their own, from one end of the world to the other. He
disliked systems of philosophy as such, not any particular

system. He was through life considerate of the creed of

those with whom he was speaking. Later, he became

a sterner critic, and full of spurts of scorn and indignation

when he was sure of his company. Through this mixture

of gifts, pursuits, impulses, and literatures seething in his

brain, he became harder to understand the more one knew
him. One of his tutors, a shrewd observer, speaks of his

modesty, gratitude, and 'absurd humility', and remarks on

the enigmatic element in him, which seemed to deepen

with intercourse. It was more than the inner confusion

of a gifted youth, who has not yet arranged his riches, and

to whom his own mental destiny is obscure. It was not

merely due to his greater scope of knowledge and nature

than those who tried to understand him, or to his dislike

of formula. We shall see that he had a few simple and

immovable principles of belief and ethics. But, otherwise,

it often looked as though nothing was ever final with

Powell. The margin of unsolved matters on which he was

open to fresh light was to the day of his death enormous.

The sceptical, Montaignesque instinct seemed at times the

deepest thing in him, despite the decisive clearness of his

opinion at any given moment about almost any given

thing. His mind kept more alive and free than that of

others, and up to a later time of life. His change of

temper in politics, which will be noticed hereafter, is

a case in point. Even in youth, however, beneath his

splendid spirits and catholic sympathy, we seem to trace

this mental habit, which prevented him from ever becoming

the slave, like most of us, of his ideas : a habit that was
the spring of his life and part of the secret of his power.

Some other glimpses remain of the outer Powell in his
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student days. Another friend, Mr. William Evans, now
Judge of the County Court in Mid Wales, met him at

a literary undergraduates' club in 1870, and formed a

friendship with him. Powell admired Swinburne, William

Morris, Walt Whitman, D. G. Rossetti, and Shelley.

How the earlier lyric tunes of Swinburne fell on young

ears in the seventies may be seen in the paper, half

critical, half retrospective, written by Powell thirty years

later. It intimates how he himself had moved away from

his liberalism, his Mazzinism, in the meanwhile, or rather

how that sentiment had become crossed with others.

Yet his 'whole-hearted sympathy' with the temper of

the poet ' toward the manifestations of official Christianity

in Rome and Moscow' was to alter little. In 1903 he

tells of 'what I read and re-read and what I know by

heart' of Swinburne : and his inclusions are still generous

;

he likes best the 'lyrical or pensive moods', and the

writing done in those moods seems 'to grow even more

lovely as the years pass'. In a letter we find him saying

of Swinburne, 'there is nothing of the morning about

him, he is always afternoon '. Whitman he welcomed for

other reasons and with fewer reserves, though he could

not at the last share Whitman's regardless hopes for demo-

cracy ; least of all had Powell faith in American democracy.

But the bold frank naturalism of the man, his tried

compassion for suffering and love of his kind, his ultimate

faith that good is the permanent and evil the vanishing

element in the world, all kept Powell's sympathy; and

he never ceased to believe in the future of cadenced

irregular verse, or prose, such as Blake and Whitman
wrote in different styles. He helped to raise some

money that was sent out to Whitman when in straits

;

and he wrote about him fervently. To Whitman, there-

fore, he was always faithful, saying that he was 'the only

man I would cross the water to see
'

; for he thought

little of most Americans, was glad when his friends

did not go and settle on 'that side', and had a Tory's
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distrust of their culture and civilization. He reviewed

American books, however, with laborious equity. To

Wordsworth he was long indifferent. He was one of the

many men who come to admire Wordsworth after some

delay and with distinct surprise at finding that they do so.

Judge Evans also remembers Powell taking him to a small

caf6 on or near the site of the present Empire Theatre. It

was full of foreign exiles who knew Powell and greeted him.

It was what he liked ; and his exclamation ' Is not this

ripping ?
' is remembered. We hear little else : and so

this bright figure flits across the strip of light, ever

narrowing with the years, that is thrown upon the lantern-

screen of the Past.

In 1872, after winning his first class in the Law and

History School, Powell left Oxford for two years and lived

at his father's house in Lancaster Gate. But Oxford was

to claim him back. The Schools of Law and History were

separated, and a consequent redistribution of the teaching

work in Christ Church left a lectureship vacant in Law.

Mr. Sidney Owen, Powell's old tutor, brought his name
before Dean Liddell. Here was a man who had already

translated a saga, and laid the masonry of learning.

Liddell had an eye for such a man, and Powell, luckier

than many a gifted youth of his years, was appointed to

this modest position in 1874.

He felt that the promotion justified further adventure,

and his marriage took place in the same year. He always

spoke of this as the most fortunate event in his life, and

was glad he had gone on his own way despite the apparent

imprudence. The young widow, Mrs. Batten (born Miss

Silke) with whom he fell in love, had two small daughters.

All depended on Powell's labours, which were to be in-

cessant. But he was now full of happiness and power,

and encountered a laborious life without a moment's

hesitation or regret. The Powells settled in No. 6 Stam-

ford Grove West, Upper Clapton, and stayed there for

seven years. A few glimpses remain of the cheerfulness
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and happiness of the household. One of their neighbours

well remembers the gracious impression produced by the

host and hostess. Powell was in part his own decorator.

One of the rooms he painted himself in fresco, and his

designs, long covered up under whitewash, have been

disclosed and saved by the present occupant. One inti-

mate with him recalls Hhe brooding demons, fiendish

devils, and grotesques of all sorts, in black, white, and red

chalk'. Beyond some details we have only the general

impression, that has come down from these years, of hope-

fulness and hard work. It was not till three years later,

as will appear, that Powell began actual co-operation with

Vigfdsson.

He now, therefore, had his hearth in London and pur-

sued his calling at Oxford. This division of himself was

to be an essential part of his scheme of life till within two

years of his death. His varying feelings towards Oxford

will be heard in many of his letters. He loved it for some
things, but could not bear the thought of living there

altogether. No doubt much of the width and compass of

his character, and much of the freedom of his spirit, was

due to the programme which gave him the best of the

university city without the risk of his suffering from its

incrustations. His wife, like himself, preferred London.

Accordingly his way for many years was usually to remain

through the working week in Oxford, and to return for the

week-end.

If we could safely re-image Powell in his youth, from

the scattered reports of others and our own knowledge

of the later man, we might fancy him absorbing know-

ledge with enormous, even indiscriminate zest—he was

said to be prone to read a shelf of books in the order in

which he found them ; accepting pleasure and beauty

freely ; laughing loud and living, as it might seem care-

lessly, in his affections and friendships, but baffling his

comrades by sallies and preferences of his own that took

him as far from the routine of Bohemia as from that of
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convention ; sound and wholly free from any unmasculine

or hysterical element, yet with an understream of rare

natural melancholy, which personal happiness could only

refine and never cancel, while personal distress or loss

could never turn it acrid. This seal of unconscious dis-

tinction was already to be noticed ; he always remained

so young in talk and spirit that guesswork may go thus

far. Moreover, we seem to perceive a mind that was

aware, though slowly, amidst its unusual fullness, of its

own ruling bent and powers, but was not yet harnessed

to any definite task : waiting, perhaps, as youth does wait,

for its choice, its will, to be decided by some casually

fertilizing and genially controlling influence. Powell must

have required some subject of study—since study and not

action was to be his lot—that should satisfy his passion for

the concrete facts of mankind and history, and also his

need for clear form and right expression. He wanted to

be occupied with something simple, subtle, and positive,

like himself. This he was to find, as we shall see, in the

matter and the art of Iceland, to the methodical knowledge

of which he was led by Vigfiisson.
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CHAPTEE II

VIGFUSSOIsr: 1875-1883

Where should Powell's learning centre ? Old English History and
Northern studies competing. Interlude at Trinity. Creighton's help;

Early England to the Norman Conquest : other books for the young.

Attraction of the matter of Iceland : meeting with Vigfusson. Life

and labours of Vigfusson : MS. note. Scheme of Vigfusson fourfold.

First work with Powell : Sturlunga Saga : mutual recognitions.

Icelandic Prose Reader: larger plan frustrated. Corpus Poeticum
Boreale : scope ; worth of the poetry, merits and drawbacks of the book.

Powell as translator : his principles at length, and examples. Move of

the Powells to Priory Gardens, Bedford Park : new friends. Letters

on Pusey and on the Paston Letters.

Thus early, in his twenty-fifth year, Powell was planted

in life, with his natural spring of happiness doubled by

marriage. He was receiving a certain w^age ; and al-

though, to mend his income, he had also to be a reviewer,

a private tutor, and an examiner,^ he had force to spare.

He had now to ask for what purpose he should use his

better powers. He must make some sacrifice, must turn

away from some of the shining pathways of study that

opened up all around him, and must find his line, his task.

Any one of several kinds of scholarship he was already

fitted to choose. He had early acquired the keys of the

chief Northern and Southern languages. It was in him to

become chiefly a critic and man of letters. But this impulse,

though always strong, was never the strongest. He had

the nature of the artist, but also the savant's hunger for

acquisition, and, as has been said, the creed of science. His

true field was the science of history. He saw and said from

the first that the wiiting of history is rooted not in the craft

of composition, but in the methods of science. That craft,

indeed, Powell practised well and sensitively ; but as a

^ He was also called to the bar, but never tried to practice.

k
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within narrow limits. But Powell's book makes the whole
history live.^

This was true, for one of Powell's gifts was always that

of speaking to the young in the right key, and not with

the silly kind of simplicity that soon makes them angry

and rouses their dignity. The bookshops are strewn with

primers that are wrecked on this offence. For a cunning

and true simplicity he found his pattern in the sagas, and

his English was more saga-like than * Biblical'. 'Plain

and homely ' was his description of its aim, but its fineness

of texture is also remarkable. This gift he improved or

discovered through his practice in translating from the

Old Norse prose classics. He also brought out Alfred the

Great and William the Conqueror in 1881, and next year

Old Stories from British History. These little volumes,

directed to still younger persons than Early England,

have lasted well. The needs were elementary : in Old

Stories there are lists of the longer words, with their

accents, at the ends of the chapters. Most people, how-

ever, might learn something from the book. There are

not only the ever-cited tales of Caedmon and Lear, but

those of Egil, Havelock, Cuculain, and Ossian, with lists

of proverbs from Old English and Old Welsh, and carefully

chosen pictures. The child that was never to die in

Powell himself picked out the right points and the right

words by instinct.

Yet many of Powell's powers and interests could hardly

find their best nourishment even in the matter of early

England. The original documents for its history are

seldom stored in works of high literary skill. We have no

chronicle, like the Icelanders, of the ancestral settlement.

We have no sagas—no histories, that is, quasi-epical in

build, of the wars, coastings, feuds, cults, and usages of

the chief families through the course of several centuries.

1 Life and Letters of Mandell Creighton, by his Wife, 1904,

vol. i. p. 183.
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We have fewer tales of the troubles and compromises that

were due to the Conversion, which came four centuries

later in Iceland than in England, and was therefore more

fully recorded. The sagas lived on as part of the spoken

prose of the folk, which was so picturesque, various, and

subtle, as to do much of the work for the artist, and was

never broken by any such radical changes of vocabulary

and idiom as England underwent for her good in the

eleventh century. Most English prose from Alfred to

Malory was a secondary prose ; derivative in source,

educational in aim. Well as it did its national work, it

left only a few pages that rank beside the greater stories

of Iceland. Old English verse fares much better in com-

parison, and both in epic and in lyric achieved some

things denied to the Icelandic. But the latter, besides

flowering into a different sort of perfection, gives us

deeper glimpses into the old heathen life and thought,

and into the dissolving views of the change of faith, than

our own earliest poems, which are so often inlaid, whilst

also rescued, by Christian clerks.

Powell loved heathendom, being himself a heathen.

The Northern writings furnish the richest extant material

both for the old Germanic religion, in its many layers and

stages, and for its defeat. He was always drawn to

folklore, or the comparative study of popular doctrines

and fancies. This indeed became later one of his ruling

interests, and he thought it the most important of all

avenues to the study of human beliefs in the unseen.

He held that this study must become a recognized branch

of natural history. In this material Iceland is very rich.

But above all there was something in himself akin to the

Icelandic style and temper. Under the northern light,

at first seeming so prosaic, men and things are seen in

their real proportion and values, without glamour and yet

with imaginative truth. Powell's own mind was essentially

achromatic, in spite of his darting apprehensiveness of

sympathy. He resented any hues that are not in the
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object but only in the rim of the lens. He loved detail,

he was close to the earth, he took at once to the talk of

seafarers and shore-dwellers and yeomen. He shared the

deeply masculine and unsentimental yet not unromantic

attitude of the Norseman towards women. He loved the

deceptive simplicity of the saga style, full of traps to the

translator, humorous, reticent, popular and yet deeply

civilized, like Scots ; and the complex vision of character?

often hit oif in a schoolboy's nickname. He also had the

first requisite of the anthropologist, the power to shake

himself free, in estimating behaviour, of later moral codes

and alien scruples, and to see that the complexities of

a race nearer to barbarism are not the same as our own.

The bent of his erudition also drew him to Iceland.

The question of chronology comes up everywhere in its

literature, and the whole truth of perspective often turns

upon approximately dating, and so localizing, a saga. The

date has to be settled by intricate considerations of

language, allusion, and style. Most of the accessory

sciences that help the historian are here wanted in no

ordinary measure ; he must be a master of MS. sources

and diplomatic, must be immersed in geography, my-

thology, genealogy, primitive law, parallel literature, and

metric. Powell did not profess to be expert in all these

things, and the popular legend of his omniscience made
him duly angry. In several of them, however, he became

profound, especially in the domains of law and custom,

and of literature proper ; and he came to take his bearings

in all of them, with the probable exception of manuscript

learning. He had taught himself not a little Icelandic

even while a boy. He is said to have been inspired by

Sir G. Dasent's translation of Njalssaga, called Burnt

Njal, by reading it on Billington's bookstall at Rugby.

He certainly studied it before he was eighteen. At the

same age he made his translation already named, of which

the MS. remains and which he rewrote and published in

1896, of the saga of the Faroe Islanders : and there are
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manuscripts of two others, in a hand only a little less

youthful : they are Gtdlthorissaga and Hervorarsaga.

Powell was no doubt almost the only English boy of his

generation thus engaged. But it is scarcely likely he would

ever have undertaken alone, or accomplished alone, any

monumental work. He was too diffident, and had too

little concentration, to shoulder very long or heavy tasks

in solitude. His achievement would have been very

different, and might have been far less, but for the chief

event of his mental life, his acquaintance with Gudbrand

Vigfiisson, the master of Northern learning.

As early as 1869 the two scholars had met in London,

but for seven or eight years there is no record of their

fraternity. By more than twenty years the elder, Vig-

fiisson, a most notable man, left on those near him the

impression of a greatness that was defined, but in no way
restricted, by his chosen range. He was a sort of in-

carnation of his country, and the treasurer of its classic

writings : they were all in his head, and he was informed

with their genius. He was one of the great scholars of

his time. A memoir of Powell is imperfect without some

sketch of one whom he called his 'master'. He would

say that he had learnt more from Vigfiisson than from

any other man, and that whenever he heard of a good

man he thought of Vigfusson.

Powell made three sketches of the life and labours of

his friend, one in The Academy after his death, and two

others afterwards for works of reference. The first and

least formal of these can be read in our second volume,

but something may be added to the story here, especially

as Powell veils much of his own share in it.^ Gudbrand

(in his own tongue Gudbrandr) Vigfusson, born in the

north-west of Iceland in 1827, was of old family. On the

^ See vol. ii. pp. 344-50 ; also Catalogue of Writings ; and vol. i. adfin.,
Appendix A. In the text above I draw freely on the various sources

there recounted, and also from Powell's own phrases. The Icelandic

obituary by Jdn Thorkelsson has been of especial use.

\
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father's side, his collateral ancestor was a famous Gud-

brand, Bishop of Holar, who in 1584 edited and partly

translated the classic version of the whole Bible in

vernacular. This, though we hear it is unwisely discarded

in modern Iceland, is known to be one of the nobler

among European translations. Parts of it are given in

the Prose Reader Vigfiisson wrote with Powell, and he

had to face a sharp controversy as to its merits. Vigfiisson

was brought up on the old literature, on the great sagas,

so often still repeated in Northern farmsteads. *A little

anthology of modern rhyming epigrams, which he had

made up out of his own early memories,' portrays his

childhood, and some of the couplets translated by Powell

are reprinted now.^ He had an innate, rather gnarled,

yet kindly humour, like that of the Lowland Scots without

their bluntness ; he was like some salient personage who
had walked out of a saga. His memory—not only the

lexicographer's memory for words—^for trait, incident, and

custom, was immense and tenacious, and reached far back

in his life. Some notes on his own childhood, dictated to

Powell, may give an idea of the sharp, simple clearness

of his perceptions. They also show the partners' way of

work, which was carried on through many volumes.

Powell kept the phrasing as it stood, with its simple

colouring, only correcting details of grammar and idiom,

which it became less and less needful to do.^

Vigfiisson was brought up by his aunt and foster-mother,

Katrm, who had adopted him whilst a baby, and who cared
for him till he was old enough to be set to his book and
put to school at Bessastad. ... He would often talk of his

childhood before he went to Bessastad. Of his aunt he
spoke with high veneration. [But] he told me how he got

the scar on his brow close to the left eye by running out

^ See vol. ii. pp. 408-10, and for all the originals Corp. Poet. Bor.,

vol. ii. pp. 410-18.
^ The extracts quoted are verbally from this dictated note, now first

published.
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in the hayfield to escape reading ^ to his aunt, and stumbling
over a haymaker that lay in the grass, on to a sharp flint.

He told me how when his aunt thought he ought to be
prepared for the college, she took him to the family where
his tutor was, and left him there asleep, rising early in the
morning to avoid the parting that she could not bear.

When he woke he was in an agony of grief that nothing
was able to appease, and he wandered out crying till he
came to a little waterfall, by which he lay down : and the
sound of it calmed and soothed him at last to sleep ; and
there he was found still asleep when they went out to

search for him. He found it very hard, amid the dis-

traction of new surroundings, to learn the Catechism,
which is the chief task of young Icelanders for several

years, so that the good folk to whom he was committed
began to disbelieve his aunt's estimate of his powers. But
at last he took his book into a little room where the

weaver was sitting at work, and the merry swift irregular

clatter of the shuttle, and the tapping and hammering of

the weaver, seemed to be exactly the stimulus his brain

wanted ; so that in a few weeks he had done what usually

took years, and was able to be confirmed far below the
average age. He told me of long coast-rides on beloved
ponies, sure-footed and kindly and wise, and of hearty
welcome at farms on the way. And of one well-remem-
bered journey with the father he had so rarely seen, in

which they slept the night in the summer air on the
Moot-Plain. And as they passed in their travel cairn,

and barrow, and rock, his father would tell him of the
saga-heroes after whom each was named. He told me
that Mr. Heath, an old friend and servant of mine at

Oxford, looks not unlike his father in face and form.

Of his school life he also spoke ; how they could hear
the sound of Egilsson's fiddle across the moor, how Egilsson

would come and look on at the wrestling and match the

boys fairly, and how he himself had wrestled and thrown
his man ; and how the classic tradition of wrestling had
survived at Bessastad, where it was an organized sport.

He told me how he spent great part of his holidays once
staying with an old priest and making up his registers

^ * At ray present time of life I am an excessive reader, and it amuses

me to think that my earliest recollection of a book is that I ran away
from it.' (Vigfusson's MS. in Danish.)

T. p. I D

k
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for him, unkept save by head for many years ; the events
being remembered by curious traits— deaths of cows,

casualties, and the like ; but the whole thing got into

remarkable order in the end :—a good instance of the

way the ancients managed their chronology ; and he could,

he said, picture one of Are's informants reckoning out his

facts in the same sort of way.

He always regretted the removing of the school to

Reykjavik as a mistake in every way.

In 1849 Vigfiisson left school, well equipped as to

knowledge though not as to funds, for Copenhagen, which

was to be his home, save for excursions, during fifteen

years. The University library contains the great col-

lection made by Arne Magniisson of the chief vellum and

paper manuscripts of the old Norse literature. Here,

during and after his academic course, he installed himself;

he mastered, collated, and copied the materials for the

work of his life. He became a kind of guardian genius,

or watching familiar, of these records, Avhich are of

central importance. His treatise (Timatal), written when
he was twenty-eight, on the chronology of the sagas

—

a subject which of course involves the facts of their

whole history and grouping—founded his reputation, and

is still called authoritative. About this time he got

a small but sufficient post as Stipendiarius Arnama-
gnaeanus. Through the years that followed he showed

surprising energy in transcribing, editing, and publishing

;

his chief production was the text of the sagas of the

Northern bishops. In 1859 he visited Germany, and paid

the call on Jacob Grimm which he describes with such

vivid precision in his preface to the Grimm Centenary

papers. He remembered with pride how Grimm, the

veteran of German folklore and philological scholarship,

greeted him : 8ie Jiaben schone Dinge gethan. After

sojourns in Munich with the scholars Maurer and Mobius,

he returned to spend five years more at Copenhagen,

largely in copying out the vast vellum, FlateyhoTc, which

he printed with his partner, the Norwegian savant Unger.
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He often talked of his life in Denmark, and Powell's note

continues, alluding to a visit paid by the friends in 1884 :

—

[He spoke] of Copenhagen and his student life there.

We visited together the [old rooms] in the SE. corner of

Regentsen and on the N. ground-floor. From this latter

he migrated, when his time was up, to lodgings in the

street opposite, flitting his goods through the window for

convenience. He used to speak with sorrow of the temp-
tations of drink, and the unwholesome food, and the

phthisis which wrecked many a fine young Icelander in

the city. He spoke of Madvig's lectures, and of student

friends, and of the winter when with some of them
he crossed the Sound on foot to meet a welcome from
Swedish students. Of Larpent, a promising young
Hanover student, and his early and regretted death, he
often spoke, and he gave me copies of some of his

translations of Moliere. He had much to say of J6n
Sigurdsson, and the friendship which linked them till

death took Sigurdsson, of their talks and work together,

and of Sigurdsson's magnanimous nature. From Niel

Matthias Petersen he said he learnt much, and he con-

sidered him a man of singular ability and insight. He liked

to recall the long days he spent in the roof of the church
over Arne Magmisson's books and MSS. Even then he
saw the immense value of Arne's information respecting

MSS. ; and his copies and well-chosen transcripts were of

permanent value to him long afterwards.

To him a MS, was a piece of life, not a mere scrap of

vellum blotted more or less regularly ; he wanted to know
how, why, when, and by whom it was written ; he would
follow any trace like a sleuth-hound, and no Indian ever

read sign more skilfully than he could interpret the

faintest signs a scrap of vellum offered by which its age
and provenance might be inferred. He was a wonderful
reader of faded letters, and has recovered many important
lost passages by his method, a very safe one (taught him
by Sigurdsson, as he says ^), of putting water on the injured

vellum for a while, and then taking it out and placing it

in a good sidelight, watching till at a certain moment the
ink seems to grow visible once more for a few seconds, ere

it dies back as before.

^ Cp. Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. p. 543 footnote.

D 2
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He showed me the walls (since then done away with, in

the rage for a FsLrhmnfauhourg which has vulgarized the

whole place) by the old bastions where he and Sigurdsson
and other friends had walked and talked of sagas and
history and diplomatic. The house where he wrote, in

a few weeks of the winter, the Timatal, is still standing,

as is Sigurdsson's house.

The visit to Norway [in 1854] was a really inspiring

voyage. The vivid memory he preserved of the Nor-
wegian people and their country was of use to him
continually, and gave him a feeling of sympathy with

Norway which he always retained, regarding her as

the mother-country whence, though indirectly, Iceland,

especially West Iceland, was peopled.

By now, therefore, Vigfdsson had spent his youth on

his appointed task, resigning even the prospect, which at

one time shone before him, of marriage. He gave himself

to his work like a kind of lay monk, and he was to keep

his cheeriness and humanity untouched in spite of the

sharp struggle which lay in front. In Scandinavia and in

Germany he failed of preferment : the chair of Norse

humanities, which he was the man to fill, was not forth-

coming; and fate led him to England, and finally to

Powell. He had paid his last visit to Iceland : in 1864 he

accepted the invitation, made through Dr. G. W. Dasent,

by the trustees of Richard Cleasby, that he should come to

England to work up the materials left by Cleasby for his

Icelandic Dictionary, After two years in London he

settled in Oxford for the rest of his days. The work took

ten years ; the Dictionary was all published in 1874. In

course of it Vigfiisson sufiered chagrins and even decep-

tions ^ which need not here be described. Dean Liddell

took an admirable part in the work, appreciating the

^ See letter by Powell in Athenaeum, Oct. 5, 1898, stating that

Cleasby's extracts had been sent to Yigfiisson by persons in Denmark
in useless and imperfect form, the 'finished material' being 'deliberately

kept back ' until the ' dictionary was approaching completion '. It was
not even then used by Vigfiisson. This affair was one of the old

scholar's worst troubles, costing him endless extra toil, though it left

him a larger share of the honour and achievement.
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importance of this, the first exhaustive index to a great

literature, serving Vigfusson with his own experience in

the making of dictionaries, aiding and condensing his then

defective English, and smoothing over some of the troubles

that beset a proud and sensitive scholar working at an

unpopular subject in a foreign land.^ About the Dic-

tionary itself, which is not only a great monument of

exegesis, but full of life, colour, and personal memories,

the words of Dr. Thorkelsson, Vigfiisson's biographer, fall

within the truth, and they are not the less true because

philological science has admittedly moved far since

Vigfiisson wrote :

—

That book, more than all other writings, is to thank for

the great flowering of Icelandic and Northern studies

during the last ten or twenty years. . . . And above all it

opened a glimpse for English readers into the sanctuary of
those old Northern tales and poems, which would other-

wise have been simply and solely a sealed book to them.^

This work, and the prefaces to his editions of the

classics, had, in Powell's words, opened a new era of

Icelandic scholarship. Vigfiisson's further aim was
nothing less than to elucidate the whole history of the

classic Scandinavian literature. But this labour he had
only begun : and until the Dictionary appeared he had
written almost entirely in his own language, with its very

limited public. It was the service of Oxford to Vigfusson

and to herself that she found him an English audience,

and also his predestined interpreter. He proceeded to

realize his plan of presenting the master-writings of his

country in their true perspective and importance. In this

labour Powell was his partner, and the two names cannot

be separated.

* The story is told in Liddell's words in the Memoirs of him by
H. L. Thompson, 1899, pp. 205-8. 'He was a thorough scholar,'

says the Dean, ' worked like a horse, and was altogether a capital

fellow.'

* ' Nekrolog ' in Arkivfdr Nordisk Filologi, 1889, p. 159.
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To judge Powell's achievement, it is needful to see what

was the scope of their common plan, and how much of it

has been carried out. It is sometimes said or implied that

its aim, or fruit, was little more than to introduce the

matter of Iceland to the English reader. But, in fact,

each of Vigfusson's works, whether English was its medium
or not, was, with the partial exception of the Icelandic

Prose Reader, a new achievement in scholarship. The

English language was simply a great sounding-board, by

which he patriotically hoped that his voice would carry

farther. Had he found a post in Germany, he would no

doubt have tried to use German in the same way. But he

never felt at home in Germany, and his own temper and

the temper of his nation is in many ways nearer to the

English than it is to the German temper, being less pedantic

and sentimental. In any case, in England he found him-

self, and by good luck and natural affinity he came on

Powell, whose actual share in the performance, as will

soon appear, must never be judged by his own expressions

of humility and was never underrated by Vigfusson for

a moment. Together they formed and executed, as far as

could be, the double purpose of promoting Icelandic

scholarship and placing their results before all who could

read English.

Vigfdsson, working single-handed, had already given, in

his Dictionary, the keys of the language. With Powell

he gradually shaped a scheme of labour which might fill

much of the remainder of his own life, and which was to

be made possible by the Oxford University Press. It had

four distinct sections. (1) A sketch-history of Icelandic

literature, especially of the prose, was required, with a

statement of all the manuscript sources, groupings of sagas,

outstanding problems, and critical verdicts. This was

realized in the Prolegomena to Sturlimga Saga. (2) Fur-

ther, English students and beginners must have a grammar
in English, and representative extracts annotated. This

was realized in the Icelandic Prose Reader. (3) There
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must be a complete and ordered collection, with full com-

mentary, and with English versions, of the best classical

writings, of the old Icelandic poems. This was made in

the Corpus Poeticum Boreale. (4) The largest task

remained. There was to be a complete library, with texts

and translations, of all that is really classic in the old

Northern prose : a presentment, in fact, of one of the

finest and most individual literatures of the Middle Ages.

It will be seen how that crowning portion of the scheme

was only carried through in respect of one great section,

which is contained in the Origines Islandicae, and how
this work was only published sixteen years after Vigfiisson's

and one year after Powell's death. But the whole enter-

prise was a great and comprehensive one, and in spite of

certain clear abatements that have to be mentioned, the

part of it that is executed is both in quality and mass

a noble legacy to scholarship.

The first two of these works, the literary history and

the Prose Reader, went forward together. When Powell's

handwriting ^ first comes to our view, in 1877, he is already

immersed in both tasks, and nearing the end of the former.

They may be touched on separately. Vigfdsson wrote

in 1878 that he had

hoped some years ago to accompany my Lexicon, as

lexicographers do, with an introduction to the ancient

language and literature : but this was not to be. How-
ever, now one-half of that task is performed, though the
second had remained undone.

1 Down to about 1880 Vigfdsson and Powell seldom dated their

letters to each other, so that the order has to be, and usually is,

settled by internal indications. But I have seen no letter writ-

ten by Powell to any one which is probably earlier than 1877, and

few before 1880 written to any one but Vigfdsson. In one of

September, 1877, to Mr. F. P. Barnard, Powell is found signing a

petition on behalf of the Penge murderers (*I bar people being

hanged at all
') ; and picking up * an old translation, Italian, of

Suetonius, 1550, for M., and an italic Terence, Godfrey of Lugd., 1561,

for the same '.

k
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These words are in the preface to Sturlunga Saga, an

edited but untranslated text of the histories written by

or assigned to Sturla Thordsson, who died late in the

thirteenth century, and was the last classic historian of

the North. The Prolegomena to this edition, about two

hundred pages long, are in Powell's English. Literary

histories are usually hard to read ; they are not like the

sagas ; they cannot be a true narrative. They do not

move in a straight line, but go round in a spiral, or series

of overlapping circles. Such books are profitable when
they lead the reader away from themselves to the originals,

and it may be said that their usual end and warrant is to

be forgotten. They group schools, and interpret ten-

dencies, but they are not so much living springs as, in

Powell's phrase, tanks ; and, when they are built on the

foursquare, solidly-cemented German plan, they are an

undoubted convenience in the scholar's home. But some-

times their result is far higher than this ; it is higher in

Gaston Paris's sketch of mediaeval French literature ; it is

higher in Yigfiisson's Prolegomena. Here the work is new,

it is an irrigation of new and unclaimed territory. It long

remains unbettered save by the further thoughts of the

writer, and, as Powell says, it is a thing *no one but

himself could have done'. Behind it is the picture of

him. He has lived among the ^ dark begrimed vellums
',

which no one else knows so well : and he has not only

deciphered them, but they have told him their respective

worth and dates and mutual connexions, as he patiently

names one hypothesis after another till he has rested in

that which he finds most valid. His knowledge is rooted

in the crafts of palaeography, language, genealogy, and

local history ; but it reaches up to the overtones of style,

and is warmed and pervaded by his vision of men and

women dead seven centuries ago. The tongue that he

reads is essentially that of his native parish, with its

reserved humour and varied expressiveness. Vigfiisson

states that he handled every Icelandic vellum and frag-
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ment of vellum in the Northern lands/' and we can

well believe it. This is literary history and criticism

indeed, such as we should all like to write ' if we had the

mind'. But for Powell, it might have been limited to

Icelandic or to Danish and Norwegian readers. Powell's

English already, even at this date, catches the apt

simplicity of the writings it describes, and it is not hard

to guess where many a turn and example comes from his

hand. Yigfiisson had a keen outlook on general history,

and welcomed the peculiar power of his colleague to open

windows and light up vistas by sudden parallel and cita-

tion. Their composite but happily-wedded style is well

seen in the passage that describes the outlets found by

the early Icelanders into the great world of Europe ; and

though nothing warrants us in precisely discerning their

shares, the long sight of Powell is probably here apparent.

In any case it is a good instance of their joint work, and

reminds us of Powell's later reviews.

The period during which the sagas were making was
but brief, nor could it have been otherwise ; the combina-
tion of circumstances which will produce such a literature

is rare and transitory. The Sagas of Iceland, like the

Elizabethan drama, are the outward expression of the
innermost heart of a great Age, the passion-flower, as it

were, which blooms and fades in a day. Just as the
discovery of America, the Reformation, the struggle with
Spain, the spread of Classical Literature, metamorphosed
the Englishmen of the sixteenth century and drew them
up into a higher region of mental life, so the discovery of

the Western Lands (as new and strange to the Norsemen
as Mexico and Peru to the Conquistadores\ the sudden
outburst of the Wiking life (like the free career of the
half-pirate adventurers of the Spanish Main) with all its

adventure and danger on sea and land, the close contact in

peace and war with the Kelts, whose ancient civilisation

was, as far as we can tell, in many points superior to that

^ Pref. pp. xxviii-xxix to Orkneyinga 8aga, London, 1887, 2 vols.,

Bolls Series', an older work, late finished, and done by Vigfdsson

alone
;
quoted by Thorkelsson in Arkiv, 1. c, p. 160. See too Corp.

Foet. Bor., vol. i. p. xlii.
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of the invaders, and therefore the stronger in its influ-

ence,—all seem to have deeply afifected the Northern mind
and wrought it to a higher pitch than it had ever before

attained. So soon as the right note is struck, the right

form of expression hit on, the Saga, the Heroic Lay, or the

Drama, starts into life * full-armed' as it were, lasts a few
years in full beauty and power, and sinks quickly back
into decay. We have indeed the Epigonic poetry and
pseudo-Sagas of the Decadence in Iceland, but we could

almost regret that the change had not come sooner and
snapped the thread of continuity before their birth. ^

As the Sturlunga volumes are not accessible to all,

a criticism may also be quoted of the great Saga of Njal,

Powell's early favourite in boyhood. It is the best known

to English students of all old Northern books. The passage

also illustrates his ever-present sense of the higher bearings

of primitive law.

This Saga has always, and justly, been placed foremost
of all. In many respects it stands alone, belonging to no
school, and peculiar in matter, style, and spirit, in area
the widest, in interest the most universal, having the
Althing, the focus of Icelandic political life, for its centre,

but noticing men and places throughout the whole Scandi-
navian empire. The Saga of Law, par excellence, it is

based on the most important element of early society, and
the lesson it teaches is of a Divine retribution, and that

evil brings its own reward, in spite of all that human
wisdom and courage, even innocence, can do to oppose it.

Hence, while inspiring the deepest interest and the warmest
pleasure, it has almost the character of a sacred book, and
is read with reverence. The very spirit indeed of Early
Law seems to breathe through its pages, showing the
modern English reader the high ideal which his kinsmen
strove long ago to attain. To judge of this work fairly it

must be read in the original, for much of the subtle beauty
of its style, the admirable play of its dialogue, and at times
the very technical peculiarity of its matter, must of neces-

sity be lost in any translation however faithful.^

These extracts are made partly because, though the

^ Frolegomena, p. xxvi. ^ IMd., p. xlii.
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matter must be chiefly Vigfiisson's, they show for the

first time the movement of Powell's original writing in

its historical and appreciative vein. They have its sim-

plicity, natural cadence, picturesque (never muddy) colour,

and sometimes breathless pace. There was a kinship of

expression between the two partners, which use and inter-

course drew closer. The apparition that Powell must have

been in the life of his solitary friend ! The genial glow and

Welsh sympathy, never requiring explanations, of the

younger man were like a fire bringing out the secret

writing in the mind of the elder. Human ties, we may
seriously say, are not often so little amiss. Here it is well

to copy once for all, as it holds good of the whole of their

later life in common, the picture that each man drew of

his intercourse with the other. The workroom in London

or Oxford was cleared for the day of irrelevant books and

furniture, and the even happy routine of dictation, con-

verse, and transcription was followed for weeks on end.

Vigfiisson's account appears in his preface to SturluTiga,

dated Dec. 4, 1878. He refers to his friend's services in

drafting Prolegomena :

—

I am under great obligation to my friend, Mr. Frederick
York Powell, Law-lecturer of Christ Church, without
whose generous and ever-ready help and sympathy they
would hardly have appeared. Suffice it to say, that we
have day after day sat closeted together, he taking down
across the table my thoughts and theories, one talking,

one writing and putting into shape. Thus, though the
substance and drift of arguments are mine, the English,

with the exception of bits and phrases here and there,

is Mr. Powell's throughout. Many improvements also bear
his marks, such as the application to English Law in § 35,

besides many touches, especially in § 3 (the Saga Character-
istics). But even more than this, the constant exchange
of thought, and the sympathetic conversation on every
kind of subject, has been a great benefit to me, calling

forth and unlocking many thoughts and things hidden
away and half forgotten, besides relieving me of the irk-

some solitary task of writing.
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And Powell wrote of Vigfiisson :

—

It was on the Prolegomena that I first began to work
with him ; and from the day that I began taking notes at

his dictation, in 1877, until the day he died, I passed more
time with him than with any other friend I had. In
Oxford we used to work together at his rooms two or
three afternoons a week, and often of evenings at my
rooms. In the vacations he used to take lodgings near
where I lived in London, and we worked from 10 till 7.30

or later in my house (breaking off only for meals and
a brisk afternoon walk) for weeks together, for almost
three months of each year. In this way we finished the
Prolegomena^ and then set to work on the Icelandic
Prose Reader. It was while we were on this that I

stayed six weeks with him at St. John's Villas one long
vacation.^

The value of this alliance and discipline to Powell's

mind is apparent. It gave him what he ought to have had,

but had missed, at Oxford. He could now satisfy the

dream, that was once cherished in our universities, ot

sitting in the study of the master of learning, watching his

ways, helping to produce his works, and soon becoming

his indispensable partner. Powell was, of course, himself

already learned for so young a man : but now he received

*a baptism of such as are of riper years'. It was the

baptism of method, and method Powell had neither by

nature nor, hitherto, by training. And from a pedant he

would never have endured to learn method, so that he was

happy in learning it from a man of genius. Moreover he

was forced for a long while to concentrate his powers.

Nothing could turn Vigfiisson, though he was not in the

least narrow in his outlook. A man who has written out

every word of a big dictionary could hardly unlearn, if he

tried, the art of being persistent. To know that five years

hence one will be doing just the same work, though on

a later letter of the alphabet, deadens all but very strong

minds. With this habit behind him, Vigfiisson moved for

^ From obituary notice in The Academy. See vol. ii. pp. 344-50.
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the rest of his life in an iron regularity on his chosen path.

Powell needed such a man to work with, to hold his

imagination and affection, to keep the end in view, and to

save his force from being distracted. And he had this

companionship for twelve years.

Sturlunga Saga was published in December, 1878, and in

May of the next year came out the Icelandic Prose Reader,

which had been taking shape for many months : a skilful

and valuable piece of missionary work, which has led many
to Northern studies. It is more than a grammar and

introduction to the simpler prose ; it includes many pre-

liminaries to advanced study in its remarks on the

manuscript sources, the runes, and the law-texts. The work

of framing the notes fell to Powell : but in this and their

later books the whole responsibility was shared. The bits of

translation, however, contained in these notes were a kind

of rehearsal for Powell of the great labour soon to follow.

Before describing the next great venture, the Corpus

Poeticum Boreale, we may choose a few notes from

Powell's letters of these years. All are to Yigfiisson
;

most of them deal with the details of Sturlunga and the

Reader ; and none from Vigfiisson are extant, apparently,

till 1880. The first that need be quoted was written some

time late in 1878 :

—

I wished to thank you before I went down from Oxford
for the very kind mention you made of me in the

Sturlunga preface, which was so much more flattering and
kind than I deserved, and I should like also to express my
gratitude to you for the great trouble and patience you
have taken with me. I have never learnt so much from
any one in my life as I have from you, and it will be always
a subject of great pride to me to have been of such slight

assistance to you as I have been permitted to be.

I have written you this, because I always feel that I

cannot thank you properly in talk, and I should not like

you to think that I do not feel the obligation I am under
to you.

In the same year he writes on Schopenhauer, one of the
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few German philosophers whom he ever cared to read.

He was too much in love with life to be touched by

pessimistic theory, and his own strain of melancholy was

quite different—there was less will and no rancour in it

—

from that of the great dogmatic German.

I am glad you are pleased with Schopenhauer. I think

he is the only readable or likeable German philosopher

since Kant. You will like his Aphorisms if you have not
read them yet. They are very witty, and decisive to the
utmost. I think they express the man very well. I have
never read his great book, but they say it is clever and
clear. He had the most splendid set of prejudices, and
was quite unlike a German. There ought to be a really

good life of him, short and leaving out all but the personal

part of it ; the philosophy doesn't much matter and speaks

for itself Miss Zimmern's book is dull, but has enough to

make one wish for more, and the little French book I have
on him is too much given to the philosophy.

Powell may have been reading the Parerga und Para-
Upomena, where the creed of pessimism is popularly set

forth in Schopenhauer's sharpest style. The desired book

is spoken of again in one of Powell's last letters (1904) : it

has, we may remark, never been written in English.

In other letters of this period come glimpses ofan onerous if

happy life. Powell was teaching, doing masses of examin-

ing, working in Bloomsbury at his Early English authori-

ties, and drafting for the Encyclopaedia Britannica the

article * Icelandic Language and Literature ', which was to

appear in 1881. He owns and probably overstates his debt

to Vigfiisson for this article : is afraid it is * too much of

a rtchauff^ of Prolegomena ; but I think it will rather

send readers there than stand in any way in its place.' But

before this task was finished a disappointment awaited the

two friends. In January, 1879, between the issue of

Sturlunga and that of the Reader, they made a proposal

to the Oxford Press to issue the LandndmorBoh, the

Book of the Settlement, which is the foundation-stone of

Icelandic history : and with it the Prose Edda, chiefly
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consisting of the famous tales of the old gods, put together

long after the Conversion by Snorri the historian. The
former work was destined at last to appear in 1905 in

Origines Islandicae. But the Press could not then see

its way to accept the project. Vigfiisson's remarks on

this refusal are not extant ; but Powell answered them,

and his letter may be given entire, in order to show his

style at this date : it has not all the life, whim, and

iridescence of his later years, but his heart and generosity

are there.

6 Stamford Grove West,

Upper Clapton, E. London.

Dear Dr. Vigfusson,—Mr. Price wrote me as to

the Delegates' decision, which I am very sorry about. I

wish I were a rich man, as I could then guarantee a certain

amount of the money to the Press and get them to under-
take the books, and if ever I get any money so that I am
able to do so, I certainly will.

In case you think of offering Landndma-BoTc to the
Rolls Series, if I can make out any statement for you, or

see any one, please make any use of me you can. I shall

be at the Museum on Saturday next, when I shall see
Liddisdale, as I leave here on Tuesday next. I'm afraid I

shan't be able to see Sweet till I return.

I will send you my address when I move.
Yesterday I went to the Academy, but there are not

many good pictures in it, and it rained very badly nearly

all day. To-day is the first really fine day, and the fields

and trees look beautiful. I am just recovering from my
laziness of the end of term, and getting to work a little

bit, copying out all the notices for Mr. Price, and setting

some examination papers.

I picked up yesterday for 3d one of the beautiful Nos.
of the Memoires [de la] Societe [des] Antiquaire[s] du
Nord, full of plates. The letterpress as usual worth little,

the drawings exquisite.

I have finished and sent back to Rhys the Taylor Rune-
book. It is ingenious in parts, but he is not really master
of his subject nor has he read Bugge's pamphlets, but it

doesn't matter one way or another much.
I hope you will have some better news next time I hear
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from you. I am very much disappointed about these two
books, Edda and Landndma-B6k. I had hoped so much
to see them published in England in a proper form under
your care. However, I hope that the time will yet come
when that may be.

My mother is coming back from Russia to-morrow,
through France. I shall hear about my sister, and
Russian ways at present, which seem very curious.

I hope when you have not much to do and your ' letter-

day' comes round, you will send me a few words if you
can spare the time ; till when believe me, dear Dr.

Vigfiisson,

Yours very faithfully,

F. York Powell.

Vigfiisson now fell back on the idea of a Poetry Reader

on a small scale to follow the Prose Reader. It was at

Powell's instance, in the course of 1879, that a larger plan

was pressed instead. It was felt that the little book, if

accepted, might only block the great book. Powell

wished to have 'a large, permanent, and monumental

one'. This was the Corpus Poeticum Boreale, the third

instalment of the scheme already described. It was to be

an edition of the whole ancient Northern poetry, with

translations and full commentary. 'They must see,' he

observed, Hhat it is the greatest honour to them, in fact

their only raison d'Ure, as a University Press, to publish

books which won't immediately pay.' The Clarendon

Press did see it, accepted the venture in May 1880, and

published it in 1883. The work filled nearly three years

of anxious, persistent toil, founded, in Vigfdsson's case, on

the thoughts of nearly forty years : and it was the first and

best chance for Powell to show the freshness of his learning

and his hitherto half-tested gifts as a translator. It was

the last work on a generous scale that received the final

revision of both partners. It remains the best-known of

their labours, and they must long be remembered, for

good or ill, as the editors of the Corpus Poetieum

Boreale, They answered in common for the work, and
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did it in common, though their shares can at several

points be clearly distinguished. Without the expert's

claim to judge it with authority, one may call it a book

that did noble solid service and is left standing, despite

distinct and admitted faults, and despite that advance of

Northern scholarship which is due so greatly to its authors

themselves.

It is the first complete collection of the texts, only a

few of quite minor note being omitted. It contains all the

Northern verse, from the tenth to the fifteenth century,

that is of any value, as well as much that is only of erudite

interest. Of the latter and less interesting portion, in

a general way representing the decadence, and called the

* Court Poetry ', the Corpits is actually the first collected

text in existence ; and this portion fills most of the second

of the two volumes. The first volume is taken up with

the verse of the classic age and stamp. This, of course,

had been edited before by a series of scholars, of whom
the latest, in 1867, had been Dr. Bugge, of Christiania.

But the whole scheme of Vigfiisson, the whole battery he

brought to bear, were fresh. He aimed at an approximate

grouping of the classic verse into its true periods and

historic schools ; and at radical reconstructions of the

text, founded on his unequalled knowledge of the MSS.
and of his own tongue. He also had a wholly new theory

to promulgate as to the locality of the Eddie poems. He
pleaded that they were written neither in Iceland nor

Norway at all, but in the Western, or British, Isles. He
wished to illuminate them, by his new analysis, as regards

time, place, and provenance, of their pervading mytho-

logical elements. He had original views on the alliterative

metre which is common to all the old Germanic races

—

Teutonic, English, and Northern. He brought together

tables of that peculiar poetic diction of synonyms which

makes these verses, like those of Anglo-Saxon, alien, and
perhaps for ever alien, to our minds, trained as we are in

classic styles and Southern rhythms. He wished to illus-

Y. p. I E
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trate the poetry at every point from the prose or saga-

literature. Nor does the weight of so erudite and complex

a purpose deaden his human or critical sympathy, for he

judges, appreciates, lives in and with the past, and his

verdicts on men and styles are not the facile elegant ones

of ill-trained journalistic mother-wit, but rooted in lifelong

knowledge. It is quite clear that for this vast enterprise,

and for the main conclusions reached, Vigfiisson himself

has to answer. The service and responsibilities of Powell,

great as they were, had their fairly well-defined field, to

which I presently return. He added much and shaped

more, but in the main he interpreted Vigfiisson and the

originals. He signed, and was convinced by, his friend's

theories, and time did not shake his allegiance to them,

but the most important of them were in the first instance

not his own.

Taking it merely as it thus stands revealed to the

English reader, the Icelandic poetry is indeed worthy this

pious care. The best part of it, assigned to the tenth and

eleventh centuries, when our own English verse falls so

nearly mute, or at any rate is so often lost, is in matter

as in temper both noble and unique. Its cast is peculiar,

for it is neither lyric, though it is full of lyrical passion

and clamour : nor yet is it epic, for the poems are too

short for- epics, and are not laid out on the scheme that

we associate with the term epical. But they are nearer to

epic than lyric, for they usually tell a heroic story, and the

poet's personality is suppressed. They are miniature epics

or heroic lays. As to their stories, and sometimes par-

tially in their form, they are dramatic. They have many
an analogy with tragic ballad, but they are seldom popular

and simple in language, and to call them ballads would

bring in false associations of manner and metre from The
Hunting of the Cheviot, or The Wife of Usher's Well, or

Lord Thomas and Fair Annet. They often touch the

same chords of ghostly terror and valorous tenderness as

the best ballads, but their instrument is of different
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quality, complexity, and compass. They contain, for one
thing, the chief heathen and mythologic matter written down
in Europe during the Christian era, and this is hardly ever

to be found in epic, or ballad, or anywhere else at all,

save in some of the later prose of Iceland itself. The
heroic and humorous bride-hunts of Frey and Thor, and

the scandalous tales of Loki, that Thersites of Valhalla, are

superb examples of the bluster of the old gods, soon to be

dispossessed, but not yet conscious of their successors.

The doom of Balder, told to Odin by the Sibyl in Hell,

forms the great tragedy of the heathen heaven, and was

put by Gray into imposing, metallic eighteenth-century

diction.

The same verse, in the SihyVs Pi^ophecy, * the highest

spiritual effort of the heathen poetry of the North,' tells,

in fragmentary wise, of the origin of the sun and worlds

from the gap of chaos, and of the final break-up of the

world, when its destructive forces and imprisoned monsters

shall be unloosed :—

From the south comes Giant Swart, fire in hand : the

sword of the Demon of Death shines like the sun. The
granite rocks are rending, the ravines fall in, the dead are

marching up the road of Hell, the Heavens are riven, . . .

The sun turns to darkness. Earth sinks into the deep, the

bright stars vanish from out the heavens, fun>e and flame
rage together, the lofty blaze plays against the very
heavens.^

By the side of this poem, written by a ^ heathen with

glimpses of Christianity', stands the equally noble Sun-

Song, by ^ a Christian with heathen remembrances
'

; its

pictures of the doomsday, and of the dwellers in hell and

in heaven, have a clear intensity of image, a sharpness

both of terror and of tenderness, which recall Dante

rather than the Apocalypse. A few lines of it may be

given here, as perhaps it shows the highest scope of

Powell's English as a translator:—
1 Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. pp. 199-200.

E 2
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Now I shall begin to tell what I saw first when I went
into the place of Torment :

—

Scorched birds that were souls were fluttering about as

thick as flies.

From the West I saw the Dragons of Despair fly, leaving

behind them wakes of fire ; they shook their wings as ii^

methought, heaven and earth would fall asunder . . .

The wind lulled, the waters stilled, then I heard an
awful clash. Traitorous women were grinding dust into

meal for their paramours. Bloody stones were these dark
women piteously whirling

;
gory hearts hung out of their

bosoms, heaving with many sorrows.

I saw many maimed men walking on those glowing
paths ; their faces were smeared all over, methought, with
witches' blood . . .

I saw men that dearly cherish envy of others' good hap :

bloody signs were painfully engraven on their breasts.

I saw many sore distressed, bewildered and astray : this

is their reward that ape the follies of this world.

I saw men, who in divers ways had defrauded others of

their own : in crowds they were journeying to the City of

Greed, bearing burdens of lead.

... I saw men that had borne false witness against their

neighbour : the Ravens of Hell were pitilessly tearing the

eyes out of their heads. ^

The old lays are also a treasury of tragic and dramatic

situations, wherein the personages are either human, or

supernatural, or both. The slaying of Atli, or Attila, by
Gudrun his wife, after she has served him the flesh of their

sons in revenge for his treacherous slaughter of her bro-

thers,—a tale which echoes that of the Lombard Rosamund
as told by Paul the Deacon,—is perhaps at once the most

terrible and the most dramatically complete of all the

heroic vendettas. But a higher human pathos is reached

in the Waking ofAngantheow. Here the daughter, amid

terrors and portents, calls the dead father from his home
in order to win the irremediable sword, that both slays its

victim and (iurses its owner : the ghost in solemn inti-

mation sadly yields it to her before he fades back, and the

^ Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. pp. 207-S.
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daughter departs ;
^ surely,' she says, ' I felt between Life

and Death when the fires were burning all about me !

'

One more poem must be named. The Wreck of the Sons,

written by the poet Egil, and told of in his Saga. Woden
has taken his sons from him, but has left him the gift

of song for solace. This poem was a special delight to

both Vigfiisson and Powell, and his final version of it is

given in the article we have reprinted on Teutonic

Heathendom \

Little more need be said here to show what a gift the

Corpus was to lovers of poetry, whether professed scholars

or not. It is not within the range of this memoir or of its

writer to judge the scholarship of Vigfiisson. The criti-

cisms passed on the Corpus ^ mainly concern those elements

in it for which Vigfiisson had first of all to answer, though

Powell shared in his conclusions and aided him to work

them out. It seems to be granted now that many of the

poems suffered at their hands from a too adventurous

rearrangement and reconstruction ; such are the Sibyl's

Song, and such the series on Helgi, on the whole the most

imaginative of all the Northern lays. Nor is it suggested

that the text with its emendations is at all final. The

experts speak further of Vigfiisson's defective philology

;

it appears that he was born and trained too soon. On the

other hand, if his editorial processes are sometimes rash,

he makes them quite clear, reasoning out and explaining

his views, so that we have not to do with the exasperating

J See vol. ii. pp. 238-40.

2 A review by Dr. Heinzel, of Vienna, in the Zeitschrift fUr
)eutsches AUerthum for 1885 {Anzeiger, pp. 38-69), sets forth many

[criticisms in detail, while warmly recognizing Vigfiisson's achievement.

[The chief complaint is that he fails to give a full apparatus criticus

show the processes on which his text, often a novel one, is founded.

[Heinzel also controverts the view that much of the Court Poetry must
[have come down in a mere reTnaniement ; and speaks of the ' raffinierte

Inbequemlichkeit ' of the ordering in the volumes. Vigfiisson and

*oweU never answered, so far as I know, any criticisms. The wealth

rf the Corpus is but poorly indicated in the text above ; if some of it

' sunken wi'eck ', it has also ' sumless treasuries '.
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kind of theorist who suppresses his evidence. Some
difficulty is also caused by the method of scattering critical

and historical matter through the book, and by the crop of

second thoughts, afterthoughts, and final readings. It was

hard to avoid this in pioneering work, and to overcome

the difficulty is only a matter of patience. The index is

elaborate, and the scores of short and long dissertations

which environ the text can soon be got at.

Apart from its merits as a learned book, and its dis-

closure to English eyes of a poetry they had hardly seen

save in bits of versified paraphrase, the Cor^ms has one

pervading excellence that comes out plain after nearly

a quarter of a century. It is alive. The editors quote

the proverb. Tout savant est im peu cadavre, and they

disprove it as they speak. The lays hummed in their

brain, and had been known to one of them from childhood.

Even when most deeply immersed in the craft of scholar-

ship, they cannot repress their enthusiasm. In a very

technical and often tentative discussion of those allitera-

tive metres in which all the old poems are written, we
feel that Vigfiisson and Powell are reading by ear,

and not, like the ordinary metrist, by eye. They assail

what seems to them the fatal ^ error, which strikes at

the very life and soul of the old poetry, . . . the idea that

the older metres depend on a strict number of syllables '.

They feel the peculiar music, to which modem or

Southern ears so rarely respond, as keenly as most of

us feel that of Spenser or Ronsard. It was a revelation

to hear Vigfiisson scan out this poetry in his curious,

harsh, but sympathetic voice.

There is a fine solemnity and an instinctive and har-

monious variety about this old Epic line, which finds

perhaps its nearest parallel in modern times, as far as the
effect on the miiid, in the weightier of Milton's lines. . . .

The skilful alternation of light dactylic measures and
weighty monosyllabic ones, with the use of an occasional

slur, give possibility of almost endless modifications of this
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metre, which for ductility and power of expression was not
equalled till the Elizabethan dramatists developed the full

powers of iambic blank verse. ^

Thus, if the Corpus is in some disorder, and can at times

be accused of temerity, the book is everywhere full of

humanity and light. The historic imagination works with-

out effort, and speaks without rhetoric. To see the past

with a rare simplicity was one of the strongest of the links

between Vigfdsson and Powell. They can tell a story

:

while following the fortunes of the MSS. containing the

Poetic Edda, they pause to describe the career of the

famous scholar-bishop, Bryniolf, and his tragic loss of his

children, which incidentally led to the dispersal of his

library and its treasures. The pages given to this digres-

sion have the virtues of an episode in a saga. In another

place Vigfiisson, as quoted above, relates his mode of

reading almost effaced vellums, with a revival of the thrill

that he felt at seeing words that apparently had been

blotted out for two centuries. Often there is eloquence

:

the style that the two partners created together, with

its clear expressive outline and its tints that are gentle

but fast in grain, takes on, though it is never imitative,

a Carlylean richness : and it need not be forgotten that

Carlyle had distinctly seen and set forth fifty years before

the importance of the Icelandic records and poetic imagi-

nation to the English student. As a typical passage of

the Corpus^ we may take its words upon the religious

poems of the North. They may correct any mistake as to

the way in which Powell approached religious history.

The Wicking religion will always be a noble memory to

us, as representing one aspect of the master-minds of the

Scandinavian peoples at a period when they were helping

to mould modern Europe. Its armed angels are splendid

figures ; its unselfish, single-hearted, fate-defying heroes

are of a noble type ; its god, albeit bloody and boastful,

is yet not beyond our sympathies as he sits feasting in

1 Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. pp. 436, 442. Vol. 1. p. cv.
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heaven with his friends, ever ready for the final death-

grapple, in which he must fall, as he knows, before the

fiends of hell.

But there are also among the Eddie poems records,

happily preserved, which tell us how the new world of
thought and life looked to the Northern sage (just as

Walhall shows the impressions of the Northern sea-rover').

In the strange, beautiful myths of the gallows-tree, that

fills the whole universe, holy, life-giving, sprinkled with the

white ooze, there is indeed plainly to be seen the reflection

of the Cross ; while in the eschatology, with its Doomsday
and battle of Armageddon, and the glorious myths of the
golden age that has gone, but will come back again with
the new heaven and new earth, we can feel the very echo
of the mighty vision that has inspired poet, and painter,

and thinker ever since it was told by the seer who had
seen the fate of Jerusalem.

And of the ballads he writes :

—

The religion of the Scottish ballads, save for the few
poems that deal with the popular Catholic mythology,
is absolutely as heathen as that of the Helgi Lays ; the

sacredness of revenge, remorse, and love, the horror of

treason, cruelty, lust, and fraud are well given, but of

Christianized feelings there are no traces. The very
scheme, on which ballads and lays are alike built, the

hapless innocent death of a hero or heroine, is as heathen
as the plot of any Athenian tragedy can be.^

As Powell was an artist in translation, and spent much
of his life upon the art, and laid down the principles upon

which he practised it in a chapter of the Corpus that is

more separately his than any other in the book, his own
words on the subject are the more noteworthy. He had,

following Goethe, an exalted view of the translator's inter-

national duty and service ; and he pointed out to critics

the delicate and severe standards by which alone, with

whatever result upon the verdict, he himself would care

to be judged. His task in the Corpus was difierent from

any that he had yet had, or was to have afterwards when
he put the sagas into English. There, he had to find prose

1 Corp. Foet. Bor.^ vol. i. p. 507.
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as an equivalent for prose : he now had to use prose as

the medium for a verse original : and this task implied

a different call on his cadence and vocabulary, and a

different set of English models. One of the truest canons

that he lays down is the need for that union, achieved by

few translators, of scientific aim and artistic method.

The first need, he holds, is to be faithful to the meaning,

without glossing over the difiiculties. But to be faithful,

the words must have the right atmosphere and colour.

He felt he must go back to the fountains of diction, the

lyrical Scriptures on the one hand, Defoe and Carlyle on

the other, in order to call up associations as nearly as

possible like those which the Icelandic raised to the mind
of an Icelander. Here he was helped by the tie of race

and idiom, which appears at so many points, between

Icelandic and English. To get the bare meaning, he

worked throughout with Vigfiisson, whose hold on Eng-

lish and power to hail the right rendering was re-

markable. But for the invisible turns of phrase, the

hairbreadth choice between seeming synonyms, and the

judicious occasional use of older English words, which

yet must never fall into canting archaism, Powell had to

trust to himself He rose to the task ; and apart from

actually disputed interpretations, from some needless

abridgements of the originals, especially in the Court

Poetry, and from his unexplained and capricious habit

of anglicizing proper names, he did noble service. His

long practice in translating did much to found his original

style ; and his chapter in the Corpus on the art of transla-

tion is the earliest essay he printed on a literary matter.

It is also, I believe, on the whole one of the best things on

the subject since Dryden : and after making such a chal-

lenge I at once reprint portions of it, since here, though of

some length, it seems best in place, and since the Corpus

is not in every man's hands. With it may close this

account of the Corpus, the most congenial and also the

hardest and most continuous labour of Powell's life.
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It will be right, if only in self-defence, to say something
about the translations included in these volumes. They
are primarily intended as a help to the scholar, and a
faithful rendering for those who wish to know the contents

of the various poems and citations, without having mastered
the tongues in which they are composed. This aim has

been, as far as could be, kept in view throughout ; and it

is from this point of view, rather than from a purely literary

standpoint, that they are to be judged.

There were no light difficulties in the translator's way,
and they have not, by any means, always been overcome,
though they have at least been honestly faced and grappled
with. In the first place, it is no light task to deal with
songs of such high beauty and power as many of these

poems are, it is only a great thinker and poet that could

worthily achieve a noble transfusion of them. Like all

masterpieces of literature they have a style, a phraseology,

and a savour of their own, which it is easy to feel, but
singularly hard to transmit to another who is not already

en rapport with the tongue or the age in which the poems
were composed. Then the syntax, simple as it looks at

first sight, is really very difficult ; so delicate and fine are

the minute shades of difference which the same tense, for

example, may express in several phrases,—a peculiarity

which readers of Professor Driver's monograph on the

tenses in Hebrew will see closely paralleled in that tongue.

Then there are numerous technical phrases, legal, political,

martial, naval, colloquial, economic, not found elsewhere,

the meaning of which has to be discovered, settled, and
duly brought out, a process often of extremest difficulty.

All this is work, which not even a born Icelander is at

all fitted for, unless he has not only studied the old tongue,

but the old life in all the extant evidence possible ; indeed,

it would be easier in many cases to get help from old

English and old French scholars than from Icelanders,

so different is the old diction and the old circumstance
of the poems from modern speech and social existence in

Iceland. Again, it will not do for a scholar, who is merely
a philologist, to presume to deal with the translation or

edition of the old literature of our own or any other

tongue. The letter, sacred as it is, kills ; and one, whose
chief interest in a poet is to know how often he uses such
and such a word, and who is mainly taken up with con
sidering how far the ' copyist ' is changing the ' e ' into ' e '>
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should not (without help from some one who knows and
feels the life and beauties of the literature in question)
deal with literary matters at all, or he will be likely to

fall into some such error as a certain distinguished scholar

did when he mistook verse for prose, and gravely told his

reader to take the poems he was noticing as models of

classic prose style. The philologist's work is of the very
highest value ; but in precise proportion as a man is a
good philologist, or indeed a specialist of any kind, he
must take especial care to prevent his interest from
becoming contracted, and his senses blinded to other than
the small round of daily objects which his particular

specialty brings before him. There is perhaps no work
more likely to turn a man into a gerund-grinding machine,
' sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything,' wholly
insensible to the real beauty and worth of literature, than
what is often misnamed ' pure scholarship

'
; while, on

the other hand, no critic can enjoy the best books so

well as the rightly educated, widely read, and thoughtful
philologist.

It must also be remarked, that it will not do to use one
style of English to render the wide varieties of poem and
prose met with in these volumes. The Biblical phraseology,

which will aptly render Paul the Deacon's paraphrase,
would not give the quaint half-pedantic effect of Saxo
for instance ; while the calm, unruffled serenity and purity
of diction, which marks the poet of Wolosp4, is very
different to the rugged, passion-wrung lamentation of Egil.

The legal phrases of the Greenland Lay of Attila and the
Euripidean softness of the Gudrun Lays are very far

removed from the antique Homeric beauty of the old

Attila and Hamtheow Lays.

There is one grave error into which too many English
translators of old Northern and Icelandic writings have
fallen, to wit, the affectation of archaism, and the abuse
of archaic, Scottish, pseudo-Middle-English words. This
abominable fault makes a saga, for instance, sound unreal,

unfamiliar, false ; it conceals all diversities of style and
tone beneath a fictitious mask of monotonous uniformity,

and slurs over the real difficulties by a specious nullity

of false phrasing. The idiomatic spoken tongue of the
saga-makers should be rendered as far as possible into an
idiomatic spoken tongue.

One great advantage the translator has had. English
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is, of all existing tongues, from the richness of its vocabu-
lary, the laconic power of its idioms, and the simplicity of

syntax which it admits of, the best vehicle for a translator

from the old Northern speech to work in. The Elizabethan
dramatists, the Bible, and more modern classics, such as

Defoe and Carlyle, pithy, phraseful, idiomatic, give the
translator an inexhaustless mine in which to quarry.

There is always the right word somewhere in English,

though it is not always that one can hit upon it at the

right time. Especially useful also to him who would
attempt to English the songs and sagas of old, is a
knowledge of the spoken English of the country-folk,

who (as Mr. Barnes has proved to those who refused to

see it before) often preserve the best English phrases

which the miserable, conventional, hack-English of this

and the preceding century has scornfully passed by. Some
knowledge of Greek, especially of Homer, Hesiod, and
Herodotus, and some acquaintance with what is known
of the older Greek life and ways, will often avail the
translator when nothing else can. It is obvious that he
should know something of Old English literature, law, and
history, familiarity with which again and again will prove
his best guide against mistake, and his best help to the
right handling of his subject-matter.

The task is not one to be entered upon with a light

heart, and the translator may at least claim to have been
aware for years of the obstacles in his way ; now that he
has gone through with the work, he cannot profess to be
satisfied with his results, save in a very modified degree.

At best his version is to the original as the thin, muffled,

meagre, telephone-rendering is to the full rich tones which
it transmits, faithfully, it is true, but with what a difference

to the hearer

!

There are many instances in which the translator has
had to choose between a poetical rendering, and one
which, awkward though it was, yet had the quality of

suggesting the real meaning ; and in every case he has

preferred the latter. Had he been making a purely literary

version, which should not be merely, as it were, an inter-

pretation, but a representation of the original, he would
have decided otherwise. Hence in the qualities of rhythm,
flow, and roundness of phrase, the present version is

obviously all too often lacking, and this is, as the writer

feels, a very serious defect ; but there seemed no help for
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it. A translator, even of Chapman's or North's calibre,

could such a one be found, must sometimes come to a
place where two roads fork, and will not always follow

the right branch of the Pythagorean letter. Moreover,
in the present case, it was necessary very often to decide
quickly.

Wherever, too, there were phrases which, though *they
construed', would not ^make sense', the translator has
chosen to omit them rather than give a guess rendering,

which would make his version read more easily, but at the
same time mislead the innocent reader.

It is not with a desire to forestall criticism, that thus
much has been said, but from a wish to set forth plainly

the aims, object, and scope of the present version.

Besides the poems, the translator has in the course of

these two volumes given a rendering of all that part of

the Prose Edda which has not yet been translated or

printed in England, a version of the paraphrase of the

lost Lays of R,^ and an anthology of all the best passages

relating to poetry or poets which occur in the Iceland

Book of Settlement or LandnAma-bok, the Kings' Lives,

and the Icelandic Family Sagas, as well as many of the

most noteworthy parts of Jordanis, Paul the Deacon, and
other writers, of which there is either none or no accessible

English translation.

The translator must in fairness add that he has received

no help from any former versions, English or foreign ; his

success or failure, such as it is, is his own. When he took

up his task the text of most of the poems was in such a

chaotic condition that, till the work of arrangement and
reconstruction was well under weigh, it was impossible

really to make a beginning at all. Every word and phrase

has been reviewed three times ; and, though there are far

too many slips and shortcomings even upon the face of

the translation, yet considerable pains have been taken to

bring it into harmony with the finally settled text above
it. In the case of the Wolospds and Hyndlu-liod, the

translation in the Appendix is of course to be preferred.

The hope with which the translator has laboured has

always been that of inducing Englishmen and Americans
to seek back for themselves into the Homeric age of their

forefathers, to turn to the rock from which we are hewn,

1 R is 'Codex Regius, the chief of all Icelandic MSS., the treasure of

the Royal Library at Copenhagen '. Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. p. xli.
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and to make it possible for those who cannot go straight

to the original work of this period to get some knowledge
at second-hand of its glories and its greatness, of its highest

creations and its deepest thoughts. Any real, however
scanty, knowledge of these old Northmen's finest poetry

and noblest era of history is of solid value and interest

;

the men from whom these poems sprung took no small

share in the making of England, their blood is in our
veins, their speech in our mouths, their law in our courts,

their faith in our hearts ; and if there be, as the sage

has said, no ingratitude so base as self-forgetfulness,

surely we of all men should look back to the great

Wicking-tide, to which the finest of the Lays in these

volumes are due, as a momentous era in the world's

history and our own.

Let Goethe speak on this head—'The most singular

and deepest themes in the History of the Universe and
Mankind, to which all the rest are subordinate, are those

in which there is a conflict between Belief and Unbelief,

and all epochs, wherein Belief prevails, under what form
it will, are splendid, heart-elevating, and fruitful. All

epochs, on the contrary, where Unbelief, in what form
soever, maintains its sorry victory, should they even for

a moment glitter with a sham splendour, vanish from the

eyes of posterity, because no one chooses to burden
himself with the study of the unfruitful.'^

The Corpus was well received, though there were few

scholars then in England equipped to review it. Any
criticisms, wrote Powell to Vigfiisson,

I shan't answer, because I don't care. Those who know
me won't mind it, and those who don't I don't care

for now.

Here can be taken up the private record, still somewhat

scanty, of 1880-3. In 1880 Powell's home was still in

Clapton, whence in vacation he sallied to the Museum,

with occasional runs to the South coast or to Henley. In

1880 we hear :—

I have had a pleasant vacation too : got through a fair

amount of grinding work, and enjoyed the fine weather.

^ Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. pp. cxiv-cxvii.
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The elections too have made me very happy. I am very
thankful to have got rid of that old humbug Disraeli, and
hope for really radical reforms.

About this time Powell thought of standing for a uni-

versity chair in New Zealand, but abandoned the idea,

preferring to stay in the old country, even if he must eke

out his moderate income by examining ; and he was glad

that he had so decided. Part of the summer, it seems, of

1880, was passed at Henley in lodgings, and he writes

thence to Vigfiisson :
—

I am at present still wrestling with examinations, for

'pot-boiling' as the Painters say, but I hope to get rid

of this incubus in a week or two—I have done half the
work of it now.
The Court-poetry must have been a hard task, but there

is one comfort, that it is done for this century at all

events, and it is interesting to have it in a form such as

it has not been in since it was first recited. There is some
real poetry in a few of the earlier poets. I liked the
pieces I read with you, the Shield-songs, very much.
They will shine out among the * red gloom ' of the rest.

We are having charming weather at last here. Lovely
skies, blue as those of France, and beautiful clear air

for the trees to show through. Scotland will look lovely

in this weather.

In January 1881, during bitter days, when the roads

were snowed over and tight with frost, Powell moved from

Clapton after seven years' residence. This change shaped

his future life and many of its friendships. Westward of

Hammersmith, on the rim of the region where London
mortifies into the waste gardens around Acton, which

are now being filled with jerry-built shop and cottage

;

and parted by the Kew railway line from Turnham Green,

the inland frontier of Chiswick ; is the small estate of

Bedford Park, an oasis of green gardens and red houses,

ringed by rapidly perishing orchards. The suburb has its

own countenance, cheerful and self-contained amid the

stucco and often squalid surroundings. Mr. Norman Shaw
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was well inspired to build this pocket settlement, with its

own schools, store, and church, which soon became a resort

of painters, players, poets, journalists, schoolmasters, exiles,

Bohemians mostly innocent, * nephews of Rameau', stray

city men and bourgeois. It was known to some as the

'pauper's paradise', but it was long rich in talk and in

the gifts of the spirit. The Irish element, rebel and other,

was quickly to be noticed, and was indispensable. Here

Powell was to live for twenty-one years, and the break

when he left it in 1902 was bitter. The place contributed

much to his peace and satisfaction. It was bright to look

on, and he depended much on what he saw. There was none

of the luxury which he hated. There was much camara-

derie, without that giving of banquets, or dressing up to eat

them, which he also hated. There was good conversation,

and as good listeners. There were many children about,

and Powell would point with pride to their good looks

and condition, explaining that they came of parents who
had married, like himself, young, and for love, and im-

prudently. He would explain that the more good people,

of sound race and breed, that there were in the world the

better, and he steadily advised his young friends of both

sexes of this his opinion.

It is a duty, and not an unpleasant one, to beget and
bring up children. If nice people don't do it nasty ones
will, and we have to begin the struggle over again each
generation. We ought to breed for brains a little.

Moreover, from Bedford Park it was easier to get down
into London or to Oxford. He lived for three years at

2 Priory Gardens, and in the winter of 1884-5 went into

6 Priory Gardens, * The Corner,' where he remained. His

life here was long of the happiest kind, clouded only by
the threat of ill-health to one of his step-daughters. In

1884 his own daughter was born. As before, he lived at

Oxford through the week in term, and came home at the

end of almost every week and for vacations. The year

1881 seems to have no annals. The only letters extant
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are to Vigfusson, and show little but the steady progress

of the Corpus. For these few years some letters from

Vigfusson survive, and two can here be given. The first

is on the Wreck of the Sons (SonatorreJc), the poem named
before.

From G. Vigfusson. April 18, 1881.

I quite agree with you about Egil. The Sonatorreh is

some thirty years later than his stay in England. Only,

his deep sorrow may have called forth old dim memories
of what he heard there. I only mean, there is a seed-corn

of Hebrew spirit in his song. It is in my mind the deepest

and earnestest and most genuine of all Norse songs, and
what if we had it whole and without blemish ? It stands

alone—such a reality is there about it. All other songs

are more or less play and poetry.

In the summer of 1882 Powell's maternal grandfather,

James York, died. ' He did not want any one with him,'

wrote Powell, ^or I should have gone down. I think he

was right.'

To F. P. Barnard. ^ ^""^
*^'''°'''^fiug™82].

I have just read Swinburne's last volume.^ There is

a lot of silly stuff about children, but some glorious

Sonnets, and a splendid piece called ' Athens '. The main
poem is very fine, classical, and not at all unlike, in the

impression it leaves, Hero and Leander, though its form
and phrasing are very different. Altogether there are fine

things in the volume : it is better than anything since the
* Deserted Garden ' in the second Poems and Bcdlads—you
remember that.

... He [Mr. York] was a good old fellow of great

humour and a delicate irony that is almost a lost art,

very charming manners too. He and I always got on
very well, and I avoided the Shakespeare idea, and we
talked on subjects we agreed on and could feel alike on.

I am sorry he is dead.

^ Tristram of Lyonesse.

T. p. I F
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Vigfdsson wrote on hearing this news :

—

Oxford, Aug. 3, 1882.

I am right sorry to hear of your old grandfather's death

:

but you may be sure that, spite what you mention, the old

man in his bright moments has often felt proud and com-
forted to have a grandson like you. Well, it is a backward
world when the grandfathers bury their grandchildren.

It is after all far better that we should bury grandpapas,

and parents too, as old Herodotus defines it : who would
not, he says, prefer peace to war, when the fathers bury
their children ;—the peace, when the children bury their

parents ? But for all that it is pathetically true, what good
old Dr. Johnson says, how we manage to have anything

worth having done, just when those whom we would have
to see it, and be proud and glad of it, are 'under green

earth'. Be so good as to give my heartiest condolation

and sympathies to your mother. When the old die, it is as

if some old work of art, some precious MS. were destroyed

which never can be restored.

In 1882 comes a clear statement of Powell's ecclesiastical

attitude, from which, so far as I know, he never receded.

His words on the Jesuits may be checked by his review,

written years afterwards, of a book on Loyola ^.

To G. Vigfusson.

I well remember about the Iceland trade. Good Latimer
uses the phrase ' stockfish from Iceland ' as a regular saw,

like * coals from Newcastle '.

Good S deserved to be happy ; he is a nice fellow, so

gentle and quiet, and worth a hundred of the idle talkers

we have in plenty—*God amend them!' as Latimer says. .

.

I dare say he ^ has done some good, but I feel to him as

I do towards those poor Jesuit fathers that suffered in

Elizabeth's reign. They are to be respected, pitied, and
condemned, as fighters against the light. When a man
can't be at ease without a priest to bolster up his debility

or nullity of conscience, it is time he went into a convent
and stayed there. He isn't fit for wholesome workaday
life, and his influence can't be good. It is a pity to see

Liddon and such fine fellows warped by this miserable

^ See vol. ii. pp. 146-9. * Keferring to the recent death of Pusey.
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little man's teachings. He was not even a good scholar,

and has never written a line worth reading. However, he
was very charitable, lived meanly, and gave away his

money to those whom he believed wanted it, and I dare
say he lived up to his lights far better than I ever have to
mine, and quis judicet? But one has a right to judge his

teachings.

This year Powell kept firmly to the Corpus, though at

times * vehemently tempted to read old English Poetry

instead'. He sends Vigfiisson a letter full of lyrical

fifteenth-century scraps and burdens. In another he

drops the remark on Morris, Longfellow, and Tennyson^:

To G. Vigfusson. Bedford Park [no date, about July, 1882].

None of the three (Tennyson included) are great poets.

I only mention them as specimens of men who drew sub-

jects from Eddie poems. English people like to have such
things mentioned, so I put it in, but I don't hold it of

much account. Tennyson's borrowing is not generally

known ; that is one of the reasons of mentioning his

name.

By the middle of August they had finished

:

To 6r. VigfCisson, Bedford Park, Aug. 18, 1882.

We have done our damndest, I think, and the book will

sail quietly into port, I hope. I have added two or three
paragraphs on the Metric Excursus and chronology, so as

to show folk what is in it. I am glad that it looks so well

as it does. I wish the translations were worthier with all

my heart. I will try and make it better, however, as

I can. I often find a happier word as I am reading it

over, but I did my best at the time, and it is done. It is

the horrible inadequacy in the finer parts that strikes one
more and more : the power and music of the original

sounds as through a telephone, meagre, and thin, and
faint. . . .

There is a nice fellow here with whom I have strolls of

an evening before dinner, an Irishman, a poet and critic,

a really good fellow and capable. I am very pleased to

* The 'mention' is in Corp. Poet. Bor., vol. i. p. xcvi, where Swin
bume is substituted for Morris.

P 2
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get a man here with whom I can talk. It is like being in

a foreign country when you have to bottle up all your
thoughts for months, because there is no one who under-

stands the tongue of literary men or matters.

More than one of Powell's neighbours answered to the

picture of this Irishman. At this time, and for some years,

he felt that he could not talk freely at Oxford on the

matters for which he cared most ; and the society of

Bedford Park he regarded as in this way a resource.

The late summer of 1883 was spent by the Powells on

the South coast. Powell bathed, and walked, and visited

the Norman churches. We have his opinion of new
Edinburgh, and also a sketch of the Paston Letters. It

is given here for its vivid promise of his later style as

a reviewer.

To G. Vigfiisson. Bedford Park [no date, about Nov., 1883].

I hate Edinburgh, and I am glad you are outside the
town rather than in it. There is a bumptiousness about
the streets of the new town, a self-consciousness which is

very irritating. The old town and the suburbs have not
this aggravating air. Nor have all the Edinborough {sic)

folk, but some have. . . .

I have just read through the Paston letters. They are

interesting like a novel. Old Madam Paston, the manag-
ing mother ; the scape-grace eldest son : the practical
younger son, who after many trials at last gets a rich wife
(good honest girl, who is full of fun and writes him the

most amusing letters) and ultimately comes into the pro-

perty. A grasping uncle, who is always trying to cheat
the two young fellows, who outwit him in the end. The
father and grandmfiother too, great characters in their day,

shrewd, worldly, but honestly sticking to their work, and
above all determined to die richer than they were born.

Then the Oxford student, as shrewd as the others but
dying young ; the lad at Eton ; the servant-bailiff who
falls in love with the sister of his masters, and with
great courage (on the girl's part) is enabled to marry
her. The funny old friar, who is a sworn friend of the
Paston father, and writes scandal in Latin and English
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mixed. Then the DuJce and Duchess of Norfolk, who try
by main force to oust the Pastons from the estates they
got by Sir John Fastolfs will ; and thus arises a crop of
lawsuits, processes, distresses, armed occupation and re-

sistance, court solicitation, backstair jobbing, appeals to
bishops, chamberlains, queens, kings, and lawyers, which
last for generations but end in the Pastons getting all

they claimed. ' It's dogged does it ' (as the old fellow said
in the story), and there is no better example. The whole
story as set forth in those old bundles of letters is quite
a good novel, and strikingly like bits of the best of
Thackeray ; the women especially. You must read them
some day, all at once, quickly, so one does not lose the
thread and keeps the characters before one.

When the Corpus was being praised and acclaimed, he

repeated his usual expressions of thanks to Vigfusson,

adding

:

Oxford [no date, early in 1884].

I must write you all this, because people are very good-
natured to me about the Corpus, and I feel and tell them
that it is your thought and work that has given the book
its worth. I am only a channel-pipe, carved and gilded in

places perhaps, but still merely a channel-pipe.

We know by now what to think of this self-estimate ; and

the present chapter may close with Vigftisson's opinion :

Vigfusson to the Rev. J. Sephton. March 26, 1883.

Mr. Powell has been a friend indeed to me ; we have
worked together like brothers, in constant intercourse of

thought, and schemes, and ideas, approving or rejecting.

The translations are- all essentially Powell's, and hence
idiomatic and good English ; and lots of other things

besides we have translated, bits of Sagas, a little ^noctes

Atticae', especially anything mythological or biographical:

also sundries from foreign writers, e. g. Paul the Deacon,
Ballads discovered there (in Iceland), Old Teutonic. Of
the text-emendations there is a second crop, and much
remains, what we have failed to put aright After all this

I feel like empty, toom, having no more sweet visits of

bright thoughts ; and so we are about to close our shop
and sell no more.
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Pass Law work : irony of position : Powell's own attitude. Student-

ship and tutorship at Christ Church : no post in History for Powell at

Oxford. Visit to Manchester : examining. Work for Women's Associa-

tion. Visit to Copenhagen: Vigfusson on the Fire. Origines Is-

landicae accepted by Oxford Press. Powell's projected Scandinavian
Britain: quoted: unfinished. Eeads Old English verse. Grimm
Centenary volume with Vigfiisson: Ballad in Scots. First meeting

with Powell. ;His part in founding English Historical Beview.
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No more long books : Powell's future metier.

Learned books do not leave the author rich, and it is

much if they do not leave him poorer. Powell had done

most of his literary work for love. He made a fair living

chiefly by injecting certain rudiments of law into average

undergraduates. Any learned German, who in the future

dares to chronicle the older Universities of Britain as

they were in the later nineteenth century, will be vexed

by the position of a man like Powell, known all over

Oxford for historical learning and productive scholarship,

yet furnished with no position or salary as a teacher

of history. ^ Um Gottes Willen, why not ?
' such an in-

quirer might say. ^ He was one of their best Gelehrten,

but had he died at forty-three his official record would

have been that he was honoured and paid by his college.
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but that his work was to help men to pass, as they called

it, in Law.' We, however, can leave some clue for

this earnest inquirer. The system did not lend itself to

the recognition of Powell. It was the business of no man
and no college to find him appropriate work. In his own
House historical tuition was provided already. Elsewhere

funds were not available. It was not for any other college
—*not its duty'—to invite and salary a man merely

because he was a good writer or of proved erudition, or

because he had his share of genius. Such gifts, taken

alone, would not qualify him as an instructor for the

examination schools : they could not be trusted to increase

the number of first classes won for the college. Powell's

strength, beyond doubt, did not lie in this direction : he

would hardly have respected himself if it had. Doubtless

others, rather than he, must have been the losers. He
was not to be one of the gifted men who spend them-

selves on college tuition, and sterilize themselves for

the good, real or seeming, of their pupils. Still, in a

foreign University he would at least have had titular

advancement as a ' professor extraordinary
'

; but in

Oxford there was no such thing : there was no place for

him until the death of Froude, when he was put into

the vacant Chair by general agreement :—a deed which

our foreign chronicler, though still bewildered, should set

down to the credit of the place. Thus, between the

colleges and the University, Powell remained a minor

teacher of law : an arrangement that, quaintly irrational

as it was, cannot be treated in the spirit of high invective

which would be so unlike Powell's own spirit. He could

be often indignant for others, he might blaspheme at

times when weary ; but as to his own fortunes he was

ever something of a fatalist, with a touch of irony. Like

many dispensations, his own was, he thought, an odd one

:

but it had so to be, and many better men were worse ofij

and he supposed it was all right, and he did not imagine

he deserved anything better ; yet he found it was comic.
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So he did not repine ; and in the more serious things of

life he was to the end, even when visited by sorrows,

resigned, if not exactly content

I have had my due,

More than my due, and why should I complain ?

So he wrote in later years in one of his beautiful

sonnets, all too few. Another reason that he did not get

on was that he did not try to do so. He had less than his

share of pushing power ; he pushed far less than was

lawful. Still less had he any element of the professional

getter-on, what he afterwards liked to call the arriviste,

who thrives so strangely in academic as in other societies,

steadily presses or machinates in his own behalf, and ends

in positions of power and emolument without any one

either quite knowing why or protesting. Of such persons

Powell had no envy : his frequent and true expression

was that they had * got the facts of life all wrong '. These

traits may be noted here once for all and remembered

through the story of his after-life.

Powell, however, did not miss his turn of material good

luck. Though few of the sons of Oxford received his

historical teaching, and his gifts in that kind had there-

fore no formal acknowledgement, he received in 1884

college promotion which materially relieved him. Greatly

through the good offices of Dean Liddell, he was ap-

pointed to a vacant official studentship of Christ Church

(the Fellows at that House are termed 'Students'), and

to a tutorship in the year following. Both these posts he

held till he became professor ten years later. He was

pleased with the honour, and still more with 'getting

a voice for history on the General Board*. He had also

been cheered by the birth of his daughter in the spring,

and his home life was so peculiarly happy that we find

him, as already noted, steadily advising many a young

friend to found a family : to ' marry and beget children,
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and have the same pleasure and care ' as himself. * It is,

I think, good for one.' Once he wrote :

—

Get married soon, and you will find that what keeps
one will keep two or three just as well. I have never
repented marrying, so I don't speak as the fox with the
cut tail.

We can find in his letters many repetitions of this

counsel, which is a proof that he was happy and believed

in happiness. And we have one clear picture of Powell

as he appeared at this date to a friend and fellow-historian.

Mr. (now Professor) Dill was the High Master of the

Manchester Grammar School. He lived in Birch Hall,

one of the few beautiful houses that have been spared

near the dark city : it lies out, just beyond the clamour

of stony thoroughfares, in a plot of fields that is still

undevoured by the builder, with its own flowery coppice-

garden, shining black oaken rafters, and Cromwellian

memories or legends. Mr. Dill had organized afresh the

examination system of his school. One of the four

examiners, who came down yearly to hear and inspect the

work, was Powell : he paid three visits, about the years

1880-2, to review the Modern Language teaching. As
his undoubted want of orderly business system, punctuality,

and the like, has been steadily exaggerated by legend,

I take the chance of saying that my own experience of

him through twenty years is in full accord with Dr. Dill's,

whose words may follow.

He generally stayed with me at Birch Hall when he
came down. I need hardly say that he was an excellent

examiner. Nothing escaped him, and yet he made the

inquisitorial process pleasant for both masters and boys.

I believe the boys quite liked his hour of viva voce, as he
enjoyed it himself. And after it all he would have
a friendly talk with the master, in which the criticism was
so veiled as to seem to the most sensitive to be only

friendly suggestion, with praise where that was due. We
were then building up a great Modern Side, and have
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always thought that in that promising bit of construction

Y. Powell had a great share of the credit.

I unfortunately saw little of him in the last fifteen

years. But I always look back with pleasure to the weeks he
spent with me at Birch. I never met a man with such

a power of spreading about him a sense of downy,
comfortable calm, as if there were no such thing as work
and worry. When he could be got to come down in time
for breakfast, his cheery ways made the day brighter, and
the morning stroll in my old-fashioned garden at Birch
was so pleasant that it sometimes encroached on school

hours. When we met again at dinner, the talk was often

prolonged far into the night. And yet, such was his

quickness and power of concentration, his work was always
ready in good time, though one could hardly guess when
it was done. He was a man of singular power, disguised

under an air of nonchalance and easygoing enjoyment of

the hour.

I need hardly say that he always impressed one with his

immense range of reading. But this came out only

accidentally and fitfully. No one was ever less of a
pedant, or more free from any tendency to display. But
I was more than once struck by his familiarity with
obscure and little-known writers in the fifth and sixth

centuries, when I happened to be working in that period.

And the knowledge was close and accurate, as if he had
read them the day before.

It always seemed to me that Y. Powell's unique power
of rapid reading and assimilation impaired his productive-

ness. He would have written more if he had read less.

And probably his ideal of the command of a subject,

necessary for a final treatment of it, as in the case of

M. Pattison, deprived the world of work which they alone

in their time could have done.

Such excursions varied the labour at the mill. Powell

also gave time in Oxford to an activity that may here

be mentioned. It was an article of faith with him that he
^ hated " educated " women ', who were often * silly bosh-

writers and miserablepoetasteresses, conceited, ugly'; that

book-culture was not what women wanted, that it ought

to be carefully hidden if they had it, and that only good

looks could atone for its possession. His deflections from
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this stern and lofty ideal were frequent and delightful.

He did all he could to better the status and teaching of

women in his own University. For ten years, and from

the first, he worked for the Association for the Education

of Women in Oxford, teaching Old English, Old French,

and even for a while, to tide over a difficulty. Old German.

He sat on the Council of this body and constantly sub-

scribed to it. His enthusiasm and warmth as a teacher

are well remembered. When he was asked how he recon-

ciled such doings with his principles, he answered that

the women he taught were mostly going to be teachers,

and that that made a difference. We shall hear of some
lectures on modem French poetry that he gave to

women students in the last years of his life, and of their

response to his teaching.

One other letter must be given before proceeding

:

To Wilfrid Scawen Blunt. Christ Church, Nov. 1883.

I wonder whether you ever remember a boy for whom
you drew the portrait of your dog at S. Sauverin in the
Pyrenees twenty-one years ago. I have that little picture

now, and it was one of the greatest pleasures I have had,

to read your poems, and remember my long-past acquaint-

ance with you, whom I looked up so much to in those
old days. I often meant to write to you and ask you
to let me meet you again, but I have not done so till

now. I have just been reading and re-reading your noble
protest on the Egyptian treason, and I can't resist doing
so any longer.

When you come back to England, if you will allow me,
I should like to call and see you again and thank you
for the great pleasure your poems have given me. If

you remember me, I dare say you will not mind giving

me time and place to speak to you. I shall not take up
much of your time, nor ask any favours of you save this.

If you are ever at Oxford or near it, and would stop
an hour, I should be very pleased to show you what
I could of the things we have best worth seeing, and
I should be very happy to do so.

I have been working here more than ten years, mostly
at history and literature, and the ideas which your last
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poem^ speaks have grown very strongly upon me, so
there is at all events one link between us. I am yours
very faithfully.

From Powell himself we have little record at this season

of his life, except of his literary plans, which rapidly took

form. The Prolegomena, the Reader, and the Corpus, in

which he had borne his part, as well as the Dictionary,

done by Vigfiisson alone, were now in existence ; and yet

a great duty remained. Vigfiisson and Powell wished to

crown their labours by producing both an edition and

a translation of all the best classics in the Northern prose.

In February their proposals, drafted by Powell, went in to

the Clarendon Press. The reasons that might be held

to warrant the enterprise and outlay were set forth with

weight. Vigfiisson had long hoped to present these

originals in an edition embodying the fruits of his long

inquiries. Powell urged that this part of the scheme,

at any rate, should be accepted, and the services of such

a scholar, now long resident in Oxford, be put to use.

He cited the honourable reception given to the Corpus by

authorities who were personal strangers to its editors.

The plan covered three separate items, each calling for

heavy labour. First, the Lives of the Kings of Norway
and Denmark from the ninth to the eleventh centuries.

Secondly, the Sagas of the classic period (900-1030).

Thirdly, the Books of the Settlement and Colonization

of Iceland. When all this was done, the colleagues would

feel that their task would be over: the rest of the Northern

literature was of more local interest, and could be left to

other hands. Five volumes would be wanted. Powell

also pleaded for and offered to make a complete translation.

It was very necessary. Most of the originals had never

been put into English at all, and some of the existing

versions were only in rare issues and founded on imperfect

texts. Historians of early England, like J. R. Green and

Freeman, had long been cut off in this way from the

1 The Wind and the Whirlwind, 1883.
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light that Iceland throws on the whole of old Germanic
culture.

Memorandum to University Press. Feb. 22, 1884.

While I am aware of the difficulty of making a really

good translation, I do not think it impossible to make one
which shall be both faithful and readable, so that those
who are not reading for historical purposes might enjoy it

for itself The originals here are so fresh and beautiful

that they only need to be known to be admired. I may,
in my own defence, mention that I have worked at the
subject for more than fifteen years, and especially with
regard to these books, the Kings' Lives, &c. ; and that it

has always been my hope to be able to give English people,

in so far as a translation might, part of the great profit

and pleasure I have had in reading them in the originals.

This, Powell rightly said, was not the 'mere fad of

a specialist, but a sober scheme of distinct historical

importance '. The offer was in part accepted. The Press

agreed to publish the Book of the Settlement: and this

grew into the larger Origines Islandicae, which occupied

Vigfusson and Powell during the rest of their common life,

and most of which was to be finished, though never finally

revised, by them.

In the summer of this year Vigfusson visited the

Copenhagen libraries, and there in August Powell joined

him for a fortnight. Their converse has been described

already in Powell's words. He studied, walked on Elsinore,

and

enjoyed Denmark immensely :—splendid weather, ample
facilities for seeing the MSS. ; and very delightful voyages
to and fro.

In October Vigfusson, who had stayed on, wrote him an

account of a great fire, in which the treasures that were

his own lifeblood were nearly consumed. The letter leaves

us with a picture of a scholar deep in tranquil work and

startled by the sudden threat of flame to his manuscript

Penates. Vigfiisson's English has been left as it stands,

and needs no mending.
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From G. ViafAsson. HotefTrnSr, Oct. 7, 1884.

I have got deeper into the vellums than I dreamt of
when we last shook hands and said goodbye in Havnegade.
The next Monday I turned to the work in my cave, and
continued day by day till Monday week (Sept. 29), mapping
out the work day by day. The main things done are

:

[a long list follows].

At last Iwent to the GeheimeArchiv(the Rolls), and Iwent
through many letters from 1660-1730, A. Magnusson's and
Widalin's time. This last week I had just finished when
the Fire broke out. Last Friday I was in the Rolls Ofiice

to 2 o'clock, when they close ; thence to the Royal Library,

more for pleasure than for work, and stayed there till

a quarter past three. A few hours afterwards the Fire
broke out. There is but a narrow lane between the
Library and the Archive (both in Tojhusgade) and the
Slot. By the mercy of God the wind blew from Tojhus-
gaden, and both Library and Archive were saved, as if

a good genius had directed the head of the wind. It was
just so in 1794. It was a terrible sight ; on the other
hand, had the wind been blowing a gale, the whole of old

Copenhagen, University andArne-Magnusson Library would
have been ashes in the course of the night. The Old
Block of Castle was but a hideous mass of stones ; still

it is a pity for the poor King, it was his Burgh. The
Copenhageners seem to take it easy : they have had a fire-

work, nothing can match that. I was one of the sightseers,

and though at a safe distance, covered with ashes and
scoria like from a volcano : hope never to see such a sight

again. But let us bless the Fates that our old scrolls and
vellums are still [safe and sound] upon their shelves. I am
now quite easy, have given up going to Norway, and await
return of letter from Oxford, remittance of pounds and
pennies, for else I cannot come.

In 1884 Powell was labouring hard. He was finishing

his portion of the English history for Rivingtons, he was

trying to organize the sequel, which was in the hands of

two other friends, and he wrote to one of them of his

hopes of having

the ultimate terminus in view, and we shall be the great

twin brethren of a generation of schoolboys who will no
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doubt curse our names, as representatives of the brighter
sciences, as they curse Euclid and the authors of the
Catechisms.

Another book, besides OrigineSy also occupied him. It

is a pity that he never finished and brought out his little

volume on Scandinavian Britain, of which a single proof-

sheet survives : for no one was better fitted to write it.

It dragged on for some four years, and for reasons un-

known was dropped. The fragment that remains has

some happy examples of his younger historical style, and

he is on ground even better known and loved than that of

early England. One passage may be given, as it comes

really from his own experience, and shows his eager sea-

faring spirit and his instinct of realizing the past through

the present.

Any one who knows one of our larger fishing ports will

have a better idea of the organization, composition, and
character of a wicking fleet than aught else could give

him. The preparation of gear, clothes, stores ; the over-

hauling of the craft, hull, sails, rigging ; the making up of

the crews, the final sailing with a fair breeze, the whole
place emptied of its young and middle-aged men for the

two or three months that the cruise lasts ; the home-
coming, the rejoicing, the burst of trade, the influx of

riches, won from the sea, the steady flourishing of the

whole countryside as long as the cruises are gainful ; the

building of new vessels, the eagerness of the young for

the life of adventure, unchecked by the terrible disasters

that ever and anon mar the good fortune of the fleet,

disasters that may sweep away nearly all the men folk

of the place and check its growth for a dozen years—such
phenomena are common to our fishing-life now-a-days, and
to the old Northman's buccaneering life so long ago. And
when crossing the North Sea one steams through the

Grimsby or Lowestoft fleet, hundreds of big boats out
for the herring, one can form even a visible image of what
a wicking fleet must have looked like as the ships in great

groups sped out with a fair north-easter, eager for the work
before them, or hurried homewardswith a sou'-wester behind
them, deeply laden with English and Irish gold and silver,

and raiment and jewels, and slaves and wine and weapons
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And how strong was his feeling for the fates and the

service of our sailors, may be seen from a review, written

much later, of a book on the English Navy :

The needless suffering of British sailors is something
frightful to look back upon ; they gave us security, honour,
prosperity, and in return all they got from England, as

a rule, was bad food, bad pay, and bad treatment. This
state of things went on in the eighteenth century, as well

as in the seventeenth and sixteenth. It was not the fault

of the mass of their fellow countrymen, save in so far as

they knew the facts ; it was the fault of bad organization,

of insufficient control, of the shameful and cruel careless-

ness of high officials, and of the helplessness of the sailor

himself, who found it difficult to combine with his mates,
and was glad if he escaped from a cruise with his bare
life, and satisfied with a few pence in his pocket. The
reckless, thoughtless, generous daring that made him such
a fine fighting man made him live for the day and take
much ill-treatment as all in the day's work. He grumbled
at the bad beer, he cursed the greedy pursers that cheated
him of food, but he was ready to fight as long as he was
strong enough to stand, and he was able to navigate his

pitching, unweatherly, topheavy old tubs with extra-

ordinary skill and success past unlit coasts into unbuoyed
ports and out again over uncharted waters in evil weather.

In the letters of these years there is a good deal about

old English poetry, which he naturally studied for his

history book and for the light it cast on the Northern

verse. A correspondence with Lieut .-Col. Lumsden, whose

translation of B4oivulf Powell had praised in The

Academy, shows his minute conversance with the secular

Anglo-Saxon verse. After some elaborate notes on the

poem of Waldhere, he proceeds :

... I hope you will give us Deor (or the Sdngers Trost)

and the little group of melancholy laments

—

Ruin, Lady's
Lament, Wanderer, Seafarer, &c. They are all half-epic

in character. D^or is the best for your purposes, and most
interesting from the epic point of view, but the others are

very beautiful. I have often tried to fix them to epic

persons, but am not yet sure of my ground. I dare say you
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may be able to light upon some hint which may identify

them with some of our known epics.

There is the Song of Maldon, too, a really fine poem
(not mere bookwork like Bnmanhurh, though that has
its merits), and most Iliadic in tone and execution. It

would go capitally into your ringing verse.

Colonel Lumsden's translation of the Maldon-Song csme
out some years later in Macmillan's Magazine. Meantime
Powell writes him notes on this and other poems : asks leave

to use a piece of the translation for his 'little book for the

Christian Knowledge Society '—the book that never came
out : and in the middle of 1884 develops his view that the

site of Brunanburh was near Carlisle. One more letter to

the same friend, probably late in 1885 or early in 1886,

may be given here. There is no other sign of the ' book

on the early and mediaeval literature of England ', or of

any definite plan for its production. The subject had

always drawn Powell powerfully ; but he was probably too

sanguine, and was scheming to do more than strength or

time left possible. Origines, for one thing, must have taken

up all his spare force for several years. The letter is also

touching in its note of warning on behalf of Shute, whom
Powell was to lose in 1886 : the first of his closer com-

panions that preceded him.

I don't think I have very much new to tell you, save that

I am going to write, I hope, a book (not a big one) on the

Early and Mediaeval literature of England ; but it will take
me a great deal of time, as I do not by any means feel sure

of all my gi'ound yet, and the whole subject is bristling

with problems which must be at least attacked.

I shall have lots of questions to ask you on the Early
period.

Do you know the Wanderer ? It strikes me as a trans-

lation at present, but whence I do not know. I shall have
to read the late Latin poets again, for it may most likely

be from one of them that certain turns of idea have come.
How does it strike you? Have you noticed any other

pieces, not yet traced, which strike you as paraphrases or

book-poetry? I have analysed the metre of parts of
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BeowulfJ
but without much result as yet, for the text has,

I think, been modernized by the scribe or his authority,

and that disguises the evidence. The autotype was at

least as archaic as Orosius or Gregory, it seems to me.
Judith is archaic in parts, and a very rich and curious

vocabulary it yields, e.g. frum-garas= exsictly Latin
primi-pili—the foremost rank of spear-men, or rather
assegai-men—a touch of evidence as to early Teutonic
warfare. Did you ever think of working Judith into

English ?

I am sorry Shute is not better. He ought really to go
away for a year. He has overworked himself for the last

eight or ten years. He has had much anxiety and worry of

different kinds. He is one of those fellows who would
rather die than give in once he has put his hand to the

work, and also unfortunately one of those who will not see

the need of making the best of one's health and so being
able to work on longer if slower. He will surely use him-
self up if he does not give his body a rest. It would be
better for him in the long run. His work could be done
just as well at a more moderate pace, and he would after

a rest be much more able to do it with pleasure.

I can't persuade him to take a term's leave. I wish
you, Sir, could. He would perhaps listen to you. It is

so wretched for his wife to see him straining himself so

much, and all really without need and from an over-nice

conscience. He deserves a holiday after his past work.
He could take one, and he ought to ; there is nothing
but his own determination not to do so, which stands in

the way.
He is a very dear old friend of mine, but I would not

ask you to speak to him about his health, if I could hope
that my words would be of any use. I am, dear Colonel
Lumsden, yours very faithfully.

A little rest, in the form of a change of hard work, was

due before grappling to Origines, Amongst all German
scholars, Vigftisson and Powell chiefly honoured the

brothers Jakob and Wilhelm Grimm, who not only made
an epoch in philology, but were scientific founders of folk-

lore, and gathered it in their Marchen for readers of all

ages. The centenaries of their births were now at hand
;

and on January 1, 1885, every teacher in Germany was
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bidden to tell his scholars something about the brothers

Grimm. It was the moment for the colleagues to issue

through the Oxford Press an aftermath of papers and dis-

sertations on Germanic matters : and towards the end of

the year came out the thin volume entitled : Grimm
Centenary: Sigfred-Arminivs and other Papers, Some
of those written by Vigfiisson were in the nature of appen-

dices to the Corpus : one, the title essay, broached a view

identifying ^ the Arminius of history with the Sigfred of

tradition ' and of poetry. In the ' Prologue in Berlin
',

Vigfiisson describes, with vivacious sharpness of memory,

the interview of twenty minutes he had had with Jakob
Grimm twenty-five years before. Powell contributed three

chapters : one is an ordered collection, of the kind he

liked, of the ' Traces of Old Law in the Eddie Lays
'

;

a second is a verse translation of the Danish ^ Ballad of Sir

Ogie ' : the third is an ' Epilogue in Oxford '.^ It is a pity

Powell never wrote at length on the folk-ballads of

Britain, whose accent he caught so well and without fall-

ing into the usual adulterate diction. His note ^ on ballad

in the Corpus makes us wish this the more. ^Sir Ogie' is,

I think, his only attempt in Scots. The ^ Epilogue ' shows

how he kept the heart of a boy, and it could only have

been written by a happy man.

It was late in 1884 that I first knew Powell personally.

The place was the library committee-room of the Oxford

Union, the business the ordering of new books. The

persons were young graduates, not quite knowing how to

buy. A man entered, carrying an old high hat, wearing

a serge suit ; sat down, jerked out a quick nod of greeting,

saying nothing for a time. Suddenly, after throwing many
quick shining glances round through his glasses, the new-

comer laughed at something : a laugh loud and far-spread-

ing, but mellow and happy. I think it was to brush away
some proposal for a book that was unsuitable : we soon

1 See vol. ii. pp. 395-400, and pp. 341-4.

3 Corp, Poet. Bor., vol. i. pp. 503-7.

G 2
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learnt to know this form ofargument, though good reasons

were forthcoming upon pressure. Powell seemed abreast of

all the knowledge that on such an occasion was wanted. He
threw forth yes or no with a word or two of praise or dis-

taste, and his advice was taken. He was a born chooser

and buyer of books, leaning sometimes to indulgence and

finding pleas of a curious but real kind for works and

authors at the first sight surprising. This meeting began

a friendship, and henceforward much in the present record

of Powell is at first-hand.

In 1885 Powell did patriot service to scholarship. He
took a weighty, though not a public, share in founding the

English Historical Review. This enterprise many had

for years cherished as a dream : the Letters of J. R. Green

between 1867 and 1876 show the efibrts of that eager

spirit in its behalf; but it had suffered the checks that

befall in dreams. There was in England no critical organ

for historical research, no bureau into which the best

books appearing at home and abroad would naturally

flow, no periodical where the labours of many students

might converge, and where new historians could give

their measure. Mrs. Creighton's Life of her husband,

the first editor, well portrays the early years of the

Revieiv and the devoted skill with which Creighton

launched it.^ Before this stage Powell took a determining

part. We have a glimpse of him persuading, and nego-

tiating, and helping to shape and word. The plan had

lapsed but had never been discarded. Mr. R. L. Poole,

the present editor, and assistant editor from the beginning,

to whom the present information is due, writes :

It was, I am sure, through Powell that the existing

English Historical Review was in fact established.

For early in the year 1885 Oxford began to move.

After consultation amongst those concerned, Powell ap-

proached Mr. Bryce in the hope that his public duties

^ LifC and Letters of Mandell Creighton, 19C4, vol. i. pp. 333-44.
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might leave him free to accept the editorship. This
proved impossible, and after more conference Powell
drew up a letter to Creighton, who had become Professor

of Ecclesiastical History at Cambridge, urging him to

undertake the post. On Mayday Creighton came to

Oxford to preach, and the final scheme of the Review
was drawn in Powell's rooms. Two months later Mr. Bryce
gave an inaugural dinner to consider various points of

policy connected with the publication. Among those

present were Lord Acton (whose admirable part in the

work appears plainly from Creighton's correspondence),

Dean Church, Robertson Smith, Dr. A. W. Ward, and
Powell. The first number came out in the following

January. Creighton remained editor for five years and
a half. The words of Mr. Poole will show what Powell

did for the Review, apart from his many notices and
articles in its pages, which multiplied as time went on.^

All that time and later also Powell continued within
the inner circle of advisers to the Review. He was
frequently asked to give an opinion about contributions
ofiered, and was consulted at various junctures. I used
often to go round to his rooms with questions and
difficulties, and he could always be counted upon to

spare no trouble in helping me. If these appeals became
less frequent as time went on, it was because the diffi-

culties which confronted us in starting the Review
gradually diminished as our experience was enlarged,

and as our body of regular contributors was more firmly

established. But no account of the foundation and early

nurture of the Review can be at all true or complete
which fails to recognize the immense debt which it owes
to Powell's self-sacrificing energy.

The summer of 1885 he spent at Sandgate, bathing and

boating and in the company he liked best

:

To G, Vigfusson, Sandgate, Kent.

I have a good bathe every day, and whenever it is

likely we have a boat. Yesterday I was out rowing for

^ For these see Catalogue of Writings,
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three hours with my old fisherman-friend Henry Stone,

who is, I am happy to say, still alive, and hale and hearty

for his age—over seventy a good deal. I see a great deal

of him and his blind brother Richard Stone, whom I have
known all my life, and it is very good to talk to such men.
Henry is a very fine fellow, full of knowledge of the sea

:

he has sailed all over the British seas, been a pilot at

Deal, and on a yacht at Isle of Wight, and fished from
here ... I don't know that I have anything more now to

tell you. It is so jolly here that I have nothing to write

about.

He was also glad that the History of England from
the Earliest Times to the Death of Henry VII was now
cleared and published. For eight years, through all the

work with Vigfiisson, it had been, interruptedly, pre-

paring. The journey over the original authorities had

been long and exhaustive, as the letters show. The book

had been dropped and resumed, and was at last pushed

through. It was to be Powell's only substantial piece

of purely historical writing. It was part of a series of

three volumes (the other two were not from his hand),

originally described as for 'the use of middle forms of

schools ', and covering together all English history. Powell's

volume, reaching to the end of the Middle Ages, filled less

than 400 pages, close-printed. The regular historians may
be left to judge its particular conclusions and opinions

;

the following are but the sensations of an unprofessional

reader.

In judging the facts and realizing the currents of history

Powell's temper was scientific, though he had not yet stated

(perhaps not even to himself) his rigid theory that ethical

judgements are beyond the historian's province. His know-

ledge was great, and he did his utmost to draw the materials

for every sentence from the first and best originals. But

in presenting history his craft was more that of the

painter than of the narrator. This was strange, for he

told a story well in talk, and had been busy translating,

from the Norse, some of the best of all mediaeval stories.
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But his own story of English history is less artistic than

what he says during its arrests and interludes : it moves

slowly in comparison, though lit up with many, traits and

anecdotes. He was, like all writers for such a purpose,

cruelly hampered in scale, and he may have omitted too

little. It may be for this reason that the book somewhat

baffles the usual boy or girl, unless there is a good teacher

to help in the presentment. What remains on the mind,

and distinguishes the history from others of the same scope

and purpose, is not the narrative so much as the portraits

of character, his summaries and retrospects of the whole

—

tempered as these had to be for young readers—the huge

gusto in describing modes of life, diet, and custom, and

the brief excursions into the history of language and

letters. In his pictures of kings and personages Powell's

model was in part the saga, as appears when he speaks

of Henry I

:

Henry had a comely face, dark curly hair, a high brow,
and large eyes ; he was not tall but strongly built. His
voice, like his father's, wonderfully deep and strong. A
good man of business, wise in planning, and cautious and
patient in carrying out his designs, fond of learning

(whence his nickname Beauclerc) and with a taste for

art, but selfish, hard-hearted, and grasping; Henry's
greatest title to our praise lies in the stern strength of
his rule.

One attraction of this little book is the skilled use

made of poetry to illuminate history. In the chapters

on England in the fourteenth and in the fifteenth cen-

turies, little-known ballads and alliterative romances,

Latin and English verse medleys, Chaucer and Langland,

lighten the page ; the words are given with as little

translation as may be. Much lore is housed ; and Powell

evidently revels in the paragraphs on architecture, dress,

and weapons—his boyish hobby. All this gives charm

and life to the enforced compression of his survey, and

raises it far above the crowd of bread-winning and often
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mind-destroying manuals that flood the class-rooms.

No doubt it is, like much else he wrote, an earnest of

gifts and learning that never found fully coherent expres-

sion. In other ways it throws light on himself. There

reigns throughout it his curious attitude to moral judge-

ments. He does not mince matters, or spare epithets,

but he inclines to find counterpoising virtues, to see value

in the net historic effects of a character that has many
admitted blemishes, and in general to trace a total drift

towards progress and goodness in phenomena that at

first might seem merely evil. This was Powell all over,

and as he lived on one could trace the double process,

by which his condemnations and dislikes grew sharper,

while his faith in the general result of things grew

brighter. Thus in his last page we read

:

The awful black Death, which had seemed so relentless

and cruel in its attacks, turned out in the end to have
been one of the chief means of changing the old order
of land owning and tilling for an easier system, and of

making men in their own interests do tardy but needful

justice to their fellows.

The process had been fully explained in an earlier

chapter : and the end of the whole matter Powell finds

in the words of Whitman, ^ the only man,' as he said once,

* whom I would cross the water to see.'

The whole story witnesses to slow but steady upward
progress. We have been trying to trace the birth and
infancy of a great people. We have been, as the poet

Noting the efforts of heroes

—

Is the deferment long? Bitter the slander, poverty,

death ?

Lies the seed unrecked for centuries in the ground ?

lo, to God's due occasion

Uprising in the night, it sprouts, blooms.
And fills the earth with use and beauty.
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The conclusion, then, must be that of the poet

:

Roaming in thought over the universe, I saw the

little that is good steadily hastening towards
immortality.

And the vast all that is called Evil I saw hastening to

merge itself and become lost and dead.

This was the creed of Powell at thirty-five, *in the

mid pathway of our life,' and so it remained always, in

spite of some personal inducements, such as the death of

friends and illness, to think the contrary.

Hopefulness of this order, moreover, led him to inspire

many good works, and enhanced what will be seen more

and more, as his life passes, to be his peculiar skill,

—

almost his profession—of discovering aptitude in others.

The following is but the first of many letters written to

younger friends in search of their own line of talent. The

advice, as will be seen, was adopted to good efiect.

To Miss Ida Farnell Bedford Park [1886].

There is one thing I wanted to talk to you about, but
had not time at Oxford, so I will put it here in case

I forget it altogether. That is : It would be well for you
to make yourself a real authority on some special branch
of your subjects (probably foreign language or literature

would be the best), and to work thoroughly at that, besides

your broader and more general work : perhaps ultimately

to write upon it. There is nothing like a hobby to keep
one's interest alive. It doesn't matter what it is. (Arabic

would do very well, for instance.) But a special study

of a man or a period is very helpful. It makes one see

the real things of value in other periods. Suppose you
took up Proven9al poetry. It would amuse you to learn

the tongue. You could some time go to Aries or

Toulouse and hear it spoken and learn it orally as well.

There are plenty of Provencal troubadours to study.

The Lives of the troubadours have never been translated

into English. Then you would, apart from the mental
gain, become more valuable. You would be an authority

(you also could sell what part of your knowledge you chose,

in articles or books), and you would have an interest
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besides the everyday ones of your profession. You would
use your gift of translation, in translating the poetry.

The field is large and needs workers.

Don't be discouraged by difficulties at first : one's early

misfortunes and stumblings are often the helps to better

things than are sought at first.

The next letter shows at the beginning how Powell was

never bound to any party, and therefore deserted none

:

the end shows that he had already conceived the creed he

set out long years afterwards in his Note on Omar

:

To J. M. Mackay. Christ Church, May 28, 1886.

You are playing the Tory game by losing patience,

I think. How will that grand seigneur Hartington or

Goschen, or such a demagogue as Chamberlain, save any
one ? Gladstone is often wrong, has many faults, follies,

and fantasies, but he is worth all the rest put together,

and he means to rip the whole question up. I don't care

about the bill as it stands, but I don't want wholesome
reform to be stopped by a Whig Cave or a Tory Cabal.

But all politics are damned rot. We want honest, clear-

headed fellows who will speak the truth and stick to it.

Trevelyan is a really good man and honest, and him I

respect.

By the way I am very proud of a letter from Zola.

I wrote him about one of his novels, and he wrote me
such a jolly little note back.^ I feel sure he is a big man.
Daudet is all gas and gush (sewer-gas and faeculence), the
other man is earnest and means business. . . .

Fare thee well, thy letter was good. I am plunging
heavily into paper-setting-and-reading for two months, and
I hate it. I want a week's quiet and sun and rest, but
these things are not for speech-dividing, flesh-devouring

man. The gods indeed will give him peace and rest in

time, but in such wise that we see not the blessed light of

the sun any more, and the rest they give and their peace
is of a kind that endureth, neither is it broken by dream,
nor cut short in any way by awakening. So as for man
he must do his work while he is yet in the midst of

turmoil, with such pains as he may, and be content to

^ Containing thanks for the *poign^e de main' Powell had sent him
over the sea.
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have at least seen the sun and smelt the grass and loved
fair women and good wine and the face of friends. Yours
ever faithfully.

N.B. If he is not content it does not alter matters at

all. Hence the philosophy of these sentiments.

In this and the following year he is full of sallies

against Oxford. To the end he would thus speak in

certain moods, and to those who knew him well it was

clear what he meant, and what he missed in the place.

His words are without prejudice to the Oxford friends

and comrades whom he liked, and without any kind of

personal discontent at his own somewhat overcharged

life. But collective Oxford, the hesitations of the place,

its sensitive pretensions, its indefinably oppressive atmo-

sphere, physical and conversational, were felt by Powell

as by many others. For one thing, as may appear later,

he never believed much in the Oxford system of teaching,

and he himself had for a long time not the best under-

graduates to teach. But this apart, he testified to his

feeling by his weekly or fortnightly flight to the home and

surroundings where he felt really himself. But he never

left Oxford for good or, traceably, desired to do so. The

ancient city has about it much of the * Ewig-weibliche
'

;

it recurrently both * draws us on ' and repulses. We do not

allow strangers to speak of these things, for they cannot

understand them. Later we shall hear Powell's balanced

judgement on the place. Meantime he says that Vigfiisson

*is one of the righteous men who save our respectable

alma mater from the punishment that follows lost oppor-

tunities '. He also writes :

—

To Oliver Elton. Sandgate, Aug. 15, 1886.

Try and get hold of Johnstone : I want to see him.

He is a great loss to Oxford. . . . The place is full of

howling jackals and crocodiles, a sort of Nile valley with

evil spirits walking up and down it, and I shall now be
alone, a kind of hermit of the Thebaid, tempted of the

Devil of Respectability.
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There are two dear old men here I have known since

I was two years old : one eighty-three, the other seventy-

four ; the latter blind and a fiddler, the other a fisherman.

They tell me tales of the old world, before the flood of

railway, steam, electrics, nerves, &c. : such wise old views
of life, such patience and content and cheery constancy

;

a perfect pattern of chivalry the elder, who has made all

kinds of sacrifices for his brothers. I get a smoke with
them every night, and when it is finished we go fishing,

the elder and I. Baby is fine, cuts about on the beach,
and sleeps and eats like a top and puppy combined.

That year went peacefully on, filled with routine, with

work at OrigineSj with examining, and with the summer
visit to the Sandgate sea. The letters of this period often

speak of two cherished friends of Powell, who are now no

longer living. The Johnstone named already was Arthur

Johnstone, who had just left Keble College, and was all but

unknown to official Oxford. His friends, amongst whom
Powell at once ranged himself, thought of him as one of the

finer and stronger spirits Oxford had produced or permitted

in the early eighties. After a strange Odyssey, Johnstone,

a passionate soul with the artist's senses and appreciations,

developed a genius for musical criticism, and this he

afterwards exercised in Manchester for eight years. He
was to die young, at forty-three, in the same year as Powell

himself. A few of the letters to be quoted from Powell to

Johnstone hereafter will throw light on both men.^

There are glimpses, too, of the circle that had gathered

about Powell at Bedford Park : references to Dr. Todhunter,

the poet and dramatist, and especially to James Sime,

best known to German scholars as the biographer of

Lessing. Sime gave no measure of himself in print, though

his Lessing is the best book in English on its subject,

and his little sketch of Goethe has more wisdom and tact

' For more on Johnstone and his friendship with Powell I may have
leave to refer to a posthumous selection from his writings: Musical
Criticisms^ by Arthur Johnstone. Edited, with a Memoir, by Henry
Eeece and Oliver Elton. Manchester, 1905.
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than many big books, English and German, on Goethe.

He was soundly and rarely equipped, with a Scotch

philosophical strain in his composition. He was free from

push or self-seeking, and worked much at moderately

paid unsigned journalism. Further, he read for publishers.

* His character,' said Powell truly, ' was greater than any-

thing he did.' He was very modest and natural : one

does not often in a lifetime meet men of finer unalloyed

clay. He was fair-haired and slender, with something

abstracted and delicate in his look, 'elvish,' as Chaucer

says of himself, and he walked very lightly. He gave

good practical Scotch counsel without any touch of

cynicism. His mind dwelt by choice on poetry and the

larger forces of intellectual history. He was a chosen

companion of Powell's, in whose richness of nature and

continual unexpectedness of view he delighted. He felt,

as every one who reflected felt, that Powell was harder to

understand the more he was known, and he never professed

to find the key, though this made no difierence to his

faith in Powell. When he died Powell was stricken, as

will be told, and wrote his only extant elegy in verse

upon a friend.^ The letter that follows, written to another

friend, who has furnished much of the best of Powell's

correspondence, gives a picture of vigorous work and also

of the restlessness that we have seen Oxford provoking

in him. The book on the Eddie songs was not proceeded

with, and no trace of it remains.

To W, P. Ker. Bedford Park, Sept. 22, 1887.

We have got one vol. done and are pegging away at

another, the last ofthe Origines l8landi[c]ae—Landndma-
hdJcy LibelluSy and the Bishops' Lives all done—re-edited

text and first English translation of all three. The next
volume is all the early sagas. It is very jolly doing it, but
hard work to get it really as one wants, pithy and exact
without mock archaism.

I have a book, too, well begun ^, to be an edition in

^ Vol. ii. pp. 386-7. ^ No further trace is found of this book.
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English of the Eddie songs, like Cheyne's little book of

the Psalms. It is that, I hope, will get about, and give

people who won't read the Corpus a taste of the best

remains of the North. . . .

How are you ? I wish you were in Oxford, but you
would not be as good a man probably. If I were not tied

like , I would go over to Ireland and help Dillon

and Davitt all I could. But this is, you see, an occasional

and abortive spasm of virtue. Have you read Dr, Philips^

and G. Moore's Mummer's Wi/e'^. They are both worth
reading and have power in them. Of course they are not
pleasant, but why should they be ?

The two great sources of the happiness, which Powell

had so far enjoyed, were his home and his work with

Vigfiisson. Since the death of his father in 1877 he had

suffered little serious bereavement or loss. He was in

the full tide of methodic labour at the studies nearest

his heart ; he had had eleven years of this labour, and

thirteen of married life. Before he was forty he was to

lose both his wife and his ' master '. Mrs. Powell— ^ the

best person I ever knew,' he wrote in 1901, Mn dis-

position and gentle consideration for every one '—died

somewhat suddenly in the New Year of 1888, leaving him
with his little daughter and two step-daughters, one of

whom consumption had doomed. He wrote to his friend

Professor Mackay

:

Christ Church, Feb. 16, 1888.

You will have seen in the papers the death of my dear
wife. I should like to see you. You ought to have come
and seen us when you were in town. My wife liked you.

If you will let me know when you can come I will give

you a bed at Ch. Ch. I think it would do me good to have
a talk with you about things. (I have settled all the history

from 1703. Tout will do it.) I am stunned with the shock
and only realize it when I am alone for a little. I have
had to do so much that happily I have been little alone
this week. You can fancy what it all means.

His code, his instinct, and the practice thathe commended
in others who were in like case, was to make little sign
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and to go on with life and daily work, and this he did.

The shadow cast was permanent. His friends feared he

was eating his heart out. But his vitality was great, and

he went on. Twelve months later he had to face the

passing of Vigfiisson. There is little record of this time

of pieties, eventful with sorrow. In March he was working

at the memoir^ of Richard Shute, who had died in 1886.

He did not seclude himself, it was not his way. We have

a note upon one of his rare visits to the theatre :

To G. Viqfiisson. Bedford Park [no date, but 1888].

Hogg and I went one evening to Sarah Bernhardt
(that is the only intellectual amusement I have had), and
she is a genius, no mistake about it : a voice like an
angel, and exquisite skill in the whole performance.

Shakespeare must have had such a person in his mind
when he drew Cleopatra. It is a wonderful piece of art,

and I am glad I have seen her ; one sees the possibilities

of drama. How Goethe would have enjoyed getting such

a woman at Weimar for his theatre !

Vigfdsson and Powell had got far with the Origines,

and had seen most of it into proof. The old scholar had

lived a spare, regular, healthy life, immersed in his toil.

But he was marked down by a disease, painless yet

implacable—cancer of the liver. He was well cared for in

Oxford, and his friends rallied to him. He lay some time

in a nursing home. He did not suppose that he was dying,

but Powell knew it, and his last letter to Vigfiisson, in

form a Christmas greeting, can be given fully, and there

is no adding to it.

Priory Gardens, Bedford Park, London, W., Deo. 12, 1888.

Dear Doctor,—I shall be up in Oxford on Wednesday
or Thursday to see you. I am sorry to hear you are not
much better. I have been thinking of you all the day
when I have not been playing with my little girl. She
sends her love to you.

I shall be glad to see you again. I have known you

* Reprinted in vol. ii. pp. 360-61.
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longer than any friend I have save Henry Stone, and you
have done more for me than any one except my wife and
my mother.

I can tell you this now, writing at Xmas time, for one
does not talk of these feelings.

I am anxious about you, and I hope that I shall have
a better report when I come.

I am with best wishes.

Yours very faithfully,

Fredk. York Powell.

Please thank Nurse for writing me.

Between Vigfiisson's death (Jan. 31) and funeral he
wrote :

To W. P. Ker. Christ Church, Feb. 2, 1889.

It is all over, the wise good kindly man is dead, pain-

lessly sleeping. His disease was mortal, cancer ; hence it

is better that it has come a little quicker than was looked
for. It is weary work, even when as with him there is no
pain, on a deathbed, so I am glad it is over, since it was
to be.

I will give you, when I see you, one of his books as

a token and memory.
He will be buried to-morrow, and I shall be more lonely

than I have yet been in Oxford, though every one is very
kind, and I find that he w^as more loved and respected than
I had known.

I will give you a photograph of his picture, which Paget
did for me : a fine oil sketch, as he sat working with me
two afternoons in Bedford Park, he speaking, I writing,

and Paget painting swiftly and hard all the while with the

painter's inspiration on him, and Paget's wife working
children's clothes and talking now and then, and the

children running in and out of the room ; one of the

brightest days since my dear wife went from me.
There was a good young Welshwoman nursed him at

the Acland home, and he liked her, and she understood his

ways, and I don't think he felt at all lonely. I was with

him as much as I could be every day.

I think it is all right, but it is hard at the time. But
I have been far happier than most men, and it is fair that

'
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I should have my sorrows too. He said one day, 'Life

would be a very poor thin thing without sorrow,' and it is

true. I am happy to have had such a friend at all. I wish
you were here. I should like to talk to you over it, but it

is perhaps better I should have to work, with less time for

talking and thinking. I am yours faithfully. irs^i \;."f

Here fittingly may come the rest of the manuscript

fragment already cited. It is not included in any of

the three memorial notices published by Powell on his

friend \

He never talked about things he had not a real interest

in, but would keep silence till the conversation changed to
some subject he knew, when he would join in in a vigorous
way. He would laugh heartily and frankly as a child at
a happy jest or quip ; and he was distinctly a cheery man,
never allowing himself to be cast down by anything that
did not turn out as he wished. He would not talk at all

of persons he did not like or trust, but if pressed would
say why he did not care to speak of them and pass on to
other topics. He was scrupulously fair in argument and
in judging men's acts, and made great allowances for

weakness, but when a man held himself high he expected
him to act up to his pretensions, and his hearty contempt
for fraud of any kind was a main [trait] of his character.

^
He had a very wide range of literature at command?

Among his favourite books was Goethe's Gedichte (which
he preferred to Faust, and in which he specially com-
mended the pure and sweet lyric quality). He knew his
Shakespeare well and was especially attracted to Bums.
He cared little for novels, save Scott and a few other
exceptions, but read a good deal of poetry. The French
drama interested him, and above all Moli^re. He did not
care much for any second-rate work, looking on it as mere
waste of time to read it. I don't know any one who had
a surer judgement as to the merits of an historian or
critic or poet of high class. He liked Vinje's work, and
thought very highly of Ibsen's later work, not caring for
his saga-dramas. He hated that sickly sentimentality,
which he saw was the curse of Germans and those
Scandinavians who sought for leading in Germany. He

^ See Catalogue of Writings and vol. ii. pp. 344-50.

T. ». I H
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thought Scandinavian authors should look to France as

far more fruitful in ideas, and more artistic, and less given

to the faults which beset the Scandinavian author. He
was very generous to young men, and encouraged them,
and bore with their follies very kindly ; and he would be
very gentle to men who were disappointed and ill at ease

with the world if they were honest workers, but he would
not put up with sham or pretence or lying or dishonesty of

any kind. He was one of the most generous of men, and
really liked giving better than receiving. I remember,
when I came into his room, his joy at some good bit of

work that had been sent him, and which he was eagerly

reading in his quick exhaustive way. He was not lavish

of praise, but when he gave it it was meant and was worth
having. His letters were, like all else about him, very

characteristic, full of idiom and with happy remarks, and
brief vivid descriptions of men and things and places. I

used to look forward to his letters. Natural things,

people's lives and trades and ways interested him. I

remember his delight with the Norfolk farmers at Yar-
mouth, and the Orkney boats, and the fishermen in the

west of Scotland. He had no taste for society, complained
of long English dinners, and the set feasts and ceremonials

indoors never pleased him. When he went to Sweden, it

was the break-up of the dinner, and the talk that followed,

which he recalled with pleasure, and the meeting of old

friends.

He liked walking, and was not easily tired ; he knew all

the walks round Oxford ; and I have often been with him
to such favourite walks as Forest Hill, Wytham, and over
the hill past Iffley. The rising ground to the east of Oxford
was his main resort when he was doing the Dictionary, but
later on, when he came to the west of Oxford, he usually

started by Port Meadow or on the Woodstock Road.

The death of Vigfusson was a turning-point in the life

of Powell. It was a blow cunningly struck at his afiections

and pursuits by the powers that first give and then

confiscate ; and he always lived as much in his afiections

as in his brain. It changed the nature of his writings,

and his habits as a writer, and after some years we almost

feel that it has changed his calling in life. The partner-

ships of authors, when both are strong men, seldom
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prosper. The scholar is often solitary-minded, loth to

concede, a hoarder of his own rewards and credit. But
the curious felicity of Powell's league with Vigfiisson

needs no further showing. Their letters are without a

cloud. Powell knew he was bringing into due publicity,

better relief, and truer order, the thoughts of the chief

Scandinavian scholar of his time. And, as we have seen,

he had done much more than that ; both in his translation

and his contribution he had spoken for himself. Vigfiisson

knew and richly acknowledged the service thus rendered to

himself and to Norse learning. Together they had brought

out Stiirlunga, the Reader, the Corpus, and the Grimm
volume. They had also carried far the great collection

they called Origines Islandicae, which grew under their

hands to include not only the documents of the immi-

gration but many parts of the classic sagas. They had
therefore achieved more than they might have dared to

hope of the plan they had laid before the Clarendon Press

in the beginning of 1884.

Origines did not appear till 1905, a year after the death

of Powell, although most of it was in proof in 1889. It

is therefore still before the critics. It is published with

lists of corrections, most of which Powell made himself,

and with his indexes completed by another hand. It has

not his final revision. This delay has kept the use of

Origines from other scholars who have meanwhile wrought

independently over part of the ground : and translations

of several parts of it into English, such as the Eyrhyggja
and Laxdcela sagas, which we now have in Powell's

English, have appeared before his version, though it was
made earlier than they. Landndma-b6Tc has also been
edited fuUy in various texts. Histories of Icelandic

literature. Dr. Finnur J6nson's in Denmark, and Professor

Mogk's in Germany, have come out, and in other ways
Norse learning has advanced. The precise effect of all

this on the originality of the book must be left to the

specialists to estimate. It is, however, clear that in its

H2
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main idea and achievement it has not been forestalled

or antiquated, and it remains a gift to the historical

scholar and saga-readers, lay or learned. One can see

something of its range and accomplishment without pre-

tending to judge or venturing to praise its erudition, and

without making improper claims for it.

The settlement of Iceland is told in a body of annals

and pedigrees that are not, narrowly speaking, literature.

There is a contest over their authorship, but Vigfiisson

and Powell assign most of them to the historian Ari.

They form a systematic history, laid out, in the case of the

Landndma-h6h, on the simple and happy plan of coasting

round the island and chronicling the immigrant families

in geographical order. The first book of Origifies is

occupied with these records. Here, as throughout the

volumes, is a mass of critical learning and theory, con-

taining the conclusions founded on Vigfiisson's lifelong

study of MSS. Wherever new texts are thought to be

wanted they are made, and the spelling is put back into

that prevalent at the date which is assumed by the

editors for the earliest text of all. Where no version,

or no sufficient one, existed in English at the time, Powell

made it. The second book is a gathering of all the matter

dealing with the early law, custom, and constitution of

Iceland—a complex and unique growth due to the sur-

prising constructive talent of the colonists. A third book

gives the authorities for the change of faith, which ran its

own course in Iceland, begetting its own compromises, its

special poetry and legend. With Cristne Saga and the

lives of the earlier bishops the annals pass into literary

form. The Bishops' Lives, indeed, are nearer to ordinary

biography, which relates the life and fortunes of one

person, than are the secular sagas, where the story is

often that of a group of families, or the doings of a whole

firth-side or valley. The fourth book returns to the pagan

age. The earlier methodical documents of the foundation

are not the only light that we have on that age. Later
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born, but dealing with the same world, and forming the

human and dramatic commentary on the annals, pedigrees,

codes, and rituals already recited, are the classic stories

of unchristian Iceland. Origines includes ' especially such

parts of them as appear to have a real historic basis, or

are valuable as records of early custom '.^ There are the

traditions of the heroes and their kindreds, for a long

while orally transmitted, and at last edited with that

union of positive detail and imaginative finish which

makes the saga-form solitary in literature. The total

web of these tales covers much of the settled country-side

in the island. They vary far in colour, structure, and

power, revealing a difference of local temper suggesting

that which grew up between the hill-sundered states of

ancient Greece. And, as in Greece, there is for long

the same absence of anything like collective or national

history.^ Taken together, they show how quickly the

Icelander improved the native and original skill, which

led him not only to institution -building, but to the

creation of the Uprose epic', which is unlike anything

found amongst his German or English cousins. Vigfusson

and Powell pass clockwise, like Ari, round the island,

starting from the south, and marshal for their purpose

nearly a score of sagas, or self-contained portions of

sagas. And these include some of the best things in the

old language : but instead of trying here to sum up their

contents, Powell's specific contribution may be touched

upoa
The labour was shared much as before ; that is, it is

often indistinguishable. The textual part is substantially

Vigfusson's, while the ordering, the English, and many of

the literary criticisms, portraits, and parallels are also

Powell's. A good example of his style is found in the

' See the excellent prefatory note (not by Vigfusson or Powell)

to Orig. IsL, vol. i.

2 See review by W. P. Ker on Orig. Isl. in English Historical

Review, Oct., 1905.
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description, doubtless founded on labour and talk in

common, of the hero of Holmverja Saga.

Had this saga been preserved in its original form, it

would have been one of the most beautiful of all, weird,

pathetic, and tragic to a high degree. The hero's character

is firmly and clearly brought out—the child of parents of

antipathetic temperaments, which mingle strangely in his

o^vn character, a man torn by internal storms, brooding
with black melancholy at times, though at times full of

sunny kindness and generosity. A Northern Saul, his fate

ever dogging his heels, from the omen that accompanied
his first steps (when the tottering child grips his mother's

precious necklace to save himself, and the string snapping,

the precious beads fall and are broken, calling forth his

mother's curse in her hasty passion at the loss of her
heirloom), to the misfortune of exile that his misplaced
mercy brings upon him amid the presages that crowd
about his end.*

Some examples were given in our last chapter from

Powell's prose translations of Northern verse. Those who
cannot turn to the Origines may also care to see the

kind of English that he found for the prose of the sagas.

There is one typical scene of vendetta, legal haggling, and

barbaric irony. The old warrior Haward, in the saga

that bears his name, had a son Anlaf, who was killed

brutally by the insolent great man of his district, Thor-

beorn. The saga ends with Haward's vengeance ; but

meanwhile he comes to the moot to claim compensation

in money for blood, and a just man, Leot, negotiates in

due form. Thorbeorn, at the slaying of Anlaf, had

wrapped part of his head in a kerchief and saved it

carefully.

Haward answered [the messenger], *I am not at all

willing to go and have to bear Thorbeorn's foul wrong
and shameful speeches.' . . . [The messenger says,] *Leot
will stand by thy case.' He went then, but rather

against his will. They came to Leot. He stood up to

meet him and welcomed him, and sat him down by him.

1 Orig, Isl.f vol. ii. p. 45.
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Then he said :
* Now do thou, Haward, begin from the

beginning and tell all that has passed between you and
Thorbeorn.' And he did so ; and when he had made an
end of speaking Leot asked Thorbeorn whether things had
passed so. Thorbeorn said that it was certainly so. Leot
said :

* Did any one ever hear of such foul wrong ? There
are now two choices before thee, Thorbeorn, one that

I break off all our bargain, the other that thou let me alone

to deal with and decide the case between you and Haward.'
Thorbeorn agreed to this. Then they went out of the
booth. Leot called a number of men about him, and they
stood in a ring ; and there stood in the ring knots of men
that had come together talking over the case. Then Leot
said :

' I cannot sentence thee, Thorbeorn, to pay as much
money as would befit thy deeds, for thou hast not so much,
therefore I will sentence thee to pay three weregilds for

Anlaf's death ; and for the other shameful wrong which
thou hast committed against Haward, I will offer thee,

Haward, that every harvest-tide and spring, thou come to

me and I will honour thee with gifts, and I promise thee
this moreover, that I will never cast thee off as long as we
both live.' Then Thorbeorn said :

* I will agree to this,

and pay it at leisure at home in the hall.' Leot answered:
* Thou shalt pay all the money here at the Moot, and pay
it well and promptly, and then I will pay one weregild of

it.' And forthwith he paid out his weregild in good
money. Then Haward sat down and poured it into the
skirt of his cloak. Then Thorbeorn came forward and
began to pay, doling it out bit by bit, till one weregild
was paid, and then he said he had no more. But Leot
then bade him not shirk the payment. Then Thorbeorn
took a knotted kerchief out and unknotted it, and said

:

* Surely when this is put in he will not think that he is

underpaid.' Then he flung it into Haward's face so hard
that the blood fell from him at once. 'There are the
teeth and jaws,' says Thorbeorn, * of thy son Anlaf

!

' And
when Haward saw them tumbling down on to the skirt of his

mantle, he sprang up in a fury of wrath, so that every
penny rolled off its own way ; he had a staff in his hand,
and he turned to the ring of men, and laid the staff so
hard to one man's breast that he fell down on his back
without more ado, and lay there long in a swoon. But
Haward sprang through the ring of men without stopping
and came down far outside, and then walked home to the
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booth like a young man. But when he came home to the

booth he could not speak to any one, and cast himself

down and lay as if he were sick.^

The ^ stalk of carle-hemp ' in these personages pleased

Powell deeply. He was unlike most of us ; he had

nothing to get over before loving them, he could put

away by instinct and without effort all those later

moralities and amenities, which in their due plane he also

appreciated. It was the first commandment in his

historical decalogue that nothing can be understood

without this kind of flexibility. Quite a different play of

imagination pleased him equally well, as a last instance

may show. Answering to those poems, cited already,

which mirror the fading of the old faith into the new, are

some of the prose legends, which present the same process

at the moment of the uncompleted change, in a vision

just as poetic. One of the best of these is the anecdote

of Thidrande, the son of Hall. Thorhall, a diviner, has

foreshadowed some evil threatening Thidrande, and has

given strict warning one winter night that no man shall

stir out of doors.

Thidrande was serving the guests, for he was meek and
lowly now as always. And as men were going to bed,

Thidrande gave his own bed up to a guest, and cast

himself down on a bench outside next the crosswainscot.

And when almost all men were asleep, there was a call at

the door, but no man made as if he heard it ; and this

happened thrice. Then Thidrande sprang up and said,
* It is a great shame that every one should feign to be
asleep ; surely these are guests come.' He took his

sword in his hand and went out, but saw no man. Then
it came into his mind that some of the guests must have
ridden on first to the house, and then gone back to meet
them that rode behind the rest. Then he went along
under the wood-pile and heard the din of folks riding into

the house-garth from the north. He saw that there were
nine women all in black clothes and with drawn swords in

their hands. He heard also folks riding from the south

' Orig. Isl., vol. ii. pp. 2GS-5.
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into the garth. There were also nine women all in bright

raiment and on white horses. Then Thidrande was minded
to go back to the house and tell men of the sight, but now
the black-clad women came up first and set upon him, and
he defended himself manfully.

But a long time later Thor-hall woke, and asked whether
Thidrande was awake, and got no answer. Then he said

that it must be too late. Then men went about the

houses inside and then out of doors, and it was moonlight

night and frosty weather, and they found Thidrande lying

wounded, and he was carried indoors. And when men gat

word of him, he told them all that had appeared to him.

He died the same morning at daylight, and was laid in an

howe after the old way.
Afterwards there were held enquiries of the movements

of men, but there were none known likely to be

Thidrande's enemies. Hall asked Thor-hall what he
thought would come of this wonderful portent that had
happened. Thor-hall answered, ' I do not know, but I can

guess this, that these women can have been no others than

the fetches of you and your kinsmen, and I think that

there will come about a change of faith here, and that

very shortly there will come a better faith hither to this

land. And I believe that these fairies or spirits of yours,

who follow the old faith, must have known of the change
of faith beforehand, and therewithal that ye and your
kindred would cast them ofi*: and it must be that they

could not bear to get no tribute of you before, and there-

fore they have taken Thidrande as their own share ; but
the brighter spirits must have wished to help him, and
not been able to come in time to do so. Albeit ye

kinsmen that shall hold the unknown faith, which they

forebode and follow, shall be blessed by them.' But Hall

felt the death of his son Thidrande so much that he could

not rest any longer at the homestead at Temple, and then

he moved his dwelling to Thwart-water.^

One of Powell's college friends says that 'his prose was full

of cadence and beauty' ; and so it is. For his versions from

the antique he finds a delicate rhythm and diction of his

own, which are naturally different from those of his original

writings, and moreover come to their best much earlier in

1 Orig. Isl, vol. i. pp. 418-19.
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his life. That highly archaic and biblical element, which

William Morris often mixed, with as lovely and unretarding

an effect as Spenser, into his own English, Powell uses

much more lightly and sparingly. The old words and

phrases are but sprinkled amid the plainer tints and

darker grain of the style, like touches of strange colour

by the illuminator in the margin of a manuscript.

The biographer has to face the long delay of Origines,

which Powell always meant to finish and bring out. No
doubt he ought to have done so. Yet if so much of the

gift is unimpaired by years, there is the less need to

explain at length. He worked at the book from time to

time, but unfortunately procrastinated the last touches in

the desire of making it as perfect as he could. He often

speaks in his letters of his hope of giving them. He was

sensitive in dealing with the work of Vigfusson, he was

always dissatisfied with his own, and he missed the double

harness in which he had pulled so long. His life became

charged with duties, interests, and counter-attractions.

He often had to do remunerative work in spare hours,

even when he was professor, and his teaching both before

and after that event called heavily on his leisure. He was

certainly one of the men who require companionship if

they are to finish those prolonged tasks of which they are

intellectually capable. The delay of Origines mattered

less than might have been feared. But it was only a sign

of that change in Powell's mental career to which I have

alluded ; and this change may be the more freely described,

as I am convinced that it could not without injustice to

him be treated as requiring apologies.

In his prime of force and fullness of knowledge, from his

fortieth year till the end, he brought out only two books.

One was his translation of the Fcereyinga Saga, the

saga of the Faroe Islanders, which he drafted as a boy.

The other was a brief translation from Omar Khayyam,

with a preface. Besides, he wrote a few literary essays,

endless reviews, some personal sketches of a memorial
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kind, and a number of short prefaces to the books of others.

The best of these, it is hoped, are saved, together with a few

verses, in the present volumes. He also wrote many letters,

a selection from which is given here, and which some

will think the best of all his writings. It does not dwarf

him to print these gatherings and remainders ; they

improve our sense of his power. But it is clear that they

are only fragments of a spacious curve, which they

partially indicate, but which was never completed. There

has been a tendency to talk about the pathos of his

unrealized gifts ; I cannot join in that chorus. The truth

is that Powell realized himself in another way altogether,

in his predestined way ; and though many good books

may thereby have been lost, I am not prepared to be sorry,

considering what he did, and what after all he was.

There were lamentations that Powell never grappled

with any of the long labours for which he was equipped.

But this may be to ignore his business in life. We do not

rate a man by that part only of his doings which bears his

signature. The historian of literature and scholarship is

not the Recording Angel. A man's life is the whole of his

experiences, and is judged by the sum ofhis actions and by

the impression that he leaves. His contributions to pure

knowledge are soon absorbed, and generally forgotten. He
survives—in the sense of leaving his signature—whenever

he expresses himself perfectly. Now Powell had much of

the man of science in him, and much of the artist. But he

had little of the assertive, fame-loving instinct, and of the

kind of will and concentration that goes with them. He
liked to be unidentified. He had the passion for obscurity,

as others have that for advertisement. He printed his best

things in penny papers without his name, often not even

seeing what was printed, or in limited issues of private

editions or rare magazines that soon perished. Or he did

not print them at all ; they have been dug up out of his

papers. He had no desire to give the world his measure,

no ambition to score credit. He did not despise credit, he
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was pleased and amused when his work was admired by

any one whom he regarded. He had nothing at all of the

esoteric attitude, which leads some to trust only a very

few friends with a sight of what they have done : a per-

fectly good and proper attitude in certain natures ; but it

was not Powell's. He did not think ambition low ; he

watched it, and judged it fairly by its temper and fruits,

but he had little of it himself. He did not believe he

could utter his inner self on any scale beyond that of

a brief essay or paper. Once he said as much ; and

indeed he put a piece of his soul into the little preface to

his Omar. But one of his deeper instincts was certainly

to distrust the life that is staked upon reading or wi'iting

books or winning glory for them. He thought he knew
too much about books to suppose that they were worth all

that. Hence he cared the less to produce, or to be known

to have produced. As a tree buds and sheds its leaves, he

flung off reviews, articles, addresses, and letters, sometimes

for money, sometimes for self-relief, or to fight for a cause

he had at heart ; and as for securing them, the utmost he

often did was to paste some of them into a scrap-book

—

fortunately saved—with emendations for his own pleasure.

Other men made books : Powell made himself.

He united in happy balance two kinds of nature that

we usually see only in separate persons. We know the

connoisseur in living, whom no theory keeps from his

delighted contact with experience, from the enjoyment of

fair things. He takes care, and lives long, and ends con-

tented—contrary to the vulgar moralist's view, which lays

up a Marah penance for him. For he lives in thought, in

art, and even in friendship. He may be a good critic and

what is called a good man. He does not much care to

give pleasure to others, but he often does so, because he

is happy. If his programme fails at all, it is because he

does not easily forget himself, and a man who does not do

that is frustrate. We know also, and half honour, half pity,

the sheer self-sacrificer. The current ethic tells us to be
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ashamed of ourselves if we do not admire him without

reserve ; and it is remarkable how the better sort of man
of the world—how 'everybody'—and not merely the

moralist, acclaims him as on a higher plane than the

ordinary. And this he really is ; but he loses many of the

good things captured by the connoisseur ; often his senses

are untrained, and the face of the earth, his habitation and

last resting-place, is comparatively blank to him. He feels

he would be wasting his divinely given time if he allowed

too much play upon his eyes and other senses. He may
exist in the intellect and spirit, in admirable works of

charity, in public labours, in causes. We honour him for

what he has sacrificed, but we doubt if he is in the right.

He may not always give satisfaction to those nearest

him, but much of the good work of the world goes down

to his credit. Beside the waster, he is indeed a man : but

he has missed much in his life. We need not live long

before coming on each of these types in their extreme, and

seeing that reality, not fiction, is here the great caricaturist.

Powell had in him something of both these men. Few
who enjoy life so thoroughly can have given themselves to

the service of others so inveterately. He was temperate
;

he felt the force of Joubert's word, * De quels ravissements

nous privent nos intemperances !

' But he was temperate

by instinct and not from this calculation. He lived much
in his eye, in colour and line ; not so much in sound ; much
in talk, laughter, and wit. He was, to be sure, intem-

perate in one thing, namely in giving himself to his friends,

and to unpaid labour of all sorts. But he was rewarded

by this excess ; he forgot himself, he escaped the curse

and the ebb-tide mood of connoisseurship, just as he did

the curse of overstrain and soul-searching and consequent

dullness. His letters will show how thoroughly he lived,

and the change I am trying to indicate is, that about this

date he ceased in any systematic sense to produce, but

chose rather to live. In this he was right ; but the story

would be one-sided and the outline false if it were not
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explained how deep he went in self-oblivion. I am sketch-

ing a man with faults. They were chiefly due to fullness

of life and mind ; the worst of them, I believe, was a

readiness to be distracted by shining side-paths and new

quests before he had finished the thing he had in hand
;

but Powell's real profession, during his latter years, may
be here noted. His mind teemed with desiderata, with

a list of ' felt wants ' : he had a continual vision of tasks,

in art, in history, in letters, that were waiting for the

performer. He made it his business to watch for that per-

former. He was ever scouting the frontiers of knowledge,

pegging out new territory, and finding the best settlers.

He thought it his business to know what a man was

worth. His pleasure was to find out for a youth exactly

what he could and ought to do, to make him appreciate the

fact, to spare no encouragement, whilst avoiding flattery,

and to find practical means to realize the scheme. He would

see him, would talk, with a humming-bird rapidity of change,

upon anything—the prize-ring, Dante, Japanese colour, the

army—until he came to the point ; then he might let a word

fall that made a perpetual difference to that young friend.

One he would send to history, another to law, another to

Italian or Proven9al, another to marriage, with his jerked-

out formula * Why don't you ....?' He was not like a

priest or a diplomat ; he laid no traps to lead up to the

conclusion ; but he reached it, and he made it seem part

of the natural pleasure of existence to take his counsel.

Some persons he would not look at or advise at all, and he

turned away from them and did not care whither they

went. But his strangest triumphs were with somewhat self-

centred, even stony characters, who bore away his sugges-

tions and laboured at them. They might indeed not be

very grateful. He was prepared for this, though he would

express himself at the time firmly on the subject. If they

came again he would help them again, just as he would

repeatedly help, without sufficient prudence, those who
begged him for money. But most of those whom he aided
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saw something of what he was, and held to him. The

influence could no more be weighed than a beam of light,

and can as little be described : you cannot describe light

in printer's ink.

To speak more closely, Powell gave his best years—being

weak in the will to express himself in long and con-

centrated works—to finding and fostering talent in

persons near him, to helping them towards the right

enterprise, and to looking after his friends in every

possible manner. After thus much commentary the

biographer can let the succeeding years speak for them-

selves through Powell's letters and actions. The letters

happily become more abundant. At the close some other

traits may be noticed; for his character was complex, with

a changeful and vehement surface, and cannot be wrapped

up in any formulae, even if its main lines come clearly out.

He certainly came to live even more than before in his

friends, and it was his lot to lose several of those he prized

most ; so that the cordage of his heart and nature was

harshly tried, and the note of sorrow, in no common strain,

is oftener heard, shadowing his buoyancy though not

conquering his faith.



CHAPTER IV

LIFE, 1889-1894

Teutonic Heathendom. Saxo Grammaticus ; Powell's habits of

work and punctuality. School of English at Oxford. Declines sugges-

tion to move to Liverpool. Views on Scottish history. Dreams ; the
railway station ; The Little Man. Canon Liddon, Manchester land-

scape. Ibsen's Rosmersholm. Zola's Therese Baquin. Blake's Book
of Los. Lyra Heroica. Eeviewing on Manchester Guardian and
elsewhere ; value ofPowell's reviews. The Rosicrucian dream. Letters

:

Rabelais Club ; bookbinding. Visit to Cornwall. Portuguese literature.

Dante. Visit of Paul Verlaine described ; Powell on Verlaine. Visit

of St^phane Mallarm^. Bruno and the Pope. First visit to Ambleteuse.
Notes on Powell's life and habits at Christ Church ; and on his tuition

in law and life.

ViGFussoN had gone, but the spirit of their common
labours was freshly active in Powell, and he was busy

with more than one piece of work, besides Origines, that

should serve as an aftermath to the Corpus and the

Reader, On April 21, 1889, he had given a lecture at

South Place Institute on Teutonic Heathendom^ as one of

a series delivered by special scholars on various religions.

This he put into shape and printed in the volume entitled

Religious Systems of the World. He took some care

over this brief summary of the Northern pagan cults.

It is closely written, without much of the freedom and

colour that glow in his later articles ; but it is scientific

and readable, and we have reprinted it.^ The translations

of the two poems included differ, Thrym's Lay in particular,

from those in the Corpus ; they are not in prose, but echo

the alliterative lilt of the originals—an experiment more

often practised to good effect in German than in English
;

^ In its revised form : vol. ii. pp. 221-1-1.
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for instance, in Grein's old renderings from the Anglo-

Saxon. We may wish Powell had oftener explored the

powers of this measure, which is known, in its smoothed

and modernized form, from William Morris's Love is

Enough, and keeps more of its ancient martial clatter in

Tennyson's Brunanhurh. Our ears are not so well

tuned to this primitive four-beat cadence as it deserves

:

Wroth was Wing-thor when he wakened.
And missed that mighty hammer of his. . .

The bench was set for the women that evening.

And ale borne round in the house of the Ettins [giants]

:

An ox whole, eight salmon,

All the dainties cooked for the women.

But this, if we are ever to feel the old Germanic verse,

is the right way to give it in English.

Powell now proceeded to inspire a translation, the aim

of which was to present yet more of the early Northern

material to English readers. It was all in character that

he should perceive the need of the work being done : that

he should seek a friend who in his opinion could do it

;

that he should find a learned body to father and pay for

the book, and a publisher to issue it ; that, refusing

reward, he should write a long monograph by way of

introduction ; and that he should have to be intercepted

by his friend from describing the result as * your book '.

The old heroic tales, religious myths, and social phe-

nomena of Scandinavia are not stored only in the Icelandic

records. Many of them are set down in a Latin chronicle,

which serves to check or supplement the native writings.

This is the Historia Danica of Saxo, a Danish clerk of

the latter half of the twelfth century, who is known as the
' man of letters ', or Grammaticus. Nine books out of his

sixteen are given to mythical and mostly prehistoric

matter, which is threaded on a partly legendary list of the

Northern kings. One story is that of Amlethus, prince of

Denmark, who feigned madness in order to avenge his

father's slaughter on his uncle. It was transmitted to
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Kyd and Shakespeare through Belieforest, the French trans-

lator-of-all-work in the mid-sixteenth century. But there

are many other heathen tales which are saved by Saxo, or

saved in a variant form ; they are set down by him in

a Latin that is rhetorical and inflated but often sharply

picturesque. By this good Christian reporter they are

duly rationalized, when they relate to the gods ; but they

honestly retain most of the original outline and colour,

and with them are woven up innumerable traits of early

law, custom, ritual, morality, and faith. Saxo, therefore,

following in the wake of the native classics, is an indis-

pensable informant. His Latin is mediaeval, of the type

that is modelled on the decadence : it is odd and full

of traps, so that he is much less troublesome to read

in a translation. But there was no translation except in

Danish, and at the time none even in Danish since the

eighteenth century. Powell had written, about 1886, to

Colonel Lumsden

:

Have you read Saxo? We sorely need an English epitome
of that work, the earlier epic part I mean. The plain

historical part we can leave to the Danes (Bishop Absalom
and all that). It is really such a storehouse of legends

that it is a wonder it has not been englished already.

A. Holder will bring out a cheap text this year. The
common old edition is good but cumbrous, and the editio

princeps a charming book but hard to get, a really beauti-

ful bit of printing.

Powell caused the Folklore Society to put the trans-

lating of the mythical books into my hands. He wrote

the bulk of the introduction, ^some considerations on

Saxo's sources, historical method, and folklore,' extending

to more than a hundred closely packed pages, and costing

much labour. The book came out in 1894 : his com-

mentary was kept on the stocks during the interval, and

is fastidiously done. He uses his favourite procedure,

drawing up classified lists, under many headings, of

Saxo's references. He ranges beside these the parallel
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matter from the vernacular, and from folklore and history

at large. He reviews the conclusions of specialists like

Rydberg and Olrik, and indicates his own. His range

covers political and social institutions of all sorts ; statute

and custom-law; war and marriage, proverb and popular

science, the pagan pantheon and under-world ; the nature

and worth of Saxo's authorities. The result is a full

statement of Saxo's contribution to Northern lore, and

though parts of the subject have been further explored

since by others, his work keeps its freshness and value. It

was the kind of theme he came to like more and more.

The study of folklore drew him increasingly ; it was his

pathway (with Dante and the prophets at the other end of

the scale) to the comparative study of religions. He saw

in it the key to the struggle for existence of the higher

spiritual elements in early history. He stood outside all

religious beliefs, but he thought them developments of

folklore in this deeper sense of the term, and in this way

he took religion most seriously. He also, it may be added,

helped the translation at a hundred points to a greater

correctness and to a better language and cadence. Powell's

lapses in punctuality became, as I have said, a myth amongst

some who knew him ; a comic piece of folklore, with its

due mixture of truth and lies and fancy. It may therefore

not be impertinent to give some first-hand witness on the

matter. In his overcharged life, the work had to wait

some time; but this did not matter, the translation was

a laborious affair and took the leisure of a few years.

At times the MS. was lost amongst his papers (he seldom

destroyed a paper), and some time was spent in seeking it,

but it always reappeared. On receipt of material—and this

applies to anything I sent him in after years—he would

usually send back a sheet of comments, praise, and correc-

tions, by return of post. Sometimes he would write

a letter instead, showing how hard he was driven by his

engagements ; but commonly, on the heels of this, came

the information after all. In his own work he liked, often

I 2
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craved, the stimulus of companionship, and some weeks

that we at last spent together may have enabled him to

get the business off his mind. While thus engaged he

worked from morning till night for weeks. Allowing for

a few idiosyncrasies—it was both heartless and impossible

to hurry him—I have never worked with any one more
business-like. Plans of his own, it is true, he might take

up, and let fall into confusion or drop altogether ; and for

a publisher he would never make haste until he must

:

but in helping others Powell was a methodical man.

The next letter shows him in a brighter mood than had

visited him since the death of Vigfiisson.

To W, P. Ker, Christ Church, May 5, 1889.

I have read lately Flaubert's Correspondence^ vol. 2.

It is fine reading ; the struggle over Bovary from day to

day very interesting ; the pains, the discouragement, the
hope, the slow and conscientious progress, the honesty of

conscience never content with any but the best work ; it

explains the marvellous art and almost absolute perfection

of the book, and shows the cost of ' genius '. I am hoping
to get to Paris for a few days, in two months hence, and to

see Goncourt and Champfleury and Rodin. There is a
good picture-show at the New Art Club (Dudley Gallery,

Egyptian Hall)
;
you would like it better than the Academy,

I fancy, though the Academy is rather good. Freeman is

back, thinner, wiser, and happier at having got through
a huge lot of his Sicily. ... It is * fine and hot ' (as the
murderer entered in his diary some years back), and the
place looks lovely—such masses of meadow-flowers : the
birds in full chorus in the morning about my bedroom ; and
the poplars rejoicing in gold bronze (at the approaching
anniversary of the republic, I suppose, for '93 is within
hail of '89).

I think if we don't carry the Mod. Lang. School soon, we
shall form a Syndicate and grant certificates ourselves,

some few of us here, and let the University go hang and be
damned. I dare say it will be the right thing, and certainly

lots better than whips and pamphlets and speeches and all

the rest of it, which gradually sickens the soul and tires

one of the whole thing. Here one is well paid to teach
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people who don't want to learn, and thereby enabled to

teach people who do pretty cheaply. It is a funny but
perhaps just arrangement, and life is full of such ironies.

The last sentences refer to one of the changes for which

he wrought actively in Oxford. He took his share in pressing

it, but it dragged on a long while, and the Honour School

of English Language and Literature, of which the Modern
Language School above named was an abortive draft, was

not to be organized for practice till 1894. The question

vexed Powell at intervals ; and when the vote for the School

was finally passed he wrote some lines that still keep their

pertinence. I will give them instead of trying to trace

Powell's share in the academic struggles and compromises,

which are ever dreary reading to those unconcerned. In

our Northern University, then a federation of three Colleges

at Manchester, Liverpool, and Leeds, the same struggle

was going on about the same time, against the same pre-

judice, and with a like result. Powell's language is long-

sighted : others were better fighters in the imperative but

disgusting strife of committees, for which he was not built.

But we shall presently find him clearly pointing out some

of the things that are worth striving for in universities.

It is wonderful that this School was not set up long ago.

But it may not be the worse for having been deferred, and
Oxford will be able at least to try and make up for lost

time. For after all, there is no inherent reason why the
study of the tongue and works of great Englishmen should
be left to Germans and Scandinavians and Dutch. There
is much work to be done yet in the editing of English
unpublished texts, and in determining the chronology and
conditions of a good many famous English works. Criti-

cism of the objective kind barely exists in England. It is

not conceivable that our people will always rest content
with the wretched melodramas now furnished them, or
observe the absurd conventions that dominate dramatic
structure and romance. That language and literature

may be studied by a few, and the mass of the nation
remain ugly and vulgar in their taste, Germany has abun-
dantly proved ; but one cannot help hoping that English
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culture, poor and weak as it often is, may yet permeate
a little deeper. The newspaper is still *open to talent',

and Meredith is welcomed in a cheap serial. It is at

least remarkable that the most classic literature of modern
nineteenth-century Europe, that of France, owes much of

its perfection of form to the systematic study of the French
language and literature in French Schools. Such a study

is impossible without properly trained teachers. And our
love of the formless, the clumsy, the vulgar, is not so

patriotic (as it is in Germany) as actually to hinder an
advance. It is almost impossible to avoid auguring favour-

ably from this well-considered forward step of a University

that has always exercised a great influence on the English

world of thought and on English fashion of expression.

And English literature is one of England's greatest trea-

sures, for it is true, that Irish proverb

:

'A word is more lasting than the riches of the world.' ^

The advanced schools of English in the various Univer-

sities of England, Scotland, Ireland, and Wales, if they have

done something to raise the pitch of learning and teaching

through the country, must do far more yet if they are at

all to honour such expectations of their founders.

Later in this year (1889) Powell was privately urged by

one of his friends at University College, Liverpool, to

come forward for the chair of English Literature which

had there fallen vacant. He was at many points well fitted

for such a task. He had already taught the subject to the

students of the Women's Association at Oxford. He had

a knowledge of many literatures, he had insight into both

the Latin and Germanic tempers. He had an ear, and a

soul for fom, and a personal style, and in his judgements

he was not afflicted by authority. His opinions and pre-

ferences were strangely assorted, he had indulgences and

aversions all his own. There would have been more spur

to pupils in Powell's caprices than in the mechanical fair-

ness of the humdrum teacher. But he declined to come
forward, he would not make literary teaching his pro-

^ Journal of Education, Jan. 1894.
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fession. He was first of all an historian, and he was rooted

in Oxford.

His letters show plainly why he stayed. They also

mark his lifelong conception of what a university should

and may be. Its first work is to further knowledge and

to train those who will do so. This ideal he shared with

his correspondent, then and now the professor of history

at Liverpool. In other letters and in his Bangor address

of 1902 it is again held up. Powell's tie with Liverpool

was always stronger than with any other of the new founda-

tions. He warmly approved its efibrts, which in 1903

were successful, to turn a mere federal college into an

independent chartered university of the historic type.

Those who strove locally for this enfranchisement, he

heartened with his own faith and confidence through

years of stress and obstruction. Robert Alan Mowbray
Stevenson, later one of his most cherished friends, was in

Liverpool from 1890 to 1893 ; others remained there or

settled there partly at his instance. Later we shall find

him visiting Liverpool : his name is alive in its new
university, and some of his books rest there. Already,

in 1889 he indicates the kind of self-devotion that may be

required of a ^provincial' professor, as well as his good

reasons for remaining in Oxford nevertheless.

To J. M. Maclcay. Bedford Park, Sept. 25, 1889.

I think at present I am doing more good at Oxford, and
have got more hold there, also at present I have heavy
calls on me, and as I have never been able to save a sou,

I need a better whack than £500. I can make about
£600 now, not all at Oxford, true, but still through my
Oxford connexion, etc. Next, I am backing , and if

you could transfer your interest to him it would be a good
thing, unless you stand yourself

To J. M. Mackay. Bedford Pai^k, Sept. 29, 1889.

If I felt I could do the work really to my own satis-

faction, I would have stood : but I do not, money or no.

I think I can do more good in Oxford in small ways

;
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I hope, at the Press, the Taylor, and with a few men in

college, and among the unattached and women who have
to be teachers (otherwise I hate ' educated ' women, silly

bosh -writers and miserable poetasteresses, conceited,

ugly). I put the money down to you as one argument,
but I honestly don't think the money weighs much with
me. I have all sorts of faults, I am almost as casual as

you are, I hate the ideal of exam, passing, I don't care for

stupid folks who ought to be clerks to manure-carts instead

of wearing black clothes and sitting at desks scribbling out
commercial damnation. I like people who can tolerate

me, and I am ready to do my best for them, but I don't

like the man with an ideal of getting on, and becoming
a ' merchant prince '. . . . Well, then, I think a college like

yours wants men who like precisely the work, who will

throw themselves into it body and soul, and who are

prepared at some risk and inconvenience to themselves to

give up twenty years to the cause alone.

I agree with you, I wish to God my own country Wales
had got its University and were quit of Stinkomalee ^ and
its Exam. Local life is the thing to encourage every-

where, real local life, not * prosperity' and ^wealth' and
* brass '.

Now I am not fit for this Mission, but is ... I am
afraid you think I am making the gran rijliito, but I don't

like to fail and it cuts me up, and I don't think I should

be really successful in such a post, and therefore it would
not be honest in me, apart from all other considerations,

to take it. I have since you wrote thought carefully on
the whole question, and while I take it extremely kind
in you to have urged me to stand, and personally regard it

as the greatest compliment you could have paid me, I do
not think of doing so. I am yours faithfully ever.

What he says here of the learned life he often repeated

in his talk. He always felt that in England learning has

two chief enemies, who cut off her young and promising

recruits. One is the double drudgery, first of teaching purely

for examination, and then of proceeding to examine. The

other enemy is vulgar, or shop, ambition. This interested

him less than anything in the world, though not less than

* The University of Lonc^on.
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it merits. It is, of course, the vice of the scholar-class as

much as of other classes, and when a scholar, or one who
might have been a scholar, takes to it, he often makes it

a point of honour to outdo and even startle the children

of this world by his dexterities. *A don,' said William

Morris once, 'who thinks himself a man of business will

sometimes do what no honest merchant would ever do.'

The next letter arose out of a discussion as to the right

pattern of a new university in England.

To J. M. Mackay, Bedford Park, Oct. 2, 1889.

There is agreement in our ideals of a University ; but not

German, in God's name and the devil's ! Scottishwith all their

faults, or French or Spanish, but what man worth giving

a hand to ever owed anything to a German University?

!N^othing you can say of poor old Oxford could induce me to

think of a German ideal . . . Exceptions of course, but they

owe their gifts to good men and women, not to their stupid,

idiotic. Government-ridden institutions and methode.

France is better ; they may be bad, but the spark never
dies among them at any rate. My idea and yours is not

a mere lecturing or examination body, but books plenty

and on many subjects, and good men who know and can
use them to talk about them. No building (save for the

stinksmen and anthropotomists) save library, reading-

room, and a few big rooms for lectures of the right sort.

Students who like the work, or else the place and the

companionship. (The good young man, how bare he is,

how bad to build from !) It ought to be a (profane) com-
munion of those who know a little already and those who
wish to know as much as they (students), with the others'

help, can get.

Powell remained firm against friendly pressure : his

decision was doubtless right. Besides the reasons that

he offers, he did not care for the face of Lancashire.

And the Thames at Kew and Iffley, the chalky coasts, the

larger share of sunlight, the tenderer lines of the upland,

and the fuller flowering of the Southern valleys, were

much to him ; he lived more than most men, and much
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more than many professional artists, in what he saw.

There were also the libraries in Bloomsbury and Oxford

;

he must be near them for his work.

Here may be quoted some lines written rather later

to a candidate for a Scottish chair. Powell had felt, ever

since he sat for his ' Schools ', that ' Scottish history is yet

to be written ', and he went fully with his correspondent

into a general plan for such a history.

I think you will in your new chair, if as I hope you get

it, be able to do for the new generation what Skene did

for the old. A history of Lowland Scottish literature

wants writing, freed from that filthy cant that bedaubs so

many books written north of Tweed and from that absurd
Patriotismus which disgusts the impartial. You could do
this and I hope you will I hope you will give an inaugural

lecture on Sir Hew Eglintoun, whose place in British

literature has never been adequately acknowledged.
I do not know whether you know Gaelic, but you will

have time and leisure to learn it, for if you are professor

you can drop some of the examining work, and I trust

you will. Your young years are too precious to be
wasted in looking over papers. You must be learning

while the zeal and love of learning is still warm in you.

Don't waste your time examining : there are plenty of

dull dogs who can do that well enough, and who having
families are driven to it. You might, with a knowledge
of Gaelic, solve many problems of British literature

which are left, because few men know Gaelic and British

literature properly, so as to be able to trace their

reciprocal influences.

You must excuse me advising you. I won't do it again,

but I do so loathe to see men who are capable of spiritual

life led away by the idea of getting on, getting rich, getting

^biggety' as Brer Rabbit has it, and I know the tempta-
tions. But you have at present a capability for and
pleasure in work, and I hope you will be able to resist

them. And I'd sooner do many things than lift a finger

for a professor who I thought would not love his subject

for itself.

In the same year he had a turn at Spanish, which he

had learnt as a boy.
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To Miss Ida Farnell Bedford Park, Aug. 5, 1889.

I have been reading some Spanish lately. If you have
any opportunity at Baltimore, learn Spanish. There are

some fine works in Spanish, new and old. Even their

South American poets are not to be despised at all. They
are far better than any of the North American poetasters

(whom they call poets there). There is a woman poet,

Mercedes Florez of Columbia, who writes really fine verse,

judging from the specimen I have seen. There is a good
Spanish grammar, by an American, I fancy of Johns
Hopkins, and a good Spanish idiom-book. Any dictionary

will do.

One other letter remains from 1889, written to the poet

and friend whom he had met in boyhood on his Spanish

travels, and whose verse came peculiarly home to him.

In his words there is a breath of sadness ; they are those

of a man whose earliest happiness is behind him, who
has shut his first volume. A little later he exclaimed,

with a briefer laugh than usual, ' To-day I am forty.'

To Wilfrid Scawen Blunt Christ Church, Dec. 6, 1889.

I just want to write and thank you for the extreme
pleasure your New Pilgrimage has given to me. I did
not write to tell you of the sympathy which I and many
others felt for your battle for Ireland, because that was
duty, and you did not and would not care for thanks for

that, though your self-sacrifice well deserved it.

But this book of verses has touched so many feelings

in my memory, for I too was once in Arcadia and knew
its joys and woes, which live in reflections, thronging
about me (nearly all that is left of the pleasant days that

are gone for ever), that now I cannot but in a line just

note my gratitude. I don't suppose you care about fame,
but you have certainly written things that will not perish.

To W, P. Ker. Christ Church, March 4, 1890.

I have not had any more very good dreams. But
I dreamt the other night that I hurried out of the British
Museum to call on some people, and found that I had
a B. M. book in my pocket. However, I concluded to go
back later and deposit it at my seat surreptitiously. In
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the meantime I was asked to take an invalid lady to the

Railway Station. I of course consented. On leaving her
in the waiting-room to go down to the platform to make
inquiries for a train, I found on the platform a respectable

young woman I knew eloping with an officer, I stopped
her going by the train, and on the officer's expostulation

and assault we came to blows. I was arrested, and as

I had only 2s. 2d. on me and this B. M. book, things

looked black for me, when I woke. There's a dilemma,
a hard case. What was to be done ? One could not bribe

the copper, one could not frighten or borrow from the invalid

lady. I was not sorry to wake.
The young woman in the brown spotted fancy dress has

not turned up yet. I am looking out for her with mixed
feelings of respect and awe.

* He preached of Elijah going up in a cloud,

Of Lazarus walking about in his shroud.

Of Jonah living in the belly of the whale :

But that 's better living than the County Jail.'

Isn't that good ? Do you know the ballad ?

This is the best place for another dream, put on record

some years earlier (perhaps 1885) by Dr. John Todhunter

at Powell's dictation.^

THE LITTLE MAN

I was staying for the first time at the house of an old

friend, whom I had not seen for some years. It was late

in the evening, and we were sitting in the smoking-room
taking a last pipe together before we went to bed. The
room was panelled with dark wood, and the furniture was
old. I felt sleepy as my friend talked, and gave short

answers, when I became conscious of an unpleasant feeling

of vague discomfort, for which I could give no reason.

This grew upon me more and more, till my sleepiness fell

off me, and I began to wish that my friend would propose
our going to bed. A feeling of fear, which seemed in

some mysterious way to proceed from the room, was in

fact gradually mastering me.

^ It was first printed, not in its original fonn, in 1904 in The Green-

sheaf: see Catalogue of Writings.
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As I was trying to find some pretext for escaping, there
was a knock at the door, and my friend's butler came in

with spirits and tumblers. He was an oldish man, who
had been long in the family. We spoke to him, and my
friend asked him to sit down and have a glass of spirits

and water with us, which he did. After a little more talk

we got up, intending to go to bed. The smoking-room
was on the first floor, at one end of a long drawing-room,
into which it opened by a door, a second door leading to

a landing. We all went out on to this landing, where the
candles were ; but as I was turning to the great oak stair-

case, my friend suggested that we should go and say good-
night to his aunt. I agreed, and we went back into the
smoking-room, and through the long drawing-room, which
I could see by the moonlight, the blinds being up in three
or four tall windows, though the moon itself was not
visible. As we passed these windows I could see the
gardens, and a misty meadow beyond, against which the
small, black, clipped trees of the terrace showed hard
and distinct. The furniture was of the beginning of the
century—a harp, a large old-fashioned piano, chairs with
flowered tapestry seats, and a light carpet with large

flowers. There was a white marble mantelpiece, and the
walls were painted in dark, reddish-brown distemper,

which seemed a little faded. A few water-colours were
hung at wide intervals upon the walls.

Passing through this room close under the windows,
and through a door opposite to that by which we had
entered, we came into a boudoir, just like the smoking-
room, but furnished in the same old-fashioned style as

the drawing-room, and lit by two large windows, in one
of which the blinds were up. There were two candles
" uming on a little table, and a fire in the grate, in front

of which sat a pleasant-looking old lady with grey hair,

in a lace cap and purplish satin dress. A maid with
a baby in her arms was sitting at the side of the room
opposite the door by which we had come in. I was intro-

duced to the old lady, sat down beside her, and we began
talking, our faces to the fire, our backs to the candles.

I had totally forgotten my feeling of discomfort, and
was interested in our conversation, when I noticed that
the light in the room had become dim. The glow died
out of the fire, leaving it dull ; and when I looked round
the candle-flames had dwindled to the blue. I stood up,
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and saw my friend and the butler standing together at the

door, holding it ajar, and craning their heads round it to

look into the drawing-room, whence a bright light pro-

ceeded and fell flatly about their feet. I ran up to them.

*What is it?' but they motioned me back. 'You had
better not look !

' said my friend. * Oh, nonsense !
' said I,

* I want to see
!

' Pushing past them, I went into the

drawing-room ; and there, a few paces in front of me,

I saw a spare old gentleman in a dress of the time of

George II, pale blue coat, pale yellow breeches, silk

stockings, buckled shoes, and ruffled wrists. He stood

in a pantaloon-like attitude, in his right hand a thin,

polished, brown stick, which struck me as being of about
the fineness of the thin end of a billiard cue. I could see

nothing of his face ; but the end of his nose, which must
have been long, was just visible beyond the profile of his

cheek. He stood in the midst of an oval of light, such as

I have since noticed thrown by a tricycle lamp on a dark
road.

He walked slowly along to the wall, his footsteps making
no sound ; and as he drew near the wall, I observed that

wherever the oval of light fell, the decoration of the floor

and wall changed to an earlier style. The wall within the

light now appeared a pale green, with panels of pale tinted

landscape, bordered by rococo scroll-work. In the centre,

at the bottom of a panel, was a nymph reclining by a

stream amidst reeds. The old gentleman stood before this

panel, raised his stick, and rapped the centre of the tuft of

reeds with such irritable violence that the stick snapped,

and about eight inches of the end fell on the floor ; but

all this without making the slightest noise. Immediately
afterwards the light went out, and the decoration fell back
into the flat red tint. But I had kept my eyes fixed on
the exact spot upon which the old gentleman had rapped,

and, running forward to the wall, I clapped my hand on
the place, which now showed like a grease spot, a little

darker than the rest of the wall. * There, there !

' I said
;

* If you break into the wall to-morrow you are sure to find

something.'

But as I turned excitedly towards my friend, who I

thought had followed me, I saw that he was still standing

with the butler half behind the door. Between me and
them I could see nothing ; only, on the floor between me
and them, flitting silently about, were two small ovals of
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light. I knew that these marked the soundless footsteps

of the old gentleman, now become invisible.

A horror, such as I had felt in the smoking-room, now
suddenly came back upon me, but in far greater force.

How I got back, past those footprints into the boudoir,

I don't know. But I can remember standing by the fire

near the old lady, who had risen to her feet, and looking

round at the window, wondering whether it would be
possible for us to escape through it ; but I judged the

height too great—at least twenty feet from the ground.

My friend and the butler were still at the door ; and
again I saw the great flat light, now brighter than ever,

at their feet. They were as terror-stricken as I was my-
self. ' What shall we do ?

' said one of them ; and after

a minute of silence my friend and the old lady began
reciting in earnest but shaken voices some versicles of the

Litany.

For a moment I thought perhaps their prayers might
avail us ; but at the end of the second verse I was com-
pletely panic-stricken as I heard the words, ^Good Lord,

deliver us
!

' slowly and distinctly repeated in a grating,

mocking, old man's voice, from the other room ; and, with

this venomous echo still in my ears, I woke.

In acknowledging a book sent him by his old college

friend, Powell wrote

:

To Canon E. G. Punchard. Bedford Park, March 22, 1890.

I am glad to have your book. I have read it with much
interest and have sent it on to my mother. I think it is

very good English, as you wish for my opinion. I don't

agree with it all, as you may imagine, but I think you
have put your case well. I don't think it matters who
Christ was as long as one tries to imitate him in his noble
life and self-denial. I think your gospel is better without
all its miracles and mysteries, and I feel like that old

woman of Cairo who went about with a waterpot and
lantern to put out hell and burn up heaven, that man
might do good without hope or fear.

Have you read (I see you have read The Mystery of
Pain) the books of Hinton Junior? If not, order them
from your bookseller ; they are published by Swan Sonnen-
schein, and are full of suggestion. Fourth-dimensional
and spiritual and with curious and beautiful ethical ideas.
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I am glad you speak of Spinoza, the biggest Jew from
Judah Hal6vy to Daniele Manin : the only Jewish prophet
since John the Baptist and the Apostles. Do you know
Pollock on Spinoza ?

That is a beautiful book of Irish saints translated by
Whitley Stokes. It is worth reading. You must come
and stay with me a day so that we can talk some time.

That poor little Jewess who killed herself left some
pretty verses (Amy Levy) worth reading.

Have you read Watson's verses ? He does very well and
is concise. Modern poets take too little trouble to boil

down and therefore will perish by the hundreds like jelly-

fish on the shore ; a little gritty shell survives.

I don't think I have much news, as you and I talked
over most of the old folk. I heard yesterday from

,

[who] is well, and ministering to a hopeless set of landlords

in Ireland, very kindly sots and idiots—nice folk to have
the management of a fine people full of charity and hate
and imagination and sympathy and instinct and obedience,
who see through folly in others very quickly. The whole
Irish question is in this character question, as it seems
to me. I am yours faithfully, with all good wishes.

Powell's personal ties with men of opposite faith were

also shown by his friendship with Canon Liddon, whom he

regarded highly for his honesty of intellect and nature, and

whose death, in this year, he had to lament. The two men
were at such extremes of thought, that they came together,

it may be, more easily than persons of almost similar doc-

trine, who are apt to think of minor differences. Their

ground was also that of a common humour and sympathy.

More on Liddon's talk and accomplishments can be read

in the paper ^ that Powell wrote on their colleague Dodgson

C Lewis Carroll '). It is reported of Liddon that he thus

spoke of Powell to a startled clergyman :
^ I would sooner

be in his shoes at the last day than in those of many
a bishop.' The following letter gives Powell's mind on

Liddon. It further indicates the concessions he was
willing to make to the appearance of Manchester, where

we had lately gone to live. Verlaine calls it ^ noire et

1 Vol. ii. pp. 361-7. See too vol. ii. p. 393.
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splendide'. When Powell came there, he missed his

allowance of sunshine, and once, pointing to a picture in

a shop window of a gloomy darkened landscape, he ex-

claimed, 'that should be labelled "Midsummer Day in

Manchester ".' But he had an eye for the curious beauty

of the working quarters, and used to stop and look at the

low blood-coloured sunset shining on the wet cobbled

streets that run east and westward, as the shawled mill-

^rls pour out after work.

To Mrs. Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Sept. 15, 1890.

I think the mill-hands are very picturesque, and the
evenings with chiaro oscuro effects are fine

—
' tormented

'

a little, but with a kind of tragedy of industrious effort

mocked by dull fruition (making of wearing-stuff for

negroes who are better without it, and Maoris whom it

kills with consumption to wear clothes and the like). But
it is all with some unknown purpose, I suppose (though
your husband won't admit that, luxurious pessimist as he
is). ... I am rather miserable about Liddon. I liked him
so much ; he was such a courteous and really good-hearted
unselfish man, without a scrap of false dignity, and full of
humour: certainly one of the best men I have known.
I saw a good deal of him of late years at odd moments.
He used to walk at night round and round the quad to

get rid of insomnia, and I often came across him then,

and he was interested in coins and of course in Dante, and
we had lots of common topics. I wish good people didn't

die so soon.

In the following, after giving a long and excellent list

of the mediaeval English poems, amounting to many
hundred thousand lines, which a literary teacher ought to

read, he goes on :

-To Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Oct. 1, 1890.

I am glad you have got outside the town : one cannot
produce anything but turbid stuff (though it may be strong
f course) in a dark and foul-aired place.

T. p. 1 K
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God's curse upon the plumber !

A weary man is he !

He wilna lay his drain-pipes richt,

But oh, he'll tak his fee !

God's curse upon the painter

!

He bides wi' me o'er lang
;

His wages they are noways sma,
His paint it stinks sae Strang.

God's curse upon the builder !

The Deil's gude friend is he.

I would the builder's foul body
Were hangit on a tree !

You can add verses on the paperer and the baker and
the milkman—all sons of Belial beyond question.

We are all glad to get news of you all, so write to some
one of us whenever you get a spare two minutes and have
any news. My work goes on slowly and * hooly '. I have
got an Examination which I am pleased about at

Xmas, and I shall have a little more leisure this term
I hope. I would sometimes I could quit the routine

teaching and get to teach people who wished to learn,

but I put this down to that * original or inborn sin ' which
makes us dislike what we must do and wish other people

would do it for us, and so puddle on, wondering ever and
anon what good it is.

To another friend he gave counsel which he was fond

of enforcing on the young

:

Bedford Park, Dec. 27, 1890.

Now as to living on literature. It can be done if you
can live cheap and have a little money of your own

;

otherwise not. You will have to work at journalism or

hackwork to earn money, and you might as well be a
banker or stockbroker. I should say, Go in for your
business whatever it is, and make letters your hobby.
Give all your spare time to it, and you will enjoy both
it and your business. As soon as you have leisure I will

introduce you to Cotton of the Academy. He will send
you books to review, I dare say. It is good to do some-
thing of such work.
Meantime have a good time this vacation and amuse

yourself And with good wishes for the New Year, I am
yours very faithfully.
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The year 1891 was busy with reviewing and routine.

We have some notes of his casual recreations.

I am not lazy, but I get stupid sometimes, and then
I only do what I am obliged. I have been fencing

a good deal, and I have got a decent riposte now by dint

of practice, which is a pleasure to me. It has kept me
going through a rather dragging term.

He knew both the craft and the literature of fencing

well, and had enough practice to enjoy the sport and to

follow a bout closely and estimate a fencer's form. He
was better in defence than in attack. He shouted with

laughter whenever he was hit. Sometimes the room
would be cleared on a Sunday, his freest day, and the

correctly clothed visitor was startled by the sight of

Powell at play in a red shirt, sash, and flannels. He went

now and then to the theatre, and especially to Ibsen's

plays, which were then rife in London :
* Ibsen is the

boom here,' he wrote. Like Vigfdsson, he preferred the

poems, Brandy Peer Gynt, and the lyrics, as nearer to

the Northern genius, but would hardly look at the early

quasi-romantic or would-be historic plays, which he felt

were a hybrid. The modern plays in prose he watched

attentively from the outside. What his friend Johnstone

called their 'haggard and ghastly' element interested

him, I think, chiefly for the execution. He said one

thing that the fanatics, if they survive, may ponder

:

* Ibsen does not bind himself to his characters.' In

February Rosmersholm was played at the Vaudeville

Theatre : the next letter refers to the leading part of

Rebekka West, which was created in England by Miss

Farr.

To Miss Florence Farr. Christ Church, about Feb. 1891.

I ought not to bother you with a letter in the middle
of your work, but I thought I should like to congratulate
you on your beginning of serious work. I think you have
made a very good beginning. You will play easier and with

K Q.
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more assurance on Thursday, but you have got over the
worst now : you will be able to make all the use of the
talent that is in you. You have got the right view of

the character. It only wants the ' accentuation ' : that

will come now that you know the effects you can produce.

I know the discouragement that comes to one when one
thinks that one might have made more of this or that,

but you will not give way to that. It is the inevitable

consequence of mental and physical effort. I wish I could
come up on Thursday, because I am sure it will be a
great success for you. I am glad you have such a good
press, as it will show you that others besides your friends

think you are capable of a great part like this you are
playing. You must be very tired, so you mustn't think
of answering this.

I was glad the support you had was so good. Seen
from the front, KroU was very adequate, and had *got

the note'. Rosmer was passable enough, quite the

gentleman, and not cutting off all sympathy with a weak
character, as I feared he might do. Altogether the cast

was enough to show the possibilities of the play.

I wish you all luck on Thursday, and I am very confident

of the result. Don't be afraid of being too energetic, let

yourself go. I am yours very faithfully.

He will be heard speaking of Ibsen again. He relished

irony, but he preferred humour, caring more for the cross-

play of thought that comes from love than for that which

comes from hatred or disenchantment. Irony of a different

sort from Ibsen's, and as tragic, he found in Zola's TMrHe
Raquin, which he saw acted this year : he thought the

play better than the novel. Later in the same year he

is asking about Maeterlinck.

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, Oct. 9, 1891.

I had a grand night Friday : we went to the Indepen-
dent. It was Zola's TMrhe Raquin. Fine acting, and
it went well. It is a good play, simple and well-balanced

and interesting. Every one was there, Todhunter, Wilde,

Mrs. Aveling, &c., an amusing house. I think it would
take at the East End, with a little more comic business

perhaps, and firmly and broadly acted. Todhunter is
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disappointed with it after Ibsen : but there is room for

both.

... I have had a fortnight with Freeman, who was
very jolly and kind, and I did a good turn of work there.

I saw a lot of churches, and heaps of drawings Freeman
had made of architecture all over England.

Freeman he was soon to lose. They were familiar

friends, and when Freeman came to Oxford in 1884 he

was no doubt the scholar nearest to Powell's heart of any

in the place since the death of Vigfiisson. He was not

in the least put oif by Freeman's bluntness. The two

articles which we reprint (in vol. ii) show Powell's affection

and admiration. He was pleased with Freeman's praise

of his books for children and his other work : it is only

to be regretted that so few memorials remain of their

acquaintance.

We have seen Powell as a boy learning to draw by

copying the figures of William Blake. On his Oxford

walls hung some of these careful facsimiles. In 1874 he

discovered a short, hitherto unnoticed * prophetic book'

by Blake in the British Museum. This was The Booh of

Los, which the editors had confused with The Song of
Los. No other copy appears to exist of this original, and

no transcript of it earlier than Powell's. In July 1891

he had published the poem, with a preface, in a magazine

of exquisite ambitions, The Hobby-Horse, whose purpose

was * to deal, chiefly, with the practical application of art

to life
'

; but there were also admitted ' illustrations and

poems, as well as literary and biographical essays*.

Powell told with immense laughter how the editor had

once refused a contribution from Mr. Gladstone on the

score of its insufficiency in style. He did not try to ex-

plain the inner meaning of the The Book of Los, seeing

that the edition of Messrs. Ellis and Yeats, with the key

to Blake's system which it propounded, was soon to appear.

His affection for Blake throws some light on his mystical

strain. It was there, with all his scientific temper and
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Latin love of clearness. But he found more satisfaction

for it in art, such as Blake's, than in reasoned exposition.

It was a thing he would rarely talk about. But he

definitely thought that the mystics furnish something

valid, whatever it may be, to human experience, and that

they must be allowed to put it in their own way : they

spoke best, perhaps, to the eye. He did not attach their

revelation to any particular belief, nor did he find his

mystical instinct disloyal to Hhat most serene, most in-

vincible, most illustrious Princess, Reason', whom he

served.

Another note shows his equally ready interest in

mediaeval verse and in modem crime ; his essay on the

Newgate Calendar can be seen in the next volume.

To W, P. Ker, Christ Church, Nov. 16, 1891.

I see notice of a Hafiz which seems good. Maeter-
linck I would like to talk about. I haven't got any of

him yet. Is he good? The little bit I read seemed
excellent. I have a good set of Verlaine to show you,

and I have bought some new Proven9als and Middle High
Dutch ; and Medwin's Byron^ and a beautiful trial of

Madeline Smith and of Palmer of Rugeley, and autograph
and cases of Mrs. Yelverton, the Vronged' Th^r^se. Henley
on Milton is not quite so happy as usual. Why bother with
that man of Gath, Besant, Milton's own Philistine ?

About the same time he is * awfully sorry for Pamell '.

His own strong individualism in ethical matters, and his

dislike of nonconformity with its * conscience ', made him

reprobate Gladstone's abandonment of Parnell : and he

wrote (on the outside of an envelope)

:

What a nation of humbugs we are, in our newspapers
at all events. . . . There was much to respect in him, and
he was free from cant and the palaver which the dissenter

loves and gets from the liberal all hot.

A letter of the end of 1891 shows him in relations with

the Natioiial Observer and with its editor, who seems to

have sent him a copy of Lyra Heroicay that admirable
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garland of English song. A piece of the review of Villari's

book on Machiavelli is among our reprints.

To W, E. Henley. Christ Church, Nov. 18, 1891.

I am afraid that I am not competent to do Gardiner,

and I would rather not do it. I don't know the period
really, and it deserves treatment by an expert, as Gardiner
is a most painstaking and deserving man and a seeker for

truth without prejudice.

As to Villari, I will do it with pleasure, but I have not
the book : if you send it me, I will read and return it

all safe.

Your Heroic Poems I am glad of. I wish Kipling would
cut out the two first verses of his Flag of England : the

rest is very fine, and the scolding pettishness of the two
first verses jars, though I understand the provocation to

writing them : but he will not do well to keep them. All

the other verses, especially the two last, seem to me most
excellent both in expression and spirit.

I should miss with pleasure Lochinvar, Longfellow's

Ship
J
and Arnold's Busturn. I should like another bit of

Meredith or even more. I don't feel Harte's R4veilU or

Bullet-Song to be genuine, though the last is clever.

Beeching's Prayer is very good. You might give us a hit

of your own. Why is Usher's Well left out among the

ballads ?

But perhaps these are individual impressions, and there

is all the rest of the book to revel in. But I do grudge
the pages given to that excellent translator (Coplas) and
amiable gentleman, H. W. Longfellow. And John Brown
is certainly worth far more than Barbara (what a farce
* American literature ' is, bar the great man Whitman !).

Can't you squeeze in a Barrack-Room Ballad or two in

your next edition ?

I think Peacock deserves a place, and Kingsley's 'Barum

!

Barum ! Baree
!

' But this is all too long. I am grate-

fully yours.

I love Marryat, and would add *Poll put her arms
akimbo '. And there is surely a falsetto note in Procter's

Sea. Don't trouble to answer this ; I liked your book so

much I couldn't help writing about it rather fully.

In these years, more is heard in Powell's letters of his

toils as a reviewer. In the eighties he had written often
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for the Academy. The editor, Mr. J. S. Cotton, though

he has long since retired from his post, is remembered by

every one of his contributors who knows the meaning

of the word gratitude. He was the friend and heart-

ener of many young authors. In this paper Powell wrote

many signed articles, chiefly on books dealing with English

history, and, as he notes in his scrap-book, * most unsigned

notices of things and books Icelandic and Scandinavian/

Later, many of his criticisms appeared in the National

Observer, and some in the Pall Mall Gazette, and in many
other periodicals. But his connexion with the Manchester

Guardian began about 1890 and lasted with hardly an

interruption till his death. The amount he sent to it is

prodigious ; and his best presswork is in its columns. He
was never more than half in sympathy with its liberal

and humanitarian views, and latterly he drifted, or rather

consciously passed, far away from them. But he found

that it was one of the daily papers that aimed at real and

well-informed criticism and gave room and a free hand

for its utterance. The reviews he contributed range far

indeed. In the years 1892-6 they include Mazzini,

Warwick the King-maker, Portuguese history, Charles V,

Ignatius Loyola, Machiavelli, Thiers, Columbus, Joan of

Arc, Madame de Krudener, Parthia, Napoleon, Mahomet,

Esthonian poetry. Gibbon, Cromwell, Alfred, the Barbary

Corsairs, Winchester, and Dbllinger. This is only a selec-

tion, and he often went on at the same pace in after years.

By far the greater part of all he was henceforth to write

came out unsigned in the press.

As we read through the list of these reviews and articles,

it is hard to repel the sadness caused by such an apparent

expense of noble power, which might and should, we are

tempted to say, have centred on an adequate purpose, if

the will had been able to conquer the serious but not

insuperable motives for distraction. He was forced, no

doubt, to improve his income by press-work. But these

countless notices might have been done, sujfficiently if less
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well, by men without the powers of Powell. These scraps

and sallies of commentary on the historical works of others

show by their very goodness that he was too good to write

nothing or little else. It seems a disconcerting Fructidor

and Messidor for such a man's life. Many little fellows,

who carry out their determined task, and are not in peril

of dispersing their powers through over-width of sympathy,

can at first sight claim to commiserate Powell. But they

are not his judges: his real judges would be minds of equal

scale and insight, who have actually managed to husband

their force for large triumphant works : not a numerous

tribunal. And these might be likelier than the others to

pause in their judgement : to value more truly what has

actually been saved : and to give a juster opinion as to what

human achievement really consists in. They would look

through to the soul and mind which are visible in these

fragments. Failing any such right to pronounce, we may
here only offer some considerations to temper the first

impression of waste.

Powell's reviews are often not formal criticisms at all,

though when he chooses they keep severely to the book

in hand. Most book-notices serve their turn, but do not

call to be republished. But often Powell does not review

the book in hand : he writes, out of his own lore and

enthusiasm, on the subject of the book. This was

complained of ; but it is well for us, since his words did

not die with the occasion. And often they are not even

a formal study of the subject. They are like his letters

or his talk : they give, better than anything, the im-

pression of his talk, which no one ever reported ; and in

that way they are still fresh. They differ from his talk

in that they are not rapidly prepared or improvised

;

they are responsibly written down. They remain apercus,

inspiring overtures, sudden swift panoramas, sallies

on historic persons and on life at large. The seed is

not sown in long straight furrows for the regular harvest,

but wind-drifted into wayside clumps and woody corners,
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which are rarely visited and easily forgotten and over-

grown, unless some gathering is made of what flowered

there. It is the case that he often failed to see in print

what he had written for the daily press, and forgot it

as he forgot the talk of last year's symposium. He did

not much care to see it, though he latterly spent some

time in saving what he could and pasting it together.

He did not neglect it because he thought little of it, but

because it was simply part of his general radiation of

energy. He was as wasteful as Nature, and had the

same sudden fits of economy. He never showed a sign

of repenting that for fifteen years or so he somewhat

failed in ^concentration'. In this he simply acted out

his character. For us the question is, not whether we feel

bound to repent vicariously for him, but what is the

present value of the best that he thus scattered broad-

cast. It comes up for consideration in the present

volumes, and I do not try to forestall a verdict. But his

scope, of insight as well as of actual knowledge, is

manifestly so rare, and his mind so hospitable to usually

incompatible sympathies, and his attitude so much his

own, that the expert student, even without gleaning any

circumstance unknown to him, must be struck by the

fresh lights and angles in what Powell says : and when
he passes outside his own province he is likely to be

still further informed. The style of these vagrant papers

must also, I think, be rated high : it is hard not to read

them ; and they are not what Powell was scornfully apt

to call * journalism'. In a letter which will be given

later he calls Froude and Matthew Arnold ^journalists'

;

he means sciolists; he means, rightly or wrongly, that

they are not duly informed persons, or not primarily

careful for truth, or that he thinks their style radically

common. I do not think it at all dangerous to quote

such judgements on *journalism ' in face of the fact that

Powell spent himself on the press. Ultimately, the issue

is whether the stuff and the form of what is here presented
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of his writings is high in its own kind. It must be

remembered, through the remainder of his story, that

reviewing was one of his steady activities, especially in

vacation.

Early next year he had another dream. The poet

came to the surface in his sleep ; the load of the historian

and savant was lifted, leaving just enough of the antiquary

and connoisseur to give sharpness of line and the right

costume. Unhappily only the three dreams I have given

are recorded.

To W, P. Ker. Bedford Park, Jan. 18, 1892.

The fools have altered the day again, so Friday 22 is

the right day after all.

I always find if I write at once and answer letters,

I have to bother my correspondents and write often. It

is a positive discouragement to virtue.

There is a curious house here, white in Italian style,

thick walls, studio, and all complete : cost i:500. It is

a curiosity. When you come over you must see it

[Sketch], This isn't right perspective, but it gives an

idea . . . built it. The other architects are furious,

but it is original, cheap, and decidedly comely. When
you settle in the country, you must build one in a

comer of your estate, overlooking the sea, for your
friends. You will be in the Old House, and your

wife will not improbably object to stale tobacco-

smoke over the whole place. We shall go and see you
after breakfast, and we shall dine with you, and reel

home to the white house, which will be a guide to us

through the gloom.
I dreamed the other night that we were all going over

a great old house, now a curiosity shop, with heaps of

last-century things of great beauty. By and by in the

great salon the dealer pointed to a little rococo stand,

something like a writing-table, and asked me what it was.

He opened it, and there was a little Rosicrucian altar,

and lights and drugs to burn, and book of incantations.

I called a lady who was there and who knows about such

things and she sat down to work it. She muttered charms
and burnt incense while we sat quiet in front : then she
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got up, went into an alcove dais at the back, and sat

quiet in a huge chair. Suddenly her face and hands
turned charcoal black, then sparks of fire flashed from
her eyes, mouth, nostrils, and ears, and a line of bright
light ran round her eyelids. We were horror-stricken,

but ere we could stir the light died, the black went off",

and she came down laughing ofi* the seat towards us, her
proper self. Here I woke.

To Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Jan. 20, 1892.

I was sorry your stay was damped by your aunt's death,

and the sad necessary last offices, which are not pleasant,

but truly dutiful. However, life and death are so mixed,
overlapping continually, and one is glad to do something
for a good woman, even though it can profit her little

when it is done.

Paget is all right. We went to Chorleywood together, with
C. [his daughter], taking Mme. Tussaud's on the way. The
* Apolian giant ' (Polish giant) pleased her, also the General
TomThumb, and the Death of Nelson. There is a fat mistress

of George IV which (or who) is really splendidly done and
characteristic, also an old lady and Voltaire greeting each
other. They were selling sweets in London done up with
black ribbon—^mourning chocolates.' 'Quel peuple, mon
Dieu !

' To-day we are sane again, and money-gi^ubbing as

per usual.

There are no more news. Mackay is corresponding
vigorously with me ; the grumbling of the volcano, which
I hope will end in an eruption from the Liverpudlian crater

southwards. is active, like a headless ant, busy to no
end, or to only one end, and, one might say, the latter end.

Hoping you are all desenrhumes, I am your singular good
friend.

A letter, chiefly given to Saxo and the Northern

Hamlet-saga, closes with his usual picture of the friends

who were about him in Bedford Park, and of their

cheerful life.

To Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Jan. 31, 1892.

We are jolly here together. Yeats is well, Orpen has
his Irish book done, Paget pegging away at theatre
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* blocks ' for Graphic, Todhiinter pegging away at fitting

Schiller's Mary Stuart for the modern stage, by un-
melodramming it and poetizing it. engaged all day,

nipping about like a lamplighter, and going up to London
to the theatre late of an evening to shake oif the influence.

The following lines were written while he was making

his Impressions and Reminiscences for the St. James's

Gazette on Freeman, who had died on March 16.

To Mrs. J, R. Green. Christ Church, March 16, 1892.

I can't write a very good letter, for I am very miserable
about Freeman. I liked him very much, and he was
exceedingly kind to me in every way. Since Vigfiisson

died I have had more help from him in the way of talks

than from any one, and he was (beneath his controversial

aspect and his idiosyncrasies) really a most lovable

person, childlike and simple and direct and zealous for

history and for the truth as he saw it.

To W. E, Henley. Christ Church, May 2, 1892.

I must thank you heartily for the Book of Verse ^ you
have been good enough to send me. I have thoroughly
enjoyed it, and I shall look to be reading it very often.

The London Poems I like best. I can wholly enter

into them. I think you have managed so that the poems
put one into the mood which the realities force into one.

I can see the scenes as I read them, as I have seen them
so often and with the very feelings you pourtray.

I am glad that there is a chance of your coming to

Oxford ere long. I hope to renew our acquaintance
there and I shall be happy to help you to see what you
choose of the place. I am yours very faithfully.

To Oliver Elton. Examination Schools Oxford,
June 18, 1892.

Thanks for your letters. My paper will show you that

I am not free of hard labour yet. I will try to get down
to Manchester one or two days and do the rest of the work
with you. . . .

^ London Voluntaries.
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Mogk I have read and Symons. I don't think them at

all good : they don't understand what the myth is. It is

all unhistorical and subjective, their system, save in a few
points. Rydberg has instinct and imagination, but he is a
little too apt to see identities. However, he has grasped
the fact that we have parallel myths in our records—as we
should a priori expect from the fact that the Teutonic
nations and federacies are made up ofmany different tribes

and clans with their different sacra and traditions. . . .

I am glad you are going to the Jesuits.^ There is much
to be learnt from them. They know human nature, and
manage to make use of poor creatures we waste and throw
away. I think Loyola was a great man in the sense of

[possessing] power, but I don't love him, as I do Francis,

and I have no worship for institutions and organization.

I like individualism. But the Jesuits' drill, as drill, is the

ablest devised yet.

To Herbert Fisher. Examination Schools, June 19, 1892.

Good Maister Fisher,

Therewith greetinge. It grieueth me to hear that

thou hast done thyselfe a hurt whereby y°" art soe let and
hindered y* all hope of that mary meeting ^ we had deuised

is done awaye with to y® regret of vs bothe. Herewith I

sende thee a draftte of the carde or plotte w'^ if thowe
approue prithee returne to me for the imprinters vse. . .

:

Further inasmuch as the precious and wholesome writ-

ings of our patron were in especial composed for the

healinge and behoofe of his patients I comend thee in this

thy intolerable accident to set thy mind to their perusal

being assured that thou wilt finde in them much comfort
to thy head and limbes, for cheerfulness of heart is indeed

a very elixir a panacea and very toward in that contexion

or knitting together of the corporal celles wh"^ is to be
accomplished in thee as quicklie as maybe.

I w** have come to thee remembering that Brother John
in certain of his discourses greatly urgeth us to works of

mercie as visitare malados and being mooued by natural

and kindlie compassion and sympathie for thine invales-

cence.

^ A visit to Stonyhurst College is referred to. For the Jesuits, see

the article on Loyola, vol. ii. pp. 146-9.

2 The Oxford Rabelais Club, founded in Powell's rooms, is alluded to.
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And indede I truste surelie to visit thee when this opus
examincmdi of mine be ouerpast, till when I pray God
haue thee in his goode keeping. And no more at this

present from thy singuler good frende and well wisher.

To Mrs. Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, July 15, 1892.

To-day I have been sitting all afternoon with Yeats, he
doing big picture of me, I reading the D4hdcle ; which is

fine, sad, crowded, and with all the heavy weary miserable
feeling a war gives conveyed in it. No exaggeration, no
false sentiment, the wretched emperor treated almost
chivalrously (which is better than the abuse of men who
would gladly have cleaned his boots for him). I have not
yet had courage to do my papers, but I have written many
letters and I have done an article.

The next letter shows him alert to the technique of the

bookbinding craft :

To Miss MacColl. July 19, 1892.

Please don't at all mind about the book. I think it

ought to have a green cover, and leaves laurel, as it is

all about Laura.
The source of Sorga, the rill, is perhaps suggestive of

wavy lines, and Petrarca gives [the] idea of a rock smitten
by the rod of sorrow and gushing out into a silvery water-
spring. You will I have no doubt be able to hit on some-
thing simple and Laura-like in the cover. The first pages
want washing and mending.

I am seeking a Tasso and Boiardo, and then I shall have
the Italian set of octavoes, and I must make a little case for

ijthem all . . . My garden is full of marygolds, and the grass
)pper-green after the rain, but it is cold, cold for summer.

[^Why is it Igdrasil?' It ought to be
^ggdrasill (which means Woden's-
horse, which again means gallows or
gibbet, which to the Northerner had
a clothes-horsey sort of look). Yggr
was a name of Woden. Drasill is an old word for horse

—

hence Yggdrasil. This world-tree was also a gibbet.

\To Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Sept. 8, 1892.

It [University Extension] is a good movement, if only
for the Universities, but it wants a lot of work. Lectures
ire not much good save as an occasional stimulus.

llXJk. LKJL OU.lXJ.lJ
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Got a nice little Aldine Lactantius (1515) and Tertul-

lian's Apol[ogia] yesterday.

Have you read A Son of the Fens by Emerson ? It is

first-class ; we are all ' raffoling ' over it here.

Poor Nettleship '—a good fellow and dutiful, honest and
kind and generous of his time and care for others. A good
death too, worthy of a philosopher.

Did you see that Saga-incident: the head spun off a
man at table by a single sword-cut, so that it fell aboard ?

Of. Orkney Saga.

To Wilfrid Scawen Blunt Christ Church, Nov. 18, 1892.

I must just write you a line about your Esther. It is

splendid. It gave me the same pain and pleasure that one
has in reading over old love-letters and brooding over days
of hope and sorrow and joy that are gone for ever.

You have the real poet's gift to the full of moving your
hearers. Some lines make one's heart beat.

If I saw you I should be less able to say this, so I write

it and there is no exaggeration in it.

I am grateful to you, though some of your verses cut
deep into old wounds. I am yours very faithfully.

In January of 1893 he describes himself as kept in for

a fortnight with influenza and deprived of tobacco, but as

*not otherwise bad, so I haven't much to grumble at'.

He sat

amusing myself of an evening after work with Balzac.

Eugenie Grandet and Pons I had not read for years.

They came quite fresh to me : they are really tremendous.
I think every time I read Balzac I put him higher both as

a novelist and as a thinker. He really understood his

time, and so understood something of all time.

In April, after writing his review of the Life of Madame
de Krudener (see vol ii. pp. 124-5), he took a brief run

to France, having *good weather at Boulogne, two lovely

days in Paris (three picture shows and the Dahomans and

a museum) '. The chronicle becomes scanty here, but in

June we have another communication to a fellow-member

of the Oxford Rabelais Club, founded in his rooms.

^ R. L. Nettleship, of Balliol, died of exhaustion on a snowfield on
Mont Blanc.
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rr^ TT^^T.^^* n^n^^^ From my poore loginge in Christ Church
To Herbert Greene.

^this 4th nly 1893.

GooDE Mayster Greene,

Ye be sorely to blame in that ye devote to the Life

Politique^ the taleaunts that were bestowed upon yowe
to thende that ye shoud folowe the Life Reasonable or

Mental Wherfor I cannot holde yowe excusid in that

ye have neglectid the Suivance of Alcofribas Nasier and
have not the time requisite for the consideration of the

questions that be mooued by the perusal of his Biblio-

thecque. Howbeit out of that lovingkindnesse which is

enjoinid by thensample and command of that Maister I

holde yowe free of that youre obligacioun, and I woude
only praye yowe to do as far as ye maye what in yow lieth

to the prophit and weal of our Societie. And so Gode
have yow and youre Universitie in his holie keepinge.

These from youre heartilie affected well-wisher

Fredericke Yorke Powell.

A long letter is now given almost in full, as it so clearly

reproduces Powell's ordinary talk when it turned on books,

with all the sudden darts and zigzag allusiveness that dis-

tinguished him.

To W. P. Ker. Christ Church, June 6, 1893.

Your letter is as kind as ever. I was very disappointed,

but the Devil entered into M , and he brought on a
resolution at committee which much concerned a man I

owe much to, so I could not leave and let my friend go
down the wind. I knew you would forgive me if I for

once put duty before decency. I see your list is out today.

I hope to see you ere long ; next 0. V."^ you must be my
guest anyhow if you are in town.

As to me, I have read Une Vie ^ twice ; it is terribly sad

:

* Mr. Greene, the translator of Omar into Latin verse, observes in

explanation :
' I was busy at the time collecting signatures for a

petition against those clauses of the Home Rule Bill which proposed

to disfranchise Dublin University and hand it over to the tender

mercies of the Nationalists, and so (I suppose) did not write a paper

for the Rabelais Club,'

' ' The Odd Volumes ', a society of wits and authors, to whom was
read and presented Powell's paper on English Allegory.

' Guy de Maupassant's tale.

T F 1 L
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and touches one up in the raw places. One is like a cat

in irritating one's sores. I have read a lot of little Italian

Sonneteers, Ruscelli's collection. I have bought Camp-
bell's own Petrarch, a jolly edition, Mesnard's of Padova.
I have read this Scottish poem that struck me greatly, by
Glassinberry, The Nine Worthies. Has he been repub-
lished ? He is a good 'un.

Ane uther exampill suth to say

In summeris day full oft is sene

Thir emotis in ane hillok lay

Rinnand oute before thin ene
With littill weit thai wit away

:

Sa worthis of ws all I wene
May nane indur over his day
Bot all overdrivis as dew bedene

That on the bery bidis bene
And with a blast away will be :

Quhile gis are gray quhile ar thai grene !

This warld is verray vanite !

Isn't it fine ? and as direct as Kipling.

The Scottish minor poets of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries have never been rightly appraised. . . .

Johnstone [is] a fine fellow, very interesting, whom you
would like I know : a musician, doomed for the sins of

others (for he is not a great sinner) to be a dominie in

Edinboro', where he is consoled by an old Frenchman who
can talk and understand ; and they have, with one or two
more, a little French club. Each pays sixpence a night

for exes, and you get simple refreshments and sound con-

versation.

The old professor consoles me a little as to exami-
nations, but as to lecturing I misdoubt me more and more,

and as to cramming I never believed in it. Any man can
learn if he sets his mind to it, and one can teach all one
wants, or the man can learn or use, in a very few hours,

in an ordinary case. Besides, books are only part of

learning.

I read a curious book on the Manning murder, with
biography of Patrick O'Connor and comic adventures in

the style of the Hindoo-beloved Reynolds : also a good
book of stories. Clubs of London, 1848. The Romance of
the Rose, pt. ii, I have gone through again with consider-
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able pleasure ; and I got a jolly little translation of Horace,
seventeenth century, and read most of it. Maugis of As-

premont is the last Chanson de Geste, I have not tackled

it yet.

Morris and Case have beaten Jackson handsomely\ which
is satisfactory. I am sorry this is so long, but it is not so

very badly written in the hand as usual, so I shall send it,

all scraps as it is.

I shall be glad to get to quiet work again,—sun and
a bit of sea. I am yours faithfully.

To Miss MacColl July 12, 1893.

Many thanks for the Petrarca. I like it very much,
and I think it a great feat to have bound it so appro-

priately. You ought to have put your initials on it. I am
looking forward to the Dante. I should like to see the
design for it before it is put on. Green morocco will suit

it admirably, so if you have any of that good skin left

please keep it. No other colour but green would do, as

Dante is always (like Petrarch) dwelling on that colour.

I want some emblem of Beatrice, a crown of stars say,

where the garland is in the Petrarch. Some stars I want,
because Dante's poem ends each section with ' stars ', and I

want SOME FLAME to typify the pains of the Hell and Purga-
tory, and I think the stars and theflame are really neces-

sary, and the name ofthe hooTc. It is in far better condition

than the Petrarca. I must try and get a good Pulci and
a good Boiardo, and I think then I shall have to have
a little case for them. I have a Homer, but as it is in

four volumes it is a big affair. I do not want the Dante
till January. I shall make myself a birthday present of it.

The back simply (like the Petrarca) done with Aldus and
date. I am hoping you will have a very good time after

your work, and I am yours very gratefully.

Powell this year managed to spend the summer in the

way he liked, by southern waters. Once away, his letters

are full of the pleasure of life and of his delight in colour,

* the soul's bridegroom,' as the veteran poet calls it. He
was in July at Broadstairs, working still, but bathing and
walking, reading * Marguerite, a young French beginner \

1 Arcliitectural controversy over restoration of St. Mary's spire

at Oxford.

L 2
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the writer of La Force des Choses, with interest ; and was

happy in the company of his friend the painter, Mr. H. M.

Paget. He also had his own child with him, * the sun and

water and wind helping her all they can. ' Mr. P. H. Emerson,

of whom he speaks in the next letter, he used to call ' The

Real Emerson', and once wrote an article^ in an under-

graduate's magazine in his honour and seriously at the

expense of Ralph Waldo Emerson, as well as of American

authors at large ; nearly all of whom, except Wliitman, he

despised. After Broadstairs he went on to Cornwall.

To Oliver Elton. "^°°' ^^^^ 2^4,'^m'^''
^''"'"^''

Here we are, C. and I, among our own people, the ^West
Welsh '. We come home end of next week and are at

your command then. The sooner the better after Satur-

day week therefore.

We had a jolly time at Broadstairs, and I met Emerson,
as I told you, I think, author of Son of the Fens. He is

an interesting man, a great boatman and gardener, a doc-

tor and a littery gent. Very diflBident and yet very confi-

dent. Astonished to find that any one shared his ideas on
life and things. His photographs have unimaginable beauty

;

they are like the most beautiful Whistlers. I was per-

fectly astonished at their extraordinary charm.
This place is just a clover-field and a village street

from Addleshaw's. He and Stanley both here, neither

quite well just now, though the place agrees with them.
They have had Roden Noel, a quiet, beautifully courteous
gentleman and a really fine fellow, for a day or two, and
Horatio Brown, the Venetian historian, a real good sort,

cheery, broad-faced, shock-headed, tumble-dressed, with
them. So we have had good talks and cheer. The sea

here is splendid, and there is not so much rain as I always
fancy you come in for in Yorkshire and North Wales,

only a shower or two of Qnq minutes since we have been :

—

bright sun, a sea limpid and blue-shadowed, clean clear

sand, red and brown rocks, samphire metal-green, ex-

quisite turf, and beautiful little combes and fertile fields

sloping up and down. We had a day's sailing, and next
week we are going to have a day or two in a steam launch,

1 Piirt printed, vol. ii. pp. 318-19.
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I hope, up the Tamar . . . We were with the Pagets and
my godson, who has persistently refused to be * grizzled

',

as he calls it, breaking from the church door and going
thence unbaptized to eat his christening cake.

From his youth up Powell had an interest in Portugal

and its history and verse, as is shown by the sonnet on

Camoens and the review^ that are now reprinted. He
liked the famous letters of Marianna Alcoforado, the

seventeenth-century * Portuguese Nun', deserted by the

stony French officer, Chamilly, who first published a trans-

lation of her Letters in his own language. Powell had

discovered a rare transposition of them into Popian

English verse, and this was printed by the most recent

English student of Marianna, Mr. Edgar Prestage, together

with a prose version. In September Powell wrote to

Mr. Prestage in reference to his obituary poem on Anthero

de Quental.

I am really very grateful to you for your kind gift and
dedication. I have given one of the two copies you gave
me to W. Yeats the poet. The poem is very strange and
beautiful, and I think you have caught the spirit of its

half-mystic, half-Heinesque inspiration. ... It is a golden
mine you are working, you will find many nuggets.

A letter of later date on the same scholar's versions from

de Quental may follow here :

To Edgar Prestage. March 12, 1894.

You are right only to give a selection. The poet is so

melancholy, that more would become the caterwauling

of misery ; whereas in a selection such as yours, the

melancholy is not so much felt. People who are very
sorry for themselves (however noble) come near being
ridiculous and are not to be held up too long at a time
to public admiration. You have given Quental a fine

English garb and pretty form, your printer has served
you well.

1 Vol. ii. pp. 149-51.
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Powell's impulse instantly to enlist and encourage any

young student who showed a bent of his own is well seen

from the account which Mr. Prestage has sent me : it is

a typical case.

My relations with York Powell arose in this manner.
Early in my time at Oxford (I was up at Balliol from
January 1888 to 1891) I attended a lecture announced to

be given by Professor Freeman at the Taylorian. Freeman
was, however, unable, for some reason, to be present and
York Powell read it for him. The subject was Portuguese
history, but I forget the exact title. I spoke to York
Powell afterwards, and he invited me to call on him at

Christ Church. Just at this time I was corresponding
with Sir Richard Burton, who encouraged my bent for

Portuguese literature and suggested the authors I should
read. York Powell had no intimate acquaintance with
Portuguese, but he knew his Camoens, his acquaintance
with whom was not limited to the Lusiads but extended
(if my memory serves me) to many of his so-called minor
works, such as the marvellous sonnets. He joined his

encouragement to Burton's. He knew the field was
a promising one, and the fact that no Englishman was
tilling it made him urge me the more to take up the work
seriously. I forget who first suggested a new English

translation of The Letters ofa Portuguese Nun, whether
it was he or I, but I know that his admiration for the
Letters made him welcome the idea, and that he revised

my MS. version, introduced me to Nutt, arranged for its

publication, and saw it through the press with me. He
was delighted with its success ; the copies were all sold

before long, and to this first edition of 1893 there succeeded
a second in 1897, and a third. York Powell showed the
same interest in my English rendering of some of the
Sonnets of Anthero de Quental. He again went through
and revised the MS., and after rejecting some, finally

selected for publication the sixty-four published by me in

1897. I owe it to his emendations that my version was
less unworthy of publication than it would otherwise have
been. The little plaquette on the death of Anthero was
also submitted to his revision, and it left his hands the
better for his labor limae.
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The following refers to some translations done for an

undergraduates' journal

:

To Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Oct. 8, 1893.

The Dante I like, but there is but one shortcoming

(for me) in the verse. There is no stop regularly at the

end of each tercet. This is one of Dante's effects. He
never runs on without a reason. His favourite tercet is

ZZ^ZTZl with the third line broken, the sense ending

halfway and a kind of clenching or riveting clause

occupying the last half of the third line. Often too three

tercets make up a kind of group, and he does this also

with intent and emphasis.

I like your vocabulary very much. [Write]

1. 109. ' And, while I gazing stood, I there beheld.'

1. 672. ^ That here and there the stars came forth in

heaven
:

'

because he never ends a verse with * stars', save for some
emphasis, and does not so here.

I think you have sometimes made a legitimate point

by inverting the order of his clauses. He sometimes
puts last what in English we should put first, and this

you have seen and made use of. It is this curious

Italian inversion that makes even literal English versions

read so awkwardly, if it is kept to without any dis-

crimination.

You are quite right too in making your students feel

that the Purgatory should always be read side by side

with the Hell. I wish you had also gone further and
shown them the Heaven of the Meek and Peace-loving. . .

.

All this is badly expressed, but you wished me to tell

you what I thought, and I do it as you wish. You will

understand, I hope.

Powell's mind was fall of Dante, and he read him more,

I think, than he read any other great poet. Dante

satisfied his strain of fierceness, and his other strain of

tenderness, and his Latin sense of form, and his profound

love of the chain-rhyme with its harmonies ever renewed

after suspense. He was well-schooled in Dante-learning, and
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wrote several papers for the Oxford Dante Society, includ-

ing ' Dante and Milton ',
* The Iconography of the Divine

Comedy ', and also on the ' Determination of the authen-

ticity of the Canzoniere Poems'. He took some share

in editing the Canzoniere for the Oxford Dante, but

seems to have worked under pressure and left some

textual errors. Another paper was on 'Books on Dante

still wanted
'

; and he drew up, what may not have

existed before in English, a guide to books for beginners

in Dante-study. In 1891 he gave a set of lectures at the

summer meeting of the Oxford University Extension

Society, and was pleased with the special thanks he got

from the students. He spoke on the Vita Nuova, and

gave notes on the text, metre, form, and style of the

Divine Comedyy as well as on its topography and philo-

sophy. He would sit down at a literary society, or among

his friends, and pour out about the poet : at such times

he was at his best. Happily a few ^ written words of his

upon Dante are rescued, and they give some key to the

precise spiritual attraction of the poet for such a temper

as his, on another side so deeply naturalistic. But

Powell's mind was like a lighthouse, revolving and cast-

ing different lights in succession from the same central

fire. When he objected to idealism' he was not

thinking of the great prophets and visionaries, but of

sentimental intellects, amongst whom he ranked modern

radicals of the type of J. S. Mill, in whom he found a

poor allowance of human nature, or Emerson, in whom
he found sandy inconsequence and vague culture. Alfred

and Langland, Dante and Mazzini, were to him the men
who had seen concrete reality the closest, and who also

harboured the safest and highest of dreams, which they

built on that reality. When he came to Macchiavelli

and men of science, he did not trouble to try and solve

logically any discords that they may seem to present

with the other order of mind ; but he seized rather upon
1 See vol. ii. pp. 131 2.
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points of affinity, such as the common dream cherished

by the three great Italians for a single and a stable Italy.

In November Paul Verlaine came to England, under

the persuasion of friends, to give a few lectures on himself

and his poems. He has described his visit : a translation

of his article will be found in the Savoy for April 1896.

After London he drifted to Oxford, and tells how he

lunched with Powell, and how Powell afterwards presided

at his lecture, with its array of students, 'grave,' so

Verlaine puts it, ' with the majesty of young or matured

learning.' Professor Charles Bonnier, who was present,

thus narrates the luncheon party and Verlaine's talk :

Je revois la scfene, la grande chambre donnant sur le

Broad Walk rempli d'ombre: de vagues ^l^ves eiFares,

venus pour admirer un po^te en chair et en os, avec

la sensation d'une partie de plaisir un pen risqu^e
;

Powell marchant de long en large, fumant, riant ; et

Verlaine ! Mais non le Verlaine du ' Concert rouge

'

ou de tel caf^ du quartier
;
quelle transformation ! On

lui avait dit, sans doute, de bien se tenir devant le public

d'Oxford, d'etre * sage ', et il I'^tait avec un effort comique.

Dans sa face de bon sil^ne gonial passaient des i&ssures

de rire et de sournoiserie : cela I'amusait ^videmment de
jouer un role et de porter un habit de soiree, une fois

en passant. II causa tout le temps, mais avec beaucoup
de demi-teintes, grises comme celles de son portrait par
Carri^re ; il parla de ses souvenirs de maitre de fran^ais

et de dessin dans les ^coles anglaises, de son role de
Censeur de la presse pendant la Commune, et de son
drame sur Louis XVII ; celui-ci disant, en parlant du
geolier Simon :

* II avait tons les traits de mon cousin Philippe,'

vers qui, d'apr^ Verlaine, lui aurait attir^ I'inimiti^ de la

famille d'Orleans.

Dans le fonds immuable d'Oxford se resorbent les

quelques visages des ^tudiants ; seuls s'y d^tachent en
lumi^re Verlaine, causant, et divaguant ; Powell qui
apprecie de son grand rire.

Verlaine was fond of Powell, and often asked after him
in writing to English friends. Powell, who had all
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Verlaine's works nobly bound, had a plan of publishing

in England an edition of his selected poems ; and Verlaine

would write, we hear, to ask how it was getting on and

whether he could * toucher' something on account. It

never did get on, it never came to anything ; but, as

though in retrieval, five years later Powell wrote some
prefatory lines to a portrait of Verlaine by Mr. William

Rothenstein, published in a limited edition. Part of this

note may be here given : the passage from Lucretius on

the interaction of body and spirit may rank high amongst

happy quotations.

Verlaine's own work was intensely personal, and it is

not mere idle curiosity that makes his readers desire to

know the outward presentment that his spirit wore.

That this outward presentment was significant none that
beheld it could deny. Nor was the poet himself unaware
of this. Long ago the great epicurean gave his warrant
for portraiture

:

Implexis ita principiis ab origine prima
Inter se fiunt consorti praedita vita.

Nee sibi quaeque sine alterius vi posse videtur

Corporis atque animi seorsum sentire potestas,

Sed communibus inter eas conflatur utrimque
Motibus accensus nobis per viscera sensus ^.

So that you have here a piece of biography all the
more vivid, perhaps, in that it is not expressed in mere
words, and certainly all the more consonant with the

poet's wishes. He has told, in his own verse, what he
wished to tell in words, frankly, and no other memoir is

needed. But one is glad, by the powerful help of the

skilled crayon, to recall from the past the living image
of the man that, among the foremost poets of our time,

has been at once the most natural, the most exquisite,

and the most sincere.

1 Lucretius, De Berum Natura, iii. 331-6 :
' With first-beginnings so

interlaced from their earliest birth, are they [mind and body] formed

and gifted with a life of joint partnership ; and it is plain that the

faculty of the body and mind cannot feel separately, each alone without

the other's power; but sense is kindled throughout our flesh, and blown
into flame between the two, by a joint motion on the part of botli

(Munro's translation).
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Powell's love and understanding of Latin art and

Latin letters had to pay a certain indemnity in the form

of a picturesque and comically vehement aversion to the

Germans. Ten Brink, the Dutch-born, German-trained

historian of earlier English literature, had been praised to

him, and he took occasion to lash out once more. It was
not impossible to lead him on to this topic. Somebody
once said to him that it was refreshing to plunge into the

cool waters of German erudition, after too much sentiment

and disorderly writing. He said, with some bitterness,

^ Yes, it is like a plunge in a tmik.'

To Oliver Elton. [End of 1893].

Ten Brink is good, he was beginning to see, what the
rest of them over the Rhine as yet ignore (the learned),

that literature is not only sounds and dates and influences

but style and meaning and the living word.
I send you a very close turning of a little bit of Ver-

laine I did in France.^

Yeats and I hold out bravely (fine old Sadducees !) as
regards angels and spirits, save the Angel, Islington, and
the ' strong waters '.

Motto for Froude : e pur si muove.

Et ego inter poetas minoreSy he wrote on sending another

scrap of verse ; and he read the minor poets freely if with

wonderful speed. In another letter late in 1893 he speaks

(as he often spoke) of

that pure gem of Shairp's, The Bush aboon Traquair^
a poem which I would have given a lot to be able to
make ; and ... I have read a lot of Roden Noel's verses
lately ; they are frightfully irregular and often faulty, but
they often hit one very hard. He has a real poetic gift.

This year may close with two letters ; they are written

on the principle of 'Rejoice with them that do rejoice,

and weep with them that weep', except that Powell did

1 The poem from Sagesse is printed in vol. ii, p. 414. The other

allusion is to the talk of some mystical and spiritualistic friends.

Powell disliked both kinds of * spirits ', in spite of what he says here,

with equal heartiness.
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something more than weep. The first is to a friend who
had, by permission, named his first-born son ' York '.

Hurrah, I am glad. I shall be delighted to have a child

of your wife and yours bear a name of mine. My grand-
father York was a very clever and good physician, and a
pretty Spanish scholar, and a handsome man, and came of

an old stock, and I have always been glad to bear his name.
I remember how happy I was, when C. was born, to see

her with my wife. You are really to be envied now. A
child is better than all the books in the world, for it is a
living poem.

Dill was here this week, very jolly. He and I both
agreed that the last part of the Odyssey was the best bit

of Greek in the world, and also that Thucydides rarely

told a story well. I put this in because you will probably
not altogether agree with it, and it will recall you to earth

to argue about it.

We shall all rejoice over your happiness. I don't think

you could have done a kinder thing than paid me this

compliment. I wish I were more worthy of it. It is

really not so easy to be good as to be good-natured.

The other is to a younger man who was threatened with

disabling illness.

I am glad you may smoke, as it is a comforter, and you
will have a few black hours to face.

Though I don't talk to you about it, because we usually

make merry when we meet, I appreciate your pluck, and
I know that you are fighting a hard fight. It is so hard
to realize that one must take care of oneself when one is

young and full of life. I wish I could help you more, but
no man can really do much more for another than bottle-

hold and cheer on. One has to face the music oneself.

However, I hope you will find me a willing if not a skilful

second as long as I can be. The good thing is, you have
made a good friend in , I am sure. She is a person
who can be trusted down to the ground, I think, from
what I know of her.

Take it easy.

On the New Year, 1894, he made a sonnet (vol. ii.

p. 391), adding, *One is not very gay at New Year'.

Only forty-four, he speaks as one whose life is beginning
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to be in the past, but who has no complaint to make.

But the zest for life soon returned upon him.

In January 1894 Saxo was cleared, the last sheets dis-

missed. He was none the less busy : heavy reviews

impending, the new English School engrossing him. He
wrote to a friend who was proposing a learned work for

the Clarendon Press and who had asked about the ar-

rangements for the Corpus as a parallel.

I did my work on it gratis for love of Vigfiisson and
they made me a present I never asked, nor do I know,

what Vigfusson got. It wasn't much, I am certain, because

these books cost a lot to print, and of course do not sell

largely.

If you proposed such a work the Press would give it

earnest consideration, I know, and I am sure they would

try to give you as good if not better terms than the ordi-

nary publishers. But I can assure you there is no money
to be made out of learned books of this kind. You will

get fame (if that is worth anything) and the pleasure of

having forwarded your subject (which it seems to me is

worth something).

On February 28 St^phane Mallarm^ came to Oxford to

deliver a lecture, which Powell had been instrumental in

arranging for him, at the Taylorian Institution ; it was in

his elliptical, remote, and profound style, on ^ La Musique

et les Lettres': It was an ordinance that all such discourses

must be given in English ; and to meet this formal neces-

sity ('la clause locale') Powell made a translation with

heroic rapidity one night and read it to a small gathering

:

the delivery by the author in French before the full

audience took place next day. Mallarm^ thus relates the

occurrence

:

La Taylorian Association inaugurait une suite ^tran-

g^re d'auditions, qui d^signe nos litterateurs. Je n'oublie

. . . quel honneur aviv^ de bonne grace me fit mon ami,

de trois jours et toujours, I'historien York Powel \sic\ de
Christ Church. La veille il voulut lire, en mon lieu, h

cause de ma terreur devant la clause locale, sa traduction
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admirable d'un jet conduite en plusieurs heures de nuit.

Le charme, et la certitude, de I'entreprise, etaient r^pan-
dus, d^s cet instant : aussi, attribu^-je, k un ^gard retro-

spectif pour ce maitre, I'interet saluant la demarche, que,

le lendemain, je devais en personne. J'ai pu me figurer

I'heure, d'une fin de jour d'hiver, aux vastes fenetres, pas
I'ennui, qui frappa lateralement une compagnie avec gout
compos^e^

Powell has left his own word on this meeting

:

I had Mallarm^ here to lecture for the Taylor. He was
delightful ; and we are as thick as thieves. He made
me laugh with the most delightful reminiscences of queer
Parisian types. He is a charming man ; beautiful manner
and speech.

An eye-witness describes how Powell invited Walter

Pater to his rooms to meet Mallarme, perhaps his nearest

brother-in-arms among the craftsmen of prose. Mallarm^

taught English in a lpc(^e; Pater was deeply versed in

French ; but neither would venture on the language of

the other master. They regarded each other in silence,

and were satisfied, while Powell's voice was heard in

alternate tongues. His French was good, rich, and in-

stinctive, if not always formally right : he had the sense

of the language as a fencer has *le sentiment du fer'.

Mr. Charles Whibley writes the epilogue :

I remember, when York Powell did not acknowledge the

little book, Mallarm^ thought he must be ofiended, and
could find no other ground of offence but that he had
called Oxford ^ imposant ' and Cambridge * intime

'
;

* entre

qui pas de choix.' However, he was consoled when I told

him that Powell did not always answer letters by return

of post.

Here may be added another tale he told of Pater. Powell

was once offered Rodin's bronze, ^ The Man with the Broken

Nose,' on easy terms. *I thought that Pater would like

1 Oxford, Cambridge: La Musique et les Lettres. Par St^phane

Mallann6, 1895, pp. 27-8. The original lecture is also printed in Studies

in European Literature : being the Taylorian Lectures, 1889-1899.

Oxford : 1900. The translation by Powell remains, but is unpublished.
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the first refusal of it, I brought him to see it. Pater came

in, and looked at it without a word, then gave a kind of

shudder. He thought, you know, of the ideal of manly

beauty as somewhere between nineteen and twenty-three.

He said, thanking me very politely, " I don't think I could

hear to live with it !

"

'

The bronze remained on Powell's table to the last.

To Oliver Elton. [Early in 1894.]

Politics seem a kind of dry-rot to such fellows as :

it destroys any vestige of understanding or uprightness

they may have had, leaving the bare skeleton of conceit

gibbering and mowing in a corner. Ast ad meliora.

Look at Gli Eroici of Bruno, Dialogue 4. In the son-

net of the hounds of Actaeon you will find the origin of

Hamlet's * that this too too solid flesh would melt
!

'

{Hamlet i. 2), and in the comment Bruno seems to say
that the suggestion came from S. Paul ?

The moon sonnet, Dial. 5, reminds me of imitations in

English : but the whole set of dialogues is full of things

that struck Shakespeare, and were used by him.

I have great hopes of Gardiner succeeding Froude.
Dicey is anxious he should, and his word counts for a
good deal, as he will talk to the right people. It has
begun, the heavy drip of the autumn rains, to-day. It is

not unpleasant. But it brings the leaves down : my grass

is emerald green, with pale gold sprinkling of the almond-
tree leaves. The creeper is turning in the Park ; there
are some exquisite bits.

I will send you Bruno directly I get back to Oxford.
I have not forgotten. I am yours very faithfully.

Why not give a lecture on Bruno some time ? If you
liked to come to Oxford and give it, you could have the
Taylor room. It is worth doing. It wants doing. * Al-
iens ! camerado ' (as the good grey maker has it). The
Nolan must be avenged upon the foul faith that martyred
him!

Pope loquitur : Clement VIII.

Another friar that dares to think and write !

Fetch faggots quick and set them well alight
And pop him on, no matter what he says.

And see that he's reduced to ashes, quite.
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A good priest speaks to Ms fellow-priest.

What would become of you and me and God
And God's own church and all her revenues
If we let such a knave as this go round about
Persuading folks to think ? The bare idea

Gives me a chill ; and yet this fire is hot
And roasts him soundly. What a stubborn brute !

He will not even now admit he's wrong.
So much the worse for him, the taste he's got
0' the fire,— though it is hot : I swear, my gown
Has quite a smell of singeing on't. One sees

As well from here. This taste he's got, I say

Is not to be compared with what he'll feel

To all eternity. Thank God for hell

!

Signed : the Jingle-monger.

The next letter shows him reverting to the book that

had been the first and was to be the last of his Icelandic

labours, the translation of Fcereyinga Saga with its com-

mentary. It did not come out for two more years. The

allusion is to a course of lectures given upon the sagas by

his correspondent.

To TF. P. Ker. Bedford Park, April 11, 1894.

I am glad, I would all the Lord's people were prophets
of the Sagas. I have just to-day finished revising Fcerey-
inga, which I did when I was 17, and I want to publish

it if I can get a man to do it properly. It is a beautiful

story, one of the good ones.

The 'prose epic' is only highly developed in Iceland
and Arabia as far as I know. The Irish gave it to the
Icelanders. It does not occur out of Iceland in any other
Scandinavian land.

I pray you to remember Vigfdsson in your sermons
and to explain to them what a noble fellow he was. I

miss him sadly. . . It is the Irish influence that spoilt Ice-

landic poetry and made Icelandic prose. In lecture iii

give a good word to Swerre and his dictated saga.

To Oliver Elton. Christ Church, April 21, 1894.

It is quite true. He [Aubrey Beardsley] is old and has
the cynic view of age. His illness makes him old, and the
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feeling that his time is short. He has a phantasmic clever-

ness, delirious fantasy ; the lines are like the lines one is

troubled with in fevers when one loses one's head. But
there is an exquisite feeling for pattern in much of his

work, that is really distinguished and fine.

In July Powell struck a mine of pleasure, which he

returned to explore almost every summer of his life.

Ambleteuse, in the Pas de Calais, was to know him well

during the next ten years. His visits there with his

family were the crown of the year to him, and he always

drew some of his friends with him. He became a centre

in the Hotel Delpierre. His letters and poems inspired

by Ambleteuse are the best commentary.

To Oliver Elton, Ambleteuse, July 29, 1894.

We are over here for a month. We have about 2|
weeks to run. It is very pretty, close to Boulogne, about
ten miles. A country of sandhills and fields and wild
flowers and mushrooms, curious cottages, very solid and
good : red roofs, whitewashed stones, green shutters

[sketch]. The colour of the sea and clouds is ex-

quisite
;

pearly grays, blues of the purest pale cobalt
and ultramarine, and turquoise blue and green. Clouds
clean and soft and white and gray dun and browny black

;

the cloudscape changing continually ; the grass and her-

bage on the sandhills gray-green and steel and dull

transparent black green, against the delicate yellow of
the fine sand.

A fine old fort built by Vauban on the sea, with a
guardhouse on top, of beautiful red orange brick (like

Hampton Court) which shows where the stucco has fallen.

The fort itself stone, with warm lichen. A great bay
stretching from Boulogne to Grisnez. Beautiful country
walks over meadows, and by the rivers ; marshy bottoms
full of flowers. How you can go North with France open
to you I don't know.

It may be well to pause here for some record of the

picture Powell left on younger and friendly observers,

especially during the years before he became professor.

His collegiate life and occupations could not be better

T. p. I M
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presented than in the following note by Mr. H. W. Blunt,

Student of Christ Church.

He was Law Tutor, looked after Indian Civil Service

candidates (old system), lectured on Pass Political

Economy, and saw something of the history men, though
not responsible for them.

His lawyers were poor material, usually regarding the
school as a soft option for the Pass Schools ; and I fancy

they got something more than they bargained for from
Powell—sometimes inspiration, not necessarily on law
lines, and reluctantly enough received. More often,

though very nice to them, he scarcely knew what to do
with them, and the evasive sort got mislaid. The I. C. S.

people got a good deal of their teaching from outside, of

course, but they liked Powell and he them. They flocked

back to him on their furloughs. As to the Pol. Econ., one
of our people, who had been a clever if slack honour man,
being obliged by ill health to take a pass, told me that

Powell's lecture was the one real thing in intellectual

matters that he came across in Oxford. If the men did

not attend regularly, however, and write papers regularly,

Powell had no sort of gift for harrying them, forgot them
in fact, and his absent-mindedness made him a quaint tutor

for pass men.
As to hours, he was violently unpunctual. Rose late,

breakfasted very frugally if alone (how abstemious he was
when not exercising hospitality has not, I think, been
noticed, but buttered apples often served him where
another man would have dined) ; reading the while, except
when interrupted by a stream of visitors, publishers, dis-

tinguished foreigners, people who wanted something or

other of him. Here the cordiality and generosity come in.

If he had not been himself so quick a worker the waste of
time would have been appalling. But, if eager to help any
sort of promise, he was stern in his judgement of the work
when done, as he was curiously inflexible in his judgement
on certain types of character. In the late morning he
lectured and took pupils. I don't think that he took to

reading The Times in Common Room between 11. 30 and 1

till he became professor.

His afternoons were spent in meetings, or in seeing

people, as in the after-breakfast rush, never in exercise,

though he would go to look on at boxing or fencing, of
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both of which he was a quite admirable judge. In the

late afternoon, if not pupils, work : i.e., writing, reviews,

prefaces to people's books, his own books. He never called

reading * work '.
* Don't take a lot of books away with

you, if you want to do any work.'

Then dinner. Sometimes Common Room after, but he
was not at his best as a talker there. He wanted the
definitely friendly background. Then, either chat in

somebody's rooms, till, say, 10, and four or five hours work
after, or work till 12 or 1, and then a prowl to find some
one up : yarns and free talk till about 3, then some reading

before he got to sleep. Hence irregularity in morning
hours. I remember his marching off with Gissing's Born
in Exile after 1, and my finding it on my breakfast table.

He passed a close cross-examination in it afterwards.

There was a cock in the Canon's garden, overlooked by
Powell's bedroom, which crowed at all seasons, a vice said

to have been produced by Powell's candle.

Week-ends he passed in London, save when he had
guests in Oxford, and he sometimes entertained guests

when himself away.
Later, when he was freer, his Thursday seminar as pro-

fessor was one of the great institutions, and professorial

work took the place of tutorial. At the end he was
librarian at Christ Church. Years before, he said that he
thought he had had every book in the library through his

hands.

You speak of his learning. One curious phase of it was
a surface current of interest in nearly all novelty, side by
side with the deeper love of learning, which was a driving

force into learning all about a variety of subjects, in any
one of which he was quite first-rate.

His unmethodical character led to waste of time, as well

as the demands of all and sundry upon him.

His modesty was the most exasperating of his qualities.

He had his warmest word of approval for patience.

His feeling for the dramatic quality of a yarn, and
visualisation of it, were characteristic. The human element
in it, the psychology, apart from approval or disapproval,

had an inexhaustible charm.
His laugh and his pipe are the things superficially as-

sociated with him : the latter only at night, and never over
certain kinds of books.

It was the magnetism and the elusiveness of a series of

M 2
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unexpecteds that was most characteristic. The picture
that lingers with me is one of short-sleeves, a pile of books
to be reviewed before morning, and therefore an alternat-

ing attention between a drawing from an old master in

front of him, which he would then take to bed lest his

servant should light the fire with it, and a two-day-old
evening paper.

I can always recall a phrase or two of Powell's except
when I try. This too is characteristic.

For another kind of note the reader is in the debt of one

of Powell's law pupils at Christ Church, Mr. W. L. Mellersh,

now of Cheltenham. I have spoken somewhat lightly of

Powell's calling as a legal tutor, and he assuredly deserved

some larger one ; but his tuition was not sterile, and we
can watch him in the act of teaching and giving counsel.

The stray pens4es gathered by the care of Mr. Mellersh

were not, of course, meant for print, but are worth saving

:

they are flying leaves that show the drift of Powell's mind
about this period.

When I went to Oxford in 1891, as I was destined for

the law, I decided to take Pass Mods, and Greats and to

read privately as well, and for this purpose I was put into

the hands of Y. P. as a special tutor. He was on my
staircase, and I got to like him so much, and found in him
such a fund of kindness and sympathetic interest, that

I took the liberty of appropriating him as my tutor gener-

ally : and he remained such, and my personal adviser, until

I left Oxford.

One great point about which I cannot speak too much
lay in his responsiveness and outspokenness in the course

of conversation. His reply was always immediate, and
there always was a reply, so that one knew what he was
thinking, and such a course on his part broke down the

stilff relationship of master and pupil, and enabled one to

take him into one's confidence.

Looking back upon him as a tutor, I consider that he
was not a sufficiently close reasoner to make one a good
lawyer : but I derived enormous benefit from his lectures

and lessons on Political Economy, and it was through his

teaching that I gained the personal congratulations of the

examiners on my paper on this subject in the Pass Schools.
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What struck me so was the ease with which he enabled
one to take a wide grasp of a situation, whilst bringing out
all the salient and important points, sweeping away in so

many words pages of unimportant detail as unnecessary
except to be merely glanced at. His enunciation, too, of

leading principles, coupled with the delightful examples he
gave to elucidate them from a practical point of view, left

most vivid pictures in one's mind, and were obviously

arranged so as to make one think them out for oneself

on future occasions : and certainly this was the result

achieved.

As a general friend and adviser he was always at my
service, always ready to make an appointment, and seem-
ingly never in a hurry when he kept it, so that one felt that

for that period one had his undivided attention. It was
soon after I first knew him that he impressed upon me the

importance of taking notes, not so much when reading
through a book, but after picking up scraps of informa-

tion, e.g. after a conversation. As a result I have his

views on many subjects, written down immediately after

I left him. The method he recommended was an ordinary

half sheet of note paper (since such was always at hand)
folded in three and put by with others in a box : contain-

ing the information thus

:

Source of

information
Subject-matter Date and place

With regard to his sayings that I copied down, I may
merely say that these are all notes of advice deliberately

given, or opinions and information deliberately woven into

a conversation, and not mere casual sayings. The majority
of them were taken down after my last interview with him
as a pupil, during my last night at Oxford, in June, 1894,
when he very kindly placed two hours at my disposal and
talked to me about my future : some of the other sentences
are from a conversation of August, 1898.

Political and social work
* Thinking is more useful than reading.*
* If prejudiced, read opposite arguments first, then read

the other side of the question, and finally form your own
opinion.'
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'If speaking, make short speeches, and put them
clearly.'—As examples he cited Cobden's pithy arguments,
Abraham Lincoln's speech, Robert Lowe's speech at the
time of the Reform Bill. As an example of the contrary
he cited Bright's speeches, and stated that they left

impressions of brilliancy rather than material upon which
the mind could work.

' Ask questions everywhere, and put the results down as

notes at once : no knowledge is useless.'
' I approve of all work done for the poor : it all helps

;

but try and get hold of the children, you can make more
impression upon them.'—This opinion was given when
discussing school and college missions, men's and boys'

clubs, &c., in which I was interested: he gave it again in

a letter ^.

* Do not flatter poor people : point out to them the fact.'

' If socialism is to come it will do so gradually ; the world
is not yet ready for it [1894], the reason being that people
are not yet sufficiently trained in this direction.'

'Benevolence without science will in the future be
almost useless : and the man who will come to the front,

if a crisis calls for one, must be a scientific politician.'
' In the present age, what Gladstone calls the " dreadful

military spirit " is not nearly so harmful as the " love of

Mammon", which he also stigmatizes. It is the love of

Mammon, and party motives or the ''jumping cat" which
ruin our political system, and we might even be better

without a Parliament.

'

Advice to me as a solicitor.

'A closed mouth, but an open mind and face ; make
others talk.'

' Read more law-books than seem absolutely necessary.'
' Help poor clients by persuading them not to go to law.'

'A solicitor must know something about everything.'

Religion, conduct, Sc,

' Keep out of theological disputes : all decent people
have practically the same religion.'

' To some people it is a necessity that they should be
bound down by some religious dogma. With me that is

impossible : still I feel that life is not all a joke, but further

than that I cannot go.'

' See p. 176 post.
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*A curious part of the world is that we must make plans

for the future, and go on just the same, and we may die

to-morrow.'
' As regards life, there are two things that history shows :

eventually the most complex forms in nature die out : and,

the more civilized nations become, the greater is their

tendency to lessen the number of children.'
* It is a question of great moment to what extent we are

to follow nature where she urges us on, or where she checks
us : in other words, to follow nature or our own impulses.*

^ I look upon a runaway marriage as foolishness ; but for

a young girl to marry an old man is wickedness.'
^ Every man ought to marry, because he is not properly

educated until he has been married.'
* You will find that in spite of more numerous troubles

you will get much stronger as you grow older.'

*Keep up your interest in natural history, antiquities,

and music ; and mix with other people who take an
interest in such things : they are always the nicest class of

persons.'

In addition to his kindness, and his wide grasp and
knowledge, what impressed me were his simplicity and love

of simple things, especially in nature, and his fondness for

hearing about children. Shortly after I knew him he
introduced me to Howitt's Boys' Country Booh (1840) as

one of the best books ever written on country life, and
quite one of his favourite books. About a year later I had
the privilege of becoming a great Mend of a little girl

of eight years, a member of a county family near Oxford,

who was clever and delighted with the country and every-

thing connected with it. The Professor was always inter-

ested in her, although not meeting her, and wrote out
a little statement for me to give her, in praise of Howitt's

book. I have mentioned these facts partly to explain

a letter of his in 1894 which I enclose, but chiefly to bring

out, if possible, the delight which his massive brain took
in simple things. He always impressed upon me to keep
the child's letters, and I sent him some to read in 1894,

and you will notice how pleased he was with them : in fact

he afterwards said that they should be* published. It is

somewhat irrelevant, but I may perhaps mention that there
was so much in common between the characters of the
Professor and the little girl, that I wrote some verses
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about them, in which I made a point of the simplicity of

the nature common to them both. Sad to relate, they

both died within a few months of each other.

He saw the verses, by the way, criticised them, was
pleased with some of them, and then stated that every one
should write verses, even if he could not pursue this occu-

pation further, since there was nothing that trains the

mind better, with a view to appreciating the great works
of the poets.

After I left Oxford, until shortly before his death,

I always found him the same, always kind, sympathetic,

and interested in me personally and particularly in talking

about everything that was nice in the world and tended
towards progress ; and it always seemed to me that it was
this very sympathy and interest that really prevented him
from tying himself to any one particular creed.

The change that followed soon after in his academic

fortunes opened a new and difficult chapter in his life.
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CHAPTER V

THE REGIUS PROFESSORSHIP. WORK IK OXFORD

Opinion on Froude. Position in Oxford : movement for Powell to be

Regius Professor of Modem History. A mislaid bill from the Prime

Minister. Acceptance of offer: misgivings on congratulations.

Mr. William Hines : note on Songs ofLabour. Letters of acknowledge-

ment. On proposed memorial to J. R. Green : Irish history : attitude

to Ireland illustrated. Death of Sime. Inaugural lecture, its fortunes

:

extracts. Address at Reading on the study of history. Ties with the

College at Reading. Powell's conduct of the Chair : what he did not

effect. Testimonies, 1895-9, as to what he did effect : pictures of him
in the lecture-room and out of it. His part in university business

:

Clarendon Press and Taylorian Institution.

Froude, who had held the Regius Professorship of

Modern History since 1892, died in October, 1894 Powell

had not called on him, or known him, or sought his

acquaintance, but he by no means fully shared the atti-

tude of Freeman towards Froude. He had not thought

him dishonest as an historian : but his aversion towards

Froude's mental processes was complete and profound.

He strove to deal him exact justice, though he took no

hand in any controversy in which Froude was engaged.

He tried in vain, he says, to persuade Freeman that

Froude was sincere in what he said. But he thought

him untrustworthy in his presentment of facts, evidence,

and reasons.

Mr. Froude cannot be held up as a model to the young
historian, for he handles his authorities as a wilful baby
does her dolls. . . There have been better books this sea-

son, but it is as readable as any that the British public is

likely to come across for a long time \

1 Review of Froude's Divorce of Catherine of Aragon in National
Observer, 1891.
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And in an article urging firmly that Gardiner should be

the successor to the chair, he wrote on Froude what he

thought would be the judgement of history :

The demon of inaccuracy, of mistake, of reckless state-

ment stayed by him all his life in all that he wrote. His
persistent half-avowed disregard of fact was an ingrained
constitutional and unmistakable characteristic of the man.
It was this that angered men like Mr. Freeman, who
understood prejudice and its effects, but could not stomach
careless disregard or reckless perversion of fact. But this

curious incorrectness is, of course, by no means so rare as

Mr. Freeman supposed. It can coexist with personal piety,

with religious zeal, with the strongest patriotism, and it

has often been found in conjunction with these qualities.

It is probably a mental rather than a moral defect. . . . We
must accept men as they are ; and while it is probably a
subject of regret that Mr. Froude did not choose the fertile

plains of romance or the enchanted forest of politics rather

than the rugged acres of history, one must admit that he
has not followed his mistaken choice wholly in vain. He
has roused interest over ^ the spacious days of great Eliza-

beth ' ; he has got the general reader to turn back to the
times of ^ that great king Henry VIII ' ... He cannot be
ranked with the thinkers, sealed of the tribe of Thucy-
dides or Machiavel or Tacitus, any more than he can be
reckoned among the followers of such men as Ducange.
His place is with those who have made history the hand-
maid of rhetoric, a mere department of belles-lettres, a

kind of pamphleteering on a great scale . . .

To form a correct estimate of the man himself, and even
of his influence, is as yet almost impossible, nor is it our
function. His works and his style have been sufficiently

long before us to enable some sort of estimate to be
formed with considerable impartiality. It would be an
ungrateful and indelicate endeavour to try and do more.
One is not inclined to resuscitate the controversies of the

past—religious, political, or historical—over a newly-made
grave. And we may allow the dead man's works to speak
for themselves, for he never lacked the courage of his

opinions, and could always present his own case so that

there was no need for apologists to come to his succour.

His work as Professor was conscientiously performed, with

his full strength, and down to the last. His interests were
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keen, his attitude dignified. If he were not the ideal of a
Regius Professor of History at Oxford, the blame must lie

with those who appointed him, not with himself. It is as

a man of letters he made his mark, good or bad, in English

literature, and it is as a man of letters he must ultimately

be judged ^

Powell is there, after his wont, trying to say as much
good as he can for one whom he dislikes and distrusts, but

betraying the strain on his charity. He never cared for

Froude's style, and the utmost he could say for it was that

no anthologist of the future will feel justified in refusing

to admit * specimens' culled from Mr. Froude's writing

among their examples of characteristic ^ Victorian ' prose.

If good judges may be trusted, the one work of his that is

certain to survive is the apologue in which he has best dis-

played his picturesque talents. To have written one work
that is of permanent literary worth is surely not to have
lived in vain ^.

This, no doubt, is extreme : Powell may have been

warped here by his engrossment with the purely scientific

view of history, and by his suspicion ofthe writing ofhistory

considered as a fine art. And there is little sign as yet of

any sympathy with the general attitude, patriotic, imperial-

istic, conservative, of Froude. We shall see how in the

next ten years Powell's own bent in this direction came
out or deepened. Thus he was afterwards led to make
certain concessions, though his language becomes stronger

as to Froude's methods ; and at this point may be quoted

a subsequent letter where the change appears.

To J, B, Yeats, Jan. 6, 1902.

I have never 'defended' Froude. I said his theories

were generally right but defended by lies. ... I don't like

his style. It is journalistic and slipshod, but it is im-
mensely admired byjournalists (wrongly). I don't know any-
thing about his honesty, save this, that he did his work well

^ Manchester Guardian, Oct. 22, 1894.

^ Ihid.y The 'apologue' may be A Siding at a Bailway Station,

first published in Fraser (1897) and then in Short Studies, vol. iv.
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at Oxford, and gave good lectures, and generally did his

duty even when he was not in good health. I don't think
he was dishonest. He did care for his ideas, but (like

your friends the Jesuits) he bolstered up what he took for

truth with lies. I never liked him, but I don't want to

judge him unfairly or unjustly.

The feeling that Gardiner should be offered the chair

was general ; but he felt that his proper work would be

interrupted, and declined. A movement then grew in

Oxford in favour of Powell, which proved successful. He
was now forty-four. His labour with Vigfusson had spread

his reputation among scholars who attended to Icelandic.

But the importance of the subject was still little under-

stood ; and his work had been as much literary as historical.

He had written a volume ^ for the middle forms of schools
',

which did not resemble a piece of historical inquiry on

the great scale, though behind it lay the toil we have

recorded. He had never officially taught history at Oxford

at all, except during the brief spell at Trinity, when he

was supposed to have failed, and except when he had

lectured as deputy during Freeman's absence in Sicily.

He had also in 1889 finished Freeman's course on the

Bayeux Tapestry. He had had private pupils at Christ

Church in history, where he was lecturer in law. Nor
was he known to be busy with any definite task except

Origines. He had not made public his clear-cut theory

as to the province of history and its divorce from ethics.

He was not known to lecture well. His gifts for organi-

zation, academic politics, and the fray of committees were

even less apparent. He had no zeal for examination re-

sults and labels. He was unobtrusive, and regarded the

lust for promotion and social importance as a dull comedy.

The reading public hardly knew of his existence, except

through his little manuals for children. Many of his

fellow-historians in Oxford might have considered them-

selves as rivals for the Regius chair. Yet, when it was

known that Gardiner would not come forward, there was
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a kind of acclamation among them in Powell's favour.

Public opinion already marked him for a future professor

;

and the wish for his appointment, should Gardiner refuse,

was general, if not universal.

His learning was already something of a legend. It

streamed out in his talk as from an unquenchable spring.

Every one could learn from him : it was clear that he had

in his head the material for many books. He was already

known as a counsellor and inspirer. If he could not drive

and drill, he could guide and encourage. He could find

historians, whether or no he wrote histories. If he was

not a committee-man born, he gave sound advice, he had

liberal views on policy and reform. His gifts would have

their right scope, if he found leisure and recognition.

Moreover he was a man to work with
;
palpably single-

minded, amenable to reason, void of assumption, free from

craze. His play of mind and sympathy was surprising

;

men felt it radiating from some source that was denied to

themselves. He was full of the unforeseen, of cross-lights,

he was always growing and leaving himself behind. Alto-

gether, he was the man for the place, he was the biggest

man available. Oxford society is a sensitive web ; it

responds to influence of this kind, even when it only

partly understands it. Some words from an obituary note

on Powell may be given in illustration.

All through the early part of his career, York Powell,

though not officially occupied in teaching history, had
been the chief influence amongst the younger students

and teachers of history in Oxford. Some of us who were

young graduates in the eighties remember him as a fre-

quent chairman at the meetings of the now long defunct

Historical Seminar, an Essay Society in which both senior

and junior men took part. On these evenings, though the

art of set speech-making was not that in which he excelled,

he brought together what was valuable in the preceding

discussion, and his alertness of mind and astonishing range

of information enabled him invariably to throw new light

upon the matter before us. One occasion may be men-
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tioned. The subject was the contest between Henry II

and St. Thomas. Few topics could be supposed to appeal

less to Powell's choice. Yet when the paper was read and
the talk ended he sat in judgement and summed up with
masterly ease and knowledge. On one at least who was
present his statement of the archbishop's case left an
enduring impression for its appreciation of motives, and
for its insight into the deeper principles underlying the

struggle. The fact deserves recording, for Powell's mind
was so keen to feel the life and movement of events—how
men looked, and talked, and dressed—that one sometimes
thought there was no room left for an interest in princi-

ples. And, indeed, the times when he showed this interest

were not common \

An historian was Prime Minister at the moment, and had

the direction of the Crown appointment. Lord Rosebery's

offer came in an envelope which in the expert opinion of

Mr. Heath, Powell's devoted little elderly dim-eyed * scout
',

unmistakably contained a tradesman's bill. It therefore

did not invite attention. On the contrary, it was put

behind the clock (another version says in a top boot),

along with other bills, and lay unopened for a fortnight.

Then an inquiry from the Premier's private secretary

brought the document to light.

The offer for a while alarmed Powell's modesty. He was

not elate. He was little satisfied with what he had already

done, and was not sure of his fitness for such an office.

He disliked public appearances, and his native self-mistrust

was not easily laid. Money profit was hardly in question.

The inqome of the chair, nominally £900, was much di-

minished by the shrinkage of the rents of the endowment.

Throughout his tenure it averaged about £660. The

benefactions of Mr. Rhodes to OrieP College, of which

^ Oxford Magazine, May 18, 1904 (unsigned).

* Mr. L.L. Price, of Oriel, has been good enough to furnish the detail.

The normal pay would have been .£300 from the University chest,

£200 from the college as * ordinary fellow ', and £400 more from the

college out of its corporate revenues : £900 in all. But agricultural

distress perforce reduced the £200 to an average of £160, and the
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Powell now became a * professor fellow ', and his ties with

which will be chronicled in another chapter, came in the

last year of his life ; they would indirectly have given him

the full professor's income, but he did not live long

enough to enjoy this improvement for a year. Thus

Powell would be little richer, if at all, for the preferment

;

but he would be freed from teaching the alphabet of law.

He would be richer in leisure ; he could not refuse the

chance of greater influence and concentration. He there-

fore accepted the offer, but his ensuing letters show in

what mood he did so.

To one friend he wrote :

Very many thanks for your kind letter, which has
encouraged me. I often despaired over my work. I felt

it was so far below what it might have been, but I was so
pressed with work and want of leisure : but I did what
I could.

To another

:

I was never ambitious, and I never thought this post
would have been offered me, and I hesitated a good deal

over taking it, and I hope I decided right. I am glad, at

all events, you think so.

To another. Professor Thomas of Haverford College :

It has been an anxiety as well as a happiness, and
a deep regret to me— this appointment. My wife, whom
it would most have pleased, is no longer with us. Her
death has made my house very different, and my life too.

You, who saw her, will know this even from the short

visit you paid us [in 1886].

£400 to a fixed sum of £200 : the authorities having power to make
this latter reduction if certain other claims in their view took priority

:

as, owing to the dwindled rents, had to be the case. Powell, it should

be added, was relieved from part of the statutory number of lectures

owing to this inability of the college to make up the full income, and
was placed on the footing, as regards that number, of professors whose
stipend is on a lower scale. (In fact, he lectured oftener than by this

arrangement was necessary.)
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To W. L. Mellersh, Christ Church, Dec. 27, 1894.

I like the letters immensely and return them. The
picture of the unfortunate youth taking a header in his

clothes is beautiful, and would enlarge finely on a magic-
lantern screen. You must keep these carefully.

I am very glad of having been any use to you, for

one despairs sometimes of being any use at all. I

should like to see the verses. C. liked the letters and
laughed over them merrily. I am glad Hewitt's^ book
is appreciated. It is a gem in its way, and a good way
too. Your congratulations I thank you for, and I only
hope that ten years hence I may be able to congratulate
myself.

My love to the Urling Smiths.

I am most glad you are making yourself useful to other
people. It is a fine piece of education, and if you help
poor folk to help themselves, it is a great gain. Try to

get at the young ones : they are more plastic, and may
be materially assisted both in head and belly.

I can't write more now, but I wish you many happy
years (and happiness is largely of our own building or
destroying) and good fortune, and lots of jolly children

of your own.

To Sidney Lee, Christ Church, Dec. 24, 1894.

Your letter is very kind. I value your verdict. You
have done a mighty work for English history, and I envy
the feeling of satisfaction with which you can look back
on so many well-spent hours. You are the Regius Pro-

fessor in London, whoever may be at Oxford
;
gratia Dei

if not gratia Beginae.
I will come with pleasure, 8th, 7.45, at Reform Club.

I am, yours faithfully.

You must let me write an article for you some time,

so that my name be in the Liber Vitae.

To T. H. Warren. Bedford Park, Dec. 24, 1894.

I think your letter is one of the kindest I have had.

I have thought of the [Horace] Club, and I have often

thought of Vigfdsson and Freeman. I had a good deal of

^ For the allusions in this letter to Hewitt's Boys' Country Book,

and to the verses and picture by a child, see Mr. Mellersh's reminiscences

on pp. 166-7.
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hesitancy over the matter, and I hope I did right in deciding

as I have done. It is a grave matter to follow men like

Freeman and Stubbs, and I know how grave my short-

comings are, but I have put my hand to plow, and must do
my level best anyhow.
The kindness of my friends heartens me up on one side,

but frightens me on the other, and I know I shall need
their indulgence more often than I can earn their applause.

I wish you many happy New Years and a happy Xmas,
and am thanking you for your kind letter very heartily.

Yours faithfully.

One inhabitant of Oxford whom Powell held in special

regard was his friend Mr. William Hines, whom he would

call * one of the most sensible men in the place '. Hines

lived by sweeping chimneys, and also by the profession

of a herbalist : but his true calling was politics and

oratory. He was at first an * old radical ', and consorted

with radical dons and citizens ; but latterly he inclined

to socialism. He had a fiery sympathy with country

folk and the poor, and plenty of sharp practical sense.

A born speaker of the open-air kind, his changeful metallic

voice, mobile hairless face, with strange sagacious wrinkles

that seemed to have been gathered in the elf-world, and

clear gray-blue eyes, were known on the village-greens

and platforms round about. To him Powell wrote :

Dec. 29, 1894.

My hearty thanks for your kind letter, and my best

wishes for you and yours during the coming year and
many to follow.

I hope I shall be able to fill the post without lowering
the standard of work that men like Freeman led us to

expect from it. There is one thing certain : it will in

no way diminish our friendship.

Mr. Hines had put together a penny garland. Songs of
Labour, collected out of poets from Shelley to William

I Morris : and before resuming Powell's letters, the preface

Lthat he wrote for it in Hines's behalf may be rescued

fliere

:

T.P. X N
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This little book of songs has been put together for

labouring men and women. It will give them songs to

sing at meetings, at work and home, and the music for

each bit of verse here can be easily got ; many of the
tunes are known to nearly every child.

Some day the compiler hopes to put together a bigger
book with more songs, and some good pieces that will

do to recite ; but meantime he hopes, and he has some
reason to believe, that this little book will be welcome.

It is time labouring folks had their song-book. There
is no other way of keeping up good fellowship and
brotherhood between labouring folk than by song and
music. There are plenty of songs of pleasure, and of war,

and of religion : why should there not be more Songs of
Labour ?

The men who wrote the songs in this little book were
of many different classes, plowmen and gentlemen, artists

and schoolmasters, authors and labouring men, but they
all alike have felt that those who toil in England have
not as yet the just recompense for their honest labour,

and they have all alike felt that if those that toil are
but true to each other and to their hopes, there is yet
assuredly a good time coming in England for them ; and
the compiler earnestly hopes that the good time may come
soon, and that this little book may be of some help to
bring it by putting hope and independence into working
people's minds. ^

This description of the authors of the songs might

express the variety of Powell's friendships : the next letter

is to Bishop Creighton.

It is good of you to spare time to write me. I feel

the burden I have chosen to take up is a heavy one,

and must be. I don't enter on my path with any other

feeling than that of hoping to make a few students at

Oxford, to go on with the work you and Stubbs and
Freeman and Gardiner have done and are doing. You
have helped us at Oxford so much : I am sure the Eng, H. R.
is doing good, and but for you, Poole and I could never,

I think, have put the thing through.

I should never have accepted this post if I could have

^ Labour Songs for the Use of Working Men and Women.
Ck)mpiled by "William Hines. One Penny. Abingdon. [1893.]
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persuaded Gardiner to have taken it, but he found it

would be incompatible with his work.

I wish you were not a bishop, but teaching history by
word of mouth every now and then as well as by book.
You are the kind of ideal Oxford men look for as professor.

I have no claim on the Historic Muse save that which
a charmed and fascinated suitor imagines he has on a
beautiful lady.

Life is pretty full of humour, but I feel this work before

[me] is serious, and I hope I have done right to take it

up. I tried to decide honestly. You have always shown
sympathy for me : I hope you will not forget that I shall

need it more now than ever : for though I don't much care

what my enemies say, I do care about my friends' opinion

very much.
Pardon my long letter, and the awkward way I put

things that I would fain put well, and believe me, yours
very gratefully.

To Herbert Greene.

These to his singular good friend Mr. Herbert Greene
his poore Servant to command and well-wisher sendeth.

Amice mi quia mihi impossibile est apte et rationa-

biliter et sapientius tibi respondere, I betake myselfe

to our good commone tung in the w^^ I haue more skill,

howbeit the measure thereof be but of a moderation ; and
chiefly and at the inception of this myne humble pistyl

I would thank thee hartily for thy goodlie picked phrases

and choice Ciceronity of Latyne (in the w*"^ surely I envy
thy attainment and exceeding rediness) employed in my
poore behalf, a thing certainlie of greate honour to me,
and to my friends moste exceeding pleasant. And next
I would exhort thee diligentlie to flee all public readings

and discovrses at large and inauguralitieral ceremonies,

and I do hereby charge thee not to present thyself on
any occasion when I am compelled by the duties of my
cathedral post (if a man may so speak) to harangue them
that shall come to me by reason of youthe, foUie, idle

curiosity and inquisition (motives unworthie of thy true
and Khayamatic sapience and virtuous philosophic). I

charge thee, I say, to void and quit and withhold thee
from that place and time. For surely there be times
when the inner doctrines may be in private fitly discvssed

and treated between maisters, such as thou and I be,

N 2
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whereas for the unlerned and lewed much superfluity

of speche is needful, and that pithie laconismus that

ravished the soule of Plutarch, and the more delicate

sprite of Plato himself, cannot be used or aimed at.

Thirdly I would commend thee freelie, my friend, in

that in obedience to that subtile and exquisite poeme
of the maister physician, Francis, thou art studiouslie

given to the parfyte and patient occupation and diversion

of ball-play, without which indeed the Englishman doth
shortly wither and perish miserably, or by superfluity

of nurture take flesh and fall into a subspheric or toplike

form that is greevous to behold and tiresome to him that

is so clothed about with a too solid and extensive

mortality.

Wherefore, my good friend, commendation, exhortation,

and declaration of gratitude being the three points of

my discoursing, and they being performed duly, my subject

is as it were fulfilled, and my pen may cease her labour.

But ere she be left to her rest, I would bid thee not
place thy hopes touching me too highe. This charge is

no light one that I have taken upon me, and I am a man
to whom an ant is a burden, though my will be goode.

And these thinges I tell thee lest thou by expecting great
thinges should despise the small profites that haply may
come of my long-continued toiles and laboures.

And so I praye God have and holde thee in his safe

keeping—thy frende F. York Powell.

From my poor House at Christ Ch®. this 27th of

December. [1894]

To Wilfrid Scawen Blunt Christ Church, Jan. 14, 1895.

Your letter has given me great pleasure. I have such
respect for your beautiful work, that a kind letter from
you has a real value to me. I think you have many
greater claims to the post I hold than I have, for you
have been making history and preaching it, while I have
only been researching into the far past : but I have not
forgotten to read every word I could find that you have
published, and if I could get a year's free time I would
learn Arabic. Eastern things have a great fascination

for me. I get hold of anything Arabic or Persian that
is translated, and your story of the Mare was a boon
to me. I hope you will do some more. The Arabic old
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poetry seems to me exceedingly beautiful, and the prose
romances are more like my own Scandinavian Sagas than
any other form of literature is, and I naturally take great

pleasure in them. One of my hopes is that some one will

give us a beautiful English version of the Kitab-al-Aghani,
which seems to me one of the great things in all literature.

Poor old Potiphar ! I am afraid I sympathize more
with Zuleikha than with him or Joseph. It is pretty

of the Teutonic poets to give her satisfaction in the end
and 'reunion with the beloved'. She is a little harshly

treated (as was inevitable from the point of view of the
narrator) in the Bible.

It must be delicious in Egypt now. We have had more
light than we have had for years in winter, these last

months, but cold and wind lately, and even the finest

winter here is but a pale beauty to the southern warmth.
I don't know if you know how many of the young men

admire and cherish your work. I am always coming across

them. I think the Proteus sequence, Esther, the Btdl-

fighter, the poem on your home in England where you and
your daughter are together, are the favourites . . .

I need not tell you how glad I should be to see you
at Oxford, where I have a room at your service, with
such rough fare and quarters as Colleges supply. Again
thanking you for your kind expressions, I am, yours
faithfully.

The next letter was written to Mrs. J. R. Green in

reference to a proposed memorial to her husband \ The
closing sentences give an idea of Powell's more than ever

crowded days. He was arranging his new work as pro-

fessor.

Christ Church, Jan. 23, 1895.

The best memorial for Bodley would be, I think, either

a picture (engraving or other) taken in life, or a medallion
or low-relief portrait. A bust is an awkward thing to

place in a good light, and takes much place in a library,

so that the temptation is to put it up high, out of a true
light. A medallion or low-relief modelled in clay or cast

in bronze is easily well placed and seen. It is usually
better iwt life-size for the kind of object you have in

1 Projected casket in honour of J. E. Green, to be designed by
Mr. Alfred Gilbert, the sculptor ; the idea was not carried out.
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view now—perpetual exhibition in a famous historic

place. It can be mounted so as to give plenty of room
for inscription and dedication, &c. Such a thing by
Gilbert would, of course, be a treasure to Bodley's
Library.

I am not speaking officially in any way, of course.

I have no authority. I can only tell you what I think
myself I am not much in favour of memorial portraits
in oil or water-colour ; they so easily lose the resemblance,
while keeping, of course, a certain vague likeness that is

only puzzling. I think a medal or the like often more
successful. I have known striking likenesses modelled
from photos.

A memorial tablet I don't like the idea of A casket

to hold the MSS. with a medallion at the top (not bigger

than this line in width—the medallion I mean) would
do very well.

I think you would not need to go to Paris at all. If

Gilbert made a medallion and designed a simple casket,

he would know where the cast in bronze could best be
made. They cast well in Italy as well as Paris, and
he has had great experience of all such work, and can
be trusted to know.
As to myself, I am winding up arrears, trying to make

a fresh start, and tackle something. It is a mistake to

think of listening to me. I don't lecture well save by
accident (I don't know whether I ever shall)—it seems
unreal to me, unless I know that people care for and
understand the subject : and I don't know or care about
them, and feel like hitting a pillow. I can talk [at] a
small lecture all right and enjoy it. But public lectures

are rather absurdities now that we have books, save
occasionally to emphasize or expound something into

which one puts one's personality.

. . . They want an organizer at Cambridge who would
carry the School over its early difficulties at once with
a rush, and strike out an independent line, and get people
to like and hate him.

Your third point I confess puzzles me. Irish history is

a terrible thing. The Irish hate the plain unvarnished
truth about anything they really love and care for, and
those that care for plain unvarnished truth hate the Irish

usually, and the result is that the historians (like Lecky)
miss their mark by their stiff attitude. You must be
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prepared for abuse in plenty, whichever side you take.

A good history of mediaeval Ireland is really wanted, and
it is less a battle-ground than any other part of Irish history.

Any one who cares for truth and loves the Irish and will

write on history does an immense service to Ireland and
England too, that I am sure of. But you know all this.

I can't advise you really. I only know that when I read
what Irishmen usually write (always excepting Lecky and
Prendergast) about their own country it saddens and
sickens me—the blind party spirit, the disregard of fact,

the blatant sonorous stuff: and one can only get rid of
this by having something better put in its place. A history

of Ireland in three volumes, cheap, and clear, and as

unprejudiced as it could be, would be a boon (but it would
never pay, there would be fierce attacks and worry without
end) and a true martyrdom,—a bearing witness, against
men and devils, of the realities.

But I think mediaeval Ireland is safe strong ground, and,

while clearing away much rubbish, would give a good
departure for later work.

Todhunter has just done a sketch of Sarsfield he lent me
to read in MS. It is very good, especially in the battle-

parts. He has done the Boyne and Aughrim better than
any one else has yet done them, truly, and without being
blinded by notions.

I hoped to have seen you at Christmas, but I was first

choked with things to be done, and then got a cold that
made me glad to sit still a bit, and then [R. L.] Stevenson
died, and I had a lot of pupils to see, and C. to take about,

and work here to arrange. The time flew positively : but
I am not forgetful and hope to see you soon. . . . This is

a babyish letter, full of repetition, &c., but I think you will

understand what I mean, though it is talked rather than
written.

The last letter may introduce some other things that

Powell wrote about Ireland during these years. He loved

her, he came partly of a sister nation, he answered swiftly

to the touch of Irish talk and fancy, he was one of those

Englishmen whom Irishmen more than tolerate : some of

his closest jfriends were Irish, and often * rebel '. He had
been all for Home Rule, as we have seen : would have

liked, earlier, to ^ go over and help Parnell and Davitt all
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I can '. He had held by Parnell, and had resented Glad-

stone's abandonment of him. He disliked, even with

passion, the Irish public men who spoke evil of Mrs. O'Shea,

and refused to speak to one of them. He thought the

reaction of the Irish on the English genius beneficent, and

we shall reprint his address on the subject given many
years later. He learned the Irish tongue, and promoted the

movement for its furtherance, as well as the revived study

of the old literature. His trip through Ireland will be

described hereafter, and the zest with which he went every-

where. He was a good friend and admirer of that country.

Nor was he this the less, because to read her history and

to be in Irish company seemed to bring out John Bull in

him. Amongst ordinary Englishmen he seemed foreign

—

southern or 'Celtic', with his swift emotions and witty

intuitions, and quick dark eyes. But amongst the Irish, a

stubborn, underlying, judicial tone—that of the historian

—

came out ; he paused and discriminated sharply. His

English patriotism was often roused, and took care of itself

well enough against what he thought misconstruction, as

his letters of 1901 and onwards will duly show. Now,
in 1895, he is chiefly anxious to have the whole truth

about Irish history, which neither side had as yet shown

itself qualified to write. Some remarks put together from

reviews of 1894-6 bring this point home. The first of them
opens on a constant text of Powell's : he would hardly talk

about * race ' at all, and thought that ' bogus ' uninformed

race-theory is one of the great estrangers of peoples.

Much mischievous nonsense has been talked about ' race
',

and descendants ofCromwell's Ironsides and James's Scotch
settlers have been credited with every evil ' Celtic ' quality.

It is not so much race as circumstance that has produced
and kept up the passionate elements in Irish thought and
feeling. 1798 and 1842 are not so very far ofi*, and the
sons and grandsons of the sufferers of those dates have had
but short time to learn forgiveness and forgetfulness ; and
the long fierce land war has hardly ceased, and the ashes
of religious persecution are scarcely cold.
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In another passage we are at the sources of his sympathy :

. . . The absurd fizzle of 1848, whose real heroes were
men like Davis and Mangan, whose words are still of

power, while the honest absurdities of Smith O'Brien and
Fergus O'Connor are justly fading into oblivion. . . . The
[Irish] peasant has been more cultivated, more refined,

more open to the delights of imagination, happier in his

family relations ; children have led more natural joyous
lives, the aged have been better loved and more kindly

cared for ; there has been less of the snobbery and purse-

pride that beset wealthy communities. The sour dull

dourness that repressed natural pleasures over whole
classes of the community for many decades in this island

has been unknown in the Celtic parts of the sister isle.

The wish in the third passage is prophetic. The Irish

Text Society is founded, Powell was one of its presidents

:

the movement has grown and marched since he wrote, and

wiU be referred to again.

Is it too much to hope for the establishment of an Irish

Text Society? It should publish in handy, clear-printed

form the unpublished texts of each division of the tongue,

early, old, middle, and modern Irish, with versions, if

possible, into plain English or Latin, as may be most con-

venient. There is matter enough unprinted to keep such

a society going for a century. It is a disgrace to Irishmen
that they have neglected their own tongue, and contented
themselves with the thin culture to be drawn from rhetori-

cal English speeches of Irishmen from the end of the last

and the early years of this century, and with a few verse

translations that smother half the beauties of the original.

It is the alien and the immigrant in Erin that have done
most of the work that has rendered the oldest MSS. avail-

able to us. It is a Frenchman who is making the Irish

laws accessible to the student of ancient institutions, and
an Englishman who has secured the printing of unpub-
lished texts and traditions, which Irish publishers will not
attempt. It is no use disputing where the fault lies for all

this, if it is not being bettered. No amount of board
schools or material prosperity will make up for the loss of

the wealth of beauty and true culture that was wrapped
up in the old poems and traditions that are dying out
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perforce with the old tongue. . . . [But] ^ the day of storm
is not the day of thatching ', and those who care for the
Irish tongue must bestir themselves ere it be too late.^

. . . The author's plea for the study of the Celtic litera-

ture and remains in these islands, as a fruitful subject of

research and as a patriotic duty, should be taken to heart
by the Universities of Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, as

well as the English Universities, which are, indeed, far

more awake to their duties in this respect than those of

the Celtic countries : witness Dr. Kuno Meyer's excellently

edited texts and faithful translations in this very book.^

In March, Powell was sadder for the death of James

Sime. He had suffered no such blow since the loss of

Vigfiisson six years before, and was to suffer none such

again till six years later, when he lost R. A. M. Stevenson.

These three men, whom he could spare perhaps worst of

any, he outlived. The verses that are printed hereafter

he wrote upon the burial of Sime.^ His letters show once

again how much more than most men he lived in his friends,

both when they were with him and after they were gone.

To Oliver Elton, April 2, 1895.

I have been in much trouble about Sime. I miss him
dreadfully. He was unfailing in one's quandaries and
stumblings in life, by reason of his sympathy and sincerity

and his complete lack of selfishness of any kind. It did

one good to be with him, and he made one feel better

possibilities were in one than one had suspected. I think

there has not any one died in Bedford Park that will be
more regretted, or so much.
The burial was sad of course, but not so sad as I feared.

One felt that the toil was over, and one's mind was full of

loving memories of the man. . . . That study of his, I was

1 Eeview of Douglas Hyde, The Story of Gaelic Literature, 1895.

This and the other extracts above are from The Manchester Guardian.
2 Keview of A. Nutt, The Celtic Doctrine ofBehirth, 1897.

^ Powell also wrote on his friend in the Dictionary of National

Biography, vol. lii, pp. 253-4 : ' He had planned a history of Germany
on a fairly big scale, but the claims of his everyday work and his

premature death prevented the realization of the scheme, for which

his wide reading and sound judgement eminently qualified him.'
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only in it with him a short time back, and he cheery and
heartening me up over my coming work at Oxford, and
now it is all over. I am glad you knew him and Vigfdsson.

They were of the Company of Truth and Charity.

To Edward Clodd. April 4, 1895.

I haven't had such a loss as Sime since Vigfusson died.

A fine, delicate, sympathetic man. A man both pleasant

and comforting to his friends and full of charity to all.

I never heard him speak ill of any man. I miss him
terribly. I used to go round to him once a week at least

when I was at home and we talked on till the small houi-s.

It was good to be with such a man. He drew the best

out of one, saw the better possibilities in one, and heart-

ened one up. Death 's busy dropping shots, and somehow
picks the best of our little company first.

The Book ofEnoch keep till its use is fulfilled to you.

The Book of Jubilees is coming, and there 's a good book
on the origins of monachism, Philo's treatise de Vita Con-
templativa (a beautiful example of keen English scholar-

ship) by Conybeare, just out. You will find good pickings

in it, but of course the bulk of the book is for professional

specialists, and discussions of textual criticism. The pur-

port of the book is striking. Eusebius got round it by a
bold assumption. The modem apologists can't do that

now. Have you read Howorth's excellent letter on the
Septuagint? He has made some discoveries over Ezra
and the later prophets that are of lasting moment.

Isn't * argon' and ^helium' fine? We can make our
German friends sit up now and then. You can't help being
patriotic and hopeful over such things. So much German
work is sham and insincere whenever one tests it, and they
brag so over their work. They sicken me as the Americans
do. I am getting more and more jingo.

Is Allen still frightened over his book ? ^ I tried to re-

assure him. There is nothing new or startling in it, but he
has managed to catch the Philistine's ear. It is silly to

bother about ^answering' his critics and he does not do
it well.

He is such a good fellow and so earnest, and so deaf to
the comic side of things that he has always an open place
to be attacked in—and it hurts himu

1 Tfie Woman who Bid, By Grant Allen.
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Have you read Emerson's Birds, Beasts, and Fishes of
the Broads (Nutt) ? It is excellent. What days are you
at the Savile ?

The public lecturer is a poor relation of the actor and

the teacher ; theirs, no doubt, are the nobler callings ; but

Powell underestimated the lecture as a means of letting

light and air into half-awakened or stagnant spirits. His

own motive power told at closer quarters ; at this time of

his life, it seems to have been dispersed and lost when he

faced the public. Eight years later, his style had gained

in authority, and his elocution in slowness and confidence,

though he never had the brazen, professional front and

voice. He was afterwards able to hold seven hundred

Manchester working-men, who are hard to please, without

rhetoric or effort for an hour and longer. The Survey of
Modern History that he wrote for those hearers in the

last year of his life is more telling in arrangement, and

has a larger sweep of vision, than anything else he did of

the same kind. Now, on April 25, 1895, he had to give

his inaugural address as professor in the Examination

Schools ; he did not care for the task. Froude had ac-

customed the Oxford audiences to his skilful and compelling

performances, into which he had put his best—all his.

simplicity, transparency, and pictorial skill. Powell came
in with a very plain tale : he misreckoned his time, was

troubled with his notes, and stopped abruptly after half

an hour. Oxford went away disappointed and baulked

;

the lecturer had ' not given value *
: he was known to brim

over with information and ideas, and his hearers had come
largely for mental entertainment, for literature. When
he had jerked out his earnest advice that they should look

to the calendaring of state papers and the exploration of

local archives, and closed with the eulogy of three recluse

scholars whose names they dimly knew, they could hardly

believe that it was all over. There is no sign that Powell

thought he had missed fire, unless it be that he did not

print the lecture in the customary way ; a compressed
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newspaper report is all that remains of it ; which he put

in his Scrap-book and headed, 'My Inaugural of thirty

minutes.' Read now, we see that it sets forth clearly and

well, though too briefly, his hopes and fears for historical

study, and the spirit in which he was to set about his

work as professor. The omissions are also significant.

There is no hint of any philosophy of history, no reference to

any theory on that matter, Hegelian or Comtist. Nor,

again, is there any trace of the sharp opinion, which he

must already have formed, and afterwards uttered on

all occasions, that history has nothing to do with ethical

judgement and is a branch of pure science. This opinion

is only latent in what he says about the reformed methods

of study. Nor does he touch on the literary side of his-

torical writing. He does not praise the style of his fore-

runners, nor does he lay down, as afterwards, that the

man of letters as such has no more to do with the

historian's work than with the biologist's.

Much of the address^ is praise of persons. After a

tribute to Freeman, it proceeds

:

Of his successor it is more difficult for me to speak, as

I never knew Professor Froude, but I hope I can appreciate

his careless courage in maintaining his views, the easy
skill with which he set those views before the public, and
the steady devotion he displayed in the duties of his office

among us down to the last. Two, happily, are still with
us ; one, Mr. Goldwin Smith, the Paul Louis Courier of

our times and tongue, self-exiled too long from the spot

that knew him best ; and the other. Dr. Stubbs, whose
gigantic and persistent work ranks with that of Coke, and
recalls the renown of our learned Bishops of old.

Then, after due honour paid to Gardiner and Thomas

1 The report is in the Oxford Chronicle, thence copied into The
Academy of May 11. The passages quoted in the text have been put
back from reported speech : this may properly be done, as the extracts

show signs of correction and approval in the Scrap-book. The whole
is not quoted, as the Survey, which opens vol. ii. infra, may be taken
to supersede it.
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Arnold, Powell tells the Oxford historians what is required

of them:

First, I put the absolute need of orderly collection

and registration of facts as acknowledged by all

students. We have hardly done, perhaps, so much in

England as might be done in this direction, though the
shelves which bear the Government series and different

societies' publications, and the long ranges of that biggest

and most useful of modern English histories, the Dictionary

of National Biography, might plead eloquently in our
favour. But much remains to be done, and no country
is so rich in documents. Thousands of important papers
dating before the Reformation are as yet uncalendared
and unread. Every year the pioneer work of the His-

torical Commission discovers further treasures, and points

the way for workers. A few years' skilled labour, and
this vast material might be rendered at least accessible.

The publication of a few cartularies, a case-book, and an
incomplete set of year-books, has largely rendered possible

that fascinating history of English law which has lately

done so much honour to the sister University. Our
economic knowledge of the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies is largely due to those sturdy volumes of Oxford
Accounts which we owe to Thorold Rogers. There is no
lack of power amongst us ; what we want is the opportunity
and the organization. The crying want at present is that

of local archives, worked by trained scholars, and this the
country might justly be called upon to supply.

Two years later we shall find Powell earnestly pleading

in detail for an Ecole des Chartes, or at least for a modest

counterpart thereof, in England. Now he passes on, and

next calls on anthropology, as the handmaid of history,

and as furnishing a mass of matter once regarded as ^ the

waste product of the human mind '. He pays his tribute

to the work of men like Mayne, Lyall, Gill, Codrington,

and Campbell, who had garnered such material from India,

from the South Seas, and from the Highlands. To come

to understand that in the past there were people (and that

the vast majority of people living to-day might be classed

with them), whose reasons, when they reasoned, were
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entirely different from those that would influence us, is

already to have learned a valuable lesson. The Middle
Ages are further off^ from us than the second century, and
the Australian black fellow is more antique than the Par-
thenon or even the Pyramids. To read the records of our
own ancestors, even in their own handwriting, is hopeless,

without we try to understand their habits of life and mind.
Homer and Aristophanes, the Parthenon and the Mycenae
tombs, give us more knowledge of the Greek mind than we
can get from any historian alone, and the papyrus with an
old folk-tale lets us see into the life of the ancient Egyptians
as no chronicle could. B4owulf gives us more English
history than Asser's Life of Alfred.

Besides this lore, which is ' part of modem history, the

history of peoples under our flag % there is economic his-

tory, as in ^the serried pages of Charles Booth's tre-

mendous study of modern London
'

; and the history, as

yet unwritten, of the making of the Empire—of our colonies,

of our Eastern possessions ; and local history, and legal

history, and the study of foreign history in England ; in

each field he names the labourers. A single sentence is

given here to the educational aspect of history : the idea

is worked out at length in the Bangor address of 1902

:

and his Lecture by Letter to the boys of his old school,

written a few months later, is a pleasing sequel.

As to the educational aspect of history, what we want
in children's schools are books on the lines of Plutarch
rather than Eutropius, giving the more salient personalities

that have made England into a United Kingdom and built

up the Empire. I can name no better authority for this

opinion than that of General Gordon and of John Brown
of Harper's Ferry.

Of the Oxford School of History, in whose struggles he

has borne a part, he only says that he will say nothing.

He ends with his word of public honour to his three

friends

:

To the living I hope I have already acknowledged my
debt, but there are those whom I would fain have thanked
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to-day—my comrade, Richard Shute, most faithful of

critics ; my friend, James Sime, ever suggestive and sym-
pathetic ; and my master, Gudbrand Vigfiisson, of whom I

may speak as his disciples spoke of the sage of old, that of

the men they had known he was the best, the wisest, and the

most just ; all three men alike in their untiring devotion

to and zeal for that Truth which, in the words of the Irish

proverb, is ' the historian's food '.

We can see Powell's fuller mind concerning the scope

and methods of history in another address that he gave,

about a year later, at the first meeting of the new Uni-

versity College in Reading. He strongly approved of this

institution and its purposes. The University Extension

system, with all its faults and occasional big words, com-

manded his prescient sympathy : he saw that it had both an

ideal and a practical element : he often lectured for it,

and he was ready with counsel and encouragement when

wanted. The new college had partly sprung from a lecturing

centre, and had ties, through its principal, Mr. Mackinder,

with Christ Church. Mr. Mackinder, and his successor

Mr. Childs, write their memories of Powell's relationship

with the College. The former says :

University College, Reading, owed its foundation in 1892
to the action of Christ Church, Oxford. As you know,
Powell's personality was counting at Christ Church with
greater weight each year, and although he did not originally

take the lead in deciding the action of the House, I do not
think that I use too strong an expression when I say that

latterly he made the daughter college at Reading one of

his hobbies. Whenever, as Principal at Reading but still

resident at Oxford, I wanted sympathy or an idea to solve

some difficulty, I used to go round late at night to Powell's

rooms. He always saw things imaginatively, and had the

most inspiring faith in our fundamental idea of bringing

the influence of humane studies into close association with
the technical instruction which necessarily occupied a
large place in such a College as that we were engaged in

founding.

It was Powell who emphasized, if he did not originate,

the idea of giving a local turn to our study of history, and
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I would that he had lived to see the book^ which my
colleague and successor, Mr. W. M. Childs, has produced
for the school children of Reading. It was to Powell also

that the new College owed the idea of combining on its

armorial shield the three shells of Reading Abbey and the
engrailed cross of Christ Church.
But his interest was very far from being limited to his

own subject of study. He always took a great delight in

our art department, and often dwelt on the fitness, in the
midst of the Thames Valley, of encouraging design as

applied specially to pottery and wood.
Many were the occasions on which he joined us in our

Common Room, and not a few the characteristic little

addresses which he gave to one or another group of our
students. His portrait to-day hangs in the Staff Common
Room, the memorial of a friend from without who was
regarded as one of ourselves* The dead friends of the
Institution are assembled on the walls of our Council
Room, but every one who knew Powell will understand
what I mean when I say that we all feel that we have put
him rightly not there, but in our place of relaxation and
friendship, beside the portraits of the oldest member and
honoured father of our Teaching Staff and the first porter

of the College, a veteran of the Crimea and the Indian
Mutiny, who was a feature in the life of the first three or
four generations of students.

To this Mr. Childs adds :

I can truly say that one or two conversations I had with
him on the subject of local history were of great stimulus

and help to me. He made one feel that the effort to

reconstruct and present as a whole the life of a town like

Reading was a piece of historical work well worth doing
both from the standpoints of research and of civic interest.

But then he had to an extraordinary degree the faculty of

being more interested in the things one was trying to do
than one was oneself. It was the same about the College.

I have always felt that no one had an ideal for that place
more alive, more interesting, or more magnetic, than York
Powell. The possibilities that other people scouted, and
about which we ourselves might not always be confident,

^ The Story of the Town of Reading ; a First Sketch for Children.

By W. M. Childs, M.A., Keading, 1905.

T. p. I O
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were for him matters of robust conviction, fortified as usual

by a detailed knowledge of all the difficulties that had to

be surmounted. Whether the point under discussion was
local history or whether it were the College, his generous
and informed sympathy was like that of no other man.

Powell was asked to give his blessing to this Extension

College at its first public assembly. A report is saved of

his address, which has some special traits of interest. He
not only struck the chord of local patriotism and local

research, but he also uttered, so far as appears for the first

time, the principle he was to iterate to the end.

Efibrts are being made to give not only a thorough his-

torical training, but also to foster a real historical spirit,

which does not consider history as a mere thing of books,

a thing of facts and dates. Facts and dates are of course all

important, but it does not follow that all facts are enclosed
in books. History, to be of any use, must be scientifically

conducted and scientifically based. The method of his-

tory is not differentfrom the method ofphysical sciences^

and history can only he properly taught so long as that

method is distinctly followed. The historian has to train

himself in the patient observation and collection of facts,

and then in the higher task of trying to put together these

facts and of trying to see what their real meaning is.^

Here he says that history is a science ; he does not yet

say, though he doubtless feels, that it must have nothing

to do with moral sentences, with imperatives. It is, he

proceeds, a necessary study for the voter, for the citizen,

for the artist ; the new college was linked with an art

school. A library, an archaeological museum too, were

necessary implements. The whole speech breathes a re-

newed impulse to inspire and appreciate ; and this, rather

than any organized plan, was the eflect on Powell of his

preferment. He thought of his new status more as in-

creasing his obligation to help others than as afibrding

leisure to himself for original labour. His finally de-

* Keport from the Berkshire Chronicle, in Scrap-book ; words also

replaced in direct speech, as before ; and Journal of the College,

1896-6. The italics are not in the original
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veloped views on historical method and teaching will be

discussed hereafter.

Powell held his chair for nine years, till his death.

He accepted it with misgiving, and entered on it with

a weighty notion of his duties. His tenure was marked

by no profound changes in the history teaching of Oxford.

The Honour School grew and flourished in its own way

;

research was a little more organized at the end of his

office than at the beginning ; but his successor, Mr. Firth,

had to open his own career with a grave public protest

against the methods of historical teaching in the university.

Powell was not, and did not become, a popular and

frequented lecturer : it was often said that he could not

lecture at all. He did not gather round him a serried

numerous band of young investigators. He did not become

a captain of organized research, like Mommsen. He did

not publish any historical work of larger compass than

a short article or address. He had, as professor, few

visible annals. All this was said by his critics, for he had

plenty of critics and even enemies. It is, moreover, true.

Those who knew him away from Oxford, or who, not

knowing him at all have followed his record thus far, may
ask what, after all, he did and what he was.

He was a spirit

!

Here the biographer, who is not a professional historian,

was himself far off", and could not see Powell at work in

Oxford, has to fall back on quotation. The words of some

who lived in the place and felt the influence are the only

direct testimony. They do not come from men of the same

age or cast of mind, and the variety of their response to

Powell tells a good deal about him. But they are all per-

sons in whose experience and growth Powell counted, and

they are now all in the historian's vocation. They are not

a multitude, and some of their witness has come to light

by chance and shyly. It would have more than satisfied

Powell ; much of it is of an impalpable kind ; but then he

was a spirit It is also in some cases practical and definite,

o 2
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helping to decide the career or special task of the speaker.

It must not be forgotten that his work for his chair

was only part of his work for Oxford, and that Oxford was

only a part of his life. His letters will show how his mind

was ever at play, far afield, on poetry, on pictures, on

national afiairs, on the doings of his friends. His ruling

passion and rare achievement was to live ; and this, no

doubt, was a distracting element. In such a man, probably,

Oxford found both more and less than she bargained

for ; but she had chosen with a true instinct. I put

various reminiscences together, and foreshorten the course

of years, before resuming the thread of Powell's letters,

in order to leave a single image.

But before proceeding to quote it is well to see what

was Powell's ordinary sessional programme and routine

as Regius professor. He lectured each term, and had

two courses current. One, which he gave in his rooms,

was on the sources and authorities for earlier English

history. He would reach the Conquest by about Christmas,

proceed to the end of the fourteenth century until Easter,

and in the third or summer term cover something like

another century. This course was repeated almost every

year. How he conducted it will presently be told by

some of his hearers. He rightly thought it the bed-rock

of his labours as professor of history. It was little

attended, and made no public mark, partly because of

his lack of the usual sort of expository skill, and partly

owing to his highest quality, namely his insistence on that

groundwork of research. The student must first of all

know the originals, and their relative value, and where

to find them. To this aim the average pass-hunting, and

also the honour-hunting undergraduate, was indifierent,

nor was it in the tradition of the local teaching. There

were also Powell's public courses. He seems duly to

have given one set of six or seven lectures in every term,

with a respite during one term in 1897. These lectures

will also be described. The topics range far, and may
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be classified as mediaeval, Renaissance, and modern.

Early British history, the Danish invasion, feudalism in

France and Italy, and the historians of the fifteenth

century; Machiavelli, Mary of Scotland, and the Tudor
monarchy; the history of Canada, the history of the

colonies, the English statesmen of the eighteenth century,

and finally *Some events in modern history', which
included the Commune and the rise of Japan : all these

titles occur, and few of them are repeated. Powell does

not seem to have planned any one of such courses as

a foundation for a book ; none of his notes for them are

saved, and they were not written out. For all his con-

tempt of lectures, the unacademic ones at Bangor and Man-
chester, which are printed hereafter, prove that he arrived

at no small mastery of the arts of survey and presentment.

But he was more spurred to writing by the sight of a
volume on his desk than by the appearance of students

with notebooks. His reviews may resemble the best of

his spontaneous speaking in cap and gown. In later

years he gave literary lectures to the women students

:

there will be some record of these, and of the fervour with

which they were received.

The rest, then, of this chapter may record the inde-

pendent impressions left by Powell as an historical teacher

by several of those who knew him during his last ten years.

The first note is written by Mr. Owen Edwards, Fellow

of Lincoln College, who was a pupil of Powell's as early as

1886, and who also heard him lecture as professor. Mr.

Edwards has memoranda, now twenty years old, of a course

on ^ Old English law from the charters and poems ', which
shows how Powell's discourses, at first view mazy and
pestered with detail, fell on scrutiny into a clear order

and revealed a ruling thought. His Welsh culture and
zeal for Wales are also stated with authority.

York Powell's lectures were very unlike most lectures
given at Oxford during my undergraduate days. The usual
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lecture was a careful epitome of the most approved books,

and was attended by crowds of men. In my attempts to

imbibe knowledge I had to do heroic things—I stood in

a draughty corridor one day trying to catch the voice of

the lecturer from the crowded room ; another day I was
fortunate enough to get in, and to have a seat on the coal-

scuttle. I inquired for less popular lectures, and I was told

by some of my fellow-undergraduates that if I went to York
Powell's lectures I would get plenty of room, as he was * the

worst lecturer in Oxford, and perhaps in the world'.

I went, and found two men in his lecture-room. The
lecture was certainly unlike anything I had ever heard
before. His voice was musical—but, instead of the flowing

periods I had tried to hear in other lecture-rooms, there

was a jerkiness, a rambling, a want of method which made
the lecture appear at first a mere pouring out of what
happened to come to his mind.
He had no notes, though the lecture was one mass of

details, involving continual quotation of lines and half-lines

of Anglo-Saxon poetry. He did not seem to have arranged
his matter too carefully ; he spoke rapidly, and occasionally

with nervous hesitation, from the vast stores of knowledge
which impressed even the mind of an undergraduate. He
did not apparently want us to take notes—he was so

modest that he seemed to take for granted that we knew
all those things. I took notes, however ; and found, in

arranging them afterwards, that there was always a definite

line of thought connecting the bewildering multitude of

facts and quotations and impressions he so prodigally

showered upon us. He aimed at arousing our interest,

and at sending us to the literature of Dane and Angle and
Saxon to make our own discoveries. In his own kindly

way he made us believe we could be real students. If he
found we took an interest in any special aspect of the

subject, he continually asked us to help him. My know-
ledge of Welsh was continually utilized. York Powell
never lost an opportunity of declaring himself a patriotic

Welshman, and his knowledge of Welsh seemed to me to

be very thorough.

From his lecture-room, at the end of the hour, we
adjourned to his library. We left it full of the desire to

buy books. In his lectures and conversation, we saw how
the historian worked ; we were not only brought to know
what things were, but made to see how they were found.
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His lectures on English place-names, on the history con-
tained in Anglo-Saxon law-terms, on Danish military terms,
were full of freshness and life. Those on the Danes were
certainly the most interesting, the most inspiring, and the
most new I ever heard. None of the things he said could
be found in a book ; but there could be no doubt about
their truth ; he showed us how he got them from chronicle,

or saga, or place-name. He not only made history
intensely interesting, but he made the search for truth
more interesting still.

He very rarely criticized any other historian, but he
opened our eyes to material which was very destructive

to nearly everything we had read before. With regard to
original authorities, he taught us to seek for the truth they
contained ; and he distinctly discouraged any kind of
destructive and barren criticism. He had the modesty
of the discoverer ; he made us believe, without stating it

definitely however, that it was a waste of time to criticize

when there was so much truth we could discover. In his

own lectures there was much dogmatism of a kind ; but,

somehow or other, it was based on a very large toleration.

He seemed to think there was some truth in everything,

and some good in everybody. It was for this that he taught
us to seek. The wildest legend yielded some truth ; and the
most despised men had some good in their lives. His
natural generosity and sympathy made him a good judge
of character. I know some historians who can describe
the character of a mediaeval king or baron with the
greatest ease, but who cannot judge the real character of
men they hear of or see every day. York Powell sent me
to a chronicle to test his view of the character of an earl

—

always expressed with great vigour ; he sent me to living

statesmen or historians, supplied with a full description of
their characters, and I was always profoundly impressed
with his unerring judgement. He made me realize how
much more profound and clear-sighted the sympathetic
mind is than the critical.

Every man was judged according to the standard of his

own time : York Powell was rarely tempted to take a man
centuries out of his own time and judge him according to
modem ideas. His blazing indignation against oppression,

political or intellectual or social or religious, and his

manly defence of the despised, brought occasional bursts
of eloquence into his lectures. But a hearty infectious
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laugh very often came as a confession that he was departing

from the rigidly historical method of inquiry. He made us

feel that in the history of the world wrong is gradually set

right ; his apparent changes in politics were due to his

intense sympathy with those who are ground down.

The next note is from Mr. Herbert Fisher, of New
College.

My acquaintance with York Powell dates back to the

summer of 1889. I had been elected to a Classical

Fellowship at New College in the previous October, and
after a little experience of philosophical teaching was
inclining to take up Modem History as a study. Some-
body—I forget who—told me that I had better consult

York Powell, then a law tutor at Christ Church, but very

famous for his learning ; and to York Powell I went. My
interview with him was decisive. He took me round his

shelves, pulled one book out, then another ; advised me
to read Maitland's edition of Bracton's Note-book as a
specimen of the best modern work ; told me that I should

find Bond's Handy-hook for verifying dates of use ; and
finally instructed me to go to the Ecole des Chartes, the

finest School of History in Europe. He spoke of every-

thing with such knowledge and enthusiasm, that I who
knew no modern history at all, and had been somewhat
inclined to look down upon it as inferior to Greats, became
aware that it was, in Powell's conception at least, as

wide and animating a study as a man could devote his

life to. Of course I was quite unfit to follow Powell in

all his breathless and bewildering recommendations, given

out with the brisk emphasis which was characteristic of

his speech ; and I may perhaps here remark that he never
seemed to realize that other people were less learned

than himself. I have heard him talk to undergraduates
just as he would talk to professors, assuming always that

they would naturally be interested in everything which
interested him, and passing from topic to topic with an
artless mobility vouchsafed only to minds as teeming and
as simple as his own. As he always said what he thought,

and said it with conviction, it was a safe assumption that

his hearers would be interested. He must be among the
few men of learning who have never bored any one, not
even an undergraduate.
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When I returned from Paris to take up teaching at

Oxford, I used to pay regular weekly visits to those
wonderful rooms in the Meadow Buildings at Christ Church,
with their stacks of folios and quartos and octavos and
duodecimos, and their delightful litter of miscellaneous
curiosities : and here Powell would hold forth de omni
scibili, and rarely let me escape without an armful of

volumes (generally of French or Italian mediaeval litera-

ture) taken down from his shelves. I once learnt inci-

dentally from him that when he was an undergraduate
he used to go to the Taylorian to read the Library shelf

by shelf, and some such omnivorous capacity he was
wont to postulate in his friends. For a young tutor

struggling to get up his work for the Schools, it was
not at once obvious where Aliscans or Marie de France
came in ; but Powell was wise in insisting upon the
refreshment of miscellaneous reading and the absolute
necessity of developing on wide lines, and I never left his

rooms without feeling that he had given me new eyes.

Powell's historical influence in Oxford was mainly of an
informal kind. He was by nature the least didactic of
men, and state occasions got on his nerves. The most
impressive discourse which I ever heard him deliver was
an address on Machiavelli given to the Palmerston Club
in an undergraduate's rooms. I suppose on that occasion
his audience cannot have much exceeded twenty. Powell
came in about half an hour late, when the atmosphere was
already thick with smoke, sat down before a little table,

took out of his pocket a small square inch of crumpled
paper (which so far as one could observe he never con-
sulted) and then started away, and held us all spellbound
for an hour and three-quarters. There was no vagueness
or surplusage or lack of proportion, or indeed any of the
failings which one expects to encounter in an informal
discourse. It was all strong, nervous, and pointed, full of
judgement, of fine intuitions, and it comprehended every
side of Machiavelli's work. It gave one the impression
that he had mastered his man, and all the literature round
about him. None of the professional lectures which
I heard from him, struck me as equal to this. In cap and
gown, standing at a desk with an unknown audience before
him, his touch was less certain, his manner less assured.
Had he written his lectures out in full, this nervousness
would no doubt have been overcome ; but Powell's appetite
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for the last book was too strong to permit of his writing

much, and so his lectures, though brimfuU of information,

w^ere rather formless and desultory. I heard him lecture

in one term on the opening of Japan, on the French Com-
mune, and on the Seven Weeks' War. He talked from a few
notes, abundantly enough, but with a hurried, nervous move-
ment, and without any clear plan. His material was
splendid ; his views fresh and unconventional ; there were
fine picturesque touches, and gleams of humour, and many
keen sayings ; but it was all very tantalizing. With a little

more arrangement, a little more concession to the common
art of exposition, with a little thinning out of the small

facts, and a little more insistence on the large ones, what
lectures those might have been ! As it was, they just failed

to be efifective, unlike his talk, which never failed. My
impression is that he was too sceptical of generalizations

and ambitious labels and so-called ^ laws ' of advance ever

to make a popular lecturer. It was always good to hear
him declaim against the people who think that Prussia has

an ' historic mission '.

Neither did he hold that the historian should inculcate

moral principles or deal in moral judgements. Much as he
respected Lord Acton's learning, which he described to me
as * quite colossal ', he thought him wrong here. He dis-

believed himself in ^absolute' morality, considered it

absurd to ignore the doctrine of relativity, and held like

Napoleon that *la petite morale' was often hostile to
* la grande '. Thus he would urge that Henry VIII was
right to cut ofi^ Sir Thomas More's head, and that Sir Thomas
More was right to stand up to Henry. ^ Of Machiavelli he
was always an enthusiastic admirer, and though himself

the tenderest of men, he was fond of preaching hard-headed
politics. His nature was so sound and wholesome that the

slightest trace of sickly sentiment repelled hiuL He sur-

prised me once by the vehemence of his denunciation of

Rostand. No metrical dexterity could atone for the un-

wholesome extravagance of L'Aiglon, which he had seen

on the stage with loathing.^ I tried to put in a word for

Cyrano, but he shook his head and said that he couldn't

stand the man, and there was an end of it. In Verhaeren's

verse, on the other hand, he found beauty, and a rare and
delicate sense for rhythm.

* See vol. ii. p. 117 for a like judgement in the case of Algernon

Sidney. ^ See p. 322, post.
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A pupil cannot pass a cold judgement upon such
a master as this. The great hearty laugh, the firm grip

of the hand, the speedy, sanguine, and buoyant brain, so

wonderfully charged, and yet so great and hospitable, the
stores of sympathy and fun and active helpfulness—against

memories such as these, no counterweight is efiectual.

I can understand that he may have confused some by the
abundance of his counsels and enthusiasms ; and people
have told me that he tried to learn too many things.

I prefer him as he was, joyous, profound, large-hearted,

curious of everything, spurning the vulgar things which
stand in the path of knowledge.

Powell's letters to the next chronicler, Mr. Robert S.

Rait, of New College, will be found later : they begin

in 1899. Mr. Rait wrote the tribute of a pupil and obser-

vant younger friend in the English Historical Review of

July, 1904, whence I am permitted to make quotation.

His account, several years later than that of Mr. Fisher,

suggests that Powell had found a method of more authority,

more telling and happy, in the interval, for his public pre-

lections. Nevertheless

towards these public lectures he felt much as did his

predecessor. Bishop Stubbs : they were to him interruptions

to his real work. That if he had devoted more time to their

preparation he could have delivered distinguished lectures

and drawn large audiences no one who knew him can doubt

;

but to do so would have meant the sacrifice of his own ideal

of what a professor of history ought to do. It must not be
supposed, however, that he either despised or neglected this

part of his work. He would not have condemned another
for making public lecturing his main object ; only it was
not the proper course for him. As it was, he lectured

much more frequently than his statutory obligations neces-

sitated, and his public lectures, never rhetorical or eloquent,
were invariably wise and suggestive. They were not fully

written out, and he now and then halted for the right word
(without always finding it) ; but every lecture contained
many sayings worth remembering, and he not infrequently

delighted his audience with a brilliant improvisation.

Thrusting away his manuscript, as if it impeded his

thought, and looking sideways towards the window, he
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would, for five or ten minutes, give one of those living

sketches of historical personages which so often distin-

guished his conversation. One's only regret is that these

unwritten passages were too rapid in their delivery to be
conveyed to paper.

York Powell's conception of his proper work was con-
nected with his view that 'the university's business lies

with advanced education and with research ', and it was to

the encouragement of research that he devoted his life.

Even here, although he held that the organization of

research is a proper object of a university, organization

was not congenial to him, nor had he, at the end of his

decade as professor, made any definite attempt to face all

the difiiculties which such a project presents. The gods
had so richly endowed him ; he could inspire, and he could
not but feel that inspiration is better than organization.

So varied were the professor's interests and attainments,

that if any student failed to obtain the right sort of help,

it was due to some fault of his own. Nor would it be true
to say that there has been no organization to meet the
needs of research students. Powell was deeply interested

in the establishment of the lectureships in palaeography and
diplomatic. These he regarded (along with a command of

languages) as requisite for any attempt at serious work.
Theorizing on the method or scope of history appealed to

him only slightly ; his view was that only actual work
could teach a man method and that each man's method
must be his own. Example he believed to be better than
precept ; every term he gave a series of lectures to ex-

emplify historical criticism, and it was of these lectures

that he used to speak as constituting the distinctive feature

of his work. They were delivered in his rooms at Christ

Church to small audiences, and, like all his best teaching,

they were informal. There was in his nature a kind of

shyness which introduced a feeling of embarrassment into

his statutory prelections. Although one so often saw his

familiar figure in cap and gown, as he passed from one
board or delegacy to another, yet he never felt quite at his

ease when he stood up in academic costume to speak ex
cathedra in the schools ; there was often a tendency to

refrain from hazarding an opinion or pronouncing a judge-
ment. But as he sat in his rooms at Christ Church, dis-

coursing on the sources of English history to a small

number of interested listeners, no trace of hesitation was
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discernible. He had his books in front of him, seleeted

either from his own wonderful collection or from the great

Christ Church library, of which he was a devoted guardian

;

the passages he wanted for purposes of illustration were
rarely marked but always readily found ; beside him were
a few notes to which he occasionally referred. His voice

seemed to come from the middle of the books in front of

him ; he scarcely ever looked round the table at his

audience, seeming to be conscious only that here were the
materials without which we could do nothing, and that he
must show us how to use them.
The first lectures of the course were generally more fully

written out ; he began by a general sketch of the authori-

ties available for the period with which he was concerned,

telling of catalogues and collections, of publications of

learned societies. Warnings followed as to typical errors

in reading manuscripts of various dates ; it was, of course,

assumed that the student had learned the principles of

palaeography and diplomatic. Then came a general classi-

fication of ultimate sources ; speaking of the period before

the Norman Conquest, he would talk of biographies of

saints, drawing special attention to the appendices of

miracles and to the narratives of translations of the saint's

body ; of such a history as Bede's and such an epitome as

that of Eutropius ; and finally of the chroniclers and their

claims upon our confidence. When state papers of any
kind became available, controverted issues were chosen
upon which the chroniclers were tested, and the lecturer

showed on what principles the historian should rely in

accepting or rejecting a disputed statement. He was never
tired of insisting upon the necessity of understanding the
character and the motive of a chronicler, of discovering

when he spoke from prejudice or from gossip, and he would
gleefully expose any instance in which these things could
be detected. The chroniclers of John's reign always met
with his censure ; John, he used to say, was a bad man,
but bad as men are sometimes bad ; and they tried to

picture him as an impossible monster of wickedness,
nature's enemy. * You mustn't forget,' he would add, with
a burst of laughter, ' that Arthur was a young gentleman
who began life by imprisoning his grandmother.' Many
recollections crowd into the mind as one thinks of these
lectures, but space forbids our adding more than one other
point, the professor's estimate of the value of oral tradition.
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A song or an anecdote was to him an historical document

:

in these days of print, he thought, we are apt to under-
value the possibilities of human memory.
With these lectures on sources and bibliography is indis-

solubly associated the thought of the evening talks in

Powelfs rooms. Every Thursday evening during term he
was * at home ' to students of history, and his table was
surrounded by a small group of eager questioners, each
with his interests and his manuscript. The professor would
turn from one to the other, talking now of folklore, now of

Thomas Cromwell, now of Indian warfare, and again of

Persian literature or Japanese art. Proof sheets or manu-
scripts were read and annotated, a scheme of work
examined and criticized, the latest books discussed and
appraised. Sometimes one would find there one or other

of that large band of friends linked together by no sym-
pathy or interest except by Powell's ' genius for friendship '.

Mr. Wilfrid Blunt, the late R. A. M. Stevenson, and Prince
Kropotkin occur at once in this connexion. Occasionally

one had the privilege of spending the whole evening with
him alone, and he would answer one's questions and solve

one's difficulties, or suggest work for one to undertake.

A conversation of this kind he never forgot : he would
return to the subject again and again. In the long vacation

a pupil might be reminded once or twice that Powell was
interested in his work and thinking about him and it. He
would send a warning against prejudice of any sort, against
* an occasional expression which gives the enemy occasion

to blaspheme (though I am not the enemy)
'

; or he would
write a note suggesting something that had just occurred
to him ; or occasionally a little sermon on the danger of

over-work or on the duty of keeping a high ideal before

one. ' The honour of the university,' he used to say, ^ is

involved in every production which comes from the Oxford
history school.' He himself spared no pains, either in

counsel or in minute criticism of detail, to help his pupils

to keep this ever in mind. This kind of work he considered

as the best he could render to the university.

Later evidence yet, which is naturally not so much a

judgement in set form as an impression of the more intan-

gible and therefore more vital side of PoweU's teaching, is

not lacking, and must be welcomed, in its young accuracy,
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by Poweirs earlier friends, as taking us close to the emana-

tion of the man, who was seen newly and not on many
occasions by these witnesses : an impression that for us is

overlaid by so many complex views of him in other aspects.

The first impact of a great teacher on a generous brain

—

that is a precious thing to recover in language. The two
writers attended his public discourses together. The first

of them, while rightly confirming the admission of Powell's

weaknesses in the job of formal orderly instruction, ex-

presses all the more strongly one of his traits of imagina-

tion, namely his nearness to the past and its personages

;

a trait which, as we have said, his talk shared with Vigfds-

son's. The distances of time seemed less opaque to him
than to other men ; he had an odd simplicity of vision, so

that all he knew of another age sorted itself at once, and
lay before him in a saga-like clearness, and he viewed it

without surprise ; though in his expression of it there might

be suddenness and abrupt transitions.

The ordinary obvious things about York Powell's
lecturing are easily said ; and the very various impressions
he made upon undergraduates, and others also, are easily

understood. He did not use notes very consistently. He
never took the trouble to think out the form and manner
of his lectures— if he did, he was easily satisfied. He was
sometimes rather difficult to follow, for his pace varied,

his sentences were often jerky, his use of foreign words,
phrases, quotations, sudden and rapid. When he was
lecturing, or rather talking in his rooms, upon the sources
of English history, these characteristics served to impress
rather than help the inexperienced student, who desired
to be shown the way a little more clearly through a
country that was far stranger to him than it should have
been. Yet I have often found my notes of these flying

utterances unexpectedly helpful ; and realized afterwards
that I was learning more than I knew.

I

But this was only one side. The man who learned to
venerate York Powell does not need to claim any special
or peculiar power of sympathy, certainly has no cause
for pride. It was a most humbling experience, like that
of all true reverence. And reverence grew very naturally
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into affection, although it was an affection of the memory,
like the affection for a river or a mountain, rather than
of close and intimate knowledge. His influence was simply
due, in the cases known to me, to his very obvious sincerity

and true knowledge. He did not lecture or talk as most
men do, with convictions that are really but logical or
illogical generalizations, and however passionately held,

are after all but second-hand. He always gave the im-
pression of having personal knowledge. In fact, this was
his standard of criticism in the case of others. I remem-
ber how vigorously he praised the historical Avork of
William Morris, how sharply he criticized John Inglesant^

and denounced Richard Yea and Nay, Morris, he said,

was perfectly at home in the fourteenth century, he
would have needed no introduction to the Canterbury
pilgrims. This was just what we felt in the lecture-room
of York Powell himself He did not trouble about any-

thing else but the men and women of whom he was
speaking. He created no atmosphere, and adopted no
conscious style in harmony with his subject. He simply
spoke of King John, or Machiavelli, or Catherine de'

Medici, as he might and did speak of the Oxford celebrities

of his day. He made his hearers feel that, if he did not
know these people, nobody else did. I think that he was
more at ease with worldly people, and with humanists,
than with saints and philosophers. But he did not try

to criticize saints or philosophers, he simply left them
;

and I am sure he would have chatted quite easily with
St. Thomas Aquinas at the table of St. Louis, though he
might have felt rather bored in his lecture-room.

So, as I have said, he made no claim upon any particular

kind of student. Any one who had real patience with
history could learn from him. If he failed to attract

many, it was not due to his obvious defects of manner,
but to the hurly-burly of the schools, or to the confidence

in second-hand knowledge which is so characteristic of

even the best students under the present systeuL Or perhaps
it was due to the short-sighted seriousness of our time,

which attacks all kinds of men in Oxford, and finds

expression either in a smart journalistic assurance or in

a dull dogmatism of the mental temper. York Powell did

not lecture to people like Mr. Wells's serious reader, the
* solemn impatient parasite of great questions ', who insists

on a ^ yes ' or a ^ no '.
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One lecture especially lingers in my memory. It was
one of a course upon historians of the sixteenth century,

the most noteworthy series of lectures ever heard in Oxford.

York Powell was telling us about John Stow, the antiquary,

who wandered over England in search of manuscripts, and
became poor in wealth in his eagerness to become rich in

antiquities. The Professor spoke of the old historian's

cheerfulness and curiosity with more feeling than was
usual with him. I remember the short pithy sentences,

the evident interest and pleasure in the old volume before

him, the sturdiness of his devotion to scholars and scholar-

ship. I think it was after this lecture, as we watched
York Powell carry the great book along the High, that a
friend who was with me said, ^ It is all very well ; but
we are not worth it.'

The speaker of the last sentence is the author of the

account that follows. It shows Powell in his true Oxford

setting, with the meadows and the sunshine outside his

Christ Church windows, all part of him, as he of it, and

the eternal youth of the place thus continually baffling

its stagnant age. It would be hard, I think, to describe

better that which went out from Powell, and this book

would be the poorer without such a picture, which came
to my hand by chance.

I saw York Powell not much more, I suppose, than
a score of times altogether. Until about the third term
of my second year I knew nothing of him. Then, as I

would not go to any lectures of the kind preparatory for

the Schools, my tutor sent me to Powell's rooms at the

House, to what was advertised as a weekly lecture on the

sources of English history, for, I think, the twelfth century.

I was the only man there, except once when an American
came—about the sixth week of term—and was puzzled
to find us at the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. As I knew
nothing but some of the ordinary surface political history,

he first gave me a bibliographical list of things useful for

the Middle Ages, and spent the other days talking as he
wished—or (rarely) in answer to questions of mine—about
contemporary books or persons, especially the latter.

Sometimes he gave some account of MSS., families, copies

extant, &c. He used to read great extracts of Latin or
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Old French, reading very fast, and looking up and laughing

suddenly. After my first list, I think I took no kind of

notes, but watched him and listened. He was living then
in the Meadow Buildings. You will remember the rooms.

There was a great sound of birds outside. The summer
air and light came in from behind me : I sat at the side of

a table covered with green cloth, with chairs and rows
of inkpots and sheets of paper, untouched from the first

day: as no one ever came but that American once, and
it seemed a great intrusion when he did. York Powell
sat at the end, reading and talking and laughing—his

fingers moving quickly over the pages and reaching at

other books. He gathered a small heap of them at the

beginning, from his shelves and the irregular files about
the room. My eyes strayed over the books on the walls,

mostly old books, big and little (and all, it seemed, I

wished to read and ought to know).

I was very timid when I went at first. Then I felt it

should not be me that was there, but a man who knew
some history, and could make use of the man, and draw
him on, and understand what he said. Then I settled, and
very soon, into the difibrent mood of going there once
a week as to some natural and simple pleasure, as justifiably

mine as the sunlight and the meadows as I walked back,

and somehow akin to them—perhaps only because there

always followed that hour with York Powell : but I felt

the same welcome for both, and came to expect a single

impression from the whole thing—his face and hands and
dress, his talk and books, and the old fellows he talked

about, and the meadows outside. Nothing was ever like

it to me in my years at Oxford.

I went for a term to his lectures in the Schools, upon
(I think) historians of the sixteenth century. The audi-

ence, besides and myself, was some four or five people

—two ladies, an elderly man who came late, an American
who sat at the front near York Powell and appeared to be
doing some research. The company was doubled one day
by the entrance of a party,who seemed from their dress to be
motoring. took a good many notes : I took very few.

Powell Jbegan with some general matter on the epoch, and
the prevalent political ideas, and the classes of people, and
their attitude to government and the questions of the day.

It is not quite so new to me now : but I have never heard
the thing done so clearly and naturally before, as if pro-
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ceeding from personal knowledge of things, and not from
any laboured research whence he had drawn his conclusions.

He spoke then of various writers, English, French, Italian :

a short biographical account, and then a criticism of their

work. He often brought the books down to the Schools
and read extracts. It was entirely unlike the ordinary
lecture. Information was given, but not of the ordinary
kind, nor on any ordinary plan. I might say little design
was apparent, save that of giving a little of what interested

him to us few people who presumably came because we
knew we should care to hear what he said. I saw no great
preparation of what he was to say, though he had turned
up places to read to us—bits of a preface, or famous stories,

or pieces illustrative of an author's mind or his life, and
had slips of paper to mark them. At the end he would
show us these editions, and talk of the printer, or the
binding, or some woodcut, or arms.

Of the historians themselves he spoke in a very personal
way, as if they had been friends of his father's or of some
person older than himselfwho had told him frequentlyabout
them, and in whose company he had met them: he remarked
on their motives or habits, or some events in their lives, in

precisely that vivid, simple, direct way that a man would use
who had very nearly personal memory of what he spoke of,

whowas notparticularly anxious to tell his hearers, but glad
to do so, and who spoke briefly, informally, quietly, per-

fectly sure of what he said, and occasionally taking a little

more pains than one would in an ordinary conversation to

make those who listened to him understand. Once he went
over to a board and drew some chalk figures to represent
Machiavelli's idea of cycles. But for that, he spoke very
quietly from a desk somewhat high above the floor : I used
to think that posture and height (as if for an ordinary and
crowded lecture) unnatural.

This public lecture in the Schools was more formal—to

use too strong a word : he was quieter there than I had
known him in his rooms : and he kept more to a fixed

subject or person. The room he used in the Schools might
hold seventy or eighty people. and I sat a little farther

back than the middle, and looked over the empty rows of
tables. I used to feel that lecture a little sad, perhaps
from the empty room

;
partly because it seemed people

might not know what he was like, hearing and seeing him
only in such a lecture. I remember, at the end of one

p 2
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hour, while he was at the table below his desk showing
the books he had brought, and I was watching him, he
looked round, and I saw the extraordinary kindness of his

eyes ; I felt more as 1 had in his rooms, when I sat at the
side of his table.

I don't think that he ever knew my name, though he knew
my College, and once apologized for being in London at one
of his lectures, when he said he didn*t know where to send
and warn me that he wouldn't be on that day. He asked
me to lunch at the end of that summer term ; showing me
prints, and I think Japanese things, as he drew on his

boots. I daresay I wasn't eating much, for he suddenly
turned quantities of stuff on my plate, bade the servant

see to me, and told me I must eat this and that, as if he
were my grandfather.

I used to go to his rooms on Thursdays after Hall ; not
very often ; a thing I curse myself for now, but I had
a great conscience then about reading for the Schools.

You will know how he talked then, of whatever came up,

historical stuff or other things. I remember he spoke
once, briefly and humorously, of his lack of interest in all

theology : he spoke of how Stubbs had thought church
affairs should not be too fully discussed in history—some-
thing about touching the ark'. Once he turned on me
and said, ^Knox—^Knox was a great man—^he was a
bad man.'

Things he said at these times seemed to me more
valuable—apart altogether from the pleasure ofhearing him
—more valuable to a man reading history than any
quantity of lectures one might have had. I have lived

ever since on one or two of the things he said about the
sixteenth century. It seemed to me the ideal way to learn

history—to have books to read, and such a man's talk to

listen to, and occasionally to put him a question. Pardon
my saying it, I have been timid always of professional

instructors, afraid of all dons, and at the same time very
conscious of my own backwardness, and mistrustful and
impatient of their instruction. With York Powell, I have
felt that twofold sense of strain dissolve : I did not feel

that I was being instructed, or that I was stupid. I felt

I was brought into direct contact with what I wanted.
I cared immensely for history : that was all York Powell
seemed to ask. He cared too. He knew history, and
I did not: but that didn't matter, for he cared to talk
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of what he knew, and talked because he cared. Of course

one felt, in an indefinite secondary way, his immense
knowledge ; but that was never humiliating, never a thing

to make one despondent. A man who knew more than
I did might have gone to him for information. Probably
I took what was going, too. Doubtless, as a student, I

had other ways of getting hold of my subject, other things

I ought to do. Contact with him was one way, something
of the very highest importance—rare, I should think—of

which, if I had missed it, I should have come to some dim
idea, but could never have made up the loss. To my
mind, now, that contact with him has become perhaps the
strongest incentive to go on : it reminds me of what history

is, and that I may have some hope of getting at it. I do
not see what more a great scholar could do for a man
beginning.

As you see, I did not know him : I saw him a very few
times, in every way I was on a very different plane from
him. I wish I were not, that I could praise him. As it

is, I scarcely feel ashamed to confess to you that my
respect for his knowledge and all his powers is never very
prominent in my mind, because I have so distinct a per-

sonal affection for him. I may have no business to have
it : he never knew me from any other man, I should think.

Anyhow it was inevitable. I don't know what other men
felt I cared for the man first His ordinary courtesy,

the ordinary interest of his nature in books or men or

external nature, came to me like personal kindnesses.

And if he had ever known of it, I don't think he would
have disliked my feeling as I did to him.

In Oxford, besides thus teaching and inspiring, Powell

did more than his duty-shift at the machine of academic

affairs. An organizer, a debater, a wirepuller he could

not be. He never sat on the Hebdomadal Council, which

is the source of University l^slation, nor did he speak, I

believe, on the public bodies that debate the proposals of

the Council : least of all in the strange, mediaeval Convo-

cation, where on field-days and at fitful intervals the voters

from their country livings arrive to swamp reform. He
never became a scholar-politician of the type that cherishes

a progranmie and requires place and leverage for its realiza-
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tion. He despised the smaller kind of University intrigue,

monastic in its triviality, that absorbs a good many per-

sons and makes them, as he put it, * run round like

headless ants.' It was this kind of thing that Pattison

despised also. Powell, however, sat on many boards and
committees, and gave them more than his due. He is

described as offering sound liberal advice, as voting

steadily for the larger policy, and as preferring, in minor

matters, to support without more ado any man whom he

trusted as an expert. He was doubtless, with his diffi-

dence and dislike of arguing, not the man to steer through

a bitter necessary debate ; and of ordinary strife he took

little care. When the dust w^as rising, he would make
drawings, or write letters. Once, in a note to a friend,

a French poet, he punctuated the letter with the word
rixe ! He had to stop and listen, the rixe was too loud

to ignore ; but when it was over, he took up again his

discussion of fine art.

Yet he was by no means an engrossed scholar with

a contempt for business. He was one of those men that

are to be found in Oxford, in Cambridge, in Lancashire,

and elsewhere, who are stirred by the vision of a wiser

and cleaner University. He thought of it as properly the

home of learning and science. He adopted the professorial

point of view, which obtains over the mainland of Europe,

rather than the collegiate or tutorial, which is peculiar

to England. He therefore was little preoccupied with

the Schools, and wished to see examinations curbed rather

than extended. The Bodleian should be a place for

organized study and research. The lecture, which ad-

ministers knowledge ready-found, with the least possible

reaction of thought on the part of the student, must be

subordinated to instruction in the bases and methods of

knowledge. How strongly he put this point in regard

to the provincial colleges, we have heard ; and he believed

the same ideal was right, and the only salvation, for

Oxford. He did not work alone, and the labours of
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Powell and his friends and those like them have told.

As he used to say, E pur si muove ! With all his censure

of Oxford methods, he always maintained that good work

was being done there abundantly, if somewhat in corners.

We hear that the unproductive kind of tutor, intent only

on prizes for his young men, is dying down, and that the

reciprocal shy sensitiveness of Oxford men, which, it was

said, made them fear to publish, is less apparent. This

improvement, however, can hardly be attributed to the

system : has rather come in its despite. As to the myriad

young * passmen', Powell always felt and said that many
or most of them ought not to be there at all ; but there

they were, helping out the University revenues, and they

must have the best provision possible made for them.

His ovm influence in affairs was most direct where ex-

perience rather than disputation was required. He
belonged, for instance, to the committee of the Oxford

Historical Society, and went to its meetings. He was

a laborious Curator of the Taylorian Institution, the

home of modem language teaching in Oxford. He
attended its meetings with some regularity: he always

tried to fill its posts with teachers who were also scholars,

and he devoted time and thought to the expansion of

its library. He had much to do with the foundation and

publication of the Taylorian lectures, given on subjects

of foreign literature ; it was he, we have seen, who brought

over Mallarm^^ Foreign literature, naturally, was one

of his passions, as the catalogue of his own library shows :

he had in all more than a thousand volumes at his death

which are classified as Oriental, French, Italian, German,

and Scandinavian.

The Clarendon Press was one of the foci of his life in

Oxford. In 1885 he was made a Delegate at the instance

of Jowett, who was then Vice-Chancellor, and with pealing

^ For these facts I am indebted to Mr. MorfiU, Professor of Kussian

and the other Slavonic Languages, and a colleague of Powell's in the

Taylorian.
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laughter he used to relate how Jowett sent for him and

explained that money profit rather than advancement of

learning must be first regarded in the policy of the institu-

tion. He would add :
' Jowett, how he hated learning

!

But, of course, his ends were often the ends of Moses,

though his methods were the methods of Machiavelli.'

This was meant as a compliment, in spite of Powell's usual

view of the relative merits of Moses and Machiavelli. He
remained on the Press all his life and took its work with

much gusto and energy. In spite of his power of imme-

diate concentration and quick judgement, it was a great

and recurring call on his time and brains. It has been

publicly regretted that he spent so much of them upon the

University Press instead of writing more books himself.

But it was his own choice, and I think he rightly regarded

it as suiting his characteristic way of doing good. The

work satisfied his dislike of publicity, and his passion for

detecting talent, and his ideal of a learned University.

The Press was the chief, not the only, means he found

for following what I have called his profession in life,

the encouragement of the right man in his predestined

task. He went constantly to the weekly meetings, often

coming from London for the purpose. He not only pre-

pared reports on proposals or works submitted to him, and

unofficially edited many a manuscript, in his quick divining

way, at odd hours, in bed, in the small hours, in the train

;

but he stood in all kinds of relationship between the Press

and the author, having to consider a venture from every

point of view, practical as well as scientific, and knowing

perfectly that the loss incurred on much purely learned

work must be balanced by profits in some other direction.

He liked this labour and knew that it was one of the things

he did well.

The kind of debt under which the Press lay to Powell

was well expressed after his death in the Oxford Magazine,

and may be given before taking up his chronicle as pro-

fessor.

1
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To those who knew York Powell it is not difficult to

picture the readiness of his welcome to a good book, his

sorrow in producing an unfavourable report. His immense
knowledge, and his dislike for a display of it, often made
his judgements swift and, in appearance, oflfhand ; and, as

all his friends knew, he seemed to acquire the contents of

a book by some sixth sense, which scarcely needed the
help of the eye and carried whole books at once to the

brain. But very often judgement was reserved, to await
the result of a week's opportunities for research or for

consultation with some scholar friend. And it was in his

direct relations with authors—encouragement and advice

in their plans and preparations, the loan of rare books or

pamphlets, the hunting up of recondite references, help
ungrudgingly given upon their manuscripts or proof-sheets

—that he came to be, as it has been phrased by Mr. Fisher,
* like the Duke of Wellington, much exposed to authors.'

'He has added me,' wrote Mr. Quiller-Couch in the Pre-

face to the Oxford Booh of Verse, * to the number of those

many who have found his learning to be his friends' good
fortune,' and in this way much of the learning that he
never set forth himself found its way into the world, while,

at the same time, the work of other men was improved by
the excellence of his judgement and the delicacy of his

taste.

Services of this kind can be rendered without the
formalities of an office, without even the virtue of punctu-
ality, and at the Press York Powell's reputation for un-
businesslike character was wholly unintelligible. Quite
naturally, almost without his knowing it, difficulties and
impossibilities came on to his broad shoulders, and perhaps
more often than other men he confessed himself beaten.
* I can work at the thing myself,' he said, * and I can talk

to the people, but I cannot drive.* But if he could not
drive, he could lead things in the way he wished them to

go, and he always brought to his business the great business

qualifications of knowledge of things and of men, of swift

and sure judgement upon them, and of what he possessed
beyond others, a tact and urbanity that seemed never to
fail. He gave, for instance, great and ever-increasing

assistance to the technical departments of the Press. His
knowledge was not that of the mere connoisseur. He
admired the bookwork of Morris ; he gave a well-remem-
bered lecture or * informal talk ' at the Institute upon his
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beloved Japanese prints and drawings ; when he excused
his non-attendance at a printers' dinner he pleaded for an
improvement of title-pages. But he knew the points at

which Morris had failed, and knew his own ideals so well

that he could himself apply them instantly to the difficulty

of the moment. Hence, when his advice was asked, he
could give help of the most direct and practical kind. ''No

point or detail,' writes Mr. Hart, the Controller of the
Press, ^was too small for his attention, and he never set

limits to the trouble he would take. Upon all matters of

printing or illustration, the justification of an initial letter,

the disposition of print upon the page, the degree of suc-

cess of a chromo-coUotype, even the composition of differ-

ent inks, he was able to give instantly, or after brief inquiry,

advice that was useful in practice. He gave his advice

unhesitatingly and with authority, using few words and
expecting to be understood quickly, as one " professional

'*

speaking to another. He was always cheery and full of

encouragement ; it was a pleasure to be advised by him.' ^

A more formal but equally heartfelt tribute from his

colleagues ^ may close the chapter

:

The services that Mr. York Powell has rendered to the

Press since he became a Delegate have extended over

a very wide field. Not only was he master of the subjects

specially belonging to his chair, but he had also a remark-
ably intimate knowledge of art, philology, and literature

:

indeed it would be difficult to name any branch of literary

inquiry in which he was not at home : and the Delegates

constantly had recourse to him for advice on proposals

of the most varied character. Nor was it for such advice

alone that the Press was indebted to him. A large

number of the works undertaken on his judgement were
revised, corrected, and improved by him while still in

manuscript, and while passing through the printers' hands.

His knowledge of the details of business, both in the

department of printing and in that of publishing, was
extensive and valuable : and the Delegates were accustomed
to rely with confidence on his judgement in all questions

relating to form, quality, and appearance of the volumes

1 Oxford Magazine, May 18, 1904.

* Memorandum of Resolution ordered at the meeting of the Delegates

held May 20, 1904.
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»

to be issued, or to the best means of securing a good
market.
He was a man of warm sympathies : and he was keen

to detect promise even in inexperienced writing : and he
grudged no time that was given to bringing immature
work, which seemed to him to have merit, up to a standard
of which he could approve.

The Delegates feel that by his death they have lost

a colleague whose services have laid on them a deep
obligation, and whose place it will hardly be possible

to fiU.



CHAPTER VI

LIFE, 1895-1898

Work for National Home Reading Union: for Social England.
Oxford. Bedford Park : death of Stepniak. Letters on Mr. G. Meredith.

Ambleteuse cloudscapes. A Londoners' meeting. Opinion on William

Morris. Fcereyinga Saga. Ibsen again. The Manchester Guardian

:

Survey of the Queen's Reign. Journey to Holland. Death of Henry
Stone. Lecture on King Alfred. Mr. Wells's stories. Powell's in-

creasing * Toryism '. The Casket Sonnets. Ambleteuse, 1898.

The record now begins again. During 1894 Powell had

been re-shaping for various purposes his material on early

English history. He was in full sympathy with those who
have to work at a distance from teachers and the living

voice, who lack prefatory training, and who ask for some

direction in order to escape from discouragement and

waste of force. Hence a series of papers in a periodical

designed for such isolated workers, the National Home
Reading Union. They are short, consisting of a sketch of

the early reigns after the Conquest, together with a chart or

syllabus of the original authorities and the best editions.

This was a useful though unobtrusive part of his teaching,

and is worth mention, to show that he did not suffer from

the high and dry scholar's aversion to beginners.

He also wrote four articles in the syndicate-history

entitled Social England: on the decline of the Roman
power, on Britain under the English, on the Danish in-

vasion, and on Domesday-Book. They serve to show what

his history-book for schools would have been with freer

scope and room ; and they confirm the sense that he was

more himself in picturing than in narrating. His account

of the England that the English conquered is livelier than

his story of the conquests themselves. But the first three
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articles are continuous, and give a clear impression of his

manner ;
* Domesday-Book ' is isolated, and interposed

among work by other men.

There are few letters from the summer of 1895 : in June

he writes in answer to an invitation from his socialist

friend, Mr. Clayton:

Christ Church, June 20, 1895.

I will do a week in Leeds if I can . . . I'll talk, but I

won't promise to speak : I do it so badly. . . . You must
have a rest sometimes. Even an old cab-horse gets that.

If you will only be reasonable and take care of yourself,

you will be able to fight all the longer.

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, Aug. 8, 1895.

I had to go to the Lakes last week. Well, they are good
(I only saw Windermere and Rydal). The hills far off splen-

did, especially Langdale Pikes. I paid a pious pilgrimage
to Fox Howe, which has the loveliest up-dale view. The
places about were full of quiet grim Wordsworth-carrying
Yankee Schoolmarms and British Schoolmistresses and a
few solid-looking Nonconformists, full of the apostasy of
Britain from the good old cause, and pious veneration for
* old horse-face *.

... I thought Wyndham's^ style charming. He is a nice,

honest, good-looking, hardworking young chap—^pity he's

wrong side in politics, but a good foe is better than a
friend like ,

Mr. John O'Leary, the rebel Irish patriot, with whom
Powell often talked at Bedford Park in the evenings, is

alluded to presently.

To Mrs, J, R. Green, Bedford Park, August 20, 1895.

The seventeenth-century Irishmen were not saints, save
of the old sort,

their hearts full of chastity,

their bellies full of wine and ale,

their tongues full of cursing,

their hands full of power,

^ Alluding to Mr. George "Wyndham's Introduction to the reprint of

tliforth's Flutarch in the * Tudor Translations '.
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which is the kind of way Girald the Welshman their envier
describes them.

I am sure that you will be able to deal with Irishmen
better than any Englishman, or even a West Briton who
shuts his eyes to beauty and truth when it wears a glib

and carries a sparth or a shillelah. actually goes so

far that he denies the beauty of Irish legends, of which he
cannot read a word. ^ Ah, ma God ! well ! of coorse, d'ye

see ?
' as Mr. O'Leary says. He is a splendid fellow. He

tells me he has arranged finally or almost finally for his

autobiography. I hope it will soon be out.

The book under discussion in the next letter is Shake-

speare and his Predecessors^ by his correspondent, Mr. F. S.

Boas, afterwards professor at Belfast.

Mention Furnivall, for your conclusions as to Hamlet
tally with his and not with that old idiot Gervinus. . . I like

your Troilus and Cressida too, but you are too severe.

Shakespeare is impatient of shams, and he blurts out the
rank plain common-sense view, impatient of all the make-
believes of the age, in a moment of anger and revolt.

I think you are a little hard on uncle Pandar, who is only

an exaggerated nurse of the Juliet type. The folly of Troy
is as great as the heroism of it all.

Your Lucrece and Venus are good too. I think it rather

animal than coarse. Coarse is when crude words are

used. T. and (7. is sometimes coarse. There is lots of

refined animalism in V. and A., but no coarseness.

I think your book will be a success. You must before

finishing the Sonnets read Tyler, and also the translated

works of Giordano Bruno, where you will find that Hamlet's

' that this too too solid flesh would melt

'

comes from a sonnet of the Heroic Furies ; and much
more of Shakespeare is coloured by Giordano's thought

Recognition, after all, had raised Powell's spirits, or set

free his powers of expression. He was put on his mettle

to write, and in the summer was active. The Defoe, the

Meinholdf and the preface to Fcereyinga are among his

best pieces of literature : all were published within a year

or two. His style becomes easier and richer, more like his

talk : the letters have yet more edge than before.
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To W. P. Ker. Bedford Park, Oct. 5, 1895.

I was about my Master's business, Fcereyinga Saga, and
could not come. ... I am just translating a bit of Fseroisc

verse for my Fcerey saga, I am hating to get back to

Oxford, and break my work, in which I am just getting

rightly set. However, these things must be : people pay
one for doing the work one really does by setting one to do
something else that is not wanted but which they think

important.

The Flugumyri view, how it brings back the old talks

with Vigfiisson, and the sagas ! I have done a lecture

on Defoe, an article on Meinhold, written my introduction

to Fcereyingay and indexed that saga carefully, besides

a lot of reviews and a good deal of reading : but still it

seems so little, with what I had hoped.

I have seen Sandwich and Richborough, however, and
they are worth seeing. Beautiful Cotman view, or old

Crome, from the Roman camp west over the flat where the

war-smiths came up and smote my countrymen—Latins or

Britons.

I have to go to Oxford next week early over an
Oriel College meeting ; and I am in a crisis of virtue just

now, reading about sailors, and so have to strive to do my
duty (though the real sailor's duty is to disobey foolish

orders and damn the eyes of his admiral, I am convinced).

So I put off our meeting till the next week.

About this time the Manchester Guardian was negotia-

ting with Arthur Johnstone, who was to join its staff

as musical critic and make his reputation. Powell was

pressing his claims, but Johnstone's own response was

uncertain as yet. In the same letter Powell appears some-

what unsettled. The departure of his friends the Pagets

from Bedford Park made him consider, only to reject, the

idea which he carried out five years afterwards of a move
to Oxford.

To Oliver Elton Bedford Park, Dec. 21, 1895.

One of the foci of the Park is cold. It is a great pity.

I

To be separated by distance from friends is a very serious

[matter. . . .

A mad world, my masters ! is Oxford, a mass of seething
[unreality with plenty of good work doing in the midst of
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it all, by the presence of youth and enthusiasm, and absence
of the money craze (comparative) and care for knowledge
(wider spread there than many know). But the unrealities

look so real and the realities have to be sought out.

It is well you wrote re [Johnstone], for I had not heard
a word of it. You know his silence (Dean Maitland's was
a roar to it) about anything he sets his mind on. What
do you think of Nevinson's Neighbours of Ours ? Have
you read Une Passade, by ^ Willy' ? You won't like it, but
it enchanted me in several places by its style, and one
worships Monna pour le moment
On second thoughts: you will hate * Willy', and get

a mean opinion of me if you read it, so don't.

One of Powell's most admired friends in Bedford Park

was the writer known as Sergius Stepniak, the leader

of the exiled Russian revolutionaries in London : a noble

kind of patriot, whose writings are familiar in England, and

who did much in the eighties and nineties to let in light

upon the terrorist autocracy and its police. His prefaces

(interrupted by his death) to Miss Garnett's translations

from Turgu^niev show his arduous insight, and balance

;

it is surprising that Powell was not more fully converted

by Stepniak to admire Turgu^niev's art as well as his

character. Stepniak was cut oflf, he who had evaded many
a Russian death, by gross mischance : a train, at a level

crossing, stealing upon him unawares as he walked in

deep abstraction. This was at Christmas-tide, 1895.

Mr. J. B. Yeats relates the bearing of Powell

:

I was hard at work with a model, Powell entered

suddenly at 11 o'clock, and sat down silent. I wondered
for five or six minutes, puzzled that he said nothing:
when he wrote something on a piece of paper: it was,

'Stepniak killed.' Powell, as soon as he had heard the

news, had rushed over to Stepniak's house to offer his

services.

He did all he could, indefatigably, and wrote soon after

:

To William Bines. Dec 26, 1895.

... I saw John Bums to-day for a moment, but had only

time to shake hands. It was at the inquest over my poor
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friend Stepniak, who was run over by a train, close to his

house, a dreadful accident. I had been with him the
evening before ; and it happened at 10.30 next morning.
We are all sad to lose such a man. He was so kind and
clever too, and a man one could trust and learn much
from in every way. Every one that knew him liked him,

and I saw a good deal of him and was very fond of him.

His poor widow is in great grief, as you may well suppose.

Altogether it is a great blow to us all. There are not
many men left as good as he was. The good seem to be
snatched away so often and the worthless left. However,
I must not sadden you at this time, but wish you a very
happy New Year for yourself and all yours.

Mr. C. L. Dodgson (' Lewis Carroll ') died on Jan. 14,

1896. Powell's sketch of him and verses on the sale of his

effects are both reprinted (see vol. ii), and show an almost

unexpected vein of sympathy. But the letters early in

1896 are scanty ; two of the most noteworthy relate to

Mr. George Meredith, whose books Powell had read and

appreciated ever since the early seventies, and whom he

often met and visited. The testimony of each man was,

of course, unknown to the other ; and that of both may
here be quoted. Mr. Meredith wrote after Powell's death ;

The testimony given without exception by the whole of
our press to the merits of York Powell is a memorable
instance of the impress of character made by a noble man
upon those who at one time viewed it with some distrust.

In France and in Germany it was no novelty for a man of
[great learning and a distinguished professor to be in open
sympathy with conspirators against the lords of misrule,

"''ork Powell succeeded in teaching his countrymen that the
generous feeling for oppressed peoples may go side by side

with the student's labours, that hunted exiles, subsequently
to become transfigured in history as martyrs and heroes,

are to be taken to the hearts of the thoughtful and most
eminent among us during their term of peril under obloquy.
For this, even more than his accomplishments, I prized
him and hold him in my dearest memories. As a friend he
was invaluable ; always instructive, if need were, yet more
willing to listen than to hold forth. When he had to
correct a blunder it was done flowingly, as a necessitated

Y. p. X Q
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jump along the road of conversation, never in the manner
of the irritated pedant. He could not let the error pass,

but he had no frown for it. I could write pages in praise

of the comrade he was, the splendid gifts I knew him to

possess. I am stayed by conjuring up his shake of the
head at any personal word of eulogy.^

Two letters give Powell's comment on Mr. Meredith's

talent, and especially on his recent novel. The first letter

was occasioned by an article sent him for his judgement.

In acknowledging such things he often wrote his best

;

and I do not, here or elsewhere, mutilate every friendly

word he wrote ; it would take a very callow vanity to

accept half the praise of a man who was so modest in

his own case. Besides, he always criticized. He did not

sit down, in the mood of the judicious schoolmaster-friend,

to mix gall and honey for one's good. He let fall what

he thought in a way that told without hurting. You were I
humiliated without pain or intent, and quickened to go

on. His remonstrances were always *done flowingly', in

writing as in speech. His aversion to Tolstoi reappears

in a later epistle to Johnstone. Powell often explained

how and why he despised Tolstoi's hatred of war, art,

science, sex, and institutions : even in the famous stories

he found a ' thinness ' of intellect ; he saw that in them

Tolstoi's later creed lurks, undeveloped, but still an

irritant. Powell himself believed in civilization, and could

digest its conditions and accept its price. He was not

reconciled to Tolstoi either by the individualism, or by the

hatred of pretence, or by the Christian unselfishness of

dealing, or by the disbelief in dogma, that they shared.

He himself was an individualist chiefly in the sense that

he showed much reserve in judging both the sexual be-

haviour of private persons and the political morality of

great men. On another side he was an historian, engrossed

in tracing the rise of institutions and the conquests of

* From a communication quoted by Mr. Kobert S. Kait in his article

on Powell in the English Historical Review^ July 1904.
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culture. He had no nihilistic feeling against law and

authority as such; but their inherent evil is Tolstoi's

postulate. Powell thought, for instance, that Algernon

Sidney was a martyr, but also that he was a legal traitor
;

and he could not condemn Sidney's judges. Tolstoi would

have treated that trial with dissolvent irony, as a text

at the expense of legal justice. In Balzac Powell

believed more and more, and regarded Mr. Meredith as

one of the same company. So flashed his talk ; and

the letters are like his talk.

To Oliver Elton, 1896.

Thanks much for your paper which I enclose herewith.

It has been very good reading for me. This is what I

notice. I don't think Comedy the sole inspiration of

Shagpat There is something of pure Persian fantasy,

of romantic sorrow in Bhanavar. As to Positivism, I think
Morison was more likely to be influenced by G. M. than
G. M. by him. He was very amiable and humane. He
talked well and wrote flatly, I thought, but I liked

him personally much. He was frank, and good of impulse
and disposition, and he disliked Clericalism, which I also

hate. (Isn't Zola's Rome fine, by the way ? I am just full

of it. I see the faults, of course, but what an historian

the man is, how true his instinct ! How hopeful he is in

spite of all, and how well he writes at his best !)

Don't say [of Modem Love] ^ misnamed sonnets '. The
^Elizabethans would have called them 'sonnets.' They
ire not Petrarchan sonnets but that doesn't matter.

I*
There is a glory of the sun, and another glory of the
loon.' R[hoda] Flleming] is not a patch on Richard
"everel, for real power over one.

My dear boy, we read Meredith in the early '70's at

[Oxford: I remember reading both poems and novels in

1870. The story is that Mrs. Carlyle begged Carlyle to

read Richard Feverel. He did so, and said, 'Ma dear,

that young man's nae fule. Ask him here.' When he
came, as Meredith himself told me, he talked long with
tliim on deep things, and begged him to come often. He
[8aid, ' Man, ye suld write heestory ! Ye have a heestorian

ye I ' Meredith answered that novel-writing was his way
writing history, but Carlyle would not quite accept that,

Q2
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though he did not argue against it, but rather doubted over

it, as if there were more in it than he had thought at first.

Some of the poetry had come out in the great days
of Once a Weehy when the finest illustrators, Sandys,

Pinwell, Houghton, Walker, etc. were working on it (the

great school of the '60's), whose work people are rightly

collecting now.
You must specially praise Love in a Valley, the most

gorgeous piece of rhythmical work and passion. You have
left it out. Meredith is a great metrist, but Browning
writes poorly as regards musical verse. Meredith has
invented his great metres.

You think too much of Tolstoi, a childish babbler,

a weak narrow-brained person ; humane enough, but no
thought ; he has gifts, sympathies, intuitions, but lacks

brain ; falls into sillinesses, futilities, patent absurdities

;

won't face facts, is conceited, preachy (that is why he is

popular here), full of foolish religiosity :
^ artiste malgr6 lui.'

Mention the early morning walk in The Amazing
Marriage, the splendid scene in the Scala, of Vittoria

;

the voice in the wood at even in Sandra.
Balzac if you like ; a thinker, an historian, an artist,

a mighty labourer ; but Tolstoi does not deserve comparison
with Meredith. Don't laugh, think it over, without re-

membering it is ' prejudiced ' I that write this.

Well and finely done, too, the last paragraph.—You
might enlarge on the Earth-spirit. Try and smite out the

man's creed in one or two sentences, for he is a prophet
as well as an artist. He has something to tell us :

^ we
bid you to hope '. Tolstoi, good God ! a miserable non-
conformist set of silly preachments. Meredith is sound
like Shakespeare. Do bring in Balzac. Yourjudgement on
a man such as Meredith can never be too carefully thought
out. I think you have succeeded wonderfully. What I

have noticed are only non-essentials, fringes, where pattern

might be altered. The fabric stands. . . . The man, his

dazzling dramatic talk, his beautiful clear enunciation

!

His love of fun and teasing, playing kindly on our foibles,

stimulating, ironic, gentle too and sympathetic at the
right time, proud as Lucifer, and dutiful as Wellington.
* Thank God I have never written a word to please the

public,' he said once to me. But I must stop. My train

will not wait. Try and decipher this. It is well meant.

Cut out Tolstoi. Away with these half-baked potatoes.
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Balzac and Meredith will represent their century. Do
not mention such a person as George Eliot, let her lie.

She did some good work and much bad. She meant well,

and she and Mrs. Grundy quarrelled, and made it up over
filthy Ghetto piety ... I am boiling because I can't sit

opposite you to argue with. You have done a fine bit

of work. I am glad you praised Henley. He is the only
man who has really tried to judge G. M. W. Morris says,

*A clever man, not an artist.' He can't rise above the
naive melodic. Yours sincerely.

To the Same, Feb. 10, 1896.

The Amazing Marriage—one of Meredith's great suc-

cesses. I remember the Old Buccaneer excited me hugely
when he read it. Carinthia is glorious. Her Madge next
(poor Kit, he lost what was worth having). Woodseer good,

Wytham impressive even in his outline. Chillon the least

satisfactory in every way. He treated his sister almost
as badly as that insolent lord, slave of his word, his vanity,

and his grievances. But this lord is marvellously drawn :

there is something of him in us all. He is not beyond
human sympathy, at all events. I prefer him to Chillon.

The old Lady good, Henrietta a pretty pastel, Livia a
delightful foil—folly in full flight, but with a balance—no
lack of brains.

The * morning walk ' is a masterpiece surely : you smell

and taste the dawn in the reading of it.

I am sure this A. M. will be one of the solid bases of

M.'s fame. He has given time to it, I know, as well as

inspiration. It is not ^ difiicult '. It is profoundly inter-

esting. I hope you think this, all, but I don't want to

persuade : it is pure besoin d'^panehemenL

To Maister Herbert Greene
at his Lodginge in Mawdlin College ^^'^ fi^il^^'''^^

Oxenford

Good Master Greene These with greetinge

I am surely much beholden to y^ flrendship for yr
goodly Gifiles^ Of a Truth those be rare Matteres of

^ Mr. Greene notes ; ' The " Gifftes " were :

1. Falstaff^s Letters^ by James White (the reprint of 1877).

2. T?ie Adventures of Sir Frizzle Pumpkin^ Nights at Mess, &c.

(Blackwood, 1855).

For "Rowen and her Chalice" see FcUstaff's Letters
^ pp. 31, 32,

39, 80.'
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y^ Knight, and there be delicate Touches of Ananias his

craffte in the Noctes Martiales. It irkes me y* I haue at

this present Houre noe meanes by me in the way of
Acknowledgement that I might craue your acceptaunce
of, and I knowe verie well that faire wordes euen though
they be engendered of Gratitude and y® unfeigned Con-
sideration that I bear to you ward, auaile nought in

descharge of my instant Obligaciouns. Neuertheless I w*^

not let pass this occasioun of subscribing mie selfe the
Debtor of a Merrie Afternoon or soe to y"^ Bountie.

But Clock shall strike & match with powder meet
Pistol shall thunder forth and bullet speed !

By Rowen and her Chalice. Wherefor marke !

Till when I praye you farewell and Hue in Content and
soe no more till we meete from yr

singular ffrende

Fredk. York Powell
From my poore Chambers

at Christ Church.

In the summer he went again to Ambleteuse. It may
have been in this or the next year that he first took to oil-

painting, and learned, with Stevenson by his side, how to

set about it. One of his canvases, of a yellow field full of

shocks of corn, with tender-green poplars behind it, shows

the pleasure that the soft clear lines and full colours of the

coast-side gave him. The next letter is in answer to one

written from Dovedale. Painting delighted him now as

much as anything in his life, and his practice enhanced

his power of colour-notation in words.

To Oliver Elton, Hotel Delpierre, Aug. 8, 1896.

Now I prefer Ambleteuse to Ashbourne. First ; no hills

save sandhills, pale buff and dark rich green in patches,

and faint olive-green herbage on their sides.

Second. The sea, purple, green, to yellow-green with
vivid ' painty ' green stripes ; bronze brown-green, delicate

pearly grays and invisible purples and faint blue ; a chang-
ing mirror of sky.

Third. Sky. Not clouds and mist and smother of dull

gray, but real sky, open, broad, another ocean above, with
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procession of clouds, high and sunlit, with quivering greens
and purples and reds and yellows all round the horizon,

scaling up to intense blue overhead. It is a pleasure to

lie and watch it.

Fourth. Long lines of landscape.

This is a great delight to me. I don't like the

AAAA business+ mist-®

Fifth. The change is greater. France is a refreshment
after England, as England is after France. However, I

don't want to press my advantages (which are accidental
and not personal) upon you in return for your charming
note, and very kindly argument re Tolstoi.

My French friends at a chalet not very far from the
hotel are great musicians. I think I get pleasure out of
their music, which I certainly don't out of other people's.

They seem to understand the music that appeals to me
(most music is mere cacophony to me, unmeaning and an
abominable bar to talk). And then they dance like angels,

and we laugh like mad people, all at once and quite loud,

not the usual gentle smile of English people (excellent too
in its way) that you are accustomed to at my house. We
go there every evening, so that I barely put a pipe in after

dinner, which I daresay is good for me, besides sparing
backy (a precious commodity here and difficult to replace).

Well, au revoir. September, please God, we meet and
talk of many things.

Another letter from abroad refers to the forthcoming

Lwe% of the Troubadours by Miss Farnell, his earlier words

to whom on the study of Provencal have been quoted.

To Miss Ida Farnell. ^^*^^
^^i!l72M8i^^^^^

... I should like a little flourish at the end, and a com-
lendatory sonnet or two in Elizabethan fashion at the
jginning, of the title-page, e. g.
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To the well-skilled Translatresse.

Lady, whose polished Penne and careful Hande
Have brought from out their vellum Treasuries

The Lives and Woordes of high and deep Device
Of famous Singers of the Noontide Lande,

So that our English Heartes may understande,

And haply, somewhat of their Mysteries
Thus learning, be the better spurred to rise

To higher Courses than they yet commando

:

We give thee Thanks for this thy gracious toil,

That hast transplanted to our Northern soil

These ruddy flowers of Southern Poesy,

Such as great Dante loved and studied well,

Such as soft Petrarch, as his Verses tell,

Found full of Honey for the Muses' Bee.

Ignotissimo.

You will easily get others of the like order, such as

adorn the beginning of the Faery Qv£ene, I am yours
faithfully.

In September he was back, full of talk and power and

spirits. These years just succeeding his appointment as

professor were the zenith of his later life. The power of

production and expression was strongest, or at least most

buoyant, from about his forty-fifth to his fiftieth year

;

after which, even before ill-health threatened, there was

some increase of sternness, and, with Stevenson's death,

of melancholy. He saw something this autumn of his

friend Arthur Johnstone, who had now settled in Man-

chester. Memory dissolves together many meetings of

this kind confusedly, and the reported talk of comrades,

equally with its silences, is savourless to the public. But

one day, known afterwards as that of the ^ accidental three-

man lunch', stands out clear in the mind of the survivor.

It was nothing,—an ordinary Londoner's interlude. It

may give for once a picture of Powell holidaying. A
hasty rendezvous was made at the old floating bath, now

abolished, that lay in the Thames by Charing Cross. It

was a garish and breathless August mid-day, of the tor-
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ridest, when the waterside flickers in the heat. There is

a brutal oppression of white light ; the plane-leaves are

dusty and do not move. ^The full tide of human exis-

tence/ which on good authority flows by Charing Cross,

is at a slack, irritable pulse ; the senses are lashed and

tired. The London greeting, the nod of acquaintance,

is less expansive than ever : and to such influences even

cordial and enjoying spirits respond. Powell and John-

stone came in, somewhat correctly attired ; the younger

with his slight figure, Beethovenish brow, and deliberate

look, varied with steel-grey incisive flashes ; the elder

silent, opening his eyes wide to a dead-black gravity, until

the fresh cool reflets and plashing of the bath, at this hour

little tenanted, struck upon him. It was the best place in

town on such a day, and the plunge restored the natural

pitch. Powell, as we did not know, had learnt in youth to

swim well, and, on being challenged to race a length for

the subsequent Chianti, won easily. But he insisted on

the interpretation that the winner should pay. In a quiet

Italian caf6 this idea was carried out. There was the salt

of the haphazard meeting of friends eager after separation

and travel. This volume would be the less impoverished

had any one of us had the Boswell or de Goncourt habit

of taking notes more or less stealthily, a habit which may
serve the world, but not so much the good name of the

note-taker : a little meanness hangs about it. ^ I hate,'

runs the Greek saying, *a feast-fellow with a memory.'

The talk was on books. Johnstone was a connoisseur in

certain kinds of living foreign literature—the last French

tale or German satiric comedy—liking what he called ^ the

drastic'. The manner and sequel of such conversation

appears best in two notes that Powell wrote to him after-

wards : they are here put together.

To Arthur Johnstone. 1896-8.

I have been reading again Nietzsche on Wagner. It

seems to me right. What do you think? Have you
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written on it ? Is not the Wagnerian conception essentially

Jewish ; cosmopolitan-tawdry ? Apart, of course, from un-
doubted pieces of greatly effective music ? His philosophy
is childish. His ethic ridiculous. His influence absolutely

sterilizing. So much is certain. Is there a noble residuum
or not ? What do you think ? Send me a line. . . .

I want to hear what you think of the Russian movement
of literature. I think Elton, for instance, immensely over-

rates Tolstoi, who has no brains at all ;—considerable

sympathy and instinct of a literary kind, but no reasoning
power. And as for instinct I prefer Tchemichevsky. If

Turgu^niev had been a Frenchman he would have been
acknowledged second-rate, as he is, but because he is a
Russian people crack him up. Have you seen Une Pas-
sade, by * Willy'? I think immensely of it. Monna is

really a pathetic little figure, in her insouciant make-
believe and absolute frankness and courage. You won't
think the book hopeless I hope ; it is not, to my mind,
because it is so completely sympathetic. However, one
is never sure of one's own tastes not being an * idiotisme

'

or peculiarity that other people cannot share. But I hope
you will like the book ; the extravagant humour of the
style, even, delights me excessively.

William Morris died on Oct. 3, 1896, and was buried at

Kelmscott. Powell, while yet a schoolboy, had known
and visited Morris's mother in company with his own
mother, and remembered her fascination for young people

;

*8he was very cheery and simple-hearted, and extra-

ordinarily sympathetic in their joy or sorrow.' In under-

graduate days he came to know Morris himself. He had

often gone to the house at Hammersmith, crowded with

books, yet so * light and free from dust ', where they talked
* about all kinds of things, especially literature '. He had

also gone with Morris to Merton and seen every process.

Morris had gone over there every day for the six months
previous to our visit, but he was as pleased as if he had
never been there before. He knew the work from the
beginning of the process to the end, and that was the
reason why it was so extraordinarily well carried out. He
understood that the books he printed could not be dis-

tributed everywhere, and he was quite conscious that the
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majority of people could never hope to possess a book of

the kind, but what he wanted to do was to make books as

they should be made. They cost Morris a lot of money,
but he believed they would find their way into most
museums. People who saw them would be dissatisfied

with the ugly printing and presswork of modern books. . . .

I saw him for the last time after his return from Norway,
and then he showed unmistakable signs of death. He
sent for me, and was as kind and considerate as ever.

He brought out the last manuscript he had got, and told

me the discoveries he had made. It was only a few days
afterwards that he was laid to rest in the little homely
churchyard by the Thames \

There is also a note of interest on the poetry of Morris,

which must qualify the phrase tossed out earlier :
* He

can't rise above the naive melodic' Powell was not

deeply in sympathy with all the work of the school, though

he paid tribute to Christina Rossetti. Of the paintings

of Burne-Jones he would say, * I see that it is his dream
;

but it is not my dream.' But Morris's verse was a part of

Powell's youth, if not in the same measure as Swinburne's :

Nearly all of us can remember a time when we took up
some kind of a book or poem which we had never seen
before— a thing towards which one had leaned in one's

dreams, but had never grasped It was this feeling of

freshness and pleasure that came upon one in Morris's

works. Jason, The Defence of Guenevere, and parts of

The Earthly Paradise seem to stand the strain of criti-

cism. The Death of Jason is one of the great achieve-

ments of this century, whilst there is a kind of haunting
music about The Defence of Giienevere quite distinct from
that of any other work of the century. The best part of

The Earthly Paradise strikes me as an attempt, and on
the whole a successful attempt, at putting a great prose
story into verse. As to The Dream of John Ball, it is

a great thing to have an historic imagination so strong as

to be able to present such a living picture of the past.

* This and the other sentences quoted are from a lecture Powell gave

on Dec. 3, 1897, at Manchester College, Oxford. They are in a press

reportthat is saved in his scrap-book, abridgedbut corrected and approved
by his hand, and replaced, in the text supra, into direct speech.
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There is but a word of Powell's reported on Morris's

political characteristics. He was in accord with many of

Morris's aims, but cared little for the method of propa-

ganda, 'speaking at street corners,' which, after all, was

not Morris's strength, because he often spoke ineffectively.

We remember his extraordinary faith in progress, his

very wide political sympathies, his hatred of injustice, and
his impatience with the competitive regime which falls

upon the people who do the bulk of the work.

To Miss Hines, Oct. 11, 1896.

It was sad to lose Morris. I saw him only a little while

ago, and he was dreadfully changed, but as clear-headed
and kind as ever. I knew that he was doomed, and it only
took a few days to bring the end.

The gathering at the station was very representative,

—

Kropotkin, Graham, Armenians, Grahame, Burns, Dearmer,
Jo Clayton, Crane, Frampton, W. Richmond, lots of work-
men from Merton and Hammersmith and other parts, a
good many pressmen, Catterson Smith and Cockerell who
had been nursing him most devotedly. Sparling and many
more. It was all spontaneous, and I think every soul there

was truly and heartily sorry for the friend and teacher

they had lost. I am glad your father was able to go to

Kelmscott. ... I am just off to see the Arts and Crafts

exhibition, which Morris did so much to forward. I am,
with love to your father, F. York Powell.

To W, P. Ker, Bedford Park, Oct. 10, 1896.

. . . Poor Morris, he did not want to die. That damned
and altruistic street-comer business did the mischief really.

He ought to have lived longer. He was very like Freeman,
and I liked him a good deal. Honest, childish, busy, inter-

ested in good things and worrying at the damned folly that

makes this world worse and uglier than it might be. He
said, *I don't believe there is a man in England whose
friends love him as much as mine do me.' * I am so silly

to give you all this trouble, and I am not so patient as

I ought to be, but you must forgive me, I don't mean to be
unkind.' He had the old English ballads read to him up
to the last. ' There is nothing like the best of them in any
language !

' We saw him off at Paddington, a lot of people
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of all kinds and conditions
;
parsons, poets, painters, sculp-

tors, workmen, agitators, refugees, M.P.'s, art students,

and his own private friends. There were many laurel

wreaths, and he deserved them, I think. It was all very
homely and spontaneous : you felt jt was not lip-service.

He told me he once wrote 300 lines of verse in a day.

Last time I saw him, about a fortnight ago, he showed me
his last purchases, such splendid 14th and 12th century
English MSS. ! Truly such things make it ^ hard to leave

them '.

But this is the gate we a' maun gang
Intil the mirk alane.

My Fcereyinga is printed ; I expect it out in a few days.

Your copy I will send you. There is some of you in it.

Your book I gave to the Porter at Gower St. Gate, a rather

amiable Peter. My oldest friend, to whom with Henry
Liddell I dedicated the book, is dead, aged 93, a fisherman
at Sandgate. I wish good people lived longer. I am yours
faithfully.

The edition, a version of Fcereyinga Saga^ the last of

Powell's writings on the matter of Iceland, and the only

one of them that he wrote single-handed, had been first

translated by him, as has been seen, in 1868, the year of

his matriculation. It is inscribed to Dean Liddell and to

Stone. He had revised it

for the help of my kind and regretted friend F. S.

Pulling, when he began to read Icelandic with me in 1874.

It has, of course, been again revised, indeed almost wholly
ire-written, for the present edition. . . . [The story] is one
'that has always given me especial pleasure to read and to

remember, and accordingly I have been bold enough to

dedicate my version of it to two of my teachers for whom
I have a profound regard, as a token of a grateful desire

to do them honour. And I am glad to have their names
printed at the head of the little book that, however un-
worthily, does, at least, first set forth in English the life

and death of certain memorable inhabitants of the far-off

lonely little Atlantic archipelago that the Iceland-bound
voyager sometimes beholds as ^ a wonderful vision in chang-
*
ig mist—a sudden revelation of shiny sea' with the dark
jtles of islands ^standing up out of it, and large streamers
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blowing away from their tops like flags '. It is true the
men and women, of whom this story tells, lived and died
long ago, but surely they were of those whom the pious
poet would not have us willingly forget

—

Koivbv yap epxerat

KVfx *Aiba, Triere 6' khoK-qTov

kv Kai boKiovra' TLfxa be yiverai

&v 6€ds afipov avfet koyov TcdvaKOTcav^,

The virtues of Powell's English translation are the

same as in Origines, and need be little exemplified here.

The rough but complete draft he made in boyhood has of

course long vanished in the two revisions. The style is

plain, but it has the half-discernible tints and lines, like

those on a moth or stone, that Powell in his later years

came to command. It would not be easy to imitate.

Thorgrim the wicked went down to the shore that morn-
ing, and he had a pole-axe in his hand. As he went by he
saw red clothes sticking out of the seaweed heap ; he
pushed away the wrack and saw a man lying there. He
asked him who he was. Sigmund told him his name.
* Low lies our lord,' said he, *but what hath wrought this ?

'

Sigmund told him all that had happened. With that his

sons came up. Then Sigmund prayed them to help him.

Thorgrim did not answer at once, but began to talk to his

sons in a low voice. * Sigmund has so much gear on him,

as it seems to me we have never owned the worth of, and
his gold ring is mighty thick. The best thing we can do,

it seems to me, is to slay him and then hide his body ; it

will never be known.' His sons spake against it for a while,

but at last they were of the same mind. Then they went
up to where Sigmund lay, and caught hold of his hair,

while Thorgrim the Wicked hewed off his head with the

pole-axe. In this way Sigmund, that was so good a man
in all ways, lost his life. They stripped off his clothes

and gear, and then dragged him up under an earth-bank

^ The Tale of Thrond of Gate, commonly called Fcereyinga Saga

:

London (Nutt), 1896: pp. xxxix, xl. The verses are from Pindar,

Nem. vii. 43 :
' For upon all advanceth the billow of Death, and falleth

unexpected, yea, even on the expectant ; but honour cometh for them
whose name God enlargeth to be fair and delicate when they are gone.*
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and buried him there. There's dead body was cast

ashore, and they buried it beside Sigmund, and hid
them both \

The introduction is of Powell's best. There is the favour-

ite sorting and arranging under heads—War, the Sea,

Home Life, Trade, Dress and Personal Description, Politi-

cal Life and Law, Beliefs, Saws—of all the references : an

account and translation (reprinted by us) of the Fsereyese

ballad on the tale ; an analysis of the various layers of the

Saga, some of them of the classic time and ^the right

Odysseian vein', others bits of ingrafted folklore in a

different style, others giving only late fictitious and flimsy

matter. When these points, and those of chronology,

genealogy, and the like, are disposed of, Powell allows

himself a free pen, and the sympathies of the natural man.

One cannot but admire the stubborn crafty old fox
setting all the good powers of heaven and earth cheerily

at defiance through a long and laborious life. Only great

skill could have rendered the pious hero Sigmund so

attractive as he is throughout the story without destroying

all sympathy for his treacherous foe and destroyer,

Thrond ; but in his fidelity, his unselfishness, his mercy,
his marvellous prowess and his guileless speech Brestesson

is still, like Beowulf and Gunnar, a real man, not a mere
Tennysonian lay-figure . . . The women Thurid and Thora
are worthy of their mates ; courage, patience, the instinct

to know how and when to act, are theirs for generations.

Thurid can even master her tremendous pride in order
to win her revenge, and Thora keeps her presence of mind
in the midst of the greatest danger to her child, and saves

all by her stratagem I

Powell, we see, 'cannot but admire' both parties to

the duel, and this attitude perplexes both those who
dislike admiring anything but goodness, and the cynical

observer, who loves force, and judges merit by victory,

though he is less amused when goodness is victorious.

But Powell * admired' both saintly goodness and the

1 Fareyinga Saga., pp. 51-2. 2 j^.^ pp. xiii, xiv.
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^crafty old fox' in conflict, even when the latter pre-

vailed. His love for the saints was, however, not simply

that felt by the religious mind ; he really admires, at least

as much, the artist who makes the saints real in spite of

the superior interest of the son of Adam their enemy.

Nor does he admire the strength of Thrond, or of Napoleon,

cynically and in their own spirit ; nor yet, again, in the spirit

of the literary person who—or the woman in whom—genu-

flects before brute force : of that malady he was quit.

He admires them, as the natural man does, for their

qualities—for pluck and cunning ; and, as a good Darwinian,

for their power to persist ; as a dramatist might, for their

grouping and colour in the scene ; and as an historian,

because they, and not the saints, make the tough web of

history. Afterwards Powell put his dislike of ethical

judgements into a sort of formula, which he said was to

bind at any rate the historian : and we shall see that to

saddle him with this formula, literally taken, as expressing

his own habit, is unjust and untrue ; because he overran

with ethical judgements to the last. But the dramatic,

the tolerating instincts grew stronger too ; both instincts,

the ethical and the dramatic (or scientific), grew stronger

;

and if they did not finally harmonize, the fault may be

less in Powell than in the difficulty of the human universe.

In the same year he wrote to a friend who had suffered

bereavement and was in search of a literary task : here

again two letters are pieced together.

I think some period of French History would probably
be the most interesting and fresh. There is William of

Tyre and the Crusader. There are the chronicles of the
Jeanne d'Arc period. There is the Jean Lebel and Froissart

period. There are the Wars of Religion, the work of

d'Aubign^, de Thou, &c. There are Mme. de S^vign^'s

letters. The letters of the Regent Orleans' mother. The
memoirs of the Napoleon time. There is the widest
choice.

As to English books. There are two that interest me
immensely. One is Clifford's Common Sense of the Exact
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Sciences^ and the continuation by Karl Pearson, Grammar
of Science. You will find these really useful in getting

any general ideas about anything. They seem at first

sight to be mathematical, but they can be understood
by a person like myself who has had no mathematical
training, and I find them fascinating, as well as helping
to clear away a heap of useless theories, and giving one
fresh ideas.

There is Villani, and Dino Compagni, that are worth
reading, and help one to a comprehension of Dante's
surroundings. Dante is also, if one likes him, a very
enthralling study.

I can quite understand the need (after such a loss as

you have undergone) of something to give one's mind to

work on. told me, when he lost his little girl by an
accident, that but for taking up the history of the

he thought he should have become quite melancholy, to

insanity.

Do you know Latin ? I think you do ; if you do, there

are several books worth reading in it, both chronicles and
older books. Cicero's Offices, De Amicitia, Be Senectute,

etc., all very pretty imitations or rather adaptations of

Plato's Dialogties, applied to personal subjects. Pliny's

Letters are interesting too.

[Later.]

... I hope you are really feeling better. You must
take care of yourself. Your life is not useless, and one
must fight against mere grief (I know it is easier said

than done), and cherish remembrance which does not
injure one's capacity for being of use. But you know
this and practise it far better than I do. So I needn't

have written it, only I really sympathize with you, for

I know how hard life must have been for you for many
months now. Even the sunlight does not seem as bright

as it used to be.

To Mrs. Shute. Bedford Park, Dec. 1896.

I must hear about this last Ibsen. I was entranced
with Little Eyjolf. ^

. . . I am devoted to a man who really

interests me as he does. Those wretched creatures of

' As played at Avenue Theatre, Nov. 1896 ; Mr. C. Thorpe, Miss

Achurch, Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Miss Farr, and Miss Robins acting-

for all or part of the run.

T. p. I B
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his on the stage he makes real, and no bad acting can
spoil this impression. I feel for their troubles and sins

and mistakes because they are of the same flesh and
blood, and where they fall I should stumble too. It is

so real, one can't believe it not true, and it is true nearly

always. AUmers was just the 'partikiler damfool' (as

Artemus says) that he would have been when he lived.

His wife real too. Asta I thought charming, inefiicient

but excellent. (The child and she were the best acted.)

It was his miserable touch of * culture' and his badly
fitting clothes that made it all the more real ; one despised

him, and felt that after all he was a better fellow than
one was oneself. Ibsen's plays have a little way of

bursting through one's self-deceptions and vanities, and
letting cold air and light in. It isn't comfortable, but it

is good sometimes, to see the worst clearly, though one
does feel such a mean hound as one walks out of the theatre,

having had the interview with one's Nathan. I suppose
David, even, felt like that after the fahida de te narratur.

I don't know whether it has any very lasting effect, but
at the time it is always an amazing spiritual experience.

When a man gets one like that he is above most of

one's criticism. His splendid stagecraft and knowledge
of his art and swift flashes of insight blind one to the

defects that one only finds out by accident afterwards.

I want to see GhostSy the greatest play on Heredity
since Aeschylus and Sophocles.

What is this last play (last in all senses, for they say
he will not write again) about?

I can see the comic possibilities of parody in Ibsen as

I can in Shakespeare and the Bible and Whitman, but it

doesn't in the least lessen my respect and appreciation

of any of them.
After I went last week I couldn't think of anything else

for about three days (except when actually working).

Please excuse all this Ibsen, but I am just brimming
with it.

In March, 1897, Powell read the Epic and Romance of

his next correspondent, and reviewed it in The Academy.

To W. P. Ker. Christ Church, March 23, 1897.

I am glad you are pleased. Hind asked me to do the

article or I should not have had the opportunity. You
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will be pleased to see O. Elton's opinion unprovoked.
You see I urge and egg you on to further endeavour.
You ought to do French Song—German mimiesang—
Italian early sonnet and song—Dante—the Romance prose

—Graal, Tristan, Lancelot, Merlin, Mort Arthur, Perceval,

the whole caboodle, in fact, of the matter of Britain, from
the literary point of view.

I am horridly worried over the * Reign of Victoria ' for

Manchester Guardian, It is difficult to do really with
any bite in it, and it wants thinking. . . . However, please

the pigs (relic of Celtic imagery) I shall hope to put it

through and go and see Elton at Manchester for a day or

two. . . .

I have been reading Genesis again with the new lights.

It is a jolly sight more intelligible. There are some good
tales in the 40 [10 ?] Wazirs [Viziers] that explain some
facts left out. Ham was drowned, that is why Canaan with

the folly of extreme youth got into trouble. It is a story

to explain the difference of the two genealogies, possibly.

N N

S H J S C J

I expect you haven't seen this

:

Noah looked out of the window of his well-appointed bark,

x\nd said, as he gazed intently across the waters dark.

To Sh. and H., and J., * My boys, I wasn't wrong,

Here comes that dove with the olive-branch
;

Now we shan't be long.*

I am yours faithfully.

The * Reign of Victoria ' was a long Survey, which Powell

was to write over his signature for the Manchester Guar-

dian, to be published on the day after the reign ended. On
this piece of history he spent much, and lost some, labour.

His connexion with the chief Liberal paper of the North

had been long and friendly, and lasted till his death. But
at other times he always wrote for it as a reviewer, never

as a chronicler of English history at the point where his-

tory merges into living politics. In their fight for many
social and educational reforms the Radicals had his lively

sympathy. But he disliked more and more some of the

R 2
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historic figures of their party, and he was ah^eady sealed

a votary of the newer imperialism. He could not be

labelled : his stock of opinions was his own. I think that

the work of composing the Survey brought out the di-

vergence in a way that neither side had realized. He
took pains with it and said just what he felt, relying on

his signature to relieve the Manchester Guardian from

answering wholesale for his opinions or adopting them.

But in view of the declared faith and convictions of the

newspaper, the dissidence proved to be too gi'eat. There

was awhile a deadlock. Powell could not have signed an

edited article : yet there was often substantial harmony of

view, and such work could not be wasted. Finally, Powell

withdrew his signature, handed over his material, and

ceased to be responsible for the form in which the Survey

was published—a form that is therefore not here to our

purpose. The misreckoning was painful at the time, but

the solution was on the whole the fair one, and showed a

mutual respect for conviction.

Powell retained the first proofs of his article as he wrote

it, put them in his scrap-book, and corrected them largely

when the affair was over. His changes are of much inter-

est, and show his hostility to official Liberalism rapidly and

deeply intensifying during his later years. Epithets are

sharpened, shadows blackened, judgements become more
summary. As his corrections resemble in form and pre-

cision corrections for the press, I am sure that he would

have been quite ready to print and sign the Survey in this

its final form, though, of course, there was no opportunity

of doing so. Some of the striking passages are therefore

reprinted \ They include a panoramic view of the state of

England in the year 1837, as well as a series of his favour-

ite ^lightning portraits'. The narrative chapters, which

suffer from enforced rapidity, from the difficulty of colour-

ing a familiar tale afresh, and from the want of space to

reason out some of the judgements and adjectives, founded

1 Vol. ii. pp. 172-90.
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though these were on long consideration, have not been

reprinted. The panorama and the portraits are in their

nature impressions, and to them the same objections do

not apply. They show Powell's freshness of thought and

his synoptic instinct as happily as anything that he wrote,

while in the paragraphs upon arts and crafts and letters

he is faithful as ever to his own sensibilities, and ever

ready to disconcert or displace conventional verdicts,

sometimes by heroic dissent, sometimes by light but

equally fatal turns of phrase or reserves of epithet.

Hallam, the elegant and interesting compiler. . . . New-
man was begiiming the literary career which was to endow
English prose with some glorious oases of spontaneous dic-

tion set in wastes of arid ineptitudes.

The article, moreover, is a strange commentary on

Powell's conception of history as a scientific and judicial

analysis where no ethical judgement may intrude. He is

true enough to his principle of letting the facts, as he read

them, speak for themselves, and of not judging the makers

of history by purely domestic canons. He is not hampered

by the formulae of either party, as the extracts show.

But it would be amusing to frame a definition of the word

ethical, which would exclude that element from his de-

scription of Disraeli as * a man without scruples, but not

without honour ', or of Lord John Russell as one who was
* untrustworthy ', and who * maintained his position by

cunning and self-assertion ', and, * like other mediocrities,

profited by the failings of better, wiser, and stronger

men.' This is not precisely achromatic, or a mere de-

scription of cause and effect, though it may be true. Powell

here writes as a passionately interested contemporary

observer might have written. The period was too near

at hand, after all, it may be said, for other treatment.

Still, if we took his theory verbally, he would have

had little right to praise even King Alfred for his

moral virtues. Common sense, and the profoundly spiri-

tual nature of Powell, forbade such a conclusion. In
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his owii practice and that of all other historians of his

school, praise is never stinted ; and so the theory might

seem to work out only on one side, namely, that they are

often chary of blame, but not of honours. It has to be said

that Powell was consistent up to a point ; for he was equally

reserved in blaming a man of his own time, like Bismarck,

or of the past, like Napoleon, if only he thought him a

mighty force that on the whole made for advance. What
his theory seems to come to, therefore, is a plea for a freer

and larger view of historic good and evil than the common
canons of personal morality supply. This, however, is a

very different thing from the theorem that the historian

treats of a non-moral or ^anethic' man, just as the economist

assumes an ' economic man ', impelled only by profit and

loss considerations. To this point I shall revert.

Two letters to a friend with whom he found himself

more and more in political sympathy, a writer of note

on military and imperial affairs, may here be forestalled.

After these lines to a Conservative imperialist comes a

letter to a socialist.

To Spenser Wilkinson. May 21, 1897.

I am trying generally to get the Army weakness
realized among those who can help to do something.

The philanthropist is generally a person seeking excite-

ment in unwholesome and dangerous ways. He had much
better go on the turf or the Stock Exchange. He would
do less damage. I dread Philhellenes and Philarmenians
too, of the professional kind. ...

The Historical Review was founded in my old rooms at

Ch. Ch. We have a good training school now. A man
can learn * Diplomatique ', Palaeography, and Historic

criticism, and Bibliography, at Oxford ; and these are

keys. We also try and teach him to write. We can't do
more. ".

June 5, 1897.

... I can't see anything in German foreign politics at

present save a desire to claim as much of our trade as

she can, and an earnest effort to get a position from which
she can offer France and Russia bribes : but I think she
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is securing her position in the Balkans with a view to the
inevitable crisis that must come when Fr. Jos. II dies. I

wish we could come to some decent understanding with
her, as she is a permanent power, in spite of the little

Emperor's vagaries.

To Joseph Clayton. March 12, 1897.

... I don't agree with you as to Norwich beer, which
when old I like immensely. Ask any old Norwich people
about Jem Mace. He is well remembered in publics there.

I well remember the MaMs Head. The place for pretty
girls is Ipswich : they are the beauties of the East, as

Taunton girls are of the West. The dialect you are hard
on too. You must read A Son of the Fens, by P. H.
Emerson, * that fare to be a masterpiece

!

' as the natives

say. They are sly and braggarts, but they are good fellows

too in many ways.

Isn't the man who did a bit of time ? Hines used to

like him ;
* a rare festive chap ' he said, if I remember

right. Come again, dear boy, next term, and we'll go
over the MS. of your introduction together. ... I am
writing this in committee and in the midst of talk, so can't

be very smart. I have done a sonnet on a Glove Fight
which I will send you when it is done. Take care of
yourself Send me any verses you write.

In May he stayed in Manchester, and looked delightedly

at the English water-colours in the Whitworth Gallery.

He was in spirits, as the following, written on his return^

may show.

To W. P. Ker. Christ Chui-ch, May 11, 1897.

On Sunday I had a jolly afternoon with the s : they
have got a house at Chelsea just past the bridge. It was
an enchanting outlook : Whistler, Manet, Descamps at

different hours of the day.

This violent popular rejoicing gives one happily some
time in quiet, and so I am delighted. The children's feast

ten years ago on 22 June was splendidly well done here.

I hope to see it done again.

I am surprised at the excellent style of Gardiner's

CromwelTs Place in History. The excellence of the

contents is not surprising. He ripens like old ale in the
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eastern counties. You must read this book. It is full of

good things. I am struggling to get things finished and
hope to see you with a good conscience on the 25th.

The holiday of this summer is described by Powell

himself

:

To W. P. Ker. Bedford Park, Sept. 2, 1897.

I have been away on a yacht to Holland with C. and
friends ; the yacht schooner 250 tons, a beautiful boat,

dry as a bone and very stiff in a breeze, and easy to

steer and handle : good crew and captain : fine weather,

only one gale. We saw much : Delft, Haarlem, Hague,
Rotter-Amster-dam, Antwerp, and their collections. The
Rembrandts beyond all praise, mirificques. The Dutch
delightful people, calm, solid, most beautiful well-behaved

children, in exquisite costumes of real Teuton flavour :

bare-armed women like Freyja, tall, big, broad of beam
and full of breast, just the right women to breed from,

without any damned culture, and only mad upon cleanliness

and steady regular work, in a quiet capable way : cheery
too.

The country beautiful, with long horizontal lines of

blue and green, and gold, and green and blue again,

broken by masts and red roofs and tall slaty spires, the
rivers and canals avenue-garnished, the squares basins,

the streets canals, the beauty of quiet painted barges
instead of rattling waggons and cabs and carts. It was
good weather, and it all took my fancy immensely : there

is real poetry in it too, unexpressed apparently by
any Dutchman except by brush. Belgium is beastly now,
in spite of its great treasures ; a dull stupid crapulousness
overhangs it. Holland is brighter, cheerier, wholesomer.
I don't wonder now how well they fight ! I saw lots of

fine portraits of the great admirals. I saw the graves of

Tromp and Heyn, and Silent William, and best of all

Ruyter (their Dutch Nelson really), and I saw the models
of their old ships and guns and forts. And I heard
Haarlem again, which is beautiful to see as well as hear

;

and I saw the cows in jackets and the sheep in caps ; and
the green paint, and brass waterpots and milkcans, and
the dogcarts with real bow-wows in them ; and the great

whitewashed, empty, bepaved, brick Cathedrals, with tombs
of real heroes where the altars had been : but their souls
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did not cry out, but possessed themselves with Dutch
patience till the last trump should muster them to the

battle of Armageddon, or any other stress when God
would be glad of a few men who had not feared to die.

But still these people are not of our blood so nearly,

somehow, as the Northmen you have been among. Theyhave
a kind of devil, that is lacking in these valiant Boeotians,

and they are not so solemn, stern, or Calvinist : they have
a feeling for something beyond order and tidiness in

aesthetic, though they have never had a respectable

painter or a poet since Sigurd.

I like my cousins in Holland immensely, but I feel more
sib to the Northerners.

Your description of Lofoten is fine. I can see them.

They must be enchanting in their way, cod's head and
tails or no. There is a fine eau de Javelle smack about
a Dutch canal, by the way, that takes your breath away
the first time it bestinks you. I will put no faith in

Murray as to Norway savours henceforth.

By the way, did you ever taste smoked eel ? It is better

even than smoked salmon, but cannot be used so long,

as it is rich. It is worth knowing about, and a grand
incentive to Rhine wine. Dutch cellars are good, and
beer quite fair. Well, this [is] enough for you to struggle

over the bad writing of, so I conclude. Hoping to see you
when you come back, I am yours very faithfully.

To T. F, Tout. Bedford Park, Sept. 29, 1897.

The colonial history of N[ew] E[ngland] is indeed very
unlovely ; the best people and their struggles with nature
one does not hear of: their accursed ministers and
mendaciously impudent politicians * fill the historic canvas

'

. . . And then fellows like that overrated Hawthorne and
Irving make poetry and sentiment of a set of hard-gutted
lying bigots. I agree with him who wished that instead of

the P. F. landing on Plymouth Rock, Plymouth Rock had
landed on them.—Have you read Mrs. Behn's play on
Virginia ? it is very good (her work is good and she is

an adorable song-writer).

The letters for 1897 have been few, but this year Powell

did some of his best press criticisms on the shorter scale :

he wrote as steadily as ever for the Manchester Guardian,
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and six extracts can be read in our second volume. The
Byzantine Empire and the Saracens, the Jews in the

Middle Ages, Gibbon and Napoleon ; there is a preference,

visibly, for big subjects, so big that they can only be

treated in a paragraph, by apergus and flashes, as Powell

treats them, or else in a tome. The signal sympathy, of

an historic and equitable sort, shown to the mediaeval

Jews, was in defiance of Powell's natural instincts, for

he did not often care for the Chosen People, and was

restless in some cases when dealing with them personally.

In other periodicals he is found also reviewing mediaeval

epic and romance and the ^ Celtic doctrine of Re-Birth '.

Most of these writings, as has been explained, must be

judged in the light of brilliant penetrating talk, or rather

as letters of his best, than as formal handlings, or as frag-

ments of new knowledge : and, judged as they ought to

be, they will stand the test. Next year came the note on

Verlaine already quoted, and the passage ^ on Turgu^niev,

whom he had seen and admired, a splendid, noticeably

calm, and overtopping figure, receiving his honorary

degree at Oxford.

In 1897-8 Powell raised his voice for the plan he had

always cherished and had hinted at in his inaugural address
—^the establishment in England of some counterpart, or

instalment, of an Ecole des Chartes. On June 17 he read

a paper before the Royal Historical Society, which is

printed in the Society's Proceedings on ^The Ecole des

Chartes and English Records '. A beginning had already

been made : at Oxford there were the lectureships in

palaeography and diplomatic, and his own instruction in

sources. There were isolated series of lectures at Cam-

bridge and at the London School of Economics. There

were some opportunities for a young student, even in

England, to learn how to read and translate, how to

interpret and duly value, a mediaeval document ; though

in comparison with the Ecole des Chartes, which is sup-

1 Vol. ii.pp. 309-11.
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ported by the state at no extraordinary expense, these

opportunities were, in the British way, disorganized and

uncoordinated. After describing that institution, he says

:

It gives an advanced historic education ; it fits a man for

a practical course of scientific research : it keeps up a real

standard of historic learning, and it turns out a great
deal of first-class work—theses, reports, monographs, and
treatises.

One of the advantages of the school is that a man who
holds its regular diploma as ArcMviste paleograpTie has

certain posts kept for him in the archives, in public

libraries, academies, and the like. In England, however,

there were no such posts, and no machinery offered for the

more advanced training. In a weighty passage Powell

makes protest

:

These establishments have admirable officials of their

own, whom they have trained for their own work ; but
that is all, they have no means of doing more. This is not
enough. In this country we have literally unrivalled stores

of manuscript historic material ; for, owing to the blessings

of insularity and that good fortune that has spared us the
destruction which has swept away so much abroad, we have
had no Thirty Years' War, no foreign invasion, no violent

domestic revolution to deplore. Time, ignorance, and
bigotry have, of course, done their work, quietly, per-

sistently, and relentlessly, but they have spared much.
And this mass of documents has real scientific worth,

the economic, legal, and social history of England are yet
to be written, and this manuscript pabulum, as yet only
partially known and in no kind of way exhaustively used,

will supply the material.

He then deplores the fewness of the labourers for such

a harvest, and above all the absence or inadequacy of

machinery for dealing with county and local records. He
had * heard from a Chancellor of the Exchequer' the

objection that such work ^ concerns only a few specialists '.

As if the books taught in your board schools, the books
studied in your universities, on which all your own know-
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ledge of the history of your own country is based, were
sent down from Heaven, instead of being, as they are, the
work of a few specialists. You have established armies of

teachers. From whom are they to learn but from these few
specialists ?

Powell then proposes the outline of a scheme. There

should be courses given at the British Museum and the

Record Office to teach the practical duties of an archivist

;

also bursaries created for selected students of promise, the

best of whom might look forward, after certification, to

reserved posts in these institutions or in other libraries.

Moreover, such trained investigators should be made use

of as scholars and custodians of county archives. A natural

centre would thus be formed for local history and archaeo-

logy, to which documents of interest would drift and where

they would be available for study. * Ten such local offices

would provide for the needs of the country for a time at all

events.' And the trainband of such students would meet

a national need, as well as saving some of the useless,

endless trouble entailed upon historians in their search

for documents.

Next year Powell returned to the question, in a preface

contributed to the English translation of the Introduction

to the Stvdy of History by MM. Langlois and Seignobos :

We in England have much to learn in this subject of

history from the French. The French archives are not so

fine as ours, but they take care to preserve their local and
provincial documents as well as their national and central

records. They give their archivists a regular training, they

calendar and make accessible all that time and fate have
spared of pre-Revolution documents. We have not got

further than the provision of a fine central Record Office,

furnished with very inadequate means for calendaring the

masses of documents already stored and monthly accumu-
lating there ; though we have lately set up at Oxford,

Cambridge, and London, the regular courses on palaeo-

graphy, diplomatic, and bibliography that must constitute

the preliminary training of the archivist or historical

researcher. We must have more trained archivists at the
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disposal of the deputy-keeper of the. Rolls, we must have
such means as the Bihliotheque de VEcole des Chartes, for

full reports of special and minute discoveries, for hand-
lists and the like, before we can be considered as doing as
much for history as the heavily-taxed French nation does
cheerfully.

Nothing was done at once. Two years later, in August

1899, in consequence of such representations, a Committee
was appointed to report, and three years later it reported,

but no legislation has followed.

The letters of 1898 are largely personal and descriptive.

To Mrs, Green. Bedford Park, Jan. 14, 1898.

I am one of those persons who think a beautiful body
more lovely as a rule than a beautiful soul, but I can't

make out how anybody can help seeing the beauty of

Miss Kingsley ^ Her extraordinary talent and motherly
goodness give her a grace and a very real beauty which
shines through her face and actions, so that an artist who
deals with realities could never miss it. and deal

with fancies ; they only take enough reality to prop their

fancies up, and only such realities as will be useful to their

fancies : hence their funny blindness. They shut themselves
off from reality, and miss it of course, but they are real

artists in their own line and good little fellows.

Every year Miss Kingsley lives she will grow more
beautiful, and when she is 40 she will be much handsomer
than Mrs. . I was tremendously struck by her : and
when one knows how good she is and unselfish and simple,

it explains how great the charm of her company is. She
is so real, none of the varnish that one gets so tired of, and
I liked her voice. The voice is the thing that hardly ever

deceives you, I think. Orchardson or Sargent ought to

paint Miss Kingsley. Is there a photo of her published ?

The death of Dean Liddell on January 18, 1898, drew

a tribute to both him and Stone the fisher.

^ Mrs. Green comments :—
' Mary Kingsley, the African traveller,

whom Mr. Powell met at my house. The first thing that struck him

about her was her attitude in sitting, slightly bent forward, with her

arms, he used to say, curved like the arms of a mother.'
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To W. P. Ker. Bedford Park, Jan. 21, 1898.

. . . Yes, I liked the old Dean. ^He was always wery
good to me,' and he was a just man and kindly, and a good
scholar, and a handsome gentleman. I am sorry not to see

him again. He had a very gentle smile that was pleasant

to see, and he liked talking about old times. He told me
how he had talked to and known Grace Darling. She came
from his part, up, far up on the east coast. And he and
Harry Stone (to whom with him I dedicated Fcereyinga
trans.) were the only two people I knew that had seen her.

She talked broad Northumbrian. She was not tall, and
like the young queen in the face. It was a plucky thing,

but it lay more in the readiness than the actual danger,

Stone told me : he saw the place, and he was the best

boat-sailor and fishier I have ever known. She was very
modest about it, and always said it was nothing grand.
Henry Stone was perhaps a grander man still than the
Dean, because he had had harder lines, and he came
through just as finely. A little man, broad and strong and
keen-eyed, a handsome face and a fine rich voice, broad
Kentish. He lived to be older than the Dean, and died
the year Fcereyinga trans, came out : but he weakened
greatly the last year, and was dozing a lot, but as clear-

headed as ever when he was awake, and no loss of memory
that I can see. I don't know why, but I often think of
them together, the Dean and Henry Stone. I knew Henry
from the time I knew any one, and of course I liked him,
but it was his brother Charles I loved. He died some
20 years ago, an old man. Henry was a little more stern,

and I used not to like to trouble him, when I grew up, to

talk unless I saw he wished to, but Charles I could get to

do anything I wanted. The other brother was blind, and
a fiddler, and a follower of Tom Paine, a funny queer
talker, humorous and satirical as becomes the crowder,
but not so clever or wise as his brothers, but an interesting

man too. I would like to talk of these men, they were
a fine family. I learnt a lot from them, and I might have
learnt more, if I had not just never thought forward, but
I daresay I enjoyed their company more for taking it

naturally. But they were fine examples for youth, so

truthful, self-respecting, free from silliness and prejudices
(save the fiddler), and men looked up [to] justly by all that

knew them. The old parson at Anthany by Devonport is
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just such an one, a strong little man, honest, practical, wise,

tolerant, and an honour to know.
But this is enough. Your kind word about the Dean has

drawn all this out ofme. You needn't read it through ; but
I can tell you those men were men to remember, and they
were not the kind of men one meets every day. I think it

does one good to remember them. I am yours faithfully.

To W. P, Ker, Christ Church, Jan. 26, 1898.

All received safe. I have wanted the Franks casket ^ bit

for years. How did you get it ? I think I can read it in

a little time. I read ' Wada ', but we have lost the story of

Wade, so that it is difficult to find it out. He was the
kinsman of Wayland, who is on the other side. The ass-

headed Johnny looks like an oracle (the press), and the
soldier (Roberts) is standing astonished at its blazing

futility (it has 2 brands in its hands). The horse, the man
in the car, the three conspirators. As we have Egil ( =Tell)
we might have three valiant conspirators—the horse and
the ass and everything that is his.—But, seriously, it is

Wade's story,which is lost—as Wade's,—but probably exists

either in a Shrok-saga or a fairy tale somewhere (it must
have been good) ; and the verse I see is good alliterative

verse, three lines I think. I hope therefore that I or one
luckier will soon unravel the riddle. I am yours faithfully.

To W, P. Ken Bedford Park, 1898.

. . . What rot the French talk about Bismarck, who was
worth X Gladstones. If the French had let the Germans
alone they would never have sufiered from Bismarck at all.

He was very good-natured to them. We haven't had such
a man since Chatham and Warren Hastings, but we've had
lots of little Bismarcks luckily that have made colonies and
things, that the Kimberley and Co. tried to destroy.

I don't know yet whether Germany was worth making
(it doesn't produce anything but philology and senti-

^ The famous whalebone casket, most of which is in the British

Museum (the fourth side, not yet completely explained, being in

Florence), is covered with carvings and runes. An exhaustive discus-

sion by Prof. A, S. Napier, with photographs, can be seen in ^w English

Miscellany, presented to Dr. Furnivall, Oxford, 1901, pp. 362-81.

Prof. Napier's interpretation does not bear out the view that Wade is

mentioned. Powell's letter is given for his allegorical rendering of the
picture. Skrdk-saga, fabulous saga.
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ment ; their only poet is a Jew, and their only writer of
real power a soldier), but he made it. Even Moltke
(a bigger brain) could not have made it >vithout him. I am
glad Carlyle lived long enough to know about him. I am
yours very faithfully.

I am reading poetry in the intervals of work, and South
Sea stories.

To a Friend. Bedford Park, 1898.

You must not think reading books is clever. It very
seldom is any cleverer than drinking beer, and the effects

are not so pleasing generally. Thinking right and reason-
ing sanely is clever, and nothing but that ; and expressing
oneself clearly and fitly. All else is useless baggage and
lumber and * superfluity of naughtiness'. When people
are kind and sensible and quick to see things they are
clever. Books have nothing to do with cleverness, so don't

ever complain of not being clever again. If you knew how
I despise and loathe women that read books and think
themselves clever, you would know I am speaking the
truth in all this. . . .

Poor Empress ^
! She was a born artist and liked the

right things, horses and trees and the sea and fine buildings
and the real poets. She put up a statue to Heine when
the rotten German public would not subscribe for one,

because he laughed at their follies and had a pension from
Louis Philippe. Poor little paralysed Jew man, I only
wonder his mockery was so kindly after all. The Bavarian
line has produced the only artist kings of this century.

They are not very good kings, perhaps, but they know true
art from false, and that is the reason they are not popular.

It is not convenient for their countries when kings see the
truth by instinct. Well, here I must stop. . . .

In June he gave another public lecture ^ of note, this time

at Winchester and on King Alfred. The millenary honours

to Alfred were due in 1901 : already preparations were in

sight. The movement for the commemoration included

open meetings and addresses. On June 16, Powell spoke

before the Dean and Mayor and citizens of Winchester.

^ Empress of Austria, murdered on Sept. 10, 1898.

^ He had spoken on the subject in the New Islington Hall, Ancoats,

Manchester, on Nov. 14, 1897, and lectured in the same place on

Nelson, Oct. 23, 1898.
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The lecture is reported at length, and some of it is quoted

hereafter. The same ground is surveyed in the article

(both are reprinted, vol. ii, pp. 201-220) done for the

North American Review in 1901. The lecture is the

more stirring of the two, though less finished in the form

that remains to us. The whole of Powell's heart went out

to the first of the English prophets ; he quotes amply from

Alfred's own comments and sayings, inlaid in his Boethius

and elsewhere ; and the lecture is an admirably-ordered

and ardent sketch. Powell's reply to the vote of thanks is

saved, and it gives a key to his now-intensified political

feeling, to his growing * Toryism'. He honestly felt that

the country was living too much on its legend, and might

soon again be tested, and that the qualities of the great

founder were more wanted than ever :

I count it an honour and a pleasure to be able to come
here in Alfred's own city, and speak about him who was
certainly one of the best Englishmen who ever lived. I am
one of those who think that if we are going to keep this

country great, we should have sometimes to think about
her great men {applause). Chinese Gordon used to say
that the right book for young ofiicers to read was Plutarch's

Lives, and I am quite sure that the right books for young
Englishmen and Englishwomen to read are books which
tell them about the great Englishmen and Englishwomen
of the past. The next twenty-five or thirty years will in

all probability be years in which England will be greatly

tried, and I do not think we can do wrong to look back at

such men as Alfred and see how in their day—and a very
dark day it was for England—they managed by courage,

by perseverance, by never knowing when they were beaten,

and by sticking to what they knew to be right, to pull the
country through {applause). And I hope there will always
be English men and women who would be ready to do their

duty and to do it cheerfully : I trust there will be, I feel

sure there always will be. But we must not expect the
smooth time we have had the last fifty or sixty years ^

* Keport in Hampshire Chronicle, June 18, 1898: corrected by
himself in scrap-book : words here turned into direct speech as before

on p. 189 supra.
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Powell's belief in biography as the right form of his-

torical reading for the young, for soldiers, and for many
others who are not professional historians, appears again

;

he is fond of repeating it. This trait, and the note of

augury, distinguish his words from those that might come
from any patriotic soul. He was fresh from his labour

of writing his Survey of the Queen's reign, and felt that

the time of peace was ending. The Boer war, when it

came, seemed to him to justify his previsions, and made
something of a crisis, as will appear, in his political

opinions.

The summer at Ambleteuse, meanwhile, was passed

greatly to his mind: we have his longest sketch of his

observations there

:

To Miss Geoghegan. Bedford Park, Sept. 4, 1898.

I promised to write to you, and I have not done so,

but I hope you will forgive me. I have been having
a holiday in France. The place is Ambleteuse near
Boulogne ; we have been there before. It is among
the sandhills, very open and a fine sandy shore. I have
got the children here, and it suits them very well.

There is only one hotel, where we live. Hotel Delpierre.

Stevenson and his wife and children are here, and other

people I know and have met before. Please tell your
brother, who I hope is well, and to whom please give

my love, that I have taken to oils. I have now
done about 13 or 14 landscapes from nature, just im-

pressions, taking all the care I can to get the tone, and
not trying to finish at all yet. I am gradually getting

to know more of the palette and the dodges, and, I think,

getting to see more truly, and get it done a little better

than I could at first. I paint with Stevenson and his

wife. We all go out and get some good place, and just

sit down and peg away for a couple of hours or so, as long

as the efiect lasts. It is tremendously interesting, and
I have got a lot of pleasure out of it. I shall bring some
of my daubs to Oxford and show to your brother, and
if you will let me I shall come up one day to Cumnor
and have a turn at it in your field. I can only do very
simple things. When I try complicated ones I come to
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grief, because I can't put down properly what I see
(though I can draw sufficiently), and I try to get too much
detail into it and make a mess. There, that's all about
my new toy.

You would like the people. Such a pretty orange-
haired blonde, young and unfaked and quite spontaneous,
with a nice fresh voice, who sings very well and is very
childlike ; her husband a nice young fellow, good-natured
and pleasant, son of an old friend of mine. Then Steven-
son, prince of talkers, full of amusing paradox which is

not paradox, but the unvarnished and slightly comic
truth, naked and not at all ashamed, her hair yet dripping
from the well which she usually inhabits. Mrs. Stevenson,

who is very good-natured and good company. Two excel-

lent schoolmasters, one very young and ready to play

with the boys, the other, his brother, serious, an honest
fellow and conscientious in his work, and knowing a certain

piece of history well and enthusiastically. A Scots
barrister, well-read, a good talker, fond of argument, a
Fabian and a Radical, rather amused at my being so

'jingo '. (I was glad about Omdurman, we had champagne
the night we got the news.) Then there are French folk,

some priests and clerical professors, who play and sing

well. French Catholic families, very devout, polite to us
heretics and atheists, with nice children : one lot were
all dimpled and flaxen-haired like little English children,

with the best-natured baby (except C) I ever saw.

C. is grand with all here. Then we had some oldish

English girls, empty-headed and good-natured, but sighing

for niggers and a band and a little dress-parade. A
bourgeois English family with admirable children, great
pals of C.'s, mother enjoying herself and really happy,
but always grumbling at the hotel people as a matter
of right, in true British matron style.

Then visitors come over for a meal ; bands of shouting
Frenchmen with their families, egg-faced girls, and
enormous wives, and rather thin-legged boys, and plump
little maids ; and sets of priests, polite and well-mannered,
and looking as though they seldom washed. And old

gentlemen, with friendly pretty manners and beautiful

banalities in choice French, who sometimes drop into

the table cChote. And the village people are old friends
;

the tall baker who drives a private bus, the fisherman
who drinks,the excellent shopkeepers whom we call Madame

S 2
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Whiteley, and Mrs. Marshall and Snelgrove, who sell jam
and fishing nets, and rice and Mrets and writing-paper, and
tobacco and flannel, and spades and pails, from the same
stufiy smelling shops ; and the waiting girls, one good-
looking and thick-headed, the other good-looking and
quick-witted ; and the slowly served dinner and breakfast

—

they last 100 minutes sometimes, and we talk, and read,

and eat bread and argue between the courses, which
are simple enough, but quite good enough, though the
children eat chocolate and sweets greedily between meals.

And so, hoping to see you both in October, and with best

wishes, I am yours sincerely.

The book by Dr. Comparetti on the Finnish epic,

alluded to in the next letter, was reviewed by Powell, and

we save a piece of what he wrote. ^

To W. P. Ker. Bedford Park, Jan. 2, 1899.

I have almost given up making good resolutions. I do as

much as I can and then just live for the day, like a brute
beast . . .

... I met at the Rembrandts yesterday. By
the way, notice 55, one of Ld. Leconfield's pictures, a real

beauty, any amount of distinction as well as noble painting.

But the drawings too are lovely, and there is the Ur-
windmill, grandfather of all Constables. This man was
really the greatest Aryan painter that ever lived, of our
branch. We must let the Latins have a bit of Velasquez.

I have been reading Comparetti's Kalevala (the com-
mentary) and Miss Hull's CuchuUin book, and * Glengarry's

friens ', and so on.

Have you seen the lithographic exhibition at Kensington?
Or have you been Burne-Jonesing ? R. A. M. S.'s lecture

on B.-J. is very good, sincere and discriminating, and with
his beautiful turns of phrase.

I haven't much else to tell you, but I want to know
if Queen Mab occurs anywhere in Spenser (especially F. Q.).

I can't find it, and I thought I knew my F. Q. Elton
doesn't know of it. I think the only allusion, original, to

Q. Mab is W. S.'s, and that he must have had an Irish

nurse from Sligo or Connaught. She is * Queen of the

Side ' there, this old Boadicea, with her lovers and children

and hosts and husbands and cattle and gold and jewels.

1 Vol. ii. pp. 256-60.

i
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She and Fergus and Cuchullin are the glories of the
old cycle. Graine is as a whiff of zephyr beside her
S. W. gale.

But if you know a Spenserian allusion to her let

me know. I have a desperate power of forgetting, as it

may be there is one.

This year he wrote, and published in a very rare

periodical called The Quarto, his article on Daniel Defoe,

It is one of his most fervent pieces of writing, the fullest

of delighted praise. It is an appreciation, indeed, rather

than a criticism. The awkward passages in Defoe's career

are bathed in the sunshiny sort of tolerance that was

Powell's natural mood towards his friends. He does not

go into the still obscure questions of Defoe's life, and

hardly glances at them. He felt, with a true instinct, that

there was a core of soundness and honesty in this strange

figure, who was prone to ' work in the earth so fast
'

;

and of all artists none were surer of Powell's praise than

an artist in the vernacular. I think he really loved such

a writer more, though he did not admire him more, than

the masters of a larger and fuller orchestra of language.

Defoe was ' a bourgeois genius . . . the noblest Philistine

that ever lived '. Powell so detested the bourgeois and the

Philistine ! and yet he is delighted to find something to say

even for them : one of them was noble, at any rate, one

of them was a genius.

In 1899 comes the first of several letters to Mr. H. G.

Wells, whose prophetic dreams and scientific fantasias

Powell warmly greeted and encouraged. He read The

War of the Worlds eagerly in its serial form, and the

Surrey spots where the Martians alighted won for him
a new and as if an historic interest. Sandgate, where

Mr. Wells had settled, now had new as well as old pleasant

memories for Powell. He would set, as the letter shows, the

prose of Mr. Wells for translation, I suppose into French

or Latin. *Bob,' here and always, is Mr. R. A. M.

Stevenson.
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To H. G. Wells. Jan. 6, 1899.

Bob is very well and coming to stay with me this week.
I have some caviare and some wine from Ithaca awaiting
him which has been given me. Tim is heavier than ever
and looks as he could strangle half a dozen snakes of
the ordinary Zoo type. ... I heard your praise from our
Vice-Chancellor [T. Fowler] the other day, and as he
isn't a bad judge, I thought one might take his case as

an index of many more, and so tell you that some of
your sales must go down to the account of the ancient
University. I shall continue to set T. M. [The Time
Machine] and W. W. [The War of the Worlds] in ' un-
seens ', so that you will continue to be academic.
How is Conrad and what new work is he at? Your

new one is exciting.

If you see Henley please give him my love. A lot of
his old contributors gather at of a Saturday, where
with much bad language and a humorous earnestness they
discuss the books and men and sometimes (I regret to say)

the women of the day and town . . .

I hope the sea is sparing your cottage (which if it lasts

will be celebrated—like the one in which Blake saw
visions of angels—some day as the place where you saw
strange imaginings) till your abiding place, Voysey built

and Wells planned, is done. Please remember me to

Mrs. Wells, and if you have any more photos like those you
sent Marriott W[atson] to spare, think of yours faithfully.

The next letter, occasioned by a mere mistake, tells

much of Powell's political drift and sentiment, which

appear in more fully reasoned shape in his later Thoughts

on Democracy and his paper on Ruskin. He was already

at many a point an aggressive Tory, bursting often into

angry fire, writing and speaking with vivid intensity, and

refusing to argue. As future letters will show, some of

his Radical friends were disconcerted and piqued, but they

felt that he had long been verging on Toryism, and that

his antipathy to its opposite had long lain far down. This

bent, as I have said, was brought out clearly by the Boer

war ; in his attitude and temper towards that he went

with the mass of the nation. It was a natural evolution.
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After one or two discussions most of us buried the

difference as hopeless. But whether we liked the change

or not, it was not * backsliding ', and the expression had

never been used. Some of his friends thought that the

Toryism of Oxford had seized him ; but in so far as he

loved Oxford, he loved it by natural affinity ; he was no

Tory of the common-room type. And his attitude to the

popular judgement in politics was compounded ; he had

the Liberal's love for the people, and the Tory's distrust

of it. As for religion, none of us had ever for a moment
thought him changeable, and of the fear that we thought

so he was quietly relieved amid laughter. I cannot regret

the misunderstanding (cleared at once), which led him to

declare so plainly his natural and unalterable temper to-

wards what he called Mosaic morality and oriental doctrine.

Later, mention must be made again of his wonderful peace

of intellect, which suffered him to live with friends of

every faith without any chafing on either part.

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, Jan. 17, 1899.

I just want to write you a word. tells me you are

troubled about my * backsliding '. I want to reassure you
at all events on the religious side. As long as I have any
sense or sanity do not believe that I shall go back to

superstition, which to my mind is ^ I'lnftoe '.

As to politics I think (but this is perhaps the Toryism
of advancing years) that I have advanced. I have been
misled by formulas (half-true), by party-cries (J true), and
by all the mists and mirages. I have the same objects as

you, but I don't see my way by the Grand Liberal Trunk
Ry. or even the G^, Rad. Express. There is such a lot

of humbug about party, that though I acknowledge party

government as a useful invention, I can't stomach the

program, and I think I can do better outside.

I have been abroad enough to know that our English

ways are not the only ones (nor the worst either). If the
* good old Cause ' is the Truth, as I believe, I think I am
as much set on it as ever, but I don't care for the game of

abusing the ^ ins ', and then when in abusing the ^ outs ', as

much as formerly, and I don't regard the party as an end,

or believe that one cannot wish to get healthy houses and
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stop pauperism without loving Kruger and voting against

C. D. acts and desiring to stop Capital Punishment and
the sale of alcohol. I am all for Darwin and I abhor
Rousseau and all his works. I am only stating to you my
position—you see it is not far from your own.

I see that great changes are at hand, and I think that

with so much at stake as we have for the next 50 years,

we must be prepared to make a good many sacrifices if we
are to come out ^ top-dogs '. So I am prepared to sacrifice

the * nonconformist conscience ' (which says is almost

a necessity) ; Labouchere ; Sir William Harcourt (whom
I would employ as a ^ rit '-baiter) ; John Morley (whom I

would put back to journalism) ; and a lot of other things.

You will not think the ship of state safer for losing these

several Jonahs, but I do, and if they make the (Liberal-

Rad) whale sick that swallows them I shan't mind ; it will

certainly be the better for being purged on the shores of

Joppa.
I don't find I love the House of Lords more, but that I

love the H. of C. less. I don't love the Church rubbish

more, but I have even less toleration for the Soc. Jes. and
the Calvinist. The teeth of the Church are drawn. Giant
Pope is weak but still cruel and still cunning. Giant Cal-

vin has plenty of victims every day and poisons English

life. I long ago renounced all the Jewish baggage and old

clothes of any kind from Jahveh to Paul of Tarsus. I

mean to be as decent a heathen Aryan as I can. I would
sooner worship Thor and Frey than the Golden Calf or

the Golden Snake or the good gentleman that massacred
his enemies' children and kept Nethinim as a means of

profit. So don't despair of me as a backslider. I am
always yours sincerely.

This letter is not meant to be a trailed coat-tail but
really a reassurement.

At the same time he wrote upon a bad book, the name
of which is immaterial, as the prophecy is already accom-

plished :

To Mrs, J. R. Green. Bedford Park, Jan. 17, 1899.

is the most unmitigated rubbish. It is really sick-

ening to see such stufi* cracked up by greater fools than the

man that wrote it. However, it will soon go down with

the tide along with many other dead remains of malodour,
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and we shall be quit of it. Nothing can make bad work
last, but it gives one a feeling of almost despair when bad
work is so praised by those who ought to avoid it by in-

stinct. The one immortal human quality is certainly folly,

but it lends a variety to human nature which makes us

nobler if not so lofty as the angels, so perhaps it is all for

the best. . . .

I wonder if Taylor knows anything of Dermody, who was
as an Irish poet, above all save Mangan of the people be-

fore Fergusson ;
* nearly an Irish Burns,' as one critic, an

Englishman, says. Also does he know the poems of one

Ashe, whom Yeats p^re hopes to find Irish ? He is a really

good man, Ashe. Have you read Hardy's poems ? they

are excellent.

The next letters refer to a project that for some un-

known reason stopped half-way. Nevertheless, I give them,

partly because they are an instance of Powell's ethical

attitude as an historian, partly in the hope that some

adequate scholar may take up the enterprise where he

broke it ofil He wished to print an edition of all the

poems of Mary Queen of Scots ; these were to include

both her admitted poems and the disputed Casket Son-

nets. He was to adduce his internal proofs, from like-

nesses of diction and style, that the admitted and the

contested poems were by the same author, and therefore

by Mary. There remains, partly in proof-sheets but chiefly

in MS., the fuU text of the poems as he proposed to print

them. Unluckily, no word, beyond what is found in these

letters, remains to give an apparatits criticus showing any

collation of MSS. ; nor is there any prefatory or explanatory

matter. Powell's work, as to the text, would therefore

have to be verified again from the beginning by an inde-

pendent journey through the MSS. He may have put the

matter off* and lost interest in it. ' Henderson ' is Mr. T. F.

Henderson's book, The Casket Letters and Mary Queen

of Scots (1890).

To R, 8. Rait. Bedford Park, Jan. 6, 1899.

Many thanks for the Henderson. I have devoured it.

I have read the letters carefully and I can't help feeling
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sure they are Mary's. The sonnets are a curious sequence
—set of 12, the last imperfect. They alone prove Mary's
affection for B[othwell]. Of course her works may have
been tampered with, but they are too good, both letters

and poems, to be forgeries, forged so quickly. Mind you,

I don't think a bit the worse of her for despatching that
* pocky' fellow, though the treachery is sickening to our
ideas, but not to her contemporaries, who would have felt

she must take her revenge as cunningly as possible. It

was her love for B., not the taking off of D[arnle'y], that
ruined her. She was a fine woman with it all. But we
cannot blame Eliz. for her action to her. The Scots nobles
were a most ignoble lot. I think Henderson's theory, or
another as easily devisable, will account for Crawford. I

don't trust Morton as much as Henderson does. I expect
* the casket with the two F's ' is the real one. The whole
conduct of Mary is very womanly, but her daring and
pluck are her own. . . There are a lot of misprints in

H[enderson's] edition of sonnets.

Have you got a copy of the Rochelle edition ? Has it got
the missing lines and the end of sonnet xii ? If so please

send them to me. When we get back to Oxford I will

show you a lot of curious points I have noticed If you
have a copy of Uzanne's ^ Livre ' sonnets, please send it to

me. I want to compare them. They should be in the
peculiar form which she employs here.

To R. 8. Rait. Christ Church, Feb. 6, 1899.

I have an idea of publishing Mary's Sonnets in a tiny

and pretty edition, as I have now gradually got at a better

text than before, with the sonnets in Le Livre (which I

will send you to-morrow if possible). What do you think
of it ? The Arts school at Reading might print it, I think,

perhaps in italics with red bits and initials.

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, April 11, 1899.

I have I think proofs (proofs from internal evidence that

convince me) of Mary Q. of Scots having written the
Casket Sonnets. I am editing those Sonnets and all Mary's
poems together, so that persons may judge for themselves.

The coincidences of rhyme and vocabulary are too striking

to be accidental, and the Sonnets are too good (in spite of

Brantome and Ronsard), when they are in a decent text,

to be forgeries.
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I wonder no one has tried these texts. They certainly

astonished me by their results when I tried them. I had
only hoped to get negative results, but I think these are
stronger than I could have looked for. DanieP is printing

the little book. When it comes out you shall have a copy.

It has interested me to spend a few hours on it. I was led

to it by having to edit Rait's little book on Q. Mary (which
you must get), and as it was all vague talk I could find

about these Sonnets and no one had really read them or
gone into the question, I began getting the text right

and then comparing them with Mary's acknowledged
poems.

To R. 8, Rait Bedford Park, April 19, 1899.

As to the Casket Letters^ I think the Scots version quite

the most important ; it has enabled me, for instance, to

restore the lost and mutilated French version. The English
translations, if you like, as they are contemporary. I don't

see any harm in giving [the] French—all, if there is room.
We will talk it all over.

I have decided to print the whole of the poems of

Q. Mary. It only means about 7 pages more, and I

do this because (1) they have been left unedited.

Sharman's is the old corrupt text, with poems not hers
included (2) They confirm thei belief I had by the proof
of comparison : and half the poems used in the accepted
genuine poems (of about same number of lines) are found
in the Casket Sonnets: and the ones most used in the
accepted poems are most used in the sonnets. The careful

comparison of style and vocabulary has left no doubt in

my mind as to the genuine character of the Casket Somiets.
The letters seem to me genuine too, but this is mere
impression, and absence of anything to move suspicion.

But in the case of the sonnets here is a definite fact of great
and (under other hypotheses) [unlikely] coincidence of
rhyme, which must be explained away by the Mariolaters.

I don't like the woman a bit the less because I am sure
in my own mind that she was in at the taking-ofi^ of
Darnley. It was not an unrighteous act, and her motives
were probably sufficiently mixed to enable her to justify

herself in her own eyes.

* The Kev. C. H. Daniel, Provost of Worcester College, at his private
press.
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The allusion in the next letter is to Mr. Henry Simon, of

Manchester, a well-known merchant of free and public

spirit, who had lately died :

To Oliver Elton. April 17, 1899.

Poor Simon, an Israelite indeed, a man I liked ; he
behaved perfectly the only time I saw him. There would
be no Judenhetze if there were many more Jews like him,

who think more of humanity than their accursed religion,

and who can evenpity Christianswhomtheir beastly country-

men only despise .... I am finishing up a lot of little jobs

before tackling the finishing oiLandndma-hdc and getting

that off my hands. ... I have begun Don Quixote again,

and I am reading Jon Thorkelsson's Pld^sogur og Munn-
mceli, pt. i, just hot from Iceland.

So long !

To W. P. Ker. April 26, 1899.

Have you read The Wind hi the Reeds (W. B. Yeats) ?

The best of it is really good, I am sure. W. B. Y. has the

lyric gift that turns a few English words into a line that

clings to you and that you cling to.

To H. G, Wells. Christ Church, May 20, 1899.

You are too good. I ought to be sending you books. I

got it with great pleasure (I love having presents) and I

set to work and read in spite of interruptions, and I could

not leave it till it was finished and the little birds were
just whimpering as they woke in the false dawn. You have

got the man's confusion and * strangery ' in the midst of

the vortex of fresh sights and sounds and circumstances.

You made me believe it all. I am like the wicked elder.

I should like to see a pleasure-city just for once, and I

should like to ride an aeropile, and to have a clean dinner,

and I should loathe the ' galloopping ' machines. Like

newspapers, they will come, however. I like their frizzed

hair and funny dresses, making the worthless classes pic-

turesque. I think I should prefer occasional war to the

grinding industrialism, though probably if one had tried

war one would not. Two or three executions produced by
shells close to one and a sore foot and a little of Algiers

roast tinned beef would give one a sickener of it. The
Eadhamite, the moving roads, the swing cables and the

heights come in with great effect. It is like a wild dream,
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the scurrying along corridors, the alternations of flash and
dim groping darkness. It helps the whole dizzy whirl to

be realized. But you know all this. However, I must
congratulate you on a very difficult piece of work [When
the Sleeper WaJces] performed so deftly and convincingly.

How are you ? I hope God has given up the habit of

taking you to himself in small sections of which you once,

most justifiably, complained. I have just been itching

every fine day to get to Sandgate and see you and Jim,

but I had ten days in bed with erysipelas and that ate into

my leisure. However, I mean to come as soon as I can
possibly and have two or three days sailing with Jim in

the day, and talking and hearing you talk, of the evening,

if you will let me bore you so far.

Please remember me kindly to Mrs. Wells, who was
hospitable to me at so short notice, and believe me yours

gratefully.

The summer went at Ambleteuse in sunshine, bathing,

painting and talking as usual. The * funny quiet place in

among the sand-dunes' had become a third home after

London and Oxford. Some passages from a letter written

thence recapture an echo of the charm, and the casual

arrowy sentences bring back Powell's talk, now silenced,

almost to the point of illusion.

To Mrs, Marriott Watson. Ambleteuse, Aug. 19, 1899.

We bathe most days and it is very warm and nice.

I have done a fair amount of painting and not much
work, but I am beginning to want to work.

Our friends are all absorbed in the Afiair, which is more
interesting every day. I wish Dreyfus wasn't a Jew, one
would be still more indignant with his persecutors.

The Lesson of a Master, or A Lesson of the Master,
and other tales by Hy. James, I have just read. It is a
real success. It is of oldish date, but excellently done.

The motor-cars here remind me of the Rumpanor^, but I

am the old gentleman that says * Oh God ' and much else, as

they come rushing and smelling along. The French are

mad over them. I have been to the Fair at Boulogne
which is as jolly as ever.

^ Imaginary mechanical toy, invented by little boy, of old man lying

abed, and thus exclaiming when beetles devoured his coverings.
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The Hardys are here and several nice people, we spend
our evening at the F s usually. We laze away much
of the time very happily and unhistorically.

The ' Park ' seems far oiF and London millions of miles

away. The world is so different here.

This is a stupid letter. I am very sleepy, after a Sun-
day midday dejeuner, and I can't hit on anything interest-

ing.

I have got a jolly silver ring, fisherman's pattern (so that

so far I resemble his Holiness Leo XIII), and I am think-

ing of a blouse of blue and baggy blue trousers and carpet

slippers—the complete ouvrier. They are so good for

painting in.

The next two letters were occasioned by the sequel to

Powell's History of England, This was completed from

1509 to the present day, in two more volumes by Professor

Tout. Powell wrote a number of comments on Prof. Tout's

manuscript, among which come the following. The last

paragraph tells in brief both why Powell admired his

country, and what he hoped or feared for it.

To T. F. Tout Ambleteuse, Aug. 24, 1899.

The worst type of Italian statesmen are those that for

what they regard as moral purposes (the influence of the

Church, &c.) juggle with their own creed and murder and
massacre in spite of their own consciences. A Machiavel-
lian, if he is an honest man, follows his conscience strictly

;

he follows what he regards as a right aim, and he pursues
this by whatever seems the best means to gain it, and he
does this because he thinks it right. Bismarck and
Napoleon, right or wrong, are the perfect Machiavellians

of this century.
' Progress in art, hygiene, morality, &c.' ; I should leave

out ^ religion '. It is as if one said progress in superstition

or mania or measles. Surely earnestness and morality are

true religion, and not cults. It is far more important to

be clean than what is called * godly '.

To T. F, Tout Ambleteuse, Aug. 26, 1899.

For God's sake let us not be mealy-mouthed over

J. J. Rousseau, le propMte du faux, the 18th century
Mahdi, the begetter of more follies than can be counted,
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the most absurd of all teachers. The 'good he did' was
being done without him (as M would say), the evil was
largely his own. . . .

The point [is] that we have, like the Romans, trained

ourselves to administration, to the work of civilization, to

the using of vast tracts of the world for producing food
and necessities, to settling the temperate zones with white
people. We have rendered piracy impossible, we have
policed all the seas, we have done much to put down bar-

barity and cruelty and ignorance everywhere, though we
have faults enough of our own, and are saved by a fine

civil service and a parliament that possesses its common
sense. We want a really good system of education, which
will be very difficult to set up and keep going, and we
want better standards of life, less snobbery and less cant
and much less superstition and fashion : much more care-

ful physical and hygienic culture, more leisure and more
feeling for higher things and discontent with secondhand
stuff* of all kinds, especially in literature and art.

In October, a book of mine upon seventeenth-century

literature drew from Powell one of his letters, full of cordial

encouragement and of talk about the writers themselves,

with a statement of his points of difference. We see how
he resembles a French more than an English critic ; he

can forgive almost anything to talent, and he is as chary as

Montaigne in condemning character. Aphra Behn, Defoe,

La Fontaine, are all creatures of imperfect clay in the

eye of the censor ; it is not, so Powell seems to say, the

business of the art critic to judge their faults. Each of

them can write, their writing endures, their faults are now
immemorially old and dead. We have here his epilogue

on Defoe. Mrs. Behn's Oroonoko is the novel referred to,

with its heroic coloured gentleman and romantic heroine.

To Pascal Powell was often averse, and was once heard to

call him ' mad ', which no doubt was an intolerant opinion.

To Oliver Elton. Christ Church, Oct. 10, 1899.

Poor dear Aphra. I think she is more original than
you allow her to be. She wrote lovely songs which Blake
loved. She anticipated Uncle Tom's Cabin in far better
style. She wrote some excellent descriptive plays. Her
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pictures of life, for example, are excellent ; a good, if not

an over-modest creature.

Bunyan : ... his prose intoxicates me with pleasure.

I read bits over and over again, they sound to me some-
thing of exquisite rusticity, like an old country song. I

put him high as an artist at his best.

Defoe, too, I think you judge justly. But the delight

of him ! I don't think him a bad man at all, either, if

you judge him ethically. The True-Born Englishman
has some excellent lines, though he could not scan. His
novels are excellent, and exceedingly modern in part

:

The boy's vagi-ant life, the waiting-maid, the adventuress,

that * blessed woman' Moll Flanders above all. He can
be pathetic even to a true pathos. He is a fine fighter,

never hits below the belt. He is a real economist, and
his faults were those of the journalism of his day. I

prefer him to Thackeray, and surely he did much more.

He had character. By the way, do you know old Tryon ?

Such a bully prose writer at his best.

Your La Fontaine most appreciative and justly so,

though you are too hard on the man. The extraordinary

skill of his verse, his new rhythms, his internal rhyme,
his alliterations, are hardly excelled till we come to another

no/if malicieux, Verlaine. For instance. La F. splits the

alexandrine into 3 with great efiect, as no one before

or after dared to do till our own days. His sense

of rhythm also is far greater than any French poet's of

his century or the next ; he can write poetic periods as

none of the great dramatists of France could. He is more
astonishing the more one knows him.

You ought to have had Pascal to do. Bruneti^re is

wrong certainly as to him and Descartes. It is Descartes

and Gassendi that touch Moli^re. What had he, the

sane melancholy humorous disenchanted man, to do with

Pascal's sensitive hair-splittings and question-begging and
bitter controversialities ? He was a Lucretian : what
would he have cared for the empty air-clauses of the

Pens^es'^ I would give more for half a dozen more of

Moli^re's Pens^es than [for] anything of the sort from
Pascal. Here you frown—and I stop.

To a Young Historian. 1899.

M wrote me about the Knox. You must make it

a model edition to justify my backing—best text (with
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variants if any of importance), good brief notes (like

Henley's), matterful, at end. Good brief introduction,

giving facts of life, dates, &c., list of portraits: brief

account of editions, bibliography, and very short crisp

indication of value of book and of man. (Pity K. of

France did not hang him, I often think, but I admit !)

You have an easy and safe reputation to make with

such a book, a real chance for a young historian. You
must spare no pains and no work to make it such that

you can go before any set of your own countrymen, and say,

* Weel, here's ma Knox !
' with perfect certainty of honest

applause.

It is a serious business to do such a book well, and it

will lead you to much beside temporal secular success,

which is really a means, though there are plenty of people

(such as 's paper) who make it an end.

I don't know why I am in the serious vein, but I am
not often in it, and I want to put things squarely to you
for once, as I see that you have it now in your grasp to

do really good work in history. . . . You ought to go
abroad and get French and German thoroughly into you,

and don't come back to teach here till you have something

serious to teach, and a good book such as this done. We
must have a talk about form and size, &c. when it is

done. You will find M a fine fellow. I am yours

faithfully.

On being asked to support a movement for the pro-

tection of buildings in Oxford, he made answer

:

To Sydney J, Cockerell Christ Church, Nov. 20, 1899.

The City . . . are responsible for a mass of abominable
outrages ; their ideal is to make the place ' a factory

town, independent of the University ', on which they cadge

and batten, and which they take every opportunity to

slight and annoy . . .

The University and Colleges contain dozens of men
anxious to keep and uphold old buildings. I don't know
one on the Town Council. The treatment of Carfax
Church, of the old Nixon School, of the dozens of old

houses pulled down and replaced by vulgar buildings,

since I have been at Oxford, shows the Town's respect for

antiquity. Of course. Colleges like New, and Oriel with

its (fisgusting King Edward St., have done badly in the
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past, but the new element in all the Colleges is as * anti-

scrape ' as you could desire . . .

I am always willing to protest publicly (all I can do)
here against any College, or private person, pulling down
the old City, and I will make inquiries on the matter,

and let you know.

To H. G. Wells. Christ Church, Nov. 27, 1899.

I have just been reading your book ^. It interests me
very much. I see that you have the same hope we all

have, the only hope. Knowledge. You foreshadow a time
when Capitalism is overthrown by Science the (last

delusion possibly, but the only one worth trying by
thinking animals). Have you any thoughts of trying

a sketch of such a state, where people work for knowledge
as they do now for money, and when they live up to it

more closely than most of us do to our ^ respective super-

stitions ' ? It is the only future, better than the present,

that I can foresee. It need not be selfish, and selfishness

is the one accusation brought against it. It would be
jolly hard to write about.

Do try another glimpse through the Mars crystal. I

like that story so much.
The miracle man I don't care for at all. It seems to

me just farce, too flimsy for a story almost. It would be
comic on the stage probably. It makes one laugh heartily

once. I don't mean it isn't clever (I could never have
written anything half as clever), but that I like your other
stories far better.

When I go to Roehampton, I think of the flying stages,

and Richmond Hill and Banstead downs are consecrated

to the Martians. I just hear the name ofWoking Common,
and lo ! the pit and the fire and the hideous polypods
from Mars.
You have made even * Primrose '111

', as Mr. Q. calls it,

romantic with associations.

So naturally I crave for more of the Time-Machine
element, and less of the miracle-man. There is lots of

fun in the others, got in by way of irony and allusion.

Now how are you ? I am trying to get a day to come
down and see my mother and stop a night, and then
I shall come over to you, and we will have a real talk

again.
^ Anticipations,
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Bob [Stevenson] is very poorly, has had a near squeak
with that damned ^ flu.' He is ordered away for a sea-
voyage of some months. I hope to see him ofi^ shortly.

I don't want to lose him. It is a great blank for me when
I don't see him. I am, with best wishes to Mrs. Wells,
yours very faithfully.

How is Jim Pain ?

Do you like him ?

I am very fond of him.

The next letter, written to the same friend, is more
ominous about Stevenson. He is ordered away, and
seems to mend ; but will require great care, ' or there

will be a complete breakdown, or death.' The greatest

bereavement was imminent, that Powell was yet to sufibr.

Meantime he writes about a child.

You will like T . He is a rum little chap—a philo-

sopher, affectionate (which is not usually the case with
philosophers), good-natured, full of energy, delighting in

noise, the slave of a hammer, the votary of drum and
trumpet and blatancy in music, delighting in stories of
all kinds, and a persistent draughtsman, to whom I owe
a picture of the A. M. B. [Absent-Minded Beggar] which
you would admire. I have copied it exactly [Jigure],

There is nonchalance in every line.

Mr. Crawley, his next correspondent, had inquired

about a course of reading in older English and mediaeval

history, with a view to equip himself for higher School

teaching.

To J. A, Crawley, Bedford Park, Oct. 9, 1899.

You must read the originals, or at least translations of
them, to realize or to know anything of the old times

:

Froissart, Joinville, Malory's Mort Arthur, Piers Plow-
man, Dante, Matthew Paris, Giraldus Cambrensis, The
Wallace, Barbour's Bruce, Minot (Hall's edition) O. E.
Chronicle ; Beowulf (there are several translations). Life
of Edward Confessor, William Malmesbury, Robert of
Mt. St Michael ; Lives of Thomas Beket, Life of Dunstan,
Bede, Gildas, Asser, Chanson de Roland, Aliscans,
Reynard the Fox ;. the Chronicle of the Cid, Jocelyn

T 2
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of Brakelonde, translations of the Icelandic Sagas. These
books will give you some idea of what these forerunners

of ours thought about : they will put life into your out-

lines. I am yours faithfully.

In 1899 he poured out reviews and articles. The

chronicle may be given, to show a typical year of work.

He wrote on Irish and Scandinavian books in Folklore
;

on Cervantes in the Morning Post ; on Elizabethan

sailors, on the Sidneys, on the Georges, in the Manchester

Guardian. He wrote, further, his article on Vigfilsson

in the Dictionary of National Biography ; it is the

most shapely of his tributes to his friend. He also pub-

lished, in The Windmill^ some curiously literal blank verse

translations, from the chanson of Warin of Lorraine.

I have not reprinted them; he does not seem to find

his metrical power except in rhyme. He wrote the

preface, already quoted, to the English translation of

Langlois and Seignobos* Study of History. But the

most noteworthy of his papers (he did not write on this

matter before or afterwards) was on the Armenian problem

as it stood in 1898. His friend M. Avetis JSTazarbek is

well known as one of the poets of his country, and as

the centre and leader of the exiled Armenians in London.

M. Nazarbek wrote in French an historical romance of the

Armenian massacres. Through the Storm, which was put

into English and published in that year. Powell's preface

can be read elsewhere ^
: it shows how far his English im-

perialism was from blinding him to the claims of an old,

tenacious, and oppressed Eastern people. He was never

a cynical politician, though he could sometimes speak

like a truculent one. Neither does he identify himself

of necessity with the Home Rule opinions, as we should

call them, of M. Nazarbek. The essay is a good example,

it may be thought, of the historical spirit, as Powell at his

best conceived it, applied to a burning political question.

J Vol ii. pp. 194-200.
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The same temper is seen in an indignant letter which
he wrote in July 1899 to the Manchester Guardian on
behalf of a Servian savant, Milenko Yesnitch, a dis-

tinguished professor of international law at Belgrade

University, and a well-known authority on that topic.

It was the moment of the alleged plot against Milan the

ex-king. Radical journals in France, Germany, and
England proclaimed that the plot was sedulously planned

by Milan himself in order that he might colourably crush

the opposition, which included the intellectual pick of

Servia. There, the liberal press was prohibited, and
outward news intercepted. Amongst others Yesnitch had
been deprived, arrested, and imprisoned as an accomplice

in the ' plot
'

; he was now menaced with court-martial,

and this under police rule could only mean short shrift

and the absence of legal justice. Powell did not know
Yesnitch personally, but his information came from a

good authority (whom he names in a MS. note). He
did not even prejudge the nature of the plot or the

action of Yesnitch. His letter is curious as well as

generous : his sympathy with a man threatened with an

unfair trial is crossed with an appeal to the political

interest of the persecutors, and with the admission (charac-

teristic of Powell always) *that reasons of state' might

under other circumstances have furnished some excuse

for their behaviour. The Manchester Guardian backed

the letter next day in a leading article. Professor Yesnitch,

on Sept. 27, 1899, was sentenced to two years' imprisonment,

with what sequel I have not discovered.

One cannot suppose that the death of an innocent man
whose career has cast honour upon his nation's university

can be necessary to King Milan, though one can very well

understand that to the political police who work things
any honest and capable man is a nuisance and a stumbling-
block. At all events, there can be no danger to King
Milan, one would think, in giving Professor Yesnitch a fair

trial under regular legal forms ; and this, and this only,
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can satisfy those who, out of Servia, know the character

and attainments of the accused. They want a fair trial

for him, and a public trial, and if this is denied they will

want to know why. If King Milan's advisers could at one
blow destroy all opposition to him, they might plead

raison d6tat^ as Gamaliel and others have done in the

past (not without formidable arguments on their side, as

the late J. S. Mill more than once acknowledged) ; but
this, from the peculiar circumstances of the Balkan
Peninsula, is plainly impossible. As they cannot destroy

all that they would, surely it would be wise for them at

least to spare the innocent. The Russian is at the gate,

and there is no better pretext for his interference (as

was surely proved in the case of Poland) than flagrant

injustice, indiscriminate persecution, and the shedding
of innocent blood.

Throughout 1899 Powell's interest in the Irish literature

and language had been quickened in various ways. The

Irish Text Society was now founded, as he had presciently

hoped, and the first volume of its publications appeared

ift July, with a prefatory note by Powell, as chairman, on

the work of the Society.

It is of high importance that the great mass of MS. Irish

literature of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth

centuries, now exposed to the risks of destruction, much
of it being in single paper transcripts, should be rendered
safe and accessible in print. Much of the inner history

and thought of the Irish people is enshrined in these frail

papers. ... If, in the next twenty-five years, with far

more copious and more interesting and valuable material,

we can do for Irish Literature, new and old, what the

Early English Text Society has been able to do for old

and mediaeval English Literature in the last twenty-five

years, we shall not have existed in vain.

This was not Powell's only contribution to the cause.

All that year and for long after a surprising contest was

waging in Ireland, stirred by the concurrent revival of

Old Irish studies in the hands of special scholars, and

of the modern Irish speech, under the auspices of the

^ Manchester Guardian, July 27, 1899.
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Gaelic League ; which itself was guided by some of the

same scholars, and principally Dr. Douglas Hyde. Before

the Vice-regal Commission on Irish Intermediate Educa-

tion, the value of the vernacular as an implement of mental

training had been called in question by more than one

member of Trinity College, Dublin. Further, the old

Irish literature had been slighted by the same speakers on

the score of literary poverty and of ^ indecency '— no less I

The Gaelic League and Dr. Douglas Hyde took good care

of their case. Their retorts, full of wit and skill, do not

come into this history except so far as Powell struck into

the fray : the nature of them will appear from two of his

letters, first printed in pamphlets of the League. It was

actually necessary for Dr. Hyde to gather testimonies,

collectively irresistible, from Celtic scholars of Irish, Welsh,

English, and German origin ; and this in rebuttal of the

ignorant charge against one of the richest and finest of

mediaeval literatures. The expert evidence proves to

any jury without prejudice that the accusers would in

consistency have to deprecate the study of Middle English

for fear of the Wife of Bath, or that of Old Norse because

of a poem on the backstairs occurrences of Asgard. Powell

wrote on both the literary and the educational question.

From his first letter some lines may be taken on his

favourite text of a bilingual training, of which his own
command of French had made him feel the advantages.

To D(mgla8 Hyde. Christ Church, Feb. 9, 1899.

I am convinced that if the English in Ireland and the
English and Scots settlers in Ireland had chosen to en-

courage the study of Irish, they would have made things,

politically and socially, much better and easier. There is

still time to do much in this direction if the Government
is wise and shrewd.

I am not, as you know, a mystic or a believer in ' Celtic

glamour ', or the rubbish (good-natured fantastic rubbish,
but still rubbish to my mind) that is being talked now
a good deal, and I don't like it because it is based upon
a lot of idle theories that can't hold water or fire or any
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other decent element, and I am not writing you as a

politician and I have no * row to hoe '. It is as a scholar

and as one that has a practical acquaintance with education

and with schools and schoolwork, that I state my deliberate

opinion that it would be a very grave and a very retro-

grade step for the Royal Commission to try and do away
with the study of Celtic as a school subject. It is a good
subject, a useful subject, and a subject that, far from
being discouraged, should be encouraged by any who
really care for education in the true sense in Ireland.

You are at liberty to use this letter, and I hope you
will do so if you think it likely to do any good.

I will ask a friend of mine here who is one of those who
have studied the bilingual question in Wales to write to you.

His words should at least command respect. The Basque
bilinguists are certainly not the least forward and energetic

of the Spaniards. The Provencal, Alsatian, and Breton
bilinguists have produced some of the greatest Frenchmen.
The Scots Highlands have sent us many of our best ad-

ministrators, merchants, men of leading. The bilinguality

of the Jew is certainly not an element of failure or a

hindrance to him.

The second letter is quoted here in full : it contains one

of the most musical and tender passages of Powell's prose.

To Douglas Hyde, Oriel College, April 5, 1899.

My dear Dr. Hyde,—If anything I can say is of any
use, pray make use of it. We are fighting shadows, but

apparently they have to be fought by throwing more light

on the matter still.

In the first place : the example of bilingual Wales is not

to be got over. It is proved clearly and unmistakably that

it is better to teach children the English through their own
tongue ; i.e., that they must be taught their own properly

—how to read and write it correctly, and then, having

acquired so much, they are able to learn how to read and
write English well, much quicker and better than if their

own tongue were tabooed in the brutal and needless fashion

which certain of the T.C.D. people press for. Now, if this

is true, and the Welsh example, I think, is acknowledged
to prove its truth, what more does your case need ?

However, there are two points your adversaries have

tried to make—one that one cannot teach and examine,
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because papers cannot be set, and because reading books
cannot be supplied. Now, the papers I have seen prove
that for examination purposes Irish is quite as good as

Greek or English, and it is a mere absurdity to suppose
that because Homer and Plato wrote in Greek, Greek is

necessarily for the examination of children in grammar,
&c., a better instrument of education. As it happens,
Irish is singularly well-fitted for an instrument of education

as far as grammar, syntax, analysis, &c. [go].

As to the reading books, I am confident that you yourself

could at once supply (and I hope that, setting aside other

work for the present, you will print such a work at once)

a thoroughly good reading book in prose and verse, without
anything ' silly, superstitious, or indecent ' in it. There is

plenty of poetry, such as children should learn by heart,

plenty of fine stories, and plenty of anecdotes that, put into

simple modern Irish out of the older tongue, would please

and enrich the mind of the child, naturally curious about
the past of his own people ; and about the great men of the

past he hears talked about. I found plenty of good Irish

and Welsh and Scottish stories, as well as English, to put
into my Readers for elementary schools. There are saws
and proverbs, too, children's ditties and jingles, and a whole
lot of available matter that we in England use in our
elementary Readers, existing in abundance in Irish.

Lastly, I come to a point I have not touched on before,

but which, to me, is of high importance. It is a sad and
bad thing to cut away a whole nation from its past by
blotting out the tongue that enshrines so much that is

dear, and deservedly dear, so much that is sacred, and
deservedly sacred. If Irishmen are to forget the tongue of

their fathers, do not let us of this generation bring on such
a catastrophe, for catastrophe it would be. All the charm
of the old peasant life, the accents that gave voice to its

joys and sorrows, the simple wisdom of the poor man's
experience, the inherited mental culture that an Irish

peasant has, and that gives him in his poverty that acute
appreciation of the real things of life (the things that are
worth more than gold or silver, or even lands and cattle)

—these will be largely destroyed by the destruction of the
old tongue, and they cannot be replaced. This is a serious

matter, as it seems to me.
You could put this last point better than I can, and it

ought to be put very strongly. I am sure that there are
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men of all parties, thoughtful and far-sighted men, who
can see and feel the danger of this obliteration of the past.

I would willingly see much forgotten in Ireland that Irish-

men choose to remember ; old feuds, old prejudices, old

lies, and old pieces of cant and charlatanism that are im-
mortal as striddhrugs. But for Irishmen to consent to for-

get what is best for them to remember—the cradle song of

their mothers, the hymns their grandmothers sang, the
wise, quaint talk of the elders, the joyous verse and the
sad mourning verse of their own poets, and the whole fabric

of their folklore, their folk wisdom, their own names, and
the names of the hills and rivers and rocks and woods that

are so dear to them—seems to me incomprehensible.

To keep all these things, one would pay a price ; but
one can keep them for nothing ; for, as it is known, by
keeping the old tongue, the task of learning the necessary
English is not made more difficult, but actually easier.

I don't want to make this question a personal one, and
I have kept all names out of it, but I must emphatically
contradict the statement of Dr. Atkinson, so far as his

comparison between the Greek and Irish papers produced
(1897) [goes] and my opinion is based upon considerable

experience in the examination of schools and in the
methods of class teaching.

The point as to difference of Irish dialects may be met
by the example of Greek, the ^ Greek ' of to-day, of the

New Testament, of Plato, of Homer, of the dramatists, of

Sappho, of Theocritus, of Herodotus—all differ widely in

dialect and grammatical forms ; but who makes that an
obstacle to Greek teaching ?

As to Mowness of tone', all that is mere prejudice,

as far as I can see. We all know that the New Testa-

ment, because it was in a provincial vernacular, was
regarded as *low in tone', and vulgar Greek. It has,

however, real beauties of its own, as the most rigid

scholars would now admit.
The Koran was not in the fine tongue of the poets of the

days of darkness, but it has become, like Jerome's low
Latin and Paul's low Greek, a standard of culture.

All this talk about ^ lowness ' is a piece of special plead-

ing, an appeal to personal feelings, and not to any standards
of criticism. I don't think that a distinguished scholar is

necessarily an infallible literary critic, and just as I should
follow Wallace or Crookes in biology or physics, and
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refuse to accept their judgement in the case of * mediums
',

* table-rapping', * visitations', and the like, so, while bowing
to Dr. Atkinson on questions of Sanskrit or Old Irish, I

should not be disposed to take his verdict as final in matters
of criticism of school teaching, or the ethical value of

phrases in Modern Irish.

I am not writing to raise or maintain controversy, but
simply because I feel that an injustice and a real wrong
will be done if the properly inspected and properly regu-

lated study of Modern Irish is to be discontinued in Ireland.

I am not a Roman Catholic, or an Anglican, or a Presby-
terian. I am not urging this matter because I hope or

fear that the teaching of Irish will injure or help any
political party. I am not an Irishman, but an Englishman,
and I have no private quarrel with any one concerned in

this question. If I were an Irishman by blood I think I

should feel the stupid absurdity of this plan of killing Irish

even more acutely than I should a plan for extirpating

whole country-sides of Irish, for it is a plan the success of

which will irreparably injure a number of people without
compensation being possible. I am, yours faithfully,

F. York Powell.

i
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LAST YEARS IN LONDON : 1900-1902

K. A. M. Stevenson ; affinities with Powell ; view of * culture '.

Death of Grant Allen ; Powell's tributes and political feelings. Death
of Stevenson ; letters. Ambleteuse ; letters on boxing, French poetry,

and the ' historic heaven
'
; letters in verse. Writings of 1900. John

Buskin ; Association with Ruskin Ck)llege. Preface to Gisli Sursson
;

Thoughts on Democracy. Powell's 'Toryism'. 1901; letters;

L'Aiglon, Lefroy's Poems. A Note on Omar^ and Quatrains. Letters

on literature ; BrowTiing, M. Arnold, &c. Horoscope. 1902 ; visit to

Eton; and (April) to Ireland; Lecture in Dublin; tour described.

Article on Lord Acton. Address at Bangor on The Study of History
in Universities. Visits to Liverpool and Rugby, to Ambleteuse and
Templeuve.

The friends of Robert Alan Mowbray Stevenson declare

their want of words to describe him, and a stranger cannot

begin to do so. No biography of him or of his mind as yet

exists, and the newspaper articles, which he let fall like

petals from some noble and luxuriant tree, are ungathered.

His chief memorial is to be found in his book, The Art of
Velasquez (1895), and in the letters that Powell wrote after

his death. The two were acquainted only seven years, but

they were neighbours in London and met constantly. They
had the same youthful magnanimity of soul, and the same

entire freedom of intelligence, to keep them from the

arrest of growth, *deep almost as life', that may over-

take middle age. They looked on the world and on art

in somewhat the same way ; and we may read some-

thing of their common view, put forth clearly and

without Powell's vehement heat, in an early chapter

of The Art of Velasquez.

Both men, for one thing, were naturally pagans : they

were averse to the current religions whenever they
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thought about them, though they did not devote much time

to doing so. Powell records his friend's views with amused

sympathy : the remark about * Jewish remnants ' recalls a

famous one of Carlyle to Tennyson.

Bob used to say that he would have nothing to do with
a religion of so alien a character as Christianity, full of

nasty Jewish remnants, and that he refused to have
anything to do with their old God and X Command-
ments, and if he wanted Commandments or Gods he

.

would make them himself: which seems to me a very
reasonable and historic view.

In common, too, they set little store on books in com-

parison with life, Powell because he knew books too well

to value them amiss, Stevenson because he saw the danger

of books to the artist. They both threw themselves upon

life, they trusted experience : and, paradox as it may
falsely seem, it is men of just such a temper who, once in

presence of a work of art, inquire, not how much it can

edify them concerning life, but how it is executed. Life

comes first ; but in art technique comes first ; art is tech-

nique. Idealism, spiritual exaltation and emotion without

adequate form, are of no use in art ; they were the most

alien thing on earth to both Powell and Stevenson. Of the

two, Stevenson puts this point the more keenly ; for Powell

could tolerate, if he could not ignore, want of poetic accom-

plishment, if, as in the case of Roden Noel, the poetry spoke

to him. But * culture', 'idealism', high intentions and

false expression, they disparaged. Nor did either care for

methodized philosophy, though Stevenson writes of it in

a juster strain, seeing that it is the voice of a recurring

order of mind ( ' the black-and-white mind
'
) which is of

some importance to the world. Powell thought the philo-

sophers a * mouldy gang of self-deceivers ', and was the less

of an historian for so thinking. This was one of the few

fields where his intelligence appeared at times to be blank.

Himself, he had not *the black-and-white', but *the

coloured ' mind. At times only ; for he was always eager
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to make an exception for Plato, Aristotle, Spinoza, Bruno,

or any thinker whose greatness did not seem to depend

upon his formal system. This is only to say that both

men cared supremely for expression. Stevenson's words

may be quoted for their excellence, and also as showing

the fundamental masonry of one conviction that Powell

shared with him.

Under a mistaken conception of culture as the key of all

the arts and sciences, intellectual people too often feel

obliged to pretend an interest in arts for which they have
no natural inclination. They insufficiently distinguish men
born to take pleasure in the abstract and speculative from
those born to love the concrete and sensuous—the black-

and-white from the coloured mind. They cannot believe

that the least taught ploughman whose senses are in tune
with the pulse of nature may make a better artist than the
man of loftiest thought who is encased in nerves insensitive

to the quality of musical intervals or the character of
shapes and colours. The man of abstract mind appre-
hends great ideas presented in the abstract medium of
literature, but in the concrete of painting he is easily

deceived by associations with words into spending his

admiration on mean forms, on foolish labour, on purpose-
less colour . . .

The man of culture . . . hates matter ; because owing
to matter the imagination in each art is a gift whose
absence cannot be compensated for by one of the other
imaginations or by the abstract intellect itself Imagina-
tion in words is not imagination in colour or form, as the
cases of Turner and Goethe amply prove. Without matter
there is no art ; without matter there is no stuff in which
imagination may create an image. Sentiment is not
imagination : spirituality is not artistic feeling.^

Stevenson proceeds to set up, in his clear sensitive way,

his defence of certain underestimated principles of painting.

But this love of the * concrete and sensuous ', of shape and

colour, was also a characteristic of Powell, who in his own
calling of historian shows it everywhere, though for the

learned rather than the artistic purpose, AU this com-

1 The Art of Velasquez, ch. iii.
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munity of spirit riveted the bond. It is only as the life of

Stevenson draws to a close and passes that we realize the

intensity of Powell's love and appreciation of his friend.

He thought of him always, and for a year after his death

continually eased his heart, as will be seen, by writing

about him.

For the first months of 1900 the anxiety was grave.

Stevenson rallied more than once, and was to go to Italy,

or to * settle for the spring in some country place with

green and trees and paintable nooks and purviews '. In

March his health improved. They were both 'furiously

patriotic ' over the war.

To his Daughter. Christ Church, Feb. 7, 1900.

The Yeomanry went off from here the other morning,

early, and the Dean went down at 6 to see them off : he is

their chaplain ; and at 3 o'clock, when they marched down
to the station, hundreds of undergraduates and townsfolk

with torches marched with them. I did not hear till it

was over, or I think I should have gone.

I wrote to Mr. Wilson, whose son is killed, to suggest

that there should be a tablet put up in the church to his

memory. He is very pleased, and I hope it will be done.

Poor fellow, he is the first boy from the Park killed in the

war. I think we should be rather proud of him.

I should like all brave deeds done by boys and girls of

Bedford Park to be put up in the Park church.

The weather is still cold, colder each day, and the snow
not yet melted.

Meantime, as the end of Stevenson slowly became more

certain, Powell had to chronicle his memories of his old

friend, Grant Allen, who had died at Venice in the previous

October. They can be read in these volumes ^ ; but the

mood in which the spring found Powell is recorded in a

letter written to Mr. Edward Clodd, Allen's biographer.

He is there seen numbering his dead with a kind of terror

:

he had himself four years to live, and during them his

expression becomes ampler, intenser, more edged than

^ Bee post, vol. ii. pp. 68-79.
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ever before. The reference in the first sentence is to the

letter on Allen he wrote for Mr. Clodd's memoir.

To Edward Clodd. Bedford Park, March 28, 1900.

I have knocked it about shameful, but it won't want
any more mending. It does not seem quite so poor and
inadequate to its purpose as it did when I sent it to you,
and I hope it reflects in its blurred way the real Allen
I knew and loved. When I think of him and Shute and
Sime and Gleeson and my dear Master Vigfiisson and
Charles and Henry Stone and Walter Ferrier, all gone,
I feel that though the noble fellowship of the Round
Table where I had an unworthy seat is broken up and
only one or two of us left on the quest of the Grail in

following the hete glapissante like Pellinore, yet I have
had good friends, I have met men I am proud to think
about, and if they have cared for me half as much as I have
cared for them, I have not been badly loved.

But these gaps in the ring of our lives are too many,
Clodd, and I tremble now when I hear of a friend's illness.

I know now how short a time one has to pass with those
one loves, so few years, such a brief tale of days ; oppor-
tunities snatched from the daily business and the daily

cares, but the only gold beads in the chequered necklace
of one's life. I am so glad I never had the slightest even
momentary feeling of coldness in the course of my friend-

ship with any of these men. The hours I passed with
them were sunny and unclouded. That is much to

remember. But it was to their gentleness, not to mine,
that I owe this pleasant memory. They were patient and
generous and gave me credit for more than one was
worth. But I really loved them all the time and I think
they must have felt that.

You have got some nice bits from [Mr. Andrew] Lang.
What a good creature he is, how generous he is, and how
fair. It was Allen that made me know him first.

To Spenser Wilkinson, March 31, 1900.

Parliament is ridiculous and contemptible, the Irish

government is too cowardly to act and cripple the traitors

who are trying to embarrass us and to intrigue for foreign

intervention. The nation behaves well so far as it

can, but we are too stupid to be aware of our danger
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and force Parliament to action and the Departments
to energy . . .

You must hammer away . . . The navy is not being
prepared as it ought to be, and we have so little time.

Why, only three months now, at best, for if intervention,

and of course war, comes, it will come like lightning. You
have done wonders single-handed. You are leading public

opinion now. Take care of yourself You must not break
down before the moment when you will be still more
useful to the country.

To D. 8, MacColl Bedford Park, April 2, 1900.

I am trying to get to appoint a really good man as

professor at , but * Universities are such fools '. They
love mediocrity, electroplated mediocrity, so safe, so easy

to work with, so respectable, till the gilt wears off, and
the nasty flashy metal underneath spoils one's zest. . . When
shall we learn as a nation that middling well only does in

religious and parochial work . . . and is absurd in art or

science or literature ? We are a stupid people.

But don't, my dear MacColl, imagine that the future of

us will be to Whiteleyize the world. If I thought that

—but I don't, * the youth at which I am dedicate ' don't

think so either or mean so. You see how infectious la

haute politique is.

I went to Magda the other day. Mrs. Pat really

excellent, and having grown * plumper ' (a word she would
probably scorn) is very good to look at as well as to listen

to. The play is very good on a German standard, and
fair, quite, on a French standard, most refreshing on an
English standard. Sudermann is good, but Hauptmann
is better and original. S. has the old conventions and the
old stock company, but he plays the game with talent.

H. has ideas, and a higher (far) feeling for art.

The N[ew] E[nglish] A[rt] Club is on the job on
Saturday. The Piccadilly show (water-colour) was most
deplorable, degraded, miserable, silly stuff, stupid and un-
observant and cooked and niggled beyond all one could
have feared even : I wanted you back to slate them with
all your might, and a sjambok of the most terrible cutting

power. The wasted energy, the stupid lack of knowledge
that could be got so easily, the whole dull hopelessness !

I came away absolutely ashamed of my countrypeople.
But I have seen other kinds of stupidity in France which

T. p. I u
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I loathed more, for it was ^clever'. Our folly is never
* clever ', and so I consoled myself cheaply, as one does
at a pinch. The boat-race was a procession, Cambridge
a magnificent crew. I am getting on with my work,
greatly happy, for there is lots of light and sun, and I don't

mind the cold east wind.

Stevenson died on April 18th, and Powell took him to

burial in Edinburgh. Some unfinished verses, too broken

to quote, and many letters to common friends, show the

strength of his regret. * I can think of nothing else all

day when I'm not actually working, and I can't work
always.' He now felt more than ever that he was *a

lonely person in some ways ', and he found relief of a kind

in letter-writing, for he could not talk much about the

matter. His giief was always clear-minded ; he sought

no anodynes. The loss made him older ; he clung to

life more tenaciously and less gaily. He was not

resigned, but there was no rage against fate in his grief,

and no theorizing or attitude. This, the third or fourth,

and the last, of his heavier sorrows found him prepared,

but left him shaken. The mere void of the long-accustomed

weekly talks was dreadful.

His conversation was one of the joys of my life, and I

looked forward to it from week to week across a desert
of work to an oasis of pleasure.

Stevenson was to Powell the spirit of youth and of

golden free imagination, endowed with a magical gift of

words : and one of the tributes that he liked best was

the memorial poem by Mrs. Marriott Watson, for some of

the stanzas word his own feeling

:

You are not here, and yet it is the Spring

—

The tide you loved, compact of sun and rain,

And all sweet life and colour wakening.
Losing your touch the world falls grey again.

With you we strayed through faery palaces.

Threaded green forests dark with ancient trees,

Solemn with pomp of immemorial shade.

Where by still pools the wood-nymphs bathed and played :
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Unconscious as a happy child at play,

Of all forgotten splendours you were free,

And all the present wealth of night and day

0, you, and you alone, could lead the way,
Yours was the key.

Yours was the golden touch, loved and lost,

Or ever the wintry years that bring the frost

Could blur your radiant spirit, you are fled.

Eld shall not make a mock of that dear head,

Nor Time account you with his tempest-tost.

Young with imperishable youth you sped

:

Yours is the peace, ours the unnumbered cost.

To J, M. Mackay, Bedford Park, April 24, 1900.

You will ere this have seen that all is over, even the

burial : I took him down to Edinburgh Sunday night and
at 10 on Monday morning he was laid with his father and
mother at Calton Hill in his own place.

It's no good trying to console ourselves or any one else

for this loss. You loved him and I did too, and this is no
light grief for either of us. Mrs. Stevenson has done every-

thing possible, but the P.M. showed that he could not have
lived longer or happily with the vein disease he had all

over him.

If you had been in England Mrs. S. meant to have asked
you to go to Edinburgh with him. She will tell you this.

But it all came too soon. He died on the 18th at 11 a.m.

without pain or sense of death. I would sooner know he
is lying there at rest with the old Castle and Arthur's Seat
at his feet, than I would have had him live troubled and
weary and weak as he was in the last week of his illness.

He always hoped he would never be old. He has his wish.

Everybody that knew him loved him, even those who
could not appreciate the extraordinary talents he possessed.

I have known the best talkers in France, and I have
known Meredith, but I never heard either so magical as

Bob was, and his gentleness and humanity and generosity

were beyond all our praise. . . .

I wish you had been with me at Edinburgh, but it would
only have made you feel bad too, and I felt bad enough as

it was.
^ He was too good to live, I suppose,' as says.

When I see you I must have a talk. I haven't felt so

stunned for years. He had that sympathy that you just

u 2
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[feel] going through you, and the roots struck deep. Well,
as long as we two think and breathe we shall remember
Bob. I am yours always faithfully.

[Later.]

. . . Life is beautiful and pleasant, but we pay for it

when it is marked by these sad stages, and it must be as
we live on. I don't think there was ever a more lovable
man than Bob was.

^ Three dead men have I known and this is the last of
the three '—a * prince of courtesy too', and with that gentle
Welsh generosity of soul I knew in my father only as in

Bob.

To Mrs. Reece, Bedford Park, April 25, 1900.

. . . You have no idea how good Stevenson was, how wise
and how magical his talk was. He was like the kind keeper
of the Enchanted Garden, who let you in to play there and
let you eat the strange, beautiful fruit, and even drink of the
charmed springs ; and now the friendly Doorkeeper is gone
with his golden key, and I shall never walk in the Enchanted
Garden again. I am like the men in the Arabian Nights
that remembered and neither could nor wished to forget.

I have had many good friends, but Stevenson was the
most human of them all, and so one clung to him. But I'd

sooner know that he is lying at rest on Calton Hill brae
than living, worried by pain or weariness ; and he would
think so too. You will think this letter sad, but I cannot
help it, and you will forgive it. The man was worth many
tears, for he had real greatness in him—the royal

qualities that make a man great. ... It is the price we
pay for life to lose by degrees all that makes life life,

and I am not grumbling : I only feel it hurts sometimes.

To J). S. MacColl Bedford Park, April 25, 1900.

Thank you heartily for your kind letter. Well, there he
lies with his own people, Father and Mother and Grand-
father, in his own place on the slope of the hill that he
often looked on Edinburgh from, and we are left to our
poor thin memories of a glorious friend and a gentle kindly

wise man.
It has been a bad time for me, and for that poor child

Margaret and her mother it's been far far worse. And

fl
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they have done all that could be done, patiently and hope-

fully and cheerfully, and it's all in vain.

I can't think of Bob as gone. I expect to see him and
hear his voice whenever I cross his threshold or stand in

his garden. I have had more happy hours with him than

with any of my friends, I think. It was a privilege to know
him. He had a large royal kindness that extended to

every one he came near, and never failed, and so unconscious

of his eminence that his humility was astonishing.

My dear MacColl, we shall never see his like, or meet
any one with his own gifts, gifts that gave such intense

pleasure to others. We know, you and I, what the joy was
of the Mermaid, since we have known Bob. It's like being

maimed to miss him. We shall never pass again into the

Garden of Fancy of which he alone had the key, and our

life will be the poorer.

Next my own closest kin came Bob in my thoughts and
heart. I'm just stupid and dazed with the knowledge that

it's all over. You know what the feeling is. I am yours

very faithfully.

To Kuno Meyer. Christ Church, May 11, 1900.

It is a fair place where he lies, with a view he loved and
thought much of He can't see it, but he wished to lie

there, and I am glad he has his wish, though had it been
possible for him to live happy and well, I Avould, I think,

have given gladly anything to save him and keep him
with us ; but that could not be.

I miss him every day I go home, as you may imagine. I

knew I was very fond of him, but I hardly realized how
much I loved him till he was gone.

To Ids Daughter, Christ Church, June 22, 1900.

I was at Bath yesterday on College business. It is a

pretty little old-fashioned place, all stone, and set in a sort

of bowl of green hills, the houses climbing about in long

rows like white caterpillars. The streets large, white, and
broad, with very good shops and a fine old Roman bath,

with beautiful ballrooms and bathroom close by, and a fine

old church. I came back this morning. On Sunday I am
going with Carr to see Devonshire House in the afternoon.

If you see the Pall Mall Mag. for July, there is a good
article on Bob by Henley, very nice. ... I had down
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with me here last week for a day. His boy ran away from
school for a lark the other day.

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, July 12, 1900.

I have had a real bad time, but I am worrying through.

I felt Bob's loss and I do still. He was a very rare man
both in talents and character. He made me think, and
he gave me intense pleasure by his marvellous talk. It

was not waste talk, but fertilizing, when the soil was
capable of growing anything. One got so fond of him too.

I daresay I've said aU this to you before, but if so, forgive

me. I think of him whenever I sit down to write to any-

body I care about. I wish you had seen something of him.

He was not like me, he was really a good man, but his

ethics were not those of the Presbyterian or Anglican
Church ; he had not a trace of th© Nonconformist Con-
science, but he would have come very near the standard of

the ^Hilltop talk' of J. C. . . . >

I am working on slowly, but still getting along a bit. If

I can only get a fortnight's peace I can do a lot : but just

as I feel desirous of work, exam"-, private business, &c.

come in and I am crippled of part of my time. We all

sufter, I know ; I don't think myself otherwise than highly

favoured by the gods ; I'm not grumbling. I hope I never

do, I have no reason to : I only mention it as a kind of

excuse for my working so slowly.

In the summer he went to Ambleteuse, and in its sun-

shine and its hive of old acquaintance recovered some

brightness, though it also revived his desiderium.

To Mrs, Marriott Watson. Ambleteuse, Aug. 12, 1900.

You may fancy how I miss Bob here. ^ I can hardly

play alone,' like the little child. I saw a view to-day that

he would have gone wild over, the most serene and rich in

colour I have seen here. It is almost hopeless to describe,

just the red roofs in a calm soft heavenly evening, one of

the most beautiful of the kind we have here. It had a sort

of poignant peace that brings teai^s to the eyes. I do wish

he had seen it. I must try and do it. If I can only get

some of the light richness into it,—but it would take a big

man to do it even a shred of justice. We have had rough,

blowy, cold weather till yesterday and to-day, when it was
delicious, the bathing nice, the water warm.
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... It is nice going down to the French friends in the
evening Sometimes thej play and sing, sometimes they
talk, sometimes they draw. They are always very merry
and full of gaiety, making all the little incidents of life

amusing. It is a complete contrast to the stifihess of
ordinary English ' society', which is a solemn game wearily
played.

Your garden must look fine. The gale burnt all the
trees here ; they are bronzed in a curious way, but there
are plenty of flowers where there is shelter. The sands are
beautiful, one walks about bare-footed on them. There is

a soft purple haze in the distances, whenever it is fine, that
is good to see.

To W. E. Henley. Ambleteuse, Aug. 18, 1900.

I have been meaning to write to you for a long time, but
I am a great paver of hell, many excellent mosaics of mine
adorn the infernal floor. I wanted to tell you how I liked

that article on Bob. I don't think it said a word too much.
He was one of the two or three best men I have known,
real aristoi. His wisdom and his humanity and his

gracious and unselfish consideration for every one can
never be forgotten. I have sufiered and I still sufier from
losing hinL In the last six years I have seen a good deal
of him ; before that I only knew him through report. . . .

I shall certainly never see anything approaching him again,

or hear such talk. It was a blessed thing really to know
him : I am glad I had this great good fortune.

I saw your kindly allusion to our talk at Barnes. I dare-

say you are right ; the glamour of the reports of the Non-
pareil's fights possibly led me to put him higher than first

class. His astonishing two-handed dexterity and marvel-
lous quickness and instinctive knowledge of distance appear
markedly in him ; and he could hit hard too, because of his
quick hitting, not of his strength. If he had been two
stone heavier ! but

* Belcher's walk '—don't you seem to see it ?

I saw a boy once, who was a natural boxer and walked
in the ring as if he were an animal, naturally, lightly, with
instinctive adaptation to the moment, now quickly, now
quietly, now firmly, now trippingly, his feet and hands in

indissoluble union. He walked up to his man, sometimes,
as I imagine. Belcher did. It was pretty to see ; an uncle
of his had taught him first when he was a small chap, and
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he seemed born to it, and all the others clumsy and patient

learners. ...
I hear of you occasionally from Blunt and others, and

I tell them to give my love to you. I hope they do. That
you are better and full of work is the last news I had.

I hope this state goes on and betters.

The weather here is lovely. I read and write, and bathe,

and sometimes daub. There are one or two people here,

mostly French, whom I like, and we talk sometimes. I

think of Bob a good deal, he was here several years with
me. I am yours very faithfully.

I am trying to write on Machiavelli just now.

Other letters from Ambleteuse show its requickening

influence. He worked and read and began again to paint,

strolled and talked and played games in the evening, helped

the old postman C I am always on tap when he comes *) to

decipher the English names on the letters, and saw his

painter companions, MM. Van Rysselberg and Thaulow

the Norwegian. The first words in the next letter refer to

the versions from Maeterlinck, Camille Mauclair, and Paul

Fort (printed in vol. ii. pp, 414-17)

:

To Mrs, Marriott Watson. Ambleteuse, Sept. 8, 1900.

Here are three translations for you I did to-day. I hope
they may please you, they are very close to the originals.

They would set to music very well, I think, in the French,
—very simple old-fashioned airs. The Maeterlinck is just

like the Prince's Progress of Ch. Rossetti, but all done in

20 lines. It is a beautiful book, that Douze Chansons of

his—(I was lucky to get the first edition of it when it came
out).

I am glad you like and are having a gay and festive

life, and that Marriott and Dick are well. The s are

very nice. She is beautiful and the children too. I do
like good-looking people, though I know there are good
people who are ugly, and I know some and like them, but
it is ' with difficulty ' at first.

I have got hold of a modern French Anthology and dis-

covered some new poets. I'll bring you the book to show
you when I come back. There are some old favourites too.

I have marked some good bits in it, and some comic ones.
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Les cors, les cors, les cors—m^lancoliques !

Isn't that funny ? And it's by a good man, Laforgue.

Isn't this good, by Harold (last three lines of a sonnet) ?

Et I'aust^re ferveur des cantiques pieux
Monte, morne soupir, vers le ciel immobile,
Cimeti^re ^ternel oil reposent les Dieux.

And this, the beginning of another, by Harold too :

C'est un val odorant des lauriers, oti la lune
Fait trainer et mourir sa caresse d'argent

Tandisqu'au ciel gai d'un crepuscule changeant
Les sid^rales fleurs s'entr'ouvrent une h une.

Isn't that Keatsy ?

And these of Guerin are good—Wordsworthy of the

best:

Et puisqu'au fond tout est des mots, rien que des mots,

Savoir au moins les mots divins qui font pleurer !

Isn't this a fine beginning, Corbifere's best piece almost ?

B^nite est I'infertile plage,

Oti comme la mer tout est nud
;

Sainte est la chapelle sauvage
De Sainte-Anne de la Palud.

They ring in one's head : they seem to me exquisite.

Isn't there * pomp ' in this of Fontainas (who translated

Samson Agonistes and Comus) ?

Et bientGt ses yeux voient k I'horizon, tr^s-calmes

Au pas de leurs chevaux et lui tendant leurs palmes,
i

Les rois qu'il a cms morts marcher dans le soleil.

And this is his :

Le reve est malfaisant, et vivre c'est assez.

This is the end of a pretty piece of Gregh. It is like

Louis Stevenson :

Mon Dieu ! Comme devant les choses

On est ^bloui du destin !

Comme on est pareil h des pauvres
Devant un splendide festin !

Comme on t'adore d'un coeur simple !

Comme on te retrouve ici-bas

Partout dans la vie ample et sainte,

Mon Dieu, qui n'es peut-etre pas !
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This of Jammes seems to me good too :

Pourquoi done parlons-nous et parlons-nous ? C'est drole.

Nos larmes et nos baisers, eux, ne parlent pas,

Et cependant nous les comprenons, et les pas

D'un ami sont plus doux que de douces paroles.

My letter is full now and I must send it off, as I have a
lot to write to-day (work) and I had a play-day yesterday

—

went to Etaples, lunched with Dudley Hardy, and saw his

last pictures. A magnificent landscape such as Bob would
have liked [inJc outline] ; fine, golden-green colour, quiet,

glorious, and full of poetry.

We come back next Wednesday, I hope. Let me have
a line if you have time to tell me if you like Paul Fort's

piece. I am yours very faithfully.

Not long after comes another letter of regrets. The

son of a clergyman well known to Powell had committed

suicide, and he wrote to a common friend :

Poor J , one of the finest fellows that ever stepped.

He is one of those people I remember most clearly of my
friends. I used to watch him for the pleasure of looking at

him, he was such a manly, honest fellow.

The best go, that is the worst of it. Death snatches the

ones we try to keep. Happily they have no further pain

or regret or any longing, but only unbroken peace. I

don't like to think I shan't set eyes on J again . . .

I have written [to his father], I could not help it, but what
can one say ? I rebel against death taking the best. But
the Vicar is happy, he knows not only that they are free

from all pain, but he looks forward to seeing these very sons.

He is a brave man, but these things must shake him, and
her, poor woman : I dare not think of her grief, for she knew
J 's goodness better than any of us could, and she must
have loved him more than any one else. It is frightfully

sad. Take care of yourself. I am yours faithfully.

He came back, I think, with a permanently sadder

texture of mind, but with an embroidery on it of newly

bright and cheerier colours. Work, begun with fresher

nerves, revived him.
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To Oliver Elton. Bedford Park, Oct. 9, 1900.

I don't think I have much to tell you. I have been read-

ing the poetry of the 0. T. these last few days. I always
do in the Vacation some time. It is a holiday. I make
emendations some time, and get a bit nearer the original,

as I think. I have been working at my lectures and at

other things ... I went to B. M. the other day and did

a bit of reference-hunting as usual. I have all sorts of
plans and no time, as usual, but I get a little done from
time to time. I hope my jibe at Comte won't make
F. Harrison angry. Comte is so comic, he always makes
me long to fly at him. However, I suppose it don't matter
one jot.

I saw the pictures in Paris and Loie Fuller and Sada
Yacco, and I dined at a really good old-fashioned Restau-
rant—Depr^, and felt I had not lived so long in vain.

On December 12 he writes once more of Stevenson
;

this time to Mr. Francis Dodd the painter :

Yes, Stevenson's death is a great and serious loss to me.
He was a man one got to like so much. He had an ex-
traordinary fascination, and his talk was pure glamour,
enchanting and wise and humane. I never heard any one
talk so well and with such delightful witchcraft. He
really knew, and he could tell. Only a few know, and
very few of these can tell save to one or two in their

lives.

Do you care for T. E. Brown ? Another friend of
's who is gone this year. He was a man with a gift

of verse and thought of the observant, sympathetic kind :

a rare man, and his best verse is as good as possible.

What are you doing now ? How goes the art ? How are
the Eltons and Johnstone ?

Towards the end of this year he wrote to a young his-

torian a letter of counsel which rapidly shifts to a notable

picture of the * historic heaven '
; it recalls Sainte-Beuve's

famed vision ^ of an elysium of ^ classic ' writers, but Heine
more. The names of the celestial historians, anthropolo-

gists, and observers are much the same as those Powell

* ' Qu'est-ce qu'un classique ?
' in Causeries du Lundi,Yoh iii.
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mentions in his various surveys and addresses on modem
history.

. . . Take care of yourself, don't overwork, and for
* Goddes luve ' do not do any pot-boilers. Research and
hard work, my dear sir, must be your game ; till you
arrive, anyhow. But I don't want you to be an immoral
arriviste, but to make your way by unquestionable work,
and not by coaching those silly boys through their silly

Schools.

I write in jest, like Rabelais (but a long way after), but
1 mean it earnestly. I want that pretty Sister of yours to

be proud of your success some day, and you to feel that

you have earned it by your righteous work, and not by
pot-boiling or cramming. You can do it, and if you take
care of your health and refuse the kingdom of this world,

you will enter into the historic heaven, and meet Machiavel
(who will solace you with ' inappropriate talk '), Sarpi (who
will astonish you with his piercing wit), Aristotle (who
will be with us and not with that mouldy gang of self-

deceivers, the philosophers so-called) ; and there will be
good company and good talk, and on Sundays I hope to

be allowed out of hell to foregather with you all and have
a wee drappie. But the plain female historians will have a
place of their own well concealed . . , , and there will be
a few * weel favour'd hizzies ' supplied to us who may solace

us in the intervals of high talk. There's a future to look

forward to. Gardiner will have a quiet arbour with Firth

on the Delectable Mountains, out of sight and hearing of

Machiavel, whose ideas he don't share ; and Freeman will

have a place of his own with Stubbs. (Froude will be
with journalists in a kind of Eternal Club, where the

men drink and sneer at each other and tell old stories and
quarrel and enjoy themselves after the journalistic kind.)

There will be many mansions, though the number of his-

torians will not be very great, for many are called, few are

chosen. Charles Booth and Mayhew and Gill of Mangaia
and White of New Zealand and Bleek and Colenso and
George Gray and old Howorth and a lot not generally ac-

knowledged will certainly be there, and a lot of pot-boilers

will not be there. And there will be a little hole with the

lid on, and will go there sometimes and listen to the

howls of and far below, and he will not have
any more pity than Achilleus had for the man that slew
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his friend, and he will be happy in the happiness promised
to the saints by the mediaeval theologians ' in hearing and
beholding the sufferings of the wicked'.

And I should like to have the happiness of that kind as

regards Uncle Paul and Steyn, but we can't, at least we
don't, have all we want in this world, and it will probably
be the same in any other world we may find ourselves in.

Do you know what Orran said when he came back from
the dead? It shocked S. Columba so much, he put him
into the grave again with a heavy stone on top of him to

stop his truthful tongue.

The same renewal of cheer is heard in a letter to

a friend

:

Wi a copie of Andy Shirref's Poems.

The Bulk I send ye's no complete :

But I've nae had the luck to meet
In ha' or mairket, store nor street,

With ane completer

;

But then ye ken that Andy's feet

Limp'd like his metre.

His honest phiz, nae doubt, ye ken.

And hoo he blinkit whiles he' amang men
Ate, drank, and upheld, but and ben,

With whiles a visit

To honest Lucky's tappit hen

—

Sae ye'U no miss it.

Ye sent me guid King Jamie's Rhymes,
Maist superfine for sic rude times

And grandly emprinted : Man, how prime's "

Their state that has them !

Poor Andy's modest Muse nor flies nor climbs 1

Puellam admitte castam !

About this time he acknowledged a printed lecture on

Madame de Maintenon and the education of girls, and

I quote from his letter, as before^ for the sake of the

remarks that accompany his praise. Siccitas is * dryness

of heart ', into which the theologians of the Old Faith show

singular and sombre insight.
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To Oliver Elton.

I am very glad you speak up for manners. The school-

girl has generally worse manners than the schoolboy, who
is brutal out of savagery and shyness, but she is rude
because she thinks it fine and is conceited.

Your touch about the siccitas is very true. Why
does not some philosopher, instead of writing rubbishy
metaphysics ('which I don't believe there's no such thing')

give us an analytic account of the casuists, who were,

like Mohammedan lawyers, very able men making the best

of a bad job ?

What are you doing? If you see Johnstone please

thank him for his kind and full letter. I did not write

him out of idle curiosity, but now Bob is gone I have no
one here to ask what I want to know about music.

To H, G. Wells, Christ Church, Dec. 18, 1900.

I was going to write you to tell you how good your
bike article^ was ... I am following your moon-rakers
with joy. I can't imagine what is coming, or how or

when, or anything. You keep your secret always, like

the good story-tellers of our childhood.

Term is nearly up. Some day you will see a coated
* form ' struggling up the windy path that leads to Spade
House, and the King and Queen of Spades will, I hope,

receive this *form' and lend it an hour of talk and
idleness.

In Spanish cards the Spade is an Espada,—sword,

which makes a lovely sign [figure'] and will do for your

weathercock, grasped by a hand, say, like Excalibur, in

samite, mystic, wonderful. {Figure with colours ^ red\
* silver', Sc., noted] ... I think David is the K. of Spades

in the French card. His portrait, harp in hand, and
Bathsheba in eye, would adorn your room mightily. He
was pretty low on Uriah, but apart from that he was
too good for a Jew and a most creditable person and
(as far as one can judge from the fragments that remain)

a poet.

I shall expect to see a page dressed as the Knave of

Spades as porter at your gate and beneath the tree I

planted.

^ In the Fortnightly Beview, on military cycling.
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To a Friend, Dec. 19, 1900.

To an admirer of Chaucer who fled from a banquet

held in the poet's honour.

Amice mi,

Come tell me why
You left us all forlorn :

Had you forgot

The day or spot,

Or held our feast in scorn ?

The Chaucer crew
Expected you
* To toast the daisied Bard :

Your vacant place

Was my disgrace.

And 's joy was marred.

Had it been I

That let Time fly

And missed my friend and meal,

Men would have smiled

:

* He's just a child.

His brain turns like a wheel
!

'

But you, sad man.
They'll sternly scan,

Refuse each plausive plea.
* 'Tis all pretence,

His reverence
For Good Old Jeffrey C.

!

'

F. Y. P.

Christmastide was not without festal moments. This

letter was written to Mr. Wells, on the occasion of his

entering his new dwelling at Sandgate, Spade House. ^

* The spade is mightier than the pen ' [sketch of spades
with hands and legs].

6 Priory Gardens, Bedford Park, W. London ; Dec. 22, 1900.

My dear Well8,
Many thanks for your card and many good wishes to

you both. I like the name Spade House immensely and
I hope you will have the best of times there.

* Superscription and signature kept here as in letter.
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T has broke his head with a coal-hammer, which he
was swinging with Infant Herculean strength, and the head
met his head, and his head bled a good deal, but it was
thick and he's not really hurt.

. . . Will you give my love to Jim [Pain] when you see

him ? Sunday I shall rush down and see you all.

I like your pictures of your activity. It is fun fixing

up everything in a New House. One goes to sleep tired

and happy and feeling good.

I wish Bob were alive. I am always wanting to hear
him talk about books I read and poetry and life and pic-

tures. I miss him a lot every day. . . .

Is in quod yet ? Hell to his soul ! I am always

hoping to hear of his evil death. I am sure *a bad
savour' will come from him, as from that pagan knight

in the Mart Arthur, when his head is cut off by some
avenging tile or wire.

Your bike article was prime. I told you so before,
* but what I say twice is true.' I can't waste your time
any more, but you will excuse this much and believe me

Yours very truly,

F. York Powell.

We are in woolly sea-fog here to-day, not very thick but
clammy . . . Poor Oscar ! He suffered more than he
sinned . . . He was a kindly maniac, though his mania
was an unpleasant one, and the tower of Siloam fell

rather heavily on him, all its weight.

You will have a flag-staff won't you, and a flag with a

white ground and a big red cover, the real English flag?

I shall look out for it.

To Francis Dodd, Bedford Park, Dec. 25, 1900.

This is delightful : the picture of Henley a great advance,

I think : not so tight or troubled ; more flow, more
distinction, character and composition. Of course I have
no right to praise or blame, but that is how it takes me.
I know the struggles you speak of in your letter, and the

glimpses of heaven. The arts are alike in this, that there

are like difiiculties before the * paperstainer ' when he has

to describe and suggest and make his impression impress

the reader, and the painter or sculptor. But one gets

this quickest from painting, that one learns to perceive

soon the beauty of this world and the interest of it, and
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the infinite suggestion and sympathy of it all in certain

lights and moods. The literary man is prone to pan out

on character and thought, and soon to miss the colour and
form and true significance of circumstance and moment as

it shows in nature. The child feels this ; I was never
quite satisfied by certain books if they were not illustrated.

Pilgrim's Progress, for example, was maimed and halt, one-

legged and one-eyed without a man like Watson or Wal
Paget or Selous or some one who had really visioned it

out concretely. Then I enjoyed it to the full. Robinson
Critsoe and Manon Lescaut and a lot of other fine books.

But I don't care for illustrations of Shelley, and the

illustrations of Shakespeare are hopelessly inadequate,

nearly all : nor are they wanted ; Shakespeare wants
living figures, Irvings and Keans and Salvinis and Duses
and Bernhardts and Terrys. Shelley wants ghosts or

diaphanous nacrous forms, smoke-thin and floating.

I don't know that the Puritan training is so harmful.

The natural reaction is so delightful—feeling rid of it

like a bad illness, and getting it behind for ever, and
enjoying the fresh savours and scents and air, and the
renovation that some illnesses cause. It is like coming
out of a dark gap in the hills into a country of woods and
waters and the sea in the distance. It is a training at all

events, only dangerous if too prolonged. I had myself no
difficulty with it. It slipped off" my back (far easier than
Antaeus' burden), but I have known persons who struggled

fearfully. The vile thing haunted them like an incubus
and tried to strangle thena.

The less to interrupt the letters of this year, Powell's

most eloquent piece of published writing has not yet been

mentioned. His article on John Rushin had appeared in

April, in the Birmingham periodical devoted to Ruskinian

ideas. Saint George. It was a funeral eloge, and it must

be read closely to see where Powell now stood both in

matters of art and of social politics. Like all intelligent

admirers of the schools and principles that Ruskin ignored,

he never stinted his honour of Ruskin as an artist and critic.

The warmth of his language fails to disguise a great deal

of discrimination. He had given the paper as an address

before the Ruskin Society of Birmingham on Jan. 31, and
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may not have been at one with all his hearers when he

declared that Ruskin

too often mixed ethical matters that do not concern
art at all with his art criticism, always to the delight of

the Philistines but not always to the pleasure of the artist.

Though even here it is certain that in treating of the social

aspects of art he did great service, and took up the con-
sideration of difficulties that had not been overcome or

even fairly faced since the days of Plato.

The paragraph on Ruskin's English shows the highest

reach in beauty of Powell's own English ; but it was

Ruskin as a prophet that he honoured chiefly. He points out

clearly the historic fact that the measures of a socialistic

nature, * National Education, National Hygiene, National

dealing with the housing of the poor,' and many more,

which are now in sight, or are at least matters of practical

debate or imminent proposal, were all preached by Ruskin

in the days when he was slighted.

Powell also had a main hand in the shaping of a new
foundation that arose in Oxford to the memory of Ruskin.

On Feb. 22, 1899, he had presided at the inaugural meet-

ing of Ruskin College, held in the Town Hall. This insti-

tution, founded by a generous American, Mr. Vrooman, is

planned to educate a certain number of working men, resi-

dent in the College, in the study of social and political

problems and also in their philosophical groundwork.

There are courses, given by a permanent staff, on economic

and industrial history and administration, and also on logic

and ethics : and further teaching is conducted by corre-

spondence with those who cannot come to live. Some of

the students have already become trade union officials, or

poor law guardians, or teachers, or Labour members of

parliament. The residents lead a communal life, and the

students manage all the work of the house except the

cooking. The College is maintained not only by private

gifts, but by funds from all kinds of trade associations and

unions as well as co-operative societies ; and it has quickly
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grown, for there were last year thirty-four working men of

various trades living within the walls. In this way such

men are able almost for the first time to share some of the

intellectual chances and enjoyments that the Oxford system

tends to keep for wealth and caste. Ruskin College was

not founded in the lifetime of Mr. Hardy's Jude the

Obscure ; else we might have missed the sharpest etching

ever drawn of Oxford from the point of view of the pariah

resident.

This brief account has its place in a chronicle of Powell

:

it is easy to see why he threw himself into the cause of

Ruskin College. He approved, in the spirit of Ruskin, of

the simple and genuine life at which its members aim.

He must have regarded it as a happy and hopeful element

in Oxford, and as something of an antidote to the worst

Oxford tendencies. But beyond all things he must have

hailed it as, in its own measure, the kind of antidote he

desired to see to the risks of democracy. *An ignorant

democracy cannot last long.' Science, knowledge, training

:

these things, if merely in self-preservation, and to prevent

themselves perishing as the unfittest, the leaders whom the

people chooses from its own ranks must give themselves.

It is an ideal, and a sound one, and all the better for

modest beginnings. Powell did all he could for Ruskin

College, even shouldering some kinds of work for which he

had scant natural liking. Mr. Dennis Hird, the Principal

and one of the chief teachers, records Powell's service

expressively enough

:

From the first, he was a member of the Council, and
when the College was incorporated, as a limited company
not formed for commercial profit, he was one of the original

seven signatories.

When the founder returned to America, Powell took an
increased interest in our work, and allowed me to go to

Christ Church and consult with him at any time, and he
placed any of his books at my disposal. I used to call, as

a rule, just before ten in the morning, when I would find

breakfast waiting. On learning that some one had called,

X 2
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he would appear in pyjamas, fresh from his bath, and
with a vigour that somehow I always associated with the

Vikings. He would say, ' I am sorry to keep you waiting,

I will be here in a few minutes.'

In that marvellous way of his, he always knew what we
were doing, and what the last number of Young Oxford
(the magazine not of the College but of Mr. Vrooman)
contained, and the character and value of any particular

article. It must not be supposed that he was merely just

rising when I called. He had a habit of getting up about
seven, and reading or writing tiU after nine, before he
came out of his inner room.
He was able to explain to the best Oxford men what the

new movement stood for, and so rendered us great ser-

vice. Soon we had other distinguished men on the Coun-
ciL When he moved from Christ Church to his private

house, he sent many of his books to our library. In 1902
we received a blow, because the house we rented was sold

and we had to turn out. He took an active part in finding

new premises, examined sites, plans, and reports, and got
them through our Council, in that year. We then had no
suspicion that he was not as strong as he looked. After

we took possession, in 1903, of the property we had bought,

it was soon discovered that we ought to build, so as to be
able to accommodate more students. He then consented

to become treasurer of the building fund, and signed the

appeal. But, unfortunately, we had not proceeded far in

this difficult undertaking when he was stricken down.

Ruskin College, as will be seen, engaged Powell's prac-

tical sympathies in the last weeks of his life, and he has

his share of honour for the good that it may do. His

Thoughts on Democracy, to be described presently, were

meantime, in the latter part of 1900, taking form. And the

year is also marked by what may be called his last word

on the matter of Iceland. For in July he had written

another brief note, in the form of a preface, to the poetry

of a new writer, Miss Beatrice Helen Barmby, whom he had

never known personally, and who had published nothing

in her lifetime. Miss Barmby had died recently, leaving

behind her some prose tales, translations from Icelandic

and German, a number of original lyrics and narratives in
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verse, and a single tragedy, Gisli Sursson, which gives its

name to the volume introduced by Powell. Part of her

life had been broken by illness ; but she had learned Ice-

landic, and the sagas were her best inspiration. Gisli

Sursson is based on the Saga of Gisli the Outlaw, known
for some time to English readers under that name by the

translation of Sir George Dasent. Did we not know what

floods of verse appear, and in how sorry and bewildered a

state is English criticism, indemnifying its apathy to merit

by its incense to middling or fatally accomplished stuff, it

would be a matter for surprise that this poem, high-

inspired and nobly wrought, should have failed of public

recognition. It is, indeed, not rare that a woman should

appreciate and love heroic matter ; but it is rare that a
woman should execute and create it

;
yet this Miss Barmby

did, and Powell said so. I shall not forestall or weaken his

praises, the reader can turn to them \ They are not an in-

stance of his friendly indulgence, for he was a stranger and

the writer was dead ; nor ofhis general good-heartedness, or

of his readiness to hail any one zealous in his own favoured

studies. They are an instance of his perception of talent.

His words are not indiscriminate ; he states clearly which

of Miss Barmby's verses (some of her translations and lyrics

are as good as Gisli) he likes more, and which he likes less,

and why. She was only beginning. But her hold on

blank verse, to name nothing else, should have shown the

critics what was already within her powers. ^ The book
*

in the following sentence is Gisli

To W. P. Ker. Bedford Park, Dec. 20, 1900.

I am delighted with your father's letter and glad he
liked the book and thought my preface not inapt.

Trench's book^ is out. There are good lines in it, but I

think lyric reverie more his line than epic of the idyllic

kind. And I wish he had not suffered from ' Celtic glam-
our', and seen his polyandric cannibals in a false Tenny-
sono-Yeatsian light But when he writes about leaves he

» Vol. ii. pp. 262-70. 2 Beirdre Wed. By F. H. Trench.
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is nice, he is the Laureate of the Leaves, he understands
them beautifully and finely.

Raleigh's Milton is very good.

I have just finished again the Tavola Ritonda (which is

really Tristan). It is handy as completing the tales

Malory leaves untold, but there is not enough about
Lamoracke de Galis, whom I always admired. But Tristan

is not quite spoilt by the precious Italian. And Isotta

la hella e hianda is as lovely as ever. Marc dies of fat in

a cage on a tower 880 feet high. The spear that killed

Tristan was sent by Morgana la Fata to Marc. I wish
some one would publish the Lancelot and Tristram parts of

the Romances. We have the Graal and Merlin, but the

part before the Graal and after Merlin is to seek in a text.

Haven't you a pupil or couldn't we egg on to it ?

I see they have found the Master's Fifth Book^ in an
original text. I want to see that in print.

Have you read Rowe's lyrics in Oxford Poetry-Booh"^.
*Angel king of smiling morn."

To H. G. Wells. Jan. ll, 1901.

It is heavenly weather, and the sky just lovely to-day in

between the showers. I know how it smells in Sandgate,
* salt and fresh,' and not too keen to be delightful, and I

wish I was at your room window or in the garden, looking
out at the sea.

Have you met Jim Pain, the boatman, yet ? He is a very
noble fellow, and you will like his voice. Remind him to

give you a photo of himself for me. I hope to run down
some Monday and see you again if I may. I shan't be
often wasting your time, as we live so far off*, and I have
not forgotten your promise about Oxford.

I won't inflict more of my handwriting on you now, but
begging you to remember me to Mrs. Wells, and to give

my best love to Jim Pain when you see him, I am yours

very faithfully.

I have only one quarrel with you—it is that you seriously

shortened one year of my life by the War of the Worlds.

I kept looking forward for the next number, and getting

quite impatient with the passing hour. I nearly went to

see you to ask you what the end was to be, for I never
guessed it.

^ Of Kabelais, Fantagruel.
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The death of Bishop Creighton^ moved Powell to an
expression of regard

:

To Mrs. Creighton, Christ Church, Jan. 16, 1901.

I know it is no use, but I can't help writing to tell you
how sincerely grieved I am by this greatest of losses that
has come upon you and your children.

Every one that knew your husband will long feel it and
never forget him. His work as an historian will be a last-

ing monument to his ability, his courage, and his abiding
zeal for truth. His indirect services to History are no
less. We were, and are, very proud of him at Oxford,
where his work and example have left persistent traces.

His brilliant and suggestive lectures ; his kindly help
whenever we needed it, especially in the matter of the
English Historical Review, which has been of such im-
mense use to all English students of history, and served as
a model for the American Historical Review ; his beau-
tiful little books for younger students, and the ungrudging
sympathy he always gave to good work without a shade of
partiality ; these, and his unerringjudgement in the difficul-

ties a scholar has to encounter, will be remembered long
and gratefully.

For myself, I owe him the great kindness of giving me
my first opportunity of writing on history ; and I know
how extraordinarily kind and tactful he could be in giving

most useful and necessary criticism ; by which I have greatly

profited, for it was a fine lesson for me to have my pren-
tice work gone over by his advice and correction.

He was always kind to me, and I have always had a
strong feeling of attachment and admiration for him. It

was impossible for me to see him as often as I should have
wished (we were both too busy), but I often wished that I

could have talked things over with him that turned up from
time to time, though it was impossible.

I think it is no small thing for him to have maintained
the highest ideals of the history student, and to have given
so fine an example of devotion to Truth in his works,
resisting all temptation to be drawn aside by any political

or other consideration. He stands firm where so many of
the greatest German and French have fallen miserably and
turned their backs on Verity. I am sure there are hun-
dreds of people who have been helped by his words and

^ Part of his obituary note on Creighton is printed, vol. ii. pp. 60-2.
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example—people who may have only seen him once or never
seen him at all, but who have reason to be deeply grateful

for the influence he exercised so wisely and generously and
unselfishly, but, I fear, at huge cost to himself—the one
person he never spared.

You must not think of answering this letter, which is, I

feel, too long, but I owe so much to your Husband and the

Study we both cared for that I could not refrain from
writing it. You will excuse me and believe that I am,
with the truest sympathy, yours very faithfully.

This year he wrote his Thoughts on Democracy^, a short

and fierce but a somewhat vague warning in the Ruskinian

spirit against the dangers of popular rule. Whatever he

may have thought in 1870, Powell now looked on democracy,

not as the highest form of polity attended with its own
risks, but as a necessary evil that, unless checked and

palisaded ofi^, would be ruinous to England. He ends his

pamphlet by saying that ^an ignorant democracy cannot

last long ' : an article that was part of his faith in science,

and is palpably true even without it. But Powell's faith in

the power of democracy to see and stem its own ignorance

was a tender shoot indeed. Once (1896) the words of Byron

w^ere quoted to him :
* Blood will be shed like water, and

tears like mist, but the peoples will conquer in the end. I

shall not live to see it, but I foresee it.' He broke into

sharp laughter and exclaimed :
^ I hope to God the peoples

never will conquer !
' He thought they would never be fit

to conquer. In this sense he was a Tory, fast-bound and

immutable. .But he was not a cynical Tory. He had a

fervent sympathy with the working classes, he respected

the efibrts of Morris to help them, and he believed that the

slow process of partially educating them was not entirely

hopeless. In his Thoiights on Democracy, and in all his

remarks on politics at this time, there is a kind of vehement

indefiniteness. It does not appear that he tried to grapple

in detail with any political or social problem. He had

^ As a preface to Mr. Charles Beard's Industrial Revolution. For

reprints see Catalogue of Writings ; for the article vol. ii. pp. 334-40.
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read more deeply in sociology than most scholars and men
of letters, and the excursions of a noble and singular mind

cannot fail of interest, but he was less at home in this

province than in history and art.

Powell's Socialist friends on the one side, and his Radical

friends on the other, were afflicted by his supposed change

of front. The first were certainly mistaken, for though

his feeling towards war and militarism was opposite to

theirs, he leaned, I think, towards a kind of aristocratic

socialisuL To ^ nationalize ' land or education meant that

the democracy must find the sense to choose and obey a

few sagacious administrators. The Radicals had more right

to be surprised, when the friend of Vall^s and of Stepniak

was transformed into the defender of the Boer war and

the president of the Oxford Tariff* Reform League. He
seemed to have * become a Tory in his old age', as one of

them put it, or to have 'gone over'. But the change was

only the natural growth of his lifelong instincts, stimulated

by the passions of the war, and by the conviction, right

or wrong, that the country might have to fight for its

existence. Powell had never been an English Radical. He
had always, so far as can be seen, detested and despised

Bright and Mill. He only half-liked Gladstone, and could

not forgive his desertion of Parnell and his alleged desertion

of Gordon. He never liked nonconformists, humanitarians,

or preachers of universal peace. Yet he could honour

Mazzini, and remained, or became once more, an Irish

Home Ruler. The truth was, that his assortment of

opinions was his own : in politics he rode his own course

across country, he did not seek a rigid or logical body of

articles ; he had profound emotions and intuitions, and

was little concerned to reconcile them with one another.

He found himself tending more, no doubt, towards Toryism.

The letter, already given, of Jan. 17, 1899, shows that he felt

he had been deceived by some kind of political mirage^ but

that he had come out of it. But I doubt if he ever under-

went any violent alteration of mind. His anti-American

\
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prejudice grew stronger : he thought America was the

visible scene of the failure of democracy. The letter to

his friend, Mr. Beard, lecturer in history and public law

in Columbia University, for whose book he had written his

Thoughts, shows where he now stood.

To Charles Beard. Bedford Park, Jan. 12, 1901.

I was rather anxious to know whether you approved,
though you gave me carte hlanche handsomely. I am
extremely glad you don't think what I said out of place.

It is so hard not to ^preach', and I dread 'preaching'.

But this is a time in this country when plain speaking
has become a duty one dare not shun at any risk.

Choate has sent me his Lincoln, It is very good, and
it contains the Gettysburg speech and the best bit of the

Second Inaugural.

I can't stand Washington (whom I would have hanged
had I caught him) and I don't care for Jefferson, who apes
the Girondin too much, but I humbly reverence such men
as John Brown and Abraham Lincoln. How often I have
re-read in Whitman (the one poet I envy you) the elegy,

the lament, and the prose lecture, on Lincoln ! And in

the New Plutarch that will come. The Lives of Noble
English-speaking Men, these two will have their places

as shining examples for every citizen.

I shall be up on the 18th and again on the 20th. I

hope you will be in Oxford then. I should like to have
a talk with you.

Isn't Defoe fine ? Did you know that passage ? ^ I love

it greatly.

I can't get as much work done as I hoped, but still I

have done something this vacation. What have you been
reading ?

I wish you -all happiness and luck and health for this

year and many to come, and am yours sincerely.

To Mrs. Marriott Watson. , Christ Church, March 15, 1901.

The Beard preface is only a kind of 'lay sermon'. He
wanted me to do it. He is an old pupil of mine, and the
nicest American I ever knew.

There is nothing new here [Oxford], which is perhaps as

well. I went to Radley on Thursday and we had a good

* See vol. ii. p. 340, end of Thoughts on Democracy.
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time. I saw their * trial eights ' have a turn with a good
College racing boat. It was very pretty indeed, and the
grey day became beautiful. I am yours very faithfully.

The next extracts show the old underlying regret, with

the surface pleasure in work and life re-invading. There

is always something new in Powell's praise of Stevenson.

To Oliver Elton, Christ Church, Feb. 9, 1901.

Friday is my busy Press day. I can't come ; I am sorry,

I should have liked it.

It is a great satisfaction to know you and Bonnier and
Mackay are all at Liverpool pulling together and pulling

your weights. I hope great things from Liverpool. Here
all is confused as yet in London and at Oxford. . . . One
must really be 'bred and born in the briar-patch', to
understand and care for Oxford. She is a ' stony-step-

mother ', like her street.

I have done a long review of Gierke.^ You must read
the book, it is luminous and classic. Here is a bigger
German than we have seen lately : tant mieux, . . .

I miss him [Stevenson] dreadfully. He was a man who
helped one instinctively and without preaching or advising.

His talk was the most wonderful you can imagine, and not
aimless. It made one think of mercy and truth and the
real things in a finer way. But there was no damned
idealism about it. It was like fine poetry, exciting and
pleasurable and extra-mundane, and yet it touched human
things so truly and gently and deeply. I think of him a
lot ; he comes naturally into one's thoughts. I don't think
of him as dead, but as if he had gone on a journey : and
I wish he were back and [I] could talk over things with
him. ... It is nice to hear Mrs. Stevenson talk about him.
I understand why the companions liked to hear Ayesha
talk of the Son of Abdullah.

I don't know why I bore you with this, but one must either
talk or bust sometimes, and as you are not here I ^write.

Mrs. Emery ^ was here last night. She is now an Egypto-
logiste, and she has also been experimenting in the harmoniz-
ing of the saying of verse with a background of music. It is

pretty and efiective. I thought that it was a curious and
1 See vol. ii. pp. 137-42.

' Miss Florence Farr, on whose playing of Ibsen parts see pp. 131-2,

supra.

k
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happy success. You get a kind of Greek effect. It is only
good verse that is worth doing this way.

Take care of yourself and Mackay. Come South soon,
and don't waste your holidays on the stony, rainy, sunless
North, as usual. I am yours faithfully.

Remember me to . ( 'Damn him,' as Melbourne^
says, * I like the fellow's looks.'

)

By the way, I like Melbourne much ; the more I read of
him and by him the more he delights me : very human,
very sane, very wise, no cant at all.

To Oliver Elton. Christ Church, Feb. 18, 1901.

Mrs. talked a lot about , her unending pluck and
kindness. She really was a fine creature. She looked like

an upper housemaid, but she had a noble soul, and it shone
through, and her voice was pleasant, and you felt she was
one of the best and rarest, when you had been with her for

five minutes. I admired her tremendously, and so did
Mrs. . You know how big real people make one feel

better, and inclined to put away all pettinesses. Well,
she had that quality. . . .

Johnstone will miss you : a little beneficent tyrant and
Jew-smiter—more power to him.

Professor MacMullan, of Belfast, one of Powell's com-

panions at Ambleteuse, had lately died. Mr. Boas became
his successor in the chair of history and literature ; and
Powell wrote a letter in which his firm and true conviction

as to the nature of University teaching is again evident.

To F. S. Boas. Christ Church, April 15, 1901.

You are succeeding to a man of singular beauty of
character and of an original and able mind. I am sure it

would be felt deeply if you, having read his excellent little

Senilia (a translation from Turgu^niev, published last year
by Simpkin Marshall), could allude to that and his academic
work in your Inaugural. He was a fine, sound-hearted,
earnest man, singularly handsome and kindly, with an
amiable but distinctive character of his own. I don't know
whether you knew him or liked him. I met him at Amble-
teuse, and we saw a good deal of each other for two months
on end.

1 Lord Melbourne, on whom see vol. ii. pp. 184-5.
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Next try as soon as you can to get some arrangement for

severing Literature and History. The sooner you begin

the row the better. It is no use sitting down under it.

Both cannot be taught together now without exhausting
unduly the teacher and preventing him from advancing his

subject. You will find Dill anxious, I have no doubt, to

help in any reform such as this.

I have written this just as it comes to me, you will

excuse the somewhat curt presentation. I am not wishing

to dictate or even force advice, but I am just trying to put
it all as briefly as I can, as I would do in talking. You
will make allowances, I know, as you have done before,

for my hrusquerie,

I hope you will find the work pleasant and the students

care for learning (some of them at least). Take care of

yourself, don't trouble over trifles, or think you are not
doing enough for your students if you don't cram each
particular one with sugared pap (such as he or she thinks

she would like) with a patent bottle and mouthpiece.
Do what you think best and nothing else. I am yours

faithfully.

To Mrs, F. 8. Boas. Bedford Park, April 15, 1901.

You will make your son an engineer if you are wise, and
not a professor, though both are necessary. One knows
too much and too little as a professor. But still one likes

it. This is not grammar, but truth.

Set the child to learn Irish. It is a great thing to be
bilingual in youth and helps one all one's life. Next to

Irish, French is useful to an Englishman, who has to try

and understand other people without changing himself.

Don't let your husband smother himself in lectures (as

his too delicate conscience will make him do if you don't

look out). One Kyd is worth a hundred lectures. Don't
let him waste his time over pupils who can teach them-
selves if they wish but find it easier to get others to teach

them.

Powell now had and used a chance of speaking outside

Oxford for one of the arrears of reform that he most desired

to see redressed within it. On April 19 the Congress of

the Sod^U Nationale des Pro/esseurs de Frangais en

Angleterre met at University College, Reading. Sir

Richard Jebb, who was to have addressed the large
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audience, could not come, and Powell spoke in his stead.

He chose for his subject the condition of modern language

studies in Oxford. After touching on the commercial

aspect, he dwelt at length on the scientific.

Whatever has to be done with regard to giving the
ordinary Englishman a sufficient writing and speaking
knowledge of French, Spanish, Italian, German, and even
Russian, the meeting of that need must be connected in

the University with provision for the other—and what
some might consider the higher—^needs of those students
who wish to be penetrated with the culture of other races

and tongues than their own, and of those who purely from
the student's point of view desire to be acquainted with
the scientific structure of the various languages of modern
Europe. It is now some time ago that one of the most
distinguished men Oxford produced in my time, and one
of the men who were distinctly at the head of educational

reform and progress when the advocates of those things

were few and far between, and when those who did care
something for progress and education limited themselves
to the idea of examinations for prizes—an ideal which we
have now more or less put behind us—it was then that

the late Mark Pattison gave a very famous and beautiful

address in which he pointed out the real need there is for

Englishmen to acquire a knowledge of one or other of the
neo-Latin tongues. He said, rightly, that there is in the
Romance languages a large element present of form and
logic, and that there are many characteristics interpene-

trating their literatures which are absent in English litera-

ture. The knowledge of French is the best possible

corrective for a person who has been brought up with
only a knowledge of English history, poetry, art, and art.

theories. The beauties of the Romance languages, Patti-

son had pointed out, are those with which we are very little

acquainted. Since hearing that appeal, I have laid it to

heart, and have never tired of persuading those pupils of

mine whom I think capable of doing something in the world
of science, letters and art to lose no opportunity of

acquainting themselves with the literature, the art, and
the culture of France.

Powell then reviewed the resources and hopes of Oxford

for modem language study :—the single chair of Romance
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Languages, with its shortened funds ; the valuable teaching

and library at the Taylorian ; the Union library also, with

its sound tradition of buying foreign books ; and the college

libraries, some of which did the same. He told how the

advocates of change in their efforts to found an honour

school of modern continental languages had once been
* beaten on the post ', but were still striving to retrieve this

defeat ; a purpose achieved since Powell spoke.

If we can turn out five or six men and women each year,

trained on the right road for criticism, we shall create a
real public opinion sufficiently active to ensure that proper

attention is paid to these important subjects. . . . All we
want is a simple decree of the University to admit men to

that examination, which is now, curiously, confined to

ladies. . . . Further, no University in the kingdom ought
to admit a student until he or she has shown at the matri-

culation examination sufficient knowledge of some modern
language (as well, certainly, as of some classical language)

to enable them to read an ordinary book in that language. ^

All this may seem current coin ; but the older Univer-

sities do not yet insist on a modern tongue being presented

at the entrance test. The meeting was in due sympathy,

and passed strong resolutions in accordance.

Mayday, 1901, found him buoyant, writing to ask one

friend for the poem of Little Liza that was smothered in

the hayy and adorning a note to Mr. Wells with a picture

in ink and chalks of a moon-dweller, founded on the de-

scription of the Selenites in The First Men in the Moon :

a being with six insect-legs, the front ones brandishing

a spear and a pipe, with a bullet-like stomach, hat-like ears,

and eyes with projecting antenna processes ; the moon-

herbage sprouting below.

I like the Moon-book. I am excited to know the end.

Your books shorten the years unduly. I like the ant-like

people and the blue streams and the twitterings. How is

Jim [Pain the boatman] ?

1 The report (in indirect speech) in The Reading Mercury, April 27,

1901, is not in the Scrap-book, but is a careful one and may have been

taken, by its look, from MS.
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A little later he is writing on a book of Scottish history

to its author

:

It is right to look on old relics with veneration, but the
Union has been so good for both countries that it is folly

to cry it down, I think.

Local independence is a noble thing, but it has its sad
drawbacks, and personal freedom, letters, and progress
generally have gained by local independence being partly
sunk in a bigger empire.
The work done by Scots in India, New Zealand, Canada,

Australia, and the Cape is fairly the result of opportunities
given by the Union.

I like your book and am grateful for it. I learnt a lot

from it.

But I am so convinced that historians have a duty to
pure truth, that I shrink from any appearance of partiality

and the colouring it gives ; and so I write in warning,
though I know you are trying to be as fair as possible

:

and, but for an occasional expression which gives the
enemy occasion to blaspheme (though I am not the enemy),
I think you are very fair.

You will not misunderstand : it is a danger I point out
rather than any real fault I see.

To Eric Madagan. Christ Church, May 24, 1901.

When you went I made a monosyllabic sonnet.^ It isn't

good (I think perhaps I could make another better, if it

were really worth while), but it may amuse you as a
curiosity. Yours very faithfully.

I enclose the book.^ It is clotted bosh—curious mixture
of humbug and gush.

The child to whom the next letter is written will be

found receiving a series of such communications next year

during an illness.

Ch. Ch., Oxford, 30. 5. 01.

My dear Tim,—You will be able to read this now your-
self. I could not get to see you last week as I was too
busy. I hope to see you next week.
You will be glad to have your cousin with you. It is

good to have some one to play with.

1 Printed vol. ii. p. 394. 2 ^ bad novel.
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I have seen several dogs and cats this week, collies,

terriers, pugs, and Irish and Scotch terriers, and fine black

and yellow and grey cats.

How is your mother ? Take care of her.

I was not able to be at home for C.'s birthday. I hope
she had a good day.

I hope the knife cuts now all right. I ground it down.
It is very hot here still.

Though it rained last night the volunteers had a day's

exercise yesterday and afterwards a dinner. They looked
very well and marched well. How is Mrs. Warren ? Re-
member me to Jane. I am your friend, Jollyman.

In June, Powell went to Glasgow, among the repre-

sentatives of Oxford at the Jubilee of the University, and

there received the honorary degree of LL.D. It was the

year of the Exhibition, and he was all the while amongst

friends and pictures, the two things he liked best. A very

distinct passing glimpse of him is given by a lady who was

his fellow-guest. His state of mind in a gallery
—

^ the other

pictures did not seem to exist for him '—was his natural

one at all times, amidst books and persons everywhere.

His faculty of brushing away and ignoring *the others'

saved him much waste, left him freer to admire, freer to

make the best of every good moment, Omar-fashion.

I remember nothing definitethat he said ; only an indelible

impression remains of force and geniality and inextinguish-

able laughter. One lived for two days in constant laughter,

good humour, and pleasant excitement. He sat opposite

me at dinner the first evening, and I soon noticed that we
all turned to him with our best stories : I suppose we half-

unconsciously looked forward to his delightful laugh.

Going upstairs I said to Miss ,
* Like Jupiter Ammon

with a dash of Puck.'

He and Miss and I stole away from one of the

functions to see the pictures. The Exhibition was particu-

larly strong in French impressionist painters. He knew
everything about pictures, my companion and I no more
than other educated people, but the courtesy of his atti-

tude of mind was perfect : you felt that we were three

equal comrades, exploring a world new and delightful to
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us all. He went straight for the things that belonged to

him, the things he liked ; the other pictures didn't seem
to exist for him, he had no time to waste on disapproval or

mockery. He was very anxious to show us the architec-

tural work of Wilson—architectural, but really pictorial in

colour and feeling. A head of Mrs. Norton by Etty inter-

ested him very much. Among the French pictures was one
of some desert scene, all blacks and browns and tawnys :

—

* delightful, smooth, and glossy,' he said, ^ like the fell of a
wild beast.'

About the same visit another who was present writes :

I was there, and I never saw him happier. It was a
glorious time, splendid blue weather, Glasgow full of light

and colour, clean-washed, with the Exhibition in the Park
under the CoUege hill, on the other side of the Kelvin

—

large white showy buildings, and all sorts of fancy houses

dotted about the grounds
;
just the sort of careless thing

that he enjoyed. The academic life was transfigured : you
saw Doctors of Divinity, even, walking about in their glory,

gowns and all, among the holiday people.

I think he was very glad to have the hon. degree : it was
a sort of surprise to him. He was very unworldly, and it

came to him as something fresh and delightful that people

should want to honour and decorate him. I remember we
travelled South together, and how happy he was looking at

the country—Ben Lomond clear as we came out of Glasgow,

and all the Clyde and Annandale country showing well.

To Mrs. Marriott Watson. Christ Church, June 5, 1901.

I promised I would tell you about L'Aiglon.^ Well, it's

the most tedious stupid rubbishing play in the world, un-

redeemed and clotted rot. Sarah played like a team of

blood-horses with all her might. Coquelin did his best

with an absurd part.

It lasted, and one could not go till it was over, one was
fixed to see it out : but the folly ofthe rot, worse if possible

than Hugo's rubbish :
^ mon p^re '

—
' nos gloires '

—
* la

France '
—

* la garde '
—

' vieux grognard,' &c., &c., &c.

Sarah screamed and cooed and whispered and yelled, and
shouted and measured the whole gamut, toute la lyre ; but
it is impossible to make it seem for one moment a good
play. I thanked God publicly that I was an Englishman

1 By M. E. Rostand.
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and not as those furriners, who could listen with
pleasure to such immeasurable absurdity.

I was very glad I saw it and saw it well. Sarah was
really wonderful. She positively skipped in one bit and
really looked a young thing.

She was nobly welcomed, but it was meant for her, not
for the piece.

To W. P. Ker. Bedford Park, June 30, 1901.

I can tell your feelings at getting back in June, when
Scotland is very fair. I get it when I escape to the sea in

certain places, and I begin to understand what the Swiss
soldiers used to die of when they could not get back to

their own homesteads and smell the upland air and the

smoke and the cow-byres.

I sometimes look forward now to the dream of a bunga-
low near the sea. But who knows where his marai shall

be? [i.e. marae^ Mangaian for * sacred grove, memorial
burying-place '.] . . .

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, July 12, 1901.

I meant to tell you of a poet, who has written well and
elegantly, with a distinction and delicacy rather rare :

Holmes, Silence ofLove^ John Lane, London.
It is distinctly good.

Let me have your mind on it when you have read it.

Then to-day I came on another, whom perhaps you know.
I had only seen some lines quoted, but I got the volume
given me to-day.

Lefroy : Life and Poems : ed. by Gill : John Lane, Lon-
don. He is a kind of clerical J. A. Symonds by nature

:

heart weak and condemned to death ; he bore it bravely

;

cleric malgr4 lui, but faithfully and without tergiversation

of mind or body. Bom a pagan, of three generations of

parsons of a Huguenot family. A Keble man with of

Keble about him. Broad Church ofRobertson of Brighton
type ; muscular Christianity ; a worshipper, in reality, of

plastic beauty in motion. He would have understood half

of Rodin : a curious study. He did not know his real

position, tho' he reveals it in his sonnets. Some of them
are excellent (as simple as Blunt's, but they have not the
aristocratic touch of Blunt's, which has a beautiful flavour

of its own, with its sensitive pride and self-study, of a more
primitive and healthier kind). Lefroy's Greek things are

Y 2
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as good as H^r^dia, in a lower, quieter, Theocritean, Antho-
logic key. I think you will like one or two really.

I can't settle down to work yet. There are a lot of fag-

ends I am doing. I shall feel it imperative soon, I know,
meantime I am doing tiny duties.

Jack [B. Yeats] gave me two beautiful stencils to-day :

they are very good : the ^ metal man ' in the channel at

Sligo, pointing out the ^ fairway ' for ships, an iron figure

of a sailor painted like a figurehead. It is charmingly felt

and given.

Bonnier, most excellent, sent me a gorgeous piece of

orange Japanese stufi', a precious joy.

... It is the end of 's philosophy to be happy and make
others happy ; not a bad one, and better at all events than

the Jewish and Christian gibberish about God and Israel

and true Churches, though I suppose if the communion of
saints ever meant anything, it must mean that.

People as often astonish me by their goodness as by their

badness, tho' some badness is so hateful, it destroys all

possible desire to look at it any longer, and one wants the
broom of fire to sweep it alive into the pit.

Poor Bob ! I know he's at peace, but I wish he were
here, well and happy, but I should be listening to him to-

night instead of writing as I ought to you.

To F. P. Barnard. Bedford Park, July 13, 1901.

I went to a boxing tournament yesterday at Wonderland,
Whitechapel. Some very good boxing indeed, well-con-

ducted and orderly. Any amount of cleverness and pluck.

The round-arm swings and hooks are not so pretty as the

old straight left, but the upper cuts are beautiful and the

counters as quick and good as ever. Fine lads, with good
faces, nearly all ; some very well made, some spidery, some
too short in the arm, but useful in short punches. Most of

them well made
;
good back and shoulders nearly all. You

must go some Saturday when you go to town, and sit with

the bookies, and hear their improving conversation before

the show begins.

This year was friendlier than 1900. He came to Liver-

pool in the spring and saw many of his friends. He paid

a visit to Mr. Wilfrid Blunt, in the New Forest. The holi-

day at Ambleteuse was full of sun and talk and sketching

:

and so the summer went.
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To Mrs. Marriott Watson, Ambleteuse, Aug. 22, 1901.

I am very lazy, sleeping a good deal. ... I have read
the Shakespeare sonnets through again, and I am sure it is

Pembroke and Mary Fitton. . . . The food is quite fair,

the weather divine, the company fair, and the wine very
passable. So we ought to be happy, and most of us are.

To Oliver Elton. Ambleteuse, Sept. 12, 1901.

We are here for about ten days more, I suppose, if the
weather holds as we hope it may. It is exquisite here. I

grudge hours indoors, but must do some work. I have gone
on with my sketchings. They are mere attempts at tran-
scription of the real, through fairly-trained eyes but with an
untrained hand.

Another glimpse of Powell at Ambleteuse will be appre-

ciated. Mr. J. A. Twemlow, a scholar working for the

Record Office in the mediaeval archives of the Vatican,

had made his acquaintance ten years before while studying

history at Christ Church, and had been encouraged by
Powell in his career. With him he had seen Verlaine in

his Paris lodging in 1894. The following happy remin-

iscence of a flying visit to Ambleteuse in 1901 is con-

tributed by Mrs. Twemlow

:

Une seule fois j'ai vu le professeur York Powell, et cette
occasion reste grav^e dans ma m^moire. J'avais fait d^j^
deux voyages de Rome en Angleterre sans le rencontrer.
La troisi^me fois encore, en 1901, j'ai appris qu'il n'^tait

ni h. Oxford ni k Londres. II allait done me fuir pour
toujours, ce vieil ami de mon mari ! La destin^e m'a
^pargn^ cette nouvelle deception. Le professeur nous a
^crit qu'il ^tait en France, k Ambleteuse, et que si nous
passions par Boulogne il serait heureux de nous recevoir.
Qui fut dit, fut fait : nous sommes arrives tard k Ambleteuse,
vers dix heures du soir. De I'antichambre de I'auberge
nous pouvions entrevoir la salle-k-manger aux tables
desservies. Mes yeux se sont fix^s sur un monsieur qui
^tait assis k la tete d'une longue table, et dont la person-
nalit^ dominait les autres. Grand, fort, noir, sa casquette
et son costume de marin, tout en bleu fonc^, donnaient
k cet homme, un des plus beaux que j'ai jamais vus, un

I
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aspect de capitaine de navire. Pendant que je me de-

mandais k laquelle des deux marines, anglaise ou fran^aise,

appartenait cet ofiicier
—

^C'est lui,' me dit k voix basse
mon mari, en suivant mes yeux. Je n'oublierai jamais
mon ^tonnement. Je ne pouvais pas croire que ce marin
^tait le professeur York Powell. J'en avals tant entendu
parler, et j'y avals si souvent pens^ que j'avals finl par
m'en falre un portrait blen loin de la r^allte. Je ne
sals pourquoi je m'attendais k voir un homme malgre,
ralde, s^vfere, au longs cheveux, k la barbe grlse ! Je
n'ai guhre eu le temps de revenir de ma surprise qu'on
nous a d^jk annonces. Vivement le professeur s'est

lev^, en s'avancant vers nous, les bras ouverts, comme
pour nous envelopper. *Vous ^tes vraiment gentlls/

a-t-il dit d'un fran9als le plus pur, et avec I'aise et

raffabilit^ d'un homme du monde— 'e'est tr^s gentil d'etre

venus jusqu'ici pour me voir. C'est charmant. C'est 1^

la petite?' en soulevant dans ses bras ma Madeleine de
quatre ans pour I'embrasser. *Ma fille s'est retiree dans
sa chambre, mais vous la verrez demain matin. T.,*allez

conduire Madame k sa chambre, elle doit 6tre fatigu^e.

Descendez ensuite,et nous boirons quelque chose ensemble.'
Le lendemain matin il a fait servir notre caf^-au-lait

dans le jardin de I'hStel, et c'est 1^ qu'il k pr^sent^
sa fille. AussitCt notre dejeuner fini, le professeur nous
a propose un tour sur la plage, oil 11 m'a montr^ mali-
cleusement une tour d'od Napoleon P"* visait la lointaine

prole qui ne lui ^tait pas destin^e. Tout en nous parlant,

il n'oubliait pas Madeleine, dont il remplissait les mains et

les poches de cailloux et de coquillages.

Le moment du depart arrive. Mon mari veut ofirir

quelque chose k la bonne vieille de I'hOtel qui nous aide k
monter dans la diligence. * Mais oui,' dit-il, avec sa fran-

chise si naive, *mais oui, vous pouvez lui donner quelque
chose. Donnez-lui vingt sous. C'est une bonne vieille, 11

y a longtemps que je la connais, je I'aime beaucoup.*
Nous partons, et 11 reste k la porte de Tauberge, droit sur
la route ensoleill^, en saluant toujours avec sa casquette
bleu fonc^ de marin, jusqu'5. ce qu'il ne pfit nous voir.

C'est 1^ que je I'ai vu pour la derni^re fois, et que je le

verrai toujours.

All this pleasure refreshed his powers ; his hold on life

strengthened, and his passion for seizing the golden moment
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and finding words for its special quality. He uses more
and more often his favourite medium for its record, the

dashed-oflP portrait of character, of which so many examples

come in his historical and other reviews. The date is too

recent for many of these to be quoted from the letters.

He is always perfectly faithful to his feelings, only con-

cerned to express them, and they are always unexpected.

There is astonishing tolerance and indulgence : there is

aquafortis, more than ever, in unexpected places. We
have again the sense of a high, melancholy mind, working

upon its intense joy in the play and surface of life, and
solving its discord of impressions by a saving humour.

The reader, here as elsewhere, can estimate for himself

whether mine is a true analysis of Powell, who this year

printed the quintessence of his wisdom of life, his confession

of faith, his religion, in his Note on Omar. In 1897 he

had published twenty-four translated quatrains in The
Pageant They were ^impudently misprinted', he says,

* by a pirate in the United States, where the laws as yet

permit such dishonest and uncivil dealings '. The exercise

remained a favourite one: from his papers have been

saved some more stanzas on the same model, and his

private and familiar thoughts ran often into it. He knew,

I am told, some Persian, but he worked closely from the

French prose version of M. Nicolas and the English one of

Mr. McCarthy. It is fair to say that some of the best

of these experiments, which are all in FitzGerald's measure,

might have been from the hand of the founder. But the

new thing is Powell's Note. From purely internal signs,

and perhaps questionably, he tries to trace the presence

of two distinct authors, two souls, in the extant epigrams

of Omar.

One can hardly imagine the agony of earnest piety, that
undoubtedly at times thrilled Verlaine, and the impudent,
cruel gaminerie, that Villon often gives way to, co-existing

in the same man with the calm science, deep humour, and
kindly tolerance of Shakespeare and Rabelais.
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If there are notes of recklessness and also of religious

intensity in Shakespeare's Sonnets that make us hesitate

thus to discriminate the Omar poems, at least such

a theory brings out the whole range of their emotion.

It is the Rabelaisian and Shakespearean Omar that Powell

loves best : he reads into him, one may say, or draws out

of him, his own creed of noble epicureanism, which does

justice to the gifts of the world and of the spirit alike.

He was alive to Opportunity. To-day, if ye will hear
his voice, to-day ! Will not the future be the better and
richer for the memories of past pleasure ? So surely must
the sane man feel.

Such was PoweU's own natural instinct, which in these

his later years became a conscious and deliberate one
;

and now, at the height of his life and power of enjoyment,

he gave it phrase. He was not long to follow it in his

temperate, often childlike way, without a struggle. It was

to stand by him when submitted to the sharpest and

clearest test, that of the physical illness which soon was

to come upon him : and it will appear that under such

a test his pleasure in colour and landscape and flowers,

like his pleasure in Mendship and in doing good, were

only confirmed, and that they held till the last, when the
* citadel of life yielded '. As he says of Omar

:

He was bom free, he was too healthy to permit the
eternal verities to crush him into wanhope and gloom.

Several of his letters after his return are on literature.

In his judgements he was unafflicted by authority or by

the curious battered standards of reviews and handbooks.

Few men were surer that the wisdom of tout le monde,

if it be worth hearing on some counts, is folly in the field

of art and letters. But he had nothing of the esoteric ; he

did not believe in a contracted caste of refined judges

with himself as pope. He often found out little obscure

writers, and would write on them again and again till he

had drawn an expression of opinion. His friends smiled
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at his indulgences, even at his indulgence to themselves

;

and it seemed that he sometimes admired things not worth

notice, while he would be blind to the saving or miti-

gating elements in an overestimated favourite. Thus his

likings and aversions struck capriciously on the ear. The
letters will prove this to each reader, according to per-

sonal taste. He cared least of all for the mid-Victorian

celebrities, whose vogue had been high during his own
youth : Tennyson, Browning, Matthew Arnold as a critic,

and George Eliot. Ruskin was the chief exception that

he made. But in all this he followed his inmost sensations,

and wrote without desire for paradox. It has to be added

that often he was right ; he divined a quiet unregarded

talent, whether of his own time or of an earlier century.

He tried hard to be just. One of the following letters

was written after he had received a lecture on Tennyson,

which was in part a piece of iconoclasm. He shared the

mean opinion expressed in it of Tennyson's ideas and

thinking capacity: and this he greeted in his letter with

a shout of pleasure. But he loved the real Tennyson,

and walking by the Thames at Strand-on-the-Green or

Chiswick, would exclaim, ^ There, Tennyson could have

got that
!

', as he watched the water.

To Oliver Elton, Christ Church, Nov. 30, 1901.

T. Hardy has just brought out a new volume of really

exquisite verse. Do try and review it. There are metrical
effects there both new and beautiful. I am enchanted
both with the style and matter, both extraordinarily
sincere. It seems to me a big book.

Again, have you read E. Holmes, Silence of Love ?

It is a sonnet-sequence, classic and clear-cut with some
lovely groups of lines, delicate and quiet and full of grace.

This too is a notable book.

To Oliver Elton, Bedford Park, Dec. 1901.

I should like to see Browning carefully considered,

because I think I am unjust to him sometimes, and that
there must be something I don't see in him that makes
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people care so much for him, people I mean who have
some sanity. Tennyson 1 was always just to : his jewels
of landscape and dream-thought always ravished me from
a boy till now. Browning I could not away with, and
I read him with heavy groans when I was thirty, first

completely ; The Ring and the Booh {Pope and girl and
villain only) ; the few bits ^ mad and bad and glad ', and
stray lines like bits of burnished silver shining out of

a dark tarnished muddle of metal. Swinburne has not
the joie de vivre : he lives in an afternoon, looking on
a far-off sea. There is nothing of the morning about him.

But his metrical power (though it rarely, very rarely,

touches the intimate note that thrills us in Vergil, Tennyson,
Sappho, and Verlaine) is excellent in its clangour and
long notes. . . . That last comparison of yours—there is real

pathos in it. There are few things so pathetic as old

gardens : they make one's soul quiver at times. There
is a pathos as of human things suffering and appealing,

by a look and a moan ; no voice, no cry.

To J. B. Yeats, Bedford Park, Dec. 17, 1901.

... Do they know in Dublin who Fiona Macleod is?

She, or he, has done some few beautiful things. Hardy has
a fine lot of verse just out, beautiful metrically as well as

in content. He rhymed much young and burnt much.
I think he has poetry in his soul of a curious particular

kind.

To J. B. Yeats. [End of 1901.]

Matthew Arnold was a poet at times ; he never knew
his business as a critic ; he was a mere journalist, scram-
bling through by mother-wit ; and that is why the journalist

adores him, as he does Froude, who leapt at views nearly

always rightly (when he had no prejudices) but supported
them when attained by cheap rhetoric and fictitious

arguments and forged documents . . . but the journalist

thinks him a great historian and a noble man of letters,

whereas he is a very clever and keen-sighted journalist. I

daresay D won't agree with this, but it is borne in upon
me more and more, and I struggled hard to really put the
man in his proper place. He wasn't altogether a bad man
(which I never could get Freeman to understand), but he
was unable to back properly, or would not take the trouble
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to back properly, theories thatwere mostly right. (Of course
I am only talking about English theories, and I leave out
the Irish question : I am not trying to steal a march upon
you.)

The infant is away, and I am rather flattened out by
work I am struggling with : but Johnstone came yesterday,

and he talked with me about music and artists and the
game of life and art and the things one likes to talk

about.

Many other letters now follow written to Mr. J. B. Yeats,

the Irish artist, whose house Powell much frequented,

usually at midnight, in Bedford Park. Mr. Yeats had

moved to Dublin, and the letters continue their evening

colloquies, and so in a measure their common life.

Mr. G. PoUexfen, the brother-in-law of Mr. Yeats, had

received the necessary details for the casting of Powell's

horoscope, without his name. The acknowledgement of

two years later can be placed here.

To J. B. Yeats. Bedford Park, Jan. 5, 1902.

I was born at about 10 a.m. 14th Jan^. 1850 at 43Woburn
Place, Bloomsbury, London. So if you like to try Geo.
PoUexfen with a horoscope these are the details. I will

tell you whether he guesses right or no about my life. . . .

My little Japanese man, the tempter you have seen,

gave me a Kakemono^ a hanging picture, of carp in

a stream with willow and wisteria and a yellow flower

overhanging them, and petals of the yellow flower dropping
into the stream and deceiving the hungry fish. I have
been reading Kohoro, Lafcadio Hearn's book. It is

a book you would like. . .

.

Did you see that brave thing of the woman Mrs. Eliza-

beth Coghlam, who caught fire, and ran out for fear of

setting fire to the room where children were sleeping

(she was of course burnt to death). That is heroism pure
and simple, and what a clear head at such a time ! By
God, these things show the way man is rising, and there's

no damned idealism about it all. ' Why ever did you run
out ?

'
^ I did not want the children to be burnt.' There's

a New Year's glory to think of, a new saint and martyr.
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To J. B. Yeats, March 29, 1904.

I must acknowledge your cousin's \sic\ interpretation

of my horoscope is extraordinary by the coincidences

—

/ one girl child.

early marriage.
heart disease.

employment.
friends faithful.

dark hair and complexion.

\jovial disposition.

You said I should be astonished. I am.

To J, B, Yeats, Bedford Park, Jan. 6, 1902.

As to the 1 don't say they are not efficient in their

way. I don't deny their usefulness. I simply say they are

profoundly uninteresting, which you would not deny yourself

in cold blood. They are a kind of white Chinese.

If by idealism you mean aesthetic feelings, there are few
people who have so little of it (as a rule) as Irish Pro-
testants : and I think you will find that save in the matter

of axiting very few Irish Catholics have ever been distin-

guished for it, since the 13th century.

But believing in things that do not, never have, and never
will exist, is inculcated by the R. C. Church, and this

cannot result in anything good. You can't build on lies. . .

.

A people that prefers lies to truth cannot do good, in so

far as they do so. You know that as well as I do. If you
prefer the pope and a set of ignorant and bigoted priests

to the clumsy (often stupid) but honest and right-willing

government you have : if you prefer all the foulness of

celibacy, all the ignorantism, all the mendacity and dis-

honesty, that has half-killed Spain and Italy, then turn
Catholic and go the whole hog : that's the root of the matter.

You know well that out of the Garrison has come every

Irishman that has done anything of note (save O'Donovan
and O'Curry and probably Hyde). Priests caring for

education ! What they want is places to be able to give

their own degrees [from], and then boycott all other

degrees, and oust every protestant from every teaching or

local government appointment. Priests desiring know-
ledge ! ! ! The ^ten commandments !

' Why, you don't believe

half of them yourself. What have you to do with a Jewish
religion ? It was a pity that girl found Moses at all.
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To F, P. Barnard, Bedford Park, Jan. 1, 1902.

In Amicum F. P. Ursidurum.

Salutationes nunc novennales scribo,

Nam in Winandermeram non confestim ibo ;

Me domi laborantem retinent negotia,

Quum mihi potiora sint cum amicis otia
;

Potius mihi fuerit sciurum ^ observare,

Vel tecum colloquium tenere hilare,

Ergo non iratum te in me monstrare debes ;

Indulgentiam laudat en Tabulator Cebes !

Scribebam Povillus F. Eboracensis vir ohscurus.

One day in December he went to Eton.

To Percy Addleshaw. Christ Church, Dec. 11, 1901.

The queerest old-fashioned old-world sort of place, very
picturesque and comic and homely, no swagger at all—tin

cans in College for beer, and plain food at House dinner.

I was disarmed of my old Rugby prejudices, and charmed
by the boys and masters, and glad too, for I am sure it is

not rotten, whatever it is.

The castle is much grander than I thought, and more
'castly' than I supposed. I only saw the outside. We
must go and see it together one day.

To Lady Young. Bedford Park, Jan. 10, 1902.

I haven't much news for you, Fm afraid. I have been
to Richmond this afternoon. The river was all misty, and
the trees, and when it got darker the sky was pale violet,

and all the lamps tiny points of yellow in the grey soft

wool of the mist. It was very pretty, and the air soft, and
the ground smelling autumny rather than wintry. I missed
the friends I went to see, but I was quite happy with my
walk from Richmond to Twickenham. The river is very
high, nearly up to the towpath. . . .

I go back soon to Oxford and the grinding of the mill.

It is pleasant work, but one always hungers for results,

and results come so slowly.

There are some nice fellows there, when one gets the
chance of * getting at ' them. The time goes quickly there :

one's day is so full, the evening comes, and one seems to

* Mr. Barnard notes: * There were a number of squirrels in our wood
at Windermere, which he was fond of watching.'
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have done nothing ; and I suppose it will be so when the
last evening comes. It is the law.

The house at Eton, I hope, has turned out well. The
view from the first-floor front was very pretty ; the tiny

garden opposite, and the dark trees, and the funny old

street, with the boys like white collared ants, with beau-
tiful faces, all swarming to and fro. I shall not forget the
first view of Eton, and am yours gratefully.

Mr. G. Winthrop Young, the son of Lady Young, com-

ments on this Eton day, and completes the picture.

The visit referred to in this letter remains with me as

the most vivid impression I have of Mr. York Powell's

singularly fascinating personality. His sympathy for the
general atmosphere of Eton was only equalled by his

interest in all the details of the starting of a new house
and a new work. The arrangement of the books suggested
several anecdotes illustrative of his difficulty in finding

a house solid enough to ' carry ' his own library. * That is

probably one of your best books,' he said, pulling out an
early edition of Montaigne,— ^ one of the best books, and

—

it really belongs to me !
' He pointed to the name on the

flyleaf: *An ancestor of mine, who dispersed much good
literature, some of which I have recovered.' This led on
to a brilliant talk upon French literature, more especially

of the modern poetic school, with whose aims he seemed
peculiarly in sympathy. I have still a reminder of this

conversation in a small volume of recent verse, which
arrived a few days later, endorsed with his marvellous
* face ' signature. A stroll through the College buildings

and the sunlit playing-fields turned the current of talk into

the comparative value of athletics, ranging from disk-

throwing to diving. To refute my heretical contention that
fencing was a finer exercise than boxing, a small passing

Oppidan was enlisted for purposes of illustration,—to the
huge delight of both. The small boy, in ^ change ', sparring

half seriously with the burly professor, his high hat well

back on his head and his eyes twinkling with fun,

made a delightftd picture. As he left the school yard he
stopped:—*It is all a wonderful engine for impressions,

but it is like a child ; it seems not to know what it is

effecting ; it is playing with its power.' Looking back at

the playing-fields he added—^but it is playing beau-
tifuUy

!

'
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To Miss Ella Pollard. Bedford Park, March 27, 1902.

I am working half the day, and fooling about the other
half with friends ; rather jolly while it lasts, but work
looms ahead, enormous, like a monster of the deep, or an
iceberg of appalling height and depth and weight and chUl.

It has to be collared somehow.
I have some things to send Frank, a noble seal inter alia}

If you would but come up you could bring them to him.
I am afraid of the post.

The spring is slowly forcing its way out, with gusty
showers and gleams of light.

I must stop now, tho' the devil with the left green eye ^

is luring me on to write instead of working.
I have just ordered a lovely glass ball, perfectly turned.

I have a passion for them. I have longed for years for one
and now I hope to have it. I got one imperfectly turned,
with a flat place to stand on, 2/6 the other day ; but that
was only a makeshift, though it looks pretty. I am going
to stop now. How does your painting go on ?

In April, after seeing his friends in Liverpool, Powell

visited Ireland. His interest in her fortunes and hopes

had not failed. For the political movement his feeling was

compounded of good wishes and detachment. His enthu-

siasm for Home Rule, if it had never been dropped, had at

times been at a stand. He felt he did not know enough

of the country at first hand to form a doctrine. Probably

the attitude of the Nationalists during the Boer war had
given him pause. His letters reflect his open, somewhat

waiting attitude ; but the trip in Ireland was to revive his

confidence. We have seen his ardour for Irish lore

and letters. Besides, he had come, as he judged, upon

traces of an ignored and unwritten chapter of 'Irish

influence on English Literature ', and now went to Dublin

to give an outline of his conclusions before the Irish

Literary Society. The evidence he had gathered has

^ Great seal of Queen Elizabeth, given by Powell to Mr. Barnard, the

brother-in-law of his correspondent.

^ Favourite silver ring worn by Powell, shaped as devil's head, with

right eye a ruby, and left eye an emerald. This demon and his moods

were a frequent subject of remark. '
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unluckily not been saved ; but he believed he had dis-

covered the mark of certain Irish metrical forms and other

elements in the English popular song of the sixteenth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. The inquiry still

awaits a bilingual scholar. As so often, Powell, instead of

writing or speaking a reasoned monograph, pointed out an

unsuspected path of inquiry. He also found that the

general play of the Irish genius on English letters had been

understated, or rather hardly stated at all. He pointed

to the throng of Irish-born translators like Gary and
FitzGerald, to the work of Irishmen in such fields as Eng-

lish extravaganza and burlesque, and to the impress left by
Irish writers upon English fiction. His sketch has been

partly saved, and can be read below.^

The lecture was given on April 7, in the quarters of the

Irish Literary Society in St. Stephen's Green. ' It went all

right,' he wrote, ' and pleased.' The report shows it was

much acclaimed : it was ^ a pleasant surprise ', according to

one speaker. Count Plunket :
' the sympathy with our ideas

and ideals showed a bond of blood ' between lecturer and

audience. Powell was perhaps the chief English scholar

who had heeded and warmly welcomed the new literary

life of Ireland. Well pleased, he started on a journey, of

which there is happily a vivid chronicle from the pen of

Mrs. J. R. Green.

After his lecture in Dublin Mr. Powell and one or two
other guests spent three days in Meath with Mr. James
McCann, a leading stockbroker in Dublin and Chairman
of the Grand Canal Co., who was just then beginning, in

the last three years of his life, to develop his schemes for

bringing back life to the waste lands of Ireland. He
arranged one of those delightful excursions for which he
had a real genius. We went by train from Dublin to

Drogheda, drove to Monasterboice, were towed on a
barge along the Boyne canal to Navan (a voyage in

which Mr. Powell enjoyed the inventive hospitality of

Mrs. McCann with the utmost admiration), spent the

1 Vol. ii. pp. 297-301.
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night at Teltown, and drove the next day to Kells and
St. Kieran's Holy Well.

I think that Mr. York Powell enjoyed these days as

thoroughly as he had ever enjoyed anything in his life.

He commended himself to every one by his characteristic

sympathy with every side of the life that was going on.

He was as much interested in visiting the polo ponies with
the young men, as in inspecting the ruins, or watching
the various industrial schemes of Mr. McCann for the
development of the town of Navan and the agriculture

of Teltown, where some of the finest land in the world
was being broken up for tillage for the first time in the
memory of man. As we walked about Navan, Mr. McCann
would show how the grass grew up to the very walls of

the houses, while the shops were full of potatoes from
Holland, butter from New Zealand, bacon from America,
vegetables from Belgium—not an Irish product to be
found anywhere, and the men standing hopeless and
hungry along the walls. He had devoted himself to a
heroic efibrt to alter this state of things, by dividing plots

for tillage, forming a bacon factory, and timber works,
and building boats to carry away the produce on a canal
which had long been absolutely vacant. Mr. York Powell
was presently immersed in these schemes. No better
opportunity could have been imagined for seeing at once
the versatility of his sympathy and the range of his know-
ledge, for here everything was fresh, and his mind was
ready to welcome every impression from the new sur-

roundings. His remarkable faculty of learning was
admirably shown in these few days. Among other things
his mind was opened to the new political impressions.

He had always shown a certain coldness or even irritation

as to Irish aspirations and ideas, which in a mind so
sympathetic as his could only be due to want of immediate
contact with the people of the country. But under the
influence of these days the whole of this prejudice dis-

appeared as he listened frankly to everything around him.
I remember his telling me after this tour that he was satisfied

the remedy for Irish ills would be to give the land indepen-
dence, with Mr. McCann in authorityto carryouthis schemes
—canal transit, new tillage, stopping of emigration, the
planting of people on the good lands, and the preservation
of their ancient monuments ! He became in fact an * Irish

Irelander '.

T. p. I z
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It is impossible to say which scenes interested him most.

On the drive from Drogheda to Monasterboice he was
especially delighted with the car-driver's description of a
man who was always known as Pope , because he had
gone to join the Pope's forces in Italy for a time, * and
indeed he had a face like a Pope on him, so that whatever
he said you could never know what he would be think-

ing.' By the roadside we passed a little thatched cottage,

which was a sort of wayside public-house : and there the

driver told us how Lord used to get off the car

as he was being driven home from Drogheda, and go in

for his refreshment ;
^ and so ', said the driver, * he

would get sitting on the hob, and when he came out

what with the black and what with the drink I would
not know him, and I would just tie him on the car

and take him home—a dacent little man indeed he
always was.' It was supposed that the Plan of Campaign
would be successful on the estate of this gentleman, and
it was started vigorously and would have done well, said

the driver, but for Lady , whose father died at the

height of the strife, leaving her £60,000 ; which, being a
very resolute lady, she determined to spend on subduing
the tenants. She therefore got a battering-ram and
thought she would like to see it at work, so she had it

brought up to the castle yard. ^Well,' said the driver, * we
just gave one tap with it on the stable wall to show her
ladyship how it would work, and I give you my word she
had to pay £500 for that stable : it knocked the roof off

it.' The tenants were finally evicted and new men brought
in from across the Ulster border, who, however, never
prospered in that ruin that had been made, though all

rents were remitted to one after another in turn. ^ How
could they be a good sort when they would come in like

that ?
' said a very poor old woman who, under the Round

Tower and the ancient Crosses, was praying in the church-
yard as her people before her had prayed for 1,500 years.

As we drove from Monasterboice to the site of the
battle of the Boyne, he remembered that the great Irish

conflicts from the time of Cuchullin had been fought on
that famous dividing line of the river Boyne. We passed
by the majestic burial-places of the kings, and the famous
castles overhanging the river : at one of the locks we
asked a poor old woman what was the castle on the top
of the hiU close by. * I do not know,' she said, ^ there do
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be coming strangers from England that take photographs

of that ruin and the waterfall, things the aborigines would
never think of looking at.* His enthusiasm was perhaps
greatest at the great Rath of Navan, where he recalled all

the story of Deirdre, to the delight of his hearers.

The night was spent at Teltown, and we saw the next
morning the famous raths and burial-mounds there, the

unique mound where the king used to sit while the lower
ground below it was flooded with water for some kind
of naval games, the old church of St. Patrick, and a
Norman Castle ; and heard the mysterious legends of the

people. He was much interested in the story of the white

owls and white hares that haunted the fields of Teltown,

and the tale of a boy who inadvertently trying to shoot

one had fallen senseless for hours. Also the story told by
the old lady in a cottage under the shadow of a Norman
castle by the Blackwater, who in her youth had lived in

the Castle itself till it became too ruinous, and had con-

stantly heard the steps ofthe spirits, the 'poor souls without

a settlement ' from the cruel Norman days, that haunted it,

and many a time blew out her candle :
* Don't mind them,'

her father used to say :
* they will do you no harm if you

take no notice.' At Donoghpatrick, the site of a church
of St. Patrick on the Blackwater, he observed that the
* Rath ' given by the Irish king to St. Patrick was of the

older oblong form, while the new Rath built hard by
at Teltown was circular, and suggested that the king had
probably decided to make for himself a fortification of the

newest fashion and had given the antiquated one to the

saint. On the visit to St. Kieran's Well he immediately
noticed the forms of the pins which held the scraps of

rag to the tree, and detected some which he judged to

be a hundred and fifty years old, and others of about
seventy years.

On our return to Dublin John O'Leary joined us at

dinner. Mr. Powell spoke to me on the last day of his life

about this journey in Ireland and the dinner at the Shel-

bume, saying that after John O'Leary had left, a country
squire—evidently a sportsman—had come to ask who the

very distinguished man at table was, so greatly had he been
struck by Mr. O'Leary's presence ; an incident which Mr.
York Powell mentioned as a quite extraordinary tribute,

seeing the kind of stranger from whom it came, to the
efiect produced by Mr. O'Leary. Mr. PoweU added that

z 2
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he himself had never seen a man of such distinction of
appearance, and that his mind was perfectly suited to it.

* He has a mind like that of a child,' he said, ^ which every
now and then strikes down deeper to the very heart of
things than any mere intelligence can do.'

I spent some hours with Mr. Powell on the last two days
of his life. He spoke of a number of his friends, among
them Professor Ker and Dr. Kuno Meyer, and in every case
with an appreciation and an affection that is now delightful

to remember.
I have only known two men who had Mr. York Powell's

range of sympathy. There was nothing, however different

from his own tastes and pursuits, which was sincere and
good of its kind, that he did not value and commend. The
loss of such a friend is the greatest loss that could happen
to those that knew him.

To his Daughter. Standard Hotel, Dublin, April 11, 1902.

I have been having a beautiful time too. Well, I had
a delightful journey over and got here in a fine sunrise.

Then I gave my lecture and did all right. On Sunday
I went out to Howth with Yeats to see some people
called Hart, and dined there : they were nice and kind. I

saw some N. Zealand flax growing there : it is like aloe-

plant ; and some funny woolly-headed palm-like trees, also

from N. Zealand, and a beautiful collection of heaths.

Then on Tuesday early off to Drogheda by train ; then to

Monasterboice, to see a round tower, and some most
beautifully carved crosses, very old, and two old churches,

more than a thousand years old ; and a most amusing car-

man we have, telling stories of Collier, the robber, and his

imp. By car to the river Boyne ; up the Boyne to Navan
in a barge ; a lovely river, more beautiful than the Thames
above London even. Then to Teltown by car.

Then, next day, walking about to see old camps and a
castle, and an old church, and some fine cattle, and some
young horses : and in the afternoon to Kells ; and there
was Columba's stone house, and a round tower, and many
crosses of fine old Irish work, and some curious old grave-

stones : and then to St. Cieran's well, where we drank
water and ate cresses. It is a lucky well, with a huge arch
standing over it, and it has fine water, and the people who
go there to be cured bathe and drink, and then put a bit
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of their clothes, and fasten it by a pin to a tree, and as it

decays the illness dies away. Then we went to an old

churchyard, where there were more crosses of the Old Irish,

and an Ogham stone—a stone with the old writing on its

edges : the first found in County Meath, only a twelve-

month ago. It was probably fourteen or thirteen centuries

old. Then home to Teltown. Next day, off to Tara, where
we lunched ; then to Trim to see the castle, and thence
caught the train to Dublin.

To Mrs. Marriott Watson.
^'''^^^%r^\'^'i^^2

This is a beautiful country. You have no idea how
charming, and the people have * shown me no small kind-

ness '. I have seen a river twice as lovely as the middle
Thames—the Boyne. I have seen the three great royal

palaces of Old Ireland—Navan Fort (where the Deirdre
Tragedy took place), Teltown and Tara. I have seen Kells,

Monasterboice, St. Cieran's, a holy well, with rags pinned to

the old,ash above it, and the great mound that the God
Angus Og lives in at Dowth, and the Hill of Howth, and
lots of ^ raths ', old forts and churches, and a newly-found
Ogham stone found in a grave dug for a ^ peeler'.

The policemen are splendid here. It is a pleasure to

see them.
The horses are fine.

The cabins are like French cottages.

The grass is like the grass in a park.

The air very full of light.

The cattle fine and the sheep too.

The people are delightful to talk to (entirely irrational on
all questions as a rule) ; there are a lot of really able men
here, and some very pretty women. I think you would
like it. I am sure you would have liked going up the
Boyne on a barge, with scenery twice as fine as any
between Oxford and Chiswick, mile after mile, in perfect

peace, no tourists, nothing to disturb the quiet, smiling-

faintly, gentle, soft-coloured scenery.

The place where K. Cormac is buried at Rossnaree is a
fine headland over the river : but I will stop, the post is

going. I am yours always sincerely.

Powell returned to Liverpool by boat from Dublin, arriv-

ing in the early hours of a fine spring morning. He drove
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up from the landing-stage, but would not disturb a sleeping

house. He took the cab to a small and clean tavern,

where the cabman accepted rum ; and was found encamped,

reading, on his baggage, in the garden of his host, when
the working day awoke.

The early part of the next letter refers to the article ^

he had written on J. R. Green for the Quarterly Review.

It had cost him much consideration, as his words show.

To Mrs. J. R. Green. Bedford Park, April 21, 1902.

I was delighted to get your letter. The only thing that

troubled me was whether you would think it an accurate
and adequate presentment. Stephen's book^ is so good,

that (with the papers you sent me) I could get at a portrait,

but I was afraid, though I might get the outlines, I might
have missed the expression. I am glad I have been able

to do better than I thought I should.

It is very difl&cult also to make anything living out of the
conditions I had to work in. One hour with him, and I

could have put in some touches that would have appealed
to those that knew him better than anything I have done.

You could have done it much better than I could. You
write better, and you know the subject best of all. . . .

I only took the matter up for two reasons : one,

I wanted to give my poor testimony to Green ; two^ I

wanted to do whatever I could, as I knew you wished me
to try it. . . .

I must thank you also for those busy pleasant days with
McCann, who is the most practical man I saw in Ireland,

and certainly one of the kindest and most hospitable. I

wish he were governing the country. He is a man to be
trusted, I think.

I can't form any theory about Ireland, but it is cer-

tainly very foreign in many aspects. It does not seem to

me dead at all, in spite of the drugging of the Catholic

Faith, but very much alive in many ways. There is plenty
of hope, too, much faith, and a sort of one-sided charity that

is a peculiarity. Hospitality is nobly carried out, and kind-

ness in ordinary life very great and noticeable. I can't

judge at all. I am trying to see.

^ Vol. ii. pp. 52-68. ^ Letters of J. R. Green, by Leslie Stephen.
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I went to Liverpool afterwards, and to Carlisle,—

a

charming place, with remembrances of our friend Creigh-

ton about it still. It has beautiful bits, lovely soft red-pink

stone, hard and fresh and new, unbattered and eternally

beautiful in itself.

I saw O'Leary again. . . . He was very pleased with
Stephen's Life and Letters, and spoke repeatedly of them.
He is the most reverend figure in Ireland I have seen. We
had a grand finish to the dinner ; it only lacked you.

O'Leary talked fine, and Yeats drew him, and Taylor and
I listened and answered and asked questions, and we went
on till eleven.

When he left, a fine-looking man, like an officer, about

40, came up and asked who that most distinguished-look-

ing man was, and was very pleased to hear it was J. O'L.

He said he had never seen a finer or more remarkable head :

and he was not a Nationalist.

To F, P. Barnard. Christ Church, May 7, 1902.

I hope Acton won't die. He is a good and learned fellow,

and he knows a hell of a lot no one else knows. He ought
to be made to dictate memoirs for six months on end and
nothing else. He knows more recent history than any one,

now the Queen is gone.

But in June Lord Acton died, and a few sentences may
be given from a memorial article by Powell to show his

regard for the chief spokesman of the opposite school of

historical thought in England. Almost at the same time,

in his address at Bangor, presently to be mentioned, he had

expressed his view : he * must continue to difier ' as to the

place of ethics in historical judgements with his * distin-

guished Cambridge colleague'. In his article he, does

courteous justice to Acton's position.

He has been for half a century the friend, adviser, and
confidant of some of the most acute political minds of the
age, a position to which his studious youth, his wonderful
memory and ever-increasing learning, his sound and acute
historical judgements, and his wide knowledge of men and
movements entitled him. He chose to give his riper years
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to study and to sacrifice his well-earned repose to the self-

imposed task of teaching history to his students at Cam-
bridge, a duty which he has discharged with an unselfish

fidelity, devotion, and ability worthy of all praise. He has
been stricken down in the midst of his work. ... He has died
in harness. It is but seldom, even in England, that persons
bom to ease and with a marked capacity for a successful

political career have chosen to devote much of their time
to the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake, but among
the striking examples of those who have done so the name
of Lord Acton must be placed. . . .

Personally he was a man of great attraction. His beau-
tiful and simple courtesy, his easy and well-based talk, his

fund of experience of men, things, and books, his marvellous
memory and clear and definite expression delighted every
one who fell into converse with him. . . . His curious

religious position did not interfere with his scientific pur-

suit of history, though he would never allow that ' Science
for the sake of science ' or * Art for art's sake ' were safe

maxims, and he would argue with quiet and polite irony

against those who (rightly or wrongly) contended that

history as a science has nothing to do with ethic save to

furnish its teachers with convenient examples.^

In June Powell came north again. On the 20th he visited

University College, Bangor, and gave his address on the

Study of History in Universities at the closing public

ceremony of the session. It sums up the convictions

of many years, and is reprinted (vol. ii. pp. 80-95). One
peculiar article of Powell's educational faith may be

noticed here.

He begins with his programme for the study of history

in schools. Nothing could be more opposed to the German
or even the English practice than that which he recom-

mends. Instead of pleading for more hours and more

historical information, he pleads for less than is actually

given. A Plutarchian foundation of biographical his-

tory : plenty of illustration by plans and portraits ; a few

fixed dates ;
* some working knowledge of the successive

eras of British history,' and lastly, *a sound idea of the

1 Manchester Guardian, June 20, 1906.
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order of the main events of real consequence ' : some know-

ledge of the history of other peoples which is all to the

good ; and Hhe elementary facts of geology and geography'

;

that is a sufficient outfit for the pupil arriving at the univer-

sity. Instead of spending more time on history at school,

let him know * two languages other than the native speech ',

and be able to write ^ sensible English correctly and clearly',

with possibly a little mathematics. Even at the university,

history is not rated high by Powell for purely educational

purposes, or for what is technically known as pass work.

Law, logic, and political economy seem to him as good

subjects for pass pupils as history, or even better.

To some this may appear a curious and gratuitous sacrifice

of one of the most powerful of all educational implements /
in dealing with the average boy or girl. It may also seem

to imply a false distinction between pass work and advanced

or honours work, as if there were two castes of mind. It

is easy to say that the school-boy or the * pass ' student can

find no more absorbing study than the past of his own land

and of the world, if only he be fitly taught. Nothing should

educate him better as a citizen, or be a less reparable loss

if overlooked. But Powell would probably have answered

that the business of historical study was not to make citi-

zens but to make investigators. We come here on the

difference between the two great camps of teachers. I do

not fully know how he would have argued this point, and

it may be hardly fair to press it. But it is fair to recall his

own witness to the educative efiect of history in fostering

true and disinfecting false national sentiment. The histori-

cal teaching of France and America has at times done so

much harm, that it is clear that a difierent and less dis-

torted presentment would have done unimaginable good, not

merely to the scholar, but above all to the average man and

woman. The rest of the lecture is a spirited and often

splendid plea for historical research in universities, with

proper teachers, libraries, courses, and appliances, and a

reinforcement of Powell's theory, which he hammers out
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with increasing clearness, that history is a science and not

a branch of ethics.

From Bangor Powell came again to Liverpool: his

summer itinerary is given in brief:

To F, P. Barnard. June 23, 1902.

I have been to Bangor in N. Wales, to deliver an ad-
dress : and to Liverpool to speak at a presentation of a
portrait to a friend, Mackay, who is really founding, or
getting founded, the University of Liverpool. ... I am
going to Rugby on 7th July, so that after that I shall go to

Carlisle and there write my Bewcastle Cross article, and
then bolt over to Ambleteuse, I hope.

To J. M. MoAikay. Christ Church, June 27, 1902.

I hear there is a prospect of improving 's position.

I hope this may be done. It will be a great pity if he is

allowed to be kept out in the cold. ... If the University

is to become a reality, not a mere lecture and exam.-shop,
you must encourage and keep such men. You can always
get a ^gerund-grinder', who will help 'crocks' through
exams., but will not inspire any thought or real piece of

knowledge into any human soul ; whereas to know this

man is a piece of real education to a young student.

You can only establish real seminars by means of

such men, and get a little real University teaching done,

as we hope it may be at Liverpool, for you can't mean
to make your University a place of mere *cram and
exam.' type.

This man (like and and Bob) is one of a rare

class—people who really live and think and write. They
must be upheld at all hazards by people like you and me
who care about realities.

I need not tell you how pleased I was to be able to come
and assist at that dinner. I owed you thanks I had never
expressed before, and I meant what I said then. It was
a jolly gathering, and one that I shall not forget, especially

your tribute to Bob. I knew him nearly seven years, and
I am sure he would have rejoiced at seeing things so

changed in Liverpool. He sowed the bread upon the

waters then, but the results are beginning to show.
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Soon Powell is found cheerfully seeing and buying

pictures
—

*a water-colour of Chiswick Old Church, 18th

century, very pretty and characteristic,' and a fine ^ sky-

piece' of ^one of the old water-colour men'. Not long

after, he went to Rugby.

To Mrs. Marriott Watson. Christ Church, July 9, 1902.

I just write to tell you I have been to Rugby, or I should
have been with you last week, as I hope to be next, one
day. We had a good time, the child and I, and we saw all

my old school haunts and the Tom Brown places : and
I saw old Temple, my head master, and heard him make
the best speech I ever heard from him, about Clough and
Mat. Arnold, two of our Rugby ' makers ', whose medallions

were put up in the chapel. There is a place left for Landor,
I am glad to say. Clough was a good man, I believe, but
he was a bad poet, not a poet at all. I send you a picture

by Pamela C. Smith with some lines ^ I wrote to it. I hope
they will convince Dick, whose sentiments I hope and think
they express.

How is Marriott ? I hope better. How are you ? Did
you see the rainbows and sunset yesterday ? Best of this

century, I thought. I have no pen, and am writing this in

the train : please forgive the writing, worse than usual.

This was his last physically happy summer, though not

his last summer, at Ambleteuse amongst his friends. His

health had not begun to vex him, and the sim shone often.

It is often showery, but it is very nice ; sunny gleams,

lovely landscape, soft air, beautiful sea, and good company
and frugal fare—just what I can do with. One's time slips

by only too fast. This world is sometimes a very pleasant

place.

The evenings passed in * costume balls ', and in * feasts,

picnics, and sports '. An interlude to which he looked back

with pleasure was a visit to his friend Dr. Bonnier, in

Picardy, some letters to whom will be quoted presently.

Powell seemed to be putting into practice his Omaresque

^ The ' lines ' referred to are The White Cot in Weary Wood, other-

wise The White Witch in Weary Wood. (See vol. ii. pp. 391-2.)
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principle ofseizing the * golden moment ' rather than caring

for the * futile future '. His favourite place was by the

waterside

:

The sea's soft call is in my ears,

And that's what I like best,

as he writes in a poem, one of two or three, that Amble-

teuse drew from him.

To F, P. Barnard, Hotel des Bains, Ambleteuse, Ang. 22, 1902.

Have you been painting ? I ought to have been at it

to-day, it was so fine ; but I slept, it was hot and I was
so lazy. The weather here is worse than yours, as I see you
have had much sun and little rain : we have had plenty of

rain and little sun : but it is very healthy, no colds, fresh

air, and enough to eat and drink, and a roof over one : why
should one grumble ? I dare say God would like to have
a change sometimes, but he can't leave things and go on
a holiday, or the devil would get loose. So we're probably
better off than he is, after all.

H and H the painter are here, both very good
fellows ... so one can get decent talk now and then. The
commonplace bores one increasingly, when one has been
spoilt by good talk. . . .

Two large families of godly respectable Britishers also

inhabit the hotel and regard the other lot as curious and
so Bohemian, because we don't dress for dinner, and laugh
a lot, and do not join (I regret to confess it) the Sunday
service they have set up, collection and all. Isn't it funny?
But we are all very polite to each other, and there is no
quarrelling. I work nearly every day, but it gets on
slowly.

To F. P. Barnard. Ambleteuse, Sept. 18, 1902.

I have been to Lille, or rather through it, and saw
Bovines ; and I stayed at Templeuve, such a pretty typical

Picard valley, old Abbey land till the Revolution : my
friend, Ch. Bonnier, is writing its history. He can trace

nearly every family back to the '90's and many much
further. He has got all the particulars of the Government
sale of church lands which took place there first in '91.

It is very interesting : a fat, gray, clay plain covered with
cultivation, and little clumps of trees round red tiled farm-
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buildings
;

granite causeways (nothing else will allow of

winter travel, the loam is too thick) : a huge garden
;

harvest very late, oats carrying now (cut up six weeks ago,

some of them). Near Bovines are the great marsh-flats,

all good land now (cut and drained by careful channels
and waterways), beautifully tilled. Rain would make the
trenches very heavy for horses and men.

To F. P. Barnard. Christ Church, Oct. 22, 1902.

C. wants to know where the Ghost is?^ She is sure

there is one among the fixtures, which the Crown will

hand on to you. Is it a bl—d—^g Nun, or a sheeted

gibbering White Ladye, or a blood-boltered Elder of the

Duncan type, or a black dog or a white, or a headless horse

or horseman? We Want to Know, as the Americans
put it.

I wish you all luck as a Castellan. I wish you had the

power of pit and gallows, and could hang the Pro-Boers,

and drown the scolding old maids and squabbling parsons

and tub-thumpers—but those good old days are in abey-

ance now. I am yours very faithfully.

The end of 1902 brought a change, which is the begin-

ning of the last chapter in Powell's life.

^ Alluding to St. Briavel's Castle, Mon. See next chapter.



CHAPTER VIII

OXFORD: 1902-4

Migration to Oxford ; reluctance and regret. Letters on The Wings

of the Dove. Celtic evening at Liverpool: speech. Powell and
mysticism. Moving house. Change of political view. Portrayal of

Powell in fiction. Pictures and painters. Letters to a child.

Teaching at Somerville : testimonies. Irish discussions. Visits to Knole

and Gorleston. Signs of illness. Hard work : articles on Mr. Swinburne

and Mr. Kipling. General Survey of Modern History. Edward II at

Oxford. Last stay in Ambleteuse. Death of Hines. Stay at Folkestone.

Tradition and its Conditions. Last visit to London and pictures.

The Oxford garden. Last letters; spring. Note on Schopenhauer.

Closing days ; death ; burial at Wolvercote.

Powell's life and affections had vibrated between

London and Oxford for twenty years ; but in Oxford he

now felt that his lot lay. The weekly journey to town had

always been to him, distinctly, a process of going home.

But many of his friends had now left Bedford Park, and

some had died. For this and other reasons he determined

to settle in the north of Oxford, in the new quarter that

has become a red-bricked, roomy-gardened colony of the

old, pent, grey city ; leafy and flowery in the good months,

and light of soil, with its fair share of retreat and silence.

The house he at last pitched upon, Staverton Grange, in

the Banbury Road, had flowers and a space of grass garden,

and could hold all his books, so long scattered between two

cities. His letters show the regret with which he uprooted

himself from London. The first of them ends sadly but

begins gaily. His friend, Mr. F. P. Barnard, was on the

point of taking a lease from the Crown of the Castle of

St. Briavel's, in Monmouthshire, which stands on ^high

levels ', 800 feet above the Wye. The * devil ' of the silver

ring is again invoked.
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To Miss Ella Pollard. Christ Church, Oct. 20, 1902.

Three cheers : what luck. Hooray !

When the barons built homes like St. Briavel's,
' They filled them with ill men and devils/

So the chronicler says
;

But in these humane days,

You will hold there more innocent revels.

But I hope that there's one of the devils

That may still be a guest at St. Briavel's,

Whose green eye so bright,

Shows the signal * All right

'

And befits him to shine on high levels.

So when I, the most lucky of devils.

Come to visit my hosts at St. Briavel's,

I shall not be bereft

Of the friend on my left

As I join you at tenpins or kevels.

There are too few rhymes for me to go on in this lofty

strain, so I simply wish you all luck in your new home.
I know the place : I was there when I had a reading-party
at Llandogo years ago, and lamented the fact that no one
of intelligence held the old place.

The wardenship of Dean I hope still goes with the castle.

It will be fine for you to be the Forestress of Dean.
I must find out the life of St. Briavel and get it printed.

I keep the plan and the photo. I don't think the library

safe above the coals, unless, as I suppose, the basement is

vaulted ; if so, it is quite safe.

What a splendid time you will have arranging things

!

It will really be a joy to see the old place put in real order
by folks of taste.

The fons indttsus and hortus sigillatus will be fine

things.

Your guard-tower will be a delightful place. You look
towards Wales and the hills 'from whence cometh your
help', as a Book (you have no doubt once read) puts it

with a certain elegance of an archaic and primitive era.

You will have the Wye,

* Via dulcis, via grata.

Via bis per diem inflata,

Via multum, vae ! pochata ' [poached]
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as the poet hath it, close by ; Tintem within call ; Mon-
mouth within call ; Harold's outpost forenenst you, and
the curious Gloster table-land behind.

By the way, there is a house by the wayside, with firs

near it, a lonely gray house, I always meant to make a grim
story about. I wonder if you have noticed it. It is a few
miles out of St. Briavel's. Inspire Frank to write on St.

Briavel's. In the Gloucestershire Archceologiccd he will

find, if I remember right, much on St. Briavel's.

C. and I have got to go to Oxford to-morrow to choose
our new house. It is cruel work changing, and leaving

friends, and the little old home in London where I have
been happy and sad and seen the seasons pass for 22 years :

but it has to be. I am yours very faithfully.

Late in November he wrote :

To Miss Geoghegan.

I am engaged in changing house. I leave Bedford Park
at Christmas. It is a great wrench. I can never be as

happy again as I have been there. One's first fifty years

are the happiest, as Bismarck said. However, I hope to

have some quiet happiness still, with the child, in Oxford.

It is necessary to move, and I must face it, spite of my
catlike love for the old place and all its sweet and sad
associations. But I am not writing as cheerfully as I meant
to : you must pardon this. I hope you and the black heifer

and the dog and the garden are flourishing—in front of

the sea and the herons, with those lovely trees, and the
ducks and chickens, now big, crowing and quacking beasts,

and happy as ever they were in their flufiy coats. . . .

I have done a little painting away in France, but I hope
next year to send you something you may be willing to

hang up some time in Donabate. It is beautiful here now.
We had a day on the river last week, cold but not too

cold, and perfectly delicious under the bank where the

trees were green and gold like spring. We could not
believe it was November.

An earlier note tells his attitude towards the dwellers in

Oxford, whose affection for him he did not ignore :

To Mrs. Shute. Ambleteuse, August 21, 1902.

There they live, in regular ways, which I hate : they dress

for dinner, which I loathe : they are punctual, and give up
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the blessed moment for the futile future, and so on. But
they are good to me and tolerate my ways (as the Moslim
tolerate madmen, considering that Allah must have them
in special favour), so I hope it will be better than it seems,
but I greatly dread it. The Sundays were times of real

refreshing before.

The flitting took some while : meantime he is found

writing on the * phantom epic ' of the seventeenth century,

and the tales of Mr. Henry James.

To Oliver Elton, Christ Church, Dec. 9, 1902.

I think du Bartas is rather an epic success, but what
pricked the bubble was really Voltaire's gigantic failure

;

and the excellent burlesque Hudihras, and the far better
Folengo's Baldus^ and even the wretched Pucelle showed
that the weakness of the thing was apparent whenever
a man determined to laugh at the convention.

[The] Wings of a [the'] Dove is excellent, and gave me
several hours of brain-pleasure. He really gets better
every time, I think, the great Hy. James. He is a fearful

and wonderful creature : the delicacy of his study of
impressions has never, I think, been surpassed. He has
described moods no one has ever portrayed before. He
has heaps of faults, but much must be forgiven him.

To Charles Bonnier, Christ Church, Dec. 12, 1902.

Les Wings of a Dove—extraordinairement bien. On
s'imagine la lettre de Milly la chose la plus exquise. Et
on ne salt pas ce que sera la fin de tout 9a. Qa vous donne
des probl^mes sans fin. Voilk ce que pent faire un homme
de g^nie avec nos conventions mis^rables. II en tire des
succ^s surprenants et des tragedies de [grand] pathos. Ces
loques qui nous * m^drapent ' si salement, il les fait superbes
dans ses demi-lumi^res, mena9antes m^me sous certains

aspects. II est vraiment tr^s-fort. Ses filles sont tr^s-vraies.

Et c'est v^ritablement I'exp^rience la plus diflficile—ce qui
est preuve absolue de g^nie—la creation des femmes.
(Dieu I'ajournait, n'est-ce pas? II voulait etre siir de lui

avant de faire cet acte supreme.) James et Meredith et

Hardy peuvent le faire, James avec une d^licatesse fr^le et

un opalisme Whistl^rien, un dessin si vibrant et nerveux.
Et quel joli paysage—son * setting ' k Venise, la piazza,

le palazzo, la petite chambre h. louer h, Venise, et ce sacr6

T. p. I A a
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p^re de Kate, qui est si necessaire cependant—le roman
aurait manqu^ de richesse sans lui—et qui parait ces deux
fois comme un souffle de I'infemo.

On pourrait en causer des heures, des jours. A vous
sinc^rement

A few days after this he was again in Liverpool ; he came

to speak his word for the endowment of Celtic studies in its

new University, for whose hopes and fortunes he cared

strongly to the last. That University was made possible,

in its fall activity, by lay zeal and gifts : and one of the

many plans astir, at this time of its formation, was to

appeal to the large Welsh and Irish population of the city,

for a professorship of Celtic, into which the existing honor-

ary readership, held by a known scholar, could be turned.

To this end a dinner was arranged in the University Club.

It was a Celtic evening : Principal Rhys, of Jesus College,

the only other professor of the subject in England, pre-

sided, and Powell came too. A number of Welshmen and

Irishmen of note in the city were present. The occasion

may be cited here, as Powell had its object at heart, and

one of his few semi-public speeches, which is also one of

his latest, chances to be on record. He struck, as it proved,

a note that found effective echo. He spoke as to men
of business who expected confidence as experts in their own
line, and who should be ready to give the same confidence

to experts in scholarship. After touching on the special

purpose of the meeting, he went on :

Although we come before you as men who are really out
of the world, not in practical life, but leading a contempla-
tive existence—although God knows it is active enough
sometimes—I should like to say that you must to a certain

extent trust us when we tell you that there are a certain

number of people whose work cannot be measured by the
ordinary standard. The expert scholar is a person who is

necessary for the teaching of teachers, and we all acknow-
ledge that we must have in England really efficient and
organized teaching. The Germans have it, and the French
learned the lesson in a very painfiil way in the war of 1870.
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They have taken the lesson in the most honourable way,

and there is now no place in the world that has better

organization or is better educated than France. They
learned the lesson. We have certainly had a lesson, and
I hope we are going to take advantage of it in the same
way as the French. It is absolutely necessary, if you are

going to have good teachers, that you should have experts

such as Professor Meyer to teach them. You must take

your experts, and believe us when we tell you that the

value of men like Professor Meyer, who are not perhaps
dealing with practical matters, but who show teachers the

proper methods and put the right spirit into them, is very

great indeed. It does not matter whether they are teaching

mathematics, or Welsh, or Irish ; it is the scientific methods
they inculcate. If you can get a man who knows how to

interest his pupils, and who cares for his subject, that man
will produce good pupils, and those pupils will be and will

produce good teachers.

There was other good speaking, but Powell's words were

seen to have told, when one of the Welsh visitors, explaining

that he was engaged in commercial pursuits, and that all

he knew on the subject of Celtic studies he had learned

that evening, added that Powell had struck the keynote.

Amongst the commercial class there was, he said, a wide-

spread feeling that there was no utility in such a subject

as Celtic ; that it ' is one of those dreamy subjects that may
be of some service to professors who are interested in it,

but to the general community is of very little use '. The

speaker added that he had been convinced by Powell's

speech, and promised and gave the matter practical atten-

tion. In such ways a beginning was made for the aim in

view.

The move to Oxford was to be only half over by New
Year's Eve, and he wrote meanwhile :

To Mrs. Marriott Watson. Christ Church, Dec. 22, 1902.

Here we are : the house half-painted, quarter-papered,

piles of our beds, books, chairs, pictures, and crockery in

the midst of every room ; a painter and paperer circulating

round this central group. C. and I and our friend the

A a 2
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chimney-sweep [Hines] ordering chaos, stirring tohii-bohu,

and evolving order out of an awful mass of antinomian
fragments. We live on sandwiches (to which I add raw
brandy), we go home dog-tired, we rise early, we live thro'

the day. We look forward to a week like God Almighty's
when he started on his ill-omened enterprise of creation.

When we sit down and say Behold it is very good, seems
years away. But if it is still fine and warm we shall live

thro' it I trust, and rejoice like the saints in our beds for

days and nights afterwards.

To Oliver Elton, Staverton Grange, Jan. 6, 1903.

I send you the [Bangor] address I promised : you care

for all matters educational, so I don't mind asking you to

read it. It represents opinions I have been coming to for

years, and I hope it will hold. The present thing here is

indirectly useful, directly a sham. . . .

I have been here ten days nearly, the sound of the
hammer never out of my head hardly. I have shifted over

6,000 books, and it isn't over yet, and all the pictures, and
much of the furniture. I have only had one chill and feel

otherwise well and jolly, but I do want the workmen out.

They are so terribly slow. They work well, honestly enough,

tho' stupidly, are nicely behaved, quiet, &c., but they get

on your nerves at last, like naughty children.

Johnstone wrote me, but not about M, G. {Manchester
Guardian']. Do not let him drop that. He could do
splendid articles on Teaching. He could visit schools as

commissioner. He could give a series of articles on
Pleasure Cities, he could write on society in Russia, Ger-
many, France, a heap of things.

As yet there was no omen of failing health, though

trouble was near. A little later he returned to his theme,

which oppressed him much at this time, of the misdirection

of teaching force at Oxford

:

To Oliver Elton, Staverton Grange, Jan. 18, 1903.

I am really glad you like the historical program I have
sketched. It is what I have been thinking over a long
while and got at last on to paper, as clear as I could, for

teachers.
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The schools here are dragged down by the desire to have
masses of pupils and the dread of losing money by lessening

the number. The most they do teaches them how to write
Si prMs (nothing else) on other people's facts. For the
love of God don't let your new school follow this model

;

insist on thinking. It is painful but needful. To make a
good p7*4ci8, even, is something if it is made out of one's

own facts, but we have not even that. Of course it doesn't

hurt the best men. It just wastes their time, but it is pure
humbug, and rot with the 3rds, 4ths, and bad 2nds, and it

is not history but memorizing. I could talk a long time on
this, but sat sapienti. . . .

Here in the north [of Oxford] like Lucifer I have set my
throne.

How go the mystics ? I have an old translation of part
of S. Teresa de Jesu, which I will show you, and the vision

of S. Brigitta of Sweden (very Dantesque and of inordinate

length), but the physiological part of it is' all that interests

me generally. Do you know the Fis Adamndin {Revue
Celtiqus some time back)—Adamnan's vision of hell, &c.
It has a rapport with the eschatology of the Solarlidd and
is one of the best of the old lot—Tnugdal and Co. The
Visions in Baeda are curious because of the physiological

descriptions of the visionary's feelings. I am yours ever.

Despite his remark about physiology, Powell at other

times granted more to the mystics than he here confesses.

There were many talks on the matter. He seemed to take

their revelations and ecstacies chiefly as symptoms ; he

approached them through art and letters rather than

through theosophy or personal aflBnity ; and chiefly valued,

as in the crowning case of Blake, their play of imagination.

Still he thought they had something to say that no one else

could say ; and when it was pleaded that this must be

brought into rational terms to be of any avail, his instinct

for expression inclined him to reply that the mystic must

be left to use his own terms, on pain of our losing his

message. He says that Omar had ' passed the marshy reek

of mysticism by ', but this was written in yet another mood.

Another letter written about this time refers to an efibrt

made to renew the stained glass industry in Ireland.
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To J. B. Yeats. Staverton Grange, Jan. 9, 1903.

I am much interested by Miss Purser's scheme. There
is a big market for glass in Ireland and Irish America. If

<they would only buy their church-glass and images in

Ireland instead of the abominable Belgian monstrosities,

the money would not be quite so much wasted as it is.

Good leading and plain colour are wanted. It is a pleasant,

l3eautiful, and often lucrative art. The glass factory people

have no good designs ; and are abominable, and
they are about the best. ' Architect's glass ' is not always
much better.

I have some glass in this house which almost provokes

nausea ; I had to take out a lot, but I can't aflford to take

all out yet, so some remains to sadden me and remind me
of the sad side of humanity.

I don't understand why Miss was angry. My remark
on the Irish newspapers was either true or false (and it is

not a point of patriotism to defend the bad) and a matter

for argument not sentiment. And I have never said any-

thing about Ireland, save to register my sense of the

universal kindness I met there from every one, and the

charm of the places I saw. I thought the Boyne more
beautiful than the Thames. I thought Teltown and Tara
most impressive, and deeply interesting. I was not dis-

appointed of any I saw. What is there in this to make any
one angry? I put it down, because I don't like to be
thought to spy out a land and then abuse it unjustly (not

in a spirit of * patronage ', which fancied once he de-

tected in me !). I am sure I am fairer to Ireland than you
are to England, but I won't go into that, though you strive

to wake the embers of war.

To Charles Bonnier. Staverton Grange, Feb. 19, 1903.

Mon cher ami,

Je suis heureux de voir de votre lettre que 9a va
mieux et que I'influenza vous a quitt^.

D'abord, Wings of a Dove est immense (quoique je ne
m'explique pas ce qu'^tait devenu I'argent ^). Oui, c'est un
^v^nement. James est bien le plus grand depuis que
Meredith cesse de produire. Et il est seul dans son genre,

aussi seul que Roddn ou Meunier ou Monticelli ou aucun

^ Current jest against an acquaintance who, after reading the novel,

had only said, ' but I can't make out what became of that money !

'
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des ' grands solitaires ', oiseaux de I'espace, des nuages, des
Eclairs, des couchers et des levers de soleil.

. . . Mon cher, le cliangement de maison ^tait terrible.

. . . Et ce qui compliquait tout 9a, I'ouvrier ne nous quit-

tait pas. Pendant six semaines il trainait, et quand
j'arrivals le 20, il y avait beaucoup, beaucoup k faire, la

peinture, les papiers, la reparation des petites choses, etc.

etc. Et il trainait encore, poll, gentil, gai jusqu'au chanson,
mais refusant de nous quitter ; il faisait tr6s-peu chaque
jour, reparaissait toujours trfes-tard, s'en allait d'assez bonne
heure ; enfin il fut impossible de le d^loger. Enfin, bien
tard dans Janvier, il ^vacuait lentement et en mauvais
ordre la position si longtemps tenue * avec une insistance
digne d'une meilleure cause '. J'ai pu ranger mes livres,

commencer de mettre de I'arrangement dans les papiers,

preparer mes lectures, et ^crire quelques lettres, et voir
quelques amis.

Maintenant, franchement 9a me donne plaisir que vous
trouvez bien mes vers.^ lis ^taient Merits k un moment oil

je me trouvai p^n^tr^ du sentiment essentiel du lieu, et c'est

ca que je voulais exprimer tant que je pouvais. II fallait

6tre tr6s-simple, car le sentiment du temps, du lieu, de mon
etat d'ame, ^tait tr^s-peu compliqu^. Je suivis ce qui se
produisit, d'abord rhythmiquement, dans ma t^te, et 9a
coulait a la m§me musique. Que vous avez trouv6 ces
lignes passables me plait, car je les trouvais expression de
ce que je voulais exprimer. Je suis k vous sincSrement.

A week-end visit to Cambridge drew the following :

To Charles Bonnier, Staverton Grange, Feb. 26, 1903.

Cambridge est plus beau qu'Oxford ; oui, j'en suis stir.

On a laiss^ les vieux coins, les morceaux de ville, les petits

publics, les maisonnettes de petits bourgeois du W et 17®

si^cle. II y a des petites batisses ravissantes, des coins

f^eriques, on se frotte les yeux :
* est-ce que 9a existe

encore ?
' On a trop boulevers^ Oxford. C'est triste. Qa

etait tr^s-bien dans le temps. II n'en reste que cette petite

rue pr^s la riviere sur la route de la gare.

Three letters to Powell's friend and pupil Mr. Clayton,

written just after the move to Oxford, have a special

^ The verses written at and concerning Ambleteuse in the summer
preceding : see for the text, vol. ii. pp. 388-90.
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interest. In one of them he speaks of the movement of his

political ideas. Mr. Clayton, a Socialist, had expressed

concern at what seemed at first a vital change in them. In

another letter he praises his correspondent's Life ofFather

Dolling ; he admired a really good priest perhaps all the

more quickly for not sharing his doctrine. In other pas-

sages he speaks of a story of Mr. Clayton's, Grace Marlow,

in which he himself and his talk were incidentally sketched

—sketched, I think, so naturally that a quotation will be

given.

To Joseph Clayton. Staverton Grange, Feb. 19, 1903.

I don't mind being portrayed. You will be so kind to

me that my friends won't recognize it, and as for my enemies
I don't care. You must add to good novelists James, who
is better than Hardy, even as an artist, and ranks next to

Meredith. Then there is H. G. Wells, Conrad (who is

splendid, read his Lord e/^m, Nigger of Narcissus, Youth),

and others I could name. . . . Why bother about the

gentry ? All sensible people, village or other, must learn

to amuse themselves rationally and cheaply. The best

amusements cost very little, while bad amusements are

costly always.

To Joseph Clayton, Staverton Grange, March 15, 1903.

This is [a] very good book about a very good man. You
did well to write it. I envy you in that you knew Dolling.

I wish I had. He would have done me good. I don't mean
to say he would have altered my ideas, but I think he would
have made me better. It makes one ashamed to know of

such goodness and unselfishness. It is a good thing such men
live, they save the world from rotting in these great cities.

But it's no use talking of them. They are the real saints

and they deserve a heaven. You have told the story very
well, and you understand the man and his conditions better

than most people can or do. You must tell me about him
when you come. He is a man to think about and
remember.

It is quite true ; all great men are simple. Bob Steven-

son was. Mallarm^ was, and Meredith is. They are frank,

direct, considerate often and so reserved, but never two-
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minded and always seeing the real thing and not its wraps
and swaddling-bands. B , my friend, the wisest man of
his years, is quite simple and direct. I don't see how these
great people could be otherwise, for they have all hated
shams since they were born, and refused to deal with them.
... I get more sick of parliaments and less liberal and

more Nietzschean every day. I want more sense and less

sham. By the way bishops are not as bad as you think.
I knew three pretty well : they are just, hardworking, and
struggling men, overworked, and human enough, and no
guile I could see in them. I don't understand how a man
of sense can hold their creed, but I have seen enough to
know they are all three better men than I am, though I

have an historic mind and can judge of evidence and they
can't. So I can't condemn even bishops wholesale. ... I

have learnt more from you, Jo, than you have from me by
a lot. I am always yours grateftilly and sincerely.

To Joseph Clayton, Staverton Grange, April 15, 1903.

Very good indeed. I have just read it through, and C.

is reading it now. It is in a good spirit, and it is well-

observed. I can see that great part of it you have known
and felt, and some of it you have gone through. Your
women are all right. Mabel is very good, not exaggerated,
and really human. I've known them exactly like that,

awfully good sorts, honourable and kind and really unspoilt
save by the drink ; for that, when they take to it, rots their

wills, and they sink then. What I like is the way you made
Grace the same woman all through, when she is school-

mistress or nurse or housekeeper. That is right. She only
knew more, but her heart was the same.
My dear Jo, I'm not going over to the rich. The only

hope, though, is more knowledge, more sense ; it is under-
standing we lack as a nation. The rich are such disgusting
fools, they often can't even amuse themselves. The women
are the worst. But it isn't because the poor are poor I like

them ; it's because they are likable. We want to have the
best ruling, the wisest, the healthiest, the strongest, whether
they are ^ rich ' or ' poor ' doesn't matter. But I do distrust

the bourgeoisie lot. Old Booth and Rowntree are better,

though they are the historians of the twentieth century,
and I want to get them honorary degrees. . . . It is absurd,
but this Oxford ought to acknowledge such work as theirs.

Booth has really done a big thing, anatomized a whole big
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town of six or seven millions, given us the facts in a handy
fomL Now we ought to be able to go ahead.

I am glad is a good man. I hope to God H[ouse] of

C[ommons] won't spoil him and swell his head too much.
It's a bad atmosphere. I hate the sham of it more and
more.

I don't think I've changed at all in my basal ideas, but I

see through forms more than I did, and I am impatient at

times of the 'accompaniments', ' the usual trimmings.' But
I'm all right as to Socialism. I'm not going back there, so

don't worry about that.

The passages in the story that introduce Powell, and the

words he is made to say, are of course not actual reports,

but are conceived, as any friend of his will agree, in character.

The tale about the tippling undergraduate was current.

The rooms in the Meadow Buildings had now, on his trans-

plantation to Banbury Road, been given up, with a regret

second only to his regret at quitting London.

The hour was late, but it was never too late, to call on
Mr. Bedford Knight, the one don with whom Colman had
any unofficial intercourse. A great personality was Bedford
Knight,—a man of keen scent for all deeds of simple cour-

age and pity, confessing to a frank love of life, and holding
vast stores of human knowledge. A remarkable tutor, too,

who had been known to sit up all night with a pupil given
to heavy drinking, to talk him sober, and leave him with
the scanty sermon, 'Don't get drunk—waste ofgood liquor

—

and the dons don't like it.' In Bedford Knight's rooms,
Colman and many another undergraduate had learnt«more
philosophy than the lecture-rooms could impart, had heard
more of the message of life and its meaning than could be
gleaned from College sermons and University preachers.

Colman found Bedford Knight busy at a translation of

Persian poetry, but quite willing to put the work aside for

a chat. The younger man talked of his own future, and
then mentioned Bilchester's coming enlistment in the Sal-

vation Army. Bedford Knight smoked on awhile before
commenting ; then he said

—

* Few people have common sense and religion too. Best
be thankful when they have one of 'em. Better for men
to have common sense, women want religion. You and
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I don't want religion. It takes us all our time to do what
we can to help those in our way, and to keep from hurting

people, and to play our part in the world. Bilchester was
always a conceited fool, conscientious in his way, but

a damned ass too. " Holy Bilks " the ungodly call him,

don't they ? What does he know about the sufferings and
troubles of working people ? Still, thank God, that when
a man hasn't common sense he at least has religion to keep
him from being a cur.'

They sat and smoked until the countless towers of Oxford
proclaimed two o'clock. . . .

. . . Exiled revolutionists—men of action, not doctrin-

aire reformers—and militant agitators of the labour move-
ment were of Bedford Knight's friends. Many an anecdote
too of the champions of the old Prize Ring he related,

anecdotes of the homely kindness of the great prize-fighters,

and how when they left the ring they were wont to retire

to some wayside inn and support wife, child, and parents.^

Letters follow to various friends full of talk about letters

and art. He is in sympathy with the movement to set up

Stevens's Wellington monument in St. Paul's (the head is

* un morceau digne du plus beau Rodin ') ; he is about to

try the ^ Raffaelli colour-sticks ' for his own work ; and is

delighted with a picture from his friend Mr. Dudley Hardy,

of which a photograph arrives. He laments the death of

Gaston Paris :
^ c'est toujours un bon de moins dans ce

monde ou les braves gens sont trop ^parpilMs.' He is

busy with lectures, reviews, proof-sheets : and he welcomes

the early spring in his garden :

It is cold and bright and sunny to-day, and I can see my
little crocuses from the window. They are rather shy of
coming up, and some can't rise at all, but still a good lot

have appeared : I hope for more.

To D, S, MacColL Stavei-ton Grange, March 11, 1903.

It is cold and bright here, I have no leisure till the end
of this week, then I am coming up for a pasear to London,
where I hope to see you. But why don't you run over here

^ Grace Marlow, by Joseph Clayton. London : S. C. Brown, Lang-

ham & Co., pp. 20-22.
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for a week-end ? We can put you up. The house is big
and airy and light and we can talk a bit. It would do you
good. . . . We have RafFaelli's colours in already, which
shows the rapid march of civilization. Your trees must
look fine ; and the sombre greens of the park, with the
clear blue cloud-trodden sky above, I can imagine from
your window.

To F, P, Barnard, Staverton Grange, March 22, 1903.

I have bought a big water-colour, very swell indeed, by
a man who signs {monogram] : ^Needwood Forest' Who
is ^R. G. '? It is in full darkish colour and is really

tremendously fine. It knocked me all of a heap when
I saw it. I am sure you will like it. I can't get any one of

the ordinary to understand it, the damned fools : however
it's lucky, for if they had I could not have bought it. I am
sure it is worth £150 if it is worth a sou.

JSTow tell me the name of your man you send your water-
colours to to be taken care of : for it wants remounting,
and I want some one I can trust to see it. It is really fine.

I just hug myself over it, but I shall be more pleased when
you see it, because I know you will appreciate it.

To Miss Ella Pollard, Staverton Grange, April 2, 1903.

I have just been for three days to the New Forest to

stay with an old pupil. It was very jolly, lovely walks and
views, excellent wine, and the weather not too hot or cold

or windy. I came back very well.

Do you take in the Studio ? I have got Miss Macbeth's
Huntress that was printed in colours there some months
back. There isn't much new here. We had a frost last

night, north wind came on suddenly : I fear for the young
buds. In the K Forest the gorse, primroses, blue and
white periwinkles, and dafiadowndillies are magnificent

:

the birch is just turning purple, as it does before it

buds out.

I have just bought some of the Rafiaelli colours. Hardy
says they are very jolly to use, and he was painting with
them last Sunday (I regret to say) when I went to his

studio for a little quiet and improving talk.

You ought to come and buy spring clothes at and
's. There is a ' beautiful-mannered person ' there, so

C. tells me, who sells in the most gentlemanly and under-

graduate way (but the young women there are, I am afraid,
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very plain). The shop is in full glory of spring hats (such
a size and splendour), hasty-pudding bag blouses, bell skirts,

and confections of most alluring kind. C. will pilot you
through any department, ergo bring Frank and come.
Yours faithfully.

A series now comes, addressed to the young friend

already mentioned, who was laid up after an illness, and
who gave Powell the name by which the letters are signed.

Powell easily put himself at the point of view of a child,

having, like R. L. Stevenson, a sharp memory of his own
early likings, dreams, and sensations.

Staverton Grange, April 2, 1903.

My dear Timmy,
Thanks for your picture, I hope you are better. Ask

your mother to let me know how you are, and give my love
to Margy. C. sends hers and wants a letter from Margy.
I went down to the New Forest last week and it was very
beautiful—such heaps of flowers, periwinkles and primroses,
and the gorse was all out blazing yellow, and I saw doves
and pheasants, and we heard the screech-owl and black-
birds and heaps of birds of all kinds.

It was fine weather, and we walked about nearly all day.

The little girl has a pretty pony and rides very well. She
plays the fiddle too, but she does not like her lesson-

books. She is pretty and amusing, her hair very light

;

she has grey-blue eyes like Rosa 's, her name is Maud.
The second boy is very good at engineering, making

electric machines and things like that. One day he hid in

the dog-kennel and no one could find him till his brother
George saw the poor dog trying to get in and whining
because he could not, and there the boy was all in the
straw among the bones and fleas. I shall be glad to hear
you are better.

I am your old friend,

JOLLYMAN.
Remember me to Mr. Baker.

April 8, 1903.

My dear Tim,
I hope you are feeling better and have less pain. It

is very cold here, but to-day the sun is shining, and as the
windows have all been cleaned we can see the light clearly.
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C. is scrubbing and dusting and sorting out things in a very
busy way. I am working.

I have been trying the RafFaelli colour-sticks. They are

very amusing to work with, you just cut them like a pencil

and draw on the canvas or board with them, but one must
be a good painter to get good effects.

How are Mr. and Mrs. Warren ? Remember me to them
please.

C. sends love to M. and wonders when she is going to

write to her.

I hope you will be able to read this.

I saw Uncle Dudley and Cameron last week, very well

both. Cameron and he had done a good poster—I think

I told you about it—for Bovril.

The flowers are coming up now : our peony is beginning

to show. We have about five kinds of flowers up already

—

crocuses, daffodils, daisies (camomile), wall-flowers, and
some flowers I don't know the names of.

There is a house near us like Noah's ark. I like it, but
the stupid Oxford people think it ugly [sketch]. Red
brick, and red tiles, white stone round the windows, and
a white door.

I am your old friend,

JOLLYMAN.

April 19, 1903.

My dear Tim,
I am glad you like the books ; I am sending you

another not quite so good, but it may help to pass the

time.

I hope you will soon be well and strong again, cutting

about and hammering and punching the ball.

Henry James sent his love to you and asked if your hair

was still curly. I said yes.

C. is staying away with . I am (like the gentleman
in Maud) waiting here at the gate alone.

It is still cold, but my crocuses and gilliflowers don't

seem to mind it. I saw such a fine greyhound yesterday

with silky skin. It was tied up at the station and I stayed

with it a bit and talked to it, and it was very friendly :

poor beast, it wanted to be running about with the horses.

I hope it did not have to wait long. C. sends her love to

your babies and so do I.

We send our love to your mother.
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The soldiers are out drilling now, and there are lots

about the streets of men-o'-war's-men on 'furlough' or
* leave' as they call it, looking very jolly rolling along

with their young women and their backy. ' They all love

Jack.' Write when you feel inclined.

I am always your old friend,

JOLLYMAN.

April 26, 1903.

My dear Timmy,
I hope you are feeling better and free of pain, and

that you will soon be able to draw and read in bed. We
had a rice pudding yesterday and I thought of you. I

went to Manchester last week and saw some nice pictures

and some beautiful pieces of embroidery ; some were
thousands of years old, Egyptian, and as fresh as if they
were new-made. There is no damp there in Egypt, and
everything keeps in the dry sand.

There were some beautiful Norwegian jewels too, silver-

gilt, like my ring but bigger [drawing], fine crowns that

brides wear, and beautiful belts like this [drawing], of

silver-gilt, with little things like silver bowls, this size

[drawing], very small, hanging to them ; they sparkled

beautifully, and there was a Japanese bronze bowl with
its stand of elephants and dragons. It was 10 feet high,

and lots of other things I forget. I saw a lot of dogs of

all kinds and a jolly black cat with a thick bushy long

tail, and one or two nice fat rosy babies, just the sort you
like. We have lots of blackbirds here. One sings on the

same tree every day and does not fly away when one goes

past. He begins early and sings till after sunset.

It is raining very tiny drops and all the flowers are glad.

The first leaves on the chestnuts here were all killed black

by the frost, but the new leaves are coming on again now.
I am your old friend,

JOLLYMAN.
C. sends her love.

April 31, 1903.

My dear Timmy,
It is quite April, all showery here, and little tiny

drops like weeny glass balls hanging from the needles of
the fir-trees, and the cats running all wet out of the rain.

C. sends her love. She has J. staying with her. They
went in a Canadian canoe yesterday [drawing].
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Tlie boys have begun to play cricket here. I went to

see Mrs. S. yesterday ; she has two big clutches of yellow
chicks [drawing], absurd fluffy little things, with hens, and
a clutch of 8 turkeys sitting under an old speckled hen

:

they are striped black and white like little kittens [draw-
ing of chicken], very pretty, cheeping and picking and
moving their heads as they call, like pigeons do. Tell

your mother the cider shop is gone and I don't know
^ where they have laid it'.

Close by where it was in Portland Road there is a beast
and bird shop and a little red caivi sitting up in a nest of
hay. He was pleased to see me and rubbed his nose
against my finger. I liked him very much. He looked
like the picture, a very cheerful companionable little

beast. [Drawing of caivi looking through bars.]

That's all the news I have. I saw Uncle Dudley and
Cameron. They sent their loves to you, and Cameron, who
is grown big and looks grown up, said he would write you.

I am your old friend,

JOLLYMAN.

At this point we have a last glimpse of Powell as a

teacher, not of history but of literature. He had earlier

given up lecturing to the Women's Association in Oxford,

but in the spring of 1903 he visited Somerville College,

and gave discourses, or rather informal causeries, on

French literature. Several of his pupils have sent de-

scriptions of them ; and as the teacher's voice, like the

actor's, fades irrecoverably away too soon, there is the

better reason for saving some of their recollections. The
discursiveness (varied with strict method), the leisureliness,

the power of opening new and wide horizons, that marked
Powell's handling of history, are here also : it is plain in

what sense Powell was a great teacher, as well as in what
minor sense he was not a teacher. The lectures, we hear

from one report,

were arranged to be a series of portraits, or rather of
portrait-sketches, of the lesser, as well as of the more
important men of letters. He sat and talked about them
as if they were friends of his, just choosing the facts in

each man's life that made him live as he was put before
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you. He didn't let you hear anything about a man's work
till you had been properly introduced to the man himself,

but when he had done this he gave the work its place, not
only in its century, but in the whole history of French
literature : often, in the case ofthe more important works,
in the history of European literature.

And from another

:

The absence of all utilitarian views lent an added charm.
For him and his audience literature was the object of

study, not preparation for an examination. I well re-

member the day he came in to the lecture room and
began abruptly. * You will have heard that Taine is dead.

I think you will like to hear about him.' And the Victor
Hugo lecture turned into a delightful causerie on Taine,

making real to us the man and his method by numerous
personal touches and recollections.

Schools were imminent, and Taine was not on the
syllabus, but that was no matter.

A third speaks of

the unfailing source of inspiration which the remembrance
of his own methods has proved. Some of our lecturers

put us on our mettle to disprove their very justifiable

assumption ofour ignorance. Professor York Powell put us
on our mettle to justify his assumption of our knowledge.
Many can and will bear witness to his unstinted apprecia-

tion of good work, and to the chivalry (no other word so

well describes it) which characterized his rebuke of care-

less or slipshod fulfilment of what he looked for from us.

The last note, in its clear vivacity and precision,

recording as it does an actual hour of Powell's discourse,

must be given fully : it is written by Miss C^cile Hugon,

of Somerville College.

All Professor York Powell's pupils looked forward to

their weekly coaching with a feeling of extreme satisfac-

tion. We regarded this lesson in the light of a delightful

excursion into a world of romance otherwise practically

closed to us. There was nothing formal or set about his

teaching, and a coaching with him usually took the form
of a lively conversation in which he did most of the talking.

T. p. I B b
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The nominal subject of the lesson formed a peg on which
to hang the discussion. We were never told anything
obvious, dull, or easily accessible in books, and facts and
persons were presented to us in such a way that we im-
mediately longed to become further acquainted with them.
But what interested us the most was the way in which

he could conjure up for us the whole spectacle of human
life in a very few words. There was something Shake-
spearian in his manner of presenting the whole of a period
or movement. He would talk about the philosophic

tendencies of a period, and at the same time not omit to

describe its taste in haberdashery and the nature of its

meals. Thus in tracing the rise of the ^ sentimental move-
ment' he pointed out that the temper of the age was as

much expressed in the simpering pictures and languishing

movements as in the literature and style of conversation
then fashionable. In the same way the ^ minor characters

'

of his conversation, the people accidentally alluded to,

were made real by reason of the Homeric precision of the
epithets applied to them.

I began to work for Schools with Mr. Powell in the
Hilary Term of 1902. The nominal subject to be studied
was the course of French literature from 1660 to 1715 ; but
at almost every coaching the conversation ended by drift-

ing into side channels, and we often found ourselves talking

about wrestling tricks or Byzantine architecture when we
had begun with Seneca or Pascal.

The following is a description of a typical coaching.

We (I and another student) had sent the Professor

schemes of an essay on Comeille and Racine during the
course of the week. These were now returned to us, and
the corrections made gave rise to a discussion on the
respective tragic methods of the two dramatists. So far

the coaching proceeded on conventional lines. Then
Mr. Powell began to talk about the actual representation
of a seventeenth-century tragedy, and the pleasure of

the afternoon began for us. First of all we were trans-

ported without more ado into mid seventeenth-century
Paris. There we proceeded to the Hotel de Bourgogne,
saw the beruffled crowd, and heard the fine sonorous alex-

andrines declaimed by a Roman hero in a full-bottomed
wig and buckled shoes. It was pointed out to us that there
was little bye-play, and that the actors had a tendency to

stand on one spot and recite their part, while those who

I
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were not actually speaking stood awaiting their turn in

a manner which would nowadays be considered frigid

;

then, it was only thought stately. Mr. Powell thereupon
gave us an amusing description of the appearance, man-
ners, and quaint affectations of the audience. He defined
*le bel air' and ^le bon ton', and pictured to us the
ridiculous exaggerations which sometimes characterized
the fine gentleman of the period. This led me to show
him a certain book of seventeenth-century travels I possess,

because the sublime arrogance of the noble author, as

expressed in the preface, is a fine instance of the temper
of mind alluded to. This preface he read with great
appreciation, and then proceeded to explain the illustra-

tions to us, naming the Indian idols depicted and telling

delightful anecdotes about the Eastern worthies mentioned
in the text. When we got to some pictures of the Tower
of Babel ^ comme elle estoit au commancement suivant le

sentiment de I'Autheur ', and ^ comme elle est maintenant
',

he threw back his head and laughed so that he was heard
on the next landing.

A remark about the type of the book led him to talk

about early printing in general. He said he preferred

Aldus to the Elzevirs, and told us that the Latin type
habitually used by the former was cut from the hand-
writing of PetrarcL Here there followed a digression on
Petrarch, who was, he said, 'an acquired taste.' This

digression was followed by another on Michelangelo's

sonnets, especially that on the death of his father, and we
were told which were the best Italian editions in which to

read them. Thence he went on to speak of MSS., especially

illuminated ones. The Flemish Books of Hours in the
Bodleian were described, and we were told that it was easy

to distinguish English from foreign illuminations, because
the former nearly always contain patches of that bright

and cheerful green that one somehow associates with
Chaucer. He added that French illuminators preferred

a clear light blue in combination with a kind of claret

colour, and that the effect of these two colours in con-

junction was very happy. I think he had a great liking

for France and most French things. He then went on to

describe to us how he had been able to determine the date
of a valuable MS. by identifying the coat-of-arms in an
initial-letter-illumination, which every one else had either

overlooked or mistaken for a mere ornament. At this

Bb 2
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juncture he suddenly remembered that he was at that

moment due at a meeting at the other end of Oxford, and
so the coaching came abruptly to an end. The next
week, however, we reverted to the subject of printing,

for he brought two Elzevirs, one Aldus, and two examples
of very early English and French printing for us to

study at our leisure. He seemed particularly pleased

when we admired the delicate tail-piece in the Aldus, and
I do not think he ever came after that without bringing

some beautiful or interesting book for us to look at.

In speaking of the Jansenists, Mr. Powell alluded very
frequently to Pascal, for whom he seemed to have a great

admiration. He particularly agreed with Mr. Pater's

description of the Pens^es as ' a pattern of absolute unen-
cumbered expressiveness

'
; and at the bottom of an essay

in which I had attempted to draw a parallel between Pascal

and John Henry Newman he wrote :
' Newman is only

a good writer by fits—^he is often slipshod, incorrect, and
childish in expression. He has no brain : Pascal had lots.*

On returning me the essay he took the edge off this severe

though just condemnation by speaking ofthe personal charm
that had always characterized Newman, adding that on the
occasion of their last meeting he had been greatly struck

by the Cardinal's appearance, which resembled that of

*a beautiful and aristocratic old lady'. I remarked that

I had lately read a Life of Newman, and that led Mr.
Powell to speak of * Lives ' in general. He asked whether
I had read North's Life of some Cambridge scholar who had
died of over-eating, and then went on to speak of Pepys's

inimitable diary, and the dull life led by Mrs. Pepys (' poor
wretch ').

Although my coachings with him only lasted for one
Term, he continued to help me a great deal with my reading,

and also with the ballad I was trying to edit. He used to

come rushing up the narrow stairs that led to my rooms,

sit heavily down on the fragile chair in front of my writing-

table, and go through the notes of the poem in question.

He used to make a few corrections in his beautiful and
often illegible writing, and to laugh at the spelling faults

I could not refrain from making. He would then prowl
round my little sitting-room and look at the few old things

I had, and always manage to tell me something fresh about
them. I once showed him a piece of carving representing

scenes from the New Testament. He looked at it for about
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half a minute, and then said that the mount was modern
and of very indifferent workmanship ; that the top part of

the carving was seventeenth-century French work, by
a really clever artist ; and that the lower tier had nothing
whatever to do with the rest of the carving, as it dated
from the early sixteenth century, and was an example of

Italian work of the very best kind. When he finally went,

he usually took some part of the preface with him to cor-

rect at leisure, or to show to one of his friends ^ who knew
more about the matter '.

But besides being kind and helpful in this way he im-

parted a great interest to one's life by aiding and abetting

one in learning new things. He once came to tea with me,
and, it transpiring that I was very fond of fairy tales, he
immediately began to tell a terrible Japanese story about
a demon in the form of a huge spider. This was followed

by some wonderful Icelandic legends, full of splendid

phrases such as ' the red gold gleamed on the hands of the

Norsemen '. On being asked where such stories might be
read, he replied that many of them were not published in

English. Then he added :
* You ought to learn a new

language every year, and Icelandic would be a good one
to begin with.' (He implied that it might be learnt * at

any odd hour ', as Italian was to be learnt by Milton's ideal

schoolboy.) Soon after he presented me with a translation

of some Icelandic poems, and a volume of Morris's trans-

lation of the Heimskringla. In giving me these, he said :

' I will send you some little books of fairy tales you are

sure to like ; they are very exciting.' (I rejoiced.) ^ They
are, of course, in Icelandic, so you had better begin to learn

it at once in order to read them.' The bribe arrived the

next day ; but not being either Milton or York Powell
I have not succeeded in learning the language ' at any odd
hour '.

The letters now resume : about painting, Iceland, his

new garden. Mr. Jack B. Yeats, an artist like his father

Mr. J. B. Yeats, was now bringing out a monthly Broad
Sheet of printed drawings coloured by hand The page, or

sheet, was a composition of these pictures and of the

poems by various hands, original or translated, which form

their subjects. Powell contributed several of the trans-

lations ; they are from French, Irish, and Danish.
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To Jack B. Yeats. Staverton Grange, April 8, 1903.

Here is a short one, a ditty of an Icelandic poet of the
sixteenth century.

The Darh Poet

This we say of Sigurd blind :

He made songs of every kind
;

He saw neither sun nor wind
;

Yet his songs are sweet, we find.

From the Icelandic. F. Y. P.

A frock and belt-knife ; a brewer's knitted cap ; breeches
and brogues of skin.

A land, treeless, with sea and sky and hill and rock
everywhere, and patches of sweet grass at the foot of the
glens, where the river runs into the sea ; many birds.

If you want houses, they must be low-gabled houses
roofed with turf, built into the hillside ; turf walls round
a little home field \sketcJi\ : no trees, no vegetables, nothing
but grass and wild flowers and birds. Yours faithfully.

The next letters are to Mr. Yeats the elder

:

To J, B. Yeats, Staverton Grange, April 11, 1903.

Many thanks for your letter in the Leader. You ought
to write them a series of short articles on various artists

—

Watts, Sargent, Corot, Nettleship, Wilson, and others. It

would have a really good educative efiect, I think, and
anyhow it would put the truth before people who would
take it or leave it as they wished. You could do it for

your people better than any one ;—the real importance of

art, even to a democracy, though they won't see it and
prefer to elect gasbags and live like pigs both in your
country and mine just at present.

You who believe in missionary efforts would, I am sure,

feel the work congenial. I have often wished I had written

down things you said on art, when I got home after talks

with you.

It is a pity not to have your philosophy of art stated by
yourself: so there's a dear man, sit down and do it in

fragments, and put it in the Leader, which is evidently

a live paper, though whether most live for good or evil

I can't say. (The bigotry is beastly, and points odiously to

boycotting of Protestants, it seems to me.)
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But, being alive, it is capable of deyelopment and
making use of and training to higher things. I am yours
very faithfully.

It is cold, NW. and NE., but not unhealthy weather

;

the flowers are coming up and gorse splendid; trees

colouring fresh every day.

To J. B. Yeats, Staverton Grange, April 14, 1903.

My love to O'Leary: he is a man I respect and have
also an affection for (I don't often really love people
I respect). I -like to see and hear him. Wasn't that
strange, that evening you and I sat on with him, and the
landlord-man was so struck with him, and wanted to know
who he was, and was pleased to have seen him ? I went to

Bedford Park the other day for the first time since I left

:

I hadn't the heart to go before. . . . Did you ever meet
Leland (Hans Breitmann), lately dead, a handsome, amus-
ing, real live person ? I met him when I was a boy once, and
now I have to write about him and his writings. . . . Father
Dineen I know and like. He has a power of work in him
quite remarkable, and he is truthful and full of sense.

I am sure, a sincere man.
Why should you think you bore me ? Character-sketches

I adore. I am always trying to make them in as few words
as possible, and watching whether my guesses are right,

and nearly always I think better of people the more I know
them, and am able to avoid what I don't like in them, and
to find their unexpected pools of kindness waterlocks in

what I thought was a dry river-bed. . . .

Sargent is all right, but has no soul to speak of, but such
an angelic brush ; sometimes, like Baldini, a devilish brush.

Watts is Hoo dam littery' for me very often. I can't

tumble to all those * Love and Death ' things ; they seem
to me childish and shadowy and really empty. Watts's

sculpture is superb, and his portraits often quite miracu-
lous views of the landscape of character.

The *snake's-head.' flowers are beautiful. . . . My Grange
has two noble trees, a fir and a big hardwood tree, and
I put in heaps of crocuses, yellow, blue, and white, and
they come up fine, and I have a growing hedge and heaps
of creepers, and a bit of green at the back where one can
sit and play. Come and see it. I am yours faithfully.
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The allusions in the following are to Dr. Meyer's edition

of Cain Adamndin, the Old Irish treatise on the Law of

Adamnan

:

To Kuno Meyer. Staverton Grange, April 16, 1903.

They made good poetry, the late Munster men, and
remained savages longer than the Northerners.

I suppose you will have a lot to say in your Introduction
re Adamnan and the date, &c., of the Synod.
The picture of the Irishwoman, babe and pole and knife

and bag, is excellent. The women fight still in the factions,

but usually bring up stones in their aprons for the men

:

but I had a friend who was knocked out by an Irishwoman
in the Birmingham riots with a ginger-beer bottle in the
toe-end of a stocking (a stocking she must have stolen by
the way, as she didn't wear them) ; as he said, you couldn't

guard it: it flicked over your arm and was extremely
awkward to deal with.

To Mrs, Marriott Watson. April 24, 1903.

The garden will be amusing you now, I expect, in spite

of these killing frosts. Honesty, gilliflowers, crocuses,

and rihes are flourishing in mine, but everything else is

blackened at the bud-end and on the young shoots. I hope
for better winds and less snow in May. . . .

The Better Sort^ is delightful.

Wee Macgreegor is good.

I went to Manchester and saw a noble collection of water-
colours there in a splendid light (it was actually sunny there).

Such a grand show in the Whitworth Park museum. I had
missed it about ten times, and now I had a chance, and it

was worth waiting for.

The house is still satisfactory, I am happy to say, and
when our new kitchen range is in to-night, and new boiler,

we shall bake and cook like mad with much ease and
comfort, I hope.

To J, B, Yeats, Staverton Grange, June 30, 1903.

Bother A. Smith ! I have lectured years on him and
know him by heart almost. I know all about the potatoes
and buttermilk and the porters and gay ladies. Our
Cornish miners used to live on herrings and milk, and

^ Mr. Henry James's volume.
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they were strong, handsome and long-lived. Meat is not
needful for stalwartness, though there are stalwart races

that live on meat. Fish diet alone leads to leprosy.

I like your solicitor and his memories of Isaac Butt

—

a really fine human personality.

I must tell you a story. I like it awfully. A Scot
named was left an estate and became a laird,

asked his friends down to rejoice with him. One day
they were examining a case of stufied birds (relics of

Nimrodism of last owners). 'What's that bird in the
middle, V *I rather think it's a woodcock, but I

don't really know.' Bystander, another Scot :
' It's not

ma ideea of a woodcohk ?
' Third party (a man I know,

after a long silence, quietly, but positively) :
' Et's Gawd

Awmighty's ideea of a woodcohk !

' That story has given
me intense pleasure. I hope you will like it.

Jack is going on broad-sheeting fine.

I don't like the Leader, though it is undeniably alive.

It is hideously bigoted. I don't mind being like an old-

fashioned Irish priest at all. I am tolerant in morals,

and I have a childlike ferocity—and I hate and loathe
' makebelieve ' that isn't my makebelieve. You will have
your work cut out (God pity you) if you write fully

about English and Irish mendacity. I am sure I shall

agree with at least the 'weighty three-quarters' (as

Edge^ used to say) of your article.

... I went down to my old school, now kept by the son
of my old schoolmaster (such a good fellow). His sister,

who used to teach me as a boy, told me (what I had for-

gotten) that I once fought a boy named Martin on the
question whether black was a colour or not, and that we
were described by the old housekeeper as ' worse than Cain
and Abel '. And now I hate arguing ! I can't remember
whether I thought black a colour or not, or ' on which side

of the goose it was I was so awful sound ', in Breitmann's
noble phrase.

... I have not read much save Clavdine s'en va, by
^ Willy', which is really delightful (not proper, so don't

leave it about). You will like it. Claudine is such a nice

person, so dull and so sane, and so cheery and attractive.

I got a nice little book by Hiroshige the other day with
pictures of the landscape (quite enchanting !) and I picked

^ Gardener in Dublin, and hero of many anscdotes.
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up a great water-colour that quite ravishes my soul—a big

scene full of air and wind and slopes and trees in the N.
Midlands.—Jack will be a great colourist some day. He
has such feeling. He is a wonderful chap and so nice to

do with.

To Miss Ella Pollard, Staverton Grange, July 7, 1903.

I am clearing up odds and ends of work in the fine

weather. I can sit and work all day, and then lie about
and weed my lawn where the weeds (like the Universe of

God in De Quincey's piece) have no end to them. I become
bucolic daily. I pick off all the bad roses. I destroy bind-

weed. I am an enemy to shepherd's purse, and a deadly

exterminator of plantains. I tie up drooping plants. I lop

off suckers, I tend the tendrils of the creepers, and I sleep

peacefully in a rug between these labours. If it were not

for a little heart weakness I should be a person to be envied,

contented wi' little and canty wi' mair. I even began
painting the other day. But I have duties : papers in

masses to be sorted, a room to be done up, and books to

be shifted, which I neglect. Also I want to do some books,

which I do not, but laze.

To W. P. Ker, Staverton Grange, July 27, 1903.

... I have seen Knole (by Sevenoaks) since I saw you.

It is magnificent, princely, best noble house I have yet seen
in England. A deer-park, a flock of hundreds of white
does, a noble stone house, and treasures of pictures, furni-

ture, tapestry, broidery, china inside.

Finer than Penshurst, like a palace abroad, but set in

the most beautiful English scenery. Do go and see it, if

you have not. I dreamed of it. It was so enchanting.

... I am pegging away at times at Achillea millefolium^

which plant is a libel on the name of Yarrow in spite of its

virtues, for it infests my lawn ^ tarrible, so it do. It fare

to choak the tender grass, bam it
!

' I am yours very
faithfully.

To Miss Ella PoUard, Staverton Grange, August 2, 1903.

I liked Gorleston. . . . The pier, * Pinkie,' the boats, the

garden, the white jumping-singers, the river, the sailor-

men [sketch of sailor-men], the familiar 'site' of Gorleston,

all are stamped or sealed in red wax on my white vellum

memory. ' By these presents.' I am yours faithfully.
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The Devil on the Ring,

He 's a starboard light in his larboard eye,

And his starboard eye is red,

He 's a regular wrong one out and out.

And there 's nothing else to be said.

His silvery face and his tall goat's ears.

And his most alarming grin,

They give you the tip to look out for squalls

If you sail in the ship he 's in.

But the good man thinks, when he sees him smile,
* He is making sure of me,

And I 'd better beware, or he '11 snatch my hair,

And mark me down D D.'

To Jack B. Yeats, Stavei'ton Grange, Aug. 3, 1903.

I have been away—just got the ^ Mayo ' and * Theodore '
^

—both excellent I think. C. is very anxious for the pixey-

led maiden in the dimsies with the men in green.

The Clonmacnois-ihmg of RoUeston's ^ is very good ; the
land of roses, where all the great fighters and lovely ladies

lay under the green turf sleeping their last sleep. I hope
your show is a success every way in Dublin.

I have been to Gorleston, Suff. ; such fine fishing-boats

and grey sandful sea and opally sky !

I have also seen Kiiole, but I told you of that. We go
to France next week. How is your father ?

I send you the best thing Henry Kingsley, Charles*

brother, ever did. I don't know whether it is illustratable,

but here it is ; it used to make me cry when I was a boy,

and it makes me feel uncommon creepy even now.
* Magdalene at Michael's gate tirled at the pin :

On Joseph's thorn sang the blackbird " Let her in ! Let
her in ! '"

. . . [Poem quoted in full.]

I always liked Mary Magdalene in the N. Testament.
If you find room for the little piece—it comes from H.
Kingsley's Boy in Gray—I shall be glad; but you will

know best whether it can be pictured or not for the B. 8,

[Broad Sheet],

1 think it would make a fine picture by itself. I am
yours very faithfully.

^ Poems in The Broad Sheet.

2 Mr. T. W. Eolleston's poem The Dead at Clonmacnois, from the

Irish of Enoch O'Gillan :
' In a quiet water'd land, a land of roses,' &c.

k
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Powell, now in his fifty-fourth year, had never ailed long

or seriously since early youth, but in the course of May he

had warning ofheart trouble, which brought at first disquiet

and gradually physical disability. But he did not rest

until compelled, and showed no sign to the last of fearing

for his life. He went on his visits to Knole, to Gorleston,

and sped through all the London galleries ; his pen was

never busier than in his last year. In the first half of

1903, he wrote weighty reviews, some on folklore, some on

the Cambridge Modern History ; and also the few pages

on Mr. Swinburne, which take us back to his own youth

and its admirations, sifted now by experience but fi-esh and

keen. In the last three months of the year, when he was

visibly almost invalided, he wrote more and, as I think,

better than ever. Many of the articles and passages it has

seemed right to save. The discriminating paper on Mr.

Kipling ; the poetic preface on the drawings of Miss Pamela

Smith ; the General Survey of Modern History, his chief

manifesto on the subject ; and the remarks on Mr. Lecky,

all come from these few weeks. Almost the same pace was

maintained when he was kept to his bed. Enforced bodily

inaction strengthened his mental energy and the hold of

his spirit upon life. He seemed to set a triple value on

every little thing that could give pleasure or promise of

pleasure to others or to himsel£ His creed of noble and

unselfish epicureanism was now put to the test, when some

of the outward sources of enjoyment were cut away ; and

it proved itself to be no fair-weather book-doctrine, but the

expression of his nature. It would not be in his own spirit

to say much of his sufierings. His letters and our memories

prove that iUness, while it brought no unmanly weakening

of his antipathies or condemnations—surely a danger of

which we may all cry Di avertant!—and still less any

dislodgement from his stronghold as a * decent heathen

Aryan ' (no such thing could be imagined of Powell), still

set a keener edge on his aflections, if that were possible,

and intensified his absorption in the cares and hopes of
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others. Nor did he cease to be considerably amused
with life.

In August he waited somewhat late for his seaside

holiday

:

To Oliver Elton, Staverton Grange, Aug. 2, 1903.

The sea—^there is nothing like it for giving one peace
and calm and air and light and natural life. I always feel

better by and on it, though it isn't always comfortable, of
course.

I haven't read much real good ; the usual professional

books and papers, that keep popping out like hardy peren-
nials, always fresh, always (nearly), one finds, the same

;

but one must read them.
I have been working up odds and ends of things. I want

to get away and get seriously to work, painting and writing
and finishing the Origines l8landi[c\ae.

Later in the month he went to see the performance of

Marlowe's Edward the Second by the Elizabethan Stage

Society to a congress of Extension students, summering in

Oxford for instruction and entertainment He was some-

what disabled ; but was amused at the pleasant incongruity

between the culture-seeking earnest audience and the

philosophy of Gaveston and of Isabel set forth in that

serenely reckless Renaissance drama. The character of

the Queen, who changes her affections from Edward to

Mortimer as she might change a cloak, is not one very

easy to act poetically. The performer skilfully lowered the

pitch, and spoke the line

0, how a kiss revives poor Isabel

!

as mere lip-language, in a tone of gentle roguery. This

solution delighted Powell greatly, and he had to smother

his mirth. A bewildered intellectual seeker leaned over to

him and asked ^ what he thought was the poet's conception

of that character ?
' Powell answered, ' I will tell you when

we get outside,' but added lower, ^A little French '

All these days he succeeded in enjoying many things,

although forbidden his tobacco. But it was clear that the

calls of Oxford society even in vacation were bad for him
;
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young men coming for advice, business of all sorts, notables

from abroad with introductions, expecting him to do the

honours of Oxford—one, even, from the East, whom
Powell's Arab courtesy forced him to accompany up many
stairs : from all this he asked for flight. About the middle

of the month he reached Ambleteuse for his last visit. He
was laid up during part of the stay, but kept his eyes open

:

To Oliver Elton, Ambleteuse, Aug. 19, 1903.

The place is charming, wet or dry, the company very
good, the rest pleasant : if only I can get to bask like

a lizard in the sun, I shall get better, I think, though it

will take time, no doubt.

The colour here is exquisite ; delicate purples, greens,

and fawns, with pink and blue and yellow here and there.

A mighty sky, and a fine sea, and the blessed dunes, sand-

hills of enchanting form and colour. One gets the nostalgia

of it. I have been longing for them for months, and I

could not satisfy my soul without them. The evenings

are wonderful when fine ; scented, soft, with noises of the

sea, and breaths of salt and earth and herbs and wood-
smoke and cows. I can't walk yet much.

He came back better for the moment, and wrote much
;

the force of his letters is not diminished, though there

were intervals of rest

:

I mayn't do anything, so I just fool about, looking at my
Japanese prints and translating odd bits of verse.

To Miss Ella Pollard. Staverton Grange, Sept. 24, 1903.

I have done no painting, but I shall try and knock up
a picture from a sketch I took of the wrack at Ambleteuse
on the cyclone night. Such banging of shutters, howling
of wind, crashing of tiles and chimney-pots, rain in sheets,

spindrift flying far inland and burning the roses and young
twigs all black.

You had it too, I expect. The Broad Walk has suffered

:

the wind spun in whirls, and it has broken big trees as one
could snap a carrot. The Grange has been lucky. My
roses are coming out again, and my apples are fit for

cooking. . . .
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If you [find] many good silver rings, think of me and let

me know their worth.

I am yours very faithfully,

F. York Powell,

otherwise known as * Jollyman ' and ^ Ignoramus ' and * The
Keeper of the Green-eyed Demon '.

To J. B. Yeats, Staverton Grange, Sept. 26, 1903.

I ought to have written you before, but I have been ill

and away. I am bettering now. I have just got The
Seven Woods^, There is fine work in it, and it is most
beautifully got up, quite delightful and a credit to the
press your daughters have started. When are you going
to write something yourself?

Letters on Art.

The Essential Evil of England.

The Commercial Curse, or the Curse of Commerce.
But I'd rather have a series of tales, such as some of those

you have shown me from time to time. I want these

unfinished stories finished and printed, and I want some
of your Conversations with Tories on Art, Ethics, LiterOr
ture (anything but politics). You can take me as your
wicked Tory. 'The Professor under the Dining-Table

'

instead of ' At the Breakfast-Table
'

; or ' behind the
screen '.

I am hoping to be all right at Xmas if all goes well. It

is beastly being ill. One feels like a beast and wants to

creep out of the way and die in a hole in a hedge some-
where out of sight. Do you know that feeling? I have
always had that feeling, but I have not often been ill, so

I have not been found in a hedge yet.

Powell now said his last word on the science of history,

reinforcing with sharper edge and wider knowledge the

principles he had set forth when he became professor. A
General Survey of Modern History he called it : it is one

of the most shapely and decisive of his shorter writings,

and I have set it first in our volume of his rescued papers.

It is a lecture in form : but he was too ill to travel, and it

1 Volume of verse by Mr. William B. Yeats, son of Powell's corre-

spondent.
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was read for him. The audience that heard it (October 3),

one of the keenest in England, was familiar with his

presence in the New Islington Hall, Ancoats, Manchester.

In two previous autumns Powell had spoken to the

Ancoats Brotherhood, under the presidency of its guiding

genius, Mr. Charles Rowley ; on King Alfred in 1897, on

Nelson in 1898. These Sunday afternoon discourses, with

their accompanying music, have been for a quarter of

a century a picturesque and happy element in the life of

the black city. The hall holds more than five or six

hundred working men and other citizens, who come week
after week, respond with enthusiasm to what they like, and

slip out if they are bored. Powell, when he addressed

them, had taken his full allotted time, and was attentively

and eagerly heard. It was not easy to believe, what we
were told by some, that popular lecturing was out of his

power. He talked rather than * spoke
'

; talked without

hitch or break, and without much modulation, though in

a full voice ; with a cadence, unnoticed in conversation,

that was not entirely English, although I do not know its

source. He always told a clear plain story, rising to

eloquence of phrase, though not to rhetorical points or

conventional pause-effects, and was heard with sustained

attention. He neither ' lectured down ', nor did he make
familiar jokes, nor did he declaim.

To Oliver Elton. Staverton Grange, Oct. 16, 1903.

My lecture was not so bad as I thought and feared it

would be. did not read it after all. I spoke some
home truths.

Have you read Shaw's last book—Bernard Shaw's ? If

not, do. There is the root of the matter in it to me. But
how silly he is to sneer at Science—Science, which has given

us everything that raises us from the apes (not that we are

very far from that horrible beast after all). Why do people
snigger ? . . . But oh, he has a clear eye for lots of things.

You will hate him, I am afraid : but he makes for righteous-

ness, and he is much more in earnest than he seems.

I am mending stiU and feeling better now.
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Through these months he wrote hopefully, watching

—

though happily he did not know it was for the last time

—the autumn descending upon Oxford and his garden

:

' I am going to get a sundial ; I feel I shan't be happy
without it.' He was eager to get to London *to see Phil

May's things and my old pals ', but weakness disallowed

this hope.

To Mrs, Marriott Watson. Staverton Grange, Oct. 23, 1903.

It is splendid to be able to make such verse. Doesn't it

atone for a lot of life's little ironies and big sarcasms when
you feel you have done work like this ? You are quite sure
to live in heaps of people's hearts and on many lips.

Poor Egil ^, when he lost his sons, do you remember ? he
said,

I was friendly with Woden
Till he broke his friendship with me.
So I do not worship him any more.
Yet he gave me recompense for the wrongs he did me :

If I care to count up his benefits to me.
He gave me the blameless art,—the poet's song.

I think art after all is the great compensation. ... I think
I shall like the sad songs best, because I am still young at

the heart, only I see more clearly than I did when I was
young in the skin. But when I have read them all I shall

be able to teU you more of my thoughts about them when
we meet. But I liked so much the bits I read this morning
that I feel I must just scrawl off this at once.

In November he managed to see the Exhibition of

Portrait-Painters : nor could illness touch his delight in

vision.

To Charles Bonnier. Staverton Grange, Nov. 20, 1903.

Je suis all^ aux Portrait Painters, et \k vraiment j'ai eu
une vive Amotion : non-seulement le Madame Besnard,
un Besnard qui est fort, fort bien, mais un Orchardson
supreme, le plus beau portrait modeme d'Angleterre depuis
le Carlyle de Whistler : une vieille en noir assise seule dans
un salon. Mais c'est d'une finesse, [d'June ampleur, [d'June

^ On Egil see the translation of Sonatorreky vol. ii. pp. 238-40^

T. p. 1 CO
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simplicity savante, c'est un veritable chef-d'oeuvre. Je
m'arretai en le voyant, avec ^tonnement d'abord. Je n'avais

pas I'id^e de le trouver Ih, une si triomphante chose, et puis

j'^tais 1^, cloue en face de cette creation magnifique et belle.

Faut le voir. II y a d'autres de lui bien, tr^s-bien, mais
pas du tout si bien. J'etais heureux en le regardant et un
peu touchd On se souvient de ces instants, n'est-ce pas ?

In December he was weary ; though most of his pro-

fessional teaching had been relaxed by permission, he had

worked at home. The death of Mr. Hines, at Christmas

time, deprived him of one of the Oxford friends whom he

most regarded.
Dec. 26, 1903.

Poor Hines, my chimney-sweep friend, is dead, suddenly

and without pain. I am sorry : I liked him ; but he died

as he would have wished. ... I am tired after term, and
I want just a torpid time for a day or two, and then I shall

have to go to Folkestone to see my mother, who is living

there. I want to look at the sea.

To Mrs, Hinea. Staverton Grange, Dec. 26, 1903.

I am very grieved at the sad news Elizabeth brought
back this evening.

I respected your husband very much, and liked him ever

since I first saw him many years ago, and I think he was
a man that did all the good he could to his fellows, and
I know he helped many people in many ways. It was
always a pleasure to me to see him, and I wish I had been
able to see more of him lately, but I have been unable to

get about much lately, as you know.
There are many besides myself that are sorry to lose

their old and tried friend, I am sure. I think many of

them will be wishing to do what they can for you.

I know what it is to have grief, and I sympathize with

you in your sad trouble, because I understand what it

must mean.
I am glad that the end came painlessly and suddenly, as

I think he would have wished himself, though it comes of

course as a shock to those that loved him.

I have asked Elizabeth to let me know if I can be of any
use to you. You will let me know, I hope, if I can. Later

on we must talk over the future.
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I think this is a loss not only to his friends and kinsfolk,

but to Oxford. I have lost a real friend, I feeL Believe
me yours faithfully.

To show how well Powell wrote in his last months, and

how his mind never failed in decision, it may be interesting

to give here some passages from some of his reviews. To
Bruno he had already done honour in his letters.

A novelist might make as striking a tale of Bruno's
career as Charles Reade did that of Erasmus. . . . The
man himself, [with] his love of verse, his intellectual pride,

his curious choice of strange vehicles in which to convey his

ideas, his boldness and aloofaess of view, his mathematical
explorations, and Hindoo-like love of arithmetical and
geometrical symbolism, his keen, fierce satire, his ready
and fluent pen, and his complete absolution from the old

philosophy ; his extraordinary pedantry and his incongruous
humour, his love of travel and his nostalgia, his ready
apologies and his stubborn refusal to apostatize, is a cha-

racter such as no land save Italy in that age could have
produced. He was, as the true instinct of his countrymen
has pronounced him, a martyr to truth. He worshipped
and served wisdom, and for wisdom's sake he died a most
cruel death, and renegades and scoundrels like Schopp
(whom, as our author gleefully tells us. Lord Digby after-

wards had soundly horsewhipped for another offence)

rejoiced over his death after their kind.^

Yet more notable are his last sayings on the Renaissance

and the Reformation : they give his deliberate thought,

and are not words of impatience. Sometimes Powell

urged that the politics of to-day and those of the past

should both be discussed in the impersonal tones and from

the extra-moral view-point of science. At others, he so

realized the sixteenth century that he spoke of it with the

same passion and colour as of the twentieth. It is easy to

make play with the seeming inconsistency. The attitude

to the Reformation as a whole is far from philosophical.

But we hear Powell's own opinion, his animating principle ;

1 Keview of Giordano BrunOj by J. Lewis Mclntyre. In Fall Mall
Gazette, Oct. 15, 1903.

CO 2
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he takes his side once more ; it was the side he had always

taken. He is a humanist incorrigible, and a naturalist bom.

The volume before us deals with the religious changes
that took place between the death of Alexander VI and
the death of Calvin. It is a sad period ; it is impossible to

sympathize with either the Papacy or its opponents. The
personal characters of the Reformers and their adversaries

are often equally bad—treachery, mendacity, perjury,

assassination and the most diabolical cruelty are qualities

shared by the chief partisans on both sides. Dr. Fair-

bairn's hero, Calvin, was a detestable personality with all

his genius, and less of a Christian than Loyola or even
Borgia himself, if the standard of the Gospels be applied

to his career. The brutality and dishonest shuffling of

Luther are as obvious as his courage and force of words.

It is among those who were reproached for standing aside

from the parties that reason and fair play were chiefly to

be found. Erasmus had faults, but he was not cruel.

Rabelais was * coarse-minded ', if you like, but he was
humane, and thought wisely and clearly, and made for

hope and charity, even if his faith would have dissatisfied

the narrow-minded and revengeful tyrant of Geneva or the
Holy Office in Spain. Even the heretic Utopists, Matthys
and Jan van Leyden his disciple, followed after the blood-

thirsty Old Testament Kings and Judges rather than accept
the lessons of the Evangel. There is blood over the whole
history of this Reformation, blood and fire. It is one of

the most shocking chapters in the long and unfinished

story of human folly and delusion, a pitiftil tale of bigoted

and besotted ignorance, an outburst of maniacal hatred,

a long-drawn-out reign of terror.

... It is good and also just a little amusing to see Dr.

Fairbairn put the cure of Meudon, with his wholesome
sense and sound learning, above the Genevan's vicaire

Savoyard and his empty pretension and sentimentality.

If France had listened to her native Rabelais rather than
the alien Rousseau, she would be happier and more united.

That Dr. Fairbairn (whose eulogy of Giordano Bruno is

excellently put) should not find in Montaigne a teacher of

the strenuous life, was but to be looked for. ' Where man
so doubts, he is too paralysed to fight or to affirm,' says he.
' Montaigne's sympathies might be with those who worked
and sufifered for a new heaven and a new earth ; but his

I
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egoism inclined him to the conventional and followed the
consuetudinary.' This is well and truly said : yet who shall

deny that Montaigne, with his doubt perpetual, his instinc-

tive humanity, his sober pity, makes, in his own way, for

righteousness? The output of the Teutonic Reformation
is poor as literature or philosophy. Erasmus, Milton,

Luther, Knox, were mighty men of letters, but hardly
great thinkers. Erasmus and others are good scholars,

and Ulrich von Hutten a powerful and effective humorist

;

but Bale's violence rather than his learning or his comedy
is typical of the Protestant controversialist. We have
none to set beside Telesio, the ' anticipator of Bacon ', or

Campanella, *who anticipated Descartes,' nor northern
Ficino or Galileo, no Pico or Landino or Poliziano : we
even lack a great realist such as the much-abused but
gifted Pietro of Arezzo.^

And here, to show how constant was his attitude, may
be saved some words on Rabelais and Ulrich von Hutten,

printed nine years before :

Rabelais was the greater and wiser man of the two, better

skilled in human nature, more deeply skilled in the inter-

pretation of the signs of the times, earnestly fixed upon
the great problem of education as the key to the new era

that he hoped would be happier than the old. Erasmus
was the pioneer of the new culture, his work told with the
clerks as Rabelais' with the laymen ; and for generations

schoolboys studied Erasmus as one of their Latin classics.

Of the third great humorist and humanist, Ulrich von
Hutten, chivalrous, brilliant, reckless, observant, who
united Shakespearian gift with a Marlovian life, there is

plenty to be said. His work and his influence have been
too often underrated. He stood up for Reuchlin and
Luther when they needed help : he smote ignorance

—

blatant, shameless ignorance—the heaviest blow of all.

He taught friend and foe alike that the old position of

orthodoxy was untenable. Loyola instinctively felt this,

and with his Napoleonic genius organized his advance upon
the new field with enormous success. The conqueror had
taught the conquered the one way to check his victorious

career. We have to wait for Pascal, Voltaire, and Diderot

1 Keview of The Cambridge Modern History, vol. ii : The Beforrtia-

tion (1503-64). In Pcdl Mall Gazette, Feb. 2, 1904.

i
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before the tables are again turned, and the new, science-

made weapons brought up against the orthodox array with
results easily foreseen.^

The truth is that Powell from first to last responded

deeply and with passion—if alternately—to two different

types of thought. His temper was formed just as much
by Rabelais and Montaigne as by Alfred and Langland and

Ruskin. He did not trouble to draw the lines of relation-

ship between the two types, or to think of their contrast.

It was enough for him that both were great and genuine
;

each was a prophet in his way, each an observer. You
never knew which would be uppermost in Powell ; only,

that neither of them ruled out the other.

Here too are his last words on Transatlantic art and

letters ; it appears that there are hopes for America

after all.

The Spanish critic, Valera, gravely lays it down as a
postulate that north of Mexico and south of the St. Law-
rence one seeks in vain for art and poetry. Without going
so far, it is certain that the intellectual and artistic growth
of the States has been very slow till the last thirty years,

when there has been a real literary and artistic awakening.
St. Gaudens, Richardson, Low, Cable, Harris, are notable

names, besides such Cisatlantic Americans as H. James,
Whistler, Sargent, Alexander, Stuart-Merrill, Vi^l^-Griifin,

who have been, each in his own way, pioneers in their respec-

tive arts, and have done much to lift away the reproach of

lack of originality and of sincerity that lay upon the so-called

literary classes of the United States ; whereas before them
the writers and artists of the States are but flat echoes of

voices from this side of the Atlantic, with the noble excep-

tion of Whitman, a puissant and original figure, whose true

greatness is even yet hardly understood by the lettered

classes of his countrymen. The humorists, Sam Slick of

the Dominion, Clemens, Harte, Browne, Adeler, and a
swarm of lesser figures, were the first to show real local

colour in their work. In the colonial days Mather, a writer

* Review of Froude's Erasmus : in Manchester Guardian, Oct. 2,

1894.
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of high merit ; Edwards, a massive theologian ; and the
overrated Franklin ; are the most notable writers. Emer-
son, Longfellow, Holmes, and their fellows, attained extra-

ordinary popularity, but cannot claim the place that many
less-informed readers would fain assign to them. The
extraordinary and classic beauty of Lincoln's oratory, far

the finest spoken eloquence of the last century that the
English-speaking peoples have known, is above all other
American rhetoric ; indeed, to find a parallel to the Gettys-

burg speech one must go back to Pericles himself. . . ,

He towers above every public man in America since

Washington, to whom, as a man, he was probably superior,

and in no degree inferior in the field or in the cabinet.^

After a stay in the holidays with his mother at Folke-

stone, where he had a relapse, he returned to London, and

made his last public appearance. He was president of

the Folklore Society, and gave his official address on

Jan. 20, upon Tradition and its Conditions,^ This paper

is an inductive plea, with examples from Irish, Norse, and

Maori history, for the high and accurately memorizing

power possessed, under favouring circumstance, by purely

oral tradition ; which, he argues, may thus have, even

after the passage of centuries, a more scientific value than

is commonly believed. It is written with caution and

rigour ; the necessary learning had lain long in his brain,

and his conclusions had ripened. More than anything he

latterly wrote, it conveys the sense of the loss that Powell

was to his favourite branch of historical science. With
his stock of lore, he could have done much else of the

same kind ; but his frame was not to hold out. It seems

to have been the last thing that he wrote for print. The

delivery of it was a strain, and he was glad when it was

over. He refreshed himself by going to all the picture

shows that he could. All his remaining letters are written

from Staverton Grange.

1 Fall Mall Gazette, July 13, 1903: review of The Cambridge

Modern History, vol. vii : The United States,

2 See vol. ii. pp. 242-53.
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To Jack B. Yeats, Jan. 22, 1904.

Many thanks for the stencil, and these jolly inn pictures,

which I am trying to write up to. The stencil reminds
me of the Captain Cuttle^ little ship sign, with the middy
taking a sight of the sun with his sextant.

I have been to London (I was ill at Folkestone), and
have seen Peppercorn (splendid this year), the Blakes
(very fine examples too and the best I have seen), the

Old Masters (Lawrences and Raeburns superb), and also

Conder's exhibition, which is very good. I was staying

with Conder, who was very kind to me, and is doing some
fine work of his own kind.

... I am better (since you ask, but I hate writing so

much about myself and my health) and recovered my
Folkestone relapse. I hope to go on better. Being with

the Conders did me good. It is lovely here now and must
be finer in Devon. There is a hard white frost on nowj
which only yields when the sun falls directly on it.

To Mrs. Marriott Watson. Jan. 28, 1904.

I have been seedy again and could not get about, but
I am better now the weather is warmer. The cold fairly

* clems ' me now. What beastly thermometers we become
when w^e are ill.

There is no news here, but it looks like war.

I am pleased with W[hitaker] Wright saving us his

expenses for some years and dying game. All convicts

ought to be supplied with prussic acid to use if they like.

It would efiect a salutary clearing and redeem their

characters too.

Have you read Call of the Wild, by Jack London ? Are
not the pictures exquisite ?

I am reading only history books now, for my sins, but
I got in Judith Cladel's Rodin, which is really excellent

—

exactly the man and his talk. It is published at La Flume
office, Paris.

The Blakes at Carfax are very good indeed. You would
like to see thena.

To Mrs. Marriott Watson. Feb. 4, 1904.

We are all afloat in the Thames valley—highest floods

for years ; road covered, towpath under water ; basements
of cottages all awash

;
people getting about in punts

;

gardens covered to the tops of the gooseberry bushes, and
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the like. It is better to-day, but still it looks as if Old
Noah's days were coming back in spite of the rainbow.
That is an awfully good story of Marriott's

—

Lady Molly,
C. and I both liked it immensely. The little vixen is

excellent and very true to life. How the dickens does he
get inside these people ?

I have a new picture Conder gave me, very pretty sketch
of the sea at Ambleteuse. It looks nice to-day with the
sunlight and clear air.

It is lovely to-day. C. is off to a football match with
a pal. I am off to committee and the rest of it till ten
o'clock.

I am still seedy, but the fine weather always makes me
better.

Have you seen Blunt's Golden Odes of Arabia ? He
dedicated them to me. I am very proud of this, as I think
he is a very swagger poet indeed.

There isn't much new here this term, except the floods,

and I hope they will shortly disappear.

Your * new model ' of the garden will interest us. I am
beginning to think of sowing seeds. My crocuses are,

I hope, soon to appear. I have some primroses in bloom.
The daisies have increased terribly in the lawn, whence
I took heaps and heaps of plantains, but .still they come

;

and I shall have hours of weeding peacefully ; many, I fore-

see, if we only get a few hours of sun later on.

I have put in broom and St. John's wort, which
I am very fond of. I hope they will flourish. My hedge
is beginning to grow thick and green. I am yours very
faithfully.

To Miss Ella Pollard. Feb. 6, 1904.

I have made the discovery that I am descended on one
side from Montrose, and on the other that I am very near
the attainted title of Viscount Dundee, my mother's family
being related by marriage to the Grahams of Fintry, the
representatives of Dundee, the *bonnie Dundee'. This
pleases me immensely. If is to be a peer of England,
I think I ought to be a peer of Scotland, don't you? a modest
position, which I might be able to maintain at small cost
I will send Frank the trees. It has amused me very much,
but I am delighted to find out why I hated the Campbells
by birth and nature : now I know. . . .

Frank must come and stay with us. We have a clean
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house so far. We live simply ; alcohol is supplied free of

expense ; there are no family prayers, but a church is laid

on near the house ; and there is a Chinese professor

opposite, and a man who has seen the snake-dances

[illegible] within call. The soil is gravelly. The use of

the gardens is allowed to inmates. Many University

lectures free. Chaperones provided with due notice.

With such amenities you can hardly hesitate to visit us.

Gas is laid on in bedrooms and electric light in living-

rooms.

To F, P. Barnard. Feb. 27, 1904.

Isn't it fun, the way the Japanese are giving the Russians

what for, avenging the Finns and all the people the Holy
Russians have bullied or brutalized? I am heartily de-

lighted. I have not read anything very amusing lately

;

a few American novels, none quite good. The American
woman is as hateful in fiction as in reality, as a rule : Mrs.

is an exception, and her mother.

After some weeks of efibrt to do his work, and attend

* only the necessary committees ', he had been sentenced to

keep his room.

To Charles Bonnier. Feb. 29, 1904.

Je suis assez gai, on est tr^s gentil pour moi. J'ai des

visiteurs, et on m'envoie des fleurs comme k un toreador

bless6. Je suis, je crois, paresseux au fond, car je ne trouve

pas les jours trop longs. Les nuits, quand I'haleine va
mal, sont quelquefois un peu trop ' caloriques ', mais que
voulez-vous? si on est malade il est Evident qu'on a des

moments d'ennui.

To W. P. Ker. March 10, 1904.

The Doctor thinks I am going on well ; he said so to-day.

His medicine is so beastly I think it must do good.

I know J. Conrad, a great swell at writing and quite

worth talking to. I think a lot of him.

Ruskin Hall is doing a deal of good. I know its work.

The big Trades Unions are making levies and sending their

best men up to it for education.

I agree with you over that damned railway. What
brutes people are ! Put my name to it,^ though I only

know Snowdon from a distance. Yours ever faithfully.

* Petition against threatened new railway in Snowdon district.
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To Mrs, J. R, Green, March 23, 1904.

I have done three weeks' bed, and am not very weak, so
that's good, isn't it ?

I have no pain, and no cause to grumble, when I might
have arthritis or plague or cancer or anything.

To F, P, Barnard. March 25, 1904.

I am mending slowly, but regret the lost sun. Yester-
day and to-day cold, snow, sleet, as it is Boat Race day
to-morrow and bound to be foul weather.

Yes, it is true about ' Agudo ' = Hawkwood,^ the famous
soldier of fortune. 'Agudo' in Italian is as near Hawkwood
in Mid-English as may be.

I don't know how the time passes, but it does, and I enjoy
my days : the smallest variation amuses me now. I read
Palmer's trial, and Madeline Smith's, yesterday: both
excellent. I got Maclagan's Jerusalem (edition of Blake's
prophecy) and a good novel to read, and I slept a fair lot,

which was delightful.

To Mrs, Marriott Watson, March 27, 1904.

How are you all ? I am still in bed, but mending I hope.
. . . Even here the spring is beautiful, and it is beginnmg
now.
Send me a line when you have time to say how you are.

I send you a sonnet I wrote 10 years ago from my Ch.
Ch. rooms looking on the Broad Walk, when the elm-leaves
were falling like gold ' patins ', and the shouts of the men
on the river racing, and the patter of their feet running
down to ' the Boats ', could be heard.

It wants mending, but I send it as an impression I had
then, and I've nothing better to send you just now.
Take care of yourself. I am yours faithfully.

Late afternoon November, 3 Meadow Buildings, Ch, Ch,
' Warm gusty showers,' &c.^

To Mrs, F, S, Boas, March 19, 1904.

I look out of window on my 1,000 crocuses. This is the
House of the 1,000 Crocuses now ! and see the people pass,

^ Described on his tomb in Florence as * Joannes Acutus '. Mr. Bar-

nard refers to Verstegan's Bestitution ofDecayed Intelligence (1605),

ed. 1673, p. 335, where this fact is mentioned.
* The sonnet is printed below among Powell's verses, vol. ii. p. 388.
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and I see a few people (three) every day and write a few
letters.

March 29.

Thanks for your letter. Do try and get the Song of the

Tipsy Hen written out for me. I think it immense. The
child will be a poet as well as a fighting man ; the two best
professions (next doctor and artist).

I can't write much, for I have written G a longish

letter and I get tired easily still, but I am very glad to get
letters, so I must try and scribble a little gratefully. . . .

It is a SW. wind, soft, showery, sunny to-day. I like it,

my window can be open wide, and I can see the crocuses

and the purple distances over the Cherwell. I am living in

my study downstairs, my bed moved there so that I need
not walk upstairs at all, which is bad for me. The trees

and hedges are all a-bud.

I have an enormous pot of real shamrock (oxalis), the

sort the wild Irish used to eat with cress, in my room, and
it is beginning to flower ; also an azalea, white and another
pink, and primroses and violets, and a lot of the pictures

I like. You see I am well off, if my heart would only * get

a move on ' towards perfect health. It is moving slowly,

however, so I have nothing really to grumble at.

Have you read Lady Gregory's Cuchvllin and Finn?
They are good, both of them, and Douglas Hyde's plays

are wonderfully fine, quite first-class.

Meantime, ignorant of his fate, Powell had taken up new
labours. In the beginning of 1904 had been formed the

Oxford University Tariff Reform League. He was disposed

to favour the new agitation ; and the young Oxford men,

who were for planting Mr. Chamberlain's flag in the Univer-

sity, approached him eagerly. He did not like a public

position, he felt physically weak, and he could not at first

believe that he was so keenly wanted. At last he accepted

the offer to become President of the League ; he followed

its fortunes eagerly, and its rapid progress pleased him.

Enfeebled as he was, he was judged to have served it well.

He was not a professional economist or statistician, and we
may ask why he ventured into such a field. To show where

Powell stood, some words may be quoted written by Mr.

L. L. Price, a leading member of the League : they are, of
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course, those of a convinced adherent ; but they probably

express very nearly Powell's mind on the tariff question.

I have not found any written word of his own upon it.

I had known, in conversation with him beforehand, that
from the outset he felt that Mr. Chamberlain had discerned
the paramount necessity of the times in a closer union of
the Empire ; that with all the buoyant eagerness of his

nature he was convinced that this was the supreme political

question of the day, to which patriots should devote their

utmost energies ; that with characteristic comprehensive-
ness he was the last person to allow economic pedantry to

weigh for a moment in the balance against the graver and
more permanent questions connected with the opportunities

offered by Tariff Reform for Imperial Consolidation. . . .

With regard to the economic aspects of the question,

indeed, he was by instinct and training inclined to depre-

cate abstract reasoning and to welcome concrete fact.

His sympathies here undoubtedly favoured the historical

treatment of economics ; and he could accordingly, when
the occasion came, throw aside without effort the disabling

ties of an established dogma. In his Inaugural lecture as

professor he passed a handsome eulogy upon Mr. Charles
Booth's monumental researches into the Life and Labour
of the People of London, and it was in this and similar

directions, as I know, that he looked for the most fruitful

developments of economic study. To the manifesto of the
Professors, which dealt with Mr. Chamberlain's proposals
on grounds of abstract theory, he was disposed to pay even
less attention than perhaps it deserved, and he was not
prepared for a moment to allow that for reasons like these

such a movement as Tariff Reform should be dismissed
from the serious consideration of men anxious for the
welfare, both political and economic, of their country and
the Empire.

Powell, then, was a Tariff Reformer because he was an

imperialist, and because he disliked abstract economics

;

both characteristic reasons. 'I have reason for hoping,'

adds Mr. Price, * that his tenure of this office gave him not

a little pleasure in the closing months of his life.' But his

time was now short.

In April, though still a prisoner, he was expecting, not
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without dread, to travel to Nauheim for its *cure'. 'II

me semble que je serai emhtU jusqu'aux os.' He did

not care for the Germans, with some exceptions : they and

their ways were amongst his antipathies. He had no joy

in the prospect of the talk at the table d'hdte, though

happily there would be 'Russians, Scandinavians, and

English there as well, of whom one could find two or three

to talk to '. Possibly, he thought, these dislikes were only

a proof ofillness and weakness. As it was, though enfeebled,

he was not in pain ; he lay with his windows open all day,

'et pa m'amuse heau^'.oupJ He would much sooner than go

to Germany, have been in Paris, ' bouquina^U le long des

quais,' He was happy in never expecting, or so it seemed,

to die. He lived in the present, writing short notes, seeing

those who came to take what they, not he, knew was a

farewell, and enjoying the * fresh spring winds, fine clouds

and sky, and nice light \

To W. P. Ker. April 9, 1904.

Many thanks. You ought to be happy among the * merry
white hares' and ptarmigan and the earth the whisky is

made from. I am glad your father is better, remember me
to him, please. I gang hooly hooly, but the doctor seems
satisfied, so I ought to be. I am still in bed. Man, ye're

luck's j^^eenomenal. Take care ! Give up smoking for a
day or something of the kind ! . . . I have read some new
things, mostly bad, and some old things, mostly good. I

am not up to translating yet, or doing any work, as I feel

weak sometimes, and a very little tires me. . . . People
who will sit and talk to me I value. I am not yet up to

making conversation. Take care of yourself. I am yours
very faithfully.

To F. P. Barnard. April 24.

My mother is here, and my sister has been here, which
has helped me a lot to pass the time, which grew very long

and seemed to stretch like India rubber.

Amongst Powell's last fragmentary notes may be given

one he sent expressing a wish that some one should be

found to do an English study of Schopenhauer. One

I
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of the first of his letters to Vigfiisson, it may be remem-

bered, was on the same writer, whom he liked as a master

of style and wished to understand as a man, though Scho-

penhauer's philosophy was not one to touch Powell for a

moment, least of all when he might be thought to have

most call to find that life was vanity. But he did not find

life to be vanity at all ; he enjoyed science, flowers, and

friends, and having a little conversation, and considering

what sort of a book should now be written upon Schopen-

hauer.

To Oliver Elton. April 25, 1904.

Schopenhauer, yes. There is nothing masterly on him
in English. One wants a brief clear introduction to him,

placing him, showing his point of view, what to read first

and what to re-read of his, and his limitations and omissions

and strong sides. I think it could be very useful and cer-

tainly very readable.

is a curious piece of psychology, like a big and fairly

sensible dog, with good instincts and no human absurdities

of the ordinary kind.

I am trying to read Herbert Spencer's Life this week
;

poor man, never happy, too self-centred. Better be
Nietzsche, with fierce joys and woes and then oblivion :

after all, he was human. You must do something on him
(Nietzsche) some time.

To Miss Ida FarneU. May 2, 1904.

Many thanks for your kind letter. I am getting better

at last, I think, but it is a long job. They tell me I shall

be able to work again in October, and I hope to. I am not

in pain, and every one is very kind, so I am not unhappy,
and I get a lot of rest I am yours faithfully.

Mr. Dennis Hird, whose chronicle of Powell's dealings

with Buskin College has been given, writes

:

I visited him some ten days before his death on one lovely

spring afternoon. He was full of plans for our work,

keenly alive to the needs and possibilities of the movement,
and concerned that men who were doing the work were so

inadequately paid. In fact, one of the last things he did
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was to draw up, in his own handwriting, a scheme to re-

organize the remuneration of the staff, whose work he
had so greatly helped. He was calm, bright, hopeful. I

recognized that he was smitten, but I little thought that in

a few days I should see his body committed to the earth,

in the silence of dumb homage to his unobtrusive greatness.

Late in April a London newspaper accepted and printed

the false news that Powell was dead. He was startled, but

laughed, and begged that any obituary notice might be

sent for his entertainment. He had no intention of dying,

and went on writing his scraps of letter, reading a little

and commenting. *I still like good verse almost better

than anything else in the world of speech,' he wrote a

week before the end. And on May 5 :
* Yes, spring does

not disappoint me : we have a clutch of thrushes hatched

by our porch. I can't write more.' On Sunday, May 8,

he was able to please his long-ruling passion of finding the

right person to do the right and appropriate work. One

of his visitors, Mrs. J. R. Green, interested in the further-

ance of Irish learning, said afterwards, ^ I came away from

him, feeling there were some things worth living for, and

that I was wasting half my life.' The same evening, being

in good spirits, he spoke of going into the garden, and

finished some letters. The attendant who took them to the

post returned to find that he had died suddenly in his

chair ; alone, as he would have wished for the sake of

others. He had once written of his grandfather, who also

died with no one by :
' I think he was right.'

On May 12, under the spring sun he had welcomed, he

was taken to Wolvercote cemetery, which lies to the north

of Oxford. A long train slowly followed on foot, of Oxford

men past and present. Church dignitaries, artists, professors

;

of youths, of men who had not met for long and found each

other older, of men who did not know, or know of, one

another. He was also followed by some of the staff

employed on the University Press which he had long served.

He was buried, by his own instructions, without any rite
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and without anything being said. The procedure had the

dignity and rightness that he would have commended in

the case of any other man who thought as he thought

;

and those who knew him best felt the most that it was in

harmony with his lifelong mind.

The chapter may close with some words once written by
Powell in a letter

:

... A coal fire makes me sleepy the gas, I suppose,

if I sit by it. Wood-fire does not, nor peat.

But I think it is good to read a bit, when one goes to bed,

something one knows and likes to read again ; something
one just licks over the savour of, chews the cud upon

—

Arahian Nights, FitzGerald's Letters. Long memoirs are

only read a few pages, and then comes drowsiness, and a
sort of dull soft thinking, and then one feels sleepy, and
the velvet feeling comes : one falls slowly through velvet

air into velvet clouds that just hold one up and prevent one
falling too fast, and before one has sunk far one is asleep

without knowing it—in the real dreamless sleep.

Dd



CHAPTEE IX

TRAITS AND OPINIONS

Powell's conception of written history : contrast with Lord Acton's.

Origins of Powell's view. Eelationship of literature and history.

Powell's historical style and diction. His languages, erudition, library

:

acquaintance with Spanish literature. Taste in letters and mode of

criticism. His love for les jeunes : indulgences, severities. Mental

position in Oxford: testimonies from Oxford: Bishop Paget, Dean
Strong: Dr. Charles Bonnier. Religious views. Peculiar attitude

towards death. Letters of sympathy, praise, advice. Theories on

the feminine nature. Description and analysis of Powell by
Mr. J. B. Yeats, quoted. Personal appearance and talk. Notes on

ethical standards. Perplexing attributes. Leading characteristic.

We have partly seen how and why Powell, with all his

gifts and historical erudition, left no large example behind

him of the methods that he urged. He taught, and he

found the path for many others. His achievement in Ice-

landic scholarship was signal. The picture of his written

work is completed by his briefer papers and articles, with

their many flashes of long or second sight ; together with

that little History of England to 1509, which Lord Acton

said was the best known to him upon the period. But

though Powell did not produce much historical writing of

a continuous kind, he said clearly and sharply and repeatedly

what he thought of the relation of written history to ethic

on one side and literature on the other. This theory,

though imperfectly worked out and inconsistently applied

by Powell, is highly distinctive of him. It is no brain-spun

view : it tells us of the man and of his outlook upon life ; it

gives him considerable claims as a heresiarch.

Lord Acton, as might be expected, has uttered with

curious precision the doctrine in which Powell disbelieved.
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It is the office of historical science to maintain morality

as the sole impartial criterion of men and things, and the
only one on which honest minds can be made to agree ^

... If King James burnt witches, if Machiavelli taught
assassination as an art, if pious crusaders slaughtered
peaceful Jews, if Ulysses played fast and loose, we are
exhorted to remember the times they lived in and l<^.ave

them to the judgement of their peers. Mobility in the
moral code, subjection of man to the environment, in-

definite allowance for date and race, are standards familiar

from Schlegel to the realistic philosophy. Although Ranke
practises moderation and restraint, and speaks of trans-

actions and occurrences where it would be safe to speak
of turpitude and crime, he kept himself above the indiffer-

ence and incapable neutrality of those who held with Gerald
Hamilton that there are few questions on which one may
not vote conscientiously either way. . . . There is no escape

from the dogma that history is the conscience of mankind,
unless for those that reject the collective growth, the

canons that rivet the future to the past, and take their

stand with Archimedes.^

Lord Acton condemned any historical work that appeared

to neglect these principles. Dr. Creighton printed in

his own review, the English Historical, the well-known

criticism (of his History of the Papacy) from which the

first of the above sentences is quoted. Also, in an article
^

posthumously published, he defined his own view with

a skill and candour to which justice cannot here be

done. He pleaded for ^as much casuistry in history as

will serve to distinguish between venial and mortal sins '.

The latter include, above all, treachery and assassination,

together, as he seems to say, with some forms ofpersecution.

The whole paper is a striking expression of the view that

may be called intermediate between Acton's and Powell's.

And Powell may have had some such discussion in mind

when he explained his own position in his Bangor address.

^ English Historical JReview, July 1887, vol. ii. p. 678.

^ lb., Jan. 1886, vol. i. opening article.

' Historical Ethics : in Quarterly Review, July 1905, pp. 32-46.

D d 2
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1 confess I do not look on History as a branch of Litera-

ture or a province of Ethic, but as a branch of Science
dealing with man under political and social and economic
conditions, and my conception of History makes it the
necessary complement to Biology and Anthropology. . . .

As to Ethics, I must continue to differ wholly from Lord
Acton, my distinguished Cambridge colleague, and profess

that it is not the Historian's duty to try and estimate the
exact degree of damnation that should be meted out to

that dauntless captain and bold statesman, Cesare Borgia,
or even to his capable but unpriestly father, or to play the
moral judge to such men as Thomas or Oliver Cromwell,
or *that great king Harry the Eighth', or to Napoleon.
I must leave such work to the professors of Ethic, to whom
History at any rate supplies plenty of examples. We have
no lack of philosophers, let us hear them ! Of course, the
historian must deal with the History of Moral Ideas as he
must with the History of Religions, he must trace the cir-

cumstances under which all mental phenomena (healthy or
otherwise) of the body politic originate and spread, and
are furthered or combated, but he is the observer not the
preacher, the biologist not the physician or surgeon. . . .

The History student ought to concern himself with his docu-
ments and facts precisely as his fellow-students, chemists,

physicists, or biologists, do with the objects in their

laboratories.^

The case is put with equal edge in the preface written

by Powell in 1898 to the work of MM. Langlois and

Seignobos :

^

To the historian history is not merely a pretty but
rather difficult branch of literature. . . . The literary critic,

in fact, is beginning to find out that he reads a history

as he might read a treatise on mathematics or linguistics,

at his peril, and that he is no judge of its value or lack of

value. Only the expert can judge that. . . . The formation
and expression of ethical judgements, the approval or

condemnation of Caius Julius Caesar or Cesare Borgia,

is not a thing within the historian's province. His business

is to find out what can be known about the characters

^ See vol. ii. pp. 86-7.

2 Introduction to the Study of History, translation by G. G. Berry,

1898. See p. 252 S2^^m.

i
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and situations with which he is engaged, to put what he
can ascertain before his readers in a clear form, and lastly

to consider and attempt to see what scientific use can be
made of these facts he has ascertained. Ethic, on its

didactic side, is outside his business altogether. . . . They
[MM. Langlois and Seignobos] are bold enough to look
forward to a day as not far distant, when a sensible or
honest man will no more dare to write history unscientifi-

cally than he would to-day be willing to waste his time and
that of others on observing the heavens unscientifically,

and regarding as trustworthy his unchecked and untimed
observations. Whether we like it or not, history has got to

be scientifically studied, and it is not a question of style,

but of accuracy, of fullness of observation and correctness

of reasoning, that is before the student. . . .

One can hardly help thinking, too, that in schools and
places where the young are trained something might be
gained by treating such books as Plutarch's Lives, not as

history (for which they were never intended) but as text-

books of ethic, as examples of conduct public or private.

The historian very properly furnishes the ethical student
with material, though it is not right to reckon the ethical

student's judgements upon the historian's facts as history

in any sense. It is not an historian's question, for instance,

whether Napoleon was right or wrong in his conduct at

Jaffa, or Nelson in his behaviour at Naples. That is

a matter for the student of ethics, or the religious dogma-
tist, to decide. All that the historian has to do is to get

what conclusion he can out of the conflict of the evidence,

and to decide whether Napoleon or Nelson actually did

that of which their enemies accused them ; or, if he cannot
arrive at fact, to state probability, and the reasons that

incline him to lean to the affirmative or the negative.

This debate goes to the roots ; there can be no greater

issue. Among recent English historians Powell seems to

stand alone or almost alone in his belief that the historian

has all the duties, but has only the duties, of any other

man of science. In his General Survey of Modern
History he is still more explicit :

^

History is not a matter of Chance, or Fortune, or what
the Church calls the Finger of Providence, but of Law,

—

» Vol. ii. pp. 1 foil.
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Law that works exactly as it does in Hydraulics or in

Botany.

This was said in his last year : in 1898 he had spoken in

the same sense to a private society

:

I would regard History as an absolute science, as much
as, for example, Botany ; and practical politics have no
"more relationship to History, and no less, than, say, the
art of gardening to Botany. ... It is not the function of

the historian to pass judgements at all. Historical science

is at present in much the same elementary stage as was
astronomical science before Copernicus.^

Lord Acton had said that ethics were Hhe marrow of

history '. We can partly see how Powell, at any rate, was

led to his doctrine. No one was better versed than Acton,

not only in the facts of history, but in all European theories

of politics and history. Powell's bent and reading did not

draw him to this abstract field, and he suffered in one way

for the loss. For he thought little of ' philosophers ', for-

getting that it is not so easy to avoid being one. Did

philosophy, then, begin at the point where Powell might

cease to think? The inference would be unjust to him.

Indeed, his ideas were in the air ; above all, the vaguer

applications of Darwinism were one source of his creed.

Darwinism turned towards optimism,—that was one of

the strongest currents in his mind ; he looked more and

more on life and history from that point of view. He did

not refine upon his simple proposition that ethics and

history are separate, except to say that the growth of

moral ideas, like other things, was a subject for the his-

torian. He was sure that he thought of human conduct,

when treated by the historian, as simply a field for de-

scriptive analysis. When he could not deny that he was

as much entitled, or bound, as others to praise or to blame,

he said in effect that in doing so he ceased to be an his-

torian and became a moralist. As we have seen, Powell

did not always go through the form of thus changing his

^ See p. 410 post^ footnote.

I
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robes. He does not like to blame great men, but he is

constantly praising them in moral terms ; and smaller men
he abuses racily, not only for their follies but for their

sins. Yet it is idle to fasten on these inconsistencies ; he
was always building up his thought, always open to dis-

cussion, and he would certainly have cleared, if not

modified his theory. Perhaps he would have said that the

historian is a juror who finds on the facts, not a judge who
passes sentence. But he might also have scrupled to grant

judicial powers to the moralist. Moreover, his theory,

if true, is little the worse for his deviations from it : and
it is of deep interest to trace how Powell arrived at it.

Besides Darwinism thus interpreted, some other determin-

ing causes appear. One was his inborn and practical

mistrust of Puritan ethics. Another was his sympathy,

—much stronger than Lord Acton's and so making up in

part for his inferior knowledge of the higher intellectual

history—with primitive, half-barbaric polities, and the

mixed strong characters who bring these polities a step

onwards in civilization. It is not easy for a sagaman to

think that * ethics are the marrow of history' or that
*morality is the sole impartial criterion of men and things',

if by this it be meant that he must estimate Thrond or

Gudrun merely by their ' goodness '. Further, Powell was
a student of folklore, and such a student inevitably tends

to look on moral ideas as in a state of flux and formative

vicissitude, often hardly distinguishable from custom that

has outlived its warrant ; while at other times ideas that

are honoured as moral may be in flat antagonism to the

prosperous survival of their devotees. Powell, then, was

led to his view of the historian's ofiice by his reading of

Darwinism, by his Scandinavian studies, by his hatred of

the Puritan, and by folklore. To these must be added
the decisive influence of Machiavelli, his opinion upon
whom can be read at length.^

It is curious to see how, though Powell disliked Hegel

» Vol. ii. pp. 14-21.
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and all kinds of * idealism ', he landed in a hopeful view of

history which brings him near to some Hegelians. Lord

Acton may be once more quoted, for he clearly felt that

Hegel's was the most imposing form of error. He
expounded it in the striking sentence (not of course in

technical language)

:

It means that power goes where power is due, that the
will of providence is made manifest by success, that the
judgement of history is the judgement of heaven.^ ... If

the past is not to be judged by the present [i.e. by present

views of ethics] it must be judged by the event, which
is [to Hegel] the verdict of the powers that govern the

universe. . . . Failure is always deserved, and that which
perishes perishes by its own fault. ^

This inference to Lord Acton seemed chaos ; and yet,

except for the religious language, it not unfairly represents

Powell's tendency. It seemed to Acton to open the path

to perilous and infinite allowances ; and if that theory

means that every age ought to be judged by its own
canons, the application of that sliding scale, as a branch
of ethical and historical inquiry, is still in its teens, and
practically of no avail :

^

—or, as Powell would have put it on his side, * in much the

same elementary stage as astronomy before Copernicus.'

These are no doubt profound oppositions of theory.

Yet the agreement in practice between the moralist and

the naturalist is almost equally striking. Napoleon is

a test case. Let the reader turn to Lord Acton's remarks

on him in the English Historical Review : he does not

slight Napoleon's actual significance or power. Nor is

Powell blinded by the glamour of mere energy or

temporary omnipotence. Both the Romanist and the

secular Regius professors face the test, each with his

innate sincerity ; both agree that the facts must be

presented undiscoloured ; and both escape any mental

extremes or dangers due to their respective creeds.

1 Eng. Hist. Rev., vol. ii. p. 578 (July 1887).

^ lb., vol. V. p. 309 (April 1890).

I
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PowelFs view of history is part of his whole view of

good and evil. He did not confuse them, but he seemed,

like Whitman, to define evil as the perishable element in

the world. It was hateful and had to be overcome ; but
he could hardly doubt that overcome it finally would be,

and that the world normally went on pretty well despite

many incidents. Once he said, * the world is like a college

:

queer things may happen, but it goes on somehow, and it

is best that it should.' Not that he had any false hopes
about the reformation of evil individuals ; there he was
rather sceptical ; the solution for them was to die out. Nor
had he, on the other hand, any of that transferred Calvinism,

traceable in Schopenhauer, according to which there is

some original knot, or constant vice, in human nature.

He also often expressed himself on the relative position

of literature and historical writing. Artist though he was,

no one could be harder on style divorced from science

;

a vice of which Macaulay and Froude were his chosen

examples. In an unpublished address he puts his point.

Unfortunately, history is frequently written as a party
pamphlet or as a treatise on morality ; but the proper
view is to treat history as an accumulation or assemblage
of facts respecting humanity en masse, and not respecting
single individuals. Literature, on the other hand, is

concerned with the expression of human emotions in an
artistic manner. A history may, of course, be a model of

exposition, but that is not its true raison d'etre. Such
histories are usually untrustworthy and should be read
for their style and not for their history. Darwin's excellent

faculty of exposition is an advantage, but is not the end of
his works.

Literary works afibrd the historian a great hunting-
ground. They serve to fill the gaps in the records of
which history is as full as is the geological record. The
historian must above all things possess a scientific imagina-
tion (to use Thomson's expression). He must understand
what is really impossible. The masterpieces of literature

enable the true historian to live again in the past, just as
a visit to the East will enable him to project himself into

the Oriental life far more than any amount of acquired
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knowledge of languages or of persons would. An actual
visit even of short duration will enable him to understand
what is impossible in the East. It is this insight into the
life of the past which such works as Dante's Divina Corn-
media, Chaucer's Prologue, and Langland's Piers Plowman
afford. The latter might be regarded as the Carlyle of his

day. Chaucer was rather to be compared to a high-class

novelist of the present day. The future historian will find, in

the literature of the present age, TroUope and such writers
of far more importance than Dickens and Thackeray. The
latter are novelists of imagination while Trollope is a novel-
ist of observation. The writers of the tendency novel,

including Zola and Mrs. Humphry Ward, will be less useful
to the future historian than Balzac and Gissing.^

In such a spirit Powell used Chaucer and Langland for

his own History of England. He justly felt that /style'

without science is the sin against the light. Modest him-

self, he seemed almost too willing that the historian's work

should lose its identity, like a physicist's or botanist's, and

be poured into the common fund, as without style it must.

He does not add that, once the method and masonry are

sound, the climax of the historian's scientific process is an

artistic process ; that ^ style ' then, so it be not mere finish,

means thinking, is thinking. In practice he assents to

this ; the artist in him responds at once to good historical

writing. His remarks on the styles of Gibbon and of

Gardiner (* he ripens like old ale in the Eastern counties ')

are examples. It is natural, then, to ask how Powell wrote

history himself, and the question has been half-answered

already. He shares in the bent of his generation. The
basis of the older historical styles from Gibbon onward

tended to be Latin rhetoric ; curbed and simplified in the

best cases, but still rhetoric in its vocabulary, its sentences,

and its periods. The half-forgotten Sharon Turner, and

still more, Macaulay, are examples ; Motley and Lecky are

later examples, in whom rhetoric easily runs to a flaunting,

garish-coloured seed. Froude also has his rhetoric, though

^ Summary of notes, transmitted through Mr. R. M. Leonard, of an
address to a private society in Oct. 1895.
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it is as a rule purified by limpidity and plainness. Lord

Acton has the rhetoric of epigram, sometimes monumental,

often oracular. But in many historians of the later nine-

teenth century there is a return to plainness and native

diction : sometimes because, like Stubbs and Gardiner,

they were teachers ; and in others, like Freeman, under

the influence of doctrine. Freeman's style, touched with

aflected simplicity, plain in clause and structure, but too

diffuse and tending to be Anglomaniac in diction, is well

known ; at its best, it is of excellent force and purity.

Freeman did his utmost to throw over imported poly-

syllables and fine writing, and to go back to what seemed

the genuine, oaken, Germanic fibre of the language. He
probably uses as large an infusion of Romance words as

any one else. The same impulse appears, exaggerated, in

another writer, who is not an historian, namely William

Morris ; and may in his case have been encouraged by

familiarity with the prose of the sagas, with its rich vivid

vocabulary almost of uniform stock, and its curt simple

sentences. This leaning, though the effects produced by

it are sometimes beautiful, is too much founded in race-

doctrine or patriotic illusion, and is too great a sacrifice of

noble resources, to commend itself long. It is, however,

the form that the very ancient vernacular tradition, which

runs back through Cobbett, Defoe, Latimer and Wyclif,

has taken in our time ; and so there is some health in it.

Powell was void of any doctrine in the matter ; he some-

times used an archaic word or form, especially in translating.

He was well versed in the manner of Freeman, and not

quite untouched by it ; he was deeper dyed in saga than

any Englishman, even Morris : and his touch of the child's

directness of mind and speech came out in some of his

earlier historical writings like the History of England,

where he is intentionally simple and brief in his sentences.

He writes better when at rest than in motion, his narrative

is sometimes clogged, while his descriptions go easily. He
takes much heed for verbal finish, constantly and freely
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correcting his draft. He is careful to cut out the wrong
kinds of echo or assonance in his clauses. In some of his

critical and personal writing, such as the pages on Omar,

every word is winnowed, while his presswork is less

studious and has more the virtues of his letters. He was
amused by a journalist who wrote of him when he was
made professor, that he 'wielded a brilliant pen'. No
image could be more accurately bad than that of a club

or broadsword for Powell's writing, though he sometimes

thrust with the point. Except in his formal histories and
addresses and his technical reviews, he is apt to speak in

bursts and obiter dicta. Now and then he fashions, rather

than utters, a sentence.

Any one who like Mr. Barrett has traversed the woodland
and midland from the broad London river to the fords of

the Blackwater, and from the gentle Lea, with its peaceful
memories of Walton, to the bitter marsh of Tendring with
its Danish colony, and the busy, yacht-haunted, barge-
dotted, mallow-bordered estuary by Wivenhoe and Bright-
lingsea (one of the classic grounds of our finest sport,

yachting), and looks back on his tramp through green
lanes and white high roads, will sigh with him as he con-

cludes his ^ varied wanderings through the good old county
of Essex ' \

Powell's style is clear and alive always ; his voice can

be heard in it. Its fault is to be pestered, in historical

writing, with detail ; some of the pages are like a crowded

map. But that is a picture of his mind. He runs to cata-

logues and processions, and likes the clamour of proper

names. One of his natural forms is the survey, where

he stops in the story, and arrays the pageant. There are

many examples in our second volume. Powell's enumera-

tions are not quite like those of other historians : it is

surprising that they yield so much and escape incoherence.

After all, if they are crowded, it is with life, and with

a vision not only of the main historic figures and currents,

^ Keview of C. E. B. Barrett's Essex: in Manchester Guardian,
July 12, 1892.
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but of by-ways and of lesser but still significant and pic-

turesque facts. Some of his best writing was done in

a rapid heat, and stands scrutiny well.

Most men who become a legend do some conscientious

work in its service. Powell became a legend of omni-

science, to his own disgust. His efibrts to hide what he

knew made matters worse. It would come out one

morning that he had long since begun Hebrew, or was

well seen in Old Irish, or that he could say a deal

about leather. It was hard for him to forget anything

he had learnt, and his mind did not cease to work upon it,

as often is the case with men of rare power of memory.

It would be absurd to draft a list in form of his various

attainments. This book may give some impression of

them. Perhaps his library, as he left it, may show best

in what proportion he cared for different things. It

contained between four and five thousand works. There

was his full collection of old Scandinavian literature, now
joined to Vigfiisson's on the shelves of Christ Church.

For modern history, he had the Bodleian hard by, and he

could not afford to buy magnificently, though his store

was adequate and various. But there was folklore, and

antiquarian and topographical matter, in plenty; very

little science ; more on sports (boxing, fencing,^ wrestling)

;

^ Powell paid regular visits to Eadley College for many years to judge

in the boxing and fencing competitions ; and Mr. H. M: Evans has been

good enough to contribute the following note :

* As a judge of fencing, his shortsightedness was somewhat against

him, but we never remember any of his decisions being cavilled at. In

boxing (of which in his younger days he had been a distinguished ex-

ponent), he gave great, perhaps undue, weight to style, considering,

and we think rightly, that a sound style was a sure foundation for

success in the future with young beginners. "We cannot recall his ever

coming to Radley except on these occasions, and it was remarkable

how he carried on his recollections of the more promising competitors

from year to year, though he never came across them except for a few

moments in the ' ring '. He continued to judge until very shortly before

his death, and we can well remember the letter of unfeigned regret and

disappointment in which he announced his inability to come and its

cause.'
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and more works on bibliography than most private men
possess. The list also shows a good many books on art,

but they do no justice to the place that art^ filled in Powell's

existence. Here must be reckoned his cherished gathering

of Japanese pictures, many hundreds : none of his outlay

gave him greater pleasure. The courteous and smiling

Japanese merchant, the ^ little tempter ', would often come
on Sunday morning with a large portfolio, and leave some
of it behind him.

He had quite as many books on literature as on history.

There were endless copies presented by the authors,

—

scholars, beginners, young or unknown poets, or Yerlaine,

Verhaeren, Wilde. Translations and books of a learned

cast he read with pencil in hand, praising, scoring out, or

emending.

I am struck (writes Mr. John Sampson) with what would
seem to point to a very unusual faculty of finding mental
relaxation and refreshment in new strange studies which
he could not have hoped to carry very far, such for

instance as queer languages like Cree, Eskimo, Gypsy, and
Japanese. His books help to explain what impressed me
in his writings, unexpected generalizations and comparisons,

pleasant side-lights and by-paths in the world of letters.

One notices a curious interest in undercurrents of litera-

ture ; and, in the English and French, the general absence
of classics and standard authors, and books written round
them, not to mention the works *no gentleman's library

should be without '.

In the catalogue there are more than a thousand

volumes of foreign literature and philology, of the wide

range just indicated. No one knows when or whether

Powell took First Lessons in Maori, The East, for one

who was not a specialist (though he had the elements of

Hebrew and also of Persian) is curiously well represented.

1 He also gave practical help to art and other teaching. His friend

Mr. Goddard Orpen tells that ' he did much to encourage the School of

Arts and Crafts at Bedford Park ' besides ' interesting himself in the

Chiswick High School, of which he was one of the directors '.
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There are works, often translations, dealing with Arabic,

Chinese, Persian, Tamil, Japanese ; this strain of interest

appears in Powell's reviews. Among larger European
literatures the German is somewhat slighted : Italian and
French bulk largest. There are the names of fifty books

on Dante. Much of the French is poetry and memoir.

There is little fiction in that or any language ; and, to

quote the same expert,

that little is almost entirely examples of the picaresque
novel, English or foreign (e. g. R Head or Lazarillo de
Tormes), sailors' yarns, tales of adventure for schoolboys
or ' grown-ups '.

Spanish and Portuguese are prominent ; and a good

judgement of Powell's interest in the Peninsula may be

formed from a note furnished by his friend Don F. de

Arteaga y Pereira, Lecturer in Spanish at Oxford. Though
not wholly on literary matters, it may be given here intact.

He spent part of the time of his youth in Spain,

principally in Madrid, at about the time of the Spanish
Revoluci6n de Setiembre (1868).

He knew the political intrigues that led to the marriage
of Isabella II, also those preceding her dethronement,
which he learnt there from a distant connexion of the
Royal family.

The names of Montpensier, Serrano, and Prim, were as

familiar to him as the diflerent principles they represented.

From that time, no doubt, York Powell's interest in and
love for Spain and Spanish things sprang, an interest and
love that only died with him.

He took much interest in Spanish gipsies, and spoke of

his talks round their fires with them.
He could read Spanish, Catalan, and Portuguese, and

could really express himself in Spanish. He had been an
Examiner for the Taylorian Scholarship in Spanish together

with Don Pascual de Gayangos.
He knew the best authors of Spanish literature, though

more the ancient than the modern, and was quite familiar

with the best English translations of the Spanish classics

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
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His admiration for Spanish art was unlimited, especially

for Velazquez and Goya, who were in his opinion the best
of Spanish masters.

He had no prejudice against any author or school, but
loved the work for its real merit. His views were very
broad ; he seemed quite incapable of understanding that
any other sentiment than that of art could find place in

anybody's mind on reading or contemplating a work.
Once, when the difficulty was mentioned to him of reading
Celestina, one of the prescribed books for the Scholarship,

in the case of ladies attending the lectures, he simply said :

* If they cannot stand it, let them not attend the class.'

He had a real pleasure in making the acquaintance of

Spaniards, and was most hospitable to those who happened
to come to Oxford.

His love for Spain was best shown in the efforts he made
to bring Spanish literature and art to the front in England.
Thus, it was he who in 1889 set the Lothian Essay on
James I of Aragon, won by Mr. Raymond Beazley, and in

1894 and 1898 brought for the annual foundation Lectures
at the Taylor Institution such lecturers as Morel-Fatio
and Butler Clarke, who so well depicted the old Spanish
life in their lectures ^L'Espagne du Don Quijote', and
* The Spanish Rogue-story '. Finally, it was he who, through
his recommendation to the Editor of The Studio, brought
the Spanish artist Seftor Riquer before the English public

in the pages of that Review.
This interest and love for everything connected with

Spain was sealed on his death-bed, when he read—as

one of his last books—Galdos's La Revohicidn de Julio,

then just published, and sent to him by his friend Prof
Bywater, then in Madrid, who had only taken farewell of

him—though perhaps not thinking for ever—a few weeks
before.

Though he could thread his way among so many litera-

tures, Powell, engrossed with history, scholarship, and

folklore, has left too little criticism. What remains has

its own beauty and value. Some of the best of it is to be

found in snatches of presswork, on Beowulf, on the

Nihelungenlied, on the Kalevala ; or in his letters. There

is much of his own life and sympathies in the brief papers

on Mr. Swinburne and Mr. Kipling. His only studies of
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the usual kind and length are those on Defoe and Mein-

hold ; the Meinhold is full of the zest of vindication and

discovery ; Powell was just the man for an underestimated

writer. The historical instinct is seldom far off, and the

comparison of Meinhold with other novelists of similar aim

is of his best. It was this instinct that drew him to Balzac,

on whom he unhappily never wrote at length. The truth-

fulness and depth of Balzac grow on us with years

;

but most English critics except Professor Saintsbury

appear to dread Balzac a little, perhaps because of the

fullness and frankness of his contact with life, and they

end in cautious half-admissions. Some lines by Powell

may be rescued in passing :

—

Balzac's novels form the best history of 1830. He alone,

among French historians, has grasped the essential features

of the society that revolted from the ideas of the Restora-

tion, and welcomed the bourgeois rule, first of the regicide

son, and afterwards of the Creole's grandchild. He alone

perceived the dangers which commercial greed and shame-
less speculation and selfish dynastic dreams were to bring

upon the most artistic and most conservative nation in

Europe—a nation which most needs, if it can, to respect

its own high ideals, and which is ever more ready to

forgive a magnificent failure than a sordid success. He
alone has studied the heart as well as the intellect of the

average French man and woman of his age, and shown
how inevitably the new leaven of material prosperity has

brought with it change of character. And the process of

change has gone on since he ceased to write. We have
seen how, under the cruel but quickening influences of

a great but not wholly undeserved disaster, the new
generation has striven, in spite of the obstinate but
confused memories of the past that have hampered their

efforts, to prepare a noble future for the greatest of the

Latin peoples.^

Writing on pure literature, Powell at first sight seems

a gentle, even panegyrical critic, as kind to his authors as

if they were his personal friends, and bathing their faults

1 Review of May 9, 1893, in Manchester Guardian*

T.v.x E e
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in the glow of his own generosity. He could T\Tite of long

past books as if their makers were alive, and he afraid of

hurting their feelings. He did not believe in professional

critics ;
* criticism is only one man talking about another

man.' His own method was to praise, by a patient choice

of epithet, an avoidance of the wrong eulogy, a caveat, laid

sometimes in terms of exaggerated modesty, against indis-

criminate or wrong praise. His preface to Miss Barmby's

Gisli the Outlaw is a good example, and the firmness of

his touch is the more to be remarked, because the authoress

was no longer living, and he was writing to introduce her

noble poem to the blind public ; as in admirable terms

he does.

In ' Eywind Scarred-face ' we have a story of mediaeval
invention, due in all probability to the zeal of some
bigoted clerk, dwelling on heathen obstinacy of the stupid

Pharaonic or Neronian type, turned into an appeal for

toleration. It is allowable to use a story in this way,

I admit, but its device and treatment jar, to my feeling,

with the clear sharp note of the best of the ballads that

Miss Barmby has here translated or originated.

Criticism through praise—that, after all, is the way of

many of the great judges, Longinus, Goethe, Coleridge,

Lamb, who have given the creative touch to what they

wrote on the creative work of others. And if the joy of

life in Powell himself might so overflow into his criticisms

as to err on the opposite side to that of the Pharisee, there

is at times a refreshing, booming, adverse detonation

—

commoner, however, in the letters—which saves his credit

for nerve. It was no recreation to him to read poor stufi',

and he could not understand those who did so : in this he

was like Vigfiisson. He thought, for instance, that M.

Cherbuliez, of the French Academy, was only railway read-

ing. He read anything in any tongue that made him laugh,

that had wit or talent. He liked Casanova for his bravura

and his historical importance, and as a type that had made
the most of itself. But he once made a motion to tear in
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two and put in the fire a yellow volume that turned on

incest. He amused himself either with the Pink 'Un
(of which stacks were found after his death), and with the

boxing reports in the Licensed Victuallers' Gazette, or else

with solid erudite things ; and was seen on a country plat-

form with historical folios open before him. In going

through a mass of books, on a shelf or table, he reminded

us of the creature in the prose Edda that was Fire and

devoured not only the food but the vessel as well.

A description by Mrs. Goddard Orpen is here in place :

To see Mr. Powell examine a book was to see the
working of a sixth sense, almost. He seemed to have
eyes and understanding in every finger tip. The nervous
hands felt the book, rapidly sorting the leaves. ^A very
good book—yes—see he writes well—knows his work.
Ah ! there 's a slip, page 135—no, that date is wrong/
This is no exaggeration of loving memory, for I have seen
him do it scores of times in my husband's library, running
over new books on all manner of subjects. I never ceased
to marvel at what was the power he possessed of per-

ceiving the contents of a book. I have seen many men,
clever, learned and wise men, run through books, as the
saying is, but never one do it as he did.

In his criticisms of men and art, especially of young

men and of young art, whether books or pictures,

Powell never shrank from risking the errors of the

prophet. His look was turned towards the future ; this

came from his generous contact with the young, and was

the secret of his power to command their response. Some
could not understand this ; they could not see that Powell's

reluctance to narrow his hopes was better than their in-

capacity to widen their own. His mind was restless and

forward-reaching, and craved novelty and distinction : be

had the passion, in this sense, for being ^up to date', for

having read the last poem, the last story. He was always

on the watch for Iss jeunes : he was one of them himself.

He foresaw early many now admitted reputations. He
honoured Mr. Meredith from the first, and would talk for

E e 2
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hours of Mr. Henry James's later tales, as their excellence

and unpopularity increased. Mr. Hardy's iron pessimism

was alien to his temper, and he admired him not doctrinally

but on the surer ground of art. These of course were

seasoned writers. Amongst the younger ones, he at once

recognized the melodies of Mr. William Yeats amidst his

reeds and tender talking waters, when they were known
only to a knot of Irish friends. He noticed with delight

the yet younger voices, still awaiting development, that

speak from Dublin. In presence of all new writing of

promise he stood far alike from the natural and honest

but unfruitful and reciprocal gush of the young authors

themselves, and from the distrust of the old official re-

viewers, and from what is worse, the occasional engouement

with which they indemnify themselves. Perhaps in some

cases Powell's enthusiasms were not worth sixpence ; but

that is a personal opinion. He was ready enough with the

severity of silence. His way was to say nothing when he con-

demned, except in cases of popularly admired pretension.

He would shut the book without a word, and never return

to it or think about it. If he did not like a friend's MS.
it was left at the house neatly packed without remark.

He knew that bad work requires no gravedigging. It lies

out, and the birds of the air make their nest of its shreds,

and the beetles of the field obliterate it bit by bit : not an

untender disposal to oblivion. In painting he was perhaps

too easily pleased with intentions. It was a means of

happiness to himself, and he was prone to admire those

who had got beyond his own difficulties. But his strain of

French sympathy brought him to Rodin and Degas far

sooner than most Englishmen who are not trained and

prescient critics. He shared Stevenson's eagerness to give

credit, and to divine beauty or power in unappreciated

fields. Many could see that he was indulgent, but not

many could feel they had enjoyed more good pictures than

Powell.

A mind so ondoyant et divers, so richly variegated,
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careless of doctrinal consistency, yet with certain ' master-

currents ' that 'ran permanent and free', showing a
different self to every friend, and always developing, is

hard enough to fix in portraiture. Powell sometimes per-

plexed everybody. But one thing was plain, that Powell

did not share the perplexity. He never seemed to lose

his way in the bazaar of his interests and opinions. He
had no dogmatism of manner, but he seldom appeared to

have any doubts. He once said, 'After all, things are

very simple,' with much emphasis. He meant not, I think,

speculative things, but the primary ties and affections of

life. For himself he cared little, if those he loved and

who loved him were in the way of happiness. Some of

them he outlived, and his memory, naturally strong,

remained lighted with their presences : an aspect of

Powell that we should not gather from his Omaresque
profession of faith, well as this expresses his faculty for

artistic and spiritual enjoyment. He also had fixed pre-

judices—as many as Dr. Johnson ; he was ' bitter and

gay' in the utterance of them, he sported them like a

flower in his coat, and they never really drooped, though

his good nature and instinct for justice led him to make
exceptions for many individuals, as in the case of Ameri-

cans, Germans, Jews, and learned ladies—a somewhat

extensive list of antipathies. He also had some very stable

intellectual principles : he was unvarying in his position

towards religion, death, and many matters of life and

conduct. Some of these principles will be clear already,

and on a few others I shall try to touch. But the plan

of this book is to let others speak, and above all to let

Powell speak for himself. It will therefore be convenient

to quote several descriptions by persons who knew him

long and well, as well as some remaining letters which

do not depend for their interest on their dates or the

names of the recipients.

It is natural to begin with some words from Oxford,

where his position was peculiar. Though he lived in the
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shelter of Oxford and owed her much, he was not one of

her typical sons, who express the genius of the place in

its power and weakness. Them he did not always much
admire. Newman revolted his judgement, and did not

invariably charm him by style ; Matthew Arnold he

admired for verse and epigram, but doubted if he ' knew
his own business as a critic' and said that he ^scrambled

through by mother-wit'. In Ruskin he chiefly honoured

what made Ruskin alien to Oxford, his passionate concern

with social reformation, and what seemed to Powell his

prophetic insight. He said, however, that the two men
in Oxford he truly regretted not having known better

were Mark Pattison and Walter Pater. Amongst his chief

friends in the place were Hines the oratorical sweep, and

Vigfiisson the almost disregarded scholar. A reviewer of

Origines says well of its authors

:

It is hard to speak in the sober terms proper to bookish
scholarship of these strenuous explorers of the Icelandic

main, these picheurs d'Islande, who moved amid the
urbanities of Oxford, beloved, wondered at, but never
entirely tamed ; like real sea-captains on shore, framed in

the manners and breathing the air of a larger, freer, and
more primitive world.

^

Powell cut across all of Oxford's regular opinions and

fashions, though he adjusted himself without visible strain,

indeed with flexible sweetness and sociable gaiety, to its

life. His own radiation was so strong, like some of those

elements that discharge heat and power without apparent

loss of store, that many of the forces round him did not

reach him. He was also, as we have seen, regularly

refreshed by absence. He went through Oxford, not

really of it, yet never giving offence, and so made himself

a greater power there than if he had been. subdued to its

atmosphere. Evidently all kinds of persons resorted to

him : undergraduates in scrapes with women or credi-

tors, clever girls groping for a ^subject', poets seeking

^ Manchester Guardian, May 4, 1905 ; signed C. H. H[erford].
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publishers, and artists seeking sitters ; beggars wanting

money ; shy scholars who could not get on, but whom
Powell helped on

;
provincial lecturers on their promotion,

fellow-students bringing proof-sheets, youths who wished

(and whom he advised) to marry despite their shep-

herds, foreigners who drifted in for aid or introductions

or an interpreter
;
persons of importance on a holiday

;

all these knocked at his door, and were admitted : so that

it was no wonder if Oxford, while it never satisfied him,

loved him. Besides this, there was his life in Christ

Church day by day, which he lived on terms of goodwill

and afiection with his colleagues. He was there under

three Deans in succession, and his regard for Liddell

appears in his correspondence. This happy relationship

was continued ; and Dr. Paget, now Bishop of Oxford, has

furnished the following notes of a long association

:

It is sometimes said, in the tone of a censure on the
present day, that we do not see now the distinct, original

and unblurred types of personality which in bygone times
were honoured with the name of ' Characters '. They live

in a story here and there, to which the younger generation
listens more and more critically : Strepsiades delighted in

them, but they seem strange to Pheidippides : they have
indeed Dr. Johnson for their Patron Saint, and till he is

forgotten no educated man can deny that eccentricity may
dwell with greatness : but it is said that we do not see

them nowadays : it is doubted whether we should quite

appreciate them if we did.

Now this is very serious ; and I am glad to believe that

it is unjust. There are, of course, large tracts of society,

old and middle-aged and young, earnestly bent on becom-
ing as conventional as possible. But still there are some
sheltered spots, unswept by the dry winds of publicity and
success, in which a real tuman being can live his life and
be himself. There are our Colleges, with traditions which
evoke, even in the most progressive heart, what psychical

research would call, I think, a Subliminal Conservatism : •

and there are our country parishes. And in these, and,

doubtless, in some other happy corners of a hurried world,

it is still quite possible to be unlike other people; to
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cherish one's own tastes, to serve one's friends in every
rank of life, to look at all things with a frank, fresh eye,

to think out one's own thoughts, to make up one's own
mind, without considering whether its several opinions are

such as usually go together. And this, I think, is liberty :

the liberty in which the rich and deep and manifold
diversity of character comes out : and in which a good
man simply does as much as he can of that which he can
do best, and gives it to his fellow-men, to take or leave, to

slight or prize.

In such liberty York Powell lived and worked, and was
as unlike most men as any man whom I have known. If

one tries to describe him, it is no use looking for any sort

or group of men as illustrating what he was : no current

label can be stuck upon his mind, and his views will go
into no school of thought : on any subject he would say
something real and shrewd and worth remembering: but
it was seldom precisely what any one expected him to

say. Men who did not know him well might be confident

sometimes that his convictions would ensure his agreement
with them, or his opposition, as the case might be : but
as often as not they found that, whatever his convictions

might be, their confidence was wrong. He was not in-

consistent ; he was not even, I think, what Aristotle meant
by ofxaX&s avoffxakos : rather it seemed as though, with
a rapid, humorous, independent insight, he saw vividly

the greatness of something that we had undervalued, or

the littleness of something that convention had made much
of : and that upset the balance we had struck.

But of course I cannot judge of the distinctive character
of his mind, and the peculiar excellence of his work

:

they go far beyond my grasp. Where I seem to stand
on surer ground as I think of him, is in recalling what he
was as a colleague and a friend.

As a colleague, I knew him for nearly a quarter of a
century. We differed, I suppose, very widely concerning the
things for which I care most of all. The reality of differences

about such things cannot indeed be justly measured by
the appearance : if hearts were open and desires known
to us, both difference and agreement in religion might
sometimes dwindle, or even disappear, surprisingly : but
in all appearance York Powell and I stood, in regard to
religion, very far apart. Yet, searching my memory,
I cannot recall a single word that ever wounded me, or
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let me think that he thought lightly of what I held dear.

In rare perfection he had the grace of a sensitive and
chivalrous respect for the minds and hearts of others.

His power of imagination, his knowledge of history and
of the world, with the breadth of view such knowledge
gives, his fine freedom from self-centredness, all helped

his honest and good heart to know at once and unerringly

how he should bear himself towards those who saw things

in a light that was not his. It was an extraordinary skill

:

—and, it was something more than that.

The second excellence of which he set us an example
was unworldliness. He used his great ability with great

simplicity : he must have known that his mind was strong,

his memory retentive, his learning real : but he was as

one who never thought of seeking great things for himself:

unambitious, uncalculating, untroubled by any wish to

produce an effect. Those who have seen strong men slain

by ambition can never wish that any of their friends had
more of it : and I do not doubt that York Powell's work
was the better, as his life was the happier, for the lack of

it. But the lack was a part of the reason why out of all

his wealth of learning he has left so little for men to study :

he would have written more if he had thought more of

the judgement of the world : and one may fairly wish that

other motives, nobler than ambition, had had power to

make him do what weaker, poorer men have done for

their ambition's sake. But an example of unworldliness

in a man of brilliant gifts is a great thing : and he was in

this regard as simple as a child. I do not think that an
ambitious man could ever have laughed as heartily, as

delightfully as he did : and a man's laughter, as the Son
of Sirach had noticed, is one of the things that show
what he is.

I wish that I could write as I ought of that with which
I must end this poor attempt to tell of him : I mean his

genius for friendship. There is in the Upton Letters an
interesting and brilliant, though rather merciless passage

about the Autobiography of Herbert Spencer. The
writer's main point is the self-regard with which the

philosopher treated all the relations of life as though
their value lay in their aptness to keep him in good
health. I glance at the picture because it helps me with
the force of uttermost contrast to say how York Powell
seemed to me to think of his environment He was
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as one made for his friends, and putting all his heart

into the design. His time, his knowledge, his insight,

his interest, his affection—he gave them all, with a royal

and boyish generosity. If you were studying, and asked
him a question, he would at once give you, so to speak,

all he had got upon him : and then come round the

next day with a great deal more. I remember asking

him once about a point of mediaeval ethics, at which
I was trying to work a little : and I seem to see him
now walking into my study with an armful of books which
were quite unknown to me, and just what I wanted. If

you were ill and lonely, he would come and come again to

sit with you : and I doubt whether in the annals of friend-

ship there is anything to be spoken of more reverently

than his unwearied tenderness towards his friend Vigfiisson

in his long last illness. And if you were in great sorrow
York Powell would not write to you : he would come and
see you, not thinking of the difficulty of knowing what to

say, but thinking only (if he thought about it at all) that

in that way he came nearest to you, and had the best

chance of getting his shoulder under a bit of your burden :

— somewhat as a child may slip its little hand into the

hand of one who sits alone in grief It was indeed a true,

deep, bountiful heart that his friends—and they were
many—knew in him. And the other day, when I was
trying to see of which graces it might be said that

Christianity had either brought them into the world or

touched them with fresh light and life, I thought of

gentleness, as one such grace : and immediately I found
myself thinking of York Powell.

Dean Strong, the present Head of Christ Church, com-

pletes the sketch of Powell's collegiate life, and adds some

fresh characteristics

:

I do not remember my first introduction to Powell.

I knew him by sight long before I met him ; and he was
known among us, the undergraduates, as a man of vast

learning and somewhat eccentric habits. I do not know
where his rooms were first : in 1880 he moved into a set

in Canterbury looking over the garden opposite Oriel. He
succeeded in these rooms Mr. A. C. Madan, Student of the

House, who in 1880 joined the Universities' Mission in

Zanzibar. Mr. Madan had been my tutor in my first year,
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and I was familiar with the rooms. It was soon after 1880
that I came to know Powell, through Mr. J. H. Onions, one
of the Tutors, and a distinguished Latin scholar, now dead.
After my first introduction to Powell, he always treated me
with the utmost kindness : he was always ready to talk or
lend books, and his immense stores of knowledge were
then, as always afterwards, at my service. His hours were
not such as suited my ways of reading, and as I had the
fear of the Schools before me, I did not see so much of
him then as I did after my degree. But I have always
felt grateful to him for his ready friendship : there was no
reason, either in the work I was doing or in anything else,

why he should have gone out of his way to be kind to me.
When I came into Common Room, I found Powell a very

central figure in the company. It was rather a vexed
time : the new Statutes had recently come into force, and
there were acute difierences of opinion. I was aware of
this before, and wondered greatly how Common Room was
conducted in these conditions. Powell was identified with
the modernizing views in the extreme form. But I found
that he was in the truest sense persona grata ; he talked
freely and brilliantly. His talk was far removed from any-
thing like the professional good-talker, or the anecdotist

:

it arose directly out of the situation, and therefore is

practically impossible to reproduce, and very difiicult to
describe.

He had, besides an immense knowledge of books, an
^ extensive and peculiar ' knowledge of men and of curious
kinds of men. He had certain very strong prejudices, e.g.

against Jews. He was in the habit of bringing strange
foreigners to High Table—'Powell's assassins', Dodgson
called them. They were, I suppose, learned men as a rule,

but not infrequently they were political refugees, not
wholly unworthy (probably) of Dodgson's description.

His old servant in the Meadow Buildings, Heath by
name, was a perpetual joy to him, though probably Powell
was alone in this view of him. Heath was a pious man
with a great command of hymns. One night at dinner
with some literary men from London a question arose
which Powell referred to Heath. Heath promptly answered
it : and Powell told us afterwards with much delight that
H. had acquired quite a literary reputation in London
circles.

As Librarian he distinguished himself by his work on
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the collections of drawings and of music. The former
were mounted carefully by M. Gueraut and stored in boxes
specially made for them. With the music Powell frankly

owned that he was beyond his depth. But he recognized

the necessity of careful work on the collection : in his time
it was beautifully bound where necessary, and repaired,

and made ready to be properly catalogued.

I once went for a long walk with Powell. It was a
splendid day at the end of the Lent Term. I was coming
in, but I met Powell just starting, and he asked me to join

him, saying truly enough, * It isn't every day that you get

a chance of going with me.' We went nearly down to

Sandford along the towpath. He talked all the time and
said far more interesting things than I can remember. We
looked over the bridge-side at a small lasher just above
Iffley, and he said, as he watched the water rushing over

the steps of the lasher, * It is only the Japanese who can
paint that : in the West men paint water falling in a single

white mass : the Japanese let you see the bubbles and the

drops.' I don't know if this is true : I always think of it

when I go by the place. His rooms were adorned with
Japanese drawings, in which he certainly saw more than
I did.

I think his great kindness of heart, and his power of

seeing his own vigour in other less vigorous minds, made
him liable at times to be deceived in people. It was not
possible always to trust his judgement of men. There was
no man more loyal, more devoted to real learning, more
ready to encourage any eflPorts in that direction : nor was
there any man with wider sympathy for life in its various

forms.

I am glad to use Dean Strong's permission to add another

passage, taken from a University Sermon preached by him

in the Cathedral on Ascension Day, 1904, just after Powell's

death

:

College life admits of great reserve between one man
and another ; but, on the whole, the member of a college

soon reveals himself as he is. We who shared this common
life with York Powell here and at Oriel know well what he
was. We knew him as a true and loyal friend, enlivening

all intercourse with brilliant talk illustrated from his stores

of learning and wide experience of human life ; we kneAV
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him to be generous up to and even beyond the limits of
prudence, profoundly sympathetic with oppressed people,
stirred to his depths by the tragedy and pain of life ; we
knew him to be sincere, consistent, incapable of weak and
unreal compromise—and this especially in those matters
where he differed profoundly from the usual beliefs of men.
What was the fiill history of his attitude on these questions
no man knows, nor can we presume to sit in judgement
upon it. If he stood outside the kingdom in this life, he
was surely one who was not far from its gates. God will

know all about it, and may God grant him light

!

We see how Powell, thinking as he did, could live easily

and frankly amongst believers of this liberal temper. His

letters have already thrown some light on his religious

position. It has to be stated carefully, for in one sense it

was implied in all he said and did, while in another it did

not matter, for it never parted him from any one whom he

liked. If he sometimes said that he and his devout friends

had more in common than might be supposed, he did not

mean that he signed to a single one of their doctrines.

Here he was as firm in his seat as a divine. He meant
that humanity and charity were common ground, which

can be occupied either without any creed at all or in com-

pany with any of the gentler and freer religions. All can

meet in the open air. The persons he really surprised

were those of his own way of thinking, who had not like

him been born free and remained calm, but had worked

free and remained angry. He too could be angry enough

;

but there was never a sign, by the available evidence, of

any intellectual war or doubt within Powell ; he was angry

with something outside, with what he thought clerical

encroachment (which he loathed and resisted) or un-

generous ethics. Hence he had a start over many men of

either camp. His mind was clear for essentials ; he had

none of the pain or harshness due to the memory of broken

religious ties ; he was free to take his joys without a doubt,

and his sorrows without an opiate, and to move easily

amongst persons of opposite conviction :—more easily,
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perhaps, in some ways, than if the differences had been

minuter. This view of Powell is confirmed by an indepen-

dent watcher, Dr. Charles Bonnier, who left Oxford in 1900.

There for many years he had seen Powell constantly on inti-

mate terms, though he himself was apart from the routine

of Oxford life. Dr. Bonnier's Ex-Voto written upon his

friend must not to be abridged ; it is printed by his leave

in full at the end of the present volume. There are

gome features of Powell which this elegy dispenses others

from trying to paint : the look of the rooms in the Meadow
Buildings ; his ways with the humble ; and his humanism.

On the question of religious doctrine, on the calme iden-

tique of Powell (a word that gives the whole truth), I tran-

scribe here some lines into English :

He had ballasted himself in early youth : had tasted the
peace of which the apostle speaks, that passeth all under-
standing. Faith and belief seem to be for certain minds the
essential condition of their lives ; they have taken their

platform on certain subjects, and these they debate no
further ; the remainder of their brain is freed, it is available

for other labours. Thus is explained the freedom of mind
that is seen in certain Catholic priests. In the sciences

they are intrepid ; they are indulgent in all that does not
come near the ark of the covenant (I 'intangible). With
him it was a ^ sound atheism '

^ that took the place of such
a faith. After all, it was only a shifting of the centre of

certitude. He was as tranquil in his absence of faith as

the mystic is in his belief. It was not * agnosticism
'

; the
very word has discouraging suggestions. Rather it was
' gnosticism ', meaning thereby the endless impulse towards
knowledge . . . and the enjoyment that it brings. . . .

The last group of letters, each addressed to a different

person, throw further light on this ^ decent heathen Aryan

'

and his resourcefulness of heart. The first three were

drawn from him by the news that his friends had suffered

bereavement. It may be worthy remark that Powell's

feeling towards death was not at all that current one

which supposes that human life has some mystical and

1 Words not quoted as Powell's.
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innate value. The criminal law in many christianized

lands sets so high a value on life as to execute murderers,

while in others it spares them from the feeling that even

the slayer's life is sacred. Charities maintain alive and

in some well-being the mentally and physically unfit. It

takes some courage to say that a fellow-creature, however

useless or hurtful, is better dead, especially when it is

true. It is usually left either to coarse and callous people

to say so, or to very simple and untheoretical ones.

Powell, neither callous nor simple-minded, had this courage

in a marked degree. He would shun a friend's house

sooner than condole over the loss of some one who in his

opinion was an utterly uncompensated burden :
' I should

be afraid,' he said to me once, *of showing how glad

I am.' Or again :
' I had a talk with Mrs. Z , and we

were glad that old X was gone : he was a thoroughly

bad old person ' : perfidious and unsound, as Powell pro-

ceeded to explain. He would not admit that human life had

intrinsic value : all depended on the use that was made
of it. A profitless or retarding man was a profitless or

retarding animal : his disappearance fulfilled the law of

progress. Powell's Darwinism was not reasoned out, but

it coloured in this way his views of life and death.

Perhaps, as has been suggested already, the Latin strain

in his sympathies made him think more lightly of mere
life. At times his views found paradoxical expression.

Some one told a tale, with much abhorrence, of an English

sea-captain who refused to rescue a man struggling on

a spar, at some distance away on the ocean. The captain

said it was his duty to his employers to be * punctual \ and
went on.

Powell (pensively) : I dare say that might happen
oftener than we think.

The Others: Now, Powell, don't you think that an
absolute case of human life being sacred ?

Powell (silent, and smoking hard, rather cornered

:

at last, with a twinkle) : I should like to know first what
sort of a man that was on the raft

!
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As the difficulties of a preliminary inquiry struck him, he

solved the question in laughter, but the answer was not

merely playful. All this, of course, would be misread if

taken alone. In practice he would have been soft-hearted

enough. But he judged the dead, from one point of view,

by the same measure, as if they were living : from another

point of view, as if they had long been matter of history.

Nor did he ever show any sign, to my knowledge, of

supposing (as it is put by Tolstoi, whom he disliked

so much) that *the dead are not really dead'. He had

no physical dread of death, had seen many dead persons,

and would sometimes speak of having done so. But his

letters show that no man felt loss more sharply, or was

better in consolation. Those whom he loved and thought

most of in life, he remembered with an edge of affliction

that nothing could blunt. They had been bright and active

in this questionable world ; they had died before their

work was done, and their going did not visibly fulfil the

law of progress at all, though probably * it was all right '.

The earth had seemed rational when they spoke of it, its

hopes were more credible while they remained upon it.

When others suffered the like he was not silent.

To a Friend,

Don't even in your dark hour imagine you are useless.

You have made a great many people happier : that is one
way at all events of making the world go round. You
have the passion of kindness, which very few people really

have. I like people who are beautiful and fine in body or
mind or art or skill, and it is easy to be kind to them

;

but you don't stop at that, you are kind to people who are
not interesting.

I am sure you are doing your darg all right. Never
fear, yours is not the place of an ^ idler

' ;
you are on deck

in the gale most of the time, or stoking below in the heat
It all looks small, what one does ; I know one often feels

that (and I know others do too), but still we are all

I
unprofitable servants' sometimes, and sometimes one

judges oneself too hardly, in the bad hours, as one flat-

ters oneself in the gay hours. You know, the sense of
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sympathy is what makes all living worth living : it makes
love, friendship, kindness : I shouldn't be surprised to find

it has made the world, such as it is. It certainly has
made all trees and beasts and men. Now you've got the
sympathetic temper : you rejoice with those that rejoice

and weep with those that weep, and it gives pleasure, and
you make the world happier, and it needs all the happiness
it can get. So you mustn't stop or chuck it.

... I want you to know I do care immensely for my
friends, though I don't do much for them, or show it, I'm
afraid. But I would even risk their friendship, I think,

to do them good. Shute gave me that example. He was
a real fine fellow, and utterly unselfish and utterly courage-

ous. It was the first loss I ever felt, his death. It drew
a black line across the track. One was no longer young,
in the old way. Bob's was another black line. One felt

as if one had walked with an angel, and suddenly he flew

away, and you knew he would not come back. . . .

And to another he wrote :

I was glad to get your letter and see you are feeling a bit

better. I was really troubled to see you so unhappy and
run down. I hate to see my friends worried and in

sorrow.

It is quite true one learns too late, but the world, or
rather we, are made so. It is quite true, too, we can only

live by * making believe' a little and not thinking too

much about the process. I, like you, have found this out
by experience. I am glad you have found an occupation

. . . that takes one out of the World of Regrets and
Vain Hope and the Grief of the days that are gone. I can't

help you to lighten sorrow. I wish I could. It is so sad
one can't bear even a corner of a friend's burden. Each
must dree one's own weird, so it is. I can only give empty
sympathy. Yet I know how bitter grief can be. . . . How
close the dead are to us ! One lives much more by
memory than one did, I find. But the living are here to

care for, and that is something good, I think.

And to a third, a man whose father had died

:

I am sorry to hear of your being in grief. It is nothing
I can say that will help you, but I just feel I should like

to tell you that I am sorry. I was awfully fond of my
father, and I felt his loss bitterly, and I know your father

was a great deal to you, and you must be having a bad
T. p. I F f
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time. You have one consolation I had not. You have
been able to be of use to your father. I never had the
chance of this, or of showing him in anything but words
that I was grateful for all his many kindnesses.

I am sorry your holiday has been so clouded by this

shadow, that I know you were already in fear of. I hope
that you will be able at least to get some rest when the
acuteness of this bad news has lessened.

The only thing we can do for those that are gone is to

keep them in loving memory ; sorrow is vain, though one
cannot help it, and mourning useless, though it is a kind
of help at the time to many people.

You are luckier than those who have had their parents
torn from them when they were hardly conscious of the
strong ties that bound them to them.

I hope you will stay in the country and try and get
a real rest, for grief is more wearing than any work,
I think. . . . Don't trouble to answer this. It is not
meant to be answered, I only wanted to let you know
I was sorry for your sorrow. I am yours faithfully.

The next is in praise of kindness :

I met on Saturday and he talked much of your
gentil esprit and of your kindness to him. You have
really done him good and given him a great deal of pleasure.

Older people are always touched extremely by the kindli-

ness of the young. I don't think there are many who realize

this as you do. I always remember your kindness to V .

He too was very grateful for it. You ought to have a very
happy old age, for you have made others happy when you
had the chance. I don't often write seriously like this, so

you will forgive me for once.

Other letters are written in a strain, by now familiar, of

advice or congratulation : in one case the advice was taken.

You ought to get married, if only for the sake of the

children, they are so pretty, and it is real enjoyment
watching them and listening to them. If they bring

anxiety and care, as they do, they bring pleasure too.

It is splendid to see them pleased, and one begins to

understand the old idea of God rejoicing in his creatures,

for behold they are very good. Luckily one has not his

prescience, or one might not have the pleasure of the hour
so fully.
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And again

:

... I think you would probably do very well in such

a post. You care for the work in its highest sense (the

only sense a man ought to care for it in) and you have had
the sense to give yourself a thorough training, which few
men have done here : and you have plenty of energy and
are a good man of business, conscientious and not rash in

judgement. One can say this of few men, you see, and
I can say all this clearly and definitely about you to my
friend.

You feel, I know, the fact that History has a great future

in Gt. Britain if it is properly taught ; and that improper
teaching is worse than none ; that exams, are not the only

test of a man's work, that men ought to study for love not

for money and position, and that the ^ wages of going on

'

are the only wages an honest man can take.

I think you have the root of the matter in you, and no
man will be more pleased than I shall be when my hopes
of your future are turned into facts, which all can see, that

are able to see anything. Hence I feel that you are

a candidate I can heartily speak for without reserve.

You must take care of your health, above all, now that

you are building up your constitution ; for without health,

believe me, the highest work is hard to do.

You must marry and leave this unhealthy college life,

with its one-sided limitations, and this you must do any-
how. If your success helps you to so much, I shall be very

glad, but do not waste your youth on mere brainwork.

The best brainwork wants a deep background of sympathy.
Such, a wife and children will give you, and nothing else

can. Excuse my terrible 'don de familiarity', and
remember always I am your sincere friend.

The next letter was written to a friend's wife upon the

birth of her first child

:

You must be feeling very happy. I congratulate you
with all my heart. Children, happy, healthy children, are

an abiding joy, the joy that lasts longest, I think. I hope
your son will be a blessing to you all your life. I think

mothers will always have most joy in sons after all, tho'

fathers may love their daughters just as well. I hope you
[will] see your children's children.

It seems to make a place really home when the children

are there. It seems like lodgings till then. You will have

Ff 2
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endless pleasure in seeing your baby grow every day, and
watching its pretty helpless ways till it begins to become
independent in such funny busy ways. I think you like

children and young things, and it won't feel strange to you,

but as if you had really come into your own and reached
real life.

Such a pleasure to you both makes me really pleased

and brightens the day. Every one tells me you are a very
kind and gentle-hearted woman, and I am glad you have
this great blessing of a fine son, for I know it will make
you very happy, and you deserve to be happy. Believe

me with all good wishes yours very sincerely.

Powell's theories on women, it may here be said, were

pretty well known to his familiar friends. He was much
liked by women, and was chivalrous and courteous to them

all. He held fast, with glosses and amendments of his own,

to the view of the natural man that the proper business of

women is childbearing :
' the only thing they do which we

cannot do at all ; other things we can generally do better.

His formula wa« that 'marriage puts women right'. He
had a heroic and simple-minded faith in marriage for all

women who were capable of maternity. He had pity with-

out scorn for those who missed marriage. This feeling was

not only personal but scientific,—Darwin once more ! It

was an aversion to sterility, that Powell shared with

Nature. He was always thinking of the stock. He had

no place for wives who were unwilling to be mothers or

for mothers who neglected their children. The latter were

monsters : the former punished themselves, and were waste

products extinguished in due course. He was also deeply

alive to the imaginative and, as he once called it, the

* sacramental ' side of marriage and of love ; more at home,

perhaps, in the Paradiso than in the Vita Nuova. There

was also room in him for Tristram Shandy ; he found

human nature there also. And he could forget—almost
—^the want of looks in women, if they still had the

signature of honest experience, above all if they had kept

laughter alive in themselves. He wanted faces and per-
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sons with whom Nature had had her full opportunity:

inscribed faces, tried persons, if only they had survived,

—had come out of the stress, perhaps far from perfect,

yet far from barren. The strength of his sympathetic

response to those who were in grief has appeared in his

letters. He liked women who talked excellently ; the

more pungently they talked the better, provided there

were no smallness ; and he also liked those on whom
silence and patience sat well.

A lovely, inexperienced face, or the picture of it, had to

be very lovely for Powell not to think it insipid. Young,
unmarried girls might be delightful, but had not lived. On
the whole, they had better not go to the theatre, unless it

were a tMdtre hlanc ; not that it would harm them, but

if they did there would be the danger (a reality in England)

of the plays being written for them. He did not greatly

believe in young feminine culture, though when he came
across the aspiration he would help it with infinite kindly

pains, and find tasks for it : perhaps his contempt for it

was rather theoretical. But he was glad when young
women revealed, as they can„ a true gift, if not for high

creative art, still for song (he responded to any singing,

however artless, that showed a nature behind it), for draw-

ing and painting of the delicately fanciful or pathetic order,

or, as is more often found, for crafts like embroidery or

lapidary work. He lavished encouragement when he was
sure of the gift. This statement of Powell's creed and bent

is, in the nature of things, incomplete, and others may be
able to correct it : and he would have been a difierent

man if he had not made his favourites exceptions to every

one of his principles. His advice was always given in

a positive, wise, and friendly spirit. A letter may be
cited here that he wrote to a young lady who wished to

become a professional writer and asked his advice.

. . . Now as to the other questions. I think you could,
as far as style goes, do very well, you only want knowledge
and pains, and you would easily master the requirements
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of the magazine or the journal. You could write as well

from Oxford as from anywhere else. Or I should
think you might take pupils in Literature. But I do not
^now the state of the demand.

As to the Bodleian, the art of copying old documents
accurately is not at all hard to learn, and the copies are
fairly paid, but it is a very precarious occupation, and
I fancy there are people about sufficient for the demand.
But I think it is better work than ordinary journalism.

As to original work, stories, novels, pay best. Poetry
pays very little. Poets make their livings out of their

prose, not their verse, as a rule. I don't want to throw
cold water on your hopes, but to tell you plainly what
I know. It is more difficult and more exhausting for

women to make money by their pens by good work than
for men, and they are worse paid usually, because they cut
one another's prices down, in their hope for and need
for work.

I see a good lot of working women and I know it is

usually a hard struggle.

However, whatever you elect to do when your schools

are over, I will gladly bear my testimony to your ability

and power of expression. You have, I think, got a rather

rare gift in your feeling for style and your appreciation of

literature, and I shall be pleased if anything I can say may
help you to your desires.

The great thing is not to worry and to take plenty of

bodily exercise now while you can. Enjoy the present

thoroughly : (no one can take away, as long as memory
remains, the happy recollection of past happiness) ; and do
not trouble overmuch about the future.

It is (you will know it if you take to teaching) a great

pleasure for me to think you have trust enough in me to

do me the honour of consulting me on these points. I do
not often have students of such promise as yourself, and
I am naturally interested in your work and wishes ; and
I shall always be pleased if I can be of use to you in your
reading or career, and you must believe me, sincerely

yours.

Powell's letters to Mr. J. B. Yeats will be freshly re-

membered. Mr. Yeats has contributed, besides the pencil-

sketch that has here been reproduced, some notes on

the companion whom he knew intimately and talked with
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constantly for years. He has brought out many sides,

chiefly the ideal side, of Powell's nature with a truth of

portraiture and analysis that leaves little to be said. If

he touches on this, rather than on the more positive, hard-

witted, sharp-judging, and equally essential ingredient in

his friend, or the enigmatical dead stops in Powell's sym-

pathy, the omission can be supplied from Powell's own
letters and other sources. The standpoint of Mr. Yeats is

not that of some of the foregoing witnesses. He is not

only, like Powell, a Home Ruler, but, unlike him, is an
adverse critic of England and English Toryism and the

Boer war. But this want of accord only brings into relief

the value of the description. Mr. Yeats does not intend

an ordered discourse ; his remarks fall into separate but

not disconnected pens^eSj after the way of La Bruy^re and
the old Character-writers. His first words go to the heart

of the matter.

York Powell was human nature itself. * Bother intel-

lect,' he would say. This was his value : he was human
nature, with the gates of knowledge wide open. He knew
all languages and literatures and all the schools of painting,

and the whole region was traversed for him by one or two
personal affections. For these last he lived ; and this is

the reason he so utterly despised his own learning and in-

tellect, a feeling carried so far that at times he seemed to
adore ignorance.

There is a kind of human nature, intractable, subtle,

composite, that would devour life, seeking satisfaction for

its senses or its dull will-power. But in Powell we had
human nature, frank, emotional, free, seeking happiness as
a plant seeks sunshine : and often it was human nature in

flood rarely a winter flood, but oftener a summer flood,

overflowing its banks and sparkling in the bright sunshine.

And this would have been so more, as the years went by
and his enemies ceased to thwart him. He was a Nile
seeking to fertilize the adjacent desert ; a river under com-
pulsion of the moon and the stars, insidiously, impercep-
tibly overflowing its banks, asking leave to flow along this

channel, that opening ; for I never once detected him
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trying to influence any one. He seemed too shy, too timid,

too full of reverence. Nothing less than the compulsion of

the stars would make him meddle with any man's convic-

tion.

He was an original man because, living in virtuous

England, he loved sinners best of all ; living in Oxford, he
regarded learning and ^ culture ' not as ends in themselves
but as means of self-expansion. He thought there were
many things better than being a savant—for instance

to be a good carpenter or a good fisherman or a good doc-

tor. Where every one is ambitious, his only desire was
happiness, that is, happiness as he defined it, and this is

not always to be found in the alcove, but always in living

and dying for others. But that sentence I must recall.

There is nothing Powell would more have disapproved of

than people living and dying for others. It would have
seemed to him mere humbug, and quite impossible for a
healthy person. In this I don't say he was right, but I am
sure he would have so expressed himself. Yet this was his

salient characteristic, that into affection for this and that

person, sometimes old friends, sometimes friends of a few
days,—into the channel of such affection he poured all his

energies. When asked to do a good turn for a friend,

alacrity would spring up into all his limbs, and he was off

like a rocket. I remember seeing this and being impressed
by it as something novel, never seen before in anybody
else. I believe if at the moment of death he had been
asked to do a man he liked some service, he would have
managed somehow to live a little longer, that he might
write the letter, or sign the necessary cheque, or do for

friendship's sake the preface that made the fortune of

your book.

I think Powell's humility was a little peculiar in this way,
that he thought nothing about his own merits as compared
with the merits of other people. But he was always think-

ing what good times he was having,—life and friends after

his own heart, and every want satisfied. He did not think it

a merit, but a lucky accident that he could open out his arms
and take in great armfuls of happiness. He was almost
ashamed of his faculty for enjoyment. Some people never
go into life at all ; and Powell was to them like a sailor

fresh from many voyages, who has come to see his cousin
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the church sexton. Those people prefer the kingdom of
dullness, where they make the best terms they can with
fear and dullness : with neither of these would Powell live

an hour, not even when he was dying, as his letters show :

he always defied death and fear. For that reason he
always seemed to me a healthy man living among invalids,

and his health was contagious.

You remember how he worshipped any one he was fond
of, a fisherman or a little child. Indeed, this trinity pos-

sessed him, affection, happiness, and worship. If he got

one, he got the other two. The fleshly or pagan school of

art and literature, having to do with the senses merely,

brings no happiness, however magnificently it may be
decorated with all the devices of the most mournful and
beautiful art ; it never means happiness. The literature of

the senses and the literature of despair go hand in hand.

Powell's value to his friends was that he was human nature

unspoiled, unsophisticated—human nature in the crystal

clearness of its source, and unmuddied either by Puritanism

(which teaches suspicion and treachery towards yourself

and others) or by the devilishness of aristocratic vanity and
insolence. He was the embodiment of innocent joyousness ;

innocent, because it sprang from the unselfish part, the

affections and the spiritual desires, and for the same reasons

a real joyousness.

And then the powerful brain of the man ! this completed
the charm. So much power and force, and all as gentle as

the smile of a woman ; the brain, and the stores of inven-

tion and knowledge and thought it brought with it. And
it was not merely that it was gentle ; but you felt secure

at having so much power on your side : you seemed to

touch Mother Earth
;
you felt happy and at home in so

much strength, so much affection. Joy and pain mingle

in our lives, at one moment we smile and next we grimace
;

Powell saw joy so clearly that he tore it away from the

other.

The most important part of his equipment for joyousness

was his extraordinary power of instantaneous mental con-

centration. Most of us when thinking of one thing are

always thinking of something else as well. Powell gave all

his energies to one subject, and that was always the passing
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moment. The busy bee sunk in the heart of a flower is

the true symbol of his intellect.

Living in the present with such immense gusto, he with
a mere gesture, as it were, drove off all the bogeys, the
bogey of death as well as the more urgent bogey of to-

morrow ; and the saints themselves could enjoy his com-
pany, because his happiness was all made up of affection

and sympathy and friendship, while his noble intellect,

freed from all the vileness of fear, played radiantly over
the philosophy appropriate to those feelings. In his com-
pany fear fled as the devil shuns holy water : you did not
need to cross yourself.

A strong will would have spoiled Powell. The wild gar-

den, blooming with every flower ofevery season, all growing
together, would have been changed into a builder's yard,

or a Manchester factory with its slums.

Of all men I ever met he was the freest from vanity,

which is a form of personal hopefulness,—hope, that is, of

some personal success or glory or distinction. Powell had
no form of personal hopefulness, because he was never in-

terested in himself at all, either as regards the present or
the future. Himself was a horse he never backed : but he
loved praise, because he thought it meant liking. He
leaned towards those who liked him, as a shy boy or girl

would in a world of strangers look about for friendly faces.

It seems that I told him he would have made a surpassing

parish priest. I could conceive him rolling along the roads,

in some western parish, brimfull of piety and visions and
laughter and merriment, loving the boys and the girls

and the sinners of both sexes ; a fervent believer of the
narrowest kind, only with all his beliefs irradiated with
intellect and affection : in his life no dark corner, except
where loomed the English government and Protestants.

And how he would have hated these last ! The R. C.

religion would have suited him exactly, and that seems
an extraordinary thing to say. Powell's reasoning facul-

ties were never very strong, and he could easily have
put them under lock and key, and gone forth whole-
heartedly to enjoy the imaginary side, the visionary side,

and the human side, of the R. C. religion. The crimes he
would have forgotten, or forgiven, or even (God help him)
condoned.
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When I say he was deficient in reasoning power, I only
mean that he had no turn for logic, that baser form of
reasoning which is the bane of the super-educated, or im-
perfectly educated person ; but he was mighty in the
imaginative reason of which education, so-called, so con-

stantly robs a man. I always maintain that in conversa-
tion people should avoid argument, contenting themselves
with uttering rival opinions ; for then you get the imagi-

native reason into play, which is as the fertilizing west
compared to the east wind,—the east wind, that takes
colour out of the sky and fragrance out of the flower. You
know how Powell would shun argument, how he would
push concession to the utmost limits so as to escape it

;

and he was right. If he liked your doctrine he took it

gratefully. If he did not like it he would make wry faces

and pretend to swallow it, that was all. Argument is not
the test of truth. Meditation, experience of life, hope,

charity, and all the emotions — out of these the imagi-

native reason speaks. His dislike of argument was one of

the reasons why you sought his company. Another reason

was a negative one. He had no spite in his composition,

no cruelty. However irritated, he did not wish to revenge
himself. The reason why we would always submit to him
was that we could not discover anything to beware of, no
jealousy or envy, or even a competitive instinct of self-love.

I have a reminiscence from my daughter which I had
forgotten. In 1897, the first day after her illness that

she had left her bath chair, she and I walked along the

High St., Turnham Green, and Powell met us. She
remembers how he circled round us, laughing but saying

nothing. The first shop we came to, he rushed in and
came out with a penny mug ; at the next shop he did the

same and brought out a penny picture post-card ; and at

another shop he got a penny toy ; and, finally, at another

shop, some flowers. These all in succession he gave to

her. I think that is characteristic of Powell ; it paints

him to the life ; he had nothing to say, no phrases, only

the offering of gifts.

I often said to him that he talked telepathically. To
catch sight of him and to hear his laugh was to find your-

self possessed by the Powell doctrine. You did not often,

considering, hear his voice ; he talked, comparatively, so
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little. But he was the air that we all breathed. He would
propound no theories. I remember him so well, when he
would remove his pipe and say, ' that 's it ', or * that 's true

',

or ^ My God, that 's true ', or ' My God, that 's fine '.

He always thought himself inferior to his friends, though,
speaking generally, he never valued himself or others on
their ethical qualities, unlike George Eliot and the typical

English person for whom she writes. He never looked
about for people to respect ; he looked for people who
would give him plenty of delight, excite his sympathy, and
make themselves beloved. *I do believe, Powell, you
would not object to a murderer,' said some one to him.
*No, not if he was a really good felloAv,' said Powell.

I believe Shakespeare was like that. He, like Powell,

probably regarded these moralists as cunning rascals who
wanted to strangle human nature. Powell liked life and
the game of life so much that he regarded any one with
suspicion who wanted to reform it. Those were a poor
sort of people, and like vegetarians or water-drinkers

sitting down to a feast. I believe it was this love of

human nature and the game of life that made him a Tory.

The Tory is more appreciative of life as it is in all its

plenitude. Your Radical looks at life a little sourly.

I have heard people say Powell was hostile to ideas.

What nonsense ! He was a child of the ideal ; only his

ideas all came from love of human nature. He sought
everywhere the concrete, which he could handle and love,

and laugh with and laugh at. He did not care for dreams
of intellectual beauty. In his Imperialism he was thinking

of Englishmen and Irishmen and Scotchmen lustily enjoy-

ing themselves, first of all in fighting and afterwards in

colonizing.

His Imperialism was to me portentous : without pity and
without chivalry. I could never understand it. Yet even
here I had only to tell him of a poor Scotch dragoon out
of the reserve, called away to Africa to leave a J5eautiful

full-bosomed Irish wife with two little children and another
coming. I am glad to say he came back all right. For
a short time his wife nearly lost her reason, but the Scotch
clan gathered about her and took care of her. She was
a splendid placid woman, like a summer sea. I remember
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telling Powell all about her case, and how Powell looked,
how serious he got, and how silent. He was like Shake-
speare's Hector, who in 'his blaze of wrath' would 'subscribe
to tender objects'. This was a defect in Hector's warriorship.

There were many such defects in Powell's warriorship.

My brother-in-law George PoUexfen, the astrologer,

called him 'a Jupiter man,^honourable to the finger-tips';

which means that however jovial, he was yet strict with
himself. Strict with others is another matter, though this

he might be wound up to, if put into careful hands, and
made drunk with something like the late Boer war, and
provided the victims were kept out of sight.

It seems to me that one of the foolishest ideas is people's

habit of constantly looking for a complete man, a kind of
nonsense handed down from Goethe. What we want is

incomplete men. I like all qualities to be in excess, or
rather that each person should be a specialist. Powell
loved his friends to excess, and from this came everything.

Complete, well-governed men have their value, no doubt

;

they make good clerks, look well after routine, &c.

Powell was lovable, because he was a portion of some
kind of eternal goodness, whose existence is proclaimed by
the existence of such men. Isaac Butt had the same
lovableness—^poor Butt—superb in his weakness as in

his strength.

One of Mr. Yeats's sentences suggests a comment.

*A strong will would have spoiled Powell.' This is true

in many ways. Not only were his sympathies the freer

for his ' want of will
'

; for he preserved the feminine side

which is requisite to the complete man, and which in his

case was free from the hysterical ingredient. His heart

went out to many persons. A man with a hard stiff

ambition or even a good but overmastering aim can

seldom afford that luxury. Such a man is himself only

when he is thinking of his aim. Powell found himself

when he thought of others and of their aims and hopes.

But his mind, and not only his heart, was the gainer for

* want of will '. It became a truer and cleaner mirror, as
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of glancing unflawed silver, reflecting all the kinds of

truth that lay open to him. A strong will, even when

its purpose is noble, can be a curse to the intellect. It

often raises an opaqueness between us and the play of

life ; it engages our vanity not to see the truths that are

a criticism on our ambition ; it gives us much to unlearn,

and meanwhile life passes ; it diverts us from healthy

doubts to the means of overcoming hindrances. It makes

us judge persons, not as wholes, not as they are, but as

they bear on our wishes ; if we cannot enlist them, they

are nothing to us. Prejudice bred by the will is the

worst. Powell's prejudices arose from a sense of what

would not suit his nature. He shunned certain types and

persons as he did some kinds of food. Many of his

aversions are not valid in themselves ; I have no desire

to put in special pleading. But any such element was

small in him when compared with the mass of his

appreciative power ; and this, again, was great, partly

through natural gift, but also because he was little

encumbered with definite purpose. Most men might

suffer from so much freedom ; they are not big enough.

Powell's *want of will' never led him, be it said, to

pamper himself. He was much too unselfish for that,

and too distinguished—a word (vornehm) that has

been tainted with cant by the apes of Nietzsche ; but it

comes to mind when we think of the things that Powell

preferred and avoided. No doubt his powers of pro-

duction were dispersed through his failure to plan far

ahead ; but on that point enough has been said already.

It only remains to add a few observations to those that

are scattered through this book upon Powell's aspect and

his talk. The portraits show him in different views and

at various seasons of his life. He was of more than

middle height, broad, and not over heavy for his

height, though heavier when about fifty ; a rapid,

hasty walker until his last years, at least in cities ; in the

country or on the shore he went leisurely : no lover of
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hills, perhaps through some physical warning at the heart

He wore a beard from early manhood, full at first, and
latterly grizzled ; and glasses over brilliant black eyes,

whose * extraordinary kindness ' has been mentioned ; and
they were also watchful and amused, pain or disapproval

showing only in a tremor and faint frown. There was not

what is called mobility of feature, such as is found in

speakers or actors. His forehead was straight, not too high,

and well-moulded, his colour, until illness came and even

afterwards, ruddy-brown and healthy. The mouth and

chin were much hidden, and the jaw too slightly built.

It was a head of more than ordinary harmony and beauty,

in youth notably so ; and, in spite of a certain senatorial

dignity that it came to possess, gave little clue to his

profession. Sometimes he looked maritime, sometimes

like a distinguished member of a foreign academy. His

hands showed race, and he wore sailors' silver rings.

His voice was rich and deep, but not much modulated

;

there was no rhetoric in it ; and his utterance was quick,

staccato. He spoke in brief phrases, interspersed with

hesitations and the laughter that has been described

already : this laughter was the first thing noticed by stran-

gers, and gave a kind of choric effect to his talk ; and he

said with it what he did not care to say otherwise. It was

sonorous and volleying, or quieter and muffled like a bass

accompaniment : the close of his own story or sentence,

and the greeting to that of others. His mirth could not

offend, but it had the effect of a broom (that mighty

weapon) when the conversation became too small, donnish,

or stifling. Once he was with a sharking publisher, who
explained complacently that he had made a good bargain

with a poor author by concealing his estimate of the book

offered. Another hearer would have frowned, or said

something severe. Powell raised an exceptionally loud

peal with a sharp note in it, and the creature partly

understood. Mr. Yeats has noted how little he spoke in

proportion to the effect conveyed. His silences, tossed-
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out oaths and curses and exclamations and cries of

encouragement, and other imponderable methods, bridged

the talk : and his use of the anecdote, as Dr Bonnier

observes, was free and characteristic. He required the

right atmosphere : in ^ society ', at a stiff dinner-party or

formal gathering, he was shy and ineffective ; remained

then silent, and could be formal and icy ; a single dubious

countenance in a stranger might set him on his guard,

and he was quick to see danger-signals. Amongst those

whom he knew well but did not value, a gospel of polite

contempt came to his aid, and his conversation would

begin to play regardless of them, like a fountain in a

veering wind, save for a few startling drops of spray that

might cross their faces. But we might often find our-

selves in a chance company of persons who were linked

with one another only through Powell. He rather liked

this : and his impulse, in order to foster the whole party,

was to fan, as it were, each person in turn gently and

sympathetically, as a good hostess might, drawing him out

on his own chosen ground, on which Powell himself could

move easily, though always taking (and sincerely) the

attitude of a learner : until the dullest of metal showed

a certain glow : and then, to prevent monopoly or mono-

tony, he would dart to another speaker, while the first,

now comparatively ready to listen, faded down to a gentle

heat. Hence a picturesque variety, the whole room being

brought together at intervals by a jest or epigram. Eliza-

bethan verse, the methods of engraving or enamelling,

the character of coming politicians, and the genius of

music-hall artists ; all these might be discussed in half

an hour, the talk perhaps glancing to excess.^ What

^ ' The present writer has heard him establish a contrast between

Walt Whitman and the patriarch Job, in the course of which he spoke

of the metrical system of the Psalms, and of Piers Plowman^ and
made an excursus on the rhythmic scheme of The Song ofSolomon. But
to what end does one write of what he knew ? He will live not only

because he knew, but because he made others know.' {Morning Post,

May 10, 1904.)
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linked it together was not Powell's knowledge, which was
vast if not what foolish myth has pretended : it was rather

his artistic interest in the way things are and should be

done, in the faire : an interest rarely instinctive in an

Englishman, but which Powell carried into the fields of

dress and the crafts,^ as he did into those of scholarship or

politics. Affairs, indeed, and public achievements, apart

from the petty tactics and machinery he despised, seemed

to present themselves to him as a kind of fine art, wherein

certain results were attained only by due expert skill, the

amateur and pretender being left behind by a natural law,

and also the high-minded short-sighted person, whatever his

intentions. It has been said already that he seldom

argued : and though this might be a drawback, it made
him a force, especially with logical persons who dimly saw

that their logic did not carry them far enough. His mind

was artistic and historic, not systematic.

At this point may be quoted some remarks on another

side of Powell's talk. Mr. Herbert Fisher is again the

writer

:

He had an extraordinary gift for realizing and describ-

ing not only men but things and mechanical processes.

About a fortnight before his end I was sitting by his bed-

side ; and, the conversation happening to turn upon cider,

he described to me with great minuteness and enjoyment

* * We remember once that, the art of pantomime bein^ mentioned,

he was ready with a complete biography of Deburau, together with an

accomit of the pantomime which Gautier and Charles Nodier wrote

with him. This is but a single instance, taken at random, of his

jnultifarious knowledge.' (' Musings without Method,' in Blackwood's

Magazine, Jime, 1904.)

This artistic interest and another are united in a review ofDr. Jessopp's

Frivola {Manchester Guardian, Sept. 1, 1896) :
' The ghost story is

admirably told, the feelings of the ' beghosted ' person given with evident

reality; the sense that the phantom is not a true body comes first,

followed by intense curiosity, then comes fear of its disappearing, and

dread to break the silence by speech, next a momentary loss of nerve,

or premonition of horror, overcome by reason, and the return to

ordinary experiences happening as quietly and obtrusively as the

disturbing phantasm itself had happened.'

T. p. I Gg
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the different ways in which the apple is treated in Somer-
setshire and in Normandy. He seemed to know everything
about it, the best kind of apple to use, the best way of
preparing it, and all the refinements of the cider business,

and how one locality differed from another in respect of
this genial art. He would often take up a bit of paper and
pencil and dash off a sketch of an object to which he was
referring—a wine-press for instance or a jar—and say, * It

was like this' ; and his skill with the pencil was just a part
of his general visualizing capacity. It was an education
to walk down the street with him. He seemed to suck in

the contents of the shop-windows at a glance and to have
an encyclopedia article ready in his hand about each of
them. Even in squalid St. Clements he nearly always
found something to arrest him, an old print, a tea-kettle,

a battered book, and then he would stop, pass judgement
in his quick decisive way, or allow himself to be drawn
into commenting. It need scarcely be added that he was
as familiar with the ^ Realien ' of Feudal Europe as he was
with the crockery of his own day. Indeed his heart went
put to every form of handicraft, and this was one of the
many bonds which bound him to William Morris.

In judging others, Powell talked as he wrote, praising

largely, and often praising persons one had never heard of

without explaining who they were : but this habit did not

become monotonous. *Damn braces, bless relaxes,' says

Powell's favourite poet ; and up to this commandment he
often acted. He damned first, and gave his reasons (usually

intelligible) afterwards if asked. He was hard to turn from

a dislike, he never commuted his sentences ; and this was
serious, because he sometimes judged at sight. Often his

attitude was that of a regretful inability to take interest.

The following, from a letter, expresses a frequent mood

:

I don't want to blame the X s, but that is how they
impressed me : all of them

;
good-natured, kindly, empty

enough, with an eye ever screwed lightly in a mental
telescope, pointed to the almighty dollar shining in a dark
sky,—a small metallic disc with clear definition, a distinct

parallax, and a period of greater or less brilliance. But
you know them, I don't, and I am willing to admit that
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I may have misjudged them. I don't at all dislike them,
but they don't interest me a bit. . . . Human nature is very
complex, though it works on a very few strings, like

a marionette played by ' Old Provvy ' (as calls him) for

his own somewhat grotesque and selfish amusement.
X is not soul-satisfying. I can't really care for him,

though I know he is a good fellow ; too, but she
is too frankly 'on the make' for me. I don't grudge
people getting on, especially getting on honestly, but
* getting on ' is not interesting save to the getter on ; and
*God damn it, there's something better on earth than
getting on ', as would say.

Original natures are best discovered by their code of

blame and praise ; but to try and expound Powell's ethic

would mean recommencing to describe him. Yet some
points come out clearly, explaining the reserves of contempt

that saved him from pure benevolence. He often quoted

approvingly R A. M. Stevenson's saying that the two

cardinal sins are * bilking and cruelty ', and added ingrati-

tude, which he regarded as worse than errors of passion.

' Dante's order is good enough for me ; those who have

injured their benefactors in the lowest pit.' The opposite

of 'bilking', in his familiar language, was 'whiteness'.

He must have plain dealing. Some have said that he was

rather easily deceived in men, but this nearly always meant

that he let them tax his good nature or generosity without

being taken in or making any sign. His British friends

were at times perplexed by his comprehension of other

standards of feeling. He could appreciate a bull-fight

as well as a glove-fight, being free alike from zest for

bloodshed and from humanitarian qualms. He liked the

technique of such historic sports : watching—so one could

think of him—the blood fall, not sharing the pleasure felt

thereat either by the men or the women in the audience,

but watching that also, in a studious way. He was indeed

incalculable, said others ; he, such a lover of his kind, with

so many of the virtues of John the Evangelist ! But these

sharper elements were not the dominant ones. Latterly, he

Gg2
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grew fonder of passing his judgements through portraiture,

both in print and in his letters. His descriptions are

seldom fierce, they end kindly whenever it is possible,

as here;

—

I don't think many people put so much vim into talk as

does. He is a good fellow really, vain (but timid too

as to his work), generous, a kind of pirate, to whom old

age appears in frightful pantomimic guise every now and
then in the distance, and he realizes that he can't drink or

do other things so freely as he could, and sees a long vista

of fights and struggles before he can get free of Execution
Dock. This too has its pathos. When he is tired, one
sees glimpses of this. When he is well, the king's his

uncle and the world 's a football ; he is gloriously elate,

like a gamecock. He is a man one gets to like a good deal,

for all his faults are on the surface, and he is really very

sensitive and touched by kindness.

Powell did not impress himself, like most persons who
influence those around them, by his will, that is, through

fear. He was not one of those natures that are self-

withdrawn, ready to sacrifice others to its own purpose,

which may be a purpose for their good ; a kind of

sway most people accept if it be strong and calculated.

But Powell believed in other people's freedom, which the

missionary, organizing nature does not. His method was

praise and encouragement, dashed with some raillery and

occasional salutary blankness or dryness, though this

admixture was instinctive and no part of a plan. It was

regretfully said that his praise and admiration of those he

liked came too easily. This might be so : but a slender

allowance of modesty was enough to show them that he was

praising what they would like to be rather than what they

were. Persons who were not conscious of his approval

described him as capricious in his estimates : but if the

sun looked their way they thought he was improving in

discrimination. Yet many might feel, as Ibsen's Peer

Gynt did with Solveig, that they lived ' in his faith, in his

hope, and in his charity '. Indeed, all those familiar with
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him might have some such impression, and state it in

terms of whatever creed they would. Their memory of

him must be partly the memory of having thus existed in

his mind. In terms of whatever creed ; for, once suppose a

superior consciousness in the universe, apart from what is

found in man ; then it would presumably belong to its nature

to overestimate man a little, knowing his latencies and

possibilities, even those unlikely to be realized. Suppose,

again, no such consciousness ; then the power to conceive

of it, even as an illusion, can only be drawn from the sum
of our acquaintance with human goodness, as displayed

not only in the great founders of religions, or the proces-

sion of historic saints, or the army of martyred thinkers,

but in the array of private men, who have no claim

to be world-figures, but who, like York Powell, radiate

encouragement and afiection with the help of a rich

intelligence.
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THE LIFE OF VIGFUSSON

The life of Vigfiisson, with its strange mixture of learned

strife, disappointment, achievement, and idyll, should be
written at length, and the material lies in the following

sources : (1) Notices and reminiscences scattered through
his works. (2) MS. note, quoted. Memoir, pp. 32-6, 97-8,

dictated to Powell on his childhood and youth ; and scrap

of MS. in Danish on the same. (3) Obituary notice by
Powell in The Academy, February 25, 1889, reprinted

vol. ii..pp. 344-50 : the account in the Memoir is to be read

as a supplement to this, the best of Powell's three sketches

of Vigfiisson. The others are in (4) the Dictionary of
National Biography, vol. Ixvi, and in (5) Encyclopoedia
Britannica (Supplement), vol. xxxiii, 1892. (6) Obituary in

Icelandic by Jon Thorkelsson in ArTcivfbrNordisk Filologi,

1889, new series, vol. ii. pp. 156-63 : this is the fullest in

detail and bibliography. There are also (7) Vigfiisson's

miscellaneous papers, and a mass of letters written to him
by many persons in English, German, Danish-Norwegian,
Swedish and Icelandic. I have availed myself of some
notes made from these by the Rev. J. Sephton, who
specially classified and arranged them before they went to

rest in the Bodleian. (8) The letters and notes written by
Vigfiisson to others beside Powell ; some of these may
have been saved by his friends or their executors.

Note.—Since the footnote to p. 41 supra was printed, a note in

Powell's hand has been found stating :
' I also wrote for Dr. Vigfiisson

at his dictation, putting his thoughts into English, &c., Preface to

Orkneyinga Saga (Rolls Series), Preface to Hakonar Saga (Rolls

Series), papers in English Historical Review'
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EX-VOTO

BY DK. CHARLES BONNIER

MANi:feRES brusques et vives, et large bonhomie ; rire

soudain ou face grave, une sensation de force et de bont^

:

c'est ainsi qu'il nous apparut dans ce d^cor qu'il s'^tait

^difi^, ce cadre oh 11 avait limits sa vie studieuse en
rUniversit^ s^culaire. Et, d5s I'instant, la vision resta du
grand appartement de Fellow (ou Senior Student) auquel
on arrivait par le cloitre du college oh les pas sonnaient
dans le silence, avec le balancement aux fenetres des
feuillages 6normes du Broad Walk—rillumination d'un
d^cor anglais de prairie et d'avenue ; des arbres vus k
travers des piles de livres ^croul^s.

C'^tait 1^ qu'il recevait ses amis et les Strangers qui se

sentaient attires vers lui—citons les grands noms de
Mallarm^, de Verlaine. La grande chambre avait non
I'aspect d'un mus^e—toutefois d'une galerie mobile qui se

serait d^plac^e devant vous, livres succ^dant aux livres,

cartons ouverts, gonfl^s de Japonaiseries, armes pendant
aux murs . . . et surtout sa promenade vivifiante, qui

portait la lumifere de son regard sur tous ces objets—le

regard noir per^ant I'^ternel binocle.

Pour beaucoup I'abandon—forc^—de cette creation

sembla une diminutio capitis : il le dut sentir aussi,

gagerait-on. Les murs sonnaient de ces Colloquia. Peu
de lieux donn^rent plus la sensation d'etre habitus. Meme
en I'y attendant, dans ces rendez-vous h ponctualit^ douteuse

(r^sultats de cette vie surcharg^e), on y sentait encore la

chaleur de sa presence et la proximity du retour. On
croyait entendre le pas press^ dans le couloir, une interro-

gation rapide k son scout et ddjk la voix vous saluait, la

main se tendait.

Aujourd'hui celui qui succ^da, le locataire, doit entendre

parfois—s'il a I'ouie intelligente—de vagues ^chos de cette
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vie intense, qui sonna, eut dit Rabelais, pendant plus de
vingt ans entre ces murs de college.

Passer d'une science k une autre, tremplin ou ressort pour
cet esprit agile, avide de savoir. Oh. trouver le pareil, sinon

k r^poque des humanistes, tel un ' Panurge ' de science apre
et gaie ? A notre ^poque oti tous se sp^cialisent, quand le

chercheur, isol^ dans sa science comme en une fosse de
mine, creuse sans repos et sans joie, il ^tait d'usage, en sa

propre cit^ de le consid^rer dilettante. Cette gait^ h^roique
k chaque d^couverte, ce 9a-ira, cette envergure ; mauvais
ton que tout cela. Surtout les Eclats du rire vainqueur
troublant ceux qui, dans quelque embrasure de fenetre,

scandaient quelques vers, deterraient quelques racines.

Tout, depuis sa propre science, celle des Sagas, jusqu'aux
dessins de Steinlen dans le Gil Bias illustre—en passant par
les derniferes d^couvertes, mathematiques ou zoologiques

—

son esprit rapide le comprenait, choisissant dans la science

ce qui ^tait n^cessaire k sa propre sant^ intellectuelle,

errant, dirons-nous, I'atmosphere mobile et lumineuse de
ses id^es.

Qui ne regretterait aujourd'hui cette joie, joie profonde
comme d'un th^lemite, joie active, qu'il nous fut donn^ de
contempler? Cette admiration—qui for9ait parfois au
sourire meme ses amis—^n'^tait-ce pas la condition meme de
sa rapidity d'acquisition ; la critique ne nous empeche-t-elle

pas souvent d'avancer, la crainte de se tromper n'immobilise-

t-elle pas ? Lui, avait pris son parti ; tout jeune il voulait
• jouir ' de la science comme des autres joies, en extraire

toute la s^ve et en laisser I'^corce aux scholars et autres

animaux k sang froid.

Aussi la sant^ de son esprit fut-elle sans ^gale ; aussi,

meme jusqu'k la fin, s'int^ressa-t-il au mouvement intel-

lectuel ; aussi v^cut-il dans la science et dans Tart. Pour
lui—et c'est le trait caract^ristique de sa vie pr^cieuse—les

deux ne faisaient qu'un. Pareil k ces ^coliers itinerants du
quinzi^me si^cle, il allait partout, non pour disputer, mais
pour s'enqu^rir de nouvelles trouvailles. Tout ce qui ^tait

technique le passionnait. II portait le meme int^ret ravi

aux proc^d^s des artistes japonais qu'aux derniers livres

d'histoire parus. Les uns, les autres—r^duits par sa

generalisation rapide—n'^taient-ils pas des phenomfenes
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plastiques, des formes et des courbes, lignes d'id^es ou
trac^ du burin?

II s etait * lest^ ' tr^s jeurie, il avait goftt^ cette paix qui

passe tout sentiment, et dont parle I'apotre. La foi, la

croyance, en certains esprits semblent la condition essen-

tielle de I'existence ; leur * si^ge ' est fait sur certaines

questions qu'ils ne discutent plus, et le reste de leur cer-

veau est d^livr^, disponible pour d'autres ceuvres. Ceci

explique, chez certains pretres catholiques, la liberty

d'esprit ; hardis dans les sciences, tol^rants en ce qui ne
borde pas I'intangible. Chez lui, c'^tait a sound atheism,

qui remplagait cette foi, lui donnant un calme identique

:

apr^s tout Ik qu'un d^placement de certitude. II ^tait aussi

tranquille dans son manque de foi que le mystique dans sa

croyance ; ce n'^tait pas I'agnosticisme, qui implique d^jk

une sorte de d^couragement ; le * gnosticisme ' plutot,

entendant par Ik I'^lan infini vers le savoir, dans ce qu'il

a de certain pour de rares esprits, la jouissance qu'il

apporte, I'exercice libre et harmonieux, le * sport ' que dut

pratiquer un Montaigne.

Changements en politique, Evolutions en science : ils

furent *de bonne foy' ; outre un d^sir de modifier I'attitude,

d'eviter la crampe intellectuelle. Sa * vive ' tolerance—non
flasque et trouble comme en un Renan—permettait k ses

amis diffi^rentes Evolutions. La raideur de I'attitude, I'in-

transigeance : peut-etre les seules choses dEplaisantes pour

cet esprit souple, actif. Cela s'explique: il y voyait

autant d'obstacles k sa marche, Elements rEfractaires k son

influence.

Pourtant son indulgence souriante admettait, chez les

siens, certains partis-pris, meme intolerances. II savait

s'arreter, dans la conversation, devant les pitfalls des

convictions arretEes. Son rire montrait, tout au plus, la

compassion qu'il ressentait pour cette *servitude volontaire'.

Avec un tact souverain, jamais il n'imposait sa ' non-croy-

ance ', et pouvait causer avec un clergyman dans le common
room du college, pourvu que ce itt sur des tragedies

grecques, des histoires de brigands ou de fellows.

Ce fut—pour celui qui Ecrit ces lignes votives—une

rEvElation de I'entendre, k un dEjeuner de dimanche k Oriel
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College, au milieu de tous ses collogues ^lev^s k I'ombre de
Pusey et du Movement, causer et rire comme dans una
reunion de r^fugi^s de la Commune ou d'anarchistes.

Qui sait s'il n'en 'exprimait' pas alors uue jouissance
identique ?

II fut jouisseur de science profonde, explorateur de la

mer de lumi^re, Viking des iles blanches. Initio k la

science sous I'^re de Darwin et de Huxley, il se soumit
joyeusement k la th^orie transformiste. II souloit dire

que les seuls livres qu'il ne put gouter ^taient les Con-
fessions de St. Augustin et limitation. Croyance k
part, n'^tait-ce parce qu'y sont proclam^s I'abandon de
la volenti I'amour de la souffrance, I'abn^gation ?

Son esprit n'admettait ni ombre, ni servitude ; toutes

ses id^es nageaient dans le flot tranquille de la connais-

sance. Un obstacle, une barri^re se dressaient, il . les

tournait, ne pouvant les surmonter, se h^tant de gagner
une route plus sure. Ce fut un bon pilote, pour ceux qui
—dans cet Oxford assoupi—cherchaient la parole, la

direction fermes. II les d^tournait des routes oti leur

Anergic se serait bris^e, leur indiquait les bouses marquant
I'entr^e des ports ; il leur enseignait surtout la production
tranquille, joyeuse. Que certains protestent, regrettent

;

n'avait-il pas k indiquer les routes, n'avait-il pas k *com-
muniquer ' ? Aussi il se d^tournait, sauvegardait les autres

des sciences cach^es, des cryptes oti certains, comme dit

le Rituel—* ont trouv^ leur repos ', une jouissance solitaire.

II I'avait compris : ces routes d^tourn^es, ces hack-

waters ne convenaient ni k lui ni k ses ^l^ves ; il restait

sur la grand'route.

Combien de fois, le voyant arpenter sa grande chambre
du College, causant avec ses ^Ifeves, scandant d'un rire son
enseignement impromptu, allant droit vers le livre ou vers

la citation, avons-nous pens^ k la large, active, joyeuse
production au grand atelier d'Anvers.

A ceux memes d'entre nous qui pr^f^raient les rythmes
caches, la p^nombre, il ^tait une n^cessit^, un repos.

Apr^s de longues heures de travail, on le retrouvait avec
la joie, r^largissement qui viennent etendre et baigner la

vision du voyageur k I'illumination douce de la clairi^re !
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N'est-ce pas ici la station de pieux souvenir et de
gratitude, ^cho des heures oh nous fut permise la com-
munication avec lui ? A I'^tranger, pour I'isol^ en la ville

universitaire, ces heures vesp^rales du Mardi—choisies en
commemoration de Mallarm6—sonnaient joyeuses dans la

chambre garnie oh. il venait causer. Et des confidences

sacr^es, de sa part, furent alors transmises, quand le voile

de gaiti^ s'entr'ouvrait sur une gravity, un attendrissement
males. Mais que vite disparu, vite reconvert, d'autant

plus rare, pr^cieux, ce Moment

!

Le rire et la plaisanterie revenaient, I'anecdote drole et

pittoresque, k la Casanova, bondissait ; et surtout scand^s

par le geste du fumeur inv^t^r^ rallumant sa pipe, qui en
un coin de l^vre relevait la forte moustache.

L'anecdote, voil5, encore une des marques, un de ses

instruments de propaganda Non certes, la bonne histoire

moisie, capital joke^ dont vous r^galent les Fellows au
Common room ; ou la plaisanterie morne qui, ne pouvant
s'^lever, a donn^ au Ciel d'Oxford sa pesanteur.

Non, chez lui, l'anecdote ^tait toujours caract^ristique,

qu'il rapportat un trait h^roique des Sagas, une histoire

de la Commune h. lui racont^e par Yallfes ou J.-B. Clement,

une ballade celtique, un vers decadent latin ; toujours le

trait illuminait et r^v^lait.

Ainsi comprise, l'anecdote n'est-elle pas I'enseignement

concentre, vivant dans son transport d'^nergie ? Tout cela,

chez ceux qui I'ont ^cout^, n'a pas ^t^ perdu. De la

longue frequentation de cet esprit rare, Vigfdsson, de son

etude des vieilles Chroniques, il avait retrouv^ le parfum
perdu du tale^ embaumant, illuminant une page de for-

gotten lore.

Pour lui cette histoire, que les ^rudits ont dessechee,

avait repris son sens primitif, barbare. Cetait un r^cit,

*ce qu'on raconte'. Trait de moeurs, coutume de tribu

sauvage, curiosite d'anthropologie et de Folklore, tons

etaient * illustres ' par son anecdote.

Et c'est pourquoi les gens du peuple, de la classe dite

basse, ressentaient pour lui cette sympathie qui jadis dut

attirer les foules vers un H^rodote, un Froissart, les grands

curieux et les grands interrogateurs, ceux qui voulaient

savoir, jouissaient des histoires curieuses et rares.

Non seulement humaniste il I'^tait, au sens du seizifeme

si^cle, mais humain dans Tacception anglaise, et cela pro-

fond^ment. Les paysans et les ouvriers avec leur admirable
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tact, toujours prets k se refermer devant I'^tranger, le

bourgeois, le Monsieur, allaient k lui qui allait vers eux.

Et de cela combien d'exemples, deux ici.

A Oxford meme, en la ville aristocratique, vivait un
ramoneur de chemin^es, grand orateur populaire, socialiste,

ayant quelque chose de fruste et d'original comme Brad-
laugh. Notre ami passait des heures k causer avec lui

;

il ne se mettait pas, comme nos savants d'Universit^s

populaires ou votre Extension Lecturer, condescendant,

au niveau de celui qui I'^coutait. II s'adaptait k lui et

toute sa superiority acquise de savant, de lettre, ne lui

servait quk ouvrir et se faire manifester cette intelligence

pittoresque et hardie. En cela il se rapprochait du grand
artiste que fut William Morris ; il fut, cet ouvrier socialiste,

leur ami commun.
A r^tranger, en France surtout oh. il passa les dix demiers

et^s de sa vie, dans un village de la cote boulonnaise, les

paysans le comprenaient et I'aimaient. Cet hotel banal
oil il vivait deux mois de Tann^e, il I'avait transform^,

humanist—et les touristes. Anglais ou Fran9ais, fuyaient

d'instinct cette table oh avec ses amis—cet esprit exquis
parmi eux, Stevenson—il causait librement. Des families

respectables, ^gar^es dans ce milieu, se sont levies, se sont

^brou^es et ont quitt^ la table—p^re, mere, enfants, k la

mention du nom de Casanova. Les artistes, eux, venaient

comme aimant^ lui faire visite.

Meme—visite inoubliable, unique—dans un coin ignor^

du Nord de la France, nous le vimes un jour, et de ce milieu

si diff(6rent il sut extraire Fint^ret, la vie. Et c'est pour-

quoi il ne s'ennuyait jamais, trouvant avec sa grande
habitude de ^ d^couvreur de sources de vie ', tatant le sol

de son maquila et le caractere de son observation, dans
chaque paysage, si gris fiit-il, la ligne de dessin qui I'en-

noblissait, dans chaque individu r^l^ment personnel et

original.

II savait aussi ^couter, science ^noniie qui explique le

dix-huiti^me siecle francais, attitude recueillie et receptive

k la fois, donnant au narrateur la sensation qu'on le suit et

que sa pens^e, talonn^e presque imm^diatement apr^s son
expression, trouvera de suite son asile, son atmosphere
intellectuels. Combien de fois I'avons-nous vu, dans ces

petites reunions de Christ Church, ou se promenant pr5s
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de la loiigue table surcharg^e de livres et de brochures, ou
assis pr^s du foyer surmont^ d'un Rodin, s'^panouir et
epanouir en meme temps, foyer de lumi^re qui r^fi^chissait

la pens^e transmise? Cette science rare de I'attention

eveill^e, il la poss^dait.

C'etait une de ses jouissances, une de ses facult^s que
cette r^ceptivite ; elle lui permettait de humer I'histoire,

Tanecdote, le renseignement rare et pittoresque ; aussi de
lui conserver sa fraicheur, pr^serv^e, intensifi^e meme dans
la transmission. II avait surtout un rire, un rire d'enfant

k plusieurs Stages, se renouvelant de lui-meme h des sources
inconnues de gait^.

II ne le poss^dait—ce qui arrive trop souvent chez nous

—

ce fond d'amertume, cette joie acre qu'excite une remarque
fine, inattendue, poignante d'un la Rochefoucauld ou d'un
Chamfort. Sa joie ^tait humaine, et comme ces peintres,

Velasquez ou Goya, qui drapent de couleur fauve les hail-

Ions de leurs pauvres, lui, r^pandait une lueur de gaite

autour de la mis^re humaine, I'anesth^siant ainsi, la rendant
accessible h Fobservation.

La mort meme, cette preoccupation qui nous trouble tant

que nous sommes, h cause des id^es mises en nos tetes vers

I'age de neuf ans, comme disait Beyle ; cette repulsion de
notre nature, il lui avait enlev^ de par son don de vie,

toute horreur. Et puis, suivant I'expression de Bixiou,
* c'est si banal

'
; surtout, ce respect dont notre Education

mystique protege les morts, il I'arrachait comme un masque.
La mort n'^tait pas * respectable ' pour lui ; il ne lui recon-

naissait pas le droit d'excuser les erreurs ni les crimes.

En cela il ^tait paien, et il eut en recompense une fin

paienne, dans le soleil, dans le repos. Subita repentinor

que, la cessation sans souflrance, Tarret imperceptible

du mouvement. II mourut dans son fauteuil, tandis que le

jour entrait par la fenetre ouverte, au milieu d'une lecture.

Tandis qu'il pesait sans doute une id^e en son esprit, la

mort vint, fut douce envers lui, et il ne I'apercut pas.

Et nous, ses amis au loin, quand nous apprimes les details

si caract^ristiques, si ^choisis', de cette mort, I'envoi du
domestique porter une lettre, I'absence meme de ceux qui

lui etaient chers et qui auraient pu, par leur presence, lui

donner un regret supreme, nous nous sommes dit :
* La

mort fut pour lui I'eiue, non celle qui vient en cachette

et de nuit, mais la librement consentie et accept^e, la

conclusion logique et attendue.'
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